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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 271,613, dated February 6, 1883.

Applicatiou filed September 13, 1882. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known tbat I, TuoMAS A. Edison, of

. ]\IenIo Park, in tiie county of Middlesex and
Siate of New Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 useful In)i)rovenient in the Maniifactiiie of

] lion ndescing- Lamps, (Case No. 478,) of which
the following is a specification.

In my incandescinji' electric lamps tlie car-

l»on incandescing conductor is attached to the

ID wires which convey the current thereto by
the electro-deposition of metal at the points of

union.
In carrying out this process the interior

stem or tube of the lamj) having the wires

15 sealed in it and the cai4joii temporal ily at-

tached by any ordinary mechanical means to

said wires is placed in an electro-depositing
cell, together with a copper plate forming the
anode, and copper is deposited on such wires

20 and the ends of the carbon, forming a secure
joint.

Heretofore I have placed the tube iu the
lamp with the wires covered with copi)er over
tlie entire length above the glass. I have,

25 however, found it desirable to have as little

metal as possible inside the lamp, so that the
gases and \apors occluded in such metal may
be more readily and completely removed dur-
ing the ])rocess of exhaustion.

30 The object of this invention, therefore, is to

produce a lamp which shall haveonly a small
amount of electro-dei)Osited metal,just enough
to complete the joint, placed only upon the
ends of the leading -iu wires. I accomt)lish

35 this by placing the glass wire-support in the
eiectro-dei)ositing cell upright, and with the
top of the liquid in the cell a little below the
upper edges of the enlaiged ends of the car-

bon. A suitable ciipi)er anode is provided,

40 the wires and carbon forming the xiatbode.

Copper is deposited as usual over the entire
length of the wires above the glass. After
this a portion of the solution is removed from
the vessel by means of a faucet i)rovided for

45 that purpose until the liquid falls to a little

below theenlargedenda. Thecurrent through
the cell is then reversed, the wires becoming
the anode and the coi)[)er plate the cathode,
when the metal is removed from said wires

50 and deposited on said plate, leavingonly that
which forms the union between the carbon

and wires. Instead of removing a portion of

the liquid from the cell, the stopper in the bot-

tom of the cell which holds the glass-sni)port

(as described in my Patent No. 24S,4.'3(i) may 55
be pushed up farther, so as to raise the proper
portion of the wires out ot the liquid.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a view of the
apparatus employed iu my inveiuion ; Fig. 2,

a view of the carbon and wires as tlieyappiar 60
after the first stage of the process, and Fig. 3
a view of the same when compU ttd and ready
to be placed in the lamp.
A is the electro-depositing cell; 13, the glass

wire-support; a a, the leading in wires, and C 65
the carbon, having enlarged ends b b. D is a
battery, and E a circuit-reverser, from which
wires 1 2 run resi)ectively to the leading-in

wires a a and to the anode F of the cell. The
liquid is originally of the height shown, but is 70
afterward removed by the faucet G, as set

forth, to the level of the dotted line x x. In
Fig. 2 the wires a a are entirely covered with
electro-deposited copper c, while in Fig. 3 there

is only enough copper, c, left on the wires and 75
carbon to make a proper joint.

What I claim is

—

1. The method of forming an electroplated

joint between the wires and carbon in an in-

candescing electric lamp, consisting iu first 80
depositing metal upon the ends of the carbon
and the entire length of the wires above the

glass, and then removing said metal from the

lower parts of said wires, substantially as set

forth. 85
2. The method of forming an electroplated

joint between the wires and carbon in an in-

candescing electric lamp, consisting in first

depositing metal upon the ends of the carbon
and the entire length of the wires above the 90
glass, then changing the relative level ot the

electrolytic liquid, so as to leave a small por-

tion of the wires above said liquid, aiid then
reversing thecurrent through the cell, substan-
tially as set lorth, 95

3. The method of forming an electroi)lated

joint between the wires and carbon in an in-

candescing electric lamp, consisting in first

dei)0siting metal upon the ends of the carbon
and the entire length of the wires above the 100

glass, then removing a portion of the liquid

from the electro-depositing cell, and then re-
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A'ersing the curren^hrougU the cell, sabstan-
tiallj as set forth.

4. Tbe combination of an electro-depositing

cell, a copper plate, and tbe carbon and lead-

ingin wires of an incandescing lami), forming
tlie electrodes of tbe cell, means for changing
tbe level of tbe liquid in tbe cell relative to

such wires and carbon, and means for chang-

ing the direction of tbe current through the
cell, substantially as set forth, lo

This specification signed and witnessed this
25th day of August, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOK
Witnesses

:

H. W. Seely,
Edwaed H, Pyatt.
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United States Patent Office,

THOMAS A. EDISOIf, OP MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY. .

SHAFTING.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 271,614, dated February 6, 18£3.

Application Bled October 20, 1882. (Xo model.)

To all lohom it mat/ concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Meiilo Park, in tlie connty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, liave inveutecl a new and

5 useful Improvement in Sbafting-, (Case No.
502,) of wliicb the followinjj is a specification.

The object I have in view is to produce
^liafting" in wliich the torsional elasticity will

be reduced to the minimum or destroyed alto-

gether. This I accomplish by constructing a
shaft in two parts, one being placed within the
otiier. Tliese i)arts are pro|)ortioned to have
the desired strength, and relatively to have
the saraeor nearly the same torsional elasticity.

5 Alter being placed one within the other the
two parts of the shaft are twisted in opposite
directions, being strained up to the limits of
their torsional elasticity, when they are se-

cured together in any suitable way, so that
they will react upon each other and balance
the torsional elasticity, producing a riijid shaft.

This may be done by drilling iioles through
the two parts of the shaft and driving i)ins

through them, or by coupling the two parts of

5 tbeshaft together at their ends. Both of these
methods of securing the two parts together
may, however, be combined.

In the accompanying drawing a cross-sec-
tion of the noutorsional shafting is shown.

A and B are thetwopartsof theshaft, placed 30
one witiiiti the other, the inner part, B, being
either solid or of tubular form. The parts are

twisted in opposite directions, as shown by
the arrows, and strained to the limits of their

torsional elasticity, when they are fastened to- 35
gether by pins «, or by other suitable means.
The shaft may be constructed of iron, steel, or

other suitable material. I have found this

character of shafting exceedingly efiflcieut for

use in connecting the governors of several en- 40
gines together, so as to force the engines to

act in unison; but I do not wish to limit my-
self to any particular use, since it is applica-

ble to all uses where non-torsional shafting
would be advantageous. 45
What I claim is

—

A non-torsional shaft constructed in two
j)arts, strained torsionally in opposite direc-

tions and connected together permanently
while under such torsional strain, siibstau- 50
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

19th day of October, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
RiCHD. N. Dyer,
H. W. Seelt.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO TARK, NEW JERSEY.

GOVERNOR FOR DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No, 271,615, dated February 6, 1883.

Application filed November !», 1882. (Jfo model.)

To all u-hom it may concern:

Be it known tlmt I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the couniy of Middlesex and
State (if New Jers<ey, have invented a new and

c useiulImi)iovenient m Goveinois foiD.vnaino-

ElectricMacliines, (CaseNo. o01,)uf wliicb the

followiuuf is a spec tication.

Tlie object 1 Lave in view is to prodnce sim-

ple and efficient means forconnectinji' to^etb-

ID or, so that tiiey will work in unison, tiie auto-

matic cut-off mecliaMisnis of a number of en-

gines, sucii cut-off mecliauismsbein<i- composed
of loose valve-eccentrics and wlieel-jiovernors

adjusting such eccentrics, ^i he invention is

15 especially api)licable to such engines when
they are used to run dynamo or magneto
electric machines feeding into the same cou-

ductors or s\stem of contluctors.

In myapplication No. 500 (Serial No. 75,203)

20 I have shown and desciibed means for con-

necting the cut-off mechanisms of engines of

this character, my present invention relating

to other means for accomplishing the same
purpose.

25 In carrying out my invention I mount a slid-

ing sleeve upon the shaft of each engine, and
connect it l)y bell-crauks with the weights of

the wheel-governor, so that the movement, of
such weights will give the sleeve a longitudi-

30 nal sliding movement upon the engine-shaft.

The sliding sleeves of the several engines be-

ing connected together, the cut-off' mechan-
isms will be forced to work in unison. To
make this connection each sleeve is provided

35 with a g ooved collar engaging the foiked
end of a pivoted lever, the pivoted levers of
the severrd engines being removably connect-
ed with arms from a (common shaft. This shaft
moves only as the cut-off mecliHuisms are va-

40 ried in unison by the combined action of the
wheel-governors.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is

a i)ersi)ective \iew of the cut-off ineclianisms
of two engines, with connections embodying

45 my invention; and Fig. 2, a vertical section ot

one of the wheel-governors and the loose ec-

centric.

A and B represent the cut-off mechanisms
of two eujiines, which run dynamo or mag-

50 neto electric machines feeding into the same
conductors, and having means for regulating
them, as required, by tlie addition or renioval
of translating devices, as described and shown
in my ai)plication before referred to. The

55 shaft a of each engine has a loose eccentric,

which may be in one part, but is preferably in

two parts, b c, as shown. The eccentric-sleeve

d is connected with the valverod C. The fly-

wheel of eflcli engine (not shown) has weights
f/l)ivoted thereto, and thrown inwardly to- 60
ward the slialt by springs r;. Secured to shaft

<(, near the weight e /, are arms h, iu which are
pivoted bell -cranks /, connected with tlie

weights and with a sleeve, E, fea'hered upon
the shaft a. This sleeve has a grooved collar, 65
A', with which engages the foiked end of a piv-

oted lever, P. At its otlier end the lever F is

connected removably with an arm, I, project-

ing from a shaft, G. The cutoff mechanism.s
of all the engines are connected with the shaft 70
G in a similar manner, and the engines forced

to work in unison.

What 1 claim is

—

1. The comt)ination, with two or more sep-

arate engines having automatic cut-off mecb- 75
auisnoscoinposedof looseeccentrics and wheel-
governors adjusting such eccentrics, of a slid-

ing sleeve feathered on the shaft of each en-

gine, means connecting such sleeve to the
governor-weights so as to be moved thereby, 80
and means connectiiig the sliding sleeves of
all the engines together, substantially' as set

forth.

2. The combination, with two or more sep-

arate engines having automatic cut-off mecb- 85
anisms composed of loose eccentrics and
wheel-governors adjusting such eccentrics, of a
slidingsleeve teatheiedou the shaft of each en-

gine, means for connecting such sleeve to the
governor- weights so as to be moved thereby, 90
a pivoted lever engaging a collar on such
sleeve, and means connecting the levers of all

the engines together, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with two or more sep-

arate engines having automatic cut-off mech- 95
anisms composed of loose eccentrics and wheel-
governors adjusting such eccentrics, of a slid-

ing sleeve feathered on the shaft of each en-

gine, bell-cranks connecting the sleeve and
governor-weights, a pivoted lever engaging a 100
collar on the sleeve, and a shaft connecting
the levers of all the engines together, sub-

stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

19tb day of October, 1S82.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Tyatt.
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THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

REGULATOR FOR DYNAMO- ELECTRIC MACHINES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 271,616, dated February 6, 18£3.

AppliCfltion filed October 20, 18S2. (Xo model.)

To all tohom it niai/ concern :

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menio Pmk, in the comity of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 usefnl Improvement in Means for Operating
Electrical Generators, (Case No. 497,) of which
the following- is a specification.

The oliject I have in view is to maintain a
uniform electro-motive force in all of a iiuin-

lo ber of dynamo or magneto electric raaciiines

operated by two or more separate engines or
motors and feeding into the same condm-tors
or system of coiidiiclors, in order to avoid tlie

racing of the engines and the loss of power
15 caused by conversion of part of the generators

into electromotors by reason of variations in

the speed of the engines. This I accomplish
by the use, in connection with each engine, of
a mechanism controlled preferably by the

20 speed of the engine, and arranged to regulate
the electro-motive force of the generator or
generators driven by it, so as to counteract
the effect of the variations in the speed of the
engine and maintain a uniform electro-motive

25 force. Tills mechanism is employed in addi-
tion to the devices for varying the electro-mo-
tive force of the generator or generators as re-

quired by the addition or removal of translat-

ing devices, its office being siinply to main-
30 tain the electro-motive force for which the ma-

chines are adjusted. I also prefer to employ,
means for causing all the engines to run u)

unison, as described in my application No.
488, (Serial No. 74,09G;) but such means may

35 be dispensed with.

The invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawing, which is a view of thepnn-
ciiial parts of the cut-off" mechanisms of two
steam-engines, the generators driven thereby,

40 but showu se[)arated for clearness, and the
regulating devices.

A B represent dynamo or magneto electric

machines, which are of any suiiable pattern
and have their conpmutalors connected with

45 the same conductors, 1 2, or the same system
of conductors. There may be any desired
number of these generators connected in mul-
tiple arc, as shown, or in series or multiple
series. Each generator is preferably couiiled

50 directly with the engine-shaft C, there being
two engines, D E, shown, one for each gener-
ator j but it is evident that the generator can

be connected with the engine shaft by an end-

less belt, or by gearing, or that two or more
generators (a battery) can be run by one en- 55
gme, or that two or more engines can be used
to operate each battery of generators. In

short, the invention is applicable to i\uy ar-

rangement wherein dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines are ojierated by separate sources 60

of motive power, without regard to whether
the electrical generators are divided into lota

of one or more, or to whether each source of

motive power is comjiosiHl of one or more en-

gines or motors. The arrangement shown is 65
that preferred by me, each generator being
run by a separate steam-engine. The field-

circuits 3 5 ami 4 5 of the generators are pref-

erably separate multiple-arc circuits from I 2,

although they may be from another sourcft of 70
electrical energy. Each generator is provided
with means for regulating its electro-motive

force, as required by the addition or removal
of translating devices, such means being pref-

erably an adjustable resistance, R', in its field- 75
circuit. The means prefi-rred for maintaining
a constant electro-motive force of each gener-

ator controlled by the speed of the engine is

a spring-governor, F, located directly upon the

engine-shaft, or upon a sjiindle run from the 80
engine-shaft. The jiivoted lever a of the gov-

ernor forms the contact arm of an adjustable

resistance, R', located directly in the field-cir-

cuit of the generator. At a mean speed the

lever a will be in contact with the central 85
point of the resistance R'. Any increase of

speed of one engine independent of the oth-

ers would ordinarily increase the electro-mo-

tive force of the particular machine beyond
that of the others. This increase of speed, 90
however, throws a further part of the resist-

ance R' into the field-circuit of the machine,
increasing the resistance of the field-circuit

and counteracting the effect of the increasein

speed. A decrease of speed has the contrary 95
effect, throwing resistance out of the field-cir-

cuit. Thus it will be seeu that the machines
will always have the same electro-motive force

notwithstanding variations in the speed of the
engines. ico

Instead of having" the extra resistance

worked by a spring-governor, it may be ad-

justed by hand, which would enable the en-

giaeertocompeusatefordiflereucesinspeedbe-
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iwcen iLe engines, due to differences in fric-

tion or other causes.

The means descril)ed ^maintaining uni-

form electro-motive forc^ndepeudent of va-

5 riations in speed of the engines may be em-
ployed when a mechanical or electrical mech-
anism is used connecting the engines, so that

they will work in unison, as described in my
api)lication before referred to.

lo On account of differences in friction, or from
other causes, the mechanism for producing
unison iu speed may not, under all conditions,

have the required efficiency. Hence the mech-
anism for maintaining uniform electro-motive

15 force independent of variations iu speed is

useful in connection with it, although either

mechanism may be used without the other.

Automatic cut-off' engines of the Porter and
Allen type are shown for illustration. The

20 governor-armsft of these engines areconnected
removably and adjustably with the common
shaft G, whereby any variation of the cut-off

mechanism of one engine will produce a cor-

responding and simultaneous variation of the

25 cut-f>ff mechanisms of the other engines.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with two or more inde-

])endent engines and dynamo or magneto
electric machines operated thereby and feed-

30 iiig into the same conductors, of means con-
trolled by the speed of each engine for main-
taining a constant electro-motive force of the
genw-atoror generators operated by it by com-
pensating for variations iu speed, whereby

35 the electro-motive force of all the generators
will be uniform, substantially as set forth.

2. The combiuatior), with two or more inde-
pendent engines and dynamo or magneto

electric machines operated thereby and feed-

ing into the same conductors, of means for va-

rying the electro-motive force of the machines
as required by the addition and removal of
translating devices, and means for regulating
each generator to compensate for differences

in the si)eed of the engines, substantially as
set forth.

3. The combination, with two or more inde-

pendent engines and dynamo or magneto
electric machines operated thereby and feed-

ing into the same c-onductors, of means con-

necting the throttle-valve or cut-off mechan-
isms of the engines, and producingsimultane-
ous and corresponding movements of such
parts, and means controlled by the speed of
each engine for Juaintaining a constant elec

tromotive force of the generator or genera
tors operated by it. substantially as set forth

4. The combination, with two or more iude
pendent engines and dynamo or magneto elec

trie machines operated thereby and feeding
into the same conductors, of means connect-
ing the throttle-valve or cut-off" mechanisms of
the engines, and producing simultaneous and
corresponding movements otsuch parts, means
for I'eiiulaiiug each generator to coini)ensate

for differences in the speed of the engines, and
means for varying the electro-motive force of
the generators as required by the addition or
removal of translating devices, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

16tU day of October, 1.SS2.

THOS. A. EDISOy.
Witnesses:

EiCHD. K Dyer,
H. W. Seely.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISOJT, OF MENLO PAKK, NEW JERSEY.

TELEPHONE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 272,034, dated February 13, 1883.

Application filed October G, t882. (No model.)

To all xchom it may concern :

Be it kijown that I, Thomas Alva. Edison,
of Meiilo Park, in the State of New Jersej-,

liave invented an Improvement in Telephones,

5 of which the following is a specitication.

This application is a division of my applica-

tion filed November IS, 1878, No. 159, and said

division is made for the purpose of separating
from the said original application the different

ro features of invention into three additional ap-

plications. The presen 1 1 term " Case No. 159-^."

In my application No. 130, heretofore filed,

the circuit passes through plumbago or similar

material, and the diai)hragm that is acted upon
15 by the sound-waves serves to vary the electric

tension by the extent of surface-contact.

In my case No. 151, patented April 30, 1878,
No. 203,016, I have shown an induction-coil

with primary and secondary circuits and re-

20 ceiving and transmitting telephones. A car-

bon button in a circuit, and acted upon by the
diaphragm, is shown in my said case 151, and
also in case 141. These are not therefore
claimed herein.

25 In my present improvement I make use of
a surface or surfaces having numerous points
produced by scores or fine lines across the sur-

face, preferably about at right angles to each
other, and this surface or surfaces are in the

30 electric circuit, and combined with the dia-

phragm, so that the movement giv^en to the
diaphragm by the sound-waves will produce
greater or less intimacy of contact at the scored
surface, and a consequent rise and fall of elec-

35 trie tension. I also combine vrith a button of
carbon or equivalent material in one circuit an
eiectro-magnetiii another circuit, the armature
of which varies tlie pressure upon sucii carbon
or other finely-divided material, and by this

40 means repeats the telephonic pulsations. I

also construct the telephonic receiver in a i)e-

culiar manner to prevent injury by undue cur-

rents—such as from lightning—and so that the
diaphragms and cores will be ])olarized by in-

45 duction and the line-current will act in two
helices to vary the magnetism.

In the drawings, the diagram Figure 1 repre-
sents the transmitting, receiving, and repeat-
ing instruments, the instruments at X being

50 at one station, and the instruments at G being
at the repeating-station. Tig. 2 is a detached

55

view of a modification of the repeating-instru-

ment, and Fig. 3 is a face view of the tension-

regulator formed by a surface scored with nu-

merous lines.

The telephonic transmitter'A is made with a
case containing the diaphragm or plate c,

against which the sound acts to vibrate the
same. The plate e is.in the bottom of a vul-

canite cup or holder, 20, and can be adjusted 60
nearer to or farther from the diaphragm coy the

screw 21. The tension-regulating device g is

between the plate e and the second plate, rr,

the wires 10 and 12 of the circuit to the bat-

tery B connecting, so that the circuit passes 65
through these plates and the intervening ten-

sion-regulator. The tension-regulating device
is composed of two contiguous surfaces, one
or both of which is scored with numerous fine

lines, so as to produce a great number ot con-

tact-points. By adjusting the screw 21 the
initial pressure can be regulated, and the vi-

brations of the diaphragm, due to the action

of sounds, will vary the pressure and the ex-

tent of surface-contact, so as to produce rise

and fall of tension in the circuit, by bringing
more or less of the points on the surface or

surfaces into contact. In Fig. 3 I have shown
the surface scored as aforesaid, and it is to be
understood that the scoring is to be of the

requisite fineness, preferably several thousand
to the inch.

In the instrument A, Fig. 1, the tension-reg-

ulator is composed of a strip of platina scored

by lines of ruling at right angles, and folded 85
with a piece of ielt, rubber, or similar mate-
rial within the fold, and the scored surfaces in

contact with the plates a and e, respectively.

Several layers of foil, ruled as aforesaid, may
be placed together, if desired, to obtain great

resistance and variation in the electric tension

of the circuit. The foil, ruled as aforesaid, is

believed to operate in the circuit in a similar

manner to a carbon button. Between the dia-

phragm c and plate a there is a short section 95
of a tube, G, to Ibrin a central bearing.

The inductorinm I has its primary included
in the circuit to the battery B and tension-reg-

ulator, and its secondary to theline and ground.
The receiving-telephone R is placed in the

line-circuit passiug through the secondary of

the inductorium, so that it is always in posi-

7c

75

80

90

100
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tiuii to receive a nicssajje sent over tbe line

without tLe change of any switches or cou-

uectiDns.

At the receiving-instrument It there is a per-

5 uianent magnet, H, and upon one pole there,

is a bar, 23, forming at its ends tlio cores for

tiie helices 3 and 4, that are in the line-circuit,

and upon the other pole of the magnet JI there

is a bar, 24, that is connected at its ends to the

xo diaphragms (I (V. These diaphragms hence are

l»()l;uize(l by induction, and are of one polar-

ity—say south—while the cores of 3 and 4 are

])oIarized north by induction. Flexible tubes

w, with oar-pieces, are connected to the cham-
i; bers or cases holding the dia[)hragms d d', so

that the sound is conveyed to the ears.

This ai>paratus is not liable to become de-

magnetized, because any current which i)asses

through the helices 3 and 4 acts to increase the

20 induced magnetism at one end of the bar 23 in

proporiioii as it tends to decrease the induced
magnetism in theotherend. Thus there will be
no tendency to injure the permanent magnet
If; but the telephonic current will cause the

25 dirii)bragins to respond by the change of mag-
netisui in the cores adjacent to the diaphragms.
The repeating-instrument at the station G

contains an electro-magnet, li^, the helix of
which is iu the mainline circnito Its core is

30 adjacent to an iron plate or armature, and the
variation of the magnetism resulting from rise

and fall of electric tension in the main line in-

creases and decreases the pressure upon a but-
ton of carbon, </, or similar material forming

35 the tension-regulator in a second electric cir-

cuit. I have shown the local circuit from the
battery B' as passing to the plate /"at one side
of the circuit regulator _r/, and to the adjusting
device of the plate /( at the other side of the

40 caibon or similar material, and in this local
circuit is the primary of the iuductorium P,
the secoiulary of which is in the line P to the
distant receiving-instrument,

I i)refer to connect the core of the electro-

45 magnet B^ to one pole of the permanent mag-
net A', so that it may be i)olarized by induc-
tion, and hence the liiuvcircnit will iiuirease or
decrease the nuigiietism of the coi'e of B-. The
armature-plate of the magnet BMs shown upon

50 a lever, f, having a fulcrum at o, and the spring
at <l\ which should be adjustable, serves to
apply an initial pressure to the tension -regu-
lator //, and I prefer to use a siuirt cyliiuler, G,

l)etween the armature-plate and the disk/to
55 insure a central bearing on the tension-regula-

tor. When an electric wave from the distant
station varies the power of the magnet B'^,the
l)ressuro upon the tensu)nregulator p is de-
creased or increased, and the primary'current

from B'acts iu the inductorium to translate or 6c

reproduce on the second line, P, currents corre-

sponding or proportionate to those sent from
the instrument A.
The instrument shown in Fig, 2 is a very

delicate translator, acting similarly to that in 65
Fig. 1, The electromagnet B^ has a helix in

the line-circuit, as before, and A' is its polar-

ized core, C" is a diaphragm, and S is a lever,

the short end « of which is attracted bj' an ad-

justable magiiet,n'. Between the lever Sand 70
diaphragm C^ there are the pieces 14 and 15

of carbon or other finely-divided material, that

act as a tension-regulator for the translating
or repeating circuit that jiasses through the

lever S and diaphragm C^, Hence the rise and 75
fall of electric tension in the repeating-circuit

will result from the vibrations of the diaphragm,
producing more or less pressure and intimacy
of contact in the tension -regulator at 14 15,

the initial pressure being determined by the 80

proximity of the magnet H' to the lever S.

It will be observed that in my telephone-in-

struments I provide an electric tension - regu-

lator having an extended surface, in contra-

distinction to a point or small bearing, such 85
as shown in my a|)])licatiou Xo. 141, and in-

stead of the electric tension-regulator coming
directly- into contact with the diaphragm, as

iu my application No. 130, I combine with the

electric tension - regulating device an inter- 90
mediate bearing, having a small contact with
the diaphragm and the required extent of sur-

face against the tension-regulator. This bear-

ing is non-elastic, to transfer more positively

to the tension-regulator the tremulous move- 95
meuts of the diaphragm as distinguished from
the yielding material—such as cork or rubber
—as shown in my Patent Xo. 2()3,01(». If the
current passes through this non-elastic bear-
ing-])iece, as at A, the same is to be of metal loc

or other good conductor.
Certain of the devices shown herein are not

claimed, as they form the subject of other ap-
plications.

I claim as my invention

—

105
In a telephonic receiving- instrument, two

helices, 3 and 4, and the core 23, that is mag-
netized by induction, in combination with a
permanen I magnet, U, and two diaphragms tliat

are connected to the magnet II, so as to be iic
magnetized bv induction, substantiallv as set
forth.

Signed by me this 30th dav of March. A. I).

1SS2.

THOMAS A. KOISOX.
Witnesses:

Gko. T. Pixokxev,
Hauold Sekukli..
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United States Patent OfficEc

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY.

INCANDESCING ELECTRIC LAMP.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 273,435, dated March 6, 1883,

Application filed November 9, 1882. (No model.)

To all icJiom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 nseful Improvement in Incandescing' Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 508,) of whieb tbe following
is a specification.

In tbe use of incandescing electric lamps
it may sometimes be desired that tbe light-

10 giving body shall be of a broad, flat shape
similar to that of a gas-flame. My object is

to provide a lamp of this character.

In the lami) which 1 have devised the in-

candescing conductor consists of two flexible

15 "horseshoe-shaped" filaments of carbon, con-

nected together within the globe in series, and
diverging or spreading out from each other,

so that the effect of a broail, flat flame is pro-

duced, the conductor being supported in the
20 middle from tbe glass inner stem of the lamp.

Such filaments are attached to tbe inner stem
by means of the leading-in wires and a cen-
tral wire-support sealed therein, and are placed
in the lamp together, they being first folded

25 orbenttogether,so that they may pass through
the opening at tbe bottom of the globe. The
stem is sealed, as usual, in the bottom of the
globe. The top of the globe is provided with
an opening of sufficient size to admit a suit-

30 able tool, which is put through this opening
and used to bend tbe filaments apart and into

tbe desired form. By using this process the
opening at the bottom of the tube and the
stem which issealed within such oi)eningmay

35 be made of tbe usual small diameter, where-
as if tbe filaments were sj)read out before be-

ing placed in position a very large opening
would be required to allow of. their entrance,
and a correspondingly large stem would of

40 course be required to tit closely and be sealed
within said oi)ening. After the filaments are
placed in position an exhaust-tube is sealed to
tbe top of the globe, through which tbe air is

exhausted, the carbon being heated to iucan-

45 descence during tbe exhausting process, and
the exhaust-tube is then sealed off close to the
top of the globe.

By the use of the devices and process de-

scribed I produce a lamp of very high resist-

ance, and of an ornamental and desirable con- 50
struction.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawing, which isa view in elevation of a lamp
embodying said invention.

A is tbe inclosing-globe, and B the inner 55
glass stem or wire-support through which the
leading-in wires 1 2 pass. Such stem is sealed

in the bottom of the globe at a a. Tbe globe
is provided with a projection, 0, at its top,

which originally is left open. 60
D D are the two carbon filaments, electro-

plated or otherwise attached together at b,

and to a supporting-wire sealed into the stem,

and attached to the leading-in wires 1 2 ate c,

so that they are connected in series. The fila- 65
ments are folded together, so thatthey may be
passed through the opening a a, and after the

stem B is sealed within said opening a tool is

introduced through 0, and tbe filament bent
apart, as shown. The globe is exhausted 70
through a tube attached at C, and such tube
is then sealed oft' at d.

The form of the incandescing conductor and
of the globe will be made the subject of an ap-

plication for Design Patent. 7:

What 1 claim is

—

1. The method of manufacturing electric

lamps consisting in attaching two flexible fila-

ments connected and folded together to the

inner stem or wire-supi)ort, sealing such stem 80
within tbe bottom of the globe, and then bend-
ing said filaments apart and into tbe shape
shown, substantially as set forth.

2. An incandescing electric lamp composed
of the globe A, provided witli enlargement C, 85
tbe wire-support B, the diverging filaments!)

1), tbe leading-in wires, and tbe central wire-

support, substantially as set forth.

This si)ecification signed and witnessed this

2Cth day of October, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses

:

W31, H, Meadowcroft,
H. W. Seely.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISOIs^ OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

INCANDESCING ELECTRIC LAMP.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 273,486, dated March 6, 1883.

Applicfttiou filed October 20, 1882. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meiilo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jei'sey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improveuieut in Methods of and Means
for Preventing Electrical Carrying in Incan-
descing Electric Lamps, (Case No. 493,) of
which the following is a specification.

In the use of incandescing electric lamps
xo particles are thrown off from the carbon fila-

ment and deposited upon the glass inclosing-

globe, resulting in the gradual destruction of

the filament and the blackening of the globe,

obscuring thelight. This,I think, is due to the

15 static attraction between the glass globe and
the heated electrified particles, the globe hav-
ing a lower potential than the filament. lu
my application No. 479 (Serial No. 74,095) is

shown and described means for neutralizing
20 this static attraction.

The object of my i^resent invention is more
especially to produce more efficient means for

the purpose. Tffis I accomplish by bringing
the conductor connected with one of the lead-

25 ing-in wires of the lamp directly into contact
with the glass globe, which has the effect of
raising the globe to the same or nearly the
same potential asthefilament. Whenthecon-
ductor for neutralizing the static attraction is

30 attached to the outside of the inclosing-globe,

to prevent the discharge of the electricity I

provide an external protecting-globe,which pro-

tects the neutralizing-conductor from the ef-

fects of the surrounding atmosphere. If the

35 neutralizing-conductor is a solid material

—

such asa wire or strip of metal, carbon, or other
suitable material—the external globe will be
exhausted and sealed with or after the main
lamp or globe; but if this neutraliziug-con-

40 ductor is a transparent or semi-transparent
liquid or other mass the space between the
main and protecting globes may be filled with
the liquid or mass and sealed before or after

the lamp-globe is exhausted. A heavy oil or

45 substance, like Canada balsam or olive oil or
water, may be used for the purpose, and a
metal wire attached to one of the leading-in
wires of the lamp is immersed in the liquid, so
that the same will be electrically charged. If

50 platinum is used for the neutralizing-conduct-
or, it may be fused to the glass of the globe or

not, as desired. When the neutralizing-con-

ductor is placed within the lamp-globe the ex-

ternal protecting-globe isdispeused with. The
internally-arranged conductor uvaj be sus- 55
tained in position against the globe by itsown
resiliency; or if platinum is used it can be at- '

tached to the globe by a fusion of the glass.

When the neutralizing-conductor is located
within the lamp-globe I prefer to connect it 60
with the negative wire of the lamp, and when
such neutralizing-conductor is external to the

lamp globe 1 prefer to connectit with the posi-

tive wire of the lamp. TLie neutralizing-con-

ductor may be placed directly in the circuitof 65
the filament, it being of low resistance, so as

not to be heated by the passage of the current
therethrough.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
l>art hereof, Figure 1 is a view of a lamp with 70
an external neutralizing-conductor connected
to one leading-in wire ; Fig. 2, a similar view
when the neutralizing-conductor is in circuit

with the filament; Fig. 3, a view of a lamp
with a protecting-globe and a liquid neutral- 75
izing-conductor, and Fig. 4 a view of a lamp
having an internal neutralizing-conductor.

Like letters denote corresponding parts in

all four figures.

A is the exhausted and sealed glass globe of 80
the lamp ; B, the tube supporting the carbon
filament C and the leading-in wires 1 2.

D is the neutralizing-conductor, bearing di-

rectly upon the globe A and in contact there-

with, either upon the outside or inside of the 85
globe. The neutralizing-conductor may be
connected with one of the leading-in wires 1 2,

its other end being free, as shown in Figs. 1, 3,
and 4; or the neutralizing-conductor may be in

circuit with the filament, as shown in Fig. 2, 90
E is the outer protecting-globe, which is used

when the neutralizing-conductor is located on
the outside of the lamp-globe A. This pro-

tecting-globe. is exhausted and sealed with or
after the lamp-globe; but where a liquid is 95
used, as in Fig. 3, the space within the pro-

tecting-globe is filled with the liquid. This
liquid is connected with one of the leading-iu

wires by a wire, 3, sealed into the glass and im-
mersed in the liquid. loc

I do not wish to express a preference for any
one of the arrangements described and shown,
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since, although I have tried them all, I cau-

not immediately determine tlie best form, on
account of the long time required to make a
com|)arative test of the life of the lamps.

5 What I claim is

—

1. The method of preventing electrical car-

ryingin incandescing elective lamps, consisting

iu raising the globe to the same or nearly the

same potential as the filament, substantially

lo as set forth.

2. In incandescing electric lamps, the com-
bination, with the filament and the inclosing-

globe, of a neutralizingconductor counected
with the lamp-circuit and located in contact

15 with the lamp-globe, substantially as setforth.

3. In incandescing electric lamps, the com-
bination, witii the lamp-globe and tlie neutral-
izing-conductor external thereto, of the outer
protecting-globe, substantially as set forth.

4. In incandescing electric lamps, the com-
bination, with the lamp-globe and the neutral-

izing -conductor of solid material external
thereto, of the outer exhausted protecting-
globe, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of October, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
lijICHD. N. Dtee.

20

25
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY.

REGULATOR FOR DYNAMO - ELECTRIC MACHINES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 273,487, dated March 6, 18S3.

Application filed Ssptember 22, .18S2. (No model.)

To all ichom it may concern:
Be it known tbat I, THOMAS A. EmsON, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 usefi\l Improvement in Meanis for Kegtilating

Electric Generators, (Case No. 443;) and 1 do
hereby declare that the followin;;>' is a full and
exact description of the same, reference being
had to the accompanying" drawing, and to the

10 letters of reference niaiUed tliereon.

The object I have in view is to produce sim-
ple and efficient means for an tomatically regu-
lating the generative capacity of a dynamo or

magneto electric machine which will regulate

15 both for changes in the number of translating

devices and in the speed of the engine. This
I accomplish bj' taking from the commutator-
cylinder of the machine a separate current for

the iield-of force circuit by means of one or
20 more extra commutator-brushes adjusted by

mechanism operated or controlled by an elec-

tro-magnet placed in a multiple-arc circuit from
the main conductors, so as to be aftected ex-

actly as are the lamps.
25 The arrangement for obtaining the separate

currentatthe commutator-cylinder maybe any
one of those described in a previous applica-

tion for patent filed by me, (Serial No, GS,62G,)

the extra brush or brushes being adjusted by a
30 double pawl-and-ratchet vibrating mechanism

controlled by the electro-magnet in multiple
arc.

The foregoing will be better understood from
the drawing, which is a view, partly diagram-

35 matic, of apparatus embodying the invention.
A is a dynamo or magneto electric machine,

from the main commutator-brushes a b of which
run the main conductors 1 2. These main
brushes are supported in any usual or suitable

40 way, the drawing showing them diagrammati-
cally for clearness of illustration.

Tlielamps or other translating devices B are
located in multiple-arc circuits 3 4 from 1 2.

Two extra brushes, c d, bearing ou thecom-
as mutator-cylinder, are mounted upon a yoke, e,

pivoted on the armature-shaft. The field-of-

force circuit 5 G of the machine is taken from
these brushes c d. The yoke e has secured to
it a cog-wheel,/, with which meshes a cog-

50 wheel, g, keyed to the same spindle, with two

7^

oppositely-turned ratchet-wheels,' one of which
is shown at h. With these ratchet-wheels en-

gage two i)awls, i A;, carried by the armature-
levers ^ w of electro-magnets (J D, the levers

being retracted by springs. The circuit of 55
these electro magnets may be a circuit derived
in any suitable way froiu the conductors sup-
|)lieil by the machine. It is shown as a multi-

ple-arc circuit, 7 8, from the main conductors
12. This circuit passes through the armature- 60
lever n of an electro-magnet, E, the circuit be-

ing divided at the front and bick contacts,

2?, of this lever, and the magnets C D being
located in the separate divisions of the circuit.

The circuit 7 8 also passes through a circuit- 65
breaker,which may be a circuit-breaking wheel,

q, driven by the armature-shaft r, or any other
moving part. The spring-tingers s t rest on
the breaking-hub of this wheel, and the cir-

cuit-connections are made with these spring-

fingers. The electro-magnet E is located in a
multiple-arc circuit, 9 10, fronj 1 2. Its arma-
ture-lever wis retracted by an adjustable spring,

«, and is held at a central point intermediate
between its contact-points by spring - fingers 75
V. When the current increases to a definite

extent the lever of E will make its front con-
tact, completing circuit through D, and caus-

ing its lever to vibrate with the assistance of
the circuit-breaker. This movement will turn 80
the yoke e and throw the brushes c d on the com-
mutator-cylinder away from the line of great-

estgeueration. When the candle-power of the
lam])s becomes normal the lever n will resume
a central position, breaking the circuit 7 8. 85
Upon a definite decrease of current the lever

n will make its back contact, energizing C and.

throwing the brushes c d toward the line of
greatest generation. The brushes c d may
work upon a different portion of the commu- 90
tator-cylinder from the main brushes, so that
they will not interfere with each other. The
extra brushes may therefore be adjusted to the
I)oints of greatest generation, or away from it,

and the field-circuit may have the same elec- 95
tro-motive force a.s the main circuit, or a lower
electro-motive force.

Instead of using two extra brushes to which
the ends of the field-wire run, one extra brush
may be used, connected with one end of the 100
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field-wire, while the other'end of the field-wire

will be conuected with a main brush ; or two
extra brushes forming one pole may be used,

a main brush forming the other pole, as de-

5 scribed in mj' application Serial oSto. G8,G26.

The adjustment of the extra brush or brushes

by the mechanism before described will effect

the regulation of the machine.
What I claim is

—

10 1. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine having the current for

its field-circuit taken from its commutator-cyl-
inder by means of an extra brush or brushes,

of means for automatically adjusting said extra

15 brush or brushes to effect the regulation of the

machine, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine supplying translating de-

vices in multiple arc, and having the current
20 for its tiel(l-of-force circuit taken from the com-

mutator-cylinder by means of an extra brush
or brushes, of mechanism for adjusting such
extra brush or brushes, and an electro-magnet

located in a multiple-arc circuit and operating

25 or controlling the operation of said adjusting
mechanism, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-
netoelectricmachinesupplyiug translating de-

vices in multiple arc, and having the current
for its field-circuit taken from its commutator- 30
cylinder by an extra brush or brushes, of mech-
anism for adjusting such extra brush or

brushes, and an electro-magnet located in a
multiple-arccircuit,the armature-lever of which
completes at its front and back contacts sepa- -,

ratecircuitsthrough the adjusting mechanism,
causing it to move in opposite directions, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine supplying translating de- 40
vices in multiple arc, and having the cuiTent

for its field-circuit taken from its commutator-
cylinder by an extra brush or brushes, of two
electro-magnets working oppositely, moving
])awls and ratchets, a circuit-breaker in the cir- 45
cuit of said magnets, and an electro-magnet in

multiple arc completing the circuits of said

first magnets at its contacts, substantially as

set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this
s-'*

12th day of September, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Wm. a. Stern,
H. W. Seely.
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IS

20

25

To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Meulo Park, in tbe county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 iisefLil Improvement in the Regulation of Dy-
namo or Magneto Electric Machines, (CaseNo.
413;) and I do hereby declare tbat the follow-

ing is a full and exact description of the same,
reference being had to the accompanying draw-

10 ing, and to the letters of reference marked
thereon.

The object of this invention is to produce a
system of regulation for dynamo or magneto
electric machines, which system shall consist
of means for regulating the current both for

an increase or decrease in tbe speed of the en-

gine actuating tbe armature, and for varia-

tions in the number of translating devices in

circuit.

The speed-regulator consists of a centrifu-

gal governor connected to the armature or en-

gine shaft or other revolving portion of the
generating apparatus, and also to a movable
arm whose motion throws portions of a resist-

ance into or out of the field-circuit of the ma-
chine, an increase in the speed of tbe engine
thus causing a movement of the governor and
of tbe movable arm, which causes the imme-
diate throwing in of resistance, and a decrease

30 in speed causing a corresponding throwing
out of resistance.

For regulating the machine accor-ding to

variations in the number of translating de-
vices in circuit, I use, preferably, a series of

35 electromagnets and movable armatures, the
former placed in multiple arc to each other
across a shunt around a resistance in the main
line, and the latter each forming a part of a
shunt around a resistance in the field-circuit.

40 These armatures and electro-magnets are so
arranged relatively to each other that difler-

ent amounts of currents are required to cause
each magnet to attract its armature, this being
accomplished by making tbe retracting springs

45 or weights of the armatures of different de-
grees of strength by placing the armatures at
diff"erent distances from tbe magi5ets,or in any
other suitable manner. Therefore as more
translating devices are placed in circuit the
successive increases of the current in the shunt
which contains the electro-magnets cause the

50

successive drawing forward of the pivoted ar-

mature, and the shunts around the fiekl-cir-

cuit resistance are closed one after another,

tberesistances thus being successively removed 55
from circuit and the energy of the fleld-mag-

nets increased. Various other arrangements
of magnets and armatures may be used for

this purpose, if desired, many such being de-

scribed in former applications made by mo for 60

Letters Patent,
The foregoing may be better understood bj'

reference to the annexed drawing, which rep-

resents my invention diagrammatically.
A is a dynamo-electric machine, shown in 65

side elevation, and 1 2 are the main conduct-

ors leading therefrom, lamps or other trans-

lating devices a a being placed in multiple

arc upon them.
3 4 is a multiple-arc circuit from the main 70

line, which energizes the field-magnet of the

machine; but a circuit supplied from any suit-

able external source may be used for this pur-

pose.

B is the armature-shaft, on which is mounted 75
a pulley, b, fi'om which a belt, C, runs to an-

other pulley, c, on tbe shaft of a centrifugal

governor, I).

Attached to tbe governor D in such man-
ner that it will be moved along the shaft by So

the backward and forward movements of the

governor is an arm, E, the lower end, /, of
which is opposite the free ends of the series of

pivoted con tact-arms (?c?. These arms normally
make contact with points e e, the pinsi i being 85
of insulating material. In a shunt around
each of said contacts is a resistance, g. A for-

ward movement of the arm E forces the arms
d d successively away from their contacts, and
thus throws the resistances *; g into the field- 90
circuits 4. Such forward movement is pro-

duced by an increase of speed of the governor
D, caused by an increase in the speed of tbe
armature of the machine, and the increased
and unnecessarj' generation of current pro- 95
duced by such an increase of speed is of course
immediately counteracted by the throwing of
one of the resistances g into tbe field-circuit.

In the field-circuit 3 4 are also placed re-

sistances F F, and around each of such resist- loc

ances is formed a shunt-circuit, whichincludes
one of the pivoted armatures //. These arma-
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tares have springs j, of different degrees of

strength. The magnets G G, which attract

the armatures, are in multiple arc across the

shunts (t, which is formed around a resistance,

5 H, in the main conductor 2. As more trans-

lating devices are placed in circuit and the

energy of the magnets G increases the arma-
tures h are successively drawn forward and
the shunts around the resistances F F are

lo closed, such resistances thus being removed
from the field-circuit. As the number of trans-

lating devices in circuit is reduced a reverse

operation takes place and the resistances F
are again included in the circuit.

15 By using the two arrangements described
in connection with each other the machine is

automatically regulated both for changes in

the amount of current required in the system
and for variations in the speed of the motor

20 which drives the armature.
It is evident that the governor D could be

run from the shaft of the engine or from any
moving part of the apparatus.

It is also evident that other forms of adjust-

as able resistance than that shown could be used
in connection with the governor, and that va-
rious other arrangements of magnets, arma-
tures, and resistances could be made for the
other portion of the regulator.

What I claim is

—

30
1. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-

neto electric machine and translating devices
arranged in multiple arc, of adjustable resist-

ance in the field-circuit of the machine, me-
chanical meansconnectedwithand operatedbj' 35
some moving portion of the machine, or of the
motoractuatingit, for varying such resistance

according to variations in the speed of said

motor, and an electro magnet or magnets
energized by the current generated for vary- 40
ing such resistance, according to variations in

the number of translating devices in circuit,

substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine and translating devices 45
arranged in multiple arc, of an adjustable re-

sistance in the field-circuit, a mechanically-
operated device for varying such resistance,

and a number of electro-magnets in a shunt
from the main line, operating successively to 50
vary such resistance, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

1st day of May, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely.
P. B. WiLBEE.
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United States Patent Office,

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

TURN-TABLE FOR ELECTRIC RAILWAYS.

SPECIFICATION forming- part of Letters Patent No, 273,489, dated March 6, 1883.

Application filed August 7, 1882. (No model.)

To all ichom it may concern :

Be it known tbat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meiilo Purk, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, bave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Turn-Tables for Elec-

tric Rail ways, (Case No. 430;) and I do hereby
declare tbat the following is a full and exact
description of the same, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings, aud tothelet-

10 ters of reference marked thereon.

The object of this invention is to provide a
turn-table suitable for use with an electric rail-

way in which the current actuating the trains

is conducted to them through the rails of the

15 track, which turn-table shall be so connected
that there will be no danger of a short circuit

when it is moved, and so that a car can be run
onto the table and, after being reversed, re-

ceive current to move it off again.

20 My invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in wijich Figure 1 is a top
view of the turn-table, and Fig. 2 a vertical

section of the same.
The turn-table consists of a frame-work. A,

?5 pivoted at its center B, and supported on four
rollers, C and D D, which run on a circular

metallic track composed of two sections, F F,

electrically divided from each other by means
of two short insulated sections, G H,^which,

30 however, must be long enough not to allow a
short circuit between the parts E F when the

rollers j)ass from one to the other. Opposite
rollers C are connected to the rails I J of
the turn-table, respectively, and the stationary

35 rail K is connected to the section E of the cir-

cnlar track, whilestationary rail L is connected
to the section F, such connections beingmade
by wires, as shown, or in any other suitable

manner. The rollers D D, however, are insu-

40 lated from all the rails.

It will be seen that a car may be run onto
theturn-table, and will receive current through
the circular track aud the rollers C, aud after

such car is reversed, on the circuit being com-
[)leted to the armature of the electric motor on 45
the car, (such circuit being of course broken
while the car is being turned around,) current
will reach the car in the same way to remove
it from the turn-table again.

What I claim is

—

50
1. In electric railways, the combination, with

the stationary rails acting as conductors, of a
turn-table and electrical connections of the
stationary lails around the turn-table, where-
by the dow of current through the stationary 55
rails is not affected by the movement of the
turn-table, substantially as set forth.

2. Tnelectric railways, the combination, with
the stationary rails acting as conductors, of a
turn-table, electrical connectionsof thestation- 60
ary rails around the turn-tahle, and electrical

connections with the rails of the turn-table for

supidying the same with cui rents, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. In a turn-table for electric railways, the 65
combination of thecircular track divided into

two electrically-insulated sections, the rollers

running on siiid track, and the turn table rails

carried l)y said rollers, one i)air of diagOnally-
opposite rollers being electrically connected 70
with such rails, as shown, substantially as set

forth.

4. In an electric-railway turntable, the circu-

lar metallic track divided into two electrically-

insulated sections, each of such sections being 75
electrically connected with one line of the sta-

tionary rails, in combination with electrical

connections between such sections and the rails

of the turn-table, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 80
9th day of June, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
RiCHD. N. Dyer,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United- States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEV.

REGULATOR FOR DRIVING ENGINES OF ELECTRICAL GENERATORS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 273,491, dated March 6, 1883.

Application filed October 26, 1862. (Xo model.)

To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Thomas A. EnisoN, of

Meiilo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Means for Operatinj;

Electrical Generators, (Case No. 490,) of which
the following is a specification.

In any system of electric distribution where-

in dynamo or magneto electric machines feed

io into the same conductors or system of conduct-

ors, and are operated by two or more separate

steamengiues or other motors, difticnlty is ex-

l)erienced on account of variations in the speed
of the engines.

1 5 In my application No. 488, (Serial No. 74,096,)

I have shown and particularly described means
for mechanically connecting the governors con-

trolling the throttle-valves or cut-offs of all the

engines, so that such governors will work to-

20 gether and will not be allowed to jump or vi-

brate independently of each other, a uniform
speed of all the engines being thereby pre-

served.

The object of the present invention is to ac-

25 complish this end by mechanism operated or

controlled electrically.

In carrying out my invention I substitute for

the centrifugal governors, which are affected

iudirectly by the load of the engines, electrical

30 governors, which are controlled by the cuiTent
generated, and hence are affected directly by
theconditionsof the circuit and the load of the
engines. All the governors are controlled by
the current of the circuit into which the gen-

35 erators feed, and hence move in unison. The
electrical governors are also preferably oper-

ated by the current from this circuit, although
theymay be operated by current from any other
source.

40 In the preferred form of the apparatus, I con-

nect with the throttle-valve or cut-oft" mechan-
ism of each engine (the latter preferably) the
spindle of an electro-dynamic motor. The cir-

cuit of these motors is controlled by an electro-

45 magnet located in a multiple-arc circuit from
the conductors with which the generators are
connected, such magnet being affected exactly
as are the lamps, motors, or other translating
devices, which are also arranged in multiple

50 arc. Thearmaturelever of this magnet is pro-

vided with an adjustable retractor, and it has

its central position determined by means of

springs between which it is balanced. In order
to avoid the use of a current- reverser, each
motor has two armatures, with reverse wind- 55
ings or connections, one armature of each mo-
tor being brought into circuit when the arma-
tnre-lever of the controlling electro- magnet
makes its front contact, adjusting the throttle-

valves or cut-off' mechanisms of all the engines 6a
simultaneously and to the same extent in one
direction, and the other armature of each mo-
tor being brought into circuit when said lever

makes its back contact, adjusting the throttle-

valves or cut-off" mechanisms of all the engines 65
in the opposite direction. If electro-dynamic
motors with one armature each are used, a cur-

rent-reverser worked by the controllingelectro-

magnet will be employed.
The broad invention of the electro-dynamic 70

motor having two armatures with reverse wind-
ings will be made the subject of another ap-
Ijlication for patent.

Means are employed for cutting each motor
out of circuit when the engine it governs is not 75
running. This can be done by a switch, break-
ing the field-circuit of the motor and closing

another circuit haviug a resistance equal to

that of the field-magnet coils; or, the motor
maybe disconnected mechanically from the en- 80
gine and allowed to run with the other motors.
Each generator is provided with means for

varying its electro-motive force, as required, by
the addition and removal of translating de-

vices, the electrically-controlled governers be- 85
ing employed to adjust the engines to meet
the load and to secure uniformity of speed.
The means for varying the electro-motive force

of each generator, as required by the addition

or removal of translating devices, may be au 90
adjustable resistance in its field-circuit.

In the accompanying drawing is shown a
view of part of the cut-off" mechanisuis of two
steam-engines, the generators driven by such
engines, and means for controlling the cut-off 95
mechanisms electrically, embodying my in-

vention, the parts being shown separated for

clearness.

A and B are two dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines, which are connected with and ico

feed into the same conductors, 1 2, or system
of conductors. These generators are prefer-
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ably connected with the conductors 1 2 in mul-

tiple arc, although they may be arranged in

series or multiple series. The field-circuit 3 4

of each_generator is i^rovided with an adjust-

5 able resistance, E, to vary the electro-motive

force of the machine, as required by the addi-

tion or removal of translating devices.

C D represent portions of the cut-off mech-
anisms of two steam-engines. The shafts a of

10 the engines are coupled directly or connected
by belting with the shafts of the generators,

or each engine may operate two or more gen-

erators. The lever h, which adjusts the cut-off,

is connected by a rod with a crank-pin or ec-

15 centric sleeve, c, on a shaft, <?, provided with

a worm - wheel engaging a worm, e, on the
spindle of an electro-dynamic motor.- Two of

these motors, E F, are shown, one for each
engine. Eacli motor has two armatures, /f/,

20 with reverse windings or connections, and two
commutators, /( i, the two armatures having a
common field-magnet, I:

G is a controlling electro-magnet, located in

a multiple-arc circuit, 5 6, from 1 2, and affected

25 the same as the lami)s, motors, or other trans-

lating devices H, which are also arranged in

multiple arc. The armature-lever I of this

magnet is provided with an adjustable retract-

or, m, and is centered between two springs, n.

30 The circuit of the motors is from conductor
1, by conductor 7, to the lever I. At the front

and back contacts, p, of this lever the circuit

is divided, one branch, 8, passing through the
armatures/, and the other branch, 9, through

35 the armatures g. At the last machine the cir-

cuit is again through one conductor, 10, which
returns through the field magnets of all the
motors, and is connected with the conductor
2. At each motor is a switch, q, which com-

40 i)letes the finld-magnet-circuitiu one position,

and in its other ])osition breaks such magnet-
circuit and completes another circuit, 11, hav-
ing a resistance equal to that of the field-mag-

net. When lever I makes contact the arraa-

45 tures/will receive current; but when Z makes
contact p the armatures g receive the curreut.
In a central jwsition the lever I breaks both
branches of the circuit through the motors.
When any one of the engines is stopped, the

5c switch q of the governor-motor of the engine
is moved to break' the field-circuit and com-
plete circuit 11, or the motor may be discon-
nected mechanically from the engine.
These electrical governors, controlled from

55 the same circuit, and that circuit tiie one into
which all the generators feed, maintain a uni-

form speed of the engines, and i)revent the
racing of the engines, and the conversion of
l)art of the generators into motors, which occur

60 wlien the engines are controlled by separate
and independent mechanisnis.
What 1 claim is

—

1. Tiio combination, with two or more indc-
pcndt-nt engines and dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines operated thereby and feeding

into the same conductors, of governors for

such engines and means for electrically con-

trolling said governors simultaneously, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with two or more inde-

pendent engines and dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines operated thereby and feeding
into the same conductors, of governors for

such engines and means connected with the
circuit supplied by the generators for elec-

trically controlling such governors simultane-
ously, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with two or more inde-

pendent engines and dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines operated thereby and feeding
into the same conductors, of governors for such
engines, means for operating such governors
electrically, and means connected with the cir-

cuit supplied by the generators for electrically

controlling such governors simultaneously,
substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with two or more inde-

pendent engines and dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines operated thereby and feeding
into thesameconductors, of governors for such
engines, means for operating such governors
electrically, energized from the same circuit,

and means connected with the circuit supplied
by the generators for closing reverse circuits

through all of such governor-operatingdevices,
whereliy the electrical governors are caused to

move in one or the other direction simultane-
ously, as required, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with the independent
engines, of the motors with two armatures i<

connected with the throttle-valves or cutoffs
of the engines, and the electro-magnet con-

trolling all of the motors, substantially as set

forth.

6. The combination, with the independent
engines, of the electrical governors, means for

electrically controlling such governors simul-

taneously, and means for throwing any one of

the governors out of operation without affect-

ing the action of the other governors, substan-
tially as set forth,

7. The combination, with two or more inde-

pendent engines and dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines operated thereby and feeding
into the same conductors, of means for vary-
ing the electro-motive force of the generators,
as required by the addition or removal of trans-
lating devices, and means for electrically con-
trolling the throttle-valves or cutotf mechan-
isms of the engines simultaneously, substan-
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

19th day of October, 1SS2.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
11. W. Seely,
E. II. rVATT,
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

SECONDARY BATTERY.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 273,492, dated March 6, 1883.

Application filed June 26, 1882. (Xo model.)

To all tchom it may concern :

Be it known that 1, Thomas A. EnisoN, of

Menlo Park, in tbe countj' of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented anew and

5 useful Improvement in Secondary Batteries,

(Case No. 419 ;) and I do hereby declare that

the following is a full and exact description of

the same, reference being had to the accom-
panying drawings, and to Ihe letters of refer-

lo ence marked thereon.

The object I have in view is to produce a
highly efficient form of secondary battery, em-
ploying- electrodes of metallic lead of such
peculiar construction that the battery will be

1 5 ready for use with a far less extensive prepara-
tory "forming" of the electrodes tlian is re-

quired with ordinary lead plates. This I ac-

complish by the employment of electrodes

made entirely of finely-divided or spongy me-
2c tallic lead, which is produced chemically or by

electrolysis, portions of such electrodes being
compressed to form connections.

In carrying out the invention the finely-

divided metallic lead is packed in vertical com-

25 partments in a suitable vessel. These com-
partments are separated by perforated parti-

tions, which are constructed of suitable insu-

lating material—such as celluloid, hard rub-

ber, cloth, mica, earthenware, or parchment
30 i)aper. The finely-divided metallic lead is ex-

tended above the perforated insulating parti-

tions at one end of each electrode, and is com-
pressed into a solid mass for giving means for

making the necessary connections. The dilute

35 sulphuric acid is held by the perforations of
the partitions and by the pores of the mate-
rial of which the partitions are constructed,
if a porous material is employed, and by per-

forating the material closely a large part of the
40 surface of each electrode will be exposed to

the action of the oxygen and hydrogen lib-

erated in charging the battery. The spongy

or finely-divided metallic lead may be obtained
by any method, as by heating an organic salt

of lead, or by precipitating finely-divided lead 45
by immersing metallic iron or zinc in a solu-

tion containing a lead salt—such as the acetate

of lead, or by depositing finely -divided metal-

lic lead by the electrolysis of the acetate of
lead, the deposited lead being removed and 50
packed into the compartments as before ex-

plained.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is an elevation of one of
the electrodes; Fig. 2, a vertical section of a 55
battery constructed in accordance with my in-

vention ; and Fig. 3 a view of a portion of one
of the perforated partitions.

A is a suitable vessel, which is divided into

compartments by transverse partitions B. 60
These partitions are made of a suitable insu-

lating material, and are perforated as shown.
The electrodes C are made of finely-divided

metallic lead, packed info the compartments,
as shown. The finely-divided metallic lead of 65
each electrode is extended up at one end and
is compressed to form the solid lug a to which
connection is made. The electrodes of finely-

divided metallic lead are retained in position
and separated by the insulating partitions, in 70
the i)erforations of which is held the dilute

sulphuric acid.

What I claim is

—

The electrodes for secondary batteries com-
posed of finely-divided metallic lead having 75
compres.sed portions for connections, substan-
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

19th day of IVIay, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Edw. C. Rowland,
C. P. MOTT.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO TARK, NEW JERSEY.

VALVE-GEAR FOR ELECTRICAL GENERATOR-ENGINES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No, 273,493, dated March 6, 1883.

Application filed October 26, 1882. (N'o model.)

To all ichom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Valve-Gear for Elec-
trical Generator -Engines, (Case No. 500,) of
which the following is a specification.

As explained in my application No. 488, (Se-

rial No. 74,096,) greatdifficulty is experienced
13 in operating two or more independent steam-

engines, or other motors, running dynamo or
magneto electric machines which feed into the
same conductors or system of conductors, on
account of the racing of the engines and the

15 conversion of part of the generators into mo-
tors. In said application means are particu-
larly shown and described for connecting to-

gether mechanically the governors of one type
of engines. In that type the governors are

20 mounted on spindles run from the engine-shaft
and operate an arm which shifts the position
of a slide-block working in a slot in a pivoted
eccentric sleeve. The governor-arms being
connected to a common shafc, the engines are

25 forced to run in unison.

The object of my present invention is to pro-

duce simple and. efficient means for connecting
the governors of another type of engines,
wherein pivoted centrifugal spring-weights are

30 carried by the tly-wheel of each, engine, and
• are connected with a doubleorsingle eccentric
mounted loosely upon the engine-shaft. The
sleeve surrounding the double or single eccen-
tric is connected directly with the valve-rod,

35 and the adjustment of such eccentric by the
weights varies the point at which the steam is

cut off'. NYhen the eccentric is double there is

an adjustment of the outer ])art upon the in-

ner part of the eccentric, as well as an adjust-

4.0 ment of the inner part upon the shalt, while
if the eccentric is single there is an adjustment
only of the eccentric upon the shalt. The ob-
ject is accomplished by connecting the loose
eccentrics of all the engines together, so that va-

45 riations in the governor of one engine will

cause corresponding variations in the govern-
ors of all the other engines, and a uniform
speed of the engines will be maintained. The
connections of the eccentrics is made by any

50 suitable means, each connection being a re-

movable one, so that more or less of the en-

gines can be run, as desired.

Incarryingout my invention, theloose eccen-

tric (or the inner part thereof, if it is a double
eccentric) is mounted upon a sleeve loose upon 55
the engine-shaft, which sleeve carries a pulley

connected bj^ a belt with a pulley on a revolv-

ing shaft common to all the engines; or the

sleeve of the eccentric may be connected with

the common shaft by gearing or otherwise. 60

The connection with the common shaft is made
a removable one by the use of a clutch-pulley,

or by other means. All the eccentrics being
connected with the common regulating-shaft,

this shaft will be revolved by the engine-shafts, 65

and the adjustmentof one eccentric by its gov-

ernor will, through the medium of the com-
mon shaft, adjust the other eccentrics simul-

taneously and to the same extent.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is 70

an elevation of two engines with- the governor-

eccentrics connected with a common shaft, a
diagram of connections being shown ; Fig. 2,

an elevation of one of the governors ; Fig. 3,

a perspective view of the same ; and Fig. 4, a 75
sectional view of a clutch forming the remova-
ble connection with the common shaft.

A and B represent dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines which have their armatures con-

nected to the same conductors, 1 2, or to the 80

same system of conductors. The field-circuits

3 4 of the machines are provided with adjust-

able resistances li to regulate the machines, as

required, by the addition and removal of trans-

lating devices. " 85

C and D represent steam-engines, the shafts

a of which are coupled directly with the shafts

of the generators.

Upon each engine-shaft a is a wheel, E,

which carries two pivoted weights, F G. These 90
weights are thrown inwardly toward the shaft

by springs b, and are connected by links c with
the inner and outer parts, II I, of the loose ec-

centric. If a single eccentric is used, the links

c will be connected with the one movable ])art. 95
The eccentric sleeve d is connected with the

valve-rod K. The eccentric, or the inner part,

H, thereof, is mounted on a sleeve, L, sleeve(l

upon the shaft a, and carryiyg a pulley, jM.

This pulley is connected by a belt, N, with a loc
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loose pulley, O, on the revolving shaft P. The
loose pulley O is connected with the shaft P,
when desired, by a friction-clntch, Q, Fig. 4.

All the engines (two or more) have their gov-

5 ernors connected in this way with the revolv-

ing shaft P, and are thus forced to work in

unison.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with two or more sepa-

lo rate engines having automatic cut-off mech-
anisms composed of loose eccentrics, and
wheel-governors adjusting such eccentrics, of

means for connecting such cut-off mechanisms
together, so that they will work in unison, sub-

15 slantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with dynamo or mag-
neto electric machines feeding into the same
conductors, and two or more separate engines
having automatic cut-off mechanisms com-

20 posed of loose eccentrics, and wheel-governors
adjusting such eccentrics, of means for con-

necting such cut-off mechanisms together, so

that they will work in unison, substantially as

set forth.

25 3. The combination, with two or more sepa-

rate engines having automatic cut-off mech-
anisms composed of loose eccentrics, and

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seelt,
E. H. Pyatt.
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wheel-governors adjusting such eccentrics, of
a revolving shaft, and means connecting such
shaft with the loose eccentrics of all the en-

gines, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with two or more sepa-
rate engines having automatic cut-off mech-
anisms composed of loose eccentrics, and
wheel-governors adjusting such eccentrics, of a 35
revolving shaft, means connecting such shaft
with the loose eccentrics of all the engines,
and means for disconnecting the engines as
desired, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with two or moresepa- 40
rate engines having automatic cnt-off" mech-
anisms Qomposed of loose eccentrics, and
wheel-governors adjusting such eccentrics, of

sleeves upon which the eccentrics are mounted,
a common revolving shaft, and pulleys and 45
belts connecting the sleeves with said shaft,

substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

19th day of October, 1882.
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^B Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
^»Menlo Park, in tbe county of Middlesex and

btate of Kew Jersey, have invented a new and
5 1 ^eful Imj)roveinent in Electrical Railroads,

[ Jase No. 4G7 ;) and I do hereby declare that
the following is a full and exact description of
the same, reference being had to the accompa-
nying drawings, and to the letters of reference

13 marked thereon.

Heretoforein electrical railroads wherein the
two lines of traffic-rails have been used as part
or all of the conductors for carrying the cur-
rent to and from the motor, or wherein a third

15 or central line of rails has been used for one-
half of the circuit, it has been attempted to

lessen the resistance and secure good conduc-
tivity by perfecting as far as possible thejoints
between the ends of the rails; but this has

20 been only partially successful, from the fact
that loose joints have to be provided at the
ends of the rails to permit of expansion and
contraction, and the surfaces of the parts in

contact becoming oxidized the contact becomes
25 bad, making the combined resistance of the

large number of joints in any section of the
railroad considerable.
The object of the present invention is to re-

duce the resistance of the circuit to the mini-
30 mum. This isaccomplished by providing each

line of ra.ls used as a conductor with two or
more continuous conductiug-wires on one or
on each side of the line of rails,which continu-
ous wires pass beneath the fish-plates at the

35 joints of the rails, and are clamped by such
fish-plates against the rails. These wires may
be bare copper wires, or they can be insulated
between the fish-plates and left bare where
they pass under such fish-plates. The iusula-

40 lation is scraped from the web of the rails at
the ends, and the surfaces so scraped are
cleaned, and may be electroplated with nickel
or silver or other metal not easily oxidized by
exposure to air and moisture, in order to make

45 good contact with tbe continuous wires. One
of the conductors from the electrical genera-
tors is connected with the continuous wires of
the line of rails and with the rails directly or
with the wires only. It will be seen that the

ELECTRICAL RAILROAD.

resistance of the lines of rails provided with 50
the continuous conducting-wires will be greatly
reduced thereby, since the wires will form a
continuous metallic circuit to and from the
rails over which the motor is passing, no mat-
ter where the motor may be on the track, more 55
or less of the current being conducted through
the lines of rails according to the resistance at

the joints.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a perspective
view of a portion of two lines of rails having 60

the continuous conducting-wires; and Fig. 2, a
cross-section of a rail near the end of the same,
showing the fish-plates in elevation.

A and B represent two lines ofT-rails. The
rails of each liueare connected together by fish- 65
plates a b and bolts c, passing through the fish-

plates and rails, as usual. The rails are used
as conductors ofthe current, and are insulated

as described in my application No. 466.

E represents continuous conducting-wires, 70
which are placed on one or on each side of the

rails of each line, and are clamped by the fish-

plates against the ends of the rails. The con-

tinuous wire may be bare copper wire, or it

can be insulated, except where it passes be- 71,

neath the fish-plates. The webs of the rails

at their ends have the insulation removed
therefrom, and are cleaned and preferably elec-

troplated with nickel, silver, or other metal
not easily oxidized by exposure to air and 80

moisture, in order to make as good contact as

possible with the continuous wires. The con-

ductors from the electrical generators are con-

nected with the wires and also with the rails

or with the wires alone. The current is con- 85
ducted to and from the motor through wheels
resting on the rails, and a continuous metal-

lic circuit will be formed to and from the rails

over which the motor is passing by the con-

ducting-wires, while part of the current will 90
pass through the rails themselves.

What T claim is

—

1. In an electrical railroad, a line of con-

nected rails having its conductivity increased

by means of one or more continuous conduct- 95
ors attached thereto, substantially as set forth.

2. In an electrical railroad, the combination,
with a line of connected rails, of one or more
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continuous conductors attached to such rails

and making contact therewith at the joints of

the rails, substantially as set forth.

3. In anelectrical railroad, the combination,
with a line of connected rails, of one or more
continuous conductors extending on one or on
each side of the rails and clamped by means
of the fish-plates against the ends of the rails

with which they make electrical contact, sub-
stantially as set forth. lo

This specification signed and witnessed this

7th day of Julv, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

KiCHD. N. Dyer,
Edwaed H. Pyatt.
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To all tvhpin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the connty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a* new and

5 useful Improvement in Magneto- Electric Sig-

naling Apparatus, (Case No. 461),) of which the

following is a specification.

Heretofore in magneto-electric signaling ap-

paratus it Las been usual to provide means for

10 normally closing a shortor shuntcircuit around
the dynamo or magneto electric machine, and
for automatically breaking stfch shunt-circuit

immediately upon andcontinuouslj'during the

operation of the machine, the generator-circuit

15 being kept permanently closed, as described

in my application filed September 19, 1881, the

purpose being to cut out of circuit the resist-

ance of the generator when not in use by pro-

viding a circuit of practically no resistance

20 around it, and to throw the generator 'into cir-

cuit when in use by breaking this shunt-cir-

cuit, the whole being done automatically by
utilizing the mechanical movement necessary
to work tbe generator.

25 The object of the present invention is to pro-

vide simple and efficient means for automati-
cally throwing the generator into and out of
circuit, not dependent upon the making and
breakingof a shunt-circuit while the generator-

30 circuit is kept closed. This is accomplished
by providing means for automatically closing

the main line and opening the generator-cir-

cuit when the generator is not in use, and for

automatically opening the main line and clos-

35 ing the generator-circuit when the generator
IS in use.

In carrying out the invention the movement
of the crank or wheel in working the generator
is utilized to move a lever in one direction,

4.0 such lever being moved in the otber direction

by a spring. This lever, when moved by the
working of the generator, makes contact with
a spring-lever, and separates the same from a
contact-point. The main line passes through

45 thelatter lever and itscontact-point,and hence
their separation opens the main line. The first

lever is connected with one end of the gener-
ator-circuit, while its other end is connected
•with the main line at or beyond the contact-

50 point of the second lever. When the first le-

ver pushes the second lever from its contact-

point the generator-circuit is completed by the
contact of the levers, and the generator will

throw electric impulses upon the main line, the
two levers forming a switch which is worked 55
by the movement required to operate the gen-
erator.

In utilizing the movement of the crank-shaft
a sleeve may be moved longitudinally on the
shaft by the force of turning the crank; but I 60
prefer to move the shaft itself, it being con-

nected with the cog or belt wheel, through
which it passes loosely by a pin working in an
oblique or triangular slot in the hub of such
wheel. The shaft is provided with a grooved 65
collar to work the lever, and is moved longi-

tudinally in one direction by a spring.

The foregoing will be better understood from
the accompanying drawing, which illustrates,

partly diagrammatically, apparatus embodying 70
the invention.

1 2 represent the main line passing through
the coils of the bell-magnet A, and through
the spring-lever a and contact-point 6, the con-'

ductor 1 being connected with the lever a, 75
while the conductor 2 is connected with the
contact-point h.

B is the revolving armature of a dynamo or
magneto electric machine, the field-magnets C
of which are shown in horizontal section. The 80
armature is revolved by crank-shaft D througli

cog-wheels c d, or two grooved wheels con-
nected by an endless belt. The shaft D passes
loosely through the hub of wheel c, and is con-
nected therewith by a i)in, e, entering an ob- 85
lique slot,/, in the hub of said wheel. Shaft
D has a grooved collar, g, at its inner end,
which receives the end of a pivoted lever, h.

A spiral spring, i, moves the shaft D in one
direction longitudinally, while it is moved in gz

the opposite direction by the traveling of the
pin e in the oblique slot/. The generator-cir-

cuit 3 4 is connected with the lever h and with
the contact-point h or the conductor 2 beyond
said contact-point. Normally when the gen- 95
eratoris not in use the main line will be closed

at Z/, and the generator-circuit will be open, le-

vers a and h not being in contact. When the
crank-shaft D is turned the shaft will move
longitudinally, and lever h will strike lever «, loo

forcing it from contact h and keeping it sepa-

rated therefrom until the movement is stopped,
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when it will make coutact again with h. Tljis

movement of lever h, forcing a from h, com-

l)letes the generator-circuit at tlie same time
that it opens the main line.

5 What I claim is

—

1. In magneto-electric signaling ai)paratus,

the combination, with a dynamo or magneto
electric machine, of means for automatically
opening the main line and closing the gener-

ic ator-circuit when the generator is in use, and
forautomatically closing the main line and open-
ing the generator-circuit when the generator
is not in use, substantially as set forth.

2. In magneto-electric signaling apparatus,

15 the combination, with a dynamo or magneto
electric machine, of a switch operated auto-

matically by the movement required to work
the generator, and the main line and generator

circuits made and broken alternately by the

20 switch, one circuit being open when the other

is closed, substantially as set forth.

3. In magneto-electric signaling apparatus,

the combination, with a dynamo or magneto
electric machine, of the lever a and contact h,

connected with the main line 1 2, the lever /(, 25
worked by the movement required to operate
the generator, and the generator-circuit 3 4,

connected with h and with 2, the main line be-

ing normally closed at h, and the generator-
circuit being normally open by the separation 30
of a and h, substantially as set forth.

4. In magneto-electric signaling apparatu.",
the combination, with the dynamo or magneto
electric machine, of a longitudinally- moving
driviug-shaft,andraeansoperatedbythemove- 35
ment for throwing the generator into and out
of circuit, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

5rh day of August, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Ed-\vard H. Pyatt.
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lo all loliom it vlay concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
i^Feiilo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, liave invented a new
and useful Improvement in the Art of Mallea-

bleizinsf Cast-iron; and I do hereby declare

that the following is a full and exact descrip-

tion of the same.
My invention relates to the art of rendering

cast-iron malleable; auditconsistsin anewaud
improved process or method of decarbonizing
articles made of cast-iron to the extent neces-

sary to give to the iron the desired degree of
malleability.

This improved process or method may be
stated in general terms as consisting in re-

moving from the iron by exhaustion and while
at a high heat as large a per cent, as possible
of the air or gases occluded within its pores,

20 and then replacing such air or gases with an
active carbon-reducing agent, to the end that
the carbon be speedily eliminated, it uniting
with the reducing agent to form a gaseous
compound.

25 In carrying this process into practice I pre-

fer to proceed as follows : The iron article or
articles to be rendered malleable are placed in

a pot or flask capable of standing a high de-

gree of heat and provided with a connection

30 to an air-pump, so that the air may be ex-

hausted therefrom, and also provided with a
connection to a source of supply of areducing-
gas. The pot or flask is also so constructed
that it may be closed air-tight. The article or

35 articles are placed in the pot or flask, which is

then closed air-tight and subjected to heat suf-

ficient to bring the articles to a white or nearly
white heat, whereupon the air is exhausted
by the pump from the pot or flask to as great

40 a degree as is readily attainable, the same de-

gree of vacuum of course existing within the
pores of the iron. A charge of the active re-

ducing agent chosen in a gaseous state is then
admitted to the pot or flask, replacing the ex-

tracted gas or air in the porea of the iron,

thereby being brought into intimate contact
with the carbon and eliminating it by combus-
tion in whole or in part. With very small
articles the one exhaustion and one charging
so far described might suffice. In practice,

however, it is preferable to again exhaust the

45

5°

pot or flask and again charge with the reducing
agent <and to repeat this sequence of opera-
tions until proper malleableization is attained,

the heat being kept up constantly during the 55
operations. Good and speedy results are had
by using as the carbon-reducing agent oxygen
or an oxidizing-gas, which under some condi-
tions may be common air.

The operation of the process may be stated 60
as follows, supposing for the sake of illustrat-

ing that an oxidizing agent be employed : The
heating opens more freely the physical and
mechanical pores of the cast-iron, exposing
more fully the carbon in the iron for the ac- 65
tion of the agent, while at the same time it

tends to expel therefrom a part of the air or
other occluded gas, if such there be, by rarefy-

ing it. The exhaustion almost completely
empties these pores, leaving them in condition 70
to be filled by any gaseous matter presented.
On the charge being admitted, it fills them,
the oxygen unites with the carbon immediately,
in view to form carbonic oxide or acid, which
tends to remain in the pores. If the process 75
stopped here, it would so remain, except as dis-

placed by the further diffusion of the oxidiz-

ing agent—a slow process. Therefore the pot
or flask is again exhausted, and a fresh charge
admitted. The results are that cast-iron is 80
rendered malleable in a very short time, the
time of treatment being at the most only hours
where days are required with the old processes,

the malleableization being more thorough and
at less cost. After the proper degree of raal- 85
leability has been attained it is preferable that

the articles should for a few minutes be raised

to a higher degree of heat than that used
during the process.

What I claim is

—

90
1. The improvement in the art of rendering

solid cast-iron malleable, which consists in

heating the iron to a high heat, then exhaust-
ing mechanically any air or occluded gas there-

from, and then charging the iron with an act- 95
ive carbon-reducing agent in gaseous form,
substantially as set forth.

2. The improved process of treating solid

cast-iron to render it malleable, consisting in

inclosing it in an air-tight pot or flask, heat- 10c

ing the cast-iron therein, exhausting the air

therefrom, and then charging the same with
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an active carbon-red uciug agent iu gaseons
form, substantially as set forth.

3. The improved process of treating solid

cast-iron to render it malleable, consisting in

inclosing it in an air-tight pot or flask, heating
the cast-iron therein, exhausting the flask and
then charging the same with an active carbon-
reducing agent in gaseous form, again ex-

hausting and charging, the tvro latter opera-

tions being repeated as often as necessary, the id
cast-iron being meanwhile maintained at a
high heat, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

4th day of October, 1881.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses

:

H. W. Seely,
KiCHD. A. Dyer.
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To all whom it may concern.

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

^lenlo Park, in tbe couut.y of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Systems of Under-
gronnd Condnctora for Electrical Distribu-

tion, (Case No. 421 ;) and 1 do hereby declare

that tbe following is a full and exact descrip-

tion of the same, reference being had to the
lo accompanying di'awiug, atid to the letters of

reference marked thereon.

I have proposed heretofore, in laying the
conductors for ray multiple-arc system of elec-

trical distribution, to connect the intersecting

15 conductors at each crossing of two streets at

four points by rnnningtheminto fourjnnction-

boxes located at the corners of the blocks or

squares, the positive conductors being in this

way all connected together, and likewise all

20 the negative conductors, the whole forming a
double net-work of intersecting and connected
conductors. Each tube was run into a sepa-

rate box near each corner, and a fusible con-

ductor or "safety-catch" placed in the line

25 of one or each conductor. This plan is set forth

in api)lication for patent filed by me October
4, 18»1, (Serial No. 43,102.)

The object of the i)reseut arrangement is to

produce a more convenient manner of arrang-

30 ing and connecting the conductors at the in-

tersection of two streets, making them more
accessible for repairs of connections, replace-

ment of salety-catches, ortbr testing puri)oses.

This I accomplish by connecting the conduct-

35 ors of the eight pairs of conductors at each
street intersection and locating the safety-

catches atone point. For this puri)ose the eight
tubes carrying the conductors are run to the
center of the street intersection, and there en-

40 ter a single box in which the positive conduct-
ors are connected together, as well as the neg-
ative conductors, and in which a fusible con-
ductor or safety-catch is placed in the line of
each of the positive or negative conductors, or

45 both. This box is provided with a baud-bole
and cover at the surface of the pavement for

giving easy access to the connections. A simi-

lar method of connecting tbe conductors iaay,

if desired, be employed where one street runs
into another without crossing, in which case 50
only six tubes instead of eight would enter the

box.

The foregoing will be better understood
from tbe drawing, which is a top view of the

parts, tbe junction-box beingin horizontal sec- 55
tion.

A B D are four blocks or squares, along
the sides of which run the tubes abed efg
/(, each carrying a pair of conductors, 1 2.

From coupling or service boxes E, nearcorners 60
of the blocks or squares, tubes ilc I mn p q
run to a box, F, at the center of the intersec-

tion of tbe streets, such tubes being bent to

the pi'oper curve for the purpose, which bend-
ing does not affect the insulation of the in- 65
closed conductors. The tubes enter tbe sides

of the box F, and the conductors projecting
froni such tubes are connected to rings or

plates P N. Safet^'^-catches or sections of fusi-

ble conductor s are connected in tbe line of 70
tbe positive or negative conductors, or both,

within tbe box F, which safety-catches melt
and break the circuit when the flow of current
becomes abnormal and before damage is done.
The junction-box F has a hand-hole and cover 75
at the surface of the pavement, to give access

to the connections.
What I claim is

—

1. In a system of underground conductors
for electrical distribution, the combination of 80
positive and negative conductors forming com-
plete metallic circuits, laid on op[)Osite sides

of intersecting streets, with connections be-

tween all the positive conductors and con-
nections between all the negative conductors 85
of tbe two streets, said connections being made
at one point, to which all the conductors run,
substantially as set forth.

2. In a system of underground conductors
for electrical distribution, the combination of 90
positive and negative conductors, laid in in-

tersecting streets and forming complete metal-
lic circuits, with connections between all of
tbe positive conductors and connections be-

tween all the negative conductors of the two 95
streets, said connections being made at one
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l)oint,to which all the condactors rnn.andfiifvi-

ble safety-catches in the several circuits at

such point, substantially as set forth.

3. Tlie combination, with the tubes laid on
eacli side of intersecting streets and the pairs

of conductors incloseil therein, of a single cen-

tral box, into which all of such tubes run, and
two pole-plates within such central box, to

whicli all the conductors are connected, sub-
stuntially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

22d day of May, 18.S2.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses

:

Edwat?d C. RowLA^^D,
C. P. MOTT.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it kuown that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, iii the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Injproveiuent in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. 520,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

In multiple-arc systems of lighting by elec-

tricalincandescencein which completeorround
to metallic circuits are used it may sometimes be

desired to employ electric currents of unusu-
ally high electro- motive force, so that the size

of the conductors which convey said current
may be diminished, thus economizing in metal,

15 and allowing the conductors to be placed over-

head instead of laid under ground in places
where the former arrangement is more con-

venient. It is also generally desirable in such
systems that the incandescing electric lamps

20 or other translating devices should be inde-

pendent of each other—that is, that such de-

vices shall be independently controllable, so

that each lamp can be lighted and extin-

guished separately and without affecting any
25 others.

To provide a system in which currents of

high tension can be used, while at the same
time each lamp is entirely independent of all

the others, the lamps being also each of the

30 standard or usual resistance, is the object of

my invention; and I accomplish this by em-
ploying a source of energy of high electro-mo-

' tive force, aiTanging the translating devices
in multiijle series, dividing said source into as

35 many parts as there are translating devices in

series in any circuit, and correspondingly di-

viding each series of lamps, such division be-

ing made by means of a central compensating
conductor or conductors connected between

4c the divisions of the source of energy, and also

between the translating devices, so that when
all the devices in any multiple-arc circuit are
in use current will pass through all such de-

vices, the current passing across from the

4.5 positive to the negative main conductor; but
if one or more translating devices are removed
from any series circuit the excess of current
which would otherwise affect the other lamps
in the circuit is taken by the compensating

50 central conductor, so that the other lamps re-

main unchanged. The compensating - con-

ductor is preferably a metallic wire, though

the earth might be used for the purpose, if it is

so desired.

tncarrying out my invention the central sta- 55
tion or source of electrical supply for the sys-

tem may contain one, two, or any desired num-
ber of generators, according to the number of

translating devices to be supplied with cur-

rent, such generators developing a high elec- 60
tro-motive force. Such generators are prefer-

ably dynamo or magneto electric machines;
but secondary batteries may be emijloyed, if

desired, and the generators may be connected
in any desired manner. If two generators, 65
placed in series, are employed, the compensat-
ing-conductor is connected between the two
to the wire connecting their armatures, such
compensating - conductor extending out be-

tween the two main conductors leading from 70
the generators. The multiple - arc circuits

which contain the lamps or other translating

devices extend across from each main con-

ductor to the compensating-conductor. When
equal numbers of lamps are in circuit on op- 75
posite sides of the compensating-conductor, no
current will traverse such compensating-con-
ductor, the whole amount generated passing
out through the i^ositive main conductor across

both sets of multiple-arc circuits containing 80
lamps, and back by the negative main con-

ductor, as will be more fully hereinafter ex-

plained. Thus the same effect is produced as

though two lamps were in series in each mul-
tiple - arc circuit, as the current must pass 85
through two lamps to get from the positive to

the negative conductor. At the same time,

however, such two lamps are independently
controllable.

In case lamps are removed from one side of 9c

the compensating-conductor, so that the num-
bers on opposite sides become unequal, a por-

tion of current varying in amount according
to the degree of inequality will pass through
the compensating-conductor, the direction of 95
such current varying according to whether the
positive or the negative side contains the great-

er number of devices. The system should be
so arranged by properly locating the lamj^s

and conductors that at no time can there be a iro
very great inequality between the two sets of

lamps. Thus very little current will ever trav-

erse the compensating-conductor, almost the
whole passing out through the positive and re-
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turuing b}- means of the negative main con-

ductor. The compeusatiug- conductor can
therefore be of very small mass, it uever being

required to convey much current. An adj ust-

5 able resistance is i^referably placed in each

main conductor, so that in case the drop in

electro-motive force is greater on one main con-

ductor than on the other the resistance may
be adjusted to compensate for such inequality.

lo In systems of general distribution such resist-

ances would be i^laced in the conductors of the
feeding-circuits.

It is evident that two or more generators

may be placed on each side of the central cou-

15 ductor in series or in multiplearc, if desired.

If currents are to be employed of such high
tension that three or more lamj)s must be
placed in each cross-circuit between the posi-

tive and negative sides of the main circuit,

2G three or more generators or series of generators

may be placed in series, with two or more com-
pensatiug-couductors extending between the
main conductors, such compensatiug-conduct-
ors being connected between the generators or

25 seriesof generators, thesource of enei'gy being
thus divided into as many parts as there are

lamps in series.

By the use of my invention lamps in differ-

ent districts connected with separate central

30 stations may be connected in series with each
other, I he generators of the two stations being
connected by a conductor, and compensating-
conductors running from convenient parts of

the district.

35 If desired, one generator only might be
placed at the central station, havingits commu-
tator provided with an exti-a brush or brushes,

placed between the main brushes, from which
the compensating conductor or conductors run,

40 such conductors being connected with the mul-
tiple-arc circuits between the lamps.
My invention is illustrated in the annexed

drawings, in which Figure 1 is adiagramshow-
ing an arrangement of two generators in series.

45 Fig.2 represents a similar arrangement of gen-

erators, but a different one of the translating

devices. Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of

three generators in series. Fig. 4 shows an ar-

rangement whereby lamps in dilTerentdistricts,

50 supplied from seijarate stations, may be placed

in series. Fig. 5 shows the arrangement
w here one generator is used. Fig. G ill ustrates

the use of secondary batteries, and Fig. 7 shows
the use of the earth as a compeusating-con-

55 ductor.
in Fig. 1, A A represent dynamo or mag-

neto electric machines connected in series by
conductor 3, and having i)ositive and negative
main conductors F ]SJ extending from them.

60 Midway between the generators the compen-
sating conductor -1 is attached to conductor 3.

JMiiltipleai'C circuits 5 G extend from (hecom-
pensating-coiiductor to each of the main con-

ductors, and each of such muUiiile-arc cir-

65 cuits contains a lamp or other translating do-

vice, tiioHC on one side of the compensating-
condiictor being designated by a, and those on

the other by a'. When, as shown, the number
of lamps a is equal to that of lamps «', any
current which may tend to return through con- 70
ductot 4 will be neutralized by the current
which will meet it from wire 3, so that no cur-

rent will pass in either direction in said con-
ductor 4; but if a lamp, a', is removed from
circuit, so that less current will pass from con- 75
ductor P to conductor 4, the tendency from
wire 3 to wire 4 will becorrespondinglj- great-

er than the return tendency, and current due
to the inequality will flow in wire 4, which will

pass through the lamps a and return through So
conductor N, while if a lamp or lamps, a, be
removed, so that less current will pass from 4
to N, the difference of current will return
through conductor 4. Thus the conductor 4
compensates for differences in either side; and S5

whilethe lamps are indeijendently controllable

and any lamp can be removed from circuit

without varying the current flowing to the
lamps ou the opposite side, yet it is evident
that currents may be employed of as high 90
tension as though the lamps were arranged in

multiple series in the ordinar}' way.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is similar

to that just described, excej)t that here the
lamps a and a' are placed across multii>le-arc 95
circuits 7 8, derived from the main conductor
P jST. The same eflect is of course produced
as just described. The adjustable resistances

E Bare shown in this figure, which are used
to compensate for dilferences in the drop in 100
electro-motive force of the two conductors.

In Fig. 3 three generators, A A A, are shown
in series, there being two comj)ensatiug-coQ-
ductors, 4 and 4", and three sets of lauips, a a'

a^, the main portion of the current passing 105
entirely across from conductor P to conductor
N, and an amount due to differences in the
number of translating devices will return
through the central conductors. Tiie number
of lamps rt^ being greater than a', a portion of no
current dne to the clilference will return through
conductor 4% the remainder passing through
lamias 0' to conductor 4. The number of lamps
a beiug greater than a', current will How from
the generators through conductors 4 to supply 1

1

5

lamps a, which current will return through
main conductor X.

In Fig. 4, and C'each represent a district

to be supplied with electric energj', a central

station or source of supply being jn'ovided 120
for each district. At one central station gen-
erators B B are placed in multiple arc, and at

the other generators B' B' are similarly ar-

ranged. It is desired to connect lamps in dis-

trict C in series with lamps in district C. To 125
accomplish this a conductor, I), is run from
one .station to the other, connecting one pole
of each battery of generators together. From
the other polc^ run the feeding-circuits P' !N'

and i" W, such feeding circuits being con- 130
necled witli themainconductoi"sof the system.
Compensating-condnctoi-s 4 aiv connected at

convenient i)oints to said main conductoi-s, all

such compensating-coiuliK'tors being connect-
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ed at the same point to the wire D between the
[

stations, so that a divided source of electric

energy is formed, asin the previous cases. Cur-
rent tiows through feeding-conductors P'P'' to

5 main conductors jj j;, thence through cross-

circuits containing transUiting devices to main
conductors u n, by a conductor, o, to district

C, through translating devices to main con-

ductorsj), and back to the generators by feeders

ro N' ^'^. It is evident that each translating de-

vice in district C is in series with one in dis-

trict C, though all such devices are independ-
ently controllable, the conductors 4 acting to

compensate for the removal of any device on
15 either side. It is evident that any desired

number of districts might be connected in this

manner by proportionately dividing thesource
of energy, so that currents of very high elec-

tro-motiveforce may beemployed. Fig. 5illus-

20 trates the application of my invention to a sin-

gle generator, A, of high electro-motive force.

The main current is taken from the machine
by the commutator-brushes F F, to which are
connected the main conductors P I^, and an

25 extra brush, F', is provided between the main
brushes, from which runs the compensating-
couductor 4. Lamps a are arranged as in Fig.

1. The current taken by the extra brush neu-
tializes the tendency for current to return on

30 thecompensating-wire,so that no current trav-

erses that wire so long as the number of trans-

lating devices remains the same on each side

of the same, while as the numbers vaiy, cur-

rent traverses such conductors in one or the

35 other direction, as previously explained.
It is evident that the generator may be still

further divided by the use of a greater number
ofextra brushes and compensating-conductors.

In Fig. G, D D are secondary batteries, P N
40 being the main conductors,, aud 4 the central

conductor. E K are the adj ustable resistances,

for the purpose belore described. It is evi-

dent that with either of the forms described
the adjustable resistances R E may or may not

45 be used, as found necessary.

Fig. 7 illustrates the use of the earth as a
comi^ensatiug-conductor, which arrangement
may be convenient in some cases, though I

usually prefer to use a metallic conductor.

50 The generators A A are connected by wire
3 in series, and conductors P N extend from

them. Translating devices a' are connected
with conductor P, aud also to earth E, aud
translating devices a, connected to conductor
N, are also connected to earth. Between the 55
generators A A wire 3 is connected to earth,

as shown. It will readily be seen that current
will pass through the earth from P to N, and
thus through both sets of translating devices
in multiple series. An amount of current due 5o
to the inequality between the devices a and a'

will, it is evident, pass between wire 3 and
the translating devices through the earth in

the same manner as explained with reference

to the metallic conductor 4 of Fig. 1. 65
What I claim is—
1. In a system of electrical distribution hav-

ing translating devices arranged in multiple
series, the compensating conductor or conduct-

ors connecting the translation-circuits with 70
the source of energy, substantially as and for

the purpose set forth.

2. A system of electrical distribution having
in combination the followiug elements, viz: a
divided source of electrical energy, main con- 75
ductors extending therefrom, translating de-

vices arranged in multiple series, and a com-
pensating conductor or conductors connecting
the translation-circuits with the source of en-

ergy at the points of division, substantially as 80
aud for the purpose set forth.

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination,with translating devices arranged
in series across main conductors, of a source of
electric energy divided into as many parts as 85
there are lamps in series, and a compensating
conductor or cond uctors connected between the
divisions of the source of energy aud between
the lamps in series, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with a source of elec- 90
trical energy, of maiu cond uctors leading there-

from, translating devices in circuit from said

maiu conductors, a compensating-couductor,
and an adjustable resistance in each of said

maiu conductors, substantially as set forth. 95
This specification signed and witnessed this

20th day of November, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY.

MOLD FOR CARBONIZING.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 274,291, dated March 20, 1883.

Application filecl December 8, 18S2. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

JMenlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in IMolds for Carbonizing,

(Case No. 52S,) of which the following is a
specification.

In luy application No. 515 (Serial No. 77,525)

is described an incandescing conductor for

lo electric lamps, formed of a number of tine fila-

ments twisted or otherwise massed together,

and having their ends secured by a carboniz-

able substance.

My present invention relates to the manu-
15 facture of such conductors, my object being

to provide a mold for holding them during
carbonization, which will keep them straight,

allow contraction, and prevent the filaments,

from untwisting.

20 While my invention is adapted for use with
the twisted filaments described, it may also be
employed in carbonizingany straight filaments

lor the purpose mentioned.
My invention is illustrated in the annexed

25 drawings, in which Figure 1 is an enlarged
viewof a twisted conductor; Fig. 2, a sectional

view of the carbonizing-mold, and Fig. 3 a
perspective view of the same.
The conductor A is formed of a number of

30 fine continuous filaments massed together.
Such filaments are preferably natural vegeta-
ble fibers; but they may be formed of cellu-

lose, paper, i^archment, or of fibrous material
treated with hydiofiuoric acid, or of any de-

35 sirable carbonizable substauce. The ends are
secured and enlarged by the addition of a
lilastic carbonizable material, a a.

The carbonizing-mold consists of a box, B,
formed of carbon, nickel, or other material

40 capable of withstanding high temperatures.
In one end is formed a slot, 6, of such size and
shape as to receive the eidarged end of the
filament. At the other end of the mold is set
a movable block, C, provided with a slot, c,

45 similar to slot h. The block C may be of car-
bon or of nickel, or of nickel covered with car-

bon. It must, however, have sufdcient weight
to keep the filament stretched. The slots b c

do not extend quite to the bottom of the mold,
50 and the filament for carbonization is placed in

the mold from above, with the ends resting in

the bottoms of the slots and its body kept out
of contact with the mold. The filament is

kept taut in.the mold, which is placed in the

^S carboniziDg-furnace, a suitable cover being pro-

vided. As the filament contracts the movable
block C slides toward the center of the mold,

keeping the filament still slightly stretched

and preventing the fibers from untwisting.

It is evident that two movable blocks, in- 60

stead of one, might be employed, which would
slide toward each other as the carbon con-

tracts.

It is evident that the mold described can be
used for any straight filaments to allow con- 65

traction during the carbonization. Filaments
formed in this manner are preferably bent into

a loop before being placed in the lamp.
Any desired number of filaments may of

course be placed one above another in the car- 70
boniziug-mold.

In my Patents Nos. 263,139 and 203,144 1

have shown and described means for holding
a filament in a doubled or looped form, under
strain, during carboniz ition and i)ermitling 75
contraction, the invention herein being limited

to the carbonization of straight filaments.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a mold for car-

bonizing filaments, of means for keeping such 80

filaments straight and under strain, and attiie

same time allowing contraction during carbon-
ization, substantially as set forth,

2. The combination, with a mold for car-

bonizing straight filaments, of means for hold- 85
ing both ends of a filament fixed, but allowing
contraction of the filament, substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination, with a mold for car-

bonizing straight filaments, of one or two mov- 90
able blocks for holding one or both ends of the

filament movably to allow contraction, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. A mold for carbonizingstraight filaments,

provided with a slot for holding an end of the 95
filament, and a movable block having a simi-

lar slot for the other end of the filament, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5. The method of manufacturing incandes-
cing conductors for electric lamps, consisting 100
in twisting together a number of fine fila-

ments of carbonizable material, securing their

ends, and then carbonizing the whole while
under tensile strain, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 105
28th day of November, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
E. H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

SECONDARY BATTERY.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 274,292, dated March 20, 1883.

Applicalion filed August 7, 1882. (No model.)

To all ichom it may concern:
Be it known tbat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in tbe county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Secondary Batteries,

(Case No. 439;) and I do hereby declare that

the following is a full and exact description of
the same, reference being had to the accom-
panying drawings, and to the letters of refer-

To ence marked thereon.

Heretofore in secondary batteries the elec-

trodes have been formed of lead plates, or lead
plates having oxide of lead secured thereto, or
of lead plates carrying chemically-precipitated

15 metallic lead ; but all these constructions have
defects which detract greatly from their effi-

ciency. The simple lead plates present a very
small surface, and hence have a low efficiency,

and, in addition, it becomes necessary, for that
20 reason, to reduce the surface of the plates to

oxide to a considerable depth. This thick coat
of oxide cracks off;' and separates at points
from the plates, producing bad contact and
high resistance, and making portions of the

25 oxide inert and reducing greatly the efficiency

of the battery. With the second construction

—

that of the oxide secured to lead plates—the
oxide also becomes separated from the lead
plates, resulting in bad contact, high resist-

30 aiice, inert portions, and loss of energy. The
spongy or chemically-precipitated lead carried
by lead plates is also open to the same objec-

tion, the precipitated lead not being integral
with the i)lates which carry it or the particles

35 of the lead with one another, and becoming de-
tached from such plates in use.

The object, therefore, that I have in view is

to produce electrodes of metallic lead for sec-

ondary batteries without the useof chemically-

40 precipitated lead or salts or compounds of
lead, which electrodes will be integral through-
out and will present an exceedingly large sur-

face, producing a highly efiflcieut battery by a
small reduction of the surface of the lead, and

45 not having the defects before stated. This I

accomplish by constructing each electrode, or

the exposed surface thereof, of integral arbor-

escent metallic lead. This form of lead is ob-

tained by pouring molten lead from a height

50 into water or into powdered material—such as

powdered chalk or lime—or by blowing air

through molten lead. Thecrystallizationof the

[
lead being disturbed at the moment of setting,

the lead assumes an arborescent form, present-

ing a large surface and being integral through- 55
out its mass. This integral arborescent lead

may be fused to lead plates by fusing the sur-

faces of the plates and pressing the arborescent

lead upon them. The arborescent lead is thus
made integral with the plates which carry it, 60

the plates forming means for making connec-

tion; or molten lead may be blown onto lead

plates in dropping from a height, and will bo
fused with the plates and assume upon them
the arborescent form. The electrodes are, 65
however, pi-eferably made entirely of arbores-

cent metallic lead, and they may be so con-

structed by pouring molten lead into suitably-

shaped troughs or receptacles containing wa-
ter. The arborescent lead will take the shape 70
of the troughs,and lugsformakingconnections
may be formed by pinching or fusing the ar-

borescent lead together. This form of elec-

trodes has openings entirely through it, and
has the advantage, in a battery, of bringing the 75
back sides of the outer electrodes into action,

increasing the efficiency of the battery.

In the drawings. Figure 1 is a vertical sec-

tion of a secondary cell having the electrodes

made partly of integral arborescent metallic 80

lead ; Fig. 2, a similar view of a secondary cell

having the electrodes made entirely of such

lead.

A is the contaiiiing-vessel. B G are the

electrodes, made entirely of integral arboi'es- 85
cent metallic lead, formed as before explained,

with lugs a for connections. Fig. 2; or these

electrodes may be lead plates D E, having ex-

l)Osed surfaces of integral arborescent metallic

lead fused to said plates. Fig. 1. F represents 90
the dilute sulphuric acid of the cell.

What I claim is-^

1. An electrode for secondary batteries,

formed partly or entirely of arborescent me-

tallic lead and made integral throughout its 95
mass, substantially as set forth.

2. Anelectrode for secondary batteries, com-
posed of arborescent metallic lead and made
integral throughout its mass, sut)stantially as

set forth. 100

This specification signed and witnessed this

3d day of June, 1S82.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

RlCHD. N. DVER,
ED^VARD C. Rowland.





United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY.

ELECTRIC LAMP.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 274,293, dated March 20, 1883.

Application filed October 20, 1882. (No model.)

To all ivhom it may concern :

Be it kuown that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 ii.sefnl Improvement in Electric Lamps and
the IManufacture Thereof, (Case No. 494,) of
which the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to increase the
durability in useoftheflexiblecarbon filaments

lo of incandescing electric lamps by reducingas
much as possible the "electrical carrying "or
attraction of carbon particles from one side of

the filamentto theother, and from the filament
to the glass of the inclosiug-globe, which usu-

15 ally occurs in these lamps.
In incandescing electric lamps there is al-

ways a small amount of residual gas remain-
ing in the globe after the latter is exhausted,
it beingof course impossible to produce a com-

ae plete vacuum. I have found tliat when such
residuum consists entirely or almost entirely

of hydrochloric- acid gas the electrical car-

rying is greatly reduced, and consequently the
life of the carbon filament is lengthened.

25 My invention therefore consists in providing
an incandescing electric lamp with a residual

atmosphere of hydrochloric-acid gas.

I prefer to accomplish my invention by first

exhausting the air from the globe to as great

an extent as thiscan bedone with an ordinary 30
air-pump, and then allowing the hydrochloric-

acid gas (generated in any suitable manner) to

flow into the globe to replace such air. I then
re-exhaust the globe and repeat the operation

of refilling and re-exhausting several times 35
until the small residue which remains consists

almost entirely of hydrochloric-acid gas. The
final exhaustion should be done by means of

a Sprengel pump, so that as little gas as possi-

ble will remain in the globe ; or all the opera- 40
tions of exhausting and re-exhausting might
be done by means of the Sprengel pump,means
being connected with the i)ump for filling the
globe with the hj'drochloric-acid gas.

What I claim is

—

45
An incandescing electric lamp whose resid-

ual atmosphere consists almost entirel^^ of hy-

drochloric-acid gas, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

14th day of October, 1882.

TUOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely, .

RiCHD. N. Dyer.
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THOMAS A. -EDISOX, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

INCANDESCING ELECTRIC LAMP.

SPECIFICATION forming pait of Letters Patent No. 274,294, dated March 20, 1883.

Apiilication fileil Xovember 23, 1882. C^o model.)

To all ichom it may concern :

Be it known tbat 1, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
Stale of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Incandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 515,) of wbicli the follow-

ing is a specification.

The object I have in view is to produce flexi-

ble carbon filaments for the incandescing con-

ic ductors of electric lamps which shall be of
high resistance and of even resistance thronj^fh-

out their length, and shall have great flexi-

bility and toughness, so that they will not be
liable to be fractured by the'fexpansion and

15 contraction, more or less unequal, which take
place from the lighting and extinguishing of
the lamp.
To this end my invention consists in an in-

candescing conductor for an electric lamp,
20 formed of a number of fine continuous fila-

ments massed together, so as to be in close

contact throughout the whole length, and hav-
ing their ends secured, the said individual fila-

ments being capable of independent.expansion
25 and contraction throughout the lengthof their

bodies, between the ends, where they are
brought together into solid and homogeneous
masses.
In carrying out my invention I preferably

30 take several long and very fine fibers of the
same or almost the same length — such as
those of ramee, flax, and similar vegetable sub-
stances—and twist them tightly together, so
as to form a fibrous thread. The ends are se-

35 cured preferably by a plastic carbonizable sub-
stance attached to tliem, such as a compound
of carbon and sugar. The filament thus formed
is carbonized understrainor pressure, or both,
and may be bent, either before or after car-

40 bonization, into the desired form. The plastic

compound upon the ends of the filament may
form enlarged ends for clamping. The sep-
arate filaments are not secured together by
carbonization, but remain free, except at their

/5 5 ends, where they become solid homogeneous
masses of carbon. The ends of the twisted
filament are then attached to the leading-in
wires sealed in the stem or tube of a lamp,
and are preferably electroplated to such wires,

50 the fibers, before electroplating, being again
twisted tightly, so as to bring them all in

contact with each other through their entire

7c

length. Instead of the iirocess described, the

fibers may be carbonized straight and sepa-

rately, and such carbonized libers then twisted 55
tightly together. The ends are then attached
to the leading-in wires, preferably by electro-

plating, the fibers being kept tightly twisted

during this process. The filament formed in

either of the above w^iys and attached to the 60

leading-in wires is placed in the globe of a
lamp in the usual manner, and is ready for the

exhausting process.

While, as stated, 1 i)refer to use natural

vegetable fibers, it is evident that a conductor 65

of the kind described may be formed of other

substances—such as cellulose, paper, parch-

ment, fine thread treated with hydrotluoric

acid, &G.—fine filaments of suclr substances be-

ing twisted together, as described. It will be
understood that the fiber is reduced to cellu-

lose before the separate filaments are massed
together, in order to maintain the individual-

ity of the separate filaments after carboniza-

tion. Filaments may, it is evident, be braided 75
or intertwined instead of twisted together.

Filaments formed as described are of un-

usually even resistance and incandescence, as

each of the fibers is continuous, extending the

whole length of the filament. The filament is 80

also exceedingly flexibleand elastic, and there-

fore well adapted for the purpose for which it

is to be used. The expansion and contraction

of the solid carbon filament which take place

during the use of the lami)are moreor lessun- 85

equal, and for this reason it is liable to be frac-

tured; but by the use of a carbon filament

made up of a number of separate filaments ca-

pable of independent expansion and contrac-

tion this danger is greatly diminished.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is

a view of an incandescing electric lamp em-
bodying my invention; and Fig. 2 represents

a portion of the twisted filament, the size

thereof being of course greatly exaggerated.
A is the inclosing globe, and B the inner

stem, through which pass the leading in wires

1 2, to which are attaciied the ends of the car-

bon filament C, whicli is formed of a number
of individual fibers, c c, twisted together, and too

secured together at their ends by a plastic sub-

stance, a.

What I claim is

—

1. A flexible carbon filament for the incan-

CfC
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15

descin^' coudnctor of an electric lamp, formed
of a number of separate continuous flexible

carbon filaments massed together, substan-

tially as set fortb.

2. A flexible carbon filament for the incan-

descing conductor of an electric lamp, formed
of a number of continuous individual carbon-

ized natural libers massed together, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. A filament for forming, ou carbonization,

theincandescingconductorof an electric lamp,
consisting of a number of separate filaments,

of carbouizable material, massed together, and
secured at their ends by a plastic carbonizable

compound, substantially as set forth.

4. A flexible carbon filament for incandes-
cing electric lamps, formed of a number of

separate flexible carbon filaments with their

ends connected in solid homogeneous masses,
substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, in an incandescingelec-
tric lamp, of a chamber made entirely of glass,

leading-in wires passing through and sealed
in the glass of said ciiamber, and a flexible

carbon incandescing conductor formed of a
number of separate filaments massed together
and secured to said leadingin wires, substan-
tially as set forth.

Tliis specification signed and witnessed this

13th day of November, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses

:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent Office,

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF IMENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

INCANDESCENT ELECTRIC LAMP.

SPECIFICATION forming: part of Letters Patent No, 274,295, dated March £0, 1883.

Aiiplication filed Xovoinber 23, 1882. (Xo model.)

To all whom it maij concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new atid

5 nsefnl Improvement in fhcandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 51C,) of whicli the following
is a specification.

This invention relates to incandescing elec-

tric lamps, wherein flexible tilaments of carbon
10 are inclosed in hermetically-sealed chambers

made entirely of glass, with leading-in wires
passing through and sealed into tlie glass ; and
the object of the invention is principally to

lengthen the life of electric lamps of this char-

15 acter by diminishing the electrical carrying be-

tween the flexible carbon filament and the in-

closing-chamber, or the metallic terminals of
the filament within the lamp, and incidentally

to increase the resistance of the lamp, so as to

20 reduce the investment required for conductors.
Heretofore in electric lamps of this character

it has been the general i)ractice to produce
high vacua in the glass globes previous to her-

metically sealing the same, in order to preserve

25 the carbon filaments from oxidation and to pre-

vent the loss caused by convection of heat
which takes i)lace when the globes are filled

with an inert gas.

The improvements made by me in the past

30 upon my standard incandescing electric lamps
have been principally by increasing the resist-

ance of the flexible carbon filaments without a
corresponding increase of the radiating-surface

and without diminishing in the least thedegree

35 of vacuum; but I find that advance in tiiis di-

rection is limited by reason of the increased
deposit of the carbon upon the walls of the
glass chamber, obscuring the light and dimin-
ishing considerably the exterior candle-power

40 of the lamp, and also consuming and destroy-
ing the fine filament, reducing materially the
length of life of the lamp.

I have found that the amount of deposit in

any given period depends generally u[)on the

45 degree of incandescence i)er unit surface to

which the carbon filament is raised, the higher
the degree of incandescence the more rapid
being the deposit. It also depends upon the

state of the vacuum, the higher the vacuum
50 the greater being the deposit. This deposit I

have discovered is due to electrical carrying
of the carbon of the filament, the phenomenon
being similar to that which takes place in the
well-known Geissler tubes, wherein at certain

stages of the vacuum or pressure electrical car- 55
rying of the platina forming the terminals
takes place, blackening the walls of the glass

vacuum-chamber, notwithstanding the platina
is scarcely above the temperature of the at-

mosphere, while at other stages of the vacuum 60
or pressure this blackening does not take place.

I have also discovered that the economy of
thecarbon-filamentlamp (thenumber of stand-
ard lamps per horsepower) increases as the
pressure within the globe diminishes, up to a 65
certain stage of the vacuum, when any higher
exhaustion does not practically increase the
economy. If the vacuum is diminished below
this ])oint of greatest economy to prevent elec-

trical carrying, the economy of the lamp is di- 70
minished, since the residual air acts as a carrier

of heat to the walls of the chamber, where it is

rapidly dissipated ; but, owing to the greatly
diminished electrical carrying of the carbon
from the filament when the vacuum is low, lam 75
enabled to diminish the radiating-surface, so as

to raise each unitof surface to ahigher degree of
incandescence than would be practicable were
the vacuum higher and the electrical carrying
at its maximum; and as an increase in the de- 80
gree of incandescence is an advance in the di-

rection of economy, I am enabled to regain, by
the economy of higher incandescence, the en-

ergy lost by the increased convection of heat
from the filament to theglasswallsof the lamp, 85
caused by the greater density ofthe residual gas
due to a low vacuum ; hence a carbon-filament

lamp embodying these conditions of low vacu-

um and high incandescence and resistance will

have a longer life than if the vacuum were 90
highei", and its candle-power will not be dimin-
ished by the obscuration of the globe by a
deposit of carbon. It will also permit of a
reduction in the size of conductors for carry-

ing the current to and from the lamps by rca- 95
son of its increased resistance, and the filament

itself will be more flexible and less liable to

break.
In carrying out the invention the flexible

carbon filament is produced by the carboniza- 100
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f ion, under strain or pressure, of any suitable

orj^anic or inorganic material, reduced or not

reduced to an amorphous or semi-amorphous
condition in the way now well understood.

5 Tlie lihiment before carbonization, however,

may be reduced to a smaller cross-section than
usual heretofore, in order to produce the re-

duction of radiating-surface and increase of re-

sistance per unit of radiating-surface necessary
10 to compensate for the loss caused by the re-

duced vacuum. For illustration, it may be
stated that the radiating-surface can be re-

duced in size two-tenths ; but the sizes of fila-

ments used by me at present may be retained,

15 the loss in economy being more than counter-

balanced by the increased length of life. The
flexible carbon filament is secured to the lead-

ing-in wires, which are sealed in one glass part

of the lamp, and this part is fused to the glass

20 globe of the lamp in the usual or any suitable

way. Thelampis thenconjiected with a Spren-
gel pump,and the globe exhausted until a high
vacuum is obtained, so as to remove all oxygen
from the globe. During the latter j)art of the

25 operation of exhausting the lamp the flexible

carbon filament may be gradually raised to an
incandescencehigherthaii thatatwhich itisiu-

tended afterward to be used ; but this heating of

thefilament maybeomitted. After the exhaus-

30 tion of the lamp-globe is completed an inert

gas is allowed to pass into the globe, gradually
reducing the vacuum and increasing the press-

ure within the globe. This is preferably done
by providing the pump with a tube containing

35 a solid substance, which, when heated, will

evolve an inert gas. The heat is applied at
the i)roper time to the exterior of the tube con-
taining the substance. The flexible carbon
filament is raised to Incandescence during tiie

40 time that the inert gas is being admitted into
the lamp -globe and certain phenomena will

he noticed during this period. As the press-

ure gradually increases a lij;ht-blue halo very
much spread out will appear ui)on the positive

45 clamp of the filament. As more gas passes in,

tiie halo will increase in density and hug the
damp. At this pressure carbon from the fila-

ment is deposited on tl)e clamp in considerable
quantity, which is due to the increase of the

50 flectrical resistance of the vacuum and the con-
sequent prevention of deposit upon the globe.
It', now, the jiressure bo further increased,
tiie blue halo leaves the metallic jiortions of
the clamp and a|)pears on the carbon at the

55 Juncture of the latter and the metal of the
clamp. If, now, the pressure is carried beyond
this i)oint, the blue halo will disappear entirely,

and the resistance of the residual gas will be
so great as to nearly or quite extinguish the

60 electrical carrying. The proper stage being
reached, the lamp is sealed oil' from the pump
while incandescent.
The i)articular pressure at which the lamp

should be sealed olV is dependent upon the na-

65 ture of the residual gas. With nitrogen for

the inert gas this pressure may be when a
mercurial column connected with the lamjt

stands at a heightof about twenty inches: but
with hydrochloric-acid gas, on account of its

greater electrical resistance, the pressure may 70
be somewhat reduced. At twenty-nine inches
with nitrogen and equivalent i)ressure with
other gasses the electrical carrying is greatly
diminished. This vacuum of twenty -nine
inches or below that height for nitrogen and 75
equivalent pressures with other gases is what
I hereinafter term a "low vacuum."
Since the blue halo in the lamp disappears

altogether to the e.ye when a certain i)ressure

is reached, on account of the incandescence of 80
the filament, and since the operation should
be carried beyond this point, a Geissler spark-

gage may be used to determine the exact i)oint

to seal off the lamp, the terminals of the Geiss-

ler spark-gage being connected to an indue- 85
tion-coil worked by a constant battery. A
mercurial column may be used for the pur-

pose; but the Geissler spark-gage is preferred,

for the reason that the electrical carrying de-

pends, where the vacuum is low, both upon the 90
nature of the residual gas and tlie pressure,

which conditions will also affect the Geissler

spark-gage, in which the i)henomena due to

electrical carrying can be observed after their

disappearanceto theeye in the lamp, while the 95
mercurial column is only affected by the press-

ure.

The different degrees of exhaustion at which
certain phenomena will appear in the spark-

gage depend *ipon the size and distance apart ico

of the electrodes, as well as on the chamber of
the gage and on the electro-motive force of the
coil; hence it is necessary to determine, in

the first instance, by the disappearance of the
blue halo from the clamps of the filament, due 105
to increased pressure, the appearance of the
spark-gageat the exact moment when thelamp
is to be sealed off, which is an increased press-

ure of several inches of a column of mercury
after the disappearance of the halo from the 110

metallic terminals of the filament. The resi-

dual gas miglit be allowed to .flow in until the

gas within the globe is at atmospheric press-

ure, and good results would be obtained as far

as the electrical carrying is concerned ; but 115
the economy would be considerably dimin-
ished without a corresponding increase of the
life of the filament ; hence it is best to dimin-
ish the i)ressure for the sake of economy, but
not to the point where the blue halo begins to 1:0

appear on the metallic terminals of the lila-

ment.
Instead of exhausting to a high vacuum with

a mercury-pumi), anil tlieii gradually reducing
the vacuum to the proper point by means of an 125
inert gas, tiie lamp is first exhausted to a high
vacuum, and tlie inert gas is then allowed to

flow into the lamp until the vacuum is reduced
to atmospheric pressure, when the inert gas
may be pumped out until the desired pressure 130
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is obtained ; or any other way of displacing tbe

oxygen by an inert gas and obtaining the de-

sired pressure may be employed.
The making oftheinclosingchamber entirely

5 of glass, through which the leading-in wires

are passed and in whicli they are sealed, and
the hermetical closing of such glass inclosing-

chamber, assure the retention of the same con-

ditions of pressure that it is found desirable to

10 give the lamp when manufactured, which is a

feature of essential importance in lamps with
a low vacuum, as well as with lamps having a
high vacuum. Since electrical carrying takes

l)lace also with incandescing conductors made
15 of other material than carbon, I do not wish

to limit myself to carbon, but intend, to include
all flexible tilamentary incandescing conduct-
ors having, like carbon, a high specific resist-

ance.

20 In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a view of the lamp; Fig. 2, an elevation show-
ing the principal parts of the pump and the

devices connected therewith. Figs. 3, 4, arill

5 illustrate the phenomena that ai)pearat the

25 positive clamp of the filament, and Figs. 6, 7,

8. 9, and 10 illustrate the phenomena that ap-

pear in the Geissler spark-gage.
A is the glass lamp-globe, fused to the in-

side glass j)art, B, through which pass the

30 leading-iu wires 1 2, such wires being sealed

into the upper end of B by the fusion of the
glass around and upon them.
C is the flexible carbon filament, secured to

the leading-in wires in any suitable way. The

35 globe A is provided with an inert gas at a low
vacuum or atmospheric pressure, as before

described, and is sealed at a.

D is the Sprengel pump, the mercury enter-

ing at h and passing out at c.

40 E is a Geissler spark-gage, connected with
the exhaust-tube of the pump. Its terminals
are connected with an induction-coil, F,worked
by a constant battery, G.
H is a chamber or tube, also connected, with

45 the exhaust-tube of the pump. The tube H
contains the solid material for producing the
inert gas when the tube is heated. This ma-
terial may be, for illustration, solid cyanide of
mercury, which evolves cyanogen when heat-

50 ed. Other inert gases may, however, be used,
being evolved from the decomposition of dif-

ferent salts by heat. The exhaust-tube may
be connected with a reservoir of pure inert gas
which can be allowed to pass, as desired, into

55 the vacuum by means of a stop-cock; but the
method first described is preferred, since it is

fjnite impracticable to manipulate the gas or
make it free from oxj'gen. This difficulty is

not met with when the gas is evolved from a
60 solid in a tube by the application of heat to

the exterior of the tube, and the heat can be
so aj^plied as to set free the exact quantity of

gas desired, the quantity being regulated with
a nicety and exactness which cannot be ob-

65 tained with a stop-cock.

I is a chamber or tube containing a drying
agent.

Figs. 3, 4. and 5 rej)resent the appearancie
ot the blue halo on the positive clamp at tliree

stages; Fig. 3, when it first appears, which 70
corresponds with nitrogen for the inert gas,to

a i)ressure shown in the mercury column of
thirty and three-sixteenthsinches; Fig.4,when
it becomes dense and hugs the clamp, which
occurs at a pressure of twentj'-nine and nine- 75
sixteenths inches ; and Fig. 5, when it is about
to disappear, which occurs at a pressure of
twentj'-eight and fifteen -sixteenths inches.

Figs. (), 7, 8, 9, and 10 represent the phenom-
ena of the spaik-gage. Fig. 6 shows the spark 8o
between the terminals at the atmospheric
pressure. Fig. 7 shows a halo on the end of

the positive pole, which occurs at twenty
inches. Figs. 8 and 9 show it extending along
the wire,whichoccursatabouttwenty-nineand 85
five-eighths inches; and Fig. lOshows thehalo
spread out so as to touch the walls of the tube,
which occurs at thfrty and one-fourth inches of

the mercury column.
What I claim is

—

90
1. An incandescing electric lamp having, in

combination, the following three elements, viz:

a flexible carbon filament, an inclosing-cham-
ber, and an inert gas having the definite high
pressure described, whereby electrical carry- 95
ing of the carbon to the walls of the inclosing-

chamber or the metallic terminals of the fila-

ment within the lamp is prevented, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. An incandescing electric lamp having, in 100

combination, a flexible carbon filament, a her-

metically-sealed inclosing-chamber made en-

tirely of glass, leading-in wires passingthrough
and sealed into the glass, and an inert gas
having the definite high pressure described, 105

for the purpose set forth.

3. The method of completing incandescing
electric lamps having flexible carbon fila-

ments audi nclosing-chambers entirely of glass,

consisting in exhausting the inclosing-cham- no
bers until a high vacuum is obtained for re-

moving the oxygen, then filling the chambers
with an inert gas ata pressure sufficiently high
to cause the disappearance of the blue halo
from the positive clamp of the filament, and 115
then hermetically sealing the chambers by a
fusion of the glass, substantially as set forth.

4. The method of completing incandescing
electric lamps having flexible carbon fila-

mentsandinclosing-chambersentirely of glass, 120

consisting in exhausting the inclosing-cham-
bers until a high vacuum is obtained for re-

moving the oxygen, then raising the filaments

to incandescence, then filling the chambers
with an inert gas at a pressure sufficiently high 125
to cause the disappearance of the blue halo
from the positive clamp of the filament, and
then hermetically sealing the chambers by a
fusion of the glass while the filaments are in-

candescent, substantially as set forth. 130
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5. The metbod of coinpletiug incandescing
electric lamps, consisting in exhausting the
lamp, and at the same time exhausting a cham-
ber connected with said lamp, and containiug
a material evolving an inert gas when heated,

then heating snob chamber externally to evolve
the gas, then filling the lamp with the inert

gas at a pressure snflficientl3' high to cause the
disajipearance of the blue halo from the posi-

tive clamp of the filament, and then sealing

oft" said lamp from connection with said cham-
ber and the exhausting apparatus, substan-
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this
14th day of November, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Wm. H. Meadowcroft,
Edward H. Pvatt.
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THOMAS A, EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY.

MANUFACTURE OF INCANDESCENTS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 274,296, dated March £0, 1883,

Application filed August 14, 1882. (Ifo specimens.)

To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Tuomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in the Manufacture of
Incandescing Conductors for Electric Lamps,
(Case No. 456 ;) and I do hereby declare that

the following is a full and exact description of
the same.
The object I have in view is to provide a

cheap and efficient material and method for

producing flexible carbon filaments for use as
the incandescing conductors of electric lamps.
This- 1 accomplish by the use of gluten, or a

mixture thereof with starch or other material.

The gluten is obtained by removing the starch
from the tlour of cereals ; but a part or all of
the starch may be allowed to remain mixed
with the gluten. A dough or paste is formed
of the gluten or gluten and starch with the
minimum amount of water, and the dough is

then pressed out on polished surfaces into

sheets of uniform thickness. Filaments of the

desired shape with enlarged ends are punched

from the dough and are dried, after which they 25
are carbonized by heat under strain and press-

ure; or the dough is forced by ])ressure from a
chamber through an orifice in the shape of a
long filament, and is cut into propiT lengths.

Extra pieces of dough are put on the ends of 30
the cut filaments to form the enlarged clamp-
ing ends, when the filaments are bent into

proper shape and dried, after which they are

carbonized by heat under strain and pressure.

The filaments made in either way described 35
may be dried under strain or strain and press-

ure to preserve their shape.
What I claim is

—

A flexible carbon filament for incandescing
electric lamps, formed of carbonized gluten, 40
or a mixture thereof with other materials,

substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

5th day of July, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

C. P. MOTT,
KiCHD. N. Dyer.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

TRANS MITTING-TELEPH ONE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 274,576, dated March 27, 1883,

Application filed October G, 1882. (Ko moilel.)

To all whom it mat/ concern

:

Be it known that T, Thomas Alva Edison,
of Menlo Park, in the State of New Jersey,
have invented an Improvement in Trausmit-

5 ting-Telepbones, (Case No. 159^*,) of which the

following is a speciflcation.

This application is a division of ui}* applica-

tion filed November IS, 187S, No. 159, and said

division is made for the purpose of separating
10 from the said original application the differ-

ent features of invention into three additional
applications. The present I term "Case No.
159^."

In my application No. 130, heretofore filed,

15 the circuit passes through piumbago or simi-

lar material, and the diaphragm that is acted
upon by the sonnd-waves serves to vary the
electric teusion by the extent of surface con-

tact.

20 In my Case No. 151, patented April 30, 1878,
No. 203,016, I have shown an induction-coil

with primary and secondary circuits and re-

ceiving and transmitting telephones. A car-

bon button in a circuit and acted upon by the

25 diaphragm is shown in my said Case 151 and
also in Case 111. These are not therefore

claimed herein.

In my present imjirovement I make use of a
surface or surfaces having numerous points

30 produced by scores or fine lines across the
surface, preferably about at right angles to

each other, and this surface or surfaces are in

the electric circuit and combined with the dia-

phragm, so that the movement given to the

35 diaphragm by the sound-waves will produce
greater or less intimacy of contact at the
scored surface and a consequent rise and fall

of electric tension. 1 also combine with a but-

ton of carbon or equivalent material in one
40 circuit an electro-magnet in another circuit,

the armature of which varies the pressure upon
such carbon or other finely divided material,

and by this means repeats the telephonic pul-

sations. I also construct tlie telephonic re-

45 ceiver in a pecnliar manner to jirevent injury
by undue currents, such as from lightning,

and so that the diaphragms and cores will be
polarized by induction, and the line-current

will act in two helices to vary the magnetism.
50 In the drawings, the diagram Figure 1 rep-

resents the transmitting, receiving, and re-

peating instruments, the instruments at X be-

ing at one station and the instruments at G
being at the repeating-station. Fig. 2 is a de-

tached view of a modification of the repeating- 55
instrument, and Fig. 3 is a face view of the

tension-regulator formed by a surface scored
with numerous lines.

The telephonic transmitter A is made with

a case containing the diaphragm or plate c, 60
against which the sound acts to vibrate the

same.
The plate e is in the bottom of a vulcanite

cup or holder, 20, and cau be adjusted nearer

to or farther from the diaphragm c by the 65
screw 21.

The tension-regulating device
i/

is between
the plate e and the second plate, a, the wires

10 and 12 of the circuit to the battery B con-

necting, so that the circuit passes through 70
these plates and the intervening tension-regu-

lator. The tension-regulating device is com-
posed of two contiguous surfaces, one or both
of which are scored with numerous fine lines, so

as to produce a great number of contact-points. 75
By adjusting the screw 21 the initial pressure

can be regulated, and the vibrations of the

diaphragm due to the action of sounds will

vary the pressure and the extent of surface

contact, so as to produce rise and fall of ten- 80

sion in the circuit by bringing more or less of

the points on the surface or surfaces into con-

tact.

In Fig. 3 I have shown the surface scored

as aforesaid, and it is to be understood that 85

the scoring is to be of the requisite fineness,

preferably several thousand to the inch.

Fn the instrument A, Fig. 1, the tension-reg-

ulator is composed of a strip of platina scored

by lines of ruling at right angles, and folded, 90
with a piece of felt, rubber, or similar material

within the fold, and the scored surfaces in con-

tact with the i)lates a and e, respectively. Sev-

eral layers of foil ruled as aforesaid may be
placed togethei^, if desired, to obtain great re- 95
sistance and variation in the electric tension

of the circuit. The foil ruled as aforesaid is

believed to operate in the circuit in a similar

manner to a carbon button. Between the dia-

phragm c and plate a there is a short section loc

of a tube, 0, to form a central bearing.

The Inductorium I has its primary inckidcd
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20

ia the circuit to the battery B and teusion-

regulator and its secondary to the line and
ground. The receiving-telephone R is placed

in the line-circuit passing through the second-

5 ary of the iuductoriuni. At the receiving-

instrument li there is a permanent magnet, H,
and upon one pole there is a bar, 23. forming
at its ends tlie cores for the helices 3 and 4,

that are in the line-circuit; and upon the other

ID pole of the magnet H there is a bar, 24, that is

connected at its ends to the diaphragms d d.

These diaphragms hence are polarized by in-

duction, and are of one polarity—say south

—

while the cores 3 and 4 are polarized north by
induction. Flexible tubes m, with ear-pieces,

are connected to the chambers or cases' iiold-

iug the diaphragms (? d', so that the sound is

conveyed to the ears. This apparatus is not

liable to become demagnetized, because any
currentwhich passes through the helices 3 and
4 acts to increase the induced magnetism at

one end of the bar 23 in proportion as it tends
to decrease the induced magnetism in the
other end. Thus there will be no tendency to

25 injure the permanent magnet II; but the tele-

phonic cuiTeut will cause the dia2)hragms to

respond by the change of magnetism in the

cores adjacent to the diaphragms.
The repeating-instrument at the station G

30 contains an electro-magnet, B^, the helix of

which is in the main-line circuit. Its core is

adjacent to an iron plate or armature, and the
variation of the magnetism resulting from the
action of the current in the main line increases

35 and decreases the pressure upon a button of
carbon, (j, or similar material forming the ten-

sion-regulator in a second electric circuit. I

have shown the local circuit from the battery
B' as passing to the plate/ at one side of the
circnit-regulator /7 and to the adjusting device
of the i)]ate h at the other side of tiie carbon
or similar material; and in this local circuit is

the primary of the inductorium P, the second-
ary of which is in the line P, to the distant

receiving-instrument. I prefer to connect the
core of the electro-magnet IV- to one pole of
the permanent magnet A', so that it may be
l)olarized by induction, and lien(!e the line-cur-

rent will inciease or decrease the magnetism
of the core of B'. The armature-i)late of the
magnet B'^ is shown upon a lever, c, having a
fulcrum at o, and the spring at ^/^, which should
be adjustable, serves to apply an initial press-

ure to the tension-regulator //, and 1 prefer to

use a short cylinder, G, between the armature-
plate and the disk/' to insure a central bear-
ing on the tension-regulator. When an elec-

tric wave from the distant station varies the
power of the magnet B- the pressure upon the

60 tension-iogulator // is decreased or increased,
and the jniniary current from B' acts in the
inductorium to irauslateor ri'i)roduce on the
second line, V, currents corresponding or pro-

portionate to those sent from the instrument
A. Tlie receiving-telephone, being in the main
line, responds to the electric waves transmit

40

45

5°

D3

(^s

ted by the inductorium as the resistance in

the primary of the inductorium is varied by the
transmitting-instrument.
The instrument shown in Fig. 2 is a very

delicate translator, acting similarly to that in

Fig. 1. The electro-magnet B- has a helix in

the line circuit, as before, and A' is its polar-

ized core. C^ is a diaphragm, and S is a le-

ver, the short end n of which is attached by
an adjustable magnet, H'. Between the lever

S and diaphragm C^ there are the pieces 14 and
15, of carbon or other finely-divided material,

that act as a tension-regulator for the trans-

lating or repeating circuit that passes through
the lever S and diaphragm C-*; hence the rise

and fall of electric tension in the repeating-
circuit will result from the vibrations of the
diaphragm, producing more or less pressure
and intimacy of contact in the tension-regu-

lator at 14 15, the initial pressure being de-

termined by the proximity of the magnet H'
to the lever S.

It will be observed that in my telephone-in-

struments I provide an electric tension-regu-

lator having an extended surface, in contradis-

tinction to a point or small bearing such as
shown in my application Xo. 141, and instead
of the electric tension - regulator coming di-

rectly into contact with the diaphragm, as in

my application Xo. 130, I combine with the

electric tension-regulating device an interme-
diate bearing having a small contact with the
diaphragm and the required extent of surface

against the tension-regulator. This bearing
is non-elastic to transfer more positively to the

tension-regulator the tremulous movements of

thediaphragm,as distinguished from the yield-

ing material, such as cork or rubber, as shown
in my Patent Xo. 203,010. If the current passes
through this non-elastic bearing-piece, as at

A, the same is to be of metal or other good
conductor.

Certain of the devices shown herein are not
claimed, as they form the subject of other ap-

plications.

I claim as my invention

—

1. In a telephonic transmitter, the combina-
tion, with the diaphragm, of one or more me-
tallic plates the surface or surfaces of which
are scored with numerous fine lines to form a

tension - regulator in an electric circuit, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. In a telephonic transmitter, the combina-
tion, with the diaphragm and the electric cir-

cuit, of two contiguous surfaces, one of which
is scored with numerous line lines to form a

tension-regulator, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with the diaphragm in

a teleidionic transmitter, of a tension-regu-

lator, a metallic surface at each si«le of the

same, and a central bearing between the dia-

phragm and one of the metallic surfaces that

inclose the tensionregidator. substantially as

set forth.

4. In aspeakiugteleplioue, the combination,
with the diaphragm and the tension-regulator,

7"
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of au iuterinediate bearing of non-elastic ma-
terial having a small surface in contact with
the diaphragm, substantially as set forth.

5. In a speaking-telephone, the combination,
with the diaphragm., of two plates or rigid sur-

faces, an elastic circuit-regulator between the

said rigid surfaces, and a non-elastic bearing
of small area between one of the rigid plates

and the diaphragm, substantially as set forth.

6. In a speaking-telephone, the combination,
with the diaphragm and tension-regulator, of
two rigid plates or surfaces, one at each side

of the tension-regulator, and au adjusting de-

vice to regulate tiie initial pressure upon the

tension-regulator and against the diaphragm,
substantially as set forth.

7. The combination, in a telephone-instru-
ment, of a diaphragm the edges of which are
clamped in a case and a mouth-piece, a tension

-

regulator, a cup or recess for the same, a non-
elastic plate between the tension - regulator
and the diaphragm, and a non-elastic bearing
against said diaphragm, substantially^as set

forth.

Signed by me this 30th day of March, A. D.
1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses

:

Geo. T. Pinckney,
Harold Sereell.
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United States Patent Office,

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MRNLO TAEK, NEW JERSEY.

TELEPHONE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 274,577, dated March 27, 1883.

Apiilicatioii lilcd October (i, ISSi. (No model.)

To all tchom it may concern:

Be it known tbat I, Thomas Alva Edison,
of Menlo Park, in the State of New Jersey,

have invented an Improvement in Telephones,

5 (Case No. 159*",) of which the following" is a
specification.

This api)lication is a division of m^' applica-

tion filed November 18, 1878, No. 159, and said
• division is made for the purpose of separating
lo from the said original application the diifer-

ent features of invention into three additional
applications. The present I term "Case No.
159^."

In my application No. 130, heretofore filed,

15 the circuit passes through plumbago or simi-

lar material, and the diaphragm that is acted
upon by the sound-waves serves to vary the
electric tension by the extent of surface con-

tact.

20 In my Case No. 151, patented April 30, 1878,
No. 203,010, I have shown an induction-coil
with primary and secondary circuits and re-

ceiving and transmitting telephones. A car-

bon button in a circuit and acted upon by the

25 diaphragm is shown in my said Case 151 and
also in Case 141. These are not therefore
claimed herein.

In my present improvement I make use of

a surface or surfaces having numerous points

30 produced by scores or fine lines across the sur-

face, preferably about at right angles to each
other, and this surface or surfaces are in the
electric circuit and combined with the dia-

phragm, so that the movement given to the

35 diaphragm by the sound-waves will produce
greater or less intimacy of contact at the scored
surface and a consequent rise and fall of elec-

tric tension. I also combine with a button of
carbon or equivalent material in one circuit an

40 electro-magnet in another circuit, the arma-
ture of which varies the pressure upon such
carbon or other finely-divided material, and
by this means repeats the telephonic pulsa-

tions. I also construct the telephonic receiver

45 in a peculiar manner to prevent injury by un-
due currents, such as from lightning, and so
that the diaphragms and cores will be polar-

ized by induction, and the line current will

act in two helices to vary the magnetism.
50 Tn the drawings, the diagram Figure 1 rep-

resents the transmitting, receiving, and re-

peating instruments, the instruments at X be-

ing at one station and the instruments at G
being at the repeatiug-station. Fig. 2 is a de-

tached view of a modification of the repeat- 55
ing-instrument, and Fig. 3 is a face view of the
tension-regulator formed by a surface scored
with numerous lines.

The telephonic transmitter A is made with
a case containing the diaphragm or plate c, 60

against which tiie sound acts to vibrate the

same.
The plate e is in the bottom of a vulcanite

cup or holder, 20, and can be adjusted nearer

to or farther from the diaphragm c by the 65

screw 21.

The tension-regulating device y is between
the plate e and the second plate, a, the wires

10 and 12 of the circuit to the battery B con-

necting, sothatthecircnit passes through these 70
plates and the intervening tension-regulator.

The tension-regulating device is composed
of two contiguous surfaces, one or both of

which are scored with numerous tine lines, so

as to pi'oduce a great number of contact-points. 7 5

By adjusting the screw 21 the initial pressure
can be regulated, and the vibrations of the

diaphragm due to the action of sounds will

vary the pressure and the extent of surface

contact, so as to produce rise and fall of ten- Sc

sion in the circuit by bringing more or less of

the points on the surface or surfaces into con-

tact.

In Fig. 3 1 have shown the surface scored

as aforesaid, and it is to be understood that 85
the scoring is to be of the requisite fineness,

preferablj' several thousand to the inch.

In the instrument A, I'^ig. 1, the tension-

regulator is composed of a strip of platina

scored by lines of ruling at right angles, and 90
folded, with a piece of fell, rubber, or similar

material within the fold, and the scored sur-

faces in contact with the plates a and c, re-

spectively. Several layers of foil ruled as

aforesaid may be placed together, if desired, 95
to obtain great resistance and variation in the

electric tension of the circuit. The foil ruled

as aforesaid is believed to operate in the cir-

cuit in a similar manner to a carbon button.

Between the diaphragm c and plate « there is loo
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a short section of ii tube, (>, to form a ('entral

bearing".

Tiie iticluctoriam I Las its prinjary incliuled

ill the, circuit to the battery B and teusion-

ri'guhitor and its secondary to the line and
.ground. The receiving-teleplione K is placed

in the jine-cii'cuit passing througii the second-

ary of tlie inductorium. At the receiving-in-

strument Jl tliere is a permanent magnet, U,
and upon one pole there is a bar, 23, forming at

its ends thecorcsforthehelicesS aud4, tliatare

ill the line-circuit, and upon the other pole of

liie magnet If there is a bar, 24, that is con-

nected at its ends to the diaphragms <1 d.

These diaphragms hence are polarized by in-

(liK'tion, and are of one polarity—say south—
while the cores of 3 and 4 are polarized north
by induction. Flexible tubes in, M'ith ear-

l)ieees, arc connected to the chambers or cases
liohling the diaphragms d (V, so that the sound
is conveyed to the ears. This apparatus is

not liable to become demagnetized, because
any current which passes through the helices
.'} and 4 acts to increase the induced magnet-
ism at one end of the bar 23 in proportion as
it tends to decrease the induced magnetism iu

the otiier end. Thus there will be no tend-
ency to injure the i)ermanent magnet H ; but
the telejiiionic current will cause the dia-

phragms to respond by the change of magnet-
ism in the cores adjacent to the diaphragms.
The repeating-iustrument at the station G

contains an electro-magnet, 1)', the helix of
which is in the main-line circuit. Its core is

adjacent to an iron plate or armature, and the
variation of the magnetism resulting from the
action of the current in the main line increases
and decreases the i)ressure upon a button of
carbon, //, or similar material, forming the ten-

sion-regulator in a second electric circuit. I

have shown the local circuit from the battery
W as i)assing to the plate /at one side of the
{;ircuit-regulator (j, and to the adjusting device
of the plate // at the other side of the carbon
or similar material, and in this local circuit is

the primary of the inductorium 1-, the second-
ary of which is in the line V to the distant re-

ceiving-instrument. I prefer to connect the
core of the electromagnet HHo one pole of the
permanent magnet A', so that it maybe polar-
ized by induction, ami hence the line-current
will increase or decrease (he magnetism of the
core of ]j-. The armature-iilate of the magnet
B'^ is shown upon a lever, c, having a fulcrum
at 0, and the spring at </', which should be ad-
justable, serves to apply an initial pressure to
the tension regulator

I/,
and I prefer to use a

short cylinder, (i, between the armature-plate
and the di.sk _/', to insure a central bearing on
the tension-regulator. When an electric wave
from tlic distant station varies the power of
the magnet Jl' (lie pressure upon (he (ension-
regula(or r/ is decreased or increased, and the
primary current from \V acts in the inducto-
rium to translate or reproduce on (ho second

70

line, P, currents corresponding or proportion-
ate to those sent from the instrument A.
The instrument shown in Fig. 2 is a very

delicate translator, acting similarly to tbat in

Fig. 1. The electromagnet P/^ has a helix in

the line-circuit, as before, and A' is its polar-

ized core. C' is a diaphragm, and S is a lever,

the short end, n, of which is attracted by an
adjustable magnet, \1'. Between the lever S
and diaphragm C^ there are the pieces 14 and 75
15, of carbon or other finely-divided material,

that act as a tension-regulator for the trans-

lating or repeating circuit that passes through
the lever S and diaphragm C

'

; hence the rise

and fall of electric tension in the repeating- 80

circuit will result from the vibrations of the
diaphragm, producing more or less pressure
and intimacy of contact in the tension-regula-

tor at 14 15, the initial pressure being deter-

mined by the proximity of the magnet H' to 85
the lever S.

It will be observed that the vibrations of
the diaphragm act upon the carbons 14 and 13

to vary the electric tension in the circuit pass-

ing through them, and that the magnet H' 90
and lever S form the resistance behind the car-

bons.

It will be observed that iu my telephone in-

struments I provide an electric tension-regu-

lator having an extended surface, in contra- 95
distinction to a point or small bearing such
as shown in my application Xo. 141, and in-

stead of the electric-tension regulator coming
directly into contact with the diaphragm, as
in my application Ko. 130, 1 combine with the 100

electric tension- regulating device an inter-

mediate bearing having a small contact with
the diaphragm and the required extent of sur-

face against the tension-regulator. This bear-
ing is non-elastic to transfer more positively 105

to the tension-regulator the tremulous move-
ments of the diaphragm, as distinguished from
the yielding material—such ascorkorrubber

—

as shown in my Patent No. 203,01(5. If the
current passes through this non-elastic bear- no
ing piece, as at A, the same is to be of metal
or other good conductor.

Certain of the devices shown herein aie not
claimed, as they form the subject of other ap-

plications. 115
I claim as my invention

—

1. In a telephone, the combination, with the
diaphragm and the tension-regulatiug device,
of a magnet to secure the desired initial press-

ure upon the tension-regulator, substantially i-'o

as .set forth.

2. The combination, in a (elei»hone, of two
electrodes, one of which is connected wi(h (he
diaphragm, a lever carrying the other elec-

trode, and a magnet ac(ing to secure (he de- i-\s

sired ini(ial pressure of the electrodes, sub
slant iaily as .set forth.

;?. The combinadon, with a iliaphragm,of an
elec(ro-iuagnet in one circuit acting (o vibrate
such diaphragm, a (ension- regulatcu" in an- 130
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other circuit acted upon by such diaphragm,
and a yielding-pressure device to apply an
initial pressure to the tension-regnlator, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The combination, in a telephone, of a
diaphragm, a lever-arm, and two electrodes of
carbon or similar material, one of which is

connected with the diaphragm and the other
with the said arm, substantially as set forth.

Signed by me this 30th day of March, A. I). lo

1S82.

Witnesses: THOMAS A. EDISON.
Geo. T. Pinokney,
Harold Serbell.





United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY.

MANUFACTURE OF INCANDESCING ELECTRIC LAMPS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 275,612, dated April 10, 1883.

Application filed October 20, 1882. (No speciimms.)

To all lohom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, bave invented a new and

5 nsefnl Improvement in the Manufacture of

Incandescing Electric Lamps, (Case No. 491,)

of which the following is a specification.

In the manufacture of flexible carbon fila-

ments for use as the incandescing conductors

lo of electric lamps, it is usual to first carbonize
theorganic fibers from which such filaments are

formed, and afterward place them within the

lamp-globes, which are then exhausted and
sealed off. In this process more or less time

15 must elai)se before a carbon filament is placed
in its globe. During this time, as carbon is

very susceptible to moisture, the filament may
absorb a certain amount of moisture from the

atmosphere, which may injure it to some ex-

20 tent.

The object I have in view is to remedy this

difficulty, and I accomplishthis by dipping the

filament, after carbonization, in a strong solu-

tion of rarbonizable material until it becomes
25 coated and its pores become impregnated with

such mateiial. Thefilament is then dried and
attached to the leading-in wires, when it is

leady to be incorporated into the lamp. After
the filament is placed in the lamp such lamp

30 is exhausted of air, preferably by means of a
Sprengel vacuum-pump, and during the latter

portion of this process of exhaustion, after a
nearly complete vacuum is attained, the fila-

ment is heated to incandescence by an electric

current. This results in the carbonization of
the deposited carbonizable material, and a
homogeneous flexible carbon filament of high
resistence is produced. After the lamp is ex-

hausted to as nearly coujplete a vacuum as

40 possible it is hermetically sealed by the fusion

of the glass. During the time which inter-

35

venes between the preparation of a filament

and its incorporation into the lamp its surface
is covered with the carbonizable substance,
and it therefore does not absorb the atmos- 45
pheric moisture, as it otherwise might. By
carbonizing this substance by the heat of an
electric current in a vacuum wherea minimum
of oxygen is present such carbonization is

more completely accomplished, the volatile 50
portions being more readily driven otf. I pre-

fer to dii) the carbonized filaments in a solution

of sugar, though many other carbonizable ma-
terials may be employed, such as camphor,
anthracine, shellac, or snbstiinces analogous 55
to these. The substance used is dissolved in

its proper solvent and the filament dipped in

this solution.

What I claim is

—

1. The processofpreparing the incandescing 60
conductors of electric lamps, consistingin first

carbonizing filaments of the desired material,

then soaking the same in a solution of car-

bonizable material, and then carbonizing the
whole in a vacuum, substantially as set forth. 65

2. The process of manufacturing incandesc-
ing electric lamps, consisting in carbonizing
a filament of i)roper material, soaking said fila-

ment in a solution of carbonizable material,

placing said filament in the lamp-globe, ex- 70
haustiugthe air from said globe, the filament

being heated to incandescence dur.ng the lat-

ter ])ortion of the exhausting process, and
finally hermetically sealing the globe, substan-
tially as set forth. 75
This specification signed and witnessed this

14tli day of October, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses

:

H. W. Seely,
liiCHD. N. Dyer.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY,

INCANDESCING ELECTRIC LAMP.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No, 275,613, dated April 10, 1883.

Application filed August 7, 13&2. (Ko model.)

To all ichom it may concern :

Be it knowa that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Incandescing Electric
Lamps, (Case 397;) and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full and exact descrip-
tion of the same, reference being had to the
accompanying drawings, and to the letters of

10 reference marked thereon.
In ray Patent No. 248,416 is described an

incandescing electric lamp having crystals of
naphthaline or other similar carbon compound
placed in the globe for continuously supply-

15 ing and repairing the waste of the more de-
fective spots of the carbon filament. When
the carbon is deposited, however, the hydro-
gen or other gas is set free and tends to im-
pair the stability of the vacuum.

20 The object, therefore, that I have in view is

to provide means for repairing continuously
the waste of the carbon filament during the life

of the lamp, and at the same time to maintain
the stability of the vacuum. This I accom-

25 pliah by providing the same lamp with tetra-

chloride or other chloride of carbon, or prefer-

ably with a mixture thereof, with naphthaline
crystals or other similar compound of carbon
volatilizable at low heat, and with a gas-ab-

30 sorbing heat. The mixture is decomposed
into carbon and hydrochloric-acid gas, the
carbon being deposited in the form of hard
carbon on the defective spots of the carbon
filament, and the hydrochloric - acid gas set

35 free being absorbed by the gas-absorbing ma-
terial, which is preferably charcoal, as such
substance is capable of readilj^ absorbing very
many times its own bulk of the gas named
without materially detracting from its capacity

40 for the absorption of other gases, and will

therefore take up, in addition to the hydro-
chloric-acid gas, all the hydrogen or other gas
which may exude from the carbon or the
clamps when they are heated. The crystals

45 of chloride of carbon, or a mixture thereof with
naphthaline, are preferably inclosed in a small
spherical vessel of glass, i>erforated to permit
the escape of the vapors therefrom, and se-

cured by fusion or by a cement to the inside

£0 of the lamp, or they may be contained by a
tube projecting from the globe. The gas-ab-

sorbing material is, as stated, preferably of
charcoal, (a dense cocoa-nut charcoal being
best for the purpose,) and is placed in a tube
closed at its outer eqd and connected at its 55
inner end with the lower part of the lamp-
globe. This tube is heated to a high tempera-
ature when the lamp is exhausted, so as to

drive the air out of the charcoal, and after the

lamp is sealed the tube is bent down and in- 60

closed partly or wholly by the molded base
or collar of the lamp.

It is evident that this process of decompos-
ing the vapor of a material containing carbon
by the heat of the incandescing carbon fila- 65

ment of an electric lamp in the presence of a
gas-absorbing material could be used for build-

ing up and equalizing the resistance of such
filaments.

The foregoing will be better understood 70
from the drawing, in which the lamp is rep-

resented in vertical section,

A is the globe of the lamp, exhausted and
sealed off at a.

B is the molded base of the same. 75
C is the carbon filament within A, connected

byleading-in wires passing through and sealed

into the glass, with terminals on the baseB.
D is the chloride of carbon, or mixture of

that substance with naphthaline, inclosed in 80
glass vessel d, secured by fusion to some point

on the inside of the lamp.
E is the charcoal, inclosed in tube e, buried

in the base B.
In my Patent No. 248,428 1 have described 85

a method of removing the gases occluded in

the incandescing conductor, consisting in heat-

ing the conductor in a high vacuum in the

presence of a material which will absorb the

gases eliminated from such conductor, and I 90
do not claim such invention herein.

What I claim is—
1. The within-described process of repairing

the waste of or building up the incandescing
carbon filament of an electric lamp, or equal- 95
izing the resistance of such filament, consist-

ing in decomposing the vapor of a material

containing carbon by the heat of the incan-

descing carbon filament in the presence of a

material which will absorb the gas set free. 100

2. An incandescing electric lamp provided
with a compound of carbon volatilizable at low
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heat aud a gasabsorbiug material, substan-

tially as and for the purpose set forth.

3. The within-described process of repairing

the waste of or building up the incandescing

5 carbon filament of an electric lamp, consisting

in decomposing the vapor of a mixture of chlo-

ride of carbon and a hydrocarbon by the heat
of the incandescing carbon filament in the
presence of a substance which will readily ab-

to sorb the gas set free.

4, An incandescing electric lamp provided

with a chloride of carbon vapor for depositing
carbon upon the carbon filament by decompos-
ing such vapor by the heat of the filament,

substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

10th day of February, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON,

Witnesses

:

KiCHD. K Dyer,
Wm. H, Meadowcroft.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

MEANS FOR OPERATING AND REGULATING ELECTRICAL GENERATORS,

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 276,232, dated April 24, 1883,

Ainilication filed .Tnimavy 8, lgS3. (Xo model.)

To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in tlie county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new

5 and useful Improvement in Means for Operat-
ing Electrical Generators, (Case No. 53.},) of

wbich the following is a specification.

All attempts which bave hitherto beSn made
to produce electricity for illuminating and

:o other purposes by employing engines actuated
byesplosionsof gas to drive the rotatingarma-
tures of electrical generators have been prac-

tically unsuccessful, for the reason that when
the exi)losion occurs the speed of the engine,

15 and consequently that of the armature re-

volved thereby, is increased, causing an in-

crease in the current generated, while between
the explosions the speed gradually declines

and the cnirent is diminished. This variation

20 in current of course produces improper effects

in the translating devices supplied from tlie

generator; and this is especially the case wlien

the current is employed for incandescent elec-

tric lamps, the variations of current causing
25 constant variations in the brilliancy of the

lamps.
The object I have in view is to successfully

employ gas-engines in operating electric gen-
erators which supply current to electric lamps,

30 electro-motors, or other translating devices;
and to this end my invention consists in em-
l)loying, in connection with a gas-engine and
the generator or generators driven thereby,
means operated automatically by the move-

35 me'nt of the apparatus, to compensate for the
increase of speed by reducing the proportion
of the entire current generated, which is trans-

mitted to the translating devices, such means
being caused to operate at the moment when

40 the increase of speed commences, so that ])rac-

tically the same current is supplied to the
translating devices as before.

I prefer to employ my invention in connec-
tion with a multiple-arc system of lighting by

45 electrical incandescence, though it may be em-
ployed with a series system and with arc-

lamps or any kind of translating devices.
The generator, which is preferably a dyna-

mo-electric machine having its field and arma-
50 ture coils in multiple-arc relation to each other,

but which may have its field energized from

an external source, is connected preferably by
a belt with the shafc of the gas-engine.

Lamps or other translating devices are
placed in multiple arc across main conductors 55
leading from the machine.
Where tlie "Otto" or other gas-engine is

used, in which an explosion occurs at every
second revolution of the fly-wheel, a cam or ec-

centric is placed on the shaft which operates Go

the valves, which shaft revolves with one-half

the speed of the main shaft, so that the ex-

plosion occurs once during each of its revolu-

tions. This cam or eccentric works an arm
whose movement causes a decrease in the pro- 65
portion of the current generated, wliich is sup-

plied to the translating devices at the moment
of the explosion. Such diminution may be ac-

complished by throwing resistance into the

main circuit; but it is preferable to diminish 70
the proportion of current in the translating

devices by closing other multiple arc circuits,

(through suitable resistance,) and thus provid-

ing new paths for the current. A number of

such multiple-arc circuits, all of the same re- 75
sistance, may be simultaneously throwu into

circuit as soon as the increase of si)eed oc-

curs; but in a gas-engine the speed gradually
increases after the explosion ui) to a certain

point, and then gradually declines. Therefore I 80

prefer to close a circuit of high resistance at

the beginning of the increase, and then suc-

cessively close circuitsof gradually-decreasing

resistance in the proper proportion until the

maximum speed is reached, when the resist- 85
ances are gradually increased as the speed

runs down. To accomplish this I prefer to em-
ploy as resistances a number of incandescing

electric lamps. One terminal of the multiple-

arc circuit from the main line is connected with 90
the circuit-controlling arm worked by the ec-

centric, while the other terminal is divided into

a number of branches, each running to a con-

tact-point. In each of these branches is

placed one or more of the resistance-lamps, 95
they being; if more than one is used, in mul-

tiple-arc relation to each other, so that the

branch containing most lamps is the one of

least resistance. The lamps are so arranged
that at the first slight increase of speed a cir- ico

cult containing only one lamp will be closed

by the movement of thecircuit-cont rolling arm,
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while as the speed increases circuits contain-

ing two, three, or more lamps are successively

closed. As the speed again declines circuits

containing less numbers of lamps are closed

5 until near the end of the first revolution. Dur-

ing the second revolution the decline in speed

is so small and gradual that the generation of

current is practically unaffected by it.

I prefer to use for oi)ening and closing the

lo multiple-arc branches a commutator, which
consists of a number of thin metal plates .set

near together, but separated by i)lates of in-

sulation. Each metal plate is extended out

beyond the insulation and bent so that the

15 plates diverge into a fan shape. Wires con-

nected one to each plate run to binding-posts,

from which the wires run whicii form the cir-

cuits including the resistance-lamps. A con-

tact-point placed at the extremity of the cir-

20 cuit-controlling arm slides backward and for-

warkover the edges of the comujutator-plates

during each revolution of the valve-shaft; and
a thin metal plate is so placed that it will lie

between the contact-point and the commuta-
25 tor-i)lates during that half of the revolution

of the valve-shaft during which no explosion

occurs, while during the rest of the revolution

the contact-point will pass under this plate

and be in contact with the edges of the com-

30 mutator-plates. Thus when the explosion oc-

curs the contact-point, passing over the edges
of the'commutator plates, will close the suc-

cessive multiple-arc branches, while, when the

eccentric draws such point back, it will be

35 separated from the commutatoi^-plates by the

flat plate mentioned, and said branches arc not
affected.

As stated, it is preferable to vary the pro-

portion of current supplied to the translating

40 devices gradually. 1 may, however, accom-
plish such variation all at once, and this ac-

complishes the regulation in a very satisfac-

tory manner, although not so perfectly as that

just described. Jn this case the arm attached

45 to the eccentric merely serves to close a cir-

cuit, which may be a multiple-arc circuit of
the desired resistance, or may act as a shunt
around a wire-resistance in the main line. The
circuit-controller may be a point dipping into

50 a mercury-cup, and withdrawn therefrom as
the arm is moved back and forth; or the cir-

cuit may be made and broken at contact-points
in any ordinary manner. With all these ar-

rangements means are provided for adjusting

55 the position of the eccentric so that it can be
set to act at the i)roper point.

It is evident that the eccentric might be
l)laced on the nniin shaft of the engine, on the
shaft of the armature, or on any moving i)art of

60 the apparatus, proper adjustment ot*^the eccen-
tric beinii" made to insure its action at the

|)r()i)er point.

In some gascngines the air and gas are ad-

mitted to tlnM'xplodingchamber at such times
65 and in such proportions that the explo.sions oc-

cur irrcgularlv instead of at every other 1 evo-

lution. With such engines an arrangement
different from those described is necessary.
Such arrangement consists of a spring- gov-
ernor placed on the valve-shaft or any rotat- 7c

ing portion of the engine or generator, and
provided with an arm for varying a resistance

placed preferably in one of the main condiict-

ors. I i)referably employ the flat commutator-
plates described, with wires running from them 75
and including resistance-coils. As the speed
of the engine increases upon the occurrence of
an explosion, the movement of the governor
throws the resistance-coils into circuit, while,

as the speed declines, the contact-arm is drawn 80
back and throws out I'esistance.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1 is

a top view, representing a gas-engine, the gen-

erator driven thereby, and the compensating
devices; Fig. 2, a top view of the eccentric on 85
the valve-shaft and the resistancecomiuutator;
Fig. 3, an elevation illustrating the devices for

adjustin"' the eccentric; Fig. i, a detail view,
in perspective, of the resistance-commutator;
Fig. 5, a diagram illustrating the variation in 90
speed of the gas-engine and the times at whicli

the resistance-lam])s should, be placed in cir-

cuit; and Figs. G, 7, and S are diagrams illus-

trating other forms of the invention.

IJeferring to the first fiveflguresof the draw- 95
ings, A represents a gas-engine, B the main
shaft of the same, and C the shaft which oper-

ates the valves, and is revolved from shaft B
by gears a a, the shaft C making half as many
revolutions as the shaft B. A belt, D, runs 100

from shaft B to the armature-shaft E of a dy-
namo-electric machine, F. From the genera-

tor F main conductors 1 2 extend, across which
translating devices 1/ y are placed in multiple-

arc circuits. 105
Upon a sleeve, G, on shaft C is mounted an

eccentric, IT. From the eccentric H runs a
rod, I, which terminates in a contact-point, b.

Upon a suitable insulating-base, J, are sup-

ported edgewise and side by side the series of 1 10

thin metal plates c c, separated by plates ff dy^

of mica or other insulating material, the whole
being supported and held together by an in-

sulated bolt, r,iinssing through the platesand
the standards K K. Supported also fronr the 1 15
base J is the flat spring-piece L, which termi-

nates in an inclined i)lane,./', located immedi-
ately above the edges of the commutator-plates
(' c.

The rod I, which isattached tolhe eccentric, 12c

is connecteil with rod M, and to rod M is at-

tacheil at riglit angles the contact -arm N,
which terminates in a point, /», re:^ting on tlie

commutator - plates c e. lOach commutator-
plate extends out beyond the insulating-plates 1 :!5

and is bent out from the rest, the whole forn»-

ing a fan shape, and toeach is attached a wire,

//.passing under the base J, each wire »/ being
connecteil with one of the binding posts h.

The wire .> of a multiple-arc circuit, ;> I, from 130

the main conductors 1 2 is connected to a biml-

ing post, /('. on the base .1, from which a wire,
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5, ruus to arm Jf. The wire 4 is divided into

a number of branches, as seen in Fig. ], each
connected with one of the binding-posts //.

Each of these branches contains one or more
5 resistance-lamps, I, in multiple-arc relation to

each other, as shown.
The operation of these devices is as follows:

The explosion occuring, as stated, once during
each revolution of the valve-shaft C, the ec-

10 centric is so adjusted that at tlie time of the

explosion the contact i is in the position shown
in Figs. 2 and 4. The motion of the eccentric

draws tlie contact point along the plates c c,

under the piece/, making successive contacts

15 and throwing into circuit first one, then two,

three, and four lamps, as the speed increases,

and then gradually' reducing the number as

the speed declines. This is clearly illustrated

in Fig. 5, wherein the curve x jc shows the in-

20 crease and decrease of s|ieed during two revo-

lutions of the main shalt and fly-wheel, or one
revolution of the valve-shaft, the dotted lines

x' x' showing the end of the first revolution.

The full vertical lines represent the points at

25 which lamps are thrown in, the figures show-
ing the number of lamps at each point. The
decline in speed during the second revolution

is so small and gradual that it is not necessary

to compensate for it. It is evident that the

30 circuit34 may be divided into manymore parts

and lamps thrown in with much greater fre-

quency; that more lamps may be used, if nec-

essary, at points of greatest speed, and that

at points of less speed, where a high compen-

35 sating resistance is desired in the circuit, high-

er resistance lamps may be used, or two or

more lamps in series may be thrown in. Dur-
ing the second half of the revolution of the

valve-shaft the contact b slides forward, but

40 now ])asses over the inclined plane /, and is

thus kept from contact with the commutator-
plates. It then drops into the position shown
in Figs. 2 and 4 in time for the explosion.

The sleeve G, which carries the eccentric H,

45 is made adjustable on shaft C by means of a
forked arm, k, attached to said sleeve, pivoted
at I, and moved by screwing in and out the
rod m, a pin, s, on the shaft moving in a slot,

t, so that the movement of the sleeve adjusts

50 the eccentric. A pointer, n, is attached to arm
h, moving on a scale, 0, by which the position

of the eccentric is determined. This adjust-

ment is desirable in order that the eccentric

may be made to act at precisely the proper

55 points.
~ In Fig. G, a number of resistance -lamps i

are in multiple arc across the circuit 3 4. The
arm I terminates in a contact-point, 2>, which
enters a mercury-cup, q, and completes the cir-

60 cuit 3 4 at the moment when the explosion oc-

curs, thus throwing the lamps ti in to circuit and
reducing the proportion of current supplied to

the translating devices a a.

It is evident that the eccentric which moves
65 the rod I may be attached to any revolving

part of the apparatus. In Fig. 7 the motion

of the arm 1 opens and closes circuit at r, thus
throwing a resistance, R, into the main cir-

cuit when the speed increases, and closing a
shunt around the resistance when the si)eed 7c

diminishes. In Figs. (> aiul 7 the eccentric is

adjusted by means of a set-screw, u.

The device illustrated in Fig. 8 is intended
for use with gas-engines in which the explo-

sive gaseous mixture is not regulated so as to 75
explode at stated regular intervals, but ex-

plodes irregularly. A spring-governor, S, is

placed on the njain shaft or valve-shaft of the
engine or on any other revolving part of the

apparatus, and an arm, O, attached to the 8c
sleeve of said governor,actstogradually throw
the resistance It' into the main line as the •

speed increases and to remove it as the speed
diminishes.
With all these forms, an adjustable resist- 85

ance, R^ (shown in Fig. 1,) should be i)laoed in

the field-circuit of the generator to regulate
the generation of current according to varia-

tions in the number of translating devices in

circuit, or other suitable form of regulating de- 90
vice sliouM be provided for this purpose.
What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a gas-engine, a
dynamo or magneto electric machine driven
thereby, and one or more translating devices 95
supplied with current by said machine, of

means for compensating for irregularities in

the speed of said engine, whereby a practically

constant electro-motive force will be main-
tained at the tr.mslating device or devices, iod

substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a gas-engine, a
dynamo or magneto electric machine driven
thereby, and translatingdevices supplied with
cunent by said machine, of means for con- 105
trolling the supply of current to said translat-

ingdevices to compensate for irregularities in

the speed of said engine, so as to maintain a
practically constant electro-motive force, sub-

stantially as set forth, no
3. The combination, with a gas engine, a

dynamo or magneto electric machine driven
thereby, and translating devices supplied with
current by said machine, of means actuated by
a moving part of the apparatus controlling the r 1 5

supply of current to the translating devices to

compensate for accelerations and retardations
in the speed of said engine, substantially as

set forth.

4. The combination, with a gas-engine, an 120

electric generator driven thereby, and trans-

lating devices supplied by such generator, of

means actuated by some uioving portion of the

apparatus for gradually varying the resistance

of the circuit which contains the translating 125
devices to compensate for the gradual accele-

rations and retardations of the speed of said

engine, whereby a practically constant electro

motive force is maintained, substantially as

set forth. 130
5. The combination, with a gas-engine, an

electric generator driven thereby, and trans-
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lating devices supplied by such generator, of a

circuit - controlling device operated by the

nioveraeiit of said engine, and controlling a

ciicuit or circuits whose opening or closure va-

5 ries the resistance of the circuit containing the

translating devices, to compensate for irregu-

larities in the speed of said engine, substan-

tially as set forth.

G. The combination, with a gas-engine, an
lo electric generator driven thereby, and trans-

lating devices supplied by said generator, of

an eccentric mounted on a revolving portion

of the api)aratus, and a circuit-controlling de-

vice operated by said eccentric and control-

13 ling the supply of current to the translating

devices, to compensate for irregularities in the

s|)eed of the engine, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination, with tbe gas-engine, the

generator, and the translating devices, the last

20 being arranged in multiple arc, of means act-

uated by the movement of the engine for clos-

ing other multiple-arc circuits when the speed
of the engine increases, and opening such cir-

cuits when the speed declines, substantially

25 as set forth.

8. The combination, with the gas-engine, the

generator, and translating devices in multiple

arc, of a number of multiple-arc circuits of va-

rious resistances, and means actuated by the

30 movement of the engine for successively clos-

ing such circuits to compensate for irregulari-

ties in speed of theengiue, substantially asset
forth.

0. The combination, with the circuit- cou-

35 trolling arm carried by the eccentric operated
from the shaft of the gas-engine, and the con-

tacts made successively by said arm, of means
for kee[)ing said arm from touching said con-

tacts during the revolutions of the shaft in

40 which no explosions occur, substantiall3' as
set forth.

10. The combination, with the arm operated
by the eccentric and carrying a contact-point
which slides on the edges of thin commutator-
plates, of means for keeping said point from 4.5

contact with said plates during one-half of the
movement of the eccentric, substantially as
set forth.

11. The combination, with the eccentric-op-

erated arm provided with a contact-point and 50
the edgewise commutator-plates, of the spring-
plate, over which said contact-point passes in

one direction, but under it in the other, sub-

stantially as set forth.

12. The combination, with a gas-engine, a 55
dynamo or magneto electric machine driven
thereby, and translating devices supplied with
current by said machine, of adjustable means
for compensating for irregularities in the speed
of said engine, whereby a practically constant 60

electro-motive force will be maintained at the
translating devices, substantially as set forth.

13. The method of maintaining a constant
electro-motive force at the translating devices
in a system of electiica! distribution whose 6;

generator is actuated by an intermittently-op-

erating motor, consisting in varying the pro-

portion of the entire current generated, which
is supplied to said translating devices to a de-

gree corresponding to the curve of accelera- 70

tion and retardation of the speed of said mo-
tor, the proportion of current sent to the

translating devices being diminished when the

speed increases, and vice versa, substantially

as set forth. 75
This specification signed and witnessed this

20th day of December, 1SS2.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Wm. H. Meadowcroft. i
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To all ivhoni it may concern :

Be it known tbat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in tbe county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Electrical Generators
and Motors, (Case No. 517,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

In the working of continuous -current dy-

namo-electric machines or electro-d^'namic mo-
lo tors the increaseof the load of such machines

causes the neutral line, or the line where there
is the least spark, to advance in the direction

. of rotation, (away from the line of maximum
electro-motive force or work,) which 1 have

15 found is always located on the armature cen-

trally between the polar extensions of the field-

magnet. It has been found necessary hereto-

fore to shift the commutator- brushes or cur-

rent-collectors forward to the neutral line in

20 order to prevent destructive sparks, which
are due to the cutting of lines of force pro-

duced by the polarity of the armature -core,

caused by the current flowing through the ar-

mature-coils; but the removal of tbe brushes

25 away from theliueof maximum electro-motive
force of the generator reduces the electro mo-
tive force of the machine. With electro-dy-

namic motors the difficulties are greatly in-

creased, since the load may vary frequently,

30 and, if the brushes are adjusted for the aver-

age load, the shifting of the neutral line away
from the brushes will be productive of undue
sparking, destructive both of the commutator
and the brushes.

35 Tbe object, therefore, of this invention is to

produce means whereby the current-collectors

or commutator-brushes may be retained at the

points of maximum electromotive force or
work of the generator or motor without undue

40 or destructive sparking, the capacity of tbe
.machines being thereby largely increased.

It has been tbe universal practice heretofore
to use for the commutator-brushes of machines
of this character copper or otiier metal hav-

45 iog good electrical conductivity and making
good electrical contact. I have found that
the copper brushes, by reason of their great
conductivity and good contact, form circuits

of very low resistance between the bars of the

50 commutator as they pass over them, and hence
short-circuit in succession the coils connecting
the pairs of commutator-bars, such coils then

forming a local dynamo and generating a pow-
erful local current. Tbe breaking of that short

circuit, which takes place when tbe brushes 55
leave a commutator-bar, causes the destructive

spark. The generation of the powerful local

cunents also causes the beating of tbe ma-
chine and the loss of energy due to such heat-

ing. 60
I reverse tbe practice heretofore followed,

and provide current-collectors of inferior elec-

trical conductivity and contact, compared with
copper, so tbat the bridge formed by each col-

lector across tbe commutator-bars will have a 65
large resistance compared with the local coils,

the circuit of which is completed within the

machine by the bridging of the commutator-
bars; hence the local current will be very weak
and the spark comparatively" nothing. With 7c

current-collectorsof this character I am enabled
to keep the collectors at the points of maximum
electro-motive force or work, notwithstanding
these may not be the neutral points, and by
providing a number of such collectors lean get 75
the requisite total conductivity and contact to

carry the main current without sparking. The
current - collectors, whether in the form of

wire brashes, plate-springs, or of other form,

are made of some metal or alloy having infe- 80

rior conductivity, and making inferior contact

compared with copper, and preferably having
a high melting-point. Nickel, iron, steel, co-

balt, platinum, or palladium might be us^d, or

alloys, such as phosphor-bronze or brass; but 85
I prefer to use German silver for the purpose,

for the reason that it offers very great resist-

ance and does not lose its stiffness by heat, as

most alloys do. The current-collectors, when
made as brushes, are made up of layers of 90
wires, which arc preferably separated by metal
plates, the whole being soldered together into

a solid mass at one end. To increase tbe re-

sistance of tbe bridge formed by the brush, the

layers of wire are preferably insulated from 95
each other. This may be done by japanning
tbe separating metal plates. Tbe wires them-
selves may also be japanned and tbe separat-

ing-plates omitted or not, as desired. Tbe
separating japanned metal plates may be re- 10
placed by strips of mica or other suitable in-

sulating material; but the japanned metal is

preferred.

The brush has its end bearing on tbe com-
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mutator-cylindcr, the eiuls of all or iieaiiy all

the wires being in contact tlieiGwitli. The cur-

rent, in passing from one bar to another tbrougU

the briisb, is forced to travel up part of the

5 wires to the solid end of the brush and then

down other wires to the other bar, the resist-

ance of the length of the wires being inter-

posed in the local circuit. The high resistance

is due not only to the resistance offered by the

lo metal of the current-collectors, but largely to

the inferior electrical contact of the collectors

on thecouimutator-cylinder,which occurs when
metals or alloys having a conductivity inferior

to copper are used for the collectors. The con-

15 tact - resistance maybe further increased by
constructing the commutator-bars or surfacing

them with such a metal or alloy as has been
described, making an inferior electrical con-

tact compared with copper. In addition to

20 the local sparking, there is the sparking due
to the taking off of the main current. This
latter sparking is of course increased by the

inferior contact madeby the current-collectors.

The sparking due to the main current can be
prevented by increasing the number of col-

lectors or the componentpartsof the collectors

to such an extent that the spark due to the

main current will be reduced to the minimum
by division.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1

illustrates a dynamo-electric machine or elec-

tro-dynamic motor with commutator-brushes
arranged in accordance with my invention

;

Fig. 2, a view ofthecommntator, showing sev-

35 eral brushes; Fig. 3, a view on a larger scale

of two bars of a commutator and the improved
brush ; Fig. 4, a cross - section of the brush

;

Fig. 5, ftu illustration of the course taken by
the local current through the electrically-di-

40 vided brush, and Fig. an illustration show-
ing the course of the local and main currents.

r ]Sr, Fig. 1, are the polar extensions of the
field-magnet of the generator or motor, A be-

"ing the armature; B, the commutator-cylin-

45 der, and C U the commutator-brushes. The
varying neutral line on the commutator-cylin-
der is iepresented by the dotted line x x and
the line of maximum electro-motive force by
the dotted line y //. The armature-coils are

50 connected with the commutator-bars at inter-

mediate i)oints, as indicated by the lines in

Fig. 1, bringing the points of maximum elec-

tro-motive force on the commutator opposite
the center of the pohir extensions of the lield-

magnet. The lines x x and .)/// correspond with
the neutral line and the line of maximum elec-

tro-motive force on the comn)utator, and are
perpendicular to (!orresponding linos on the
arniatuie.

Ileretolbre, in order to prevent sparking, it

lias been Ibund necessary to shift the brushes
onto the line xx; but 1 am enabled by the pe-
(iibar construction ofmy brushes and thocom-
niul;itoi-bars ((>illier or both) to keep them on

f>S line;v.vwilhoMl s|)arking. Twoor moreeommu-
lator brnsiies connected lugethor are used on
eacii side of the commutatorcylinder to cany

5

Co

the current, as shown in Fig. 2. Each brush
may be constructed of layers of wires «, of
German silver or other inferior conducting 70
metal or alloy, the layers being divided by
metal plates or strips h.

The wires a and plates h are formed into a
solid mass by soldering at the outer end, c, of
tlie brush. The plates h are japanned, as are 75
also the wires a, so as to insure a good elec-

trical division of the brush. The brush rests

with the ends of all its wires bearing on the
commutator-cylinder, as shown. The course
of the local current is indicated by the small 80
arrows in Figs. 5 and G, while the course of

the main current is indicated by the large ar-

rows in Fig. G.

The local coilfZ, Fig. G, has its circuit closed
at the commutator by the bridge formed by 85
the brush. This bridge, however, is of high
resistance compared with the coil d. It is

made so by -the inferior electrical contact of
the brush on the commutator by the inferior

conductivity of the metal of which the brush 90
is made, and also by the electrical division of
the brush at its inner or bearing end.

It will be noticed that the local current, in

addition to being forced to overcome the re-

sistance offered by the length of the wires, has 95
to overcome the main current in one side of
the bridge formed by the brush.
The bai's e of the commutator B may also be

made of or surfaced with German silver or

other suitable alloy or metal, making inferior 100

electrical contact compared with copper. This
increases the resistance of the contact and
makes the bridges formed by the brushes of

higher resistance.

What I claim is

—

105

1. The combination, with an electrical gen-
erator or motor, of current -collectors, each
forming a bridge of high resistance between
the bars ot the commutator, substantially as

set forth. no
2. The combination, with an electrical gen-

erator or motor, of current-collectors making
inferior electrical contact at the commutator-
cylinder of said generator or motor, substan-
tially as set forth. 115

3. A current-collector for electrical genera-
tors or motors, made of inferior conductiug ma-
terial, substantially as set forth.

4. In an electrical generator or motor, the
combination, with the commutator, of current- 1 20

collectors divided electrically at their bearing
ends in the direction of the motion of the com-
mutator, whereby the collectors will form ,

bridges of high resistance between the com-
mutator-bars, substantially as sot forth. 125

.1. A current-collector for electrical genera-
tors or motors, madeof inferior conducting ma-
terial and divided electrically, substantially

as sot forth.

G. The combination, with an electrical gen- 130
orator or motor,of a commutator-eylindor hav-
ing its bars made of or surfaced with a mate-
rial making inferior electrical contact with the

current collectors, substantially as set forth.
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7. lu au electrical generator or motor, the com-
bination, with the cominntator-cylinder, of the
current-collectors, the bars of said commnta-
tor-cylinder and said collectors being both con-

5 structed of or surfaced with a material making
inferior electrical contact, substantially as set

forth.

8. In an electrical generator or motor, the

combination, with the commutatorcylinder,
10 of a number of current-collectors, each offer-

ing a high resistance to the local current, and
having a combined contact and conductivity
sufficient to carry the main current, substan-
tially as set fortli.

15 9. A current-collector made of German sil-

ver, substantially as set forth.

10, A commutator having its bars made of

or surfaced with German silver, substantially

as set forth.

11. Acommutator-brush constructed ofwires 20
arranged in layers, the several layers being in-

sulated from eacii other at the bearing end of

the brush, substantially as set forth.

12. A commutator - brush constructed of

wires, the separate wires being all insulated 25
from each other at the bearing end of the
brush, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

14th day of November, 1882.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Wm. H. Meadowcroft,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO THE
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DESIGN FOR INCANDESCING ELECTRIC LAMP.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Design No, 13,940, dated May 29, 1883.

Application filed Sfaich Ifi, 1883. Teni) of patent 14 years.

To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 original Design for Incandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 545,) of which the following

is a specification.

The object I have in view in producing this

design is to imitate in the carbon burner or in-

ro candescing conductor of an electric lamp the
form of the Hame of an ordinary gas-jet—that
is, narrow at its lower portion, flaring outwardly
toward the top, and depressed in the middle;
and the leading feature of my design consists

15 in an incandescing conductor formed in this

shape. I prefer to employ also in connection
with this conductor an inclosingglobe of sub-
stantially similar form.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed
20 drawing, which represents in elevation an in-

candescing electric lamp formed according to

my design.

In this lamp two carbon filaments,A and A',
are used, connected together electrically at a.

25 Each filament is looped, as shown, and the two

are bent out so as to diverge from each other
and form the shape shown. The glass globe
B, which incloses this conductor, is blown in

a shape whose section is similar in shape to

said conductor, it being narrow at the bottom 30
wLere the supporting-tube h is sealed to it, and
flaiing outwardly to near the top. A projec-

tion, c, is formed at the top of the globe. The
burner thus formed, when rendered incandes-

cent by the electric current, presents an out- 35
line similar to that of a gas-flame.

What I claim is

—

1. The incandescing conductor of anelectric

lamp, shaped substantially as shown and de-

scribed. 40
2. In an electric lamp, the iucandescingcon-

ductor, shaped substantially as shown, in com-
bination with an inclosing-globe substantially

of the form shown and described.

This specification signed and witnessed this 45
13th day of February, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all lohom it may concern

:

Be it known tbat I, TnoMAS A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 usefnl Improvement in RegnlatorsforDynamo-
Electric Macbiues, (Case No. 521,) of which
the following is a specification.

In my application No. 72,523 is set forth a
method of regulating a dynamo-electric ma-

:o chine by placing a portion of its coils, formed
of coarse wire, in the main circuit, and the re-

maining portion, composed of tine wire, in a
multiple-arc circuit therefrom, whereby varia-

tions in the number of translating devices in

15 circuit, by oppositely varying the current in

the two portions in proper proportions, regu-
lated the generation of current by the machine
according to the requirements of the system.
My present invention relates to animprove-

20 ment upon regulators of this kind, which reg-

ulate only for variations in number of trans-

lating devices, by which improvement I am
enabled to regulate for variations in the speed
of the armature, as well as for differences in

25 the number of translating devices in circuit.

Such invention consists in combining with a
dynamo-electric machine, having its field-mag-

net coils so connected that variations in current
on the main line vary directly the energy of

30 the magnet, mechanical means operated by va-

riations in speed of the armature to regulate
the current energizing the field-magnet, as re-

quired by such variations.

A simple and convenient manner of carry-

35 ing out my invention consists in winding the
field-magnet as above described, and ])laciug

in the multiple-arc circuit, which includes the
fine-wire coils, a resistance adjustable by
means of an arm carried by a spring-governor

4.0 placed on the shaft of the armature, or attached
fo any other revolving portion of the appara-
tus. Such governor acts to throw out resist-

ance when the speed of the armature is dimin-
ished, and to increase the resistance if the

45 speed is too much increased.
My invention is illustrated in the accompa-

nying drawing, -which is a view partly in dia-

gram of a dynamo-electric machine with tiie

accompanying devices and circuits.

50 A is the field-magnet, and B B are the com-
mutator-brushes, from which main conductors

1 2 lead in multiple-arc cii^cuits, from which
are placed lamps or other translating devices,

a a. Conductor 2 is wound around one limb
of magnet A, as shown, and a multiple-arc cir- 55
cuit, 3 4, of finer wire, includes the other limb;

or the fine-wire circuit 3 4 could cover both
limbs, and the coarse wire be wound above the

whole, or a portion of it.

For convenience in di^awing, a top view of 6jd

tiie speed-regulating devices is shown, a por-

tion of the armature-shaft B being shown in

dotted lines.

C is an adjustable resistance in the circuit

3 4, and D an arm connected in said circuit 65
for varying said resistance. The arm D is at-

tached to the sleeve b of spring-governor E,

attached to the armature-shaft B.
If the number of lamps or other translating

devices in multiple arc in the system is in- 70
creased, an increase of current is caused inthe
conductor 2 and a decrease in the fine-wire

circuit 3 4, the excess of the increase over the

decrease producing the proper increase in the

energy of the field-magnet to meet the require- 75
merits of the additional number of translating

devices. An opposite effect is produced by
.

the removal of such devices. An increase in

the speed of the motor which drives the ar-

mature of the machine would cause the gen- 80

eration of too much current for the system,

and also would increase the current in both
portions of the coils of the field-magnet, so

that the generation of current would continue

to increase. I therefore i)rovide the governor 85
E, which, when the speed of the armature in-

creases, moves the arm D so as to increase the

l)roportion of resistance C in the fine-wire

circuit 3 4, thus decreasing the energy of the

magnet and diminishing the generation of cur- 90
rent to compensate for the increase caused by

the increase of speed. An unusual decrease

of speed causes the governor E to move the

arm D in the other direction, so as to decrease

the resistance C. Tlie two regulators in com- 95
bination, it will be seen, are sufficient to regu-

late for ail the conditions of inequality of gen-

eration which can occur\ It is evident that

the same elfect will be produced if the govern-

or E is mounted on any othei' revolving por- loc

.tion of the apparatus and properly connected.

In my Patent No. 2G4,GG5 mechanical means
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actuated by variatious iu speed, are shown in

connectiou with an electromagnet in the main
line, both acting upon anadjustable resistance,

in the field-circuit of a generator. In this case

5 the addition or removal of translating devices

by varying the energy of the magnet in the

main line, and thus adjusting the resistance,

causes variations in the current in the field-

magnet of the machine. By my present in-

10 vention, however, I dispense with the regulat-

ing electro-magnet and place part of the coils

of the field-magnet in the main circuit, so that

the energy" of such field-magnet is directly in-

fluenced and varied by changes in the number
15 of translating devices iu circuit, and it is to

connections producing such direct variations

that this invention is limited.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a dynamo electric

;o machine, of connections with its field-magnet

coils, whereby variations in current in the
maiuline,causedby the addition and removal of

j

translatiugdevices, act directly upon said field-

magnet to vary its energy, and mechanical
.25 means operated by variatious in the speed of

the armature for varying the current energiz-

ing said magnet, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of a dynamo-electric
machine having a portion of its field-magnet

30 coils included in the main circuit, translating
devices arranged in multiple arc from said

main circuit, a multiple-arc circuitj includ-

iug the remaining portion of such field-mag-

net coils, and mechanical means operated by
variations in the speed of the armature, and 35
varying the current in said multiple-arc cir-

cuit, substantially as set forth.

3. The combiuation of a dynamo-electric
machine having a portion of its field-magnet
coils so connected that variatious in current in 4.0

the main line, caused by the addition and remov-
al of translating devices, vary directly the en-

ergy of the magnet, a centrifugal governor, and
an adjustable resistance varied by said governor
to regulate the current in the remaining por- 45
tion of said field-magnet coils according to

variations in the speed of the armature, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine having a portion of the coils of its 50
field-magnet included directly in the main cir-

cuit and the remainder in a multiple-arc cir-

cuit thereform, and translating devices ar-

ranged iu multiple arc, of a centrifugal govern-
or acting to vary the resistance of said multi- 55
pie-arc circuit according to variations in the
speed of said armature-shaft, substantially as
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

2Sth day of November, 18S2.

THOS. A. EDISON.
.Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
E. H. Pyatt.
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THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO THE
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To all tchom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Regulators for Dy-
namo-Electric Machines, (Case No. 522,) of

which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to an improvement on
the regulator described in my application No.

ID 72,523, wherein a dynamo-electric machine is

shown having a portion of the coils of its fleld-

magnet included directly in the main circuit

from the machine and the remaining portion

in a multiple-arc circuit from said main circuit,

15 differences in the number of translating de-

vices connected in multiple arc with the ma-
chine by varying the current in the two sets of
coils oppositely, but in different proportions,

properly regulating the generation of current

20 by the machine. V"ariations in speed of the
armature are, however, not compensated for

in a regulator of this kind; and my present
invention consists in combining with such a
regulator means actuated by variations in the

2 5 speed of the armature for varying the position

of the commutator-brushes, so as to regulate
the generation of current according to such
variations in speed.
My invention is illustrated in the accompa-

30 iJyiug drawings, wherein Figure 1 is a view in

perspective of a dynamo-electric machine em-
bodying my invention, the armature being, for

convenience, shown apart from the field-mag-

nets, and the circuits being shown diagram mati-

35 cally; and Fig. 2 represents the machine in

elevation, with a top view of the brush-adjust-
ing devices.

A is the field-magnet, B the armature, and
C the commutator-cylinder, of the machine.

40 The commutator-brushes a a are attached to a
yoke, &, pivoted on the shaft D. Main con-
ductors 1 2 extend from the commutator-brush-
es, and translating devices c c are placed in

multiple arc across said conductors. A part

45 of the field-magnet coils are included in the
main circuit 1 2, as shown, while the remainder
are in a multiple-arc circuit, 3 4, of finer wire;
and the generation of current is regulated ac-

cording to variations in the number of trans-

50

55

60

65

7^

lating devices by the effect produced in the
field-coils by such variations, as explained in

the application above referred to. A spring-

governor, E, is revolved from the armature-
shaft D through gears d d, though it may be
connected with said shaft by other suitable

means. The sleeve e on the governor-shaft is

connected to arm F, which is attached to the
pivoted joke h, which holds the commutator-
brushes. It is evident that an increase in the
speed of the motor which drives the armature
will cause the raising of the arm F, which
moves the commutator-brushes a a, so as to

decrease the current taken from the machine,
while a decrease in speed will produce an op-
posite result.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine and translating devices
arranged in multiplearc,of connections where-
by variations in current caused by variations
in the number of said translating devices in

circuit act directly upon the field-magnet of
the machine to vary its intensity, and means
actuated by variations in speed of the arma-
ture for shifting the commutator- brushes of 75
the machine to compensate for such variations,

substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine having a portion' of its coils included
in the main circuit ami translating devices ar- 80
ranged in multiple arc, of means actuated by
variations in the speed of the armature for

shifting the commutator-brushes to compen-
sate for such variations, substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine having a portion of its coils included
in the main circuit and translating devices ar-

ranged in multiple arc, of a governor revolved
by the armature-shaft and connected to the
commutator-brushes, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

28th day of November, 1882.

85

90

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
E. H. Pyatt.
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To all loliom it may concern:

Be it kuown that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in the Manufacture of In-

candescing Electric Lamps, (Case No. 537,) of

which the following is a speciflcation.

The object of this invention is to provide a
simple and convenient method of decreasing

10 the resistance of the carbon filament of an in-

candescing electric lamp, which it is often de-

sirable to do when a filament after carboniza-

tion is found to be of so much higher resist-

ance than others that it cannot be used in the

15 same system.
In carrying out my invention I attach to

the vacuum apparatus by which the lamp-
globe is exhausted a tube having its other
end open, an air-tight stopper being provided

20 for closing it when desired. I inclose within
an envelope of gelatine or other suitable sub-

stance a quantity of a volatile carbon or sili-

con compound sufficient to reduce the resist-

ance of the particular filament under treatment
25 to the proper point. Suitable compounds for

the purpose are chloride of carbon, chloroform,
or the volatile chlorides of silicon. Said en-

velope should consist of such a substance that
the application of heat will cause it to open

30 either by melting or by bursting from the ex-

pansion of the inclosed liquid, such substance
also not being chemically affected by the sub-
stance inclosed by it. Other suitable mate-
rials than that mentioned are collodion, fusible

35 metal, lead, and tragacanth. The capsule thus
formed is dropped into the open end of the
tube, a portion of which is formed to receive
it. After the lamp is exhausted heat is ap-

plied externally to this portion of the tube,

40 when the external envelope is destroyed, and
the carbon or silicon compound is freed and
volatilizes, the vapor entering the globe and
depositing carbon or silicon upon the filament,

which is at this time heated to incandescence

45 by an electric current. Such deposition of
carbon or silicon reduces the resistance of the
filament to the proper point.

The apparatus described is illustrated in

Figure 1 of the annexed drawings. Fig. 2 be-

50 ing a sectional view of the capsule used.

A represents the inclosing-globe, and a the

flexible carbon filament, of an incandescing
electric lamp. The globe is provided with an
exhaust - tube, fc, which is attached to the
Sprengel vacuum apparatus B. A tube, C, is 55
connected with said vacuum apparatus, having
an open end, a rubber stopper, c, with a han-
dle, d, being provided to close said opening.
D is the capsule, consisting of an envelope,

e, of a substance readily affected, as described, 60

by heat, and not chemically affected by the
volatile carbon or silicon compound/, which
is inclosed by it. I find this mode of intro-

ducing the carbon or silicon to be a conven-
ient one, because I can thus employ precisely 65
the desired amount, and because if the vola-

tile liquid was introduced in a free state it

would volatilize under the decrease of atmos-
pheric pressure and pass off through the
pump, while the outer envelope protects it 70
until the proper time. Such envelope should
be of sufficient strength to withstand the press-

ure from within until the external heat is ap-

plied. The capsule is dropped into the tube,

which is then closed by the stopper, and the 75
lamp and tube are exhausted, after which the
action of the exhausting apparatus is stopped
and heat applied to the tube. The inclosing-

envelope of the capsule is destroyed either by
melting or by the expansion of the vapor with- 80

in it, and such vapor then enters the globe.

The filament a is heated to incandescence by
an electric current, and the vapor is decom-
posed, depositing carbon or silicon upon said

filament, the resistance of the filament being 85

thus reduced.
The bulb E contains phosphoric anhydride

or other drying agent.
I do not claim herein the capsule, such as de-

scribed, as I propose to make this the subject 90
of a separate applicatioti for Letters Patent.

What I claim is—
1. The method of reducing the resistance of

the carbon filament of an incandescing elec-

tric lamp, consisting in introducing into a re- 95
ceptacle connected with said lamp a sufficient

quantity of a volatile carbon or silicon com-
pound, exhausting said lamp while such com-
pound is prevented from volatilization, and
then causing the volatilization of such com- 103
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pound, at the same time heating the filament

to incandescence by au electric current, sub-

stantially as set fortb.

2. The method of reducing the resistance of

the carbon filament of an incandescing elec-

tric lamp, consisting in first exhausting said

lamp and then applying heat to a capsule such
as described i)laced in a receptacle connected
with saidlampjSaid filament being at the same

time heated to incandescence by au electric lo

current, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

13th day of January, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edw^ard H. Ptatt.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meiilo Park, in tbe county of Middlesex and
Stateof New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 uselnllinproveinent in the Manufacture of In-

candescing Electric Lumps, (Case No. 400;)
and I do hereby declare that the following is

a full and exact description of tbe same, ref-

erence being liad to tbe accompanying draw-
10 ing, and to the letters of reference marked

thereon.

The object I have in view is to produce a
simple and eflBcieut process and means for ex-

hausting and completing incandescing electric

15 lamps, so as to save the expense of tlie great
number of Spreugel pumps which have to be
used at present on account of tbe necessity of
slowly treating tbe incandescing conductor of
each lamp to drive the occluded gases there-

20 Irom.

The process consists, generally, in utilizing

for this purpose an absorbent of gases con-
tained in a chamber with which the lamp is

connected, tbe incandescing conductor of tbe

25 lamp being gradually heated by the i)assage
of. an electrical current therethrough after a
sutBciently high vacuum has been obtained,
and such incandescing conductor being finally

brouglit up to a higher incandescence than

30 that at which it is intended to be used com-
mercially. The absorbent I prefer to use is

charcoal, which is contained by a chamber
adapted to be highly heated to drive the air

out of the charcoal. The neck of this chain-

35 ber is adapted for connection with tbe lamp by
a rubber-packed joint, and is provided with a
spark-gage to enable tbe condition of tbe
vacuum to be ascertained. The lamp is tirst

heated externally to drive as much air there-

40 from as possible, and it is then connected with
tbe charcoal-chamber, which has been pre-

viously heated to abigii degree, both tbe lamp
and charcoal-chamber being hot at tbe time
they are connected. The charcoal as it cools

45 absorbs tbe air, and when a sufficiently high
vacuum is obtained, which is ascertained by
means of the spark-gage, tbe lamp is connect-
ed in an electric circuit and its incandescing"
conductor is slowly heated, throwing off the

50 occluded gases, which are also absorbed by
the charcoal. The conductor is finally brought

up to higher incandescence than that at which
it is intended to be used, so as to drive tbe air

out of tbe olanips as far as possible. Tiielamp
is then sealed off' from the tube leading to the 55
charcoal -chamber. The charcoal is again
heated and tbe tube connected with another
heated lamp, the operation being repeated, as

before explained.
By this [)rocess mercury vacuum-pumps can 60

be dispensed with, althongb in some instances

a steam operated vacuum-pump might be used
with economy to partially exhaust tbe lamp
before it is connected with tbe charcoal-cham-
ber. 65

I may use also, in addition to the absorbed

t

of gases, a suitable drying substance—such as

phosphoric anhydride—which can be placed in

the chamber with the charcoal and will ab-

sorb the aqueous vapor in the lamp. Previous 70
to being connected with the chamber contain-

ing the gas-absorbent tbe lamp may be filled

witli an atmosphere of hydrochloric-acid gas,

hydrobromicacid gas, or ammoniacal gas, so

as to displace as far as i)ossible the air therein. 75
Tbe charcoal absorbs this gas without losing

very greatly its capacity to absorb air, and a

better vaccum may by irs use b(; obtained.

Tbe rubber-packed joint may also be dis-

pensed with by extending tbe neck of the char- 80

coal-cbamber and sealing it directly to tbe

globe of the lamp, or to a tube leading there-

from.

In my Patent No. 248,428 I describe the use

of heated charcoal inconuection witba mercury 8^
vacuum-pump for exhausting incandescing-

electric lamps; but in that instance tbe char-

coal was used as auxiliary to the mercury-
pump, while by my i)resent invention 1 dis-

pense altogether with such pumps. 90
Tbe foregoing will be better uuderstood from

tbe drawing, which represents the principal

])arts of the apparatus used in carrying out

the above-described process.

A is tbe globe of an incandescing (electric 95
lamp, having carbon filament B, to which are

connected tbe leading-in wires! 2. These are

connected to form, with tbe carbon, a part of

an electric circuit. C is a chamber, i)referably

of glass, containing charcoal D. The neck a loo

of this chamber is connected with the lamp
by tubeft and rubber packingc. Eisthespark-
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gage for ascertaining' the condition of the

vacuum. The lamp is sealed off at x.

What 1 claim is

—

1. The process of exhausting an incandes-

5 cing electriclamp, consisting in first removing
the airfrom a chamber containingan absorbent
of gases, connecting the lamp \yitb such cham-
ber, heating the incandescing conductor by an

electric cunent when the vacuum becomes
lo sufficiently liigh, and then sealingoff thelamp

from connection with said chamber, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. The process of exhausting an iucaudes-

cing electric lamp, consisting in heating the

15 lamp and iilso a chambei' containing an ab-

sorbent of gases, then connecting the two while
hot, and finally heating the incandescing con-

ductor by the passage of an electric current
therethrougli previous to sealing off the lamp,

20 substantially as set forth.

3. In apparatus for producing vacua, the
combination, with a chamber containing a gas-
absorbing material, of means connected there-

with for ascertaining thedegree of exhaustion,
substantially as set forth. 25

4. The process of producing a high vacuum,
consisting in displacing the air in the chamber
to be exhausted by another gas, (such as hydro-
chloric-acid gas, hydrobromic-acid gas, or am-
monia-gas,) and then connecting such cham- 30
ber with another chamber containing a sub-
stance which readily absorbs such gas, sub-
stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

2Sth day of February, 1S82.

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Thomas Johnston.
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. To all ichom it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A, Edison, ot

Menlo Park, in tbe county of Middlesex and
State ot New Jersey, Iiave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in tbe Manufacture of In-

candescing Electric Lamps, (Case No. 536,) of
which tbe following is a specification.

In my application No.olG (Serial No. 77,526)
is described an incandescing electric lamp

10 whose inclosing-globe contains nitrogen at a
pressure which preveilts electrical carrying
from the carbon incandescing conductor.
The object of my present invention is to pro-

vide a simple, economical, and efficient method
15 of introducing such a nitrogen atmosphere into

such lamp-glubes, tbe nitrogen admitted be-

ing pure and free from moisture, such method
being also applicable when it is desired to

charge any vessel or receptacle witii any gas
20 in a pure and dry condition.

In applying my invention to the purposes
for which it is preferred, the nitrogen is evolved
by heating a dry salt containing nitrogen,
such as the nitrite of ammonia, or nitrite of

25 potassium, or nitrite of chromium ; or certain
mixtures may be used which include such ni-

trites—for instance, a mixture of potassic ni-

trite and chlorideofammonia. The substances,
when heated, give oft" pure nitrogen. Thelamp-

30 globe, when leady lor exhaustion, is placed
in connection with a Sprengel vacuum appa-
ratus, from the exhaust-tube of which extends
a tube which terminates in a bulb or chamber
in which is placed tbe dry salt containing ui-

35 trogen. The lamp and also this bulb or cham-
\ ber are then exhausted by the vacuum appa-
ratus, witli which both are counected, to as
nearly complete a vacuum as possible, after

which the action of said apparatus is stopped
4 -) and the bulb or chamber is heated by a lamp,

or in any suitable way. The compound is de-

coaiposed, and the nitrogen given off" flows
through the tube and into the lamp until the
desired pressure is obtained, after which the

45 lamp is sealed off". A portion of the tube
through which the nitrogen flows, and which
is exhausted with the rest of the apparatus,
contains phosphoric anhydride or other drying
agent to take up the water of crystallization of

50 the dry salt, the gas which enters the globe
being thus free from moisture.

A convenient apparatus is illustrated in the
annexed drawing.
A is the inclosing-globe of an incandescing

electric lamp, provided with an exhaust-tube, 35
a, which is connected with tbe Sprengel vacu-
um-pump B. From this pump extends a tube,

b, to which is connected by a rubber section,

c,or in any otiier suitable manner, a tube termi-

nating in a bulb, C, which contains one of the 60
substances or mixtures previouslj' mentioned,
or other equivalent substance or mixture. The
tube I) is provided with a bulb, d, which con-

tains phosphoric anhydride or other drying
agent. The operation of the api)aratus is as 65
before exi)lained, the lamp being finally sealed

off at a.

It is evident that tliis invention may be em-
ployed in charging any receptacle with any
gas by heating a dry compound placed in said 7c

receptacle, which compound is decomposable
by heat into the gas required, and said recep-

tacle being first exhausted.
What 1 claim is

—

1. The method of charging a recei)tacle with 75
pure gas, consisting in exhausting said recej)-

tacle to a iiigii vacuum, and then heating a

dry compound decomposable by heat into the

gas required, said compound being placed
witiiin said receptacle, substantially as set 80
forth.

2. The method of providing the exhausted
inclosing-globe of an incandescing electric

lamp with an atmosphere of pure nitrogen,

consisting in heating a dry salt capable of giv- 85
ingoff nitrogen when decomposed by heating,

placed in an exhausted receptacle connected
with said lamp-globe,substantiallyas set forth.

3. The method of providing tlie inclosing-

globe of an incandescing electric lamp with an 90
atmosphere of pure nitrogen, consisting in ex-

hausting said globe and simultaneously ex-

hausting a receptacle connected therewith and
containing a dry salt containing nitrogen and
decomposable by heat, and then heating said 95
receptacle, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed aud witnessed this

13th day of January, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seel\,
FjDWARD H. PYATT.
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To all vJioin it VKiy conceiic
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Systems of Electric
Lighting-, (Case Xo. 4G3;) and I do hereby de-
clare that the following is a fidl and exact de-
scription of the same, reference being had to

the accompanying drawings, and to the let-

lo ters of reference marked thereon.
The object of this invention is to i)rodiice

simple and efficient means for I'educing the
tension of a continuous current flowing in a
main circuit, and supplying consumption-cir-

15 euits with a continuous current of lower ten-
sion, whereby a lai'ge saving ma}' be made in
the investment for conductors bj'usingsmall
main conductors, and obviating excessive loss

of energy by Ihe use of a current of high ten-
20 sion in the main cii'cuit, while lamps, motors,

or other translating devices i-ecpiiring a con-
tinuous current can be supplied, and by the
u.se of a current of lower tension in the con-
sumplioii-cii'cuit Ihe translating devices can

25 be placed in se])ariite inidliple-arc cii'cnitsand
made indepcMdently controUaltlc.

The ol)Ject is accomplished liy Ihe use of in-

duction apparatus located between the main
circuit and the ti'anslating devices and trans-

30 foi-ming a continuous curi'cnt of high tension
into a contimums cui-rent of lower tension by
the employment of a magnetic core or cores
having two sets of wire coiLs, one of high re-

sistance connected with the main cii'cuit,and

one of lower resistance connected with the
consumption - circuit, the connections of the
main and cousumplion circiiils wit li their re-

spective sets of coils being changed or ad-
vanced simultaneously, so tliat the inductive
action of the magnetic core or coi'es will cause
current to flow in 1 he consumption-circuit al-

ways in the same direction.

In carrying out the invention a iiiimlu'r of

magnetic cores ai-e preferably employed,\\h ich

45 cores are preferably arranged in pairs to foi-m

horseshoe-magnets and have plates closed up-
on their jioles. These magnetic cores are
Avound with two sets of w-ire placed on differ-

ent portions of the cores or coiled one upon
50 the other on the same portions of the cores.

OD

40

One set of coils is of high resistance, while the

other set is of lower resistance, and each set

of coils is connected in a closed circuit inde-

pendent of the circuit of the other set. The
closed circuit of each set of coils is connected 55
Avith the bars or plates of a stationary com-
mutator-cylinder at points between the pairs

of magnetic cores, there being a bar on each
comm utator-cylindei- for each pair of magnetic
cores. Upon each commutator-cylinder trav- 60

els a pair of commutator brushes or springs.

These eommutatoi'-brushes are mounted upon
a common shaft, which is revolved by an.v

suitable means, an electromotoi- being used
for the purpose, or a spring or weight actuated 65

me<^hanism. The brushes traveling on the

commutator-cylinder connected with the coils

of higli resistance are connected with the

main circuit, while the brushes traveling on
the commutator connected with the coils of 7c

low i-esistance are connected with the con-

sumption-cii'cuit. The current in the fine-wire

oi- high-resistance coils flows from one com-
nuitat()i'-l)rush to the other in two directions,

one-half the pairs of coi-es having their coils 75

receive curi'ent in one direction, while the

other half of the cores have their coils i-eceive

curi'ent in the opposite- dii'ection. Xow, tiie

revolution of the commutatoi'- l)i-ushes will

cause the pairs of nuignetic cores to have the 80

connectionsoftheircoils reversed two at a time,

thus causing a reversal of magnetic polarity.

This change in magnetic polai'ity induces a
current of lower tension in the coarse or low-

I'esistance coils, the connections with Avhich 85

l)eing advaiu'ed simultaneously with those of

the line-wire coils, the induced cui'i'ent is

madeacontinuous current, oracurrent (lowing

in one dii'ection. The action may jierhaps be

better illusl rated by considering the points at 90

which the curi'ent Hows into and leaves the

closed ('ii'ciiit of tin; fine-wire coils as in the

neutral line. This is advanced by the revolu-

tion of the commntalor-brushes, and the op-

jiosite pairs of magiu'tic cores are crossed liy 95
the line simultaneously. The same result

would be produced if the magnetic cores were
mounted upon a shaft and I'evolved with the
commutat()r-cylindei'S,th(M'ommu1atoi'-brush-

es being held stationary. loo
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Instead of using a number of double-wound
magnetic cores, a single annular core can be
used, siinilar to a Gramme ring, the annular
core being provided with two sets of continu-

5 ously-wound wire coils, one of liigli resistance

and tlie oilier of low resistance, connected at

intervals to tlie bars of separate commutator-
cj'linders.

The coils of high resistance ai'e connected
I o through the commutator and brushes with the

main circuit, while the coils of low resistance
are similaj-ly connected with the consumption-
circuit. The double-wound ring and the com-
mntator-cjdinders maj^ be revolved, and the

15 commutator brushes or springs held station-

ary; or the commutator-brushes nmy be re-

volved together and the ring and cylinders
held stationary. The double-wound ring is

preferably surrounded by a ring of iron to

20 carry the magnetism between the ends of the
neutral line.

The foregoing will be better understood from
the drawings, in which Figure 1 is a view,
partly diagrammatic, of the i^referred form of

25 the apparatus; and Fig. 2, a similar view of

a modified form of the same.
1 2 are the conductors of the main circuit,

havingacontinuous high-tension eurrentsup-
plied by one or more dj'uamo or magneto elec-

30 trie machines, while 3 4 are the main conduct-
ors of the house or consumption circuit, re-

quiring a continuous current of lower tension,
and j)rovided with lamps, motors, or other
translating devices. A, located in multiple-are

35 circuits and independently controllable. B,
(', D, and E, are pairs of magnetic cores hav-
ing fine-wire or higli-resistance coils a and
coasc-wire or low-i-esistance coils h. These
coils are connected together in two closed cir-

^o cuits connected at points between the paii-s of
magnetic cores with the bars of separate com-
mutator-cylinders F G. Two sets of commu-
tator-brushes, r (I and tf, are mounted upon a
common sliaft, II, and revolved together. 'J'he

45 bi'ushesr (/ are in a mult ii)l('-are circuit frcmi

the conductors 1 2 of the nmin circuit, while
the brushes e f ai'c connected with the con-
ductors 3 4 of the consumi)tion-circuit. The
shaft II may l)e revol\('(l i)y an elect roniotoi-

50 nr in any other siiital)le way, as 1»y a spring or
weight actuated ineclianisui.

It will he undei-stood thateach h()US('-,-ircuit

will 1)(' connected wil li 1 he main circuit through
induction apparal us, all 1 lie connect ions being

55 indeiieiideiit multiple-arc connections.
Instead of the separate jiairs of magnelic

cores, a single annular core, I, can lie used.
(Shown in dotted lines in Fig. 2.) 'J'hi.s core
is wound with two s«'ts of wire coils, each be-

^o ing continuous, like the windingof a (Jramme
ring, one set of high resistance (shown in dot-
ted lines) (Miuiieeled wilh l>arsof comnuilator-
cylinder \\ llie luiislies or springs on wiiicii

are eonnecleil wilh 1 lie conductors 1 2 of the
65 main ciiciiil, and the olln^rsel of low resist

anee (shown in full lines) connected with the
bars of commutator-cjdinder G, the brushes
or springs on which are connected with the
consumption-circuit .3 4.

The double-wound ringland thecomniuta-
toi'-cylinders F G may be revolved, or they
may be held stationary and the commutator-
brushes be revolved. An iron ring, K, is pref-

erably placed outside of the double-wound
ring I, to carry the magnetism between the
ends of the neutral line.

In my Patent Xo. 265,786, dated October
10, 1882, is shown a series of combined mo-
tors and generators, the motors being placed
in the main circuit and the generator-coils sup-
plj'ing translation-circuits with currentsof re-

duced tension. Therefore I do not herein claim
a system of this character.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a main circuit hav-
ing a continuous current of high tension, of a
consumption-circuit of low tension, provided
with translating devices arranged in multiple
arc, and an intermediate induction apjiaratus

for reducing the tension of the current, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a main circuit hav-
ing a continuous current of high tension, of a

consumiition-circuit, an intermediate double-

wound magnetic core or cores, and commuta-
tors for simultaneously changing or advanc-
ing the connections of the circuits with the
windings of such core ]or cores, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination, with the main and con-

sumijtion circuits, of a magnetic core or cores,

provided with two sets of coils, one of high
and one of low resistance, connected in sepa-

rate closed circuits, and two commutatoi's, one
connecting the high-resi-stance coils at inter-

vals with the main circuit and one connecting
the low-resistance coils at intervals with the

consumption -circuit, the connections of the

main and consumption circuits being changed
or advanced simultaneously, substantially as

set forth.

4. The coml)iiiat ion, with the main and coii-

sumi)tion circuits, of the double-wound sta-

tionary core or cores, the stationary commu-
tator-cylindersconneeted at intervals \\ ith the

windings of such core or cores, and the sinml-

taneously-revolving comimilator brushes or

siiriugs connected with the main and cimsump-
lion circuits.sulistantially as set forth.

."). Thecombination, with the main and con-

sum])tion circuits, of the double-wound coiv

or cores, the com nuit at or-cylindei"s, aiul t he ex-

terior iron ring, substantially as set fortli.

This speeilieat ion signed and witnes.sed tliis

7th i]:\y of .lul\, ISS-J.

I'll* 'MAS A. K.ni.sON.

W ilnesses:
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To all ichom it may concern

:

Be it kuown that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case No. 388;) and I do hereby declare
that the followinff is a full and exact descrip-
tion of the same, reference being had to the ac-

companying drawings, and to the letters of ref-

lo erence marked thereon.
The object I have in view is to produce sim-

ple and eflflcient means for regulating the gen-
erative capacity of dynamo or magneto electric

machines, which means will not require in their

15 operation and adjustment the attention of a
person skilled in the working of electrical ap-
paratus. This I accomplish by constructing
and arranging thecommutator-brushes so that
thej' can be readily shifted to and can be con-

20 veniently and securely held in any desired po-
sition between the point of greatest generation
and that of no generation, and by providing at
the machine an indicator or alarm which will

show in a simple manner the condition of the

25 current and will serve as a guide in the adjust-

ment of the commutator-brushes.
In carrying out my invention the commn-

tator-brushesare mounted upon arms i)roject-

ingfrom, a pivoted yoke which surrounds the
armature-shaft and turns upon the axis of ro-

tation, such armsbeinginsulated from the yoke
and being connected electrically with the luain

conductors leading from the machine. From
the yoke projects a hand-lever having a spring
locking device which engages with a toothed
quadrant. This quadrant permits the adjust-
ment of the brushes to any desired extent, and
thelockingdeviceservestohold the lever wher-
ever it is placed.

In a multiple-arc or derived circuit from the
main conductors is placed means for indicating
electrically^ the strength of the current, whicli

varies directly as does the candle power of tlie

lamps. The device I prefer to use is that shown
45 in a prior application filed by me, (Serial No.

45,608,) by which an alarm is sounded when
a certain strength of current corresponding
with a definite candle-power is exceeded, and
another alarm is given when the strength of

50 the current in each multiple-arc circuit drops

30

35

40

below a fixed limit; but a dynamometer may
be used, or other form of indicator, for showing
the strength of the current,with or without an .

alarm for calling attention to an abnormal con-

dition of the current. The operator will shift 55
the brushes in the direction indicated by the

nature of the alarm or by the indicator until

the alarm stops sounding, which will be when
the current in the main conductors is restored

to its normal condition. If, after the brushes 60

are shifted to the i)osition of greatest genera-
tion in increasing the strength of current, the
alarm continues to sound, this will show that
the number of translating devices should be
reduced in order to restore the current to its 65

normal strength.

The commutator-brushes may be connected
with the main conductors by coiled wires con-

nected with the arms that carry them, since the

movement of the yoke in ])ractice is not very 70
great; l)utIprefer,on account of the large size

that it is desirable to give these conductors,

to make a swiveled connection between them
and the commutator-brushes, so that the yoke
can be readily moved to any desired extent 75
withoutdisturbingsaidconductors. Thisswiv-
eling device is composed of two metal rings,

which surround the shaft outside of the yoUe
and are supported upon insulation carried hy
said yoke. These insulated rings turn witii 80

the yoke and are connected electrically each

with one of the commntator-brnsh-carrj'ing
arms. Two si)rings of plates, strips, or wires

bear on these rings and are connected with the

main conductors, allowing the yoke to be shift- 85

ed in either direction to any extent.

The field-magnet of the generator, provided

witii the means described, is jjreferably ener-

gized by a constant source of electrical energy,

such as a galvanic battery or an other genera tor. 90
The field-circuit may, however, be adapted to

have the current passing thiongh it varied in

strength, and such circnitmay be sup])lied from

an external source, or from the machine itself.

The foregoing will be better understood by 95
reference to the drawings, in wliicli Figure 1

is a perspective view of a portion of a dynamo
or magneto electric machine embodying a part

of my invention, and a diagram of the means
for indicating predetermined limits above and ico
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below the normal couditiou of curreut; aud
Fig. 2, a top view and part horizontal section

of the commutator end of the machine.
A is the armature of the machine, and B its

5 shaft. The field-magnet is not shown. C is the

commutator-cylinder, and a Z> the brushes bear-

ing thereon. D is the pivoted yoke, having
arms c d, which carry the commutator-brushes.
E is the lever projecting from yoke. F is the

I o toothed quadrant with which the lever is locked

by means of spring locking device e. G H are

the metal rings of the swiveling device, sup-

ported on hollow wood cylinder /, secured to

the yoke. The arms c d are connected with

1 5 rings G H by insulated arms g h. IK are the

springs bearing on rings G H aud connected
with main conductors 12. In a multiple-arc

circuit, 3 4, from the main conductors 1 2 are

placed an electro-magnet, L, and a resistance,

2o M. A shunt-circuit, 5 6, around the resistance

M passes through armature-lever N in one di-

rection, and in the other direction through a
vibrating bell, O, after which the circuit is

divided, and its two parts are connected with

25 the frout and back contacts, i fc, of the arma-
ture-lever. Kesistances / m are placed in

shunt-circuit 5 6 to change the nature of the
alarm, according to whether the lever makes

the front or back contact, the sound of the bell

being loud in one case and feeble in the other. 30
What I claim is

—

1. A dynamo or magneto electric machine
having movable commutator- brushes, and
means operated by hand for adjusting and se-

curing said commutator-brushes, iu combina- 35
tiou with means for indicating predetermined
limits above and below the normal condition
of the current, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the commutator-
brushes carried by a pivoted yoke, a hand- 40
lever and locking device for adjusting and
holding said yoke, and means for indicating
predetermined limits above and below the nor-

mal condition of the current, substantially as
set forth. 45

3. In adyuamo or magneto electric machine,
the movable commutator-brushes, in combina-
tion with swiveled connections between the
same and the main conductors, substantially
as set forth. 50
This speciflcatiou signed aud witnessed this

15th day of December, 1881.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

EiCHD. N. Dyeb,
H. W. Seely,
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To all ivhom it may concern:
He it known that t, TilOMAS A. Edison, of

Meiilo Park, in the connty of Middlesex and
State of Ne\v Jersey, have invented a new and

^ nseful Iniprovenieut in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. 544,) of -which tlie fol-

lowing is a specification.

In my system of electrical distribution I

employ at a central station several dynamo-
lo electric machines for generating current, which

is then conveyed by feeding-conductors to the
curcuits which contain the translating devices
of the district.

My in-\'ention relates to the arrangement of

15 the various devices and apparatus at such
central stations, having for its object, princi-

pally, the maintaining of a constant electro-

motive force throughout the system, and also

to promote the general efficiency and economy
20 of the system.

In carrj'ing out my invention I connect the
two or more generators emi^loyed in multiple
arc from the same mtiin conductors, each ar-

mature and eacli field -magnet being in its

25 own separate multiple-axc circuit. In con-
nection with each machine I jireferably em-
ploy a single circuit-controller of such form
that it will break both the field and the ar-

mature circuit by the same movement, and
30 the latter somewhat in advance of the former,

for if the field-circuit were broken before the
armature-circuit, the main concTuctors would
be short-circuited and the armature burned
out. Separate circuit-controllers might, how-

35 ever, be employed, care being taken to always
break the armature-circuit before the field.

In each field-circuit is placed an adjustable
resistance of suitable construction. The feed-

ing-conductors, which com'ey the current to

40 the incandescent electric lamps or other trans-

lating devices of the system, are connected
in multiple arc to the main conductors. Each
feeding-circuit contains an adjustable resist-

ance, and may be provided with a suitable

45 (;ircuit-controller. Within the station are
provided, alvSo,alarge number of electric lamps,
wliich are thrown into circuit whenever an
additional generator is connected to the main
conductors to compensate for such addition

50 in the translating devices Avithout the station,

in order to pre^'ent such a sudden accession of
current in the district as cannot be readily com-
pensated for by the field-resistances. This is

accomplished as follows: When the generator
is to be connected, instead of connecting its 55
armature at once to the main conductoi'S, it

is connected with other conductors, from which
multiple-arc connections are made to the
lamias within the station, which are commonly
termed "testing-lamps." These lami>s are 60
divided into groups, and a switch-board is

provided by which more or less of these groui^s

may be placed in circuit. As many lam^js are

first included as are being sui>plied intliedis-'

trict by each of the machines already in cir- 65
cuit. The armature-circuit to the main con-

ductors is then also closed, which makes
the testing-lamps a part of the circuit sup-
plied by all the generators. The throwing in

of the additional generator,therefore,produces 70
no material effect on the current in the trans-

lating devices without the station, and any
slight change in electro-motive force is com-
pensated for by adjusting the field-circuit re-

sistance. The testing-lamxis are then grad- 75
ually plugged out at the switch-board, the reg-

ulating-resistances being constantly adjusted
to maintain a constant electro-motive force.

The testing-lamijs can, however, be used also

for testing the efficiency of the generators. 80
To acconiiilish this the field and armature cir-

cuits of each generator can be disconnected
from the main conductors of the system and
connected to the main testing-circuit. By
means of the switch-board a greater or less 85
number of the testing-lamps may be placed
in circuit. The armature-circuit of each ma-
chine contains a safety-catch of the proper
size to i^revent injury to the armature. Each
feeding-conductor also contains such a safety- 90
catch, and around each safety-catch is a shunt,

wliich may be closed by the insertion of a plug,

if the safety-catch is- destroyed, to maintain
circuit while such safety-catch is replaced.

Around each armatui'e and field-circuit con- 95
troller is placed a similai- shunt, which is

closed by a plug after the circuit is closed, to

prevent lieating at the contacts of the circuit-

controller.

My invention is iUnstratcd in Ihe accompa 100
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nying drawing, whicli is a diagram of tlie cir-

cuits and apparatus at a central station.

A A are dynamo-electric machines. Pref-

erably each of said machines is driven by a

5 steam-engine, the armature being revolved di-

rectly by the shaft of the engine without the

use of belts or other gearing, and the engine
and generator being both mounted on the same
bed-plate. From the commutator-brushes of

lo each machine a circuit, 3 4, leads, which is

connected to tfte main conductors 1 2. A
conductor, 5, connected to armature-circuit

conductor 3, includes the field-magnet coils of

the machine, and thence extends to the ad-

15 justable resistance B. This resistance is pref-

erably of the form shown in my api^lication

No. 540, (Serial No. 82,565. ) The end of arm
a rests on a circle of contact-plates, b, (only a
portion of which are shown,) which are con-

20 nected to resistance-coils c c, and the revo-

lution of said arm throws such coils in or out
of circuit. Such arm bears constantly on a
metal ring, d, from which the conductor 5 runs
to a conductor, 6. A single conductor, 7, runs

25 from Avire 6 to jnain conductor 2, forming a
common return for the field-circuits of both or

all the generators.

Preferably means are provided whereby all

the resistances B may be simultaneously ad-

30 justed, as set forth in my application last re-

ferred to. The resistances are to regulate the
electro-motive force of the machines according
to the whole number of translating devices in

circuit in the system.

35 In each armature-circuit is placed a circuit-

controller, C, and in each field-circuit a cir-

cuit-controller, D, the circuits being opened
and closed by the witlidi/awal or entrance of

contacts e between contacts /. Preferably the

40 circuit-controllers C and D of a machine are
operated by the same movement, circuit being
broken somewliat sooner and closed somewhat
later at C tlian at I), the moving contacts of
both being attached to the same iiivoted arm,

45 as set forth in my application No. 543, (Serial

No. 88,355.) Around each circuit-controllei'

is a shunt, 8, broken at contacts f/ g. Tliese

shunts are to be closed by the insertion of
guard-plugs when the circuits are closed at V

50 1), to prevent heating of the latter contacts.

Each armature-cii'cuit contains, also, a safety-

catch, /(, to pi'eveut injury to the armature by
an excessive reduction of resistance of the ex-

ternal cii'cuit, and around each safety-catch is

55 a guard-i)lug shunt, {), by Avhicli the circuit

may be com])leted whiU» tlie safety-cat cli is i-e-

l)laccd.

To the main conductors I 2 are connected
feeding-conchu'tors 11 12, by which current is

60 conveyed (o the ditferent parts of the district

supplied li'oni tlie station. A conductor, 11.

of eacii feeding-circuit includes an adjustable
resistance, I']. Tiiis resistance is i)referal)ly

like llial sliown in llie joint ajiplication of

65 (Ijiarjes L. ("iarke and myself, (Serial No.
71.778.) 'i'lie ('(indnclor 11 is Itioken. and t he

75

80

two iiarts lie parallel with each other. On one
side are attached a number of carbon rods A-,

and the metal blade I is in sliding contact with
the other side. "When such l)lade is pressed
down, it places more or less of the carbon rods
in multiple arc across the break, and so de-

creases or increases the resistance of the cir-

cuit. These resistances are to regulate the
current in the feeders for variations in the num-
ber of translating devices in the part of the
district contiguous to the terminals of each
feeder. A guard-plug shunt, 13, is formed
around each resistance, so that circuit may i_;e

completed if it is desired to dispense with such
resistances. Each feeding-circuit is provided
with a plug, /, for opening and closing the cir-

cuit. This, however, may be dispensed with,

and the circuits made and broken by inserting

and removing the safety-catches and guard-
plugs. Each feeding-circuit leaves the sta-

tion inclosed in a tube, F. In each feeding-

conductor is a safety - catch, m, and ai-onnd

each safety-catch is a guard-plug shunt, 14.

for the purpose above exi:»]ained.

The testing-lamps are represented by j; p.

15 16 are the main testing-conductoi's. To con-

nect the armature of a generator to this cir-

cuit, tlie circuit - controller C and shunt 8 are

opened, and shunt 17 is closed by inserting a

plug at 0. This connects conductor 4 to 16,

instead of to 2, and, as conductor 15 is already
connected to conductor 1 by conductor 18,tlie

armature-circuit is thus connected to the main
testing-circuit. To connect the field of a gen-

erator, conductor 5 is broken at rand conduct-

or 19 closed at s, making connection to con-

ductor 20, from which conductor 21 runs to

}nain testing-conductor 16. The lamps p are

divided into groups, each of a suitable num- 103

ber. Two of such gi'oups. G and G', are shown.
From conductor 15 a Mire, 22, 1'uns to a switch-

board, H, and from the opposite terminals of

the switch-board wires 23 run. one to a con-

ductor of each group of lamps. The oi^jiosite

conductor of eadi group is connected through
conductor 21 to conductor 16. Each group of

lamps is connected in circuit by the insertion of

a plug between the proper terminals of the

switch-board. Thus any desired load may be

put upon a generator, wliereby its capacity and
ellicieiu'v may be tested. The main ol\ieel of

the testing-lamps—that is. to compensate in the

translating devices of the systeni without the

station when an addititmal generator is placed

in circuit to prevent a sudden inereavse in elec

tro-motive force by such addition—is.however.

accomplished as follows: AVhen such an in-

creaseofhunpsis expected in thedistrict a.swill

reciuiie the addition of a generator to tho.se al-

ready in circuit, asnuiny grou]is of lamps y)are

eonnecled by means of tlH> switchboard H lo

lluMuainfestiug-eireuit 15 16 as a re supplied by
each of t hi> already connected generators. The
field-circuit of the geuer;itor is closed 1\\ the

insertion of a plug in tlu> shunt 8 ai'ound the

circuit (i>ntrollei- !>. the ])lugs being also in

90

95

100
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serted at r and s. The sliiint 17 is then closed

at o, wliieli connects the generator with all tl>e

testing-ianips connected at the switch-board.
The circnit-eontroller C is then closed, -which

5 connects both the lamps and the generator to

the main circuit. The jji'oportion of genera-
tors and lamps throughout the entire system
thus remains the same or nearly the same, any
slight difference being adjusted by regulating

lo the resistances B B. The groups G of test-

ing-lamps are then cut oi;t of circuit at the
switch-board, one after another, and the field-

resistances are adjusted so that a constant
electro-motive force is maintained.

15 By the nse of the regulating means de-

scribed—first, means situated within the sta-

tion for compensating in the translating de-

vices without the station for the addition of a
generator to the main circuit; second, the ad-

20 justable resistances in the field-circuits for ad-

justing the gradual variations which occur in

the total number of lamps in circuit ; and,
third, tlie adjnstable resistances in the feeding-
circuits, forming regulators for variations at

25 the different centers of consumiition—I am en-

abled to maintain a jiractically-constant elec-

tro-motive force throughout the system under
all circumstances, and, in addition, I may, if

desired, regulate the entire system by the con-

30 nection and disconnection of feeders.

It is to be understood that all patentable
features of invention described or shown, but
not claimed herein, are reserved for j)rotec-

. tion by other patents, and have been or will be

35 embraced in other applications for patents.

What I claim is

—

1. In a system of electrical distribution,

means situated within the central station for

compensating in the translating devices with-

40 out the station for the increased electro-mo-

tive force caused by the addition of a gener-

ator to those already in circuit, substantially

as set forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the

45 combination of two or more generators, the
main circuit, means for separately connecting
said generators thereto, the circuit containing
the testing or comj)ensating lamps, and means
for sejjarately connecting the generators to said

50 circuit, substantially as set forth.

3. In a sy.stem of electrical distribution, the
combination of the two or more generators,

the • main circuit, means for separately con-

necting, said generators to said, in'ain circuit,

55 the circuit containing the testing or compen-
sating lamps, ' means for separately connecting
the generatoi'S thereto, and means for connect-
ing the main circuit with the testing or com-
pensating lamp-circuit, substantially as set

60 forth.

4. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of the two or more generators,

each having its field audits armature in a sep-

arate multi]ile-arc circuit from the main con-

ductors, of means for disconnecting the arma- 65
ture-circuit alone or both the field and arma-
ture from said main conductors and connect-
ing them instead to a circuit containing test-

ing or compensating lami)s, substantially as

set forth. 70
5. Tlie testing or compensating lamps ar-

ranged in groui^s, in combination with means
for placing more or less of Such groups in con-
nection with the generators, substantially as

set forth. 75
6. The combination, with the testing or

compensating lamps arranged to be gradually
thrown out of circuit, of the adjustable re-

sistances in the field-circuits of the generators,

for comi^ehsating for the variations in electro- 80
moti^'e force, substantially as set forth.

7. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of the testing or compensating
lamps, the adjustable resistances in the field-

circuits of the generators, and the adjustable 85
resistances in the feeding-circuits, whereby a
constant electro-motive force is maintained
throughout the system, substantially as set

forth.
'

8. In a system of electrical distribution, the 90
combination of the adjustable resistances in

the field -circuits of the generators, and the
adjustable resistances in the feeding-circuits,

substantially as set forth.

9. The method of maintaining a constant 95
electro-motive force in a system of electrical

distribittiou emi)loying two or more gener-

ators when an additional generator is placed
in circuit, consisting in first connecting said

generator with a number of lamj^s not con- 100

nectecl with the rest of the system, and then
connecting it also with the main circuit of the
system, whereby the proportion of lamps and
generators remains the same, substantially as

set forth. 105
10. The method of maintaining a constant

electro-motive force in a system of electrical

distribution employing two or more gener-

ators when an additional generator is i^laced

in circuit, consisting in first connecting said i ro

generator with a number of.lamps not con-

nected with the i-est of the system, then con-

necting ,it also with the main circuit of the sys-

tem, and then gradually removing said lamps,
at the sanie time .regulating the adjustable re- 115

sistances in the 'field-circuits of the generators,

substantially as set forth.

Tliis specification signed and witnessed this

13tli day of February, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

AVitnesses:

H. W. Seely,.
EDWAiir> H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent Office,

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF IMENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO TiriO

EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY, OF NE^V YORK, N. Y.

REGULATOR FOR DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINES.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 281,349, dated July 17, 1883.

Application filed January 22, 1883. (Ko nioilol.)

To all juhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Tiro.ArAS A. Edison, of

3I('ulo Park, in tlio county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Imi)rovenieut in Regulating- Electric
Generators, (Case No. 540,) of wliicli tlie fol-

lowing is a specification.

]\Iy invention relates to the regulation of
dynamo or magneto electric generators when

lo a number of such generators are placed at a
central station to supply current to the trans-

lating devices of a system. Eacli of such gen-
erators has its field-magnet coils in a circuit

independent of the field-circuits of the other

15 generators, and iu each field-circuit is placed
an adjustable resistance to regulate the gen-
eration of curreut according to the number of
translating devices iu cii'cuit in the district

supplied; and a portion of my invention con-

20 sists in providing means whereby all such re-

sistances maybe adjusted simultaneously and
to the same extent, it being necessary to do
this because all such generators feed into the
same circuit or system of circuits, so that all

25 should have the same electro-motive force.

The object of the second part of my inven-
tion is to provide adjustable resistances for

use in the field - circuits of the generators,
wliich can be adjusted gradually and in the

30 proi^er proportion, and shall be so formed that

the conducting area of the resistance-coils shall

lie i)roportioned to the amount of current flow-

ing in the circuit—that is, when bnt little re-

sistance is i^laced in the circuit and a com-

35 paratively large current is passing the con-

ducting area of the resistance thrown in will

l)e correspondingly large, and as more resist-

ances are thrown in and the cun-ent decreases

the conducting area of such i-esistances will

40 decrease correspondingly. By this means the
heating of the coils is prevented, as there is

always sufficient area to convey the current
which pa.sses. I accomplish this by i>rovidiug
a number of resistance-boxes of gradually-di-

45 minishing conducting capacity and means for

suc(;essively throwing them into circuit. Such
boxes i)referably consist each of an insulating-

frame upon Avhich are wound wire coils. Each
box is provided with three biuding-i^osts, and

tlie coils on said box are separately connected 50
to all of said binding-posts, so that such coils

are divided into two parts iu multiple-arc re-

lation to each other. Suitable connections are

made between the boxes, as will be explained.
A commutator is provided having an adjust- 55
ing-arm connected in the circuit, and from
each commutator-iilate a wire runs to one of

the binding-posts of a resistance-box. I'ref-

erably, to connect the adjusting arm in the cir-

cuit, a ring is i>rovided, ui)on which said arm 60
bears in its revolution, a wire of the circuit

being connected to said ring. The connec-
tions between the boxes and from the boxes to

the commutator-plates are so made that ^iieu
it is first commenced to throw resistance into 65
the circuit several coils in multiple arc will

be thrown in, so that sufficient current-carry-
ing area is provided. As more coils are thrown
in the number in multii^le arc with each other
is lessened, until finally coils are thrown in in 70
series one after another. To allow a still fur-

ther graduation, some of the boxes are wound
with two, some with three, and some with four
strands of wire, and the different kinds are ar-

ranged so that they will be thrown in at the 75
proper times.

The above will be better understood by rel^

erence to the drawings, in which Figure 1 is a
view mostly in diagram, representing the re-

sistances in the field-circuits of two generators 80
and means for regulatingthem simultaiieouslj';

Fig. 2, a diagram illustrating the resistance-

connections; Fig. 3, an elevation of one of tlie

resistance-boxes, with part of the coils in dot-

ted lines; and Fig. 4, a top view of the same. 85
Referring to Fig. 1, A A represent dynamo-

electric machines having their armatures in

multiple-arc circuits b c from the main circuit

B B'. The field-magnets of the machines are

each connected in a multii)le-arc circuit, d c, 90
from said main circuit. Each field-circuit con-

tains an adjustable resistance, C, consisting of

wire coils//, connected to commutator-iilates

f/ (/. A pivoted arm, /;, makes contact with
the plates (/, and is also constantly in contact 95
Avith a metal ring, i, which ring is connected
in the circuit, a Hat spring being prefeiably

attached to the under side of said arm to iu-
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sure good contact. Tlic movemeut of the arm
/( thus A-aiies tlie resistance of the circuit.

Each arm /; is phiced on a shaft, 1, Avhich, for

convenience, is shown in dotted lines, and both

5 shafts I are turned l)y means of bevel-,^ears j

j\ the gears ./ being on a shaft, D, wliich is

turned ))y a liand-Mlieel, E. A dial, /.-, is pro-

vided, and a pointer, 7/, is placed on the shaft

I), whereby the amount of resistance in circuit

lo is indicated. The turning of the hand-wheel
E varies tlie resistance of the field-circuits of

both generators.

The resistance-boxes used are preferably of

the form shown in Figs. 3 and 4, consisting of

15 a Avooden top, m, provided with three bind-

ing-i)osts, n n' n', surrounding a frame, 0,

(shown in dotted lines in Fig. 4,) the edges of

each frame having grooves in which the coils

are wound. Such coils are wound around the

20 entire frame, and are connected to all the bind-

ing-posts, there being thus two sections of

coils in multiple-arc relation to each other.

The wire used is preferably copper Avire No.

39, B. W. G., and two, three, or four strands

25 twisted together areused on the different boxes.

Fig. 2 illustrates the preferred arrangement
of the boxes. The commutator-plates g g are

numbered, respectively, from 1 to 57. AMres
j> from binding-j)osts n n' n^ extend to such

30 plates, the connections to the plates being, for

convenience, shown by placing the numbers
at the ends of said wires. The dotted lines

indicate the connections from box to box, the
connections within the respective boxes not

35 being shown, they being made as previously
explained. A\nien the adjusting-arm rests on
plate No. 1, Avhich is connected with binding-
post n of box G, it is CAddent that no resist-

ance is in circuit, the current passing directly

40 from binding-post /i of box F to that of box
G ; but on SAvinging the adjusting-arm to plate

No. 2, AN'hich, as indicated, is connected Avith

post n' of box G, the current Avill pass tlirougli

half the coils of each of the boxes F G If, such
45 halves being in multiple arc to each other.

Thus Avhile resistance is placed in circuit suffi-

cient conducting area is provided for the
large amount of current Avhich so small a re-

sistance allows to pass. The boxes mentioned
50 are each Avound Avilh three strands of No. 19

Avire, as indicated. AVhen plate No. 3 is con-
nected, all Ihe coils of boxes F G Hare in cir-

cuit in mnltipleaic to each other. No. 4 adds
lialfoT each of the ))<)\-es T, J, and K, and this

55 continues, half of each set of three boxes be-

ing thrown in Avith each successive commuta-
tor-plate until plate No. 14 is reached. The
passage from plate No. 13 to No. 14 throAvs in
in nuiltiple arc to each other half of each of the
two boxes L and M, this being done because 60
the current has noAv decreased so far that the
current-carrying capacity may be dinunished.
In order, liowcAcr, that the change may be
made gradual, the boxes L and ]M are Avound,
as indicated, Avith four instead of three strands 65
of No. 19 Avire. Beginning Avith plate No. 18,
halves of tA\-o boxes of three strands are used, -

this continuing as frfr as plate No. 27. From
plate No. 28 to No. 33, inclusive, halves of
tAvo boxes of tAvo strands each are used. "With 70
plate No. 34 half a box of three strands is

throAvn in in series, and this continues to plate
No. 45. AVith 46 to 57 half- boxes of Iavo

strands each are throAvn in in series.

I do not confine myself, of coni"Se, to tlie 75
particular number of plates or of boxes and
coils shoAvn, or to the especial arrangement and
connections of such plates and coils. I have,
howcAer, shoAvn an efficient arrangement for

accomplishing my object—that is. to so con- 80
struct an adjustable resistance that the resist-

ances first throAvn into circuit Avill be of com-
paratiA'ely great conducting caiiacily, Avhile

those afterAvard throAvn in gradually decrease
in this respect. 85
AVhat I claim is—
1. The combination of two or more dynamo

or magneto electric machines, each liavingifs

independent field -circuit. Avith an adjustable

resistance in each of said field- circuits, and 90
means for adjusting all of said resistances si-

multaneously, substantially as set foi-th.

2. The combination of two or more dynamo
or magneto electric machines, a resistance in

the fiekl-circuit of each macliine. an arm for 95
adjusting each resistance, and means for moA*-

ing all such armssinuiltaneously, substantially

as set forth.

3. A rlieostat com])osed of a series of resist-

ance-boxes connected together in nniltijilearc 100

and series, as described and shown, in combi-
nation Avith commutator-plates to Avhich such
boxes are connected, and an adjusting-arm,
substantially as set forth.

This specilication signed and m itnessed this 105
13th dav of .lannarv. 1883.

TJIOS. A. EDISON.
A\'itnesses:

ir. W. Skkly,
JiDWAK'l) il. I'VATT.
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THOIMAS A. EDISON, OF IMENLO l^VEK, NEW JEIJSEY, ASSIGNOK TO THE
EDTSON ELECTKIC LTCiHT COMPANY, OP NEW YORK, N. Y.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 281,350, dated July 17, 1883.

Application filed November 21!, 1883. (No luodrl.)

To all ivhom it may concern:
Bo it known tliat I, Tiiojr.vs A. Edison, of

]\Ieiilo Park, in the connty of jMiddlesex and
State of New Jei'.sey, \vx\'q iin'onted a new and

5 nseful Improvement in Pegnlators for Dyna-
mo-Electric Macliines, (t'ase No. 519, ) of wliicli

the following i.s a S])ecification.

The object of my invention is to i>rodnee
simple and efficient means for automatically

lo varying- tlie cnrrent generated by a dynamo
or magneto electric machine snppljing trans-

lating devices arranged in multiple arc, ac-

cording to variations in the nnmber of snch
translatingdevicesin circnit from the machine.

15 Heretofore Aarions electrical devices have
been emi)loyed whose variations of energy, oc-

casioned by changes in the cnrrent flowing,

dne to A'ariations in the nnmber of translat-

ing devices, have caused the adjustment of
20 resistances for regiilating the generation of

current. By my present invention I do away
with such electrical apparatus, said invention
consisting in causing the variations in the
number of translating devices to set in 013-

25 eratiou mechanical means whose operation
causes the proper regulation. Preferably such
mechanical means operate to vary the resist-

ance in the field-circuit of the machine.
My invention may be accomplished as fol-

30 lows: The armature is revolved by a belt from
suitable motive power. Upon the tight or
driving side of the belt bears a wheel or roller

carried by an arm and pressed closely against
the belt by a powerful spring. One end of

35 this arm makes contact with the contact-points
of an adjustable resistance in the field-circuit

of the macliine, the arm being also inchided
in such field-circuit, which is j^referably a mul-
tiple-arc circnit from the main conductors,

40 though it may be a shunt from one of said
main conductors, or a circuit supplied with
current from an external source. As the imm-
ber of translating devices in circnit, and con-
sequently the load driven by the belt, in-

45 croiuses, the driving side of the belt tightens,

and, pressing on the wheel, compresses the
spring and moves the arm, so as to throw I'c-

sistancc out of the field; and a decrease in

the number of translating devices alloM'S the

belt to slacken, when the spring presses the 50
arm in the op])Osite direction tVom befoi'O, so

as to ])lace resistance in the Held, the genera-
tion of curi'ent l)eing thus regulated accord-
ing to the reciuirements of the system.
My inxention is illustrated in the accompa- 55

nying drawing, which is apartly diagrammatic
view of a dynamo-electric machine, with the
accomi)anying cii-cuits and regulating appa-
ratus.

A is the field-magnet, and B the armature, 60
revolved by belt 0, as indicated by the ar-

rows. Erom the commutator-brushes of the
machine extend main conductors 1 2 in multi-

ple-arc circuits, from wdiich are placed lamps,
motoi'S, or other translating devices, a a. 65
To any suitable sujiport, i, is pivoted an arm,

c, carrying a wdieel, d, and a contact-point, e.

A lieaA'y spring, /", tends to press the wheel d
closely against the belt C. The point e is ar-

ranged to make contact with the contacts of 70
an adjustable i-esistance, g, placed in the mul-
tiple-arc circuit 3 4, which includes the field-

magnet coils of the machine. As above ex-

plained, the tightening of the belt C, caiised

by an increase in the number of translating 75
devices in circuit, presses down the arm c ami
cuts out a part of the resistance g from tJie

field-circuit, while on a decrease in the num-
ber of lamias or motors the spring /' presses

the arm up and increases the resistance in the 80
field.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine and translating devices
arranged in multiple arc, of mechanical means 85
operated directly by variations in the load or

Xmll ux^on the armature for regulating the gen-
eration of current Ity.lhe macliine, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo or inag- 90
neto electric machine, an adjustable i-esistance

in the field-cir(;uit thereof, and translating de-

vices arranged in nniltiple arc, of mechanical
means operated directly by A'ariations in the
load or i)ull ui)Ou the armature for varying 95
said adjustable resistance, substantially as set

forth.

3. The combiuation, with a dynamo or mag-
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neto electric machine, the motoi' aetnaling- the

same, and the belt eonnectins said machine

and said motor, of means actuated hy varia-

tions in the ti.uhtiiess of snch belt foi' regnlat-

5 inj;- the genei-ation of current by said machine,

substantially as set forth.

4. The coml)ination, with the belt connect-

ing the generator with tlie motor which actu-

ates it, of the arm carrying a wheel bcaiing

lo on said belt, the spring liolding said wheel

against said Ijclt, the contact-point cariicd In-

said arm, and the adjustable aesistance in the

iield-circuit of the generator, substautially as

set foi-th.

This siiecification signed and witnessed this i;

13th day of Xovcmber, 1882.

Tiros. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

jr. W. Skkly,
EDW.VKD ir. PVATT.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

i\Ienlo rai-k, in tlie eonnty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, lun-e invented a new and

5 use fid Iniproveinent in Electrical Generators,
(Case No. 5r)2, ) of which the following is a
specification.

Tlie obj'ect I have in view is an arrange-
ment and construction of electrical generators

lo and opei'ating steam-engines suitable for use
ill a central-station plant for supplying elec-

tricity to conductors of a system of general
distribution, wherein a continuous and con-

stant pressure is maintained on the mains or

15 in other locations where two or more generators
are employed, feeding separately into the same
circuit. For such a plant I provide sejiarate

and independent high-speed and high-pressure
steam-engines for operating the dynamo or

20 magneto electric machines, the advantages
possessed by this construction o^s^er the use of

a large low-sjieed and low-pressure engine for

I'linniug all of the machines being of vital im-
portance in a general system of electrical dis-

25 tribution. Tliere is greater economy in running
generators by separate high - speed engines,

since the number of engines in oxieration can
be changed as reqxiired by the work to be
done or the number of translating devices in

30 circuit. To get a certain sliced with a large

low-speed engine a definite boiler-pressure has
to be inaintained; no matter how small the load
upon the engine may be ; hence there is a
great loss of power Avhen the load is small,

35 which loss increases largely as the load is de-

creased below the ijoint of greatest economy.
AVith the large low-speed engine, when the
load is small, the friction becomes an impor-
tant fector in the work of the engine, and the

40 economy is greatly lessened. These difficul-

ties are not met with when separate high-

si)eed engines are used, since the engines can
be thrown out of oi^eration as the load de-

creases, and the engines left running be worked
45 with good economy. The l)oilei"S (of which

there would be a nund)er, preferably the same
nundier as the engines) can be thrown out of
operatior., ami lience tlie boilers can also be
worked in the most economical way. With

50 the large low-speed engine an exti'a engine of

equal power would have to be i:)rovided for

ojierating tlie machines in case the first engine
should break down or had to be stopped for

repairs, cleaning, or ibr other pni'poses. This
makes it necessary to have doul)le the engine 55
capacity required for running the machines,
making the investment for engines lai'ger than
when separate engines are used, since with the

separate engines I have found that one extra

or spare engine in every six is sufficient, mak- 60
ing the reserve cai^acity only one-sixth the en-

tire caijacity, and this proportion might be
still further reduced. In addition, Avith the

large engine, the breaking down ofsuch engine

Avould cause the total extinguishing of the 65
lamxis for a time until the reserve engine could

be started; but with a number of separate en-

gines, when one engine breaks down, the load

is taken by the other engines, and the lamps
are not extinguished, biit only a momentary 70
drop in the candle-i^ower occurs, which is in-

stantly corrected by the regulation of the gen-

erators in the manner hereinafter stated. The
wear ui^ou the separate engines is also less,

since they will be thrown out of operation a 75
much greater proportion of the time than the

large engine. A most important commercial
advantage is the large saving in the invest-

ment for real estate for a central-station plant,

it being possible to x)lace the separate engines 80

with the small reserve poAver in much less

space than is required by the two large engines,

with the necessary shafting, belting, clutches,

&c.
The dynamo or magneto electric machines 85

and steam-engines are made of the same ca-

pacity, and each dynamo or magneto electric

macliine is mounted upon the same base or

bed Avith a steam-engine. This base is prcfer-

al)ly made of cast-iron formed in convenient 90
sections bolted or otliei'wise suitably secured

together to form a solid support for the com-
bined machine. The engine and dynamo have
their shafts placed in line Avith each other and
connected directly together to Ibrm a shaft 95
commoiT to both the engine and dynamo. The
dynamos may be of any desired si/e. I luwe
Jound that dynamos capable of su]iplying eco-

nomically about fifteen hundred (If)!)!)) sixteen

(IG) candle incandescing electric lamps are 100
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well adapted for large central-station plants.

By the nse of tlic direct connection betAveen

tlie engine and dynamo great econornj^ resnlts,

since no power is lost in interiaediate shafting

5 or from the pnll or slip of belts. The nse of

clntchesis avoided for connecting the dynamos
with and disconnecting them from tlie shaft-

ing. There is no danger of stopi^age from
breaking of belts or from the breakage or dis-

lo arrangement of other parts of the intermedi-

ate mechanism, as there wonld be Avith the low-

speed engine and its shafting. The direct con-

nection makes the combined machine simple
and reliable and adds greatly to the compact-

15 ness, which is a feature of great importance,
in that less room is recpiired for the plant and
the investment in real estate diminished.
With the high-speed engines the movement

is iiniform and a steady current is produced.
20 The movement is made more uniform by the

inertia of the armature, which has considera-

ble weight. For a high-speed engine I have
found that one making three hundred and fifty

(850) revolutions i)er.minute is suitable for the

25 purpose; but it is evident that the dynamo could
be constructed to work at a different speed.

I also prefer to use a high boiler-pressure.

About one hundred and ten i^onnds (110 lbs.)

is an economical pressure; but it is evident

30 that a lower pressure could be emi)loyed. The
liigh-speed steam-engines used by me are pro-
vided with automatically -variable cut-off
mechanisms. Engines of this kind i^ossess the
general advantage over throttling-engines of

35 greater economy in the use of steam, and the
especial advantage, Avhenused to ox)erate dyna-
mo or magneto electric machines connected
with and feeding intothesame circuit, of closer
regulation and greater uniforuuty of speed.

40 Throttling-engines are wholly unsuited for the
purpose on account of the loss of power and
on account of tlie want of uniforjnity in speed.
It is necessary that the engines should not vaiy
more tlian about three per cent. (3%) in siieed,

45 and Avithiu this tlie regulation of the engine
must be performed. A greater variation would
cause tlie dynamos to differ in electro-motive
force to sucli an extent that those of lowest
electro-motive force at any given time would

50 b(! converted into electromotors and be run
as sncli by the dynamos of greatest electro-

motive force. Tliis relation would be reversed
by tlie movenienl of the go^'ernol•s, and in tliis

way the i)Ower would be partly used u]> in the

55 plant itself, and tliere would be an overhiad-
ing of part of tlie dynamos, accompanied by
(!xtra sparking at the commutalors and over-
lieating of the armatures.
The most effective governor for cnt-olf en-

60 gines for jiiy purjwse 1 hnxc IV)nnd to be a
spring-governor—that is, a governor in which
centrifngally-acting weights are opjiosed l)y

heavy si)rings. The springs oxci'conu' the in-

ert iaof the weights, and t h('go\crnor responds
65 almost inslaiilly to the slightest variation in

speed, making all the engines work practi-

se

8.^

cally in unison, so that the differences in elec-

tro-motive force of the dynamos are not suffi-

cient to cause the unequal loading of the ma-
chines; but I do not Avish to limit myself to 70
engines AA'ith si)riiig-goA'eriiors, since the A-a-

riable cut-off mechanisms may be Avorked by
other forms ofgovernor. I liaA-e also found that
tlie sjiring-goAxmor and ball-gOA'ernor engines
may be Avorked together, one spring-governor 75
engine being capable of compensating for ir-

regularities in two or three ball-governor en-

gines, preventing the occurrence of the pecu-
liar operation before described.
With the l)ase common both to the steam-

engine and the dynamo or magneto electric

machine, the direct connection lietween tlie

engine and armature shafts, and the automati-
caliy-A^ariable cut-off, the combined machine
becomes a self-contained electrical generator,
controlled by and accommodating itself to the
external load automatically and with econo-
my, and suitable for use in a central-station

plant. The automatically-variable cut-off en-

gine and the dynamo have a combined action 90
and react one upon the other. An incri'ase in

the number of lamps in circuit throws more
Avork upon the dynamo, and this in tui-n causes
the cut-off of the engine to act at a later point
in the stroke, admitting more steam into the 95
cylinder and inerea.sing the poAver of the en-
gine. A decrease in the number of lamps in

circuit has the reverse effect upon the dynamo
and engine.

In a central-station ]ilant there is a mutual 100
action and reaction of the dynamos and cut-

off engines, Avliich is caused by the fact that
the dynamos are connected witli and feed into

the same circuit. Suppose, for illustration,

the maximum capacity of each dynamo to be 105
fifteen hundred lamps, and that tliere are four
dynamos in connectiou Avith the circuit and
supplying six thousand lanijis. Xow the load
Avill be equally distributed among the com-
bined dynamos and engines, fifteen liund red 1 10
to each combined machine, and tlie cut-olfs of
all the engines Avill be acting at tlie same point.

As the lamps are gradually reduced in num-
ber the cut-otfs of all the engines Avill A'ary in

unison, cuttingiitf steam earlier in tlie stroke,

until there are but forty-tivi' linndrtHl lamps
in circuit, eleven hundred and twenty-five to

each dynamo, or something less than that num-
ber, ^riien the conneetion of one dynamo Avith

the circuit can be broken and its engine
stop] led. The entire load is then thrown upon
the three dynamos, wliich react ujion the eut-

oifsof (heir engines and cause {liem (o change
in unison the point of cut-oir to meet tlie in

crease of load. If more lamps are taken oil'. 1 js
the same operation takes place until the num-
ber of lamps is irduced to three thousand or
somewhat under that number, when another
inachiiUMsdiseonneeted from tiiecireuit. Tlu>

reverse operation tak»>s i)lace m hen lamps are 130
being added to the circuit.

When a machine breaks dow 11 an 1 has to he

115

I :?o
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stopped, the other iiiiichines lake the load, di-

viding it up aiiioiiii; tlieiii and aetiug in unison
until an additional machine is started, when
anotlier division otthe work lakes place.

5 The engines have to regulate in unison and
quickly, in order to prevent the overloading
of i^art ot the dynamos, and this can only be
accomplished by the use ot the self-contained

g(Mierators. The generators are ])i'etei'ably

lo dynamo-electric maciiines having their lield-

magnets in separate nuiltiide-arc circuits de-

rived from the main circuit; but a separate

exciter may be emjdoyed. The lamps or otiier

transhxting devices are arranged in multiple

15 arc, and a change in the numl)er of such trans-

lating devices produces variations in the ar-

I'angement of resistances and in the electro-

juotive force of the machine independent of

tlie speed at -which tlie machine is driven. To
20 compensate for this variation in electro-motive

force, another species of regulation has to be
resorted to in addition to that furnished by
tlie automatically-variable cut-offs of the en-

gines. For this purpose the strength of tlie

25 lield-inagnets is varied by varying in unison
and to the same extent the cui'rent flowing

tin'ough the field-circuits of the several ma-
chines. Tliis maybe accomplished l)ytheuse
of an adjustable resistance in the field-circuit

30 of each machine, all the resistance-adjusting

arms being oj)erated simultaneously by a com-
mon shaft.

In the drawings, Figure 1 is a iiersi^ectivc

view of the self-contained electrical generator;

35 Fig. 2, a top view, i)artly diagrammatic, show-
ing two of such machines in connection with
tlie same circuit; and Fig. 3, an elevation of

the spring-governoi' cut-off mechanism.
A is a cast-iron base, prefera1)ly made in

40 sections bolted together, and forming a su^)-

poi't for the dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chine B and tlie high-speed cut-off engine C.

The dynamo or magneto electric machine is

preferablv constructed as described in my
45 Patents Xos. 2();},133, 263,140, 2(U,G-17, anil

2()5,78.5. The field-magnet is arranged hori-

zontally and supiKirted upon a dei>ressed por-

tion, I), of the base, to whi(-h it is bolted, Avliile

the engine-frame is bolted to an elevated por-

50 tion, F, of the base.

Tlie armature-shaft F of tlie machine B is

jonrnaled in beai'iiigs i\t((b iqionthedexiressed
poi'tion D of the base, wliile the engine-shaft
(i is jonrnaled in bearings r d on tlie elevated

55 portion F of the base. The sliaits F Gr <are

brought into line with each other, and are
coupled directly togetlier at H by any suita-

ble coupling, preferalily one accommodating
itself to any slight deviation in tlie alignment

60 of the shafts.

Tiie commntator-bi'iishes of the several dy-
namos used in a cent I'al-statioii plant are con-
nected witli tlie same main circuit, i 2, the ar-

matures being in iiiulti])le-arc or derived cir-

65 cuits 3 4 from such main circuit. '^Flie iield-

• circuit 5 G of each machine is a multiple-

arc circuit from 1 2. It contains a resistance,

R, adjusted by an ami, i-. The arms /• of tlie

several resistances are connected with and
moved simultaneously by a common shaft, J. 70
The laiii])s or other translating devices T

are arranged in multi])le arc from 1 2 or from
circuits derived therefrom.
As before staled, the steam-engines (' have

cut-off mechanisms, and tliese are antomati- 75
cally operated by go\-ernors.

I prefer to use a spring-governor. In Fig.

3 is shown a tbrni of si)i'ing-governoi' cut-off

which I find well suited to tlie ])urpose, al-

though I do not wish to limit myself to any 80
particular form of governor. The engine-
shaft G is provided with a double eccentric, K
3v', couueeted by links to weights L ]/, whicli
are ])ivoted to tlie arms of the wheel M, keyed
to the shaft. The weights L 17 are opjiosed 85
by heavy springs N N'. Around the outer
eccentric K' is the eccentric-strap e, whicli is

connected by rod /"with a rocking arm, r/, which
in turn is connected with the valve-rod //.

I do not claim herein the peculiar features of go
tlie self-contained machine, ])('> sc, independ-
ent of its connection with other machines, or

independent of the nature and arrangement of
the translating devices supjilied by it, since

the same will be made the subject of another 95
ai^plication for patent; and it is to be under-
stood that all other patentable features of
invention described or shown but not claimed
hei'ein are reserved for protection liy other

l^atents, and have been or will be embraced in 100
other ai)plications for patents.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with one circuit, of two
or more dynamo or magneto electric machines
connected with such circuit and feeding into 105
the same, and two or more indeiiendent steam-
engines operating suclv dynamo or magneto
electric machines, substantially as set forth.

2. The comliination, with one circuit, of two
or more dynamo or magneto electric machines 1 10

connected in multiple arc with such circuit,

and two or more independent steam-engines
oiierating said dynamo or magneto electric

machines, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, wdth one circuit, of two 115
or more dynamo or magneto electric machines
connected with such circuit and feeding into

the same, andtwoor more independent steam-
engines oj)erating' such dynamo or magneto
electric machines and having automatically- 120
variable cut-off mechanisms, snlistantially as

set forth.

4. The combination, with one circuit, of tM'O

or more dynamo or magneto electric machines
connected Avith such circuit and feeding into 125
the same, and two or more ind(^pendent steaiii-

engines operating such dynamo or magneto
(electric machines, and having cut-off mechan-
isms varied automatically by spring-govern-
ors, sidistantially as set forth. 130

o. Thecombinat ion, with one circiiil, of two •

or more dynamo or magneto electric nuichiues
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coiiuoctocl ill luultiple are with sucli circuit,

two or more inck'iieiulent steam-engines oper-

ating .said dynamo or magneto electric ma-
cliines, and translating devices connected in

5 Jimltiple arc with such circuit, substantially as

setibrth.

G. The combination of a dynamo oi- mag-
neto electi'ic machine, a steam-enginewith au-

tomatically-variable cut-off, the direct coniiec-

lo lion, and common base, with translating de-

vices connected in laultiple arc with said ma-
diine, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination of two or more self-con-

tained electrical generators coimected with

15 and feeding into the same circuit, each of sudi
self-contained electrical generators beiiig com-
posed, essentially, of the following parts, viz:

a dynamo or magneto electric machine, a high-

speed steam-engine having an automatically-

20 A'ariable cut-off, a direct connection between
the shaft of said engine and that of said dy-

namo or magneto electric machine, and a sup-
porting base or bed common both to said

si cam-engine and said dynamo or magneto
25 electi'ic machine, substantially as set forth.

8. The combination of two or 2nore self-con-

tained electrical generators connected with
and leeding into the same circuit, each of such
self-contained electrical generators being com-

30 posed, essentially, of the following i^arts, viz:

a dynamo or magneto electric machine, aliigh-

speed steam-engi]ie provided with a variable
cut-off and a spriHg-governor varying such
cut-off automatically, a direct connection be-

35 tweeii the shaft of said engine and that of said
dynamo or magneto electric machine, and a
su])])orting base or bed common both to said

steam-engine and said dynamo or magneto
electric machine, substantially as set forth.

40 0. The comlnnation, with one circuit, of two

or more dynamo or magneto electric machines
connected with such circuit and feeding into

the same, two or more independent steam en-

gines operating sucli dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines, and means for varying the dec- 45
tro-motive force of the machines Independent
of the speed of the engines, substantiallv asset

forth.

10. The combination, with one circuit, of
two or more dynamo or magneto electric ma- 50
diines connected with such circuit and feeding
into the same, two or more independent steam-
engines operating such dynamo or magneto
electric machines and having automatically-

variable cut-off's, and means for varying the 55
electro-motive force of all the machines simul-

taneously independent of the si^eed, substan-
tially 5is set forth.

11. The combination of a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine, a steam-engine with au- 60
tomatically-variable cut-off, the direct connec-

tion, and common base, with means for varying
the electro-motive force of the machine inde-

pendent ofthe speed, substantially as set fortli.

12. The combination, with one circuit, of 65
two or more dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chines connected in multiple arc therewitli,

two or more independent steam-engines oper-

ating such dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chines, means for varying the electromotive 70
force of all the machines simultaneously inde-

l^endent of the speed, and translating devices
connected in multiple arc with said circuit,

substantially as set forth.

Tliis specification signed and witnessed this 75
oth dav of March, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

Wm. H. Meadowcroft,
H. W. Seely.
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To all whom ib maij concern:
Be it kiioM'ii tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

j\[ou]o Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Inipi'oveinent in AVeberiueters, (Case
No. 350;) and I do hereby declare that the fol-

lowing is a full and exact description of the
same, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, and to the letters of reference

lo marked thereon.

Tliis improvement relates to the electroj^lat-

ing or metal-depositing cell electric meter for

measuring the amount of electrical energy con-

sumed in my system of electric lighting, in

15 which meter the metal is taken from one elec-

trode of the cell and is dei^osited ui)on the other
by the action of the current. This depositing-
cell is arranged so that only a small part of the
current a\i11 i)ass through it, the total current

20 being determined by the measurement of a
definite fractional portion thereof, as set fortli

in my application tiled March 20, 1880, (Serial

No. 5,539.)

Now, the object of the present invention is

25 to produce an electric meter of this character
which will i^roduce a correct deposit of metal
1 )y the use of a much weaker current (or smaller
l^ortion of the entire current) than is possible

witli the employment, as heretofore practiced

30 l>y me, of simple copper electrodes, thus caus-

ing a considerable saving in electrical energy.
This I accomj)lish by using amalgamated elec-

trodes in the depositing-cell. The electrodes

Avhicli I i^refer to use, and which are the most

35 accurate, are made of metallic zinc placed in a
strong solution of suliihatc of zinc. I x^i'efer

that such electrodes, before being used in the
meter, should have a heavy coating ofdeposited
zinc placed on them by the action of an elec-

40 trie current, which zinc will be thoroughly
amalgamated while being deposited. This is

done by coating the plates with mercury and
then depositing the zinc thereon, and j'emov-

i ng the plates from the depositing-cel 1 and coat-

45 ing with mercury as often as is necessary to

secure a thorough amalgamation of the zinc.

Plates thus prepared are precisely alike and
give accurate results. Other metals which can
be amalgamated—such as cadmium, lead, and

tin—are capable of l)eing used in this coniiec- 50
tion when immersed in solutions of theii' salts,

not acting upon the mercury, such as tlie sul-

phate ofcadmium and acetate of lead; but none
are as accurate as zinc treated as described.

The depositing-cell meter is arranged in a shunt 55
from one of the conductors of a house or other
consumi)tion circuit, a resistance being placed
in the line to shunt a definite small x>ortion of

the entire current through the meter. A Avire

resistance is placed in the same shunt as the 60
deiDOsiting-cell, and is arranged to comiiensate
for the effect of changes in temperature on the
resistance in the cell-circuit. ThcAvire being
increased in resistance by a rise of tempera-
ture, and the cell prox)ortionately decreased, 65
and a fall of temperature having exactly the
opposite etfeet on the wire and cell, the total

resistance of the shunt will always be the same,
and consequently the same fraction of the cur-

rent will always pass through it. Two or more 70
depositing-cells may be used instead of one
cell in the same shunt, or two cells may be
placed in separate shunt-circuits, so that one
will act as a check upon the other, as set forth

in my application filed August 30, 1881, (Serial 75
No. 40, 990. ) Although with the amalgamated-
zinc electrodes there is the minimum amount
of counter electro-motive force to the cell, still

it is practically imiiossible to produce two elec-

trodes Avhich are so precisely alike that there 80

will be no counter force at all.

To prevent the esta^*li>-;a i\ jby the cell of a
counter current Avhen no -<;imi> is on and no cui'-

rent is flowing through the house or consump-
tion circuit, I provide a device for automat i- 85
cally breaking the shunt Avhen the circuit of

the last lamp is ])rokcn and for closing such
shunt when the first lamp-circuit is completed.

This device may consist of an electi'O-magnet

placed directly in the house or consumplion go

circuit, or in a multiple-arc circuit IheiclVom,

or in a shunt from one of tlic conductors of the

consumption-circuit, and operating a leAcr ar-

ranged to make and break the meter-sliunt

;

or this magnet may be the I'esistance around 95
which tlie meter-shunt is placed.

The drawing shows a diagrammatic view of

the meter and connections.
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1 2 are tlie conductors of the house or con-

suin])lion circuit, aud L lamps or other trans-

latino- devices i>laced in multiple-arc or dei-ived

cii'cuits.

E is resistance iu conductor 2.

3 4 represent the meter-shunt.
M is the depositing-cell forming the ineter,

having amalgamated-zinc electrodes E E' and
a solution of sulphate of zinc, S.

11' is the wire resistance in shunt 3 4, to com-
pensate for the varying resistance of S.

A is the electro-magnet in the conductor 2,

operating lever B, placed in shunt 3 4, and
making and breaking said shunt at contact c.

What I claim is

—

1. In an electric meter, an electro-depositing

cell provided with amalgamated metallic elec-

trodes, substantially as set forth.

2. In an electric meter, an electro-depositing

20 cell liaviug amalgamated-zinc electrodes, sub-
stantially as set forth.

3. The combination, -with an electro-deposit-

lO

15

ing cell acting as a meter, of a circuit closer
and breaker arranged to break the meter-cir-
cuit completely when no translating devices 25
are in operation, and to'close such meter-cir-
cuit completely when the first translating de- •

Aice is put in operation, substantiallv as set

forth.

4. The combination, with au electric circuit 30
including a definite and known resistance, of
one or more electro-depositing cells arranged
in a shunt around such resistance, and an elec-

tro-magnet in the main circuit, or in a sliunt

or nmltiple-arc circuit therefrom, operating to 35
ope]i and close the meter-shunt, substantially
as and -for the purpose set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this
5th day of October, 1881.

THOS. A. EDTSOX.

Witnesses:
EiC'HD. K Dyer,
H. ^V. Seely.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known llnat J, Tjiomas A. Edison, of

]\I('nlo Pai'k, in the county of IMiddlesex and
State of New Jei'sey, have in\'ented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo or Magneto
Electric Machines, (Case No. 434;) and I do
liereby declare that the following is a full and
exact description of the same, reference being
had to the accomiianj'ing drawings, and to the

10 letters of refei-euce marked thereon.
The object I have in view is such au improve-

ment in dj-namo or anagneto electric machines
that greater economy of construction may be
secured and machines of greater efficiency ob-

15 tained than heretofore for the same outlay.

This I accomplish by contracting the field of
force of the macliiues, and in this way increas-

ing the lines of force or the strength of the lines

ol' force per unit of surface of the armature. The
20 armature is made to correspond insize with the

active faces of the polar extensions, which
nearly surround such armature. It will be seen
that smaller armatures can be used, and that
powerful machines may be built Avithout the

25 increase heretofore required in the size and cost

of the armatures, and with but a small increase,

comparatively, in the cost of the other parts of
the machines, and also diminishing greatly the
resistance of the armature. The contraction

30 of the field of force is brought about by making
tlie polar extensions smaller at their active oi)-

posing faces than at any other point, such po-
lar extensions being made conA"ergent in one
or in two directions. One or more pairs of

35' electro-magnet cores are attached to one or
to each side of the polar extensions. Two or
more i)airs of cores are preferably thus attached
to the same polar extensions, and are placed
either in a horizontal or in a vertical i)Osition.

40 Each pair of cores is provided with its separate
magnetic yoke or back piece, while the polar
extensions, to Avhich all the pairs of cores are
attached, are made each of o]ie piece magneti-
cally.

45 The foregoing will be better understood from
the drawings, in which Figure 1 is a i^ersiiec-

tive view of a machine embodying the inven-
tion; Fig. 2, a perspective vicAV of a somewhat
different form of machine; Fig. 3, a vertical

section through the cores on one side of the 50
machine shown in Fig. 1, and Fig. 4 a hori-

zontal section through the cores of the machine
shown in Fig. 2.

A represents the revolving iirmature of a dy-
namo or magneto electric machine having a 55
continuously-woundbobbin connected with t lie

bars of a commutator-cylinder, as usual. This
armature is supijorted, in the ordinary w^ay, in

the space between the opposing faces of the

I)olar extensions P N of the field-of-force mag- 60
net or magnets. The active opposite faces of

the polar extensions are curved to nearly sur-

round the armature, which is made of proper
size to fit in the chamber formed by the curved
faces at the reduced ends of the polar exten- 65
sious. Thesepolar extensionshavetheir bodies
made of the proper size to receive the magnet-
cores, Avhile from these bodies the polar exten-

sions are made convergent in one or tw^o direc-

tions, or are contracted toward the field of 70
force, the bevel surfaces being shown at a. This
contraction maybe made in one or in two di-

rections, and from one or both sides of the polar

extensions—^that is to say, each polar exten-

sion may be beveled on one or both sides, or on 75
one or both ends; or it may be beveled on one
or both sides and on one or both ends at the

same time. Two or more pairs of cores, B C,

are preferably used, arranged on each side of

the polar extensions. Fig. 1, or on one side 80

only. Fig. 2, and connected with the bodies of

the polar extensions. Each pair of cores has

a separate magnetic yoke or back piece, D, as

shown,while theijolar. extensions P Nare mag-
netically each in one piece. 85
The armature^t Avillbe seen, is made the size

of the contracted ends or active faces of the po-

lar extensions, and thus it can be made much
smaller than heretofore, and, being the most
exjiensiA^e j)ortion of the inachine to consti'uct, 90
the machine is made cheaper than those of ecpial

l^ower heretofore constructed. It .is evitlent

that machines constructed in this Avay liave

corresponding advantages when used ius elec-

tric engines or motors. 95
I do not claim herein the two or more cores

or sets of cores attached to tlie same i^olar ex-

tensions and located at different distances IVom
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the armature, as this is claimed in my appli-

cation No. 71,757; and it is to be understood
that all other patentable features of invention

shown or descriljed but not claimed herein

5 are reserved for protection by other j^atents,

and have been or will be embodied in other

apidi cations for patents.

"\\Tiat I claim is

—

1. In a dynamo or magneto electric machine,

lo the combination,with a revolving armature, of

the field - magnet provided with convergent
-polar extensions nearly surrounding the arjna-

ture, substantially as set fortli.

2. In a dynamo or magneto electric machine,

15 the combination,with the field-magnet and its

jjolar extensions having reduced opposite act-

ive ends made with curved faces, of an arma-
ture revolving in the space formed by the

curved faces of the reduced active ends of the

20 polar extensions, and nearly surrounded by
such curved faces, substantially as set forth.

3. In a dynamo or magneto electric machine,
the combination, with ai'evolving armature, of

a field electro-magnet composed of polar ex-

25 tensions, each of which is magnetically in one

piece, and two or more i)airs of wound cores

attached to such jiolar extensions, and provid-
ed with magnetically-separate yokes or back
pieces, substantially as set forth.

4. In a dynamo or magneto electric anachine,

the combination, with a revoh'ing armature, of
the field-magnet provided with convergent po-

lar extensions nearly surrounding the arma-
ture, and two or more j^airs of magnet-cores,
substantially as set forth.

5. In a dynamo or magneto electric machine,
the combination, with a revolving armature, of

the field-magnet provided Avith convergent po-
lar extensions made each in one piece magneti-
cally and nearly surrounding the armature,
and with two or more pairs of magnet-cores
having separate magnetic yokesor back pieces,

substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witiies-sed this

.3d dav of June, 1SS2.
'

35

40

THOS. A. EDISON.

AN'itnesses:

ElCHD. X. DVEK.
H. AA'. Seely.
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^- It is hereby certified that in Letters Patent iS^o. 283,287, granted July 31, 1883, to

c5 Thomas A. Edison, of Menlo Park, New Jersey, for an improvement in " Magneto-

Electric Signaling Apparatus," an error appears requiring correction as follows: in

line 94, page 2, of the printed specification, the following words should have been

inserted after the word "generator," "and causing the coils of the generator;" and that

the specification should be read with this correction therein to make it conform with

o
-4—

'

GL.

co the records of the case in the Patent Office.

Signed, countersigned, and sealed this 14th day of August, A. D. 1883.o

CO

o

[SBAL.J M. L. JOSLYX,
Acting Secretary of the Interior

Countersigned

:

E. M. Marble,

03 Commissioner of Patents.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of N"ew' Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Magneto-Electric Sig-

naling Apparatus, (Case No. 470,) of which
the following is a specification.

My in\ention relates to apparatus for trans-

juitting signals by electricity back and forth
lo over tlie same line, in which apparatus the

current used for signaling is generated by dy-
namo or magneto electric machines, my object
being to provide an arrangement of such ma-
chines and the alarms operated by them so

15 that the alarms at both ends of the line will be
operated simultaneously by the working of the
dynamo or magneto electric machine at either
end of the line, and' to provide means, to be
used in connection with each dynamo or mag-

20 neto electric machine, controlled by the act of
operating themachine, forautomatically throw-
ing it into cii'cuit when in use and removing
it Avheu the operation ceases, it being desira-

ble to remove the resistance of each dynamo
25 or magneto electric machine from the circuit

when such machine is not in use. This is ac-

complished by arranging the dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine at opposite ends of the
line in series with the electrically-operated

30 alarms at opposite ends of the line. The gen-
erators may be thrown automatically into and
out of circuit by providing means, in connec-
tion with each generator, which shall, imme-
diately uijon the operation of the generator,

35 open a shunt around said generator, (the gen-
erator-circuit being alAvays closed,) which
shunt is normally kept closed, and returns to
such normal condition immediately on the ces-

sation of such operation.

40 The breaking of the shunt-circuit may be
accomplished by means of a vibrating circuit-,

bi-eaker whose vibrations are caused by the
a(!t of operating the generator, it being so ar-

ranged as to close the circuit when the genera-

45 tor is stopped; or means )nay be provided for

holding the shunt-circuit open continuously
during the operation of the generator. As
such a shunt is i^ractically of no resistance, its

closure amounts practically to the throwing of

50 the generator entirely out of circuit. Instead

of this arrangement, however, the shunt may
be dispensed with, and the same effect i)roduced
by closing the main line and oiiening the gen-
erator-circuit when the generator is not in use,

and opening the main line and closing the gen- 55
erator-circuit when the generator is in use.

It is preferable that the generator and the
circuit-breaker e)nj)loyed should be operated
by a continuously-revolving movement, suita-

ble devices being employed to convert this 60
movement into a vibrating one in case a vi-

brating circuit-breaker is used.

It will be understood that by the arrange-
ment described the dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines at both ends of the line will be 65
normally and while at rest out of circuit. By
the working of either .dynamo or magneto
electric machine it will be thrown automati-
cally into circuit (the generator at the othei'

end of the line remaining out of circuit) and 70
into series, with the alarms at both ends of the
line, which will be sounded simultaneously.

Upon the cessation of the operation the genera-

tor is thrown automatically out of circuit,

leaving the aijparatus in its normal condition, 75
ready for the oi^eration of either generator.

In the annexed drawings, Figure 1 is a view,
partly diagrammatic, of apparatus embodying
}ny invention; and Fig. 2, a similar view of a

modification of the same. 80
1 1 rei^resent the main line, E E being the

earth or ground connections. The squares A
A' represent telephones, and B B are the elec-

trically-operated bells which produce the sig-

nals. These signal-bells ai'c arranged .in se- 85
ries in the main line, as shown.

In Fig. 1, O C are electro-magnets in series

in the main line. The magnet C has a perma-
nent magnet, IVI, or series thereof, attached to

its cores, and is provided with an armature, 90
f, the whole forming a magneto-electric gen-

erator, current being produced by the move-
ment of the armature before the i)oles of the

magnet. Such movement is produced by the

following mechanism: A cog-wheel, F, turned 95
by a crank, G, meshes with another cog-wheel,

ry, on the shaft of a star cam-wheel, d, liaving

beveled pointed teeth, which engage with a
point, e, on the end of an arm, D, to -whose

other end tlie armature c is attached. This 100
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arm D is pivoted at a, and is couuectcd by a
wire, 2, with tlie main Avire 1. It is adapted
also to make contact with a point, b, from
which a wire, 3, runs also to the wire 1, ashunt-

5 circuit, 3, thus being formed around the gen-

erator.

It will be seen that when the crank G is

turned a vibrating movement is imparted to

the arm D and armature c, so that a current

10 is generated which o^Derates the signal ; but
when the revolution of the crank ceases, the
point c falls into one of the indentations of

wheel D, and the circuit 2 3 is closed at b, such
circuit 2 3 being a short-circuit around the

generator. The magnetM will have sufficient

power to hold the armature c and maintain
the contact at &, although a spring may be em-
l)lojT2d to assist the magnet. A similar ar-

rangement exists at the other end of the line,

20 consisting of magnet C, armature c', arm D',

contact b\ and gearing G' g' tT.

Instead of the arrangement of electro-mag-

nets and j)ermanent magnets shown, an elec-

tro-magnet could be used having a vibrating

25 polarized armature, by which current would be
generated in the coils of the electro-magnet.

Instead of using a vibrating circuit-breaker,

means may be employed which will keep the
circuit constantly broken during the operation

the generatDr, Such means are shown in

;'. 2f wherein H is a dynamo or magneto
electric generator whose field - magnets are

shown in horizontal section. Its armature /
is mounted on a shaft, /(, and is revolved by

35 crank-shaft I through cog-wheels J J'; or two
grooved wheels connected by a belt may be
substituted for the cog-wheels.

The wheel J is loose on the shaft I, the con-

nection between them being by a pin, i, at-

40 tached to the shaft which enters an oblique
slot, j, in the hub of the wheel J. The trav-

eling of pin i in oblique slot j; moves the shaft

I longitudinally in one direction, while a sjii-

i-al spi'ing, m, is used to move it in the other.

45 The shaft I has a grooved collar, /.-, which
holds the pivoted lever K, whose lower end
makes contact with the end of a lever, 7, i>ro-

vided with a s])ring, n, and making contact
with i)oint 0. The main line 1 1 i)assesthrough

50 the lever / and contact o, and the generator-
circuit 4 5 is connected Avith the lever K,
When tlu^ ci-ank-shaft I is turned, it will

move longitudinally, and lever K Avill strike

30

lever I, forcing it from contact 0, and keeping
it separated therefrom until the movement is 55
stopped, when it will again make contact with
o. This movement of lever K, forcing I from
0, completes the generator-circuit at the same
time that it opens the main line. A similar

apijaratus is placed at the other end of the line 60
in series Avith the first.

Instead of giA'iug the crank-shaft itself a lon-

gitudinal moA'ement, a sleeve upon said shaft

may be made to move, as in my api^lication

for a patent filed September 19, 1881,and either 65
of these forms may be used in connection either

with a shunt-circuit or with the main line and
generator-circuit.

In all the arrangements described the elec-

tricall j^-operated alarms are located in series 70
in the line, and so are the dynamo or mag-
neto electric machines, both alarms being
sounded when either machine is Avorked. and
both machines being normally out of circuit,

and being throAvn automatically into and out 75
of circuit in the manner already fully ex-

plained.

^Vliat I claim is

—

1. In a magneto-electric signaling appara-
tus, the combination, with the line, of elec-

trically-operated alarms located in series in

such line, dynamo or magneto electric genera-
tors located in series Avitli such alarms, means
actuated automatically by the stopping of each
generator for removing its coils fiom the re-

sistance of the line, and means operated auto-

matically by the action of moving eacli gen-
erator to make its coils a portion of the re-

sistance of the line, substantially as set forth.

2. In a magneto-electric signaling appani-

So

85

tus, the combination, Avith a dynamo or mag-
90

neto electric generator, of a vibrating circuit-

breaker operated automatically by tlie move-
ment of the generator to become at short in-

tervals a portion of the resistance of the line. 95
and means actuated automatically by stopping
the moA'cmeut of the generator for removing
said coils from the resistance of the line, .sub-

stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and Avituessed this 100

5th day of August, 1882.

Tiros. A. EDTSOX.

AVitnesses:

H. AV. Seely,
Edavakd H. Tvatt.
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SPECIFICATION" forming part of Letters Patent No. 283,983, dated August 28, 1883.

Apvlication filed April 17, 1883. (No model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Systems of Electrical
Distribution, (Case No. 557,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

This iuventiou relates, mainly, to compen-
sating systems of electrical distribution such
as are described in my Patent No. 274,290, in
which a divided source of electrical energy is

employed to supply^ electric lamps or other
translating devices arranged in multiple se-

ries, and acomi>eusating condnctor or conduct-
ors extend from between the translating de-

vices to the point or points of division of the
source of energy to preserve the balance of the
system. The invention is also api^licable,

however, to those systems in which a main
conductor is' divided into series of branches,
such branches containing thfe translating de-

vices.

The object of the inventionisto preserve,by
devices either operating automatically or con-

trolled from the central station or source of

supply, the eciualitj'^ of the number of trans-

lating devices in the different parts or branches
of systems of the character described. To ac-

complish this automaticallj^ I i^rovide means
controlled by variations in current, which,
when the number of translating devices in one
part of the system is too great, so that the
current decliues in such i)art, oi)erate circuit-

controlling devices, Avhich shift a portion of
the translating device from that part of the
system to another, whereby the balance is

maintained.
To control the devices from the central sta-

tion, which may bei^referable to the automatic
operation, I may place each set in connection
with a circuit running back to said station, so

that by opening and closing such circuit the
devices may be put in condition to be oper-
ated according to the preponderance of cur-

rent in either part of the system; or I may
place all the electric controlling deviceswhicli
operate in the same direction and are ar-

ranged to be affected by different amounts of

current in the same circuit, and Aary thecnr-
ent in such circuit so as to throw into opera-
tioji more or less of such conti-oUiiig devices
and shift a greater or less number of translat-

ing devices from one part of the system to an-

other.

In the accompanying drawings is shown the 55
api)lication of my invention to a comi)ensat-

ing system.
Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating the pre-

ferred automatic arrangement ; Pig. 2, one
showing the mode of controlling the devices 60
from the central station, and Fig. 3 illustrates

the mode of both controlling and operating
the devices from the central station.

E E are dynamo-electric machines placed
in series and fornung the divided source of en- 55
ergy, the compensating-conductor B extend-
ing from the point of division. 1 2 are the

main conductors. The circviits containing
lamps or other translating devices, o, are ar-

ranged to be thrown from one side of the sys- 70
tem to the other. The lamps a! are connected
in permanent multiple-arc circuits, each con-

nected to a main conductor and the compen-
sating-conductor.

Referring to Fig. 1, A A' are electro-mag- 75
nets. Each magnet A is connected by con-

ductor 3 and conductors 5 and 9 between the

main conductor 1 and the compensating-con-
ductor B. Each magnet A' is similarly con-

nected between main conductor 2 and con- 80
dnctor B by conductors 4, 5, and 9. Thus the

magnet A is affected where there is an excess

of current in main conductor 1, and magnet
A' when such excess occurs in conductor 2, by
reason of the decrease in the numbei- of trans- 85
lating devices on either side.

Between the magnets A A' is the pivoted
armature-lever h, which carries the two-armed
circuit-controller c c'.

To the arm c is connected the conductor 7, 90
and to arm c' the conductor 8, which form a
circuit, across which the translating devices

a a are arranged in multiple arc. Arm c

plays between contact (/and contact r, the lat-

ter of which is connected with main conduct- 95
or through wire 3. Arm c' is placed l)etween

contacts «' aud r', the latter being connected

to condnctoi' 2 through wire 4. Both con-

tacts d d' are connected to compensating-con-

ductor B by conductor 9, / being a metallic 100

cylinder.

When the current in main conductor 1 is in

excess of that in main conductor 2, it isdesir-

.
able to shift a portion of the translating de-
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vices from the latter to the former. The mag-
net A is energized by the excess of current

and draws the armature h toward it, the ball

and sirring g assisting to throw the armature

5 over, the arm c making contact with e, and
the arm c' Avitli iT, as shown. A circuit is thus
formed, including the lamps «, from conductor
1 to conductor B via 3, 10, 7, 8, /, and 9.

"VVHien the current becomes stronger in con-

lo ductor 2, the magnet A' is more greatly ener-

gized and draws the armature h toward it,

closing circuit at e' and d, and thus placing
the lamps a between the conductors 2 and B.

It is evident that as many sets of magnets
15 A A', with devices controlled thei'ebj', maybe

provided, as desired. Each house or building
. in the district may be so provided, or only a
few arranged to preserve the balance to a suf-

ficient extent. The magnets would be ar-

se ranged to operate with different amoimts of

current, so that successive changes woiild be
made as desired.

It is evident, also,that the invention can be as

readily applied if the system is divided into

25 more than two parts by iliore than one com-
pensating-conductor.
The arrangement illustrated in Fig. 2 is the

same as that just described, except that the
conductors 5 of each set, instead of being con-

30 nected directly with the compensating-con-
ductor, runs to the central station, where it is

connected with a contact-plate, h. Circuit is

completed by the insertion of plugs between
the ijlates /* and plate *, which is connected

35 by conductor 11 with the comi^ensating-con-
ductor.

Indicating circuits and devices are provided,
as shown in my Patent 266,793, of October 31,

1882, to show the electrical condition at differ-

40 ent parts of the system.
When it is desired to throw any set of trans-

lating devices into connection with the oppo-
site side of the system, circuit is closed at h i

to the set of controlling-magnets A A', which
45 it is desired to operate, and that magnet will

be afl'ected Avhichis in connection with the side
luuing the preponderance of current, the ef-

fect being the same as before exj^lained. The
electj'ical devices are thus controlled from the

50 station, but oi^erated automatically.
In Pig. 3 the two magnets A are placed in

series in a circuit, 12 14, and the, magnets A'
are similarly arranged in a circuit, 13 14. Tlie
switcli Ic closes eitlier of these circuits, as do-

55 sired. The operation of the magnets upon the
devices affected by them is simihir to that de-
scribed Avith reference to Pig. 1.

li is an a(ljusta])le resistance in the con-
ductor wliich runs to th(> switch /,-. By ad-

Go Justing this i-esislance the curre.nt in the cii--

cuil 12 II or 13 II, as llie case may be, is va-
I'ied.

The magnets A are so arranged, eitlier by
(iinerencc of winding, dinei'cnce in dislance

65 iH'twccn niagiicl and anuatnre, or otherwise,
llial adilVt-rcnl amount of cnrrenl is re(|nii'ed

to cause eacli magnet to attract its arnia(nr(>.

and the magnets A' are similarly arranged
with relation to each other. Hence by adjust-
ing the resistance R to different extents more 70
or less of the series of magnets which is in cir-

cuit at the time can be made to act and to
throw the circuits controlled by them into con-
nection with the opposite side of the system
from before. * 75

Suitable indicating devices are provided at
the central station, as before explained.
As shown, the jnagnets A' are in circuit,

but the current is insufticient to cause both to
attract their armatures. By adjusting the re- 80
sistancethe other magnet may be caused to act,

and the circuit controlled by it can be con-
nected across the other side of the circuit.

By this arrangement the devices are botli

controlled and operated from the central sta- 85
tion.

It is evident that any desired number of
magnets with their accompanying apparatus
may be used.

It is evident that instead of using an a<\just- 90
able resistance each magnet could be placed in

a separate circuit, means being provided at

the central station for closing the circuit of
any niagnet, as desired.

In applying this invention to a system in 95
which feeding-conductors are used it is pre-
ferred to place near the extremity of each
feeding-circuit, a number of the electrically-

operated compensating arrangements indicat-

ing circuits being provided, as usual. "When ifXD

the indicators shoAv too much or too little press-

ure at the terminals of any circuit, one or more
of the magnets at that locality will beenergized
and caused to change the connection of the
dcAdces controlled by it. 105

In series systems wherein a main conductor
is divded into two or more series of divisions

or branches, each branch containing a trans-

lating device, and the source of energy not W-
ing divided, my invention may be applied to no
change the connection of a branch from one
series to another. It is evident that this ar-

rangement is the same as that iu Pig. 1, ex-

cept that the compensating-conductor B would
not be connected between the generator, one 115
generator being used alone, or two or more with
ordinary series or multii)le-arc connections.

In a compensating system, if the numlnn-of
translating devices in the district becomes at

any time so snmll that it can be supplied by 120

one division of the source of energy, all sucli

translating devices can be thrown onto one
side of the district, the system becoming then
an ordinary multiple-arc system, with tlieun

necessary generators out of use. and the com 1 :;5

pensating-conductor forming one of the main
conductors of thesVvStcm.

It is to be understood that all i>atontal>lo

features of no\ ellyshown or descril>cd, but not

claimetl herein, aie reserved ft)r protection by i>^

other i)atcnts, and have been or will In* in

eluded in other apiilications for i)atents.

What 1 claim is-

—

1. In a eompensaling system t>f <'leetri«'al
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distribution, the combiuatiou, with a translat-

ing device or group thereof, of aiitomatically

operated means for changing the connections

of such device or gronj) from one i)art of tlie

5 system to another, to uiaintain tlie bahmce of

the system, substantially as set forth.

2. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, Avith a translat-

ing device or groiip thereof, of electrically-op-

lo erated means for changing the connection of

such device or group from one ijart of the sys-

tem to another, substantially as set forth.

3. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, with a translat-

15 iug device or group thereof, ofmeans controlled

from the central station for changing the con-

nection of such device or group from one part
of the system to another, substantially as set

forth.

20 4. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, with a translat-

ing device orgroup thereof, ofmeans, controlled
from the central station and operated auto-

matically by the current in the system, for

25 changing the connection ofsuch device orgroup
from one part of the system to another, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, with a translat-

ing device or group thereof, of o])positely- 30
acting electro-magnetic devices energized by
the current in the system, and circuit-con-

trolling mechanism controlled by said electro-

magnetic devices li)r changing the connect ions

of such translating device or gron]> from one 35
part of the system to another, substantially as

set forth.

6. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, Avitha translat-

ing device or gronp thereof, of tAvo electro- 40
magnets, one connected with each part of the
system, and circuit-controlling devices con-

trolled by said electro-magnets, AvherebyAA'hen

the current in one part is stronger than in an-

other, the connections of such translating de- 45
vice or group are changed from the weaker
side to the stronger, substantially as set forth.

This specificatiou signed and witnessed this

5th day of April, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edwaed H. Pyatt.
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To all wh'juh it dui-j coiiceriv:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. 551,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My invention relates to "compensating"
systems of electrical distribution such as are set

lo forth in my Patent No. 274,290, dated March
20, ISS.'J, in wliich a divided source of energy
is emi^loj'ed and one or more comj)ensating-
conductors extend from the points of division

of said source and are connected between the

1 5 translating devices arranged in multiple series

across the main conductors.

The objects of my invention are to keep the
electro-motive force equal in both or all the
divisions ofthe system, and to iirevent as much

2o current as i)ossible from traversing the com-
liensating conductor or conductors.

In accomplishing these objects I provide
each division ofthe source ofenergy w ith means
for regulating its electro-motive force iiide-

25 pendent of the other divisions. Where two
or more dynamo-electric machines are con-
nected in series, each forming one division of
the source, an adjustable resistance is prefer-

ably placed in the field-circuit of each ma-
30 chine for regulating its electro-motive force.

Thus, if the drop in electromotive force is

greater on one main conductor than on the oth-

er, if one machine runs faster than the other,

or if in any way the electro-motive force on one

35 side becomes greater than on the other, the
resistances in the field-circuits of the machines
are independently adjusted to compensate for

the difference, so that the same electro - motive
force is constantly maintained. Tliis keeps

40 the lamps in the different divisions equal in

candle-power, and also tissists in preserving
the balance of the system, keeping the cur-
rent ecjual on the main conductor, and pre-
venting it from flowing in the conqiensating

45 conductor or conductors. If more than one
generator is included in eacli division of the
source of energy, such generators could all be
regulated simultaneously by one or more ad-

justable resistances.

50 As stated in the application above referred

to, the translating devices of the system are

preferably arranged in such manner that the
number on (me side of the compensating-con-
ductor Avill constantly remain about the same
as that on the other. 55

111 order to assist still further in iDreserving

this equality, I may employ, in connection with
a translating device or group of such devices,

a switch or other means wliereby such device
or grouj) may be transfei'red from one side of 60
the system to the other, should the niimbeis
become so unequal as to render such a change
desirable.

The accompanying drawing is a diagram of

a compensating system employing the above- 65
described improvements.
AA are dynamo-electric machines connected

in series and feeding into main conductors P N.
B is the compeiisating-conductor connected

between the generators. The lamps or other 70
translating devices, a, are placed across mul-
tiple-arc circuits 3 4, connected with compen-
sating -conductor B and main conductor N,
and translating devices «' are placed across

the circuits 3 5 between said compensating- 75
conductor and main conductor P. Each gen-

eratorA has its field-coils in a nmliple-arc cir-

cuit, 6 7, and each of such multiple-arc cir-

cuits contains an adjustable resistance, R. It

is evident that by separately adjusting these 80
resistances the electro-motive force on each
side can be regulated separately, and conse-

quently the candle-power of all the lamias in

the system can be kept equal and at the i^roper

j)oint. 85
C represents any suitable switch or cii'cuit

controller. It is evident that by throwing
such switch in one direction or the other the

lamps rt" may be connected wath either side of

the system, being either in a circuit, 3 4 or 3 90
5, as desired. It is evident that each house
or building in the system, or any group of

translating devices or single translating device

may be provided with similar connections,

wiiereby it can be i>la<'ed in connection with 95
either side of the system to maintain the bal-

ance.

In the system described in my a|^plication"

No. 538, (Serial No. 82,.564,) in Avhich the

lamps of a building or locality are divided be- 100
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twcen two circuits, oiie coiinected with each

side of the system, each of such circuits could

of course he arranged to be thrown from one

side of the system to the otlier, as in the pres-

5 ent case. If tlie source of electric energy is

divided into more than two parts and more
llian one compensating-conductor is used, each

division of said source would be provided with
its independent regulator, and the groups of

lo translating devices could be provided Avith

means for throwing them into connection Avith

either part of the system—that is, for connect-

ing them with a comiiensating-couductor and
either main conductor, or between two com-

1 5 pensating-conductors.
I do not claim herein the broad idea of regu-

lating indejiendently a number of electrical

generators connected in series, as this is

claimed in my i^rior application, No. 424, (Se-

20 rial No. G8,641;) but
AVhat I do claim is

—

1. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, substantially as set forth, the
combination, with the divided source of en-

25 ergy, of independent means for regulating the
electro-motive force of each division of said
source, substantially as set forth.

2. In a compensating systeni of electrical

distribution, substantially as .set forth, the
combination, with the two or more dynamo 30
or magneto electric machines connected in se-

ries and forming a divided source of energy,
of an adjustable resistance in the field-circuit

of each machine, substantially as set forth.

3. In a compensating sy.stem of electrical 35
distribution, substantially as set forth, the
combination, Avith a translating device or
group of such devices, of means whereby such
device or group can be connected Avith onedi-
A'ision or another of the system, as desired, 40
substantially as set forth.

4. In a eomi^ensating system of electrical

distribution, substantially as set forth, the
combination, Avith a multiple-arc circuit, in-

cluding one or more translating devices, and 45
haA'ing one terminal connected Avitli a compen-
sating-conductor, of means Avhereby the other
terminal may be coimected Avith either of the
main conductors, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 50
Sthdayof March, 1883.

• THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses

:

Wm. H. Meadoavcroft,
H. W. Seely.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 nsefnl Improvement in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. 535,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My invention relates to systems of electrical

distribution, such as are described in my ap-
lo plication No. 520, (Serial No. 77,776,) wherein

translating devices arranged in multiple series

are made independently controllable by the
use of a compensating conductor or conduc-
tors extending from the points of division of

15 a divided source of electrical energy and con-
nectedbetween the translating devices in mul-
tiple series; and my invention consists, pri-

marily, in the ai^plication of this compensating
principle to a system of intersecting and con-

20 nected positive and negative conductors to
which current is conveyed by feeding-circuits

containing no translating devices. Such feed-

ing-circuits are preferably so arranged that all

parts of the system will practically be elec-

25 trically equidistant from the central station or
source of energy, so that the same, or practi-
cally the same,pressure or electro-motive force
will be maintained in all parts of the system
without the use of adjustable resistances in the

30 feeding-conductors.
In carrying my invention into effect the

main conductors of the system are arranged in
the manner set forth in several of my prior
patents—that is, all the positive conductors

35 are connected together at intersecting points,
and likewise all the negative conductors.
The source of electrical energy may consist

of any desired number of dynamo or magneto
electric machines or other generators arranged

40 in series or in multiple series. Ifone dynamo or
magneto electric machine is used, one or more
extra commutator-brushes are provided, from
which the compensating -conductois extend
for dividing the source of energy into the prop-

45 er number of parts,and where two or more gen-
erators are placed in sei'ies the comi)ensatiiig-

conductors are connected between them to the
conductor which extends from one to another.
The several positive feeding - conductois

50 which extend from the positive pole of the
source of energy are prefeiably all connected

at different points to the positive main con-

ductor at one side or boundary of the district

supplied, and all the negative feeders are cor-

respondingly connected to the negative main 55
conductor at the opposite side of the system.

Bj'this arrangement all the translating devices

supplied from the same feeding -circuit are

made electrically equidistant from the source
of energy. 60
The conducting capacity of the feeding-con-

ductors is so i>roportioned that all the i)oints

at which they are connected to the main con-

ductors will be electrically equidistant from
the source of energy—that is, those conductors 65
M'hich are connected at j)oints neai' the source
are made smaller than those which extend to

a greater distance—so that the drop in electro-

motive force will be the same on all the feed-

ing-circuits, such circuits, although of differ- 70
eut lengths,being of practically the same resis-

tance.

Throughout the system, parallel with the in-

tersecting main conductors, extends a system
of intersecting corapensatiug-conductors, con- 75
nected together at their intersecting points.

The number of such compensating-eonductors
depends upon the number oftranslatingdevices

in series, they being used to divide the mul-
tiple-arc circuits into a number of parts equal 80

to the number of translating devices which it

is desired to place in multiple series, which
number, of course, varies according to the

electro-motive' force of the current used.

Each multiple-arc circuit which contains a 85
translating device is connected across from a

compensating - conductor to either a positive

or a negative main conductor, the number of

translating devices on each side of the compen-
sating-conductor being as nearly equal as is 90
conveniently practicable. The translating de-

vices therefore are arranged in multii)le series.

At the centers of the system—that is, at

points midway between tlie junctions of tlie

positive and negative h^eding-conductors with 95
the main conchictors—are connected to the in-

tersecting compensating - conductors one or

more conductors, which extend to the source

of energy, being connected at tlie points of

division of such source. These I term the lot'

" main com])ensating-conductors."
As ex])lained in the ai)i)lication above re-
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ferred to, when differences occur in the nnm-
ber of translating devices in circuit on each
side of a compensating-conductor the differ-

ence of current is taken np by sncli conipen-

5 sating-conductor, such current flowing there-

in in one direction or the other according to

"vvliether the preponderence is on the i^ositive

.
or on tiie negative side. Thus each translat-

ing device always receives a constant supjjly

lo of current, and they are independently con-

trollable, although arranged in multiple sei'ies.

Instead of connecting all the positive feed-

ers at one side of the system and all the neg-
ative at the other, a portion of the positive (or

X5 negative) may be connected at one side and
the remainder at the other, while all of the
opposite kind are connected midway between
them. In this case I emi)loy two sets of main
eomiiensating-conductoi-s, each set running to

20 points midway between the pairs of feeding-

conductors, but both sets being connected at

the i^oint of division of the source of energy.
My invention may be more readily compre-

hended by reference to the annexed drawings,

25 in which Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating a
system in which opposite feeding-conductors
are coiniected to opposite sides of the district;

Fig. 2, a diagram illustrating the system in
which conductors of one kind are connected

30 in the center and those of the other kind at

the sides; and Fig. 3 is a diagram illustrating

the princii)le of the invention.
Eeferring to Fig. 3, AA are dynamo or mag-

neto electric machines, connected in series by
35 a conductor, a. A positive conductor, P, and

negative conductor N, extend from the respect-

ive poles of the series of generators. These
may be considered as feeding-conductore as
far as the points b &, the remainder, j) n, being

40 considered, respectively, as the positive and
negative main conductor. Parallel with the
main conductors j) n is run a compensating-
conductor, c, and a main compensating-con-
ductor, C, runs li'om the center of conductor

45 c; and is connected with conductor n between
tlie generators. The multiple - arc circuits

M'hich contain translating devices d extend
from llie compensating-conductor f to the pos-
itive main conductor j>, and the circuits con-

50 taining devices d' extend from conductor c to

lu^gative conductor n. The translating de-

vices d, and d' are thus in multiple series, but
are independently controllable by reason of
the compensating-couductors C and r,' as is

55 fully explained in my prior applic^ition, above
monlioiied. it is evident that where currents
ol" higher; electro- mot i\e force are used, so
Ihal- more liauslatiiig devices are placed in

series, the source of energy would be divided
60 iiilo three oi- more ])ar(s, and two or more

('(•inix'iisaling-condncloi's would be used.
iierci ling, MOW. lo I'^ig. 1, it is readily ap-

l)ar«'iit llial (he complete system of electrical

(lislril)ulion there shown is merely a nudlipli-

65 calioii <>? cvteusion of the anangement illus

I i;ilc(l ill V\>j:. .').

Instead of one positive conductor, P,and one
negative conductor, X, a number oi" such con-
ductors extend from the generatoi-s A A, and
a series of intersecting positive and negative 70
main conductors, 2> fiiul n, are arranged sur-

rounding the blocks B B of a town or village

or district thereof. The feeding-conductoi-s
are connected on opposite sides of the systems,
those of each pair terminating at points oppo- 75
site to each other and at the same distance
from the source of supply. The conductors of
those pairs which terminate near the source of

supjily are of smaller mass than those which
extend to a greater distance, in order that the 80
electro-motive force inay be the same in all

parts of the system. A system of intei*sectiug

and connected compensating-conductoi-s, c, are
arranged parallel to the main conductoi-sp h,

and the connections of the circuits which con- 85
tain ti-auslating devices are made as illustrated

in Fig. 3. The main compensating-couductors
C are connected to one of the compensating-
conductors c midway between the i^ositive and
negative feeding-circuit terminals, there being 90
as many couductoi-s Cas there are feeding-cir-

cuits P X, so that all the intei-sectingcompen-
sating-conductors are connected to tlie dividetl

soui-ce of energy, all the conductoi's C being
connected at the same point to the conductor a. 95

It will be seen that by this arrangement of
conductor the electro-motive force, and con-

sequently the relative candle-power, of the

lamjis in every part of the system will remain
equal and constant, Avhile tlie compensating- loc

conductors cause the lamias in series to always
receive the same current, although one or more
of the same series may be thrown out of circuit.

The generatorsAA should be provided with
suitable means for regulating their electro-mo- 1 0=

tive force according to the Avhole numl>er of
translating devices in circuit throughout the

system.
The arrangement shown in Fig. 2 is similar

in principle to that in Fig. 1. In the former i ic

a portion of the negative feeding-conduct oi-s X
are connected at one side of the district and
the remainder at the opposite side, while all

the positive feeders Pare coiniected at the mid-
dle of the district between the negative ones. 1 1/

Thus the translating devices in both halves ot"

the district are practically electrically equi-

distant from the central station. Two sets of

main compensating-couductors are nstnl, con-

nected, as shown, midway betweeh the posi- \2C

tive and negative termiiials.and all running to

the s;^nie jioint in comhu'tt>r (/. Of coni-st^ in

\)oth arrangements the number of inteistH'ting

compensating-conductoi's would he increased

according to the uumberot" translating devices 1 -\:

placed in series, as explained with referentv

to' Fig. 3.

^\'hat I claim is

—

1. A system of electrical distribution hav
ing in eombinalion the f«)lU>wing elements. i;v

viz: a divided sourct* of electrical energy, one
or more f»>edingcircuits extendini; llierefrom.
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a series of intersecting and properly-connected
positive and negative main eonductoi'S to whicli

said feeding-circuits are connected, translating

devices in multiple series, a series of intersect-

5 ing compensating-conductors, and one or more
main compensating-conductors extending from
said intersecting compensating-conductors to

the point or points of division of the source of

energj', substantially as set forth.

lo 2. In a sjstem of electrical distribution,the

combination of tiie di\'ided source of energy,

the intersecting and i)roperly-connected main
conductors, feeding-conductors extending from
said source and connected to said main con-

15 ductors at points electrically equidistant from
said source, translating devices arranged in

multii^le series, and a sjstem of intersecting

and main compensating-conductors, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the 20
combination of a divided source of energy, a
system of intersecting and properly-connected
positive and negative main conductors, a sys-

tem of intersecting compensating-conductors,
one or more feeding-circuits, the conductors 25
of each feeding-circuit being connected to the
main conductors at diflferent points, and one
or more main compensating-conductors, one
connected to the intersecting compensating-
conductors at a point intermediate between 30
the conductors of each feeding-circuit, sub-

stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

13th day of January, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all whom it may concern :

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menla Park, iu the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement iu Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. 538,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

Mj"^ invention relates to such systems of dis-

tribution of electric energy for illumination,

lo motive power, &c., as are set forth in my ap-
Ijlication No. 520, (Serial No. 77,776)—that is,

to a system iu which a divided source of en-

ergy is employed supplying translating devices
arranged in multiple series, one or more com-

1 5 pensating-conductors being provided whereby
said translating devices are made independ-
ently controllable, and the system is divided
into two or more parts. Such a system I term
a "compensating" system of electrical distri-

2o bution. In such a system, as explained in the
application referred to, when one or more
translating devices are thrown out of circuit

in one part of the system, so that the numbers
in the different parts become unequal, the cur-

25 rent which would otherwise be supplied to

said translating devices traverses said com-
pensating-conductor in one direction or the
other. It is, however, desirable that as little

current as possible should ever traverse a

30 compensating-conductor, so that such conduct-
ors may be made as small as possible, and it

is therefore desirable to preserve the balance
of the system—that is, to keep equal numbers
of translating devices in circuit between the

35 compensating-conductor and each main con-
ductor, and also between two compensating-
conductors, if more than one of such conduct-
ore are used. To accomplish this is the ob-
ject of my invention.

40 This invention is intended to be ai^ijlied to

cases where a considerable number of trans-

lating devices are thrown into or out of cir-

cuit simultaneously—as, for instance, the lights

in a theater or similar place—or Avhere a single

45 translating device, consuming a large amount
of current—such as a large electro-dynamic
motor—is placed in and out of circuit, the bal-

ance of the system being thus destroyed and a
large amount of current being caused to trav-

50 erse the compensating-conductor; or in a store

or any other place employing a greater or less

number of lamps which are not turned off si-

multaneously, but one or more at a time in
different parts of the i>lace, my invention is

equally applicable. 55
Said invention consists in providing in a

compensating system such connections that
when one or more translating devices are
thrown out of circuit the balance of the parts
of the system will be self-preserved, and but 60
little current will traverse the compensating-
conductor or conductors iu either direction.

My invention may be practically carried into
effect in the manner illustrated in the annexed
drawing, which is a diagram of a compensat- 65
ing system embodying said invention.
A A are dynamo or magneto electric ma-

chines forming the source of energy of the
system and placed in series, being connected
by a wire, a. 70

1 2 are main conductors extending from the
source of energy, and 3 is the eompeusating-
conductor, connected to the wirew and divid-

ing said source into two parts. Multiple-arc
circuits 4 5 extend from the main circuit, each 75
multiple-arc circuit being connected to the
compensating - conductor and to one of the
main conductors. Each of such inultiple-arc

circuits contains translating devices h h, each
translating device on one side of the system 80
being, it is evident, in series with one on the
other side. When a translating device is

thrown out of circuit on one side, a certain

amount of current traverses the compensating-
conductor. This illustrates what has hitherto 85
been the ordinary arrangement of a compen-
sating system. To constantly preserve the bal-

ance or general average of the two parts of the
system, I employ the connections now to be de-

scribed. 90
B represents a building or any place i n which

all the lamps e c are under the same control.

I divide all said lamps, making as nearly an
equal division as possible, between the two
multiple-arc circuits 7 8 and 9 10. The circuit 95
7 8 is connected to main conductor 1 and com-
pensating - conductor 3, and circuit 9 10 to

main conductor 2 and to said compensating-
conductor. By this arrangement, if all the
lamps c are simultaneously thrown into or re- 100
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moved from circuit, there is pi-actically no
cliange iu tlie relafive mimber of translating

devices in the two parts of the system, little or

no cuiTcnt traverses the compensating-coji-

5 ductor, and a constant balance of the system
is automatically preserved. The building Ji

may, however, be one in which the lights are

thrown on and off a few at a time—as, for in-

stance, iu a store "svheie at certain hours a

ro large number of lights are required, while at

other times less numbers are required and
lights are extinguished in different parts of

the store. In this case the lamps c e are ar-

ranged on the two circuits 7 8 and 9 10 in such

15 manner that as lamps are gradually extin-

guished about as many Avill be thrown off on
one circuit as on the other, keeping the num-
bers nearly equal and preserving the general

average in the two parts of the system; or, if

20 in this store this should not be the case, some
other store, with its circuits similarly ar-

ranged and supplied from the same main cir-

cuit, would, in extinguishing its lights, pro-

duce the desired compensation and preserve

25 the balance.

C represents a large electro-dynamic motor,
consuming a large amount of current, and of

such resistance that it may be placed directly

across the multiple-arc circuit 11 12. If such
30 motor were placed across one of the ordinary

circuits 4 5 of the system, its removal would
cause all such current to traverse the compen-
satiug-conductor. Therefore I place it in a
multii>le-arc circuit, 11 12, connected to the

35 two main conductors 1 2, but not to the com-
pensating-conductor 3. Thus its removal from
circuit still keeps the balance on the opposite
sides of the system equal, and does iu)t aftect

the amount of energy which traveises the com-
40 pensating-conductor.

It is evident that where it is desired to place
more than two translating devices in series,

and the system is divided iuto more than two
parts, two or more comijeusatiug-conductors

being used, mj- invention is equally applica- 45
ble. For, if tno compensating-conductors are
emj^loyed, the lamps c would be nearly equally
diAided between three sejiarate circuits, two
of M'hich are connected each to a main con-

ductor and a comiiensating-conductor, and the 50
third to the two compensating - conductors,
while the motor C would still be connected to

the two main conductors, as iu the drawings,
and these arrangemeuts could of course be car-

ried out with any number of compensating- 55
conductors.
"What I claim is

—

1. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the electric lamps of a building,

divided between the two or more parts of the 60
system, substantially as and for tlie purpose
set forth.

2. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, with the main
and compensating conductors, of two or more 65
multiple-arc circuits containing electric lamps,
entering the same building, and connected to

the main and compensating conductoi-s in such
manner that the lamps of the building are di-

vided between the parts of the system and the 70
balance of the system is constantly preserved,
substantially as set forth.

3. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, Mith the source
of energy and main conductoi's, of lamps ar- 75
ranged in multiple series, compensating-con-
ductors extending from between the lamps to

the source of energy, and translating devices
arranged in separate circuits between the niain

conductors without connection with such com- So
pensating - conductors, substantiallv ;us set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

13th dav of.fanuarv, 1SS3.

TIIOS. A. EDISOX.
^Vitnesses:

H. W\ Skklv.
P^DAVAKD IT. I'VATP.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

ELECTRIC REGULATOR.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No, 287,511, dated October 30, 1883.

Application filed June 29, 18P3. (No modol.)

To all ivhom it mar/ concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the conuty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 nseful Improvement in Electrical Regnlators,
(Case No. 583,) of which the following is a
specification.

The object I have in view is to obtain sim-
ple and efficient means for producing move-

lo ment by variations in the electro-motive force

of the current of an electrical circuit, which
means will be exceedingly sensitive in their

action, resi^onding with great exactness to

the variations in the electro-motive force of

15 the current; and my object herein is more es-

pecially to provide simple, efficient, and sen-

sitive means for regulating, automatically, the
electro-motive force of one or more dynamo
or magneto electric machines, and particularly

20 when such a machine is used to supply incan-
descing electric lamps arranged in multiple
arc. This I accomplish by the employment
of a galvanometer the coils of which are lo-

" cated in the circuit, the variations of whose
25 current are utilized to set the moving devices

in action, and the bar or needle of which car-

ries an arm making and breaking circuit at

moving contacts. The galvanometer - arm
closes at the moving contacts circuits to de-

30 vices which move such contacts in the same
direction as the galvanometer-arm, but away
from the same, breaking contact with such
arm, which continues to followup the contact
and make the circuit after each break until

35 the entire deflection in that direction due to
the variation in the current is accomplished.
The reverse movement of the galvanometer-
arm produces a movement of the contacts in
the opposite direction. These contacts are

40 i)referablytwo springs carriedbyaninsulating-
liead mounted upon a i)ivoted arm. The end of
the galvanometer - arm plays freely between
these springs. Thearm carrying the contacts is

secured to a shaft on which are mounted two
45 ratchet-wheels with teeth turned in opposite di-

rections. Pawls carried by armature-levers
work in the teeth of these ratchet-wheels. The
coils of the electro-magnets operating these
armatures are in circuit each with one of the

50 si)ring-contacts. The other ends of the coils of

these two magnets are connected together and
form one side of a local circuit, the other side

ofwhich extends to the galvanometer-arm. By
this arrangement a positive motion can be ob-

tained, corresiionding closely to the sensitive 55
movement of the galvanometer-arm, without
destroying the sensitiveness of such galva-

nometer by any unusual friction opposing its

movement. The particular use herein ex-

plained to which this movement is applied is 60
that for regulating the electro-motive force of

one or more dynamo or magneto electric ina-

chines; but the movement uiay also be applied
to various other uses—as, for instance, to the
operation of electrical meters; but, although 65
such other uses are included in the broad scope
of this invention, they are not herein specifi-

cally claimed, siich specific matter being re-

served for protection by other patents.

In the application of the devices described 70
to the regulation of dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines, the coils of the galvanometer
are located in circuit from the machine. If

the machine is employed to supply incandes-
cing electriclamps arranged in multiple arc, the 72
galvanometer-coils are located in a multii^le-

arc circuit with or without extra resistance, as

desired, so that such coils will be affected the
same as any one of the lamps by variations in

the electro-motive force of the current, caused 80
either by changes i\\ the number of translat-

ing devices or in the speed of the engine. The
local circuit closed by the galvanometer-arm
may be supplied by a galvanic battery, or be
a multiple-arc or other circuit from the con- 85
ductors supplied by the machine, it being only
necessary that sufficient current should be sup-
plied to work the magnets. The shaft of the
ratchet-wheels is provided with a second arm,
which makes contact with the vertical plates go
of a resistance-commutator, and by moving
thereon throws resistance into and out of the
field-circuit of the machine.

In the accompanying drawings, forming n
part hereof. Figure lis a separate view,i>artly 95
diagrammatic, of the apparatus; and Pig. 2, a
view partly diagrammatic, showing the ap-
paratus applied to the regulation ofa dynamo-
electric machine.
With reference more especially to Fig. 1, 100
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A is a galvanometer of any suitable construc-

tion, having coils a ari-anged in circuit 12.
In the galvanometer shown a soft-iron needle

or bar, b, is used, pivoted between the poles

5 of a permanent magnet, c; but the constant

field of the galvanometer maybe produced by
a coil of wire or in any other well-knownway.
The arm d projects from the pivoted bar b,

and plays freely at its ends between contact-

lo springs e f, carried by an insulating-head on
an arm, B. This arm is secured to a shaft g,

to which aie also secured two ratchet-wheels,

C D, with teeth turned in opposite directions,

as shown. Pawls h i, carried by armature-

15 levers E F, work in the teeth of wheels C D,
and these armature-levers are drawn forward
by electro-magnets G H, and are retracted by
springs. One end of the coils of G is con-

nected with e by wire 3, while one end of the

20 coils of H is connected with/ by wire 4. The
other ends of the coils of these two magnets
are connected together by wire 5 and to a local

battery, I, or other source of electrical energy
by wire 6. The other pole of I is connected

25 by wire 7 to the pivot of the bar or needle b.

Movement will be produced in the manner
already explained. The shaft g will preferably

be arranged in line with the i)ivot of the needle

or bar b, or nearly so, and the arm B will pro-

30 jeet above or below the galvanometer-arm d
and in the same direction, the springs e f
being bent downwardly or iipwardly to em-
brace the end of the arm d; but for clearness

ofillustration the parts are arranged as shown,

35 and they may be so used, although the other
arrangement just mentioned is preferred. The
application of this api^aratus to the regulation

of a dynamo-electric machine is sliown in Fig.

2, to which reference is now made, as well as

40 to Fig. 1. The shaft g has secured thereto

another arm, K, carrying a spring contact-

l)iece, lij working on the vertical plates of the
commutator L, connected to the sections of a
resistance, E.

45 M is a dynamo-electric machine, from which
extend conductors 8 9, having electric lamps,
motors, or other translating devices, I, located
in multiple-arc circuits therefrom. The coils

of the galvanometer are in a multiple-arc

50 circuit, 10 11, from 8 9, an extra resistance, E',

being used or not, as desired. The magnets
G Hand galvanometer-arm arc in a multiple-
arc circuit 12 13 from 8 9, with extra resist-

ance E". Tlie field-circuit 14 15 of the ma-
55 chine is a multiple-arc circuit from 8 9, in-

cluding the resistance E and (he arm K'.

The operation will be undeistood from the
foregoing (l('sci-i])li()n.

1 do not claim herein the rcsistance-com-
60 mutator composed of ])lalos set on edge, since

the same is covered by my ap]ilication ]So.

78,775; nor do I claim heiein the multii)le-

aic arrangement of tlie several elements, since
the same is covered by }ny api)licatiou Xo.

65 G8,C30; and it is to be understood that all pat-

entable features of invention described or

shown but not claimed herein are reserved
for protection by other jDatents, and have been
or will be embraced in other applications for

patents. 70
What I claim is

—

1. The apparatus for producing movement
by the variations in electro-motive force of an
electric current, consisting of a galvanometer
affected by such current, moving contacts at 75
which the galvanometer-arm closes circuit, and
electricallj^-operated devices in circuit from
said contacts, for moving said contacts away
from said arm to break the circuit, substan-
tially as set forth. 80

2. The combination, with a galvanometer,
of moving contacts between which the galva-
nometer-arm plays, electrically-operated de-

vices moving such contacts, and an electrical

circuit including the galvanometer-arm, the 85
moving contacts, and said electrically-operat-

ed devices, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a galvanometer-
arm included in an electrical circuit, of an-

other arm following the movement of such 90
galvanometer-arm, and electrically operated
devices moving such second arm, the circuit

to said electrically - operated devices being
closed by the galvanometer-arm, substantially

as set forth. 95
4. The combination, with a galvanometer-

arm, of another pivoted arm, carrying on its

free end insulated contacts between which the
galvanometer-arm plays, two electro-magnets
located in circuit with such contacts and op- loo
erating pawl-levers, and oppositely-arranged
ratchet-wheels worked by such pawl-levere
and moving said second pivoted arm, the cir-

cuit of the electo-magnet-s being closed at the
moving contacts by the galvanometer-ariu, 105
substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine, of a regulator therefor, consisting of
a galvanometer located in circuit from the
machine, and closing at moving contacts local 1 10

circuits to the regulator-operating devices,

and to electrically operated devices for moving
such contacts away from the galvauometer-
arm, substantially as set forth.

(). The combination, with a dynamo or mag- 115
neto electric machine, of an adjustable resist-

ance for i^riniarily varying the current flowing
through its field-circuit, electrically-oporat<Hl

devices adjusting such resistance, and a galva-

nometer in circuit with the machine and con- 120
trolling the circuits of such electrically-oper-

ated devices, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine, of translating devices loc^ited in nuil-

tiple-arc circuits theretVom. the lield-magnot 125
coils of the machine, also in a multiple-arc cir-

cuit from the circuit sui>i)lied by the machine,
an adjustable resistance in pai»l field-circuit,

electrically-operated devices adjusting such
resistance, and a gahanometer located in a 13c
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multiple-arc circuit and controlling the cir-

cuits to such elect ri callj^-operated devices,

substantially as set forth.

8. The combination, -with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine, of the galvanometer in

circuit therefrom, the pivoted arm carrying
contacts controlled by the galvanometer, the
electro-magnets working sueli arm, and the re-

sistance adjusted by such arm, substantially

as set forth. lo
This specification signed and witnessed this

25th day of June, ISSli.

Tiros. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent OfficE:

THOAIAS A. EDISOX, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

DYNAMO^ELECTRIC MACHINE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. £87,512, dated October 30, 1883.

Api)lication filed June 89,1883. (No model.)

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it knoM^u that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in tlie county of Middlesex and
State of ISTew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Imj)rovement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case Xo. 577,) of which the following
is a specificafiou.

This invention relates to the bed-plates on
which dynamo-electric machines are mount-

lo ed, its object being to maintain a circulation

It
of air about the armature and between the
armature and pole - pieces of the machine,
Avhereby undue heating of the armature is

prevented; and I accomplish this object by
15 providing openings in the bed -plate upon

which the machine rests, which openings per-
mit air to i)enetrate to the sjjace between the
polar extensions in which the armature re-

volves. The bed-i)late is i)referably of iron^
20 having a smaller plate of nonmagnetic ma-

terial, i)referably zinc, placed upon it, to sej)-

arate it from the magnet-iioles. Both i)lates

are made in the form of ribbed frames, the
bed-plate being mounted xipon ways, so that

25 the air penetrates under it and through it

and the zinc plate to the armature and polar
extensions. Both plates are made of as open
a form as is consistent with the projier degree
of strength.

30 The invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is an elevation of a dynamo-elec-
tric machine with the bed-i^lates in longitudi-

nal vertical section; Fig. 2, a vertical traus-

35 verse section of the plates; Fig. 3, a plan
A'iew of the zinc plate, and Fig. 4 a plan view
of the iron bed-plate.

A A are the liolar extensions of the field-

magnet of the machine, between which the
40 armature B revolves in the direction shown

by arrow a.

C is the zinc i>late or frame, whose lower
edge, &, rests ujion the iron bed-plate D. The
polar extensions A A rest ujion the zinc plate

45 C, whose ujiper edge is provided with aper-
tures c c.

The plate D is set uiion ways E E, (where-
by it may be moved to tighten the belt con-
necting it with the source of power, as set

forth in another application made by me,)

and the air is thus enabled to jienetrate be-

neath it. Such plate D is an open frame
composed of an open bottom part, F, with
raised sides G G. The bottom of the i)late

rests on the Avays E E. Longitudinal and 55
transverse ribs H H extend across, forming a
rigid frame.
Upon the plate D is set the zinc plate C,

which also consists of an open ribbed frame,

on which the i^olar extensions rest. 60
The lower bed - plate, D, is provided with

oil-receptacles m vi, to which the oil is con-

A'ej'ed from the bearings. This feature will,

however, be included in another, application.

The arrows in Figs. 1 and 2 show the air 65
circulation when the armature is revolving in
the direction indicated. Air will enter below
the plate D and pass through both plates to the
armature, as shown by arrow d. It will enter,

also, as shown by arrows e, at the top of the 70
plate D, passing down, and then up through
the center of the plate to the armature; and,

also, the air will pass to and around the ar-

mature through the ajjertures c at the toj) of

the zinc plate, as shown by arrows/. 75
It is to be imderstood that all patentable

features of invention shown or described, but
not claimed herein, are reserved for protec-

tion by other patents, and have been or will

be included in other applications for patents. 80
"What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a dynamo-elec-
tric machine, of an open bed-x)late therefor,

throiigh which air penetrates to the space be-

tween the iiolar extensions of the machine in 85
which the armature revohes, substantially as

set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo-elec-
tric machine, of a bed-plate provided with
oi)enings and mounted upon ways, substan- 90
tially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a dynamo-elec-
tric machine, of an open iron bed-i)late and
an open non-magnetic plate between said iron

plate and the field-magnet of the machine, sub- 95
stantially as set forth.

4. The non-magnetic plate provided with
apertures in its upi^er edges for admitting air

to the armatures, substantially as set foi-th,

5. The combination, with a dj'namo-elec- 100
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trie macliine, of a bed-plate therefor, formed
as a ribbed frame and mounted upon ways,
substantially as sot forth.

G. The combination, with a dynamo-elec-
tric machine, of a non-magnetic plate jilaced

between the polar extensions of the machine
and the iron bed-plate, andformed as a ribbed
fi-ame, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

25th day of June, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seeley,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent Office.

THOMAS A. EDISOX, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY.

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.

CirCIIIC/.IICN fc3ii:rg rart of Letters Patent No. £87,513, dated October 30, 1663.

Application filed Juno 29, 188:!. (No model )

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey-, liave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case Xo. 574,) of which the following
is a specification.

In the operation of dynamo - electric ma-
chines by means of belts passing over pulleys

ro on their armature-shafts difficulties or incon-

venience is sometimes experienced from the
fact that the j)ulley, having a considerable
mass of magnetic material, is magnetically at-

tracted by the field-magnet of tiie machine,

1 5 and therefore the armature shaft may be drawn
toward the magnet, causing friction and heat-

ing at the bearing at the opposite end of the
shaft.

The object of my invention is to obviate this

20 difficulty; and to this end the invention consists

in the use, in connection Avith the armature-
shaft of a dynamo or magneto electric machine
or electric motor of such construction that the
pulley is sufficiently within the magnetic in-

25 fiuence of the jioles of the field-magnets to pro-
duce the objectionable result above si^ecified,

of a pulley of non-magnetic material. I i^re-

fer to emi)loy brass for this purpose, though
other non-magnetic metals, or suitable sub-

30 stances not metallic, may be used, if desired.

The invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a dynamo or
magneto electric machine embodying said in-

35 vention, and Fig. 2 a sectional view of the pul-
ley used.

A is the field-magnet, B the armature, C
the commutator, ami D the armature-shaft, of
the generator.

40 E is the pulley, by which the shaft is con-
nected to a suitable soui'ce of power. Here-

tofore such pulleys, having been made of iron

or steel, have been attracted toward the field-

magnet A, and consequently the armature-
shaft had a tendency to move toward the end 45
a farthest from the pullej', so that friction

and heating were produced at this point. I

construct the pulley E of brass or other non-
magnetic material, and hence it is not mag-
netically attracted, and this difficulty is ob- 50
viated.

It is evident that the invention is readily

apj)licable to electromotors in which a jjulley

is attached to the armature-shaft for connec-
tion with the driving machinery. 55

It is to be understood that all patentable
features of the invention shown or described,

but not claimed herein, are reserved for pro-

tection by other patents, and have been or
will be embodied in other applications for 60
patents.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine or electric motor whose field -mag-
nets are so arranged that the driving-pulley is 65
within the attractive influence of their poles,

of a pulley of nonmagnetic material, where-
by tlie attraction of the pulley toward the
poles is prevented, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo-electric 70
machine or electric motor whose field-mag-

nets are so arranged that the driving-i)ulley is

within their attractive influence, of a brass

pulley, wiiereby the attraction of the pulley
toward the poles of the magnet is prevented, 75
substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

25th day of June, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOK
Witnesses:

H. W. Seelv,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent OfficEc

THOMAS A. EDISOX, OF MENLO PARK, NEW JERSEY.

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.

SPECIFICATION forming: part of Letters Patent No. 287,514, dated October 30, 18S3,

Application filed Juno 29, IgSS. (Xo model.)

To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thojias A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in tlie county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 iiseful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case ISo. 582.) of -which the following
is a specification.

The object of this invention is to maintain
a current of air upon the armature of a dy-

lo namo-electric machine, to prevent heating
thereof, and especially to keep cool the con-
necting devices between the armature-coils
and the commutator.

Said invention relates to the arrangement
15 of a blower with relation to the armature of

the machine, and also to the construction of a
blower suitable for the purpose mentioned.
In carrying out my invention I employ a

blower external to the armature, and mounted
20 directly thereon. Such blower is placed di-

rectly over the connections between the arma-
ture and commutator, so as to inclose such
connections, extending, however, over the end
of the armature, so as to force air along the

25 surface of said armature. The blower which
I prefer to use consists of a cylinder, of wood
or other insulating material, open at one end,
and having an aperture at its other end of such
size as to fit closely upon the commutator-cyl-

30 inder. In the surface of said blower-cylinder
are several openings, and over said oiienings
are placed buckets, cups, or fans, so that when
the cylinder is revolved air is caught by said
buckets, cuijs, or fans and forced in directly

35 upon the commutator-connections and out at
the oi^en end of the blower-cylinder. Said
open end fits closely ui)on the armature-cylin-
der, but several notches or slots are formed in
its edge, so that the air can escape through

40 such notches to the surface of the armature.
The buckets on the outside of the blower-cyl-
inder are removable and reversible, so that
they may be turned around to catch the air if

the direction of revolution of the armature
45 should at any time be reversed.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings, in Avhich Figure 1 is a jierspective
view of the end of an armature with the blower
placed thereon; Fig. 2, an'elevationof theend

50 ofthearmature Avith the blower in longitudinal
section; Fig. '5, a longitudinal section of the
blower detached from the armature; Fig. 4, a

cross-section of the blower, viewed from the

armatui'c end; Fig. 5, an enlarged view of a
portion of the outside of the blower, showing 55
an air-oi)ening with the bucket removed; and
Fig. 6, a view of the detached bucket.

A is the armature, B the commutator-cylin-
der, and C the armature-shaft, of a dynamo or

magneto electric machine. The coils a a upon 60
the armature are connected with the commu-
tator-bars by suit able connecting devices, pref-

erably as shown in other applications made
by me.
D is the wooden shell or cylinder of the 65

blower. Its open end rests closely upon the

end ofthe armature, and is provided with notch-

es h, which form oi)enings through which the

air escapes. The other end of the cylinder is

the wooden plate E, having the aperture c, 70
which fits upon the commutator - cylinder.

The plate E is secured by means of screws c'

c', which enter certain of the metallic connect-

ing-pieces d d, some of these i^ieces being ex-

tended out toward the commutator for this 75
purpose.
The sides of the blower cylinder or shell are

provided with a suitable number of openings,

e. Around such openings the plates/ are at-

tached, which are preferably of metal—such 80
as brass—and on opposite sides of each of said

openings are placed the grooved strips g g.

The projecting edges li h of the bucket F are

inserted in the grooves of the two strips g g,

and the bucket is thus slid into and held in 85
position over the opening e. It is evident

that a bucket may be placed with its opeii end
Jc in either direction, and that the buckets may
be readily removed and reversed, according to

the direction in which the machine is run. 90
When the armature is revolved, air is caught

by the buckets and forced in through the open-

ings e, directly upon the connections and out

through the notches b upon the surface of the
armature. 95
The blower, arranged as described, is es-

pecially adapted for cooling the connections
between the armature and commutator of the

machine, although it is efficient also for cool-

ing the entire surface of the armature. 100

I do not claim herein the peculiar construc-

tion of the blower, perse, as I i)ropose to make
this the subject of a separate application for

Letters Patent; and it is to be luulerstood that
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all patentable features of iiiveution shown or

described, but not claimed herein, are reserved
for protection l)y other patents, and have been
or will be embodied in other applications for

5 patents.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, Avitli a dynamo-electric
machine, of an air-blower inclosing the com-
mutator - connections of said machine, sub-

lo stantially as set forth.

2. The combination, -svith a dynamo-electric
machine, of an air-blower mounted directly

upon the armature of said machine and in-

closing the commutator-connections, substan-

15 tially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine, of an air-blower inclosing the com-
mutator-connections, and iirovided with out-

lets oijening ui:)on the surface of the armature,
20 substantially as set forth,

4. The combination, with a dynamo- electric

machine, of a blower consisting of a cylindri-

cal shell having inlet-openings and external
buckets, cups, or fans, and one or more out-

25 lets for blowing air Tipon the surface of the
armature, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
inachine, of a blower mounted uj)on the arma-
ture of said machine aud inclosing the com-

30 mutator-conuections, having air-inlets in its

sides and one or morfe openings for blowing-
air upon the surface of the armature, sub-
stantially as set forth.

C. The combination, with the ai'mature of a

dynamo-electric machine, of a blower having 35
an oi^en end fitting over the end of said arma-
ture, and provided with notches forjuiug air-

outlets, substantially as set forth.

7. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine, of a blower formed of insulating ma- 40
terial, and placed directly upon the commu-
tator - cjlinder and armature of the machine,
substantially as set forth.

8. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine, of a blower formed of insulating ma- 45
terial, mounted directly uiion the armature of
said machine and secured to the conducting-
pieces between the armature -coils aud the
commutator, substantially as set forth.

9. The combination, with a dynamo-electric 50
machine, of a blower revolved from the arma-
ture-shaft of said machine, and i^rovided with
reversible buckets, cup, or fans, substantiallj'

as set forth.

10. The combination, with a dynamo-electric 55
machine, of the blower shell or cylinder hav-
ing its open end fitting over the end of the ar-

mature, and provided with notches forming
air-outlets, and its other or closed end pro-

vided with an aperture fitting upon the com- 60
mutator-cylinder, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

25th day of June, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seelt,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent Offick-.

THOMAS A. EDISOX, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY

SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

EPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 287,515, dated October 20, 1883.

Application filed Juno 29, 1HS3. (Xo model.)

To all ivhoitv it may concern:
Be it kuowii tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. 581,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

In my system of electrical distribution the
lamps or other translating devices are arranged

lo in multiiile arc in circuits connected with a
net-work of intersecting main conductors, and
feeding - conductors without translating de-

vices, and upon which the principal jjart of

the loss of energy in conductors is sustained,

1 5 are connected to the net-work of main conduct-
oi-s at various points and extend to a central

station, Avhere the current for suj)plying the
system is generated by machines,with each of
which all the feeders are connected. Two kinds

2o of regulation are required—one of the electro-

motive force of the generators, and one of the
distribution of the current to various parts of
the system. In my Patent No. 266,793 the
latter kind ofregulation is performed by throw-

25 ing i-esistance into and out of the feeding-cir-

cuits; but I have discovered that this regula-
tion can be efficiently performed by breaking
and making the feeding-circuits. This method-
of regulation is set forth in my application No.

30 88,363, wherein is described and shown a cir-

cuit-controller for making and breaking one
side of each feeding-circuit, and a method of
regulation is set forth by the manii^ulation of
such circuit-controllers.

35 The object of my present invention is to ob-
tain by the making and breaking of feeding-
circuits a much finer regulation with the same
number offeeding-circuits than can be obtained
by the means set out in said api:>lication No.

40 88,363, and my object is further to produce a
simple and efficient connection between the
feeders and the generators. The net-Avork of
main conductors forms, it will be understood,
the sides of a single circuit, the circuit being

45 completed from one side of the net-work to

the other through the translating devices, and
hence the feeding-conductors extending to the
central station are in fact all divisions of one
circuit. NoWjif one side only of the feeding-

50 circuits is adapted to be made and broken, the
other side of the feeding-circuits will always
remain of the same conductivity, and all the

regulation will be performed upon one side of

such feeding-circuits. Now,I propose to ])ro-

vide each side of each feeding-circuit with a 55
circuit-controller, and thus it will be seen not
only will the chances for regulation be doubled
with the same number of feeding-circuits, but
a great number of variations can be made in

the arrangement of the points at which the 60
current will enter and leave the net-work of
main conductors, and hence the regulation can
be made quite a perfect one with a moderate
number of feeding-circuits. At the central sta-

tion all the generators are connected to a pair 65
of large parallel conductors, which extend to

that i)oint in the building where the feeding-

conductors are grouped together. There the

conductors of the feeding-circuits are con-

nected with the two conductors from the ma- 70
chines, each through a suitable circuit-con-

troller. This manner of connecting the con-

ductors is found very convenient in practice,

the parallel conductors being preferably run
along the wall of the room in which the gen- 75
erators are placed, past all the generators,

while conductors extend from each generator
to them. The feeding-conductors may be con-

nected at any desired point. Means are pro-

vided for indicating at the central station the 80
electro-motive force at the end of each feeding-

circuit,where the feeding-conductors are con-

nected with the net-work of main conductors.

For this purpose a circuit is run back from the
terminus of each feeding-circuit to the central 85
station, and is there provided with an electro-

dynamometer. The regulation described of

the distribution of the current to various parts
of the system is used in connection with a regu-
lation of the electro-motive force of the gener- 90
ators. This latter regulation is preferably
effected by throwing resistance into and out
of the field-circuits of the machines.
The invention is illustrated diagrainmati-

cally in the accomxianying drawing, forming 95
a part hereof.

A A are dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chines, connected by conductors 1 2 to the large
parallel conductors 3 4 common to all the ma-
(jhines. The field-circuits 5 6 of the machines ico
are preferably multiple-arc circuits from the
conductors supplied by the machines, and are
provided with adjustable resistances \i. Tlie

feediuii-circuits 7 8 extend from the common
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conductors 3 4, with whicli they are connected

at diflerent points lengtinvise of such conduct-

ors 3 4, to ditierent points in tlie net-work B
of connected main conductors. Each feeding-

5 conductor is provided -wilhin the central sta-

tion Avith a circuit-controller, ('.which may be
of any suitable construction, it being shown, for

convenience, as the ordinary hand-plug. Cir-

cuits 9 10 are ruji back to the central station

lo from the terminals of the feeding-circuits, and
are i^rovided with the electro-dynamometer D.
Some featui'cs of invention which are de-

scribed or shown herein are not claimed, for

the reason that they ai'e claimed in my appli-

15 cations Xos. S8,35G and 88,3G3, and it is to be
understood that all jjatentable features of in-

vention described or shown but not claimed
herein are reserved for protection by other

patents, and have been or will be embraced iu

20 other applications for iiatents.

What I claim is

—

1. The method of regulating the supj^lj^ of

current in a system of electrical distribution,

comprising a system of intersecting and j^rop-

25 erly-connected main conductors, and feeding-

circuits connecting such main conductors with
the source of supply, consisting in making and
breaking in the desired order both sides of the
requisite number of said feeding-circuits, sub-

30 stantially as set forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of the intersecting and properly-
connected main conductor and the feeding-
circuits, the latter having circuit-controllei'S

in both sides, substantially as set forth. 35
3. In a system of electrical distribution of

the character described, the combination of
the feeding-circuits having circuit-controllers

in both sides thereof, and means for indicating
the electrical condition at the termini of said 40
feeding-circuits, substantially as set forth.

4. In a system of electrical distribution of
the cliaracter described, the combination,with
the feeding-circuits provided with circuit-con-

trollers on both sides, of the generators, and 45
i
means for regulating the electro-motive force
of such generators, substantially as set forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with two or more generators,
of a pair of common parallel conductors, to 50
which the generators are connected, and the
feeding-conductors connected with such com-
mon conductors at different points lengthwise
thereof, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 55
25th day of June, 1883.

THOS. A, EDISOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edwakd H. Pyatt.
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THOMAS A. EDISOX, OP MEXLO PARK, NEW JERSEY

SYSTEM OF ELECTRIC DISTRIBUTION.

SPECIFICATION forming^ part of Letters Patent No. 287,516, dated Octobcix 3C, 1883.

Application filed Maj- 1-1, 1383. (Xo model.)

To all ivJioDi it maij concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case Xo. 5G4,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

The object of this invention is to provide a
system of electrical distribution wherein cur-

io rents can be economically transmitted from a
distant source of energy—such as a water-
power—to the town, village, or other locality

which is to be supplied, and there distributed
from diffei"ent independent central stations,

15 situated at convenient points, to the vai'ious

parts of such localitj-.

Generally speaking, such system consists of
a sufficient number of electrical generators of
high electro-motive force situated at the source

20 of power, main conductors of small area ex-
tending from such generators to the locality

to be supi^lied, devices connected with sucla

conductors in multiple arc for reducing the
tension of the current, each device or set of

25 devices being i)laced at a distributing-station,

a circuit or circuits extending from each of
such distributing-stations for conveying the
low-tension currents, and translating devices

—

such as electric lamias or electromotors—con-

30 nected with such low-tension circuits.

The device which I prefer to use for accom-
plishing the reduction of tension consists of a
Held-magnet and an armature-core, on which
are wound two sets of coils—one of fine wire,

35 connected with a commutator whose brushes
are placed in the multiple-arc circuit from the
main conductors, the other of coarser wire,
connected with a commutator from whose
brushes the circuit or circuits extend, on which

40 the translating devices are arranged, prefer-

ably, in multiple arc. The field-magnets may
be energized by a constant current in any suit-

able manner.
Where it is desired to employ the compen-

45 sating system set forth in my Patent No.
274,290, I wind the core with three .sets of
coils, one acting as a motor-coil and the other
two as generator-coils. Preferably two com-
mutators are provided for these generator-

50 coils, one set of coils being connected to each
commutator. The main conductors of the dis-

tributing-circuit are each connected to a brush

on one of the commutator-cylinders, while the
compensating-conductor is connected with two
brushes—one on each cylinder—and the trans- 55
lating devices are connected each between a
main conductor and the comj)ensating-cou-
ductor, as usual.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings, in which

—

60
Figure 1 is a diagram of the system, the

field-maguetsbeing omitted from the combined
generators and motors; Fig. 2, a sectional view
of the armature with two windings, and Fig.
3 a section of the armature with three wind- 65
ings.

A A represent generators of high electro-

motive force, connected in multij^le arc to main
conductors 1 2; or two or more generators may
be connected in series to produce the electro- 70
motive force required. At a point where it

is desired to place stations or centers of dis-

tribution a multiple-arc circuit, 3 4, is con-
nected with the main conductors 1 2. The
conductors of such multiple-arc circuits ex- 75
tend to brushes a «, bearing on a commutator-
cylinder, &, of an armature, B or B'.

The armatures B each consist of a core, /(,

on which are wound two sets of coils—one coil,

e, of fine wire, connected with commutator &, 80
the other, c', of coarser wire, connected with
commutator V . The coils c are of such high
resistance that the main conductors are not
short-circuited through them. A common
field-magnet is employed for both sets of coils, 85
as will be readily understood, aud, as ex-
j)lained in my Patent No. 265,786, the trans-

mission of current through the coils c and
through the field-magnet causes the revolution
of the armature, and the coils c' thus cut the 90
lines of force and cause the generation of a
continuous current of such tension as is pro-
vided for by the winding of the coils.

Commutator-brushes d d rest upon the cyl-

inder h', and conductors 5 6 extend from such 95
commutator-brushes, translating devices e e be-

ing placed in multiple-arc circuits across such
conductors, and being thus sui^plied with cur-
rents of the proiier tension.

The armature B' has three sets of coils, one, loc

c, forming the motor-coils, the others, c' c",

being the generating-coils. The coils c' are
connected to the commutator-cylinder h', and
the coils c" to the cylinder h". The conductors
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15

5 G extend from the brushes //, which bear

one on eacli of these cylinders, and the com-
pensating-conductor 7 is connected with the

two opposite brushes,/'/'. The translating

de\dces e e are connected between the com-
pensating-conductor and the main conduct-

ors, as shown.
It is evident that a single commutator-cyl-

inder could be employed, instead of the two
commutators ll h", with the conductors 5 6

connected to main brushes, bearing on said

con^mutator, a^nd the compensating-conductor
7 connected to an extra brush placed between
them.

It is evident that the coils c'c" inthetriple-

Avound machine could be of the same size wire
as the coils c, for the use of two sets of such
coils will accomplish a certain reduction of

tension, and in a compensating system the

20 currents used are of higher tension than in the
ordinary system.

In the system described in my Patent No.
205,786, above referred to, several combined
generators and motors are shown, the motor-

25 coils being placed in series in one of the main
conductors and translation - circuits leading
from the generatiug-coils. In this case the
devices are not independent, and therefore

the arrangement is inapplicable to my present

30 pur^DOse of providing independent distribut-

ing-stations, at which apparatus is placed for

reducing the tension of the current.

It Avill be seen that by my present ari'ange-

ment the tension - reducing devices, being

35 placed in multiple ai"c, are entirely indepeud-

40

I

ent of each other, and either can be thrown
out of use without affecting the othei'S.

;
What I claim is

—

1. In a sj^stem of electrical distribution, the
combination of a source of electricity, main
conductors extending therefrom, two or more
combined generators and motors having their
motor-coils connected in multiple arc with
said main conductors, distributing - circuits

extending from their generating -coils, and 45
translating devices connected with such dis-

tributing-circuits, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with main conductors,
of a tension-reducing device connected there-

with, a distributing-circuit and a comiiensat-
ing-couductor extending from said tension-

reducing device, and translating devices con-
nected between the main conductors of said

distributing -circuit and said compensating-
conductor, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a core, of a motor-
coil connected with main conductoi-s, two gen-
erator-coils, each connected with a commuta-
tor-cylinder, main distributing- conduct oi-s

connected each with a brush bearing on one
commutator, and a compensating-conductor
connected with both the opposite brushes,
Substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

Sth day of May, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

50

55

60

Witnesses:
Wm. H. Meadowcroft,
H. W. Seely.
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THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO THE
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SYSTEM OF ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 287,517, dated October 3C, 1883.
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To all whom it Ttiay concern:
Be it knoYTii that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Pai'lc, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Electrical Distribution
Systems, (Case No. 553,) of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

The object of this invention is to regulate

the current supplied to the translating de-

lo vices of a system of electrical distribution

employing feeding-circuits, so as to maintain
a constant electro-motive force in the system
and furnish a constant current to each trans-

lating device in circuit. Such, a system con-

1 5 sists of one or more generators situated at a
central station, from which feeding-circuits

containing no translating devices run to dif-

ferent parts of the district supplied, where
they are connected to the positive and nega-

2o tive main conductors, these being arranged, as

usual in my system, -with all the intersecting

positive conductors connected togethei', and
likewise all the negative. The translating

devices of the system are arranged in multi-

25 pie arc upon circuits leading from these main
conductors. Each feeding - circuit exerts a
certain influence over the entire district, such
influence being of course greatest at that part
of *'^e district contiguous to its terminals,

30 but extending, to some extent at least, to the
poll )us remote therefrom. I have found,
therefore, that the current can be regulated
and kept constant in all parts of the district

simply by connecting and disconnecting the

35 feeders. When the number of translating de-

vices in a certain part of the district de-

creases to a great extent, the feeder running
to this point is disconnected, and the few
translating devices still in circuit willbesup-

40 plied by the remaining feeders; or, when the
number of translating devices in a certain
part increases, a feeder terminating near such
part is connected. Means are provided at the
central station for indicating the electro-mo-
tive force at the terminals of the feeders.

This regulation is used in connection with the
regulation of the generators by the adjustable
resistances in their field-circuits, or by other
suitable means, which regulate for changes in

45

of translating devices in 50the entire number
circuit.

The accompanying drawing is a diagram of

a system of electrical distribution provided
with means for carrying out my invention.

A A are dynamo-electric machines, each
having its field and its armature connected in

multiple arc with the conductors P N, which
are situated within the central station. The
feeding-circuits -p n are connected in multiple
arc with these conductors, and extend to va-

rioxis points of the district, where they are

connected to the intersecting positive and
negative main conductors p' h', which supply
the translating devices. Each feeding-circuit

is provided with a suitable circuit-controller.

A convenient form is a metal plug, a, inserted

between two metal plates, h b, to close the cir-

cuit, and withdrawn to break the circuit. If

the number of translating devices in any i)art

of the district increases to such an extent that

the current supplied is insufficient for them,
the feeding-circuits leading nearest to such
point would be plugged in, and the feeding-

circuits would be broken, as less current is

required at the points contiguous to their ter-

minals. To indicate the electrical condition

at the terminals of the feeders, the auxiliary

circuits j/ n\ of small wire, are run back to the

central station, where each is connected with
an electro-dynamometer, D, and the regula- 80
tion is performed in accordance with the indi-

cations of these instruments.

The adjustable resistances R R in the field-

circuits of the generators are used to increase

aud decrease the currents supplied through 85
all the feeders to the entire district.

It is evident that this method of regulation

could be readily applied to my "comi^ensat-

iug" system in cases where feeding-circuits

are emj^loyed in siach a system. 90
What I claim is

—

1. The method of regulating the supply of

current in a system of electrical distribution,

comi)rising a system of positive aud negative
main conductors and feeding-circuits, con- 95
nectiug the source of sui)ply with said main
conductors, consisting in breaking and clos-

ing the feeding-circuits, according totlie cur-

55

60

65

70

75
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rent required in tlie i)arts of the system con-

tiguous to their terminals, substantially asset
forth.

2, In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of tlie intersecting and prop-
erly-connected positive and negative main
conductors, and tlie feeding-circuits extend-
ing from the source of supply to said main
conductors, each of said feeding-circuits be-

ing j)rovided -with a circuit-breaker, substau-
tiallj^ as set forth.

.3. In a system of electrical distribiition of
the character described, the combination, with
the feeding-circuits, each jirovided with a cir-

cuit-controller, of means for regulating the
current generated at the source of supply,
substantially as set forth.

4. In a system of electrical distribution of
the character described, the combination,with
the feeding-circuits, each provided with a cir-

cuit-controller, and means for constantly in-

dicating the electi'ical condition at the termi-
nals of said feeding-circuits, ofmeaiLS for reg-
ulating the current generated at the source of
supply, substantially asset forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

14th dav of March, 1SS3.

20

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
Wm. H. Meadowceoft,
H. ^y. Seely.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in the Manufacture of

Incandescing Electric Lamps, (Case Xo. 481,)
of which the following is a specification.

The object of my invention is to render the
carbon filaments which form incandescing-con-

lo ductors of electric lamias more durable in use.

I accomplish this by first exhausting the lamp-
globe as comj)letely as possible by means of a
Sprengel vacuum-i)umi>, and then filling the
globe with pure hjdrogen, free from moisture,

1 5 to an atmosi^heric pressure. I then heat the
carbon filament by an electric current to a
much higher temperature than that to which
it is to be subjected in use. It being sub-
jected to atmospheric pressure during such

20 heating, the carbon becomes more compact.
The hydrogen is then exhausted, and the car-

bon is again heated to high incandescence, to

remove any of the gas which may remain with-
in its pores, after which the lamp is sealed off

25 from the j)ump.
Instead of filling the globe with hydrogen, I

may employ any other inert gas—such as chlo-

rine gas; but hydrogen is preferable.

In carrying outmy invention I maj' employ
30 the apijaratus illustrated in the drawing.

A represents the iuclosiug-globe of an in-

candescing electric lamp, and a the carbon
filament. The lamp is attached to a Sprengel
pumi), of which B is the supply-tube, and C

35 the fall-tube.

D is a glass vessel, connected by a tube, E,

with the vacuum-ijump. A portion of the
tube is filled with phosphoric anhydride, F,
or other similar drying agent, and the tube is

40 provided with a stop-cock, h.

In the bottom of the A'essel D is placed an
amalgam of mercury and zinc, G, and above
this is placed a cxuantity of sulphuric acid and
water, K, in which is immersed a plate, H, of

45 platinum.
From a battery, I, wires 1 2 run, respect-

ively, to the platinum plate H and to the
amalgam G. Such wires each have a small
portion, at e, of platinum sealed into glass, the

50 latter being sealed into the glass of the vessel

D. A key, J, is provided for opening and
closing the battery-circuit.

The oiieration is as follows: The air is first

exhausted from the lamp-globe and from the

vessel D by the Sprengel pump, the stop-cock 55
h and key J being open. The operation of

the pumj) is then stopped and the circuit 1 2

closed. The liquid K in the vessel D is de-

composed by the current, and the oxygen com-
bines with the zinc of the amalgam, to form an 60
oxide of zinc, which combines with the sul-

phuric acid, to form sulphate of zinc. Pure
hydrogen is therefore given off, which enters

the lamp-globe, a sufficient amount being al-

lowed to enter to produce an atmosphei-ic 65
pressure therein, after which the stop-cock h

is closed and circuit 1 2 is opened, so that no
more hydrogen can enter the pumj). The car-

bonfilamentis then electrically heated nirough
the wires 3 4 to a higher incandescence than 70
that at which it is intended to be used. The
hydrogen^ is then pumped out, after which the

carbon is again electrically heated, the pump
still continuing in operation, the residual and
occluded gases being thus almost completely 75
removed. The lamj) is sealed off at x, and is

then ready for use.

Where another gas than hydrogen is used,

suitable apparatus for generating the same
would be similarly connected wit^ the lamp 8c

and pump.
What I claim is—
1. The method of manufacturing incandesc-

ing electric lamijs, which consists in charging
the globe of a lamp with pure hydrogen or 85
equivalent inert gas, next heating the con-

ductor within said globe to incandescence by
an electric current, removing said gas from
the globe, and finally sealing off said globe,

substantially as set forth. 90
2. The method of treating the carbon fila-

ments of incandescing electric lamps, consisting

in heating them to a higher incandescence than
that at which they are intended to be used in

an atmosphere of pure hydrogen or equiva- 95
lent inert gas, substantially as set forth.

3. The method of treating the carbon fila-

ments of an incandescing electric lamp, con-

sisting in first exliausting the air from the
globe inclosing the filament, and replacing it 100
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by pure liydrogen or equivalent inert gas,

lieatiug the conductor to incandescence by an
electric current, removing the hydrogen from
the globe, and again heating the filament, the
ojieration of the exhausting apjiaratus being-

continued during this latter heating, sul)stan-

tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this
25th day of August, 1882.

THOS. A. EDTSOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward PT. Pyatt.
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To all whom it jnajj concern

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State ofNew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Incandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 524,) of which the following
is a specification.

The object of my invention is to provide
for the expansion and contractiou caused by

lo the heating and cooling of the straight carbon
filaments of incandescing electric lamps, in

order that such expansion and contraction
may not injure the filament, while at the same
time the filament is held uj)right. To accom-

15 plish this I supj)ort the filament loosely from
the top of the inclosing-globe in which it is

placed, so that it will sag sufficiently to com-
pensate for the contraction and exijausion.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed
20 drawing, which is a view in elevation of a

lamp embodying said invention.

A is the glass inclosing-globe, and B is the
inner stem or wire support sealed within the
globe. Theleading-in wires 1 2 pass through

25 the stem B, and to their ends are attached
the ends of the straight flexible carbon fila-

ments a a. The other end of each filament

a is connected by a wire, b, with the upper
end of a similar straight filament, c, and the
filaments c c are united, preferably, by elec-

troplating, and supported from the glass of

the inner stem, at d. A glass tube, c, is sealed

in the glass at the top of globe A, and two
wires, //, terminating in hooks, extend down
from said tube. Each hook supports one side

of the incandescing conductor; but the wires

/ / are of such length that the filaments are

held loosely, and allowed to slacken or bend
when they expand under heat, and to straight-

40 6n out again in cooling.

It is evident that the incandescing con-

ductor might consist of only two straight fila-

ments. If two were used, their upper ends
would be connected by a single wire, and a

single hook would depend from above to grasp 45
the wire.

It is to be understood that all patentable

features of invention described or shown but
not claimed herein are reserved for protec-

tion by other patents, and have been or will 50
be embodied in other applications for patents.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with the incandescing
conductor of an electric lamp, of one or more
supports therefor, in addition to the leading- 55
in wires of the lamp, said support or supports
depending from the top of the lami) and be-

ing loosely attached to said conductor, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. In an incandescing electric lamp, the 60
combination of two or more straight flexible

carbon filaments connected by wires at their

upper ends with one or more supports loosely

attached to said wires, substantially as set

forth. 65
3. In an incandescing electric lamj:), the

combination, Avith two or more straight flexi-

ble carbon filaments united at their upj)er

ends by wires, of wires attached to the glass

of the lamp, and terminating in hooks wliich 70
grasp said uuiting-wires loosely, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and Mitncssed this

28th day of Novenibei-, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.

\Yitnesses:

H. W, Seely,
Edwakd H. Pyatt.
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To all luhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of IVIiddlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 nsefulTiuiJrovement in Incandescing Conduct-
ors for Electric Lamps, (Case No. 511,) of
which the following is a specification.

In my application No. 506 (Serial No. 76,378)
are set forth various ways in which the incan-

lo descing conductors of- electric lamps may be
removably attached to the leading-in wires.

The object of my present invention is to so
form the incandescing filament that snch re-

movable connections may be readily made, and
15 be secure and durable and of good electrical

conductivity. To do this I form small holes
in the enlarged ends of a filament, and then
electroplate such ends, preferably with copper,
in such manner that the insides of the holes

20 will be plated. By this means the strength of
the ends is increased, the metal covering pre-
venting the carbon from splitting when the
hooks or other connecting devices attached to

the ends of the leading-iu wires are placed in

25 the holes. Where screw-clamps attached to
the leading-in wires are used, the screws
would be i)assed through the holes, the cop-
per giving mechanical strength and electrical

conductivity to the connection.
In the accompanying drawing, forming a30

part hereof, a carbon filament embodying the
invention is shown in elevation.

A is the flexible carbon filament, having en-

larged ends a «, each provided with an aper-
ture, ft, such ends and the interior walls of 35
such apertures being covered with a coating
of electro-deposited metal. The apertures 6

may be formed in any suitable manner either

before or after carbonization.

I do not claim herein the invention of pro- 40
viding a carbon filament with plated ends or

enlarged plated ends, since the same is cov-

ered by my apiilication No. 23,810; audit is to

be understood that all patentable features of

invention described or shown but not claimed 45
herein are reserved for i^rotection by other
patents, and have been or will be included in

other applications for patents.

What I claim is

—

The incandescing conductor of an electric 50
lamp, having apertures in its enlarged ends,

such ends and the interiors of such apertures
being electroplated, substantially as and for

the purpose set fortli.

This specification signed and witnessed this 55
3d day of November, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all u'Jiom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, iu the county of Middlesex and
State of Ne\v Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement iu Dynamo or Magneto
Electric Machines, (Case No. 549,) of which,

the folloMing- is a specification.

The object I have in view^ is to produce a

method and means for deriving from adynamo
lo or magneto electric niachiue two or more in-

dependent circuits in which there will be a
diiferent electro-motive force or j)ressure, such
circuits being adapted for independent regu-

lation. The extra circuit (or circuits) Avill

1 5 have a lower electromotive force than the main
circuit, and is designed more esi^ecially for use
in energizing the field-of-force magnet of the
machine, or for operating translating devices,

of which incandescing electric lamj^s form the

20 best example, placed iu multiiDle - arc cir-

cuits, aud requiring a current of lower tension

than the lamj^s or other translating devices iu

the main circuit; or this extra circuit may
have both the magnet-coils and the lanijis con-

25 nected therewith in multiple arc. The object

is accomplished by arranging to bear upon the
commutator-cylinder, on each side ofone ofthe
main commutator-brushes, a secondary brush,
which is mounted so as to be capable of ad-

30 justment toward or away from the main brush,
independent of or together with its fellow on
the other side of the main brush. These two
secondary brushes are connected together elec-

trically, and from them is led one part of the

35 secondary circuit, the other part being con-

nected with the main brush on that side of the
commutator-cylinder. The farther apart the
secondary brushes are placed on opposite sides

of the main brush the greater will be the ten-

4c siou of the cnrrent in the extra circuit, and
hence tlie tension can be readily regulated by
vaiying the position of such brushes with ref-

erence to the main brash. The tension of the
current iu the main circuit can be indej^end-

45 ently regulated by shifting the main brushes, or
in any other suitable well-known manner. The
connection of the secondary brushes together
electrically does not short-circuit any of the
coils of the armature, since currents are gen-

erated in the same circumferential direction on 50
both sides of the armature. It is evident that
in this manner two extra circuits could be de-

rived from the same machine, instead of one,

a set of secondary brushes being arranged to

form a circuit with each main commutator- 55
brush. In that case it will be seen that the
extra circuits themselves may be regulated
independently of each other or together, and
may have currents of the same or different

tension. It will also be understood that one 60
secondary brush, instead of two, could be used
in connection with a main brush to form each
extra circuit, which secondary brush would
be mounted for adjustment to and from the
main brush forming the other pole of the ex- 65
tra circuit, and in this mauner almost any de-

sired number of extra circuits could be derived
from one machine, the tension of the current
iu each depending upon the distance of the
secondary brush from the main brush ^nith 70
which it is connected. It is also evident that

an extra circuit could be formed by placing
two secondary brushes on opposite sides of

the commutator-cylinder at points between
the main brushes, the secondary brushes form- 75
ing the poles for the extra circuit, and tlie

tension of the current in the extra circuit be-

ing dependent upon the position of these

brushes with relation to the line of neutralized

generation. 80
It will be undei'Stood that the armature of

the machine is ofthe Pacinotti or Siemens type,

being provided with a continuously-wound
bobbin connected at intervals with the paral-

lel bars of a commutator, and also that the 85
currents of different tension are derived from
this continuous bobbin, all the bru.shes resting

ujion the single commutator-cylinder.
The foregoing will be better undei'stood by

reference to the drawings, in Avhich

—

go
Figure lis a view,partly diagrammatic, illus-

trating the invention, and showing the lorm
first described, with the secondary brushes
mounted for simultaneous adjustment; Fig. 2,

a view of the same ari-angement "when the sec- 95
ondarybrushes are independently adjustable,

and Figs. 3 and 4 views of other arrangemcnls
for accomi^lishing the .same object.
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A is the armature, B the commutator- cyl-
inder, and C the field-of-force magnet, of the

machine.
D ly are the )nain commutator - brushes,

5 whicJi are mounted so as to be adjustable upon
the commutator-cylinder. From these brushes

run the main conductors 12, in multiple-arc

or derived circuits 3 4, from which are the

lamps or other translating devices a.

lo The secondary commutator-brushes E E',

Figs. 1 and 2, bear on the commutator-cylin-
der on opposite sides of the main brush D'.

From the secondary brushes E E' and tlie main
brush D' runs the extra circuit 5 6. Tiie coils

15 of magnet C and lami>s or other translating

devices b are in multiple-arc or derived cir-

cuits 7 8 from the conductors 5 G. These
translating devices do not require a current of

as high a tension as that required by the trans-

20 lating devices a.

In Fig. 1 the secondary brushes E E' are

shown as carried by a pivoted arm, c, so that

they can be adjusted simultaneously in oi^po-

site directions toward and away from the main
25 brush D'. In Fig. 2 they are carried by sep-

arate and independently-adjustable arms d d'.

In Fig. 3 a single secondary brush, F, is

shown as \ised to forni one pole for the extra
circuit 5 6, the other i)ole being formed b.y

30 one of the main brushes.
In Fig. 4 the secondary brushes G G are

mounted to bear on opposite sides of the com-
mutator-cylinder at points between the main
brushes, and the conductors of the exti'a cir-

35 cuit are connected only with the secondary-
brushes.

I do not cUiim herein the broad idea of de-

riving two or more circuits of different tension
from the same commutator connected with a
continuously-wound bobbin, such circuits be- 40
ing independently regulated; neither do I claim
herein the use of two or more auxiliary brushes
adjustable indeiiendently of the main brushes,
the circuit from said auxiliary brushes includ-

ing the field-magnet coils of the machine, as 45
these inventions form the subject of another
application for Letters Patent, of which this

is a division; but
"What I do claim is

—

1. The combination,with a dynamo or mag- 50
neto electric machine having a coutinuoush'-
wound bobbin and a single commutator, of
main commutator-brushes and one or more
auxiliaiy brushes bearing on said commutator,
circuits having currents of different tension 55
connected with said bjushes, and translating

devices arranged in mutiple arc in each of said
circuits, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination,with a dynamo or mag-
neto electric machine having a continuouslj'- 60
wound bobbin and a single commutator, of
main commutator-brushes and one or more
auxiliary brushes bearing on said commutator,
circuits having currents of different tension
counectedwith said brushes, and incandescing 65
electric lamjis arranged in multiple arc in eacli

of said circuits, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

17th day of February, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

"Witnesses:

W:m. H. Meadowcroft,
H. AV. Seeia-.
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To all JvJiom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Tho^ias A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Molds for Carbonizing,
(Case Xo. 542,) ofwhich the following is a speci-
fication.

My invention relates to molds for carboniz-
ing the filaments which form, after carboni-
zation, the incandescing conductors pf electric

lamps, my object being to keep the filament
under strain during carbonization, while at

the same time allowing contraction, the fila-

ment being so held and the strain being ap-
plied in such manner that the most delicate

filaments Avill not be fractured or injured.

This invention is esjjecially intended to be
applied to the carbonization of very fine fila-

ments, a number of which are to be twisted
20 or braided together to form a single conductor.

Heretofore in molds of this character the
filament has usually been jDlaced in a chamber
with movable blocks or weights set upon its

ends, and its center held by either a fixed or

25 movable block, so that either its limbs alone
or its limbs and center were allowed to con-
tract, or else one or both ends would be fixed
and a movable weight placed in contact with
the center, which weight would be drawn up
as the filament contracted. These molds were
not provided with covers; but a number of
them were set one on top of another in a car-

bonizing-chamber. The disadvantages ofthese
plans, where very delicate filaments are em-
ployed, are that the friction of the weights set
on the ends of the filament would tend to in-

jure such ends, and Avhere a weight was placed
in the center the filament would sometimes
slip under such weight, in which case it would

40 probably be broken; also, in both cases, the
rubbing of the filament upon the bottom and
sides of the mold with which it was in contact,
as it contracted, would be injurious, and some
parts of the filament being out of contact with

45 the mold, the filament would be unequally
heated. In addition, as no cover was provided
for the mold, air Avould be admitted thereto,

- tending to oxidize the filament. By my pres-
H ent invention I overcome these defects by so

30

35

constructing a mold that the filament, Avhile 50
allowed to contract and kejit under constant
strain, will be always in the same position
relative to the parts of the mold in contact
with it, so that it cannot rub against such
parts, the strain is always even and constant 55
iipon every part of the filament, and every part
is always in contact Mith the mold; and, in
addition, the mold is so constructed that ac-

cess of oxygen to the filament is as nearly as
possible prevented. 60

In carrying out my invention the mold is

made in two separate parts—an outer inclos-

ing-chamber made air-tight, as nearly as pos-
sible, and a removable foi-mingiilate, in which
the filament is placed, which jjlate is set in 65
the outer chamber, the (iids of the filament
being secured outside of the forming-plate.
The forming-plate is preferably an oblong plate
or block i^rovided with a groove of the shape
and length of the filament before carboniza- 70
tion, and the outer inclosing-chamber has a
space in its center, into which said j^late or
block is set, such space being longer than said

plate or block. The walls of said outer cham-
ber should be of considerable thickness, and 75
are preferably provided with a groove extend-
ing entirely around the top of said walls. At-
tached to the outer portion, and extending
across the inner space, is a " bridge," of suit-

able material, having two downward projec- 80
tions, which enter the two sides of the grooves
on the forming-plate. Each of said projec-

tions has an aperture in its lower end, through
which aj)ertures extend the ends of the fila-

ment. A closely-fitting cover is provided, 85
having a flange extending around its lower
side, which flange enters the groove in tlietoi>

of tlie outer chamber of the mold. Prefer-

ably one or more strijjs are placed across the

top of the groove in which the filament is laid, 90
to i)revent the filament from leaving such
groove. All the parts are made of carbon,

nickel, or other material capable of withstand-

ing high temperatures.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed 95
drawings, in which Figure 1 is a perspective
view of the entire mold; Fig. 2, asimilarview
of the interior block or plate which liolds the

V
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filament; Fig. 3, a cross-section of the entire

mold, and Fig. 4 an elc\ ation of the bridge,

A is the ontcr chamt)er, provided -with a

groove, B, and C is the cover,having a llange

5 or rib, 1^, Avhieli enters the groove V>.

Eistheinnerplateorl)lock, having a groove,

F, for containing the filament. The block E
is set into the space G, which is, as shown,
considerably larger than said block E.

lo H is the bridge, having its ends a a set into

slots or notches formed in A. The bridge H
has two downward projections, h h, each of

whicli has a slot or groove, d, in its lower end,

and snch projections both enter the groove F.

15 The filament is laid in the groove F, with its

ends c c projecting, as shown, beyond the bridge
H. The filament shown being a very fine one,

knots are tied in its ends to hold them; but
with the ordinary filaments, each of which

20 forms an entire conductor, the usual enlarged
ends would answer this i^urijose. It is evi-

dent that as the filament contracts, its ends
being held beyond the fixed bridge H, tJie

plateA will be drawn along the space G,Avhich

25 is long enough to allow of the whole contrac-

tion of the filament. The filament is thus al-

lowed to contract freely, though under a con-

stantand even strain. 8aid filamentof course
does not move, remaining always in the same

30 position relative to the groove which holds it,

and consequently is not injured by rubbing
against the sides of the groove. There is also

no danger of its slipping under the weig^it, as

there is when loose Aveights are employed.

35 The strip I is set across the groove F, being-

held by notches made for tlie puri^ose. This
prevents the filament from slipping out of the

groove. The rib of the cover, fitting in the
groove in the outer block, assists in i)revcnt-

40 ing the access of air to the filament. xV num-
ber of these molds are piled one on top of an-

other in a suitable closed ilask,which is placed
in a carbonizing-furnace. After carboniza-

tion, the molds are taken from the flask, Avlien

45 byremoving the bridgeHand strip! thellexi-

ble cai'bon lilament mav be taken out.

"What I claim is

—

1. A mold for carbonizing filaments,where-
in the filament is kejit under strain and always
in the sajue position relative to the parts witli 50
which it is in contact, while allowed to con-

tract freelj', substantially as set forth,

2. In a mold for carbonizing filaments, th«
combination of a movable grooved plate for

containing the filament, means independent of 55
said i^late for holding the ends of the filament,

and an inclosing-chamber, substantially asset
forth.

o. In a mold for carbonizing filaments, the
combination, with an inclosing-chamber, of the 60
grooved i^late for shaping the filament, said

plate acting also as a weight to keep said fila-

ment under strain, substantially as set forth,

4, In a mold for carbonizing filaments, the
combination, with the grooved plate for hold- 65
ing said filament, of means preventing the fila-

ment from leaving the groove, substantially as

set forth,

5, In a mold for carbonizing filaments, the
combination, with the plate for holding the 70
filament, of the inclosing- chamber and the
bridge attached to the latter for securing the
ends of said filament, substantially asset forth,

G, A fiat shallow mold for carbonizing fila-

ments, provided with means for holding such 75
filaments under strain and permitting contrac-

tion during carbonization, in combination with
a cover constructed to exclude air, substan-
tiallj' as set forth,

7, A flat shallow mold for carbonizing fila- 80
ments, provided with means for holding such
filaments under strain and permitting contrac-

tion during carbonization,and having an edge
groove, in combination with a cover provided
with a corresponding rib," substantially as set 85
forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

17th day of February, 1S83,
" THOS, A. EDISON,

A\'itnesses:

H, W, Seely.
Edavaud II. Pyatt.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Tiiojias A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, iii the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, lia\'e invented a ne-w and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo or Magneto
Electric Machines, (Case Xo. 43G;) and I do
hereby declare that the following is a full and
exact description of the same, reference being-

had to the accompanjing drawing, and to the
lo letters of reference marked thereon.

Tlie object I have in view is to produce a
more efficient construction of the field-of force

electro-magnet of dynamo or magneto electric

machines, so that greater magnetic force can
15 be produced than heretofore with the same

mass of iron aud with the same consumption
of electrical energy. This I accomplish by
employing, in connection with the polar ex-

tensions of a machine, two or more pairs of

20 flat or plate magnet-cores made of soft iron
and wound sei^arately with insulated wire,

through which the electric current passes.

, Each pair of flat soft-iron cores is preferably
made in one piece, with a connecting back

25 piece or yoke ; but the back piece or yoke
may be a separate piece secured to the flat

cores. The pairs of flat cores being separately
wound, they may be connected in series in the
field -circuit in multiple arc or in multiple

30 series. This construction of the field-of-force

electro-magnet gi\'es greatermagnetic strength
than the round cores wound separately, or
cores made up of a number of flat plates cov-
ered with a common winding. In connection

35 with this construction of the cores, to give still

greater efficiency, the concentrating conver-
gent j)olar extensions may be used.

The foregoing will be better understood from
the drawing, which sliows in persi^ective a

40 machine embodying the invention.
A is the revolving armature, having a con-

tinuous bobbin connected with the bars of a
commutator-cylinder, and being preferably it-

self of cylindrical foi'm, and P N are the polar

45 extensions of the field electro-magnet. These
polar extensions have attached to them two or
more jiairs of flat soft-iron cores, B C, which
are separately wound with insulated wire, as

shown at «, forming part of the field-circuit.

50 The yoke Z», connecting each pair of flat soft-

iron cores, is preferably made in one i:»iece

with the cores. The magnet-cores may be ai-

rauged in a vertical or in a horizontal posi-

tion, and be attached to one side only of the

polar extensions, or to opposite sides of the 55
same.
To obtain greater efficiency, the polar ex-

tensions P X are constructed Avith bevel sur-

faces e, so as to contract the field-of-force ver-

tically or horizontally, or in both directions. 60
Machines constructed in this way have corre-

sponding advantages when used as electric en-

gines or motors.
I do not claim herein the convergent pole-

pieces, or the pole-pieces forming a cylindri- 65
cal space in which the armature revolves, or

the polar extensious, each made in one piece

and provided witli two or more cores, these

in\-entions being claimed in my application

Xo. 71,75G; and it is to be understood that all 70
other patentable features of invention shown
or described, but not claimed herein, are re-

served for protection by other patents, and
have been or will be embodied in other appli-

cations for patents. 75
What I claim is

—

1. In a dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chine, the field-of-force electro-magnet hav-
ing two or more j^airs of flat soft-iron cores

lirovided with separate windings and two po- 80
lar extensions, to which all of such cores are

attached, substantially as set forth.

2. In a dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chine, the fleld-of-force electro-magnet com-
Ijosed of two polar extensions and two or more 85
Ijairs of flat soft-iron cores having separate

windings and magnetically-separate j-okes or

back pieces, substantially as set forth.

3. In a dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chine, the field-of-force electro-magnet hav- 90
ing two polar extensions and two or more pairs

of fiat soft-iron cores provided with separate
windings and yokes made integral Avith the
cores, substantially as set fortli.

4. In a dynamo or magneto electric ma- 95
chine, the combination, Avith the armature, of

the convergent polar extensions, the fiat soft-

iron magnet -cores provided Avith separate
windings and two i)olar extensions, to whicli

said cores are attached, substantially as set 100

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

.3d day of June, 1882.

AVitnesses: THOS. A. EDISON.
RrciiD. IST. DVEU,
H. W. Sekly.
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To all whom it may concem:
Be it kuo\yu that I, Thoimas A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, Iiave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Regulators for Dyna-
mo-Electric Machines, (Case No, 526,) of which
the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to produce a
simple and efficient apparatus for regulating

:o the generation of current by dynamo or mag-
neto electric machines which supply current
to multiple-arc systems of electrical distribu-

tion, such regulation being accomplished by
an adjustable resistance which affects the cir-

15 cuits energizing the fleld-of-force magnets of
such machines.

In carrying out my invention the field-mag-
net coils of the generator preferably form part
of a multiple-arc circuit derived from the main

20 conductors of the machine, though the field-

magnet may be energized from an external
source, if desired. In another multiple-arc
circuit from the main conductors is placed an
electro-magnet provided with a pivoted spring-

25 retracted armature, which armature forms
part of a third nmltiple-arc circuit. The free

end of the armature is normailly held centrally
between two contact-points, and as it is drawn
in one or the other direction, by the magnet or

30 by the spring, it completes circuit through one
or the other of two oi^erating electro-magnets,
each placed in a division of the third multi-
ple-arc circuit. The *

' pressure '
' or regulating

electro-magnet, Avhich is located in a derived

35 or multiple-arc circuit, so as to be affected ex-
actly as is a lamp or other transmitting device,
if wound with copper wire, as heretofore, is

unduly affected by changes in temperature,
which modify its resistance to such an extent

40 that the adjustment is destroyed. To over-
come this dilficulty I wind this regulating
electro -magnet with German -silver wire, or
wire of other metals or alloys not unduly af-

fected by changes in temperature. Instead of

45 having the oiierating electromagnets in a mul-
tiple-arc circuit, they may be in a shunt-cir-

cuit from one of tlic main conductors, or other
circuit having sufficient energy to work them.
In the field-circuit of the generator are placed

50 a resistance and an ^rm for adjusting said re-

sistance. The adjusting-arm is attached to a
centrally-pivoted bar, near each end of which
is placed an armature which is attracted by
one of the pair of operating electro-magnets
and worked across the face of such magnet, 55
and to each end of the bar is also attached a
plunger entering a dash-pot filled with liquid.

As one or the other magnet is energized one
end or the other of the i^ivoted arm is drawn
down, the movement being retarded and regu- 60
lated by the plungers, and the adjusting-arm

is thus moved in one or the other direction,

so as to throw in or cut out resistance from
the field-circuit, according to the requirements
of the system. The operating electro - mag- 65
nets are provided with means for preventing
or diminishing the spark at the contact-points

of the armature-lever of the regulating-mag-
net due to the breaking of a magnet-circuit,

such means consisting, jireferably, of a shunt 70
around each operating-magnet,which provides
a path other than that across the break at the

contact-points for the current due to the dis-

charge of the magnet, and also of a copper
tube or cylinder surrounding each operating 75
niagnet-coil to provide a local or short circuit

for the extra or induced currents. The dash-

pot i)lungers are so formed and adjusted that

their action will be in unison with the charg-

ing and discharging times of the field-magnet, 80
so as to prevent oscillation of the pivoted bar
and contact-arm, for if the plunger were so

adjusted as to fall too quickly the resistance

Avould be x)laced in or taken out of circuit too

rapidly, so that the current would increase or 85
decrease so as to cause an opposite movement
of the plunger, and the plunger would vibrate

untiltheproperpoint ofregulationwas reached,
when it would stop; but the plungers being
regulated so as to move in accordance with 90
the conditions of the field-magnet the contact-

arm will move to the proper point at once and
will remain there without vibrating.

The commutator for the adjustable resist-

ance is of a novel and effi(!ient ibrm, the ob- 95
ject in view being to so construct a resi.stance

that a very slight movement of the adjusting-

arm will be suiUcient to cause a considerable

variation in the resistance. Such coiuinutator

consists of a number of tliiii metal plates, 100
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forming the coutacting parts of the i^esistauce,

fastened together by an insnhited pin or bolt,

and having plates of mica or other similar in-

sulation between them. The metal plates have
5 outwardly-extendingtongueSjWhicharespread

out in fanshai^e, and wires are connected with
them, which include the resistance-coils, a con-

siderable number of such coils being included
between each pair of plates. The resistance

lo is varied bj' means of a contact-point attached
to a flexible contact-arm, such arm being at-

tached to the pivoted center of the bar which
carries the armatures and plungers, so that as

such arm moves the contact-arm is carried in

15 one direction or the other, and the contact-

point slides over the edges of the contact-

plates of the resistance, throwing the resist-

ance-coils in or out of circuit as it moves from
one ijlate to the next.

20 My invention is illustrated in the aecomi^a-
nying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 rej)resents an apparatus embody-
ing the same, inostly in diagram; and Fig. 2 is

a representation of the plates of the adjust-

25 able resistance.

A is the field-magnet, and a a are the com-
mutator-brushes of a dj'namo or magneto elec-

tric machine.
1 2 are main conductors leading from the

30 machine, and having lamps or other translat-

ing devices, b h, arranged in multiple arc upon
them.
In a multiple-arc circuit, 3 4, is placed an

electro-magnet, B, wound with German silver,

35 for the purpose before set forth, and having an
armature, c, pivoted at (7, and retracted by an
adjustable spring, e. The armature-lever c

forms part of the operating-circuit 5 G. Its

free end is provided with contact-points, and
40 such end plays between other contact-points,

//'. The armature is normally held midway
between / and /'' by spring-fingers r/

f/. The
circuit 5 6 is divided, one division including
an electro-magnet, V, the other an electro-

45 magnet, C, which electro-magnets are the op-
erating-magnets.
The field-magnet A is energized by the cur-

rent in the multiple-arc circuit 7 8. In this

circuit are connected the jesistance-coils /( //

50 and the flexible contact-arm 1). The Avires

from the coils h h are connected with tlie fin-

gers *' of the metal commutator-plates i, such
plates i having plates./, of mica or other suit-

able insulation, between them. The mica in-

55 sulation only sepai-atesthebodiesof the plates
/, the fingei's /' being spread out into a^ fan
sliai)e, as shown in Fig. 1, lo permit of the
attachm(;nt of the wii'es llierelo. The con-

. tael -point /.-, attached lo the si)riug-arm 1>,

60 rests on llie edges of tlie ])latcs. The contact

-

arm I) is attached tothemiddU'of tlie pi\Died
bar 10. 'I'o tlic bar E are attached armatures
I r, one for eacli of the magnets C ('', which
armatures work across the faces of the i)olar

65 extensions of the magni^ts, so as lo liave an
incieased movcnuMit. IMunyers »( m' are at-

tached one to each end of the bar E, entering,
respectively, dash-pots FF', containing liquid.
As the number of lamps in the main circuit

is increased the decrease of current in the cir- 70
cuit 3 4 causes the spring c to draw armature
c away from magnet B, completing circuit at

/' through magnet C", attracting armature V,

and throwing up armature 1, and so moving
spring-arm I^ and contact /.• as to remove a 75
portion of the resistance /; /; from the field-cir-

cuit 7 8, the movement being regulated by the
plungers vi m', which, as stated, are adjusted
to act in unison with the charging and dis-

charging times of the field-magnet, such ad- Sc
justment being obtained by varying the size

of the plungers, or of the apertures in them,
until the proper adjustment is obtained, or in

any other suitable way.
It is evident that only one iiluuger might be 85

employed, attached to -either end of the piv-

oted bar E and properly adjusted.

The removal of lamjis from circuit by caus-

ing the magnet B to attract armature c against

contact-point/ causes magnet C to attract ar- 90
mature I and place resistance in the field-cir-

cuit. Around each magnet C C is placed a

shunt- circuit, 9, to form a path for the dis-

charge ofthe magnet when the circuit is broken
at//', and prevent the destruction of these 95
contact-points by the sj)ark. Around each
magnet -coil is a non- magnetic cylinder, ?j,

(shown in section,) for the purpose before ex-

plained.

I do not claim herein any of the devices cov- 100

ered bv my patents numbered 265,783 and
264,600.

The resistance-commutator, per se, is not
claimed herein, but will be included in a sepa-

rate application for patent; and it is to be 105
understood that allfeaturesof patentable nov-

elty described or shown,but not claimed here-

in, are reserved for protection by other pat-

ents, and have been or will be included in

other applications for patents. 1 10

What I claim is

—

1. In regulators for electrical generatoi"S,

the combination, with the regulating electro-

magnet, of the oppositely - acting operating
electro-magnets and armatures moving across 1 15
the faces of the polar extensions of sucli oper-

ating-magnets, substantially as set forth,

2. The combination, with a dynamo ornnig-

neto electric machine and translating devices
arranged in inultiple arc, of an adjustable i-e- 120

sistance for regulating the generation of cur-

rent, an arm for varying such resistance, a
pivoted bar carrying said arm and having ar-

matures at the ends tluneol", two electro-mag-

nets acting oppositely on said bar. tlie anna- 1J5

t ures of wliieh jiiove across the faces of the po-

lar extensions of saitl operating ekn'tro-niag-

nets, and a controlling electro-magnet located
in a multiple-arc circuit, substantially as set

forth. i;,*^

3. In regulators for elect rieal general ons of

llu> charactiM- herein deseril)ed, tlie eonibiiia
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tio», with tlie oi:>erating electro-iiiagiicts, of

the regulating electro - magnet wound with
German silver, or other aHoy or metal not un-
duly afit'ected by changes in teniporatnre, sub-

5 stantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with the adjustable re-

sistance and the arm for Aarying the same, of

the two oi)erating electro-magnets acting op-

positely upon armatures moving across the

lo faces of the polar extensions of said electro-

magnets and working the arm in oi^posite di-

rections, and one or more dash-pots and i)lun-

gers for I'ctarding the movement of said arm,
substantially as set forth.

15 5. The combination, with the adjustable re-

sistance in the field-circuit of the generator
and the arm for varying the same, of the reg-

ulating and operating electro-magnets and the
davsh-pots and plungers, said plungers being

20 adjusted, as explained, to act in unison with
the charging and discharging times of the field-

magnet, substantially as set forth

C, The combination
magnet B, its armature-lever, and the contact

25 points of said lever, of the magnets in the di

with the controlling-

vided circuits from said oonlact-j>oints, and
means for preventing the si^ark at such ])oints,

due to the discharge of the magnets, substan-
tially as set fortli.

7. The combination, witli the controlling 30
electro-magneticsM'itcli and the operatingelec-
tro-magnets, of shunts around said operating-
magnets, and metallic sliells upon the same,
for i)reventing spark at the contact-points of
said switch, substantially as set foi'th. 35

8. The combination, with the resistance-

comnuitator, such as described, of the ilex-ible

contact-arm carrying a contact-point, the piv-

oted bar carrying said spring-arm, the oper-

ating electro-magnets acting oppositely upon 40
said bar, and one or more dash-i)ots and plun-

gers for retarding the movement of said bar,

substantially as set foi'th.

This specification signed and witnessed this

2Sth (lay of Xovember, 1882.

THOS. A. EDTSOX.

Witnesses:
- H. W. Seely,

E. H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that we, Thomas A. Edison,

of Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex
and State of New Jersej^, and Charles L.

5 Claekk, of the city, county, and State of New
York, have invented a certain new and useful

Improvement in Regulators for Systems of

Electrical Distribution, of which the following

is a specification.

lo Our invention relates to a regulating appa-
ratus used in connection with a system of elec-

trical distribution in which the current is dis-

tributed from a central point to A'arious parts of

a district where lamj)S, motors, and other trans-

15 lating devices are arranged in multiple arc.

In such a system the generators at the central

station are connected with feeding-circuits on
which no lamps are placed, but which are con-

nected at suitable points with the street-mains

20 on multiple-arc circuits from which the lamps
are placed. In such a system it is necessary

to preserve a constant electro-motive force or

"pressure" in the circuits where the translat-

ing devices are placed. The electro-motive

25 forceat the end of a feeding-circuit is indicated

by a suitable device placed at the central sta-

tion and connected by an auxiliary circuit with
the end of the feeding-circuit, and it isa'egii-

lated in accordance with such indications by
30 varying the resistance of the feeding-circuit,

all of which is fully set forth in the applica-

tion of the said Edison filed December 9, 1881,

(Serial No. 47,468.) According to our inven-

tion, this variation is accomi)lished by causing

35 each feeding-circuit to be broken at a conven-
ient i)oint, and providing a number of paths
for the current across such break, each of con-

siderable resistance, means being provided
for throwing into circuit more or less of such

40 paths, as desired. Such paths or resistances,

it will be understood, are in multiple-arc rela-

tion to each other, and consequently the more
we place in circuit the less the resistance of

the feeder and the greater the amount of cur-

45 rent supplied to the lamps.

It is usually customary to vary the resist-

ance of a circuit by throwing more or less re-

sistance in series, so to speak, directly into

such circuit. We, however, prefer the mode
just described, for here as fast as we decrease 50
the resistance, and thereby increase the cur-

rent in the circuit, we correspondingly in-

crease the current -carrying capacity of this

portion of the circuits per unit of length, while
in the old way, when the current is increased, 55
the conductivity of the circuit remains the
same, and there may be danger of exceeding
the capacity of the conductors. The prefera-

ble form of apparatus for this purijose we
have found to be as follows: The wire or cable 60
from one pole of the generator or generators
is connected to one of two metal pipes, pref-

erably of copper, which are placed, prefer-

ably, one above the other, or in any conven-
ient position. The conductor from the other 65
pole is connected directly to the feeding-cir-

cuit, while the return-conductor of such cir-

cuit is connected with the second pipe. It is

understood that each feeding-circuit of the
district is provided with the apparatus de-

scribed. To the lower pipe are attached, at

short distances apart and along its entire

length in any suitable manner, the ends of

the carbon rods, the other end of each ot

which is connected with the lower end of a
spring whose upper end apjiroaches nearly to

but does not touch the upper i)ipe. Prefer-

ably a number of these carbon rods are i)laced

in series between the lower pipe and each
spring. Pivoted at one end to the frame which
supports the pipes is a "knife," consisting of a
suitable back and a handle of insulating ina-

terial, with a coj)i)er plate or blade, such
blade being preferably broad at its outer end
and narrow near the handle. Such knife is

so placed that the blade can be forced down
between the upper i^ipe and the springs and
make electrical connection between them,
more or less of the springs b(!ing in contact

Avith the pipe, according as the blade is pressed^ go
down or drawn up.

It is evident that as more springs are con-
nected with the pipe more of the carbon rods
will be i)lacedin multiple arcbetween thepipes,
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aud consequently the greater will be the con-

ductivity of the feeding-circuit of Avhich such
pipes form a part. Therefore, when more trans-

lating devices are placed in the consumption-

5 circuitin the vicinity of the'pointof connection

between the feeder and such ci rciiit, the blade is

pushed down and more of the rods thrown into

circuit, and when such devices are removed
from circuit the blade is raised. At one end the

lo pipes are connected by a rubber or other tube,

and one pipe is connected at its other end to

a source of water-supply, so that a circulation

of water is kept up and the pipes are kept
cool. A weight is attached to the knife as a

15 counter-balance to hold it in the position in

which it is placed; or a spring or suitable fric-

tion devices may be used for this purpose.
Each dynamo or magneto electric machine of

the battery of such machines supplying the

20 feeding-circuits is regulated for the total num-
ber of translating devices in circuit in anj^

suitable w^ay, preferably bj^ throwing resist-

ance into and out of its field-circuit, while the

adjustable resistances in the feeder -circuits

25 are used to regulate for the unequal distribu-

tion throughout the system (the variations in

location of translating devices) without refer-

ence to the total number of translating de-

vices in circuit.

30 Instead of the form of variable resistance

above described, the calorimeter - barrels

shown in the application of Edison above re-

ferred to may be iised, the knife above de-

scribed being emi>loyed to place a greater or

35 less number of the wire coils in circuit.

Our invention maybe better understood by
reference to the annexed drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a front elevation of the regulat-

ing apparatus; Fig. 2, a transverse vertical

40 section of the same; Fig. 3, a diagram illus-

trating the circuit-connections, and Fig. 4 a
top view of the clamp which holds the car-

bon rods.

A and B are the two pipes, filled with wa-
45 ter and connected together by rubber tube C

Eeferring to Fig. 3, a main conductor, 1,

from the generator or generators leprosented
at I) is connected to the pipe A, while main
conductor 2 is connected to the conductor 3 of

50 the feeding-circuit 3 4. Such feeding-cir-

cuit runs to a point Avhere tlie circuits b V,
Avhich supply the translating devices of the
system, are connected to it in multiple arc.

Tlie conductor 4 of the feeding-circuit is con-

55 nected to the i)ipe 15, ])'is the adjustable
resistance in tlie field-circuit of the genera-
tor I).

K(!ferring lo Figs. \ and 2, 10 is a suitable
frame, which su])])0ils (lie i)ii)es A and ]?. n

60 a anM-arbon rods having (lieir ends held in

^(•himi)S c, such clam])s being i)referal)ly of Ihe
form shown in Fig. 1

—

\\/.., lieing made in two
])arts, each i)art consisting of (wo curves
joined (ogether by a straight piece, and a

65 screw, iJ, being passed tli rough (he straight

portion of both, so that a double clamp is

formed for holding two carbons. Metal pieces

e are attached at one end to the side of pipe
B, and to the other end of each a piece,/', is at-

tached, which enters the clamp r. whose other 70
half holds a carbon rod. Four of these rods
are shown in Fig. 2 as connected in series, the
end of the last carbon being attached to the
piece g, to which is fastened the spring A,

which api^roaches nearly but does not touch 75
the pipe A. All the pieces g are secured to

the strip ?, which is of wood or other insulat-

ing material. F is a copper blade, of the form
shown in Fig. 1, attached to a suitable back,
G, and having a liandle, H. The knife thus 80
formed is pivoted at I. Such knife, it will be
seen, can be forced do\\Ti between the springs
h and the tube A to any desired distance and
again withdrawn, thus connecting the pipes
through more or less of the carbon rods o or, 85
and increasing or diminishing the conductiv-
ity of the feeding-circuit 3 4. The conductors
are fastened to the pipes in any suitable man-
ner. J is a counterbalance - weight used to

hold the knife in the position in which it is 90
placed. By means of rubber tube K water is

introduced into pipe A,which flows offthrough
tube L.

It is to be understood that all patentable
features of invention shown or described but 95
not claimed herein are reserved for protec-

tion in other patents, and have been or will be
embodied in other applications for patents.

What we claim is

—

1. The combination, with an opened elec- 10:

trical circuit, of a series of resistances con-

nected in multiple arc with the circuit on one
side of the break, separate spring-terminals
to such resistances, a conductor connected
with the circuit on the other side of the break 105

and crossing said spring -terminals in close

proximity thereto, and an intermediate cir-

cuit-controlling device making a sliding or

rubbing contact between said conductor and
more or less of the resistance-terminals, sub- 1 1.

stantially as set forth.

2. The combination, Avith tlie parallel con-

ductors, of the carbon resistances attached to

one conductor, the springs attached to such
resistances, and the copper blade for electri- 115
cally connecting more or less of such springs
with the other conductor, substantial Iv as set

forth.

3. The combination, with an electrical cir-

cuit, of a resistance, an adjusting device for i r.

throwing the resistance into and out of cir-

cuit, anil a water-pipe for conducting oft" the
heat, (he circuits of the resistance being made
and l)rokeu upon such water-pipe, suLvstau-

tially as set forth. 12;

4. The combination, with an electrical cir-

cuit, of a series of exposed carbon rods serv-

ing as resistances, means for throwing such
rods into and out of circuit, and a water-pipe
for conductinjr oft' the heat, the circuits of the i

;
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carbou rods being made and broken npon
sucb water-pii')e, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, Avith an opened elec-

trical circuit, of metallic Avater-pipes Ibnn-
ing the terminals of the circuit, resistances in

multiple arc between such -nater-ijipes, and
means for throwing the resistances into and
out of circuit, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

4th day of October, 1S82.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
CIIAS. L. (^LAliKE.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
E. H. Pyatt.
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to

To (ill wlioin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the conuty of Middlesex and
State of Ne\v Jersey, have invented a new and
nsefnl Improvement in the Regulation of

Dynamo or Magneto Electric Machines, (Case
No. 358;) and I do hereby declare that the
following is a full and exact description of the

same, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, and to the letters of reference

marked thereon.

In a in-ior application for Letters Patent of

the United States, made by me on February 5,

1880, of which this application is a division, is

15 set out a complete system for the generation,

indication, regulation, distribution, consump-
tion, and measurement of electricity for light

and motive power. In sucli system it is con-

templated that all the generation, indication,

20 and distribution for a large number of con-

sumers be done at a central station, such
central station being the supply center of an
area termed a district therein.

In such a system the net resistance of the

25 external circuit i.s likel}' to be constantly vary-

ing, inasmuch as it i.s likely that the number
of translating devices in circuit and making
demands upon the central station for current
will be constantly varying. This would lead

30 to variation of pressure, so to speak, of cur-

rent in the circuit. It is essential, however,
that just sufficient energy be generated and
sent through the circuit to keei> up an equal
flow through eacli translating d(!vice—that is,

35 that a uniform i^rcssure be maintained in the
circuit of each translating device in circuit,

whether more or less such devices be in cir-

cuit. To supply the demands upon such a
central station of a district, it is necessary
that a large number of generators be there
grouj)ed, arranged so that more or less there-

of shall be thrown into action, that the amount
of their action shall be controlled so that just

the needed supi^ly may be furnished.

To so arrange a number of generators that

the generative capacity of all in circuit at any
one time may be readily and definitely regu-

l.itcd by oneoiDeration, or the operation of one

40

45

50

55

60

device, in order that the essentials before set

forth be attained, is the object of this in-

vention, which is particularly hereinafter set

out and claimed.

A number (two or more) of generators are
arranged to be driven by any suitable prime
motor. If these M'cre used as dynamo-ma-
chines proper—that is, if the field-of-force

coils and the generating coils were included in

one circuit, and all the current generated were
j)assed through the field-magnet coils, a very
much greater amount of current than neces-

sary for the maintenance of a practical mag-
netic maximum in the field-of-force magnets
would be passed around them, and the coils

acting as resistances to the energy in excess
of that required to magnetize the magnets to 65
their i^ractical maximum, a great waste of

energy would ensue. Hence the field-of-force

coils and the generating-coils are kept separate,
one machine of the number before alluded to

being set apart to supply the energy for the 70
field-of-force coils of the remainder of the
number, the number given it to feed being
Ijroperly adjusted to its caj)acity. The one
so set apart is for convenience hereinafter

termed the "field-generator," and it and the
generators fed by it are termed "supply,"
"generative," and, collectivelj', a "battery."
This field-generator may be energized by the

current from a galvanic battery or other source
of energy, or it may be a dynamo-machine,
its own field-coils being inchided in its own
circuit. With it are combined means for

varying instantly and at will the strength of

the current passing around its field. As such
variation reacts upon the field-magnets cor-

respondingly varying the magnetic field in

which its generative coils rotate, the reaction
extends to the current generated, varying the
force of the fields of the supply generators,

and hence ultimately the current sent there- 90
from into the circuit external to the station.

It will be understood that tliis regulation of
the magnet of the field generator is performed
below the i)oint of saturation of the magnet,
the current supplied to the magnet coils be-

ing varied from a quantity sul'lieieiit to i^ro-

75
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(lace saturation, as a maximum, to a quantity
pioduciiig tlie weakest magnetic effects tie-

sired as a minimum. So, by simply regulating
tlie current passing around tlie field of one

5 machine, the generation of current by a large
number of machines connected to a supplj'-

circuit is regulated instantly and at will.

When it is desired to use several batteries

of general oi's, one in each battery is set apart

lo as the field-generator; but the entire number
of field-generators are energized by an extra
generator x>rovided witli means of regulation,

in which case such extra generator is termed
the "primefield-generator." The foregoing is

15 clearly shown in the drawings, in each of which
several batteries of generators are indicated,

and in which Figure 1 shows a prime field-

generator energized by the current of a gal-

vanic battery; and Fig. 2 shows the prime
2c field-generator as a dynamo. In Fig. 1 three

batteries, C C', of generators are shown,
which number may be increased or diminished
as circumstances may require. In each battery
one generator, c, is set apart as the field-gen-

25 erator, the circuit therefrom jjassing through
the field-coils of all the remaining or suj^i^ly

generators of the battery, as shown in broken
lines 2 2. For actuating the rotative portions
of the supply-generators an engine, D, is used

30 with each battery, connected by belt d to line

of shafting E, from which belts e pass to the
supply-generators; or, if preferred, each sup-
ply-generator may be provided with its own
special engine. The generative coils of the

35 sui)i:)ly-generators in C' and C'- are connected
in multiple-arc to conductors 3 3, which in

turn are connected in multii)le-arc to the main
conductors G 6, from which lead supply-con-
ductors or ''mains" 7 7 throughout the dis-

40 trict or territoiy to be sup^ilied; or the sup-
ply-generators may be connected directly in

multiple-arc to G G. as shown in C. The field-

of-force coils of the field-generators c c c are
energized by current from the prime field-

45 generator F, whose circuit for this purpose is

shown in broken lines 1 1. As here shown,
its field-coils are traversed by current from
the galvanic battery (i, although it is evident
that any other suitable source of energy may

50 be used. In the circuit of G is intei'posed a
series, 11, of resistances connected to a cut-out,

K, by which more or less of said resistances

arethiown into the circuit of (J. This forms
a very effective and simple method of regu-

55 lating the generative capacity of the batteries

of sui)ply-generators, for by the resistances

thecuircnt in the tield-coils of the i)rimc lield-

giiiierator isstrenglluMied or weakened, all'ect-

ing itsgeneration, which reacts ui)on the lield-

60 generators c, reading then uj)on tlie supply-
generators, th(^ variation in the circuit of (i

heing immediately followed by variation in

the current generated in the batteries.

Where oidy one l)attery is to be used, the

65 re^i^lances and cul-oul are ])laced directly in

the field-circuit of the field generator r of such
battery.

In Fig. 2, c c c c are the field generators of

liatteries not shown, while c' is the field-gen-

erator of a battery of which three supply-gen-
erators are shown, connected to conductors G

G, as before explained. In this case the prime
field-generator F' is a dynamo electric ma-
chine, all its coils being included in one cir-

cuit, 8 8, which passes through the field-coils

of the field-goierators c c c c c'. The same
principle of regulation is used, l)owever, the
resistances H and cutout K being arranged,
as shown, directh' in the circuit 8 S, through
F', causing variation therein, with the result

hereinbefore explained—that is to say, the
current flowing in the field- magnet circuit S
8 of the generators c c' is prinnirily and di-

rectly varied bj"^ variations in the resistance

H in said circuit.

The adjustable resistances, which are iilaced

directly in the circuit of the field magnet coils

in either of the arrangements shown, are so

proportioned to the resistance of the magnet-
cjils and to the energy of the source of elec-

trical sujiply, and these last two elements are
so proi)ortioned with relation to each other
that when all the resistance is cut out of cir-

cuit the current supplied to the field-magnet
coils will 1)6 sufficient only to saturate or

nearly saturate the magnet, i^roducing the
maximum magnetic power without waste of
energj^ The throwing of the resistance into

the circuit diminishes the current and weak-
ens the magnet, and in this way the strength
of the magnet is primarily and directly regu-

lated and varied.

I do not claim herein the method of ojier-

ating a battery of generatoi-s, consisting in

using the entire current of one to sui)ply the
fields of the remainder, and throwing the en-

tire current generated by the latter into a cir-

cuit for use, as such will form the subject of a
separate application; nor do I claim herein a
dynamo electric machine constructed or com-
bined with suitable devices for primarily vary-
ing the strength of the current exciting its

field-coils, nor, broadly, the combination, with
the field-coils of such a machine, of an adjust-

able resistance, as such subject-matters form
the subject of a separate application.

It is to be understood that all further pat-

entable features of invention described or
shown, but not claimed herein, are reserved
for protection l\v other patents, and have been
or will be embraced in other applications for

patents.

^^'hat I claim is

—

1. The combination, with an electrical gen-
erator, of an adjustal)le resistance in addition
and e\t»Mnal to the lield-magnet coils, and
located direelly in the field circuit ofthegen-
erator, for jirimarily and direelly regulating
and varying tlu' slr-'iiglh of the field magnet
lielow the jxiinl of saliiration. substantially ;vs

set forth.

2. In a battery of generatiu-s, (he oiubina
lion of one generator fei'ding the field of all

the supply generators of the battery, willi
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means for controlling and regulating its cur-
rent, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a battery of gen-
erators and a separate generator supplying

5 the tield-current therefor, of means acting on
the separate generator to reguhite its produc-
tion of current, and tiiereby regulate thegcu-
ei'ative capacity of the entire battery, sub-
stantially as set forth.

lo 4. The combination, with a series of bat-

teries of generators, each provided with its

own field-current generator, of a prime field-

generator supplying the field-current to such
battery field-generators and jjrovided with

15 means for controlling the generative capacity,
substantially as set forth.

5. The method of regulating the generative
capacity of one battery or of a series of bat-

teries of generators, consisting iu primarily
20 regulating the current passing around the

field-coils of one or the prime field-generator,

substantially as set forth.

30

G. The combination of a battery or series of

batteries of generators, a field or prime field

generator, and an adjustable resistance, sub-
stantially as set forth.

7. The combination, with the main circuit

containing one or more generators and trans-

lating devices, of a separate electric circuit

having no electrical connection with the main
circuit, and sui^plied with cunent from a
source external to said generator or genera-
tors, and means acting upon the separate cir-

cuit for controlling and regulating the force or

pressure in the main cii'cuit, substantially as 35
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

17th day of October, 1881.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
0. F. Harrington.
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35

40

I'o all ivlbODh it may concern:
]5e it known tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

^lenlo Park, in the conuty of ^MiiUilesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and
nsefnl Improvement in Electrical Generators
or ]Motors, (Case Xo. 002,) of which tlie fol-

lowing is a specification.

This invention relates to the constinction of
dynamo-electric machines and electro-dynamic
motors having continuously-wonnd bobbins
connected at Intervals to commutator-bars,
whereby tliesparkiugat the commutator will be
greatly reduced or wholly obviated, overcom-
ing the necessity for changing the current-col-

lectorsupouthe commutatoriuaccordance with
variations in the load iipou the machines when
used either as generators or motors, increasing
the capacity of the machine and decreasing the
lieat generated in the arjuature-coils, and also

diminishing the wear of the commutators and
the collectors. This I accomiilish byopiiosing
the electro-motive force of the coils as they are
short - circuited at the commutator (bj^ the
bridging of commutator-bars by the curi-ent-

collectors) by a counter electro-motiye force.

This counter electro-motive force is preferably
equal or nearly equal to the electro-motive force
of the short-circuited coils, in which case no
current will flow in the short-circuited coils

and the sparking will be completely ob^iated;
or the counter force may be somewhat less or
even greater than the direct force, but not suf-

ficiently one way or the other to make the spark
due to the current j^roduced by the ijredomi-
uating electro-motive force of practical impor-
tance. The counter force is produced by mak-
ing the connections between the bobbin and the
commutator - bars through conductors Avhich

I)ass through the field of force, and in which
there is a counter electro-motive force opi^osed
to the directforce of the short-circuited coils.

These connections are preferably in the form
of loops upon the armature.

In machines with contiTiuous windings, the
commutator - bars have been heretofore con-

nected with the armature-bobbin by conduct-
ors running directly from the commutator-bars
to the bobbin. By this invention, ]u)wcver,

each connection is made bya conductor which
is connected to the bobbin, and is canied back
on the armature-loop from the i)oint of con-

nection therewith, and follows it one or more

times around the armatiii'e, and is then con-

nected to a commutator-bar. The extra Iooi)s

may becoiubutors of the same size as the bob- 55
bin: but much smaller conductors are prefer-

ably used, and since each extra loop is in cir-

cuit a portion of the time only, the heat due
to the main current is dissipated. Acountei-
force equal to the direct force is obtained by 60
giving each extra looj) the same length as one
loop or section of loops of the main bobbin; or

in constructions where this is not desirable the
extra loops may be placed in advance of the
loops of the main bobbin, so that as each main 65
loop or section of loops is short-circuited the

opposing extra loop or section of loops is in a

stronger magnetic field, and in this way the
counter force of the extra loop cau be made
equal or nearly equal to the direct force ofthe 70
short-circuited loop.

This invention is applicable to all con-

tinuously-wound machines, Avhether of the
Gramme, Siemens, or other type.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a 75
part hereof, Figure 1 isa i3ersi)ective view of

a number of armature-loops removed from the
armature and ofa number ofcommutator-bars,
the connections between the loops and bars be-

ing shown by dotted lines; Fig. 2, a perspec- 80
five view of a wound armature of the Siemens
type and a commutator with two commutator-
coiuiections illustrated; and Fig. 3, a side ele-

vation of a wound armature of the Gramme
type Avith the commutator in vertical section, 85
all the commutator-connections being illus-

trated.

A represents commutator-bars, and B the

coils or loops of a continuously-wound arma-
ture. The field-magnet, the location of whicli 90
will be well understood, is not shown in any
of the figures.

C repx'esents the condactors connecting the

loops with the commutator-bars. These con-

ductors are wound as loops upon the armature, 95
and lieuce pass thi'ough the field offeree, and
in them is developed a counter electro-motive

force, Avhich neutralizes wholly or jiartially the

electro-motive force of the coils as they are

short-circuited. It will be seen that each con- 100

ductor 0, instead of extending from the point
of connection with B directly to a commutator,
.is run back uponthccoil B, to which it is con-

nected, and folloMS that coil around the anna-
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turo, and is then ooiinoclcd to a coininntatoi- I liallythe spark at the commutators of dynamo 30
bar. If tlie -winding- B is a plural windinj^,

each conductor C may also be wound two or
more times around the armature. In Fig. 2

S two connections only are sho-nn for clearness;
but it will be understood that tlie other com-
mutator-bars will be connected in the same way
witli the armature-coils. In Fig. 3 the connec-
tions C iiass once around the ring-armature be-

10 fore beingconnccted with tliecommutator-bars;
but these connections maybe run two or more
times around the armature, to give the lequired
counter electro-motive force.

The oiieratiou is not dependent upon the re-

iS sistauce of the extra loops, but uj^on their
length and jDosition with reference to the corre-

sponding main loops; and hence I make no
claim herein to (lie interposition of an extra
resistance between the commutator and the ar-

20 mature-coils. A construction dependent upon
the resistance is described in my application
Serial Xo. 114,282, and that invention is there-
in claimed. Neither do I claim herein a resist-

ance external to the current-collectors forming
25 a bridge of high resistance between the short-

circuited commutator-bars, for this is claimed
in my application Serial Xo. 114,281.
What I claim is

—

1. The method of overcoming wholly or par-

or magneto electric machines or electro-dyna-
mic motors, consisting in developing a counter
electro -motive force opposed to the electro-

jnotive force of the armature-coils as the}' are
short-circuited, substantially as set forth.

2. In an electrical generator or motor, the
combination, Mith the armature and commu-
tator, of means for throwing a counter electro-

motive force into the ai-mature-coils as thcj'

are short-circuited, substantially as set forth.

S. In an electrical generator or motor, the
combination, Avith the armature and commu-
tator, of conductors connecting the armature-
coils and commutator-bars and i^assing througli

the field of force, substantially as set forth.

4. In an electrical generator or motor, tlie

combination, with the armature-coils and the
commutator-bars, of extia loops wound upon
the armature, and connecting the armature-
coils and commutator-bars,substantiallv as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

17th day of October, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

"Witnesses:
Wm. II. Mkadowceoft,
EBWARD ir. rVATT.
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To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersej^ have invented a new and

5 usefnl Improvement in Insulation of Railroad-
Tracks Used as Electric Circuits, (Case No.
238;) and I do liereby declare that the follow-

ing is a full and exact descrii^tion of the same,
refei'ence being had to the accompanying draw-

lo ings, and to the letters of reference marked
thei-eon.

This invention relates particularly to the
better insulation of lines of rails when the
rails of each line of rails are electrically united

15 and form conductors for couveying an electric

current for utilization along the line of rails.

Where it is attempted to use the rails of a
railroad-track as the conductors for an electri-

cal current, there is always more or less sur-

20 face-conduction, the amount depending large-

ly upon the dampness or dryness of the adja-

cent soil, the ties, &c.
The object of this invention is to largely re-

duce or to prevent entirely this surface-con-

25 duction, to which end the invention consists

in the features more particularly hereinafter

desei'ibed and claimed.
Between the rail and the tie is placed a piece

of felt, paipier-mache, or other tough flexible

30 insulating material, preferably so treated as

. to make it water-proof, which piece extends
upward on the web on both sides of the rail to

the head, forming an insulating- shoe. Be-
tween it and the spike is placed a piece of

35 metal, of the general configuration of the foot

of the rail, upon which the head of the spike
takes and bears, so that the insulating mate-
rial is protected from abrasion or damage by
the spike. Instead of this metal piece, a much

40 heavier i^iece of wood may be used, forming
a shoe fastened down by the spike, and inturu
securing the rail.

It will be observed that the insulating ma-
terial which is placed under and around the

45 rail where it rests on the tie is a tough mate-
rial. Rubber -will not answer the purpose;
but a flexible water-i)roof fibrous material is

preferred. The foot and web of the rails are

covered with some elastic Insulating composi-

tion adhering to the surface—for example, a 50
rubber paint, or a paint of which the base is

jinre linseed-oil, the ties, for a space of, say,

one-half foot to a foot on each side of the rails,

being similarly painted.
In the drawings. Figure lis a cross-section, 55

and Fig. 4 a ijerspective, of a rail arranged as

described. Figs. 2 and 3 are views of details;

Fig. 5, a cross-section of a modification of

Fig. 1.

A is a piece of felting, papier-mache, vul- 60
canized fiber, or other tough flexible insulat-

ing material, placed under and around the
rail B, and extending up the web a to about
the head ofthe rail, forming an insulating-sho:^

C is a washer-piece, of metal, which is 65
placed between A and the spikes, protecting
A from injury by the spikes. In place of the
piece C, wooden pieces D may be used.

The foot b and web a of the rails are cov-

ered with some elastic insulating composition, 70
leaving only the head of the rail exposed or

in condition to form a connection for conduc-
tion of current. This composition may be a
rubber paint or a paint having a base of pure
linseed-oil, or any oxidizable oil. By these 75
means surface conduction or leakage is almost,

if not entirely, obviated, causiug increased
economy in the use of electric motors for trac-

tion purposes on railroads.

What I claim is

—

80
1. A railway-rail i^rovided with an insulat-

ing-covering except upon its head, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. An insulating-cushion for i ail road-rails,

comjDOsed of a flexible water-proof fibrous ma- 85
terial, substantially as set forth.

3. A line of rails electrically connected to

form a circuit or part of a circuit, and having
the foot and web of the rails covered with an
elastic insulatiug composition adhering to the go
surface thereof, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

Gtli day of August, 1880.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
F. L. Geiffin,
Wm. Caeman.
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To all ivlhom it ui,ay concern:
Be it knowu tliat I, Tho:mas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the conuty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersej', have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in tlie Manufacture of In-
candescing Electric Lamias, (Case No. 377;)
and I do hereby declare that the following is

a full and exact description of the same, refer-

ence being had to the accompanying draw-
lo ings, and to the letters of reference marked

thereon.

I have found that in the manufacture of in-

condescent electric lamps thebestmode of at-

taching the incandescing conductor to the

15 wires leading thereto is to electroijlate the
joint or iinion between them. In order to

perform this operation, it is necessary to first

attach the wires to the enlarged end of the
carbon by some temporary mechanical means.

20 To furnish convenient and efficient means for

this i^urpose is the object of my invention.

3Iy arrangement is as ibliows: The copper in-

ner extremities of the "leading-in" wires are

formed into long flat strips, whose width
25 should be about equal to that of the enlarged

ends of the carbon. Each strip is then bent
over twice lengthwise on itself, and the en-

larged carbon ends arc inserted in the upward
bend. The sides of tlie strip may be i^ressed

30 down ujion the carbon as closely as is neces-

sary to hold it. The joint is then electro-

l^lated, preferably in the manner shown in my
l)revious application, (Serial Xo. 24,440.)

The accompanying drawings illustrate my
invention. 35

Figure 1 is a view showing the carbon held
as above described, and Fig. 2 a view of the
Hat copi:)er extremity before bending.
A is the supporting neck or stem of an in-

candescing electric lamp, and a a the copper 40
terminals, having their ends formed into or

attached to tlat strips h h. Each of these strips

is bent back twice upon itself at points c c.

The enlai'ged ends d d of the carbon are placed
in the upward bends, as shown, and thei^c 45
held during the operation of electroplating.

What I claim is

—

1. In an incandescing electric lamp, the de-

vice for holding an end of the carbon during
the process of electroplating, consisting of a 50
flat piece of copper bent twice lengthwise up-
on itself, substantially as set forth.

2. The leading-in wires of an incandescing
electric lamp, having their inner exti'emities

formed into or attached to flat metal strips, 55
each bent twice lengthwise upon itself, sub-

stantially as and for the purpose set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

5th day of December, 1881.

T. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Wm. H. Meadowcroft, -
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Apiilicnlioii (iliMl An;;iisl M, iJ.«->. (Xo lundcl.)

To all irhont it mitij i-onccrii:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Enisox, oC

Monlo Park, in the connly of,3Ii(hllest'X and
State of Xew Jersey^ liave invented a new and

5 uset'nl Iniiirovenient in Eleetrieal dieters,

(Case Xo. 457;) and I do hereby dechire that

tlie following is a full and cxaet description of

the same, reference being had to tlie accom-
l)auying drawings, and to the letters of refer-

lo ence marked thereon.

The object I have in view is to produce sim-

ple and efficient means for measuring the elec-

trical energy consumed in a circuit, which will

record automatically, and will be constructed

15 wholly of mechanically-operating parts not
liable to get out of order and not requiring re-

newal. This I accomplish by the use of one
or more reciprocating dash-jjot plungers, which
retard the movement of an electro-magnetic

20 mechanism operated hy the current in the cir-

cuit, or a i^ortion thereof, and working, by its

movement, a recording apparatus. The dash-
130t or dash-pots employed maybe of ordinary
construction; but, instead of using a liquid in

25 the dash-pots, I prefer to use the air as a re-

tarding force, which I am enabled to do ef-

fectively bj" making the plungers of large area.

The electro-magnetic mechanism acts iipon a
pivoted beam, to which the dash-pot plungers

30 are attached. It may be of any suitable con-

struction; but I prefer to employ two electro-

magnets, acting upon armatures secured to a
pivoted or suspended beam on opposite sides

of the point at which the beam is iiivotcd or

35 suspended. The beam is connected at its ends
to the reciprocating plungers of dash-pots,

whicli retard the movement. These electro-

magnets are located directly in the circuit or
in a shunt therefrom. The beam has an arm

40 which works a pivoted circuit-controller, mak-
ing and breaking contact at mercury-cups.
When the electro-magnets are located directly

in the circuit, the movement produced by each
electro - magnet opens a shunt around the

45 other electro-magnet and closes a shunt around
itself. The electro-magnets are thus made to

predominate alternately, while the circuit is

kept constantly closed. When the electro-

magnets are in a shunt from the circuit the

50 consumption of electrical energy in which is

being measured, the circuit-coutroller makes

n.T

60

65

75

and breaks the circuits of the electro magnets
alternately or closes and opens sliunts, as in

the tiist case.- The circuit-controller is a piv-
oted bar having a U-sha])ed arm projecting
upwardly, and engaging with an arm from the
pivoted beam. The circuit -controlling bar
carries two points dipping alternately in mer-
cury-cups, and a central point di])ping i)er-

manently in tlie mercury of a tiiiril cup. 'j\)

tiirow the circuit-controlling bar to the limit
of its movement after it has been moved over
the center by the arm from the beam, I em-
ploy a tube ]jartly filled with mercury. This
tube is carried by the bar, and the mercury in
it flows to one end or the other as the bar tips
over the center, throwing it to the end of its

movement. A weight may be employed foi'

this purpose, as heretofore in circuit-control-

j

lers of this character; but the mercury-tube is 70
preferred.

j

The recording apparatus may be worked by
I

a mechanical connection with the pivoted
i beam or the circuit-controller; but it is pre-
ferred to emi^loy two electro-magnets for this
purpose, the circuits of which are made and
broken alternately by the circuit-control lei'.

When the main electi'o-magnets are located
directly in the circuit, these electro-magnets
for working the recording apparatus will be 80
located iu the shunt-circuits which are com-
pleted alternately around tlie main magnets;
but when the main electro-magnets arc" in a
shunt from the circuit, the recording electro-

magnets can be placed in the divisions of this 85
shunt with the main electro-magnets. The
lamps, motors, or other translating devices
are preferably arranged in multiple-arc cir-

cuits. The speed of the electro -magnetic
mechanism will vary with the number of go
translating devices in circuit, and-the record-
ing apparatus will indicate accurately in any
units desiredthc electrical energy consumed in

the circuit.

The foregoing will be better understood from
the drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a view, partly diagrammatic, of
the preferred Ibrm of meter located directly in

the circuit; Fig. 2, a similar view of the pre-
ferred form of meter located in a shunt from the
circuit.

1 2 are the main conductors of a house or

95

100
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other consumption circuit ill wliicli are placed
lamps, motors.or other translating- devices, A,
lireferably arranged in sejiarate multii)le-arc

circuits, as shown.
5 The meter is composed of a pivoted or sus-

pended beam, B, Figs. 1 and 2. carrying
armatures on opposite sides of its i^ivot,

acted ni)on by two electro -magnets, C I). At
its ends the beam B is connected witii recipro-

lo eating dash-i)ot plungers E P, which are pref-

erably^ of large area and work against the re-

tarding force of the air in cylinders E' and F',

closed at one or both ends. The beam B has
an arm, a, projecting downwardly from its

r 5 center and engaging with the U -shai)ed stirrup
on the end of the arm h of a pivoted circuit-

controlling bar, G. This circuit-controller car-

ries a central pin dipping permanently in the
mercury of a cup, c, and two end pins dip-

20 ping alternately in the mercury of cups d e.

The bar G has a tube, /, partly filled with
mercury,secured thereto, for throwing the cir-

cuit-controller to the limit of its movement
after it is tipped over the center by the move-
ment of the beam B.

H rej)resents any suitable recording appara-
tus,which maj^ be moved by a mechanical con-

nection with the beam or circirit-controller;

but it is preferably worked by two electro-

30 magnets, I K, acting alternately uiiou an arma-
ture-lever, (/.

With reference to Fig. 1, the electro- mag-
nets D are i^laced directly in the conductor 1

of the consumption-circuit. Between the elec-

35 tro-magnets CD a connection, 3, is made with
the permanent contact-cup c. Outside of the
electro-magnets C D connections 4 and 5 are

made with mercury-cups eand d, respectively,

after passing through the coils of the record-

ing electro-magnets I and K. Conductors 3, 4,

and 5 form shunts around the magnets C D,
which are completed alternately by the cir-

cuit-controller, while the main circuit always
remains closed.

When ths i^arts are in the position shown in

Fig. 1, the current flows from 1 on the right

of D, through 0, 3, c, G, d, K, and 5, to 1 on
the left of C 1). Current Mill also flow through
1), but, the shunt 3 5 being closed around 1),

50 its energy will be small compared with that

of C C will draw B down until G is thrown
over the center, when contact will be broken
at (/, and made at c. K Mill also attract r/,

M'orking the recording apparatus. Xom' the
current Mill IIom' from 1 on the right of C T),

by 4 I r; G c 3 D, to 1 on the left ot'C I). The
shunt 3 4 is noM^ closed around C, and hence
1) Mill noM" predominate, although asmall cur-

rent will flow through C. The beam I> will be

60 ti])ped in the opposite direction, and 1 Mill

attract//. This same arrangement of cii'cuits

could be used in a shunt around resistance,

in Mliich* c:ise llu^ conductor J Mould be ex-

tended, through resistaiu'(% around the mag-
nets C I), as siioMii in «iotled lines in Fig. .1.

In I'^ig. 2 the magnets C Dare in a shunt, (i 7,

around rcBistauce K, loi'aled in conductor i of

40

45

55

65

the consumption-circuit. Conductor 7 is di-

vided, and runs to both magnets C D, and
from these magnets sepai'ate connections 8 9 70
extend to magnets I K and cups d e. Con-
ductor G extends directly to the cup c. lu
the position shoM'n in the draMings, the cur-
rent floMS from 1 on the right of R, by 0, c, G,
(Z, I, 8, C, and 7, to 1 on the left of li. I\[agnets 75
C I are energized, Avhile the circuit ofD and K
is broken. The beam B will be attracted by
C, and the lever // bj- 1. The circuit-controller

Mill be throMii after the beam B has made a
definite movement, breaking contact at d, and So
making contact at e. Xom' the current will

flow from 1 on the right of R, by G. <?. G, e. K, 9,

D, aud 7, to 1 on the left of 11, and D K will be
energized, Miiile the circuit of C I will be
broken. 85

It Mill be understood that the speed of move-
ment of the electro - magnetic mechanism va-
ries in direct proportion to the variation in
the energy consumed in the circuit in a given
time, and hence the recording apparatus Mill 90
give an accurate record of the consumption
that takes place.

What I claim is

—

1. In an electrical meter, the combination
of the pi\'oted beam, oscillated by an electro- 95
magnetic mechanism for moving tlie beam in

both directions by electi-o-magnetic action, of
a recording apparatus, and reciiirociiting diish

pot plungers attached to such beam, substan-
tially as set forth. loj

2. In an electrical meter, the combiuation,
Mith a i^ivoted beam, of electro-magnets for

tipping such beam in opposite directions, a

circuit -controller moved by the beam, aud
a recording apparatus, substantiallv as set io>
forth.

3. In an electrical meter, the combination,
Mith a pivoted beam, of electro-magnets for

tipping such beam in opposite directions,

means for letarding the movement, a circuit- n
controller moved by the beam, and a record-
ing apparatus, substantially as set forth.

4. In an electrical meter, the combination,
Mith the jiivoted beam, the main electro-mag-
nets, and the dash-pots, of the circuit-con- 11;

troUer operated by the lieam, the recording
api)aratus, and the electro-magnets for M'ork-

ingsuch recordingapi>aratus, substantiallv as

set forth.

5. In an electrical meter, the circuit-con- u
trolk'r comi)os('d of a ])ivoted bar, mercury-
cups in Mhieh the circuit is made and broken,
amercury-cu]) for constantly maintainingelec-
trical connection Mith the moving bar. and
a tube partly tilled Mitli liquid, for throMing 1^5
the bar to the limits of its movements, sub-
stantially as set f(M-|h.

This spiH'ilication signed and witnessed this

U\\ day of .Inly, 1SS2.'

TllOM.VS A. KIMSOX.

\\itn esses:

IvUIin. X. OVKK,
ICmVAKM) II. rv.vTT.
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To all iclioiii it may conccriu:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Tark, in the State of Xew Jersej^ have
invented an Improvement in Dnplicate Print-

5 ing, (Case Xo. 1()7,^ of which the following is

a specification.

In Letters Patent Xo. 180,857, granted to

me, I have set forth a pen for i)erforating pa-

per, and a press in which the perforated jja-

lo per is stretched iu a frame, and ink from a

roller forced throngli the perforations, and an

impression made on a sheet of iiai)er laid on

a bed.
Type-writing machines have been made iu

which the type is impinged upon the paper
to produce an impression, and in stamp-can-

celing machines types have been used having
roughened or pointed surfaces.

My invention relates to the method of pro-

2o ducing printed impressions in duplicate, con-

sisting in pressing upon paper types in suc-

cession each of which has a surface of points

so as to perforate the paper, and then forcing

through the perforations ink upon the sheet

25 of paper, and thereby x)rinting upon the same.

In the drawings. Figure 1 is a section rep-

resenting one key and lever of a type-writer,

and Fig. 2 is a side and face view of the letter

magnified.

A is the roller upon which the paper to be
perforated is secured, in the usual manner,
felt, blotting-paper, rubber, or other soft ma-
terial being placed over the roller, and against

this the paper to be perforated lies.

B is the standard or part of a ring, and all

the type-levers are arranged so that the per-

forating-types upon their extreme ends will

strike one common center at the roll A. Only
one lever and perforatiug-type is shown in the

40 drawings.
C is the type-lever; D, the type;/, IJie wire

to the finger-key G.
The surface of each type is corapo.sed of

numerous fine points that will i^erforate the

45 paper when pressed upon it. The paper.

30

35

after it has been perforated by the types in
the words, lines, and sentences required for
one page, is removed from the type-writing
machine, and the printing is performed by
forcing ink through the perforations upon a 50
sheet of paper in a manner similar to that set
forth iu my said Patent Xo. 180,857. It will

be evident that these perforating-types may
be introduced into any tyi^e-writiug machine
in which sufficient force can be applied to per- 55
forate the j)aper and form a stencil of type-
letters, each letter being composed of numer-
ous perforations.

This method of iDrintiug is to be distin-

guished from that in my aforesaid patent, be- 60
cause each i)erforated letter is made complete
by the pressure of a type, whereas in the said
patent the letters or cliaractershad to bcAvrit-

ten or drawn out by hand, and hence could
not be made as rapidly or perfectly as by the 65
impression of a tyi^e of numerous points.
This method is also to be distinguished from
the stamp-canceling devices in which a single
stamp is forced into the paper to perforate or
mar the same in a manner to prevent altera-

tion, and the perforated paper was not used
for printing with ink. My method of print-
ing, therefore, necessarily comprises all of the
successive operations, and is an imj)rovement
iu duplicate lirinting.

I claim as my invention

—

The method herein specified of i)roducing
printed impressions in duplicate, consisting
in impressing upon i^aper types in succession,
each of which has a surface of points, so as to 80
perforate the paper, and then forcing ink
through the pferlbrations upon the sheet to be
printed, sul)stantially as set forth.

Signed by me this 4th day of December, A.
D. 1878.

TPIOMAS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
Stockton L. Griffin,
Geo. E. Carman.

70
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To (ill ivlioiib It mmi concern:
Be it known that I, Tiio^rAS A. Edison, of

]\[(Milo Parle, ill the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented anew and

5 nseful Improvement in Eleetrie-Arc Lights,

(Case No. ;3()8;) and I do liereby declare that

the folloM'ing is a full and exact description of

the same, reference being had to the accom-
panying drawings, and to the letters of rcfer-

lo ence marked thereon.

The object I have in view is to prochice

means for governing the regulating mechanism
of voltaic-arc lamps which will be simple in

construction and efficient in action by the cm-

^5 ployment of opposing solenoids or electro-

magnets having coils of the same resistance.

In carrying out my invention I arrange the

coils of one solenoid or electro-magnet in the

line or arc circuit, and the coils of the other

2o solenoid or electro-magnet in a shunt-circuit

around the carbons and the first solenoid or

electro-magnet. Around the solenoid or elec-

tro-magnet in the line I form a shunt contain-

ing a resistance, "which is proportioned to make
25 a proper division of the current and to in-

crease to the required degree the current- car-
rying capacity of the line over that of the

shunt around the arc. This resistance is pref-

erably made adjustable. The coils of the two
30 solenoids or electro-magnets are wound in op-

posite directions, and may act upon the same or

ilifferent movable cores or armatures. It will

be understood that the inagnet or solenoid in

the line, while of the same resistance as that

35 in the shunt around the arc, has a greater

number of coils iu its winding, so as to give it

a predominating force when the carbons are in

contact. This is accomplished by making the
wire of the magnet or solenoid in the line of

40 greater conductivity per unit of length than
that ofthe magnet or solenoid in the slinnt, the
length being increased to equalize the resist-

ance. Where they act ujion the same movable
or stationary core, one set of such coils can be

45 wound upon the other.

Heretofore, in regulating arc-lamps by the
diiiferential action of opi^osing solenoids or

electro-magnets, one of such solenoids or elec-

tro-magnets has been made of low resistance

and i^laced in the line, while the other solen- 50
oid or electro - magnet located in the shunt
around the arc has been made of much higher
resistance; but by the use of the shunt-circuit
around the solenoid or electro-magnet in the
line, and by providing the magnet with a 55
greater number of coils in its winding, I am
enabled to make both of such solenoids or
electro-magnets of the same resistance.

Theforegoing willbebetter understood from
the drawing, iu which the figure is a diagram- 60
niatic view of my arrangement.

1 2 represent the line in M'hich are placed
the carbons C C and the coils of the solenoid
or electro-magnet M.

3 4 represent a shunt-circuit around the car- 65
bons and the solenoid or electro-magnet M.

In 3 4 are i^laced the coils of the solenoid or
electromagnet IM'. Both M andW are shown
as surrounding the same stationary core B
and acting on the same armature A which is 70
arranged to control the regulating mechanism.
INI and M', being wound in opposite directions,

act oppositel}' ui^on the core B and armature A.
Around the electro-magnet or solenoid M is

a shunt-circuit, 5 G, which is connected with 75
theline on opposite sides ofM, and is provided
^yith a projjer resistance, R, wliich is prefer-

ably adjustable. When the lami) is first put
in circuit, the carbou-iioints are together; but
the passing of the current through the magnet 80
]M energizes said magnet, which, acting on the
armature A, draws the upper carbon, C, away
from the lower one, C, a sufficient distance to

caiise the formation of the voltaic arc. When
the carbons become consumed, however, and 85
the resistance of the main circuit wliich con-
tains the arc becomes greater, a greater por-
tion of the current flows through the shunt 3
-I, energizing the magnet M', which, acting in

opi^ositioii to the magnet M, causes the arma- 90
ture A to drop and let the carbon C fall the

proi^er distance. It is evident that in practice
this operation after the arc is once formed
would be a continuous one.

What I claim is

—

95
1. Ill regulating mechanism for arc-lamp.s,

the combination of the opposing solenoids or
electro-magnets located one in theline and the
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other in a sliunt around tlie arc, both, of such
solenoids or electro-magnets having the same
resistance, substantially as set forth.

2. In regulating mechanism for arc-lamps,
tlie solenoid or electro-magnets of the sa)ue re-

sistance located in the line and in a shunt
around the arc, in combination with a sliunt

around the solenoid or electro-magnet in the
line, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

7th daj^ of Xovember, 18S1.

lO

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
RicHD. X. Dyer,
H. W. Seely.
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THOMAS A. EDIS02^, OF MENLO PAEK, NEW JERSEY, ASSIGNOR TO THE
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 297,581, dated April 29, 1884.

ApplicatioD filed September 22, 1882. (No iiioilel.)

fo all ivhovv it may concern:
Be it knowu that I, Thojmas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvoueut in the Manufacture of In-

candescing Electric Lamps, (Case No. 4S3,) of

which the following is a specification.

The object of this invention is to render the
inclosing-globes of incandescing electric lamps

lo asfreefromair asi^ossible; and said invention
consistsin providingsuch globes witharesidual
atmosphere of carbonic monoxide as nearly as

possible free from air. To accomplish this, I

first remove the air from the globe as com-

15 pletely as it can be done with a Sprengel
vacuum-pump, and then fill the globe with
carbonic monoxide in a pure state and free

from moisture. This is in turn pumiced out,

and the globe is refilled with the gas, this be-

2C ing repeated until the small amount of residual

gas remaining in the globe consists almost en-

tirely of carbonic monoxide, and this of course

to the exclusion of the same amount of air.

A convenient aiij)aratus for carrying out my
25 invention is represented in the accomj)anying

drawing.
A represents the inclosing-globe, and a the

carbon filament of an incandescing electric

lamp. Such globe is attached by tube h to

30 the Sprengel vacuum-pump, of which c is the
supplj^-tube and A the fall-tube.

B is a glass vessel, closed by an air-tight

rubber stopper, e, in which are inserted tubes
C and D. The tube C opens in the air, termi-

35 nating in a rubber tube, /, provided with a
pinch-cock, (j, so that the opening may be
closed. The tube D connects the vessel B with
the Sprengel pump. This tube contains phos-
phoric anhydride h li, or similar drying agent,

40 and caustic i^otash t. It is provided with stop-

cocks 7 and /.-, and with a bulb, I, containing
cotton for preventing the substances in the

tube from being drawn out when the pumj) is

working. The vessel B contains sulphuric
acidaud ferro-cyanide ofpotassium, and means 45
(represented at E) are provided for heating
the same. Such heating produces carbon mo-
noxide. The stop-cocks y and/i; are left closed,

and the cock g open until the vessel B becomes
full of this gas, which displaces the air previ- 50
ously contained therein. The gas is then al-

lowed to enter the lamp, from which the air

has been exhausted, its moisture being re-

moved by the j)hosphoric anhydride, and any
carbonic acid which may have been given off 55
is taken up by the caustic potash. After the
globe is filled with the carbon monoxide the
gas is pumped out and a second quantity al-

lowed to enter. This is removed, and these

operations ai'e continued until only the small- 60
est possible amount of carbonic monoxide, re-

mains in the globe. During the latter stages

of the operation the carbon filament of the

lamj) is heated to high incandescence by an
electric current in order that the occluded 65
gases may be driven off. The lamj) is sealed

off at &, and is then ready for use.

I am aware that British Patent No. 192 of

1879 describes the passing of a stream of car-

bon gas constantly through openings in a 70
lamp-globe. This, however, forms no part of

my invention,which relates only to lam^DS hav-
ing sealed globes.

What I claim is

—

The sealed globe of an incandescing electric 75
lamp, provided with a residual atmosphere
consisting almost entirely of carbonic mo-
noxide, substantially as set forth^

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of September, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses

:

Wm. a. Stern,
H. W. Seely.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 297,582, dated April 29, 1884.
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To all luhoni it maij concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a ue^Y and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case Xo. 575,) of which the following
is a specification.

In the oi:»eration of large dynamo-electric
machines it is sometimes found that Avhen a

lo heavy load is on the machine the resistance
to the revolution of the armature is such as

to tend to draw the wires wound thereon out
of place, a strain being produced on said wires
which might in some cases be so great as to

15 break tiie connections between a coil and the
commutator.
The object of my invention is to obviate

this difficulty.

The armature-core which I prefer to use
20 consists of a number of thiu magnetic disks

strung on a shaft, or on an insulating sleeve or
hub, as set forth in my Patents Nos. 2G4,G49
and 265,785; and my invention consists in the
use of supports attached to said disks, between

25 which the wires ai-e wound longitudinally.

Such supports act to prevent the strain on the
wires, as the latter bear against the supports,
and cannot therefore be displaced.

The preferable manner of carr^-ing mj^ in-

30 vention into effect is to provide several thicker
disks arranged at intervals among the ordi-

nary disks of the core. Each of these thicker
disks is provided with a number of slots or
notches in its i)eriphery. In each of such

35 notches is inserted a slip or thin piece of a
suitable material, preferably an insulating sub-
stance. These slips project radially from the
disks to -which tliey are attached, longitudi-

nal rows of i^rojecting supports being thus

40 formed upon the core. Yuleanized fiber is a
very suitable material for these supports. The
wires which forju the inductive portion of the
armature are wound longitudinally between

the supports, which i)revent the wire from be-

ing drawn out of place to an injurious extent. 45
The invention is illustrated in the annexed

drawiugs, in which Figure 1 is a view in ele-

vation of an armature-core embodying said
invention, and Fig. 2 a view of a jiortion of
one of the thicker plates of said core. 50
A is the armature-shaft, on which are placed

the thiu disks of magnetic metal a «, which
may or may not be separated from the shaft

by a sleeve or hub of insulating material.

Several thicker plates, h b, are interposed 55
among the plates a, aud each i)late b is pro-
vided with a number of slots or notches, c c,

each notch on one i)late being in a line with
one on each of the other plates. In each notch
is i)laced a thin slip, d, of A^ulcauized fiber or 60
any other suitable material. The wires e upon
the cylinder are w^ound between the slips d,

which act as previously described.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a solid cylindrical 65
armature-core composed of disks strung on a
shaft, and coils wound longitudinally thereon,

of supports projecting from certain of said

disks, formiug longitudinal iDrojecting rows,

between which said coils are wound, snbstan- 70
tially as set Ibrth.

2. The combination, with the ordinary disks
of the armature- core, of interspersed disks

having slots or notches in their edges, aud
projecting supports inserted in said slots or 75
notches, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with the ordinary thin

disks of the core, of the iutersjiersed thicker
disks provided with projecting supports for

the coils, substantially as set forth. 80
This specification signed and witnessed this

25th day of June, 1883.

TIIOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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United States Patent Office,

tho:mas a. edisox, of mexlo parjc, new jersey.

dynamo-electric machine.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 297,583, dated April 29, 1884.

Applicatio2i filed Octoljer 10, 1S8:!. iXo luoili'l )

'(9 all xvhom it mcnj concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edisox, of

ilenlo Park, in tlic conuty of Middlesex and
-tate of Xew Jersey, Lave invented a new and

5 useful Iniiirovement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case Xo. 587,) of which the following
is a si^ecification.

This invention relates to the bearings in

which the armature-shaft of a dynamo-electric

lo machine is supported, my objects being to

produce au even wear uijou the journals, pre-

venting grooves froin being -worn therein ; to

produce also an cveu wear upon the commu-
tator-cylinder of the machine; to produce an

15 effectual lubrication by distributing the oil

over the whole length of the journals, and to

retain the siirj^lus oil which runs down from
the bearings,iustead of allowing it to drip over
the sides of the pillow-blocks upon the floor.

20 In carrying out my invention I so support
the armature-shaft that it is free to move slight-

ly in either longitudinal direction. There
will then be a slight oscillation of the shaft

back and forth in its bearings, caiised by the

25 jar of running the machine, or from other
causes. This oscillation Avorks the oil along
the whole length of the journals, so as to pro-
duce an even lubrication, and also prevents
any grit or hard particles from remaining in

30 one place and wearing grooves in the journals.

The commutator-brushes also do not bear al-

ways on the same part of the commutator-cyl-
inder, and hence do not wear away the cylin-

der in grooves. I provide also tubes or pas-

35 sages leading from the journal-boxes down
into the pillow-blocks, so that the oil which
accumulates at the ends of the bearings runs
down through such passages into recei^tacles

formed for it in the bed-j)late, such recepta-

40 cles being provided with cocks for drawing
the oil off when they become full. The bal-

anced supporting of the armature - shaft is

preferably accomplished by placing the ma-
chine at a slight angle from a vertical posi-

45 tion, so that the shaft would tend to slide to-

ward one end, and placing a spring at that
end so adjusted as to just balance this sliding

tendency. The shaft vfill then have a slight

oscillation, as above exi^lained. The balanc-
50 ing might, however, be done by inclining the

machine as before, and so aligning the ma-

55

driving-

65

70

chine and the engine which drives it that the
belt will tend to resist the sliding down of

the shaft, the spring being dispensed with.

It is evident, however, that the sirring is pref-

erable.

In the annexed drawings. Figure 1 is a view
in elevation of the machine with the ends of

the bearings shown in section; Fig. 2, a view
of the spring which presses against one end 60
of the shaft; Fig. 3, a longitudinal section of

one of the bearings, and Fig. -4 a cross-section

thereof.

A is the field-magnet, and B the armature of
the machine. C is the armature-shaft. D D'
are the joiirnal-boxes, and E E are the i)illow-

blocks. F is the pullej', and (> the belt

which runs to said i^ulley from the
motor.
The machine is set at an angle from the ver-

tical. I have indicated this in the drawings
by the dotted line x x, which would rej)resent

the floor-line were the inclination produced
by raising one end of the bed-plate. It is to

be understood, however, that the angle indi- 75
cated by this line is much greater tliauthat at

Avhich the machine is in reality iilaced, and
is shown merely to illustrate the fact that

the machine is inclined. The real angle is so

small that it could not beshowir in a drawing
of this size, as the very least inclination of

the machine is sufficient to accomplish the
desired object; also, it is to be understood
that the above is not the method which I

prefer to employ for inclining the machine.
Preferably one end of the bed-j)late is made
a trifle thicker than the other, or the pedestal
of one journal-box is raised to a slight ex-

tent higher than the other, or the inclina-

tion is produced in some other manner in

the construction of these stationai^y parts.

The inclination of the machine causes" a tend-
ency on the' part of the shaft to slide down
toward the journal-box D'. To balance the
shaft against this tendency, thesi^ringrtis made 95
to bear against the end of the shaft through
alternate washers Z> l>', of metal and fiber or
leather, the last washer b' bearing directly

against the end of the shaft. The rod c turns
through all these washers except the last, and 100
the spring a is coiled around this rod between
the wasliei's and the collar d. The pressure

80

85

90
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of the spriug upon tlie sliaft is adjusted by
turning the rod c, it being provided -svitli

thumb-screw c for this purpose. The spriug

is thus adjusted to balance the downward tend-

5 ency of i\\Q, shaft, and said shaft is thus allowed
to move slightly back and forth, with the re-

sult already specified. The journal-boxes are

made, as usual, in two parts bolted together,

and are lined, iireferablj^, with phosphor-

ic bronze /and Babbitt metal fj. From the oil-

cui>s /t It the oil descends upon the journals and
lubricates them evenly in every i^art. The oil

accuuiulates at the ends of the bearings, and
thence runs off through the pipes / /, which

15 extendintothehoUowpillow-blocks, anddrojis
off into tlie receptacles A; /,-, which are formed
for this purpose in the bed-i^late, the latter be-

ing in the form of an open-ribbed frame, as

set forth in my application, Serial ]S'o. 99,553.

20 Such receptacles are provided with cocks I ?,

by which the oil is withdrawn.
It is evident that most of the improvements

herein described are ai^plicable to machines
other than electrical generators.

25 It is to be understood that all patentable
features of invention shown or described, but
not claimed herein, are reserved for protection
by other patents, and have been or Mill be em-
bodied in other api^lications for patents.

What I claim is

—

1. In a dynamo-electric machine driven by
a belt, the shaft balanced in its bearings, and
free to move in either longitudinal direction,

substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine driven by a belt, of means tending to

move the shaft of the machine longitudinally

in one direction, and means acting with etpial

30

35

force to move it in the opposite direction, sub-
stantially as set forth. 40

3. The combination, with a dvnamo-electric
macliine driven by a belt, of a sirring bearing
against an end of the armature-shaft, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. In a dynamo-electric machine driven by 45
a belt, the combination of a spring bearing
against an end of the shaft of the machine, and
means tending to move said shaft against said
spring, substantiallj" as set forth.

5. A belt-driven dynamo-electric machine 50
placed at a slight angle from a vertical posi-

tion, and i)rovided with means resisting the
consequent sliding tendency of the shaft of the
machine, substantially as set forth,

6. A belt-driven dynamo-electric machine 55
jilaced at a slight angle from a vertical posi-

tion, and provided with a spring bearing
against the lower end of its shaft, substantially

as set forth.

7. In a dynamo-electric machine driven by 60
a belt, the combination of an adjustable spring
bearing against an end of the shaft of the ma-
chine, and means tending to move said shaft

against said spring, substantially as set fortli.

8. The combination, with adynamo-electric 65
machine, of a bed-plate therefor, formed as an
oi)en-ribbed frame, one or more oil-recepta-

cles within said bed-i^late, and one or more
ducts leading from the journal-boxes to .said

receptacles, substantially as set forth. 70
This sj^ecification signed and witnessed tliis

27th day of July, 1SS3.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
EnWAHD H. PVATT.
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United States Patent OfficEc

THOMAS A. EDISON, OF MENLO PARK. NEW JERSEY.

DYNAMO-ELECTRIC MACHINE.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 297,584, dated April 29, 1884.

Application likul October 10, 1883. (Xo model.)

To all iclioiti it indij concern:
Be it known thut T, Thomas A. Ejjisox, ol'

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case Xo, 5SS,) of which the following
is a specification.

This invention rehitcs botli to the brush-
liolders and the brushes themselves of eleetri-

lo cal generators and motors. So far as it relates

to tlie former, it is intended as an improvement
on the invention set forth in my Patent No.
20.3,1-1:0. As is the case in that patent, I con-

struct the main portion of the holder in two
15 parts, one of which is fixed, while the othei",

which holds the brush, is held by an adjusta-

ble spring-pressure.

The present improvement has for one of its

objects to render the brush-holder more com-
20 pact in form and to conceal and i^rotect the

pressure-adjusting devices. The holder is also

so constructed that as the end of the brush
wears away it can readily be adjusted for\vard,

M'hile at the same time its whole length is well

25 supported. The brush itself is preferably di-

vided longitudinally into several (two or more)
l^arts, so as to diminish spark, and that part of
the holder which directly supports the brush
is correspondingly divided.

30 My invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings, in which Figure 1 is a longitudinal

section and partial elevation of my improved
brush-holder mounted on a shaft or spindle;

Fig. 2, an end view of the same holding the

35 brush; Fig. 3, a view of the adjustable and ad-
ju.sting parts of the holder; Fig. 4, an end view
of that part of the holder which is placed on
the spindle but with the clamping-ring re-

moved; Fig. .'"), a view of the clamping-ring;

40 Fig. G, a view of that part of the holder in

which the brush is directly i)laced, and Fig.

7 a A'iew of the divided brush.
A is the shaft or sjiindle, on which one or

more brushes, bearing on one side of the com-
45 mutator -cylinder, are mounted. Upon this

spindle is placed a cylinder, B, one end, C, of
which is split at a «, forming a split sleeve,

upon which and against the flange h is screwed
the ring or collar I),which clami^s it upon the

50 shaft. The cylinder B is also provided with
a pin or i^rojection, c, which enters a slot or

groove in the si>indle A to keep the cylinder
from turning. Thiscjiinder, therefore, forms
the fixed portion of the brusli-holder.

Upon the cylinder B is placed the adjusta- 55
ble part E, which holds the brush. From the
sleeve or collar E a projecting tube, F, ex-

tends, in which is placed the spiral spring ^7,

which is held between the i)late e and thumb-
screw/. The plate e bears against the inside 60
of collar E, a depression being formed for this

purpose, and jilate e is connected with cylin-

der B by a pin, //, passing through a hole, /, in

the split sleeve C into a hole,,;', in the plate.

The cylinderB and collar Earethusconnected 65
through tlie spring tZ, and their relative move-
ment is limited by the sirring. The projecting

head G also extends from collar E, the collar

E, tube F, and head G being all made in oue
piece. The head G sui^iDorts the brush-hold- 70
ing frame H, which consists of three parts. A-

/i, (or any other suitable number,) attached to-

gether, passed through the aperture in the
head G and held by downwardly-iirojecting
parts m vi, one on each side of the head G. 75
The brush I is composed of layers of M'ires

«, alternating witli copper strips 0. Through
the greater i>art of its length it is divided into

three parts, and these parts arc placed in the
three divisions of the frame H, separated by 80
the sides p of the divisions. The ends of the
brush-sections bear separately upon the com-
mutator-cylinder, thus diminishing the spark.
The brush is lield by a set-screw, </, and by
loosening this set-screw the brush may be ad- 85
justed forward as the ends of the wires wear
away. The use of the alternate wires and
strips gives strength to the brush and prevents'

it from sin-eading apart.

It will be seen that as the part Fj turns u^iou 90
the part B, and the spring d bears .upon tlie

former, the brush is held against the commu-
tator-cylinder by tliespring-in-essure,and such
pressure is adjusted by means of the thumb-
screw/. Several of these brush-holdei's may 95
be placed upon the same shaft or .spindle, all

being adjustable independently.
What I claim is

—

1. The combination, in a commutator-brush
holder, of the .shaft or spindle, a cylinder fixed 100
thereon, a movable collar concentric to said

cylinder and carrying the brush, and adjust-
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ing means connectingsaid collar and cylinder,

substantially as set forth.

2. In a cominutator-brush bolder, the com-
bination of the cylinder fixed iii^on the shaft

5 or spindle, the inovable collar carrying the

brush and sleeved ui^on the fixed cylinder, and
the adjustable spring connecting the t^^'o parts,

substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the shaft or spindle,

io the inner cylinder formed as a split sleeve, the
clamping-ring, and the outer adjustable collar

carrying the brush, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of the shaft or spindle,

the inner cylinder having a pin entering a

15 groove in said shaft or spindle, the clamping-
ring, and the outer movable collar carrjnngthe
commutator-brush, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with the inner cylinder

fixed upon the shaft or spindle and the outer

20 movable collar thereon, ofthe adjustable spring-

attached to the movable collar, and the pin
connecting said spring Avith the fixed cylinder,

substantially as set forth.

6. The eombination,with the adjustable col-

25 lar provided with a projecting tube and the
spring within said tube, of the inner fixed cyl-

inder and a connection between the s^jring and
said fixed cylinder, substantially as set forth.

7. The frame carried by the brush-holder

30 and supiiorting the brush throughout the

greater x)art of its length, substantiallv as set

forth.

S. The combination, with the adjustable cjd-

inder having a projecting head, of the bru.sh-

suiiporting frame carried by such head, sub- 35
stantiallj^ as set forth.

y. The combination of the adjustable cylin-

der having a projecting head provided with an
aperture, the brush-supporting frame fixed in

such aperture, and the brush held iu such 40
frame and adjustable through said ajicrture,

substantially as set forth.

10. The combination of the longitudinally-

divided brush and the brush-supporting frame
correspondingly divided, the ends of the brush- 45
divisions projecting beyond the frame, sub-
stantially as set forth.

11. The commutator-brush composed of al-

ternate metal strips and layers of wires, sub-
stantially as set forth. 50

12. The longitudinally-divided commutator-
brush composed of alternate metal strijis and
layers of wires, substautiall.y as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

Sth day of August, 1SS3.

TIIOS. A. EDISOX.

^Yitnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edwakd H. Pyatt.
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>^0

To all ivhoiib it may concern

:

Be it known that I, Thojias A. Edisox, of

]\[enlo rark, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new

5 and useful IniiDi'oveuieut in Incandescing- Con-
ductors for Electric Lamps, (Case No. 593.) of

which the following is a si)ecification.

The object of this invention is to i)roduce
incandescing conductors for electric lamps of

10 even size, dcnsitj', and resistance, and each of
which shall be a homogeneous carbon fila-

ment. I accomplish this by twisting a strip

of paper or other suitable carbonizable mate-
|

]-ial tightly into an even cylindrical filament.

15 1 ijreferably emploj' a carbonizable cementing
material to hold the twisted strip together.
The filament thus formed is a homogeneous
one, not made \\\) of a number of separate
strands, like the conductors of thread which

20 have been sometimes used, while it possesses
the advantages of such thread conductors, be-

ing cylindrical and ofsmall areaaud radiatiug-
surface. ]>eing all in one homogeneous piece,

all its parts contract and expand evenly, and
25 all are of the same texture and resistance. The

strips of pai^er can be cut with great exact-

ness, so that all will be of precisely the same
size, and, being cut from the same quality of

l^aper, very even blanks are produced. Such
blanks are then drawn tln-ough a die of the de-
sired size and twisted eveidy by suitable ma-
chinery, so that all the blanks will be twisted
to the same extent and all the filaments will

be of the same size and density. Preferably
the strips of paper are formed with broadened
ends, and such ends are also tightly twisted.
The carboni/.al)le cementing matei'iai binds the
filament into a .solid mass. Such material is

preferably gum-tragacanth or other viscous

40 carbonizable substance, with -which the striii

is covered before twisting. I may, however,
first twist the strip, and then treat the twisted
filament with hydrofluoric acid or other gela-

tinizing agent, gelatinizing a lioi'tion of its cel-

45 lulose, and thus forming- the carbonizable ce-

menting material upon and within the filament
it.self; or the twisted strip might be parch-
mentized by sulphtiric acid or chloride of zinc.

The filaurent, prepared as described, is car-

50 bonized in a suitable manner, aud may then
be attached to leading-in wires and placed in

the lamp.
j

The accompanying drawing represents a

pai^er strip or blank partly twisted. The flat

blank, as shown at A, is twisted tightly into the 55
filamentary form shown at ]i. The blank is

formed M-ith enlarged endsrt, which are twisted

into cylindrical form, as at h.

What I claim is

—

1. The incandescing conductor for an elec- 60
trie lamp, consisting of a carbonized tightly-

twisted strip of paper or other suitable car-

bonizable material, substantially as set forth.

2. The incandescing conductor for an elec-

tric lamp, consisting of a carbonized tightly- 65
twisted strip of paper or other suitable car-

bonizable material provided with a carbon-
izable cementing- material, substantially as set

forth.

3. The filament for forming, on carboniza- 70
tion, the incandescing conductor of an electric

lamp, consisting of a tightly-twisted strip of

pajier or other suitable carbonizable material,

substantially as set forth.

4. Thefilamentfor carbonization, consisting 75
of a tightly-twisted strip of paper i^rovided

with a carbonizable cementing material, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5.

ductors for electric lamps, consisting in twist- 80
ing a strip of carbonizable material into a ho-

mogeneous filament and carbonizing- the same,
substantially as set forth.

G. The method of forming- incandescing con-

ductors for electric lamps, cousivSting in twist- 85
ing a strip of carbonizable material into a ho-

mogeneous filament, providing it with a car-

bonizable cementing material, and carbonizing

the whole, substantially as set forth.

7. Themethodof forming incandescing con- 90
ductors for electric lamps, consisting in twist-

ing a strix) of carbonizable material into a fila-

ment, treating the same with hydrofluoric acid

or other gelatinizing or ijarchmenti^'.ing agent,

to form a cementing material, and carbonizing 95
the whole, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

14th day of September, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

AVitnesses:

IT. W. Seely,
Ed^'AED H. Pyatt.

The method of forming incandescing con-
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To all wliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 usefnl Improvement in Electrical Conductors,
(Case No. 596,) of which the following is a
specification.

The object of this invention is to effectively

insulate electrical conductors, the mode of in-

lo sulation being esj^ecially adapted for con-

ductors which are to form the inductive por-

tions of the rotating armatures of dynamo-
electric machines.
The invention consists, mainly, in the use of

15 parchment-paper provided with a retaining-

covering of fibrous material, braided, wound,
or otherwise formed thereon. The iDarchment-

l^aper may or may not be covered with Japan
varnish. Being non-porous, this insulation

does not allow the electricity to penetrate
through it, and it is also a good conductor of

lieat, which it conveys from the armature coils

or bars. Parchment-i^aper used alone possesses
these characteristics to a degree jiractically

sufficient, though the jai^anning of the paper
increases them to some extent. I take a con-

tinuous strip of the parchment-paper and wind
it spirally upon the conductor with the edges
of the strip overlapping, so as to completely
cover said conductor. The retaining-covering

is of any suitable fibrous material, and is pref-

erably braided tightly ui^on the parchment-
covered conductor, though it may be wound
thereon or otherwise applied. It keeps the

35 parchment -paper in place and prevents it

20

25

30

40

from unwinding from the conductor. Wire
of any size, or the copper inductive bars used
in large machines, may be insulated in this

way, or a number of wires forming one con-
ductor may be included in the same wrap-
ping.

In the accompanying drawings. Figure 1

represents the wire wound with the spiral strip

of parchment-ijaper; Fig. 2, the same with
the retaining-covering braided thereon, and 45
Fig. 3 an enlarged section of the complete in-

sulated conductor.
A is a wire ui>on which is spirally wound

the parchment-paper B, and over this is braid-
ed the retaining-covering C.

What I claim, is

—

1. The combination, with an electrical con-

ductor, of a strip of parchment-paper wound
spirally thereon, and a braided or wound re-

taining-covering, substantially asset forth.

2. As an insulator for electrical conductors,
japanned parchment-paj)er, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination, with an electrical con-

ductor, of a strip of japanned parchment-pa- 60
per wound spirally thereon with its edges

50

55

overlapping, and a retaini ng-covering, sub-

stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

14th day of September, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Bdwaed H. Pyatt.
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2b all ichoTiv it mcty coiicern:
Be it known tluit I, TiioirAS A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric ]\Ia-

chiues, (Case Xo. 597.) of which the following
is a specification.

In my api^lication Xo. 5S7 (Serial Xo.
108,.5r)G) I liave set forth means for balancing

lo the armature-shaft of a dynamo-electric ma-
chine in its bearings, so that it is free to move
longitudinally in either direction, whereby the
efficient lubrication of the bearings and the
even wearing of the journals and the couimn-

15 tator-cylinder are secured.
This iuveutiou relates to other means for ac-

coini^lishing the same object. In the present
case, as in that above referred to, I prefer to

use a spring bearing against an end of the ar-

20 mature-shaft to produce the tendency in one
direction of the shaft; but to balance this tend-
ency I make use of the magnetic attraction of
the field-magnet of the machine by so i^lacing

and constructing the driving-iiulley that said

25 pulley is nearly removed from the magnetic
field, the attraction between the magnet-poles
and the pulley suflicing merely to i)roduce
enough ojiposing tendency to the spring to bal-

ance its pressure. To accomplish this I pre-

30 fer to make the iiulley partly of magnetic and
jmrtly of non-magnetic material, the magnetic
part being so i^roportioned and located that
its attraction toward the poles will suflice to

produce the result above specified. The shaft,

35 being thus balanced, oscillates slightly in its

bearings. The lubricating-oil is thus spread
evenly upon the bearings, and grooves are not
worn in the journals by grit or hard jiarticles,

which mayenter them, or on the coinniutator-

40 cylinder by the brushes.
Instead of the spring bearing against the

end of the shaft, other nieans may be employed
to balance the attraction of the magnet-poles.
The machine might be set at a very slight in-

45 clination to produce a tendency for the shaft

to slide slightly downward ; or the alignment
of the machiin; and its driving-niotoi- might
be such that the draft of the bell will oppose
the masruetic attraction.

Mj' invention is illustrated in the accompa- 50
nyiug drawings, in which Figure' 1 is a view
of a dynamo-electric machine embodying said

invention; Fig. 2, an end view of the driving-

pulley, and Fig. 3 a section thereof.

A is the bed-plate, B the field-magnet, C 55
_

the armature, and D the armature-shaft, of a
dynamo-electric machine. The shaft is sup-

ported in journal-boxes E E'. In the box E'

is placed a spring, «,which presses against the

end of the shaft D, and whose tension is ad- 60
justed by means of set-screw h. The driving-

pulley on the armature-shaft is made in two.

parts, bolted together—one, F, of iron or other

magnetic metal, the other, F', of brass or other

non-magnetic material. Preferably the mag- 65
uetic portion F is placed on the side away
from the magnet, so as to remove it farther

from the magnetic field ; but if it is made
smaller it may be placed nearer the magnet.
The attraction between the field- inagnet poles 70
and the part F of the pulley balances the

pressure of the spring on the shaft, and the

shaft is thus free to slightly oscillate longi-

tudinally in its bearings.

What I claim is— 75
1. The combination, with a dynamo-elec-

tric machine, of means opposing the attrac-

tion of the driving-pulley by the field-maguet

of the machine, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo-elec- 80

trie machine, of a spring bearing on the end
of the armature-shaft and opposing the at-

traction of the driving-pulley by the field-

magnet, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a dynamo-elec- 85

trie machine, of a driving-pulley nearly re-

moved from the attraction of the field-mag-

net, and means opposing the slight attractive

inlluence of said magnet upon said pulley,

substantially as set forth. _
• 90

4. The combination, with a dynamo-elec-

tric machine, of a driving-pulley partly of

magnetic and partly of non-nragnetic niate-

lial, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with a dynamo-elec- 95
trie machine, of a driving-pulley partly of

magnetic and partly of non-magnetic mate-

rial, and means opposing the attraction of the
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field-magnet for said pulley, substautially as

set forth.

G. The combination, with a dynamo-elec-
tric machine, of a driving-pulley partly of

magnetic and partly of non-magnetic mate-
rial, and a spring opposing the attraction of

said i3ulley by the field-magnet of the ma-
chine, substantially as set forth.

This siiecificatiou signed and witnessed this
15th day of November, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

"\A'itnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edavard H. Pyatt.
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To all whom it may concern:
15e it known that I, Thoimas A. Edison, of

3Ienlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

=; useful Method of Treating Carbons for Electric

Lights, (Case No. 221 ;) and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full and exact descrip-

tion of the same, reference being had to the
accompanying drawings, and to the letters

lo of reference marked thereon.

As described in prior applications for pat-

ents by me made for improvements in elec-

tric lights, wherein the light is produced by an
incandescent conductor hermetically sealed in

15 a glass globe, the body of the incandescent
conductor or carbon is very small—a mere fila-

ment or thread—but with enlarged ends for the
purpose of affording better contact with the
clamps. Preferably these carbons, of horse-

20 shoe form, are made of one piece of material,

the entire device, bodj^, and thickened ends
being unitary and homogeneous, cut or shaped
from suitable material and then carbonized.
The carbonization is done in a nickel flask, the

25 filamentary bodies being satisfactorily carbon-
ized therein. It sometimes hapi^ens, though,
that the broad ends are not thoroughly car-

bonized, as, owing to their greater mass the
flasks would melt before the ends had reached

30 thorough carbonization. It is essential that
there should be thorough carbonization of
every portion of the carbon, that every atom
of hydrocarbon should be changed to carbon.
If this be not done, the heat and high vacuo

35 to which they are subjected in the lamp gradu-
ally throws out any unchanged hydrocarbon,
eliminating it from the carbon and causing a
deposit on the glass of a hydrocarbon. It is

desirable, therefore, that the carbons should
40 be treated by some process which will result

in their entire and complete carbonization,
and the object of this invention is to furnish
a process or method for accomplishing that
result. This method consists in subjecting

45 the thickened ends only, but not the bodies, of
the carbons, after carbonization in flasks, to a
high heat m vacuo.

In the drawing is shown means by which
this method may be readily practiced, the

drawing being a front view of the apparatus 50
necessary therefor.

B is a base of insulating material, prefer-

ablj' of glass, upon which rests the globe A,
the two being so fashioned that their joint is

air-tight, the glass surfaces being ground true 55
for this imrpose. I do not, however, claim
herein the lamp of this construction, since I

propose to cover it by a separate application

for patent.

Attached to B hermetically are the tubes D 60
D', of a length somewhat greater than the

height of a mercury column in vacuo, dipping
in their lower ends in the mercury-reservoirs
E E', which seal their lower ends.

Passing through the base B are conductors 65
1 2, whose lower ends jjass into the tubes D
D', reaching a short distance below the top of

the mercury columns, and whose ui)per ends
are united by a conductor, 0, of a material

callable of being rendered incandescent by au 70
electric current—preferably platinum—and
broadened on top, so as to form a seat or plat-

form, on which carbon horseshoes may be laid.

From the body formed by the union of the

two tubes D D' a passage, F, leads to the 75
pump, by w^hich the air is exhausted. The
I)umi) herein shown is an exceedingly simple
one, although any other suitable form of air-

exhausting pumj) may be used. The pump
consists simi)lyof a long tube, G, whose lower 8g

end dij)S into a mercury-vessel, G', provided
with an overflow-spout, the ui)j)er end being-

formed into or j^rovided with a mercury-res-

ervoir, H. At a little distance from its upper
end the tube G is contracted into a very nar- 85

row orifice, r/, of a size which permits the mer-
cury to fall through drop by drop. At a lit-

tle distance below g the tube F enters G by a

downward bend.
Connected to the tube F by tube F', so as to 90

be in connection with the pump andwith the

vessel under operation of the pump, is a Mc-
Leod gage, I, for determining the degree of

exhaustion in A.
In carrying the method into practice the 95

operation is as follows: Upon the j)latform C
are laid the broad ends of a series of carbon
horseshoes, a a a a, and the globe A placed
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on the base B, so that the joint between them
is air-tight. The vessels E E and H being
filled with mereuiy, the mercnry dropping
throngh ^, each drop passing the tube F car-

5 ries a modicum of air with it. As the air is

exhausted from A and the tubes D D' the

mercnry rises in the latter xiutil, when the

proper degree of exhaustion is reached, the

mercury rises and contacts with 1 2. The cir-

lo cuit from a source of electric energy passing

by 3 to E D 1 C 2 D' E' 4 is closed, the pla-

tinum C being thereby rendered incandescent,

imparting its heat by conduction to the broad
ends of the carbons a a. These broad ends are

15 kept subject to this heat in vacuo until it is

judged that they are thoroughly and evenly
carbonized, the body of the carbons, on ac-

count of the poor heat-conducting qualities of

the carbon, remaining unheated compara-
2o tively. When the carbons have been thus

treated in vacuo sufficiently, the shade A is

lifted off and the carbons removed and placed
in lamps, where they are again subjected to

heat in the process of exhausting the air, as

25 detailed in a prior application.

Instead of being heated while in vacuo by
an electric current, as here described, I have
found that the same result may be attained
by throwing upion their broad ends the rays

30 of the sun properly focused, so as to raise them
to a very high red or to a white heat while in

vacuo. For this purpose I have used an ap-

paratus like that shown, combined wath ahe-
liostatic arrangement adjusted to carry the

35 lens, so that its focus shall remain at the proper
spot.

The pump herein shown and described is

given as showing means for carrying the in-

vention herein claimed into practice; but no
claim is now made to the pump, as such pumj) 40
will form the subject of a separate application.

It will be seen that the parts shown at the
left of the figure, which are connected with
the pump bj' the glass tube F, form an incan-
descing electric lamp, and can be employed as 45
such independent of their use in the method
before described.

The lamp can be disconnected from the
pump, as will be readily understood, by "seal-

ing off" the tube F, and the vacuum will be 50
maintained within the lamj) by the ground-
glass union or joint at the junction of the globe
and base.

What I claim is

—

1. The method of preparing carbons for in-

candescing electric lamps having broad or en-

larged ends, consisting in first carbonizing the
filament, convei'tingits bodj- into carbon, and
then subjecting the broad ends or enlarged
portions to the action of heat in vacuo, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of a vacuum-chamber,
a platform therein for the carbons, au ex-

hausting apparatus, and means for imparting
a high heat to the broad ends of the carbons
while in vacuo, substantially as shown and
desci'ibed.

This specification signed and witnessed tliis

15th day of June, ISSO.

THO:\IAS A. EDISOX.

DO

60

Witnesses:
s. l. griffi^',
AVji. Caeman.
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Ai)])lication filod Dcccml)pv ii, ISeS. (Xo modt-l.)

To all Tvhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edisox,

of 3Ienlo Park, in tlie county of ]\Iiddlesex

and State of Xew Jei^sey, have invented a new
5 and n,seful Inijirovemeut in Dynamo-Electric
Machines, (Case Xo. 600,) of wliich tlie follow-

ing is a specification.

In my Patent Xo. 276,233, dated April 24,

1SS3, are set forth the advantages of the use
lo of cnrreut-collectors forming bridges of high

resistance between the bars of the commuta-
tor-cylinder of a dynamo- electric machine or
electro dynamic motor, whereby the spark at

the commutator-bars, due to the breaking of

15 local circuits, is prevented, and in said patent
is described the use for this purpose of cur-

rent-collectors of inferior conducting capacity,
making inferior contact at the surface of the
commutator-cylinder.

20 ]\Iy present invention relates to a different

means of forming such high-resistance con-
nectious between the commutator-bars. In-
stead of making inferior contact at the com-
mutator-cylinder, or forming the current-col-

25 lector of inferior conducting material, I j)lace

the desired high resistance external to the
current-collector, between it and the point
of connection with the main conductor lead-

ing from the machine. I do this by using a
30 divided commutator-brush composed of alter-

nate layers of metal, j)referably coi:)i)er, and
insulating material, and connecting all the
metallic laj'ers together through external con-
ductors having the desired high resistance.

35 The local current then, which passes through
thebrush from one commutator-bar to another,
encounters the resistance of these separate
conductors, having to pass through them to

and from their point of connection together;

40 and, therefore, as explained in the jiatent

above referred to, this local current Avill be
weak and the breaking at the surface of the
cjdinderof the local circuit will produce little

or no ,spark.

45 My invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings, in which Figure 1 is a view in ele-

vation of a portion of a dynamo-electric ma-
chine embodying said invention; Fig. 2, a
view of one of tlie strips of the commutator-

50 brush with the resistance-conductor attached
thereto; Fig. 3, a side view of the brush and

resistance-conductor with the clamping-sleeve
in section, and Fig. 4 a cross-section of the

brush.
A A are the field-magnet poles of a dyna- 55

mo-electric machine or electro-dynamic motor.
B is the armature thereof, and C the bed-plate,

the lower i>ortion of which is broken away in

the drawings.
The commutator-brushes a a are each formed 60

of several strips, b, of copi^er or other suitable

metal, whose bearing ends are preferably di-

vided by several slots or notches, c c, to di-

vide and diminish spark at the ends.

To each metal strip h is attached a thin 65
strip of metal, d. This may be co^jper, in

which case it would be made of the desired

resistance by properly proportioning its length
and sectional area; or a strip of German silver

or other high-resistance metal may be used, 70
which would of course be larger and shorter

than a copper strip. The ends of all these

strips are soldered together at d'.

Between the metal strips of the brush are

placed layers e of insulating material. Mica 75
or asbestus is a suitable material for this

purpose. The insulating-layers extend back
close to the ends of the resistance-strips, and
such ends are soldered together, aud are all

connected to the main conductor. Around the 80
brush, at the outer end of the bearing-strips,

is placed a sleeve of insulating material, which
holds the metal aud insulating-strips together,

a wedge, /, of wood or other suitable material,

being inserted within the sleeve to secure the 85
whole tightly.

Instead of a single bearing-strip, b, with its

end divided into fingers, several separate strips

or wires may be secured to the resistance-strip

d. The insulating-strips e, preferably, but 90
not necessarily, are similarly divided. The
ends of all the metal strips bear upon the

commutator- cj^linder, and the local circuit

formed when the brush bridges the commuta-
tor-bars is around the outer end of the resist- 95
ance-strips.

Any suitable number of curi-ent-collectors

to produce the total conductivity required

may be used on each side of the commutator-
cylinder. * 100

The circuit-connections from the ends of the

resistance-strips are iirefcrably made in the
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jiiauiier shown, conductors^ extending throiigli

insulating-tubes h to clamj^ing-plates on the

bed-plate of the machine.
It is evident that luanj^ details—such as the

form and arrangement of the external resist-

ances—may be modified without departing
from the spirit of my invention.

AVhat I claim is

—

1. An electrically-divided current-collector

each of whose divisions is of such width as

not to bridge the space between the commuta-
tor-bai'S, in combination with a resistance ex-

ternal to said brush, forming a high-resistance

bridge between said bars, substantial! 3' as set

forth.

2. The current-collector formed of alternate

layersof metal and insulation, in combination
with resistances external to said current-col-

lector through which the metal laj^ers are con-

20 nected, snbstantially as set forth.

3. The combination of the metal-bearing
strips or wires of a current-collector, resist-

ances attached thereto and connected together

10

15

and to the main conductor, and insulating ma-
terial between the bearing ends and between 25
the resistances, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with the metal bear-
ing-strips and the interposed insulation, of

the insulating-sleeve holding them together,

substantially as set forth, yj
5. The combination, with the metal bearing-

strips and the interposed insulation, of the
insulating-sleeve and wedge holding them to-

gether, sirbstautially as set forth.

G. The current-collector formed of strips of 35
metal and interposed insulation, in combina-
tion with resistance-strips attached at one end
to said metal strips, and all connected together
at their other ends, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 40
15th day of Xovember, 18S3.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. ^Y. Seely,
Edwakd H. Pvatt.
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To all jchom it may concern:
Be it knowu that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Parle, in the county of Middlesex and
State ofXew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (Case Xo. 601,) of which the following
is a specification.

In my Patent Xo. 270,233 is set forth the
use of current-collectors for electrical gener-

lo ators and motors of high resistance, whereby
the local current set up when a current-col-

lector bridges the commutator bars is weak,
and little or no spark is i)roduced by the
breaking of the local circuit.

15 This invention relates to a different means
for producing the same result; and it consists,

mainly, in the use of connections of high re-

sistance between the commutator - bars and
the armature-coils ofdynamo-electricmachines

20 and electro-dynamic motors; and it further
consists in making this connecting resistance
variable, so that a greater resistance is in the
local circuit when the brush leaves a bar than
when it is resting on said bar, this being ac-

25 complished by dividing each commutator-bar
into several parts, all the parts of each bar be-
ing connected seijarately to the same coil of
the armature, so that only one connection,
and consequently the highest resistance, is iu-

30 terposed in the local circuit at the moment
when the current-collector leaves the bar,

whereby the spark is much lessened or entirely
done away with.

The above may be better understood by ref-

35 erence to the annexed drawings, in which Fig-
ure 1 is a view in elevation of a portion of a
dynamo-electric machine embodying my in-

vention, the commutator-cylinder being in

section. Fig. 2 is a view of a part of the com-
40 ttiutator-cylinder,with a diagram of the arjna-

ture-coils; and Fig. 3, a similar view illustrat-

ing the simplest form of the invention.
Eeferring first to Fig. 3, a a represent con-

ducting-bars on the commutator-cylinder of

45 a dynamo-electric machine. A commutator-
brush, b, rests upon the bars, c c are coils

upon the armature of the machine, and the
connections of these coils with the respective
commutator-bars are niadetluough resistances

50 d d. These resistances may be iu the form of

coils of wire, or thin strips of German silver,

or other high-resistance metal; or any other
suitable material iu convenient form may be
employed. The local circuit formed when the
brush bridges two commutator-bars must in- 55
elude two of these resistances d, and conse-
quently a weak current only can be generated
in such circuit, incapable of producing any
considerable spark when the circuit is broken..

Eeferring now to Figs. 1 and 2, A A are 60
the poles of the field-magnet, and B is the ar-

mature of a dynamo-electric machine. C is

the commutator-cylinder. Each of the ordi-

nary bars upon its surface is divided into three
parts, e e e, separated by mica,/, or other suit- 65
able insulation. Mica insulation

ff separates
the divided bars from one another. All the
divisions of a bar are connected at the same
point to the armature-coils, the connections
preferably being through resistances. Strips 70
//, of German silver, are shown for forming these
connections. These strips are attached to the
commutator-bars, and the armature-coils to
the strips in any suitable manner. When the
brush b bears on all the divisions of a commu- 75
tator-bar, the three connecting-strips h of that
bar are all in circuit; but when it is upon the
last division alone only one connecting-strip
is in circuit, so that a high resistance is in
circuit at the time when the circuit is broken 80
by the brush leaving the last division of the
bar.

I do not claim herein the use of resistances

external to or separate from the current-col-

lectors, forming bridges of high resistance be- 85
tween the commutator-bars, for this forms the
subject of my application No. 000, (Serial No.
111,281.)
What I claim is

—

1. In a dynamo-electric machine, the com- 90
bination, with the commutator-bars and the
armature-coils, of liigh-resistance connections
between them, substantially as set forth.

2. In a dynamo-electric machine, the com-
bination, with the commutator-bars and the 95
armature-coils, of connections between them
of varying resistance, the highest resistance

being iu circuit when the current-collector

leaves a bar, substantially as set forth.

3. In a dynamo-electric machine, the divid- 100
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vd coniiiiutator-bai'S, all the divisions of a bar
beiiijr connected at the same point to the ar-

mature-coils, substantially as set forth.

4. In a dynamo-electric machine, the com-

5 bination, -with the armature-coils andthecom-
nmtator - bars, of connecting -strips of high-

resistance material between them, substan-
tially as set forth.

*. In a dyuamo-electric machine, the com-
lo bination of the divided commutator-bars, the

armature-coils, and the connecting-pieces of
high-resistance material, all the divisions of a

bar being connected at the same point to the
armature-coils, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 15
loth day of November, 1883.

THOS. A. EDTSOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
ED"\VAIIU H. rVATT.
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7V> all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, TIIO^rAS A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in the county of jMidtllesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines and Metliods of Operating the Same,
(Case Xo. 612,) of which the following is a
specification.

This invention relates to systems of electri-

lo cal distribution in whicli tM'O or more electri-

cal generators are connected in multiple arc
to the same main conductors.

Heretofore it has not been found practicable

to use together two generators having the

15 same electro-motive force but of different gen-
erative capacity, for the reason that, as the cur-
rent is i)roportional to the electro-motive force

and resistance, the entire current generated
tends to divide itself equally between the two

20 machines, and the smaller machine having
armature -coils of less radiating capacity is

unequal to the Avork i)ut ui^on it, and has its

coils injured or burned out by the excessive
current which traverses them. I have often

25 found it necessary or convenient to use raa-

chiues of different capacity in connection with
the same circuit. For instance, in a plant of
fifteen hundred incandescent lights it might
be desired to use a one-thousaud-light and a

30 five-hundred-light machine to produce the nec-
essary quantity of current, and in some plants
I may wish to keep small machines as spare
machines, which are thrown into circuit when
an unusual load is put upon the gcnerating-

35 station. To i)rovide for such instances as
these I have devised a method of oi^eration
which allows the running of two unequal ma-
chines in multiple arc from the same circuit.

I do this by regulating the electro-motive force

40 of the machines until each machine gives its

proijer proportion of the entire current gen-
erated. I emi>loy indicators of amj)eres of
current, one for each machine, whereby I can
determine what current each machine is giv-

45 ing, and I adjust the electro-motive force (which
can be done in A'arious ways) until the indi-

cators show the right proportion for eacli ma-
chine. The machines are then regulated to-

gether and in the same proportion according
50 to variations in the current required. Where

the load is constant, of course no such regula-

tion is necessary. The way in whicli I i^refer

to vary the electro-motive force of the ma-
chine is by adjusting resistances in their field-

magnet circuits. The resistance for each ma- 55
chine has its coils proportioned to the genera-
tive capacity of the machine. I prefer to

have the resistance-arms detachably connect-

ed together, so that they can be worked alone
or simultaneously. When the machines are 60
first placed in circuit, I disconnect the arms
and adjust the resistances until the ampere-
meters show the right proiDortions. I then
reconnect the arms and adjust the resistances

together according to variations in the load. 65
The reduction of electro-motive force for the
smaller machine may, however, be accom-
Ijlished by running it at a somewhat lower
speed than the other, or in any other suitable

way. The small machine, running at lower 70
electro-motive force, does less work than the
larger in the j)roi3ortiou of their respective

capacities. The commutator-brushes are kei)t

adjusted to the point of least spark, as such
point varies with the load upon the machine. 75
It is evident that in some cases it may be de-

sirable to regulate the electro-motive force of

only one of two machines in order to j)roperly

proportion the two.
The accompanying drawiug is a diagram 80

illustrative of the invention.

A and A' rei^resent two dynamo-electric ma-
chines of unequal generative cajjacity. Their
armatures are connected in multiple-arc cir-

cuits 3 4 with the main conductors 1 2, and the 85
field-magnets are placed in other circuits, 5 G.

B B are indicators of ami)eres of current.

Any ampere-indicators may be employed

—

for instance, that set forth in my apiilication

Xo. Gil, (Serial Xo. 118,543.) In each field- 90
circuit is an adjustable resistance, E. The
adjusting-arms are connected deta-chably with
spindles a a, which are revolved by the shaft

]). The resistances are disconnected and ad-

justed until the indicators B show the right 95
proportion, and then, the resistance-coils be-
ing relatively proportioned, as shown, accord-
ing to the capacity of the machines in connec-
tion with which they are used, they are con-

nected again with the shaft and may be ad- 100
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justed simultaneously if variatious occur iu

the number of translating devices h h in cir-

cuit.

I do not claim herein the amiDore-indicator

5 in the armature -circuit of each machine, as

tliis is claimed in my application Xo. G05,

(Serial Xo. 114,283.)

What I claim is

—

1. The combination of two machines of dif-

lo ferent generative capacity connected iu mul-
tiple arc with the same circuit, and having
their respective electro-motive forces adjusted
as described, substantially as set forth,

2. The combination of dynamo-electric ma-
15 chines of different generative capacity con-

nected in multiple arc with the same circuit,

and means for regulating the electro-motive
force of one or more or all of said machines,
substantially as set forth.

20 3. The method of oi^erating dynamo-elec-
tric machines of different generative capacity
in multiple-arc connection with the same cir-

cuit, consisting in adjusting the electro-motive
force of one or more or all of said }nachines

25 until each gives its right proportion of the
entire current, substantially as set forth.

4. The method of operating dynamo-elec-
tric machines of different generative capacity
in multiple-arc connection witli the same cir-

cuit, consisting in separately adjusting their 30
electro-motive force until each gives its right

proportion of the entire current, and then ad-

justing their electro-motive force simulta-

neously according to variations in the com-
mon load, substantiallj' as set forth. 35

0. The combination of dynamo-electric ma-
chines of different generative capacity con-

nected in multiple arc with the same circuit,

and an adjustable resistance in the field-cir-

cuit of each, the coils of the resistances being
proportioiied to the machines, and said resist-

ances being adjustable separately or simulta-

neously, substantially' as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

5th day of January, 1884.

THOS. A. EDLSOX.

Witnesses:
W3r. H. Meadowceoft,
H. W. Seely.
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To all wlwnh it may concern:
Be it known that I, Tho:mas A. Edi^ox, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Electrical Meters, (Case
No. 454;) and I do hereby declare that the
following is a full and exact description of the
same, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, and to the letters of i-eferencc

lo marked thereon.

The object of (his invention is to produce
an automatically-registering meter for measur-
ing the electrical energy consumed in a cir-

cuit, which will be simple in construction and
r5 efflcient iu operation. This is acc()mi)lished

by the use of two electrolytic cells, two of the
electrodes (one of each cell) being suspended
from the ends of a beam, which is supported
centrally on a pivot. These cells are ai'ranged

^o in a shunt-circuit around resistance i)laced in

the line of one of tlie main conductors of a
house-circuit, and liave connected with them a
circuit making and breaking device operated
by the beam, by which the current of the

25 shuut always passes through tJie cell, haviug
its electrode elevated or depressed, according
to whether the meter is acting by depositing
upon or stripping from the suspended elec-

trodes. The deposit uppn the elevated elec-

30 trode increases its weight until it overbalances
the dejiressed electrode at the other end of the
beam, and the beam is tipped or metal is

stripi^ed from the depres.sed electrode mitil it

becomes lighter than the elevated electrode,

35 when the same movement takes place. The
movement is utilized to break the circuit of
the cell through which the current has been
passing, and to complete the circuit of the
other cell. The movement of the beam is also

40 used to work a registering apparatus, either
by making and breaking the circuits of electro-

magnets or by a mechanical connection with
the beam or a part moved by it. The electro-

magnets (if used) may be in circuit with the

45 cells or in other circuits. To register a partial
movement of the beam, a scale may be pro-
vided, uiDon which will t ravel a linger attaclied

to or worked by the beam. The beam will

continue to tip back and forth, and its move-

ments will be indicated bj'^ the register, the 50
suspended electrodes acting as the cathodes of
the cells, and receiving additional weight al-

ternately, or acting as the anodes and being
strijiped alternately. At the end of each
month or other fixed period the direction of 55
the current through the cells and the connec-
tions of the circuit controller Nvill be reversed,

and the suspended electrodes will become the
anodes of the cells, if they have been acting

as the cathodes during the previous month, or 60
the cathodes if they have before acted as

anodes. To effect the re\'ersal of 1 he current
and the connections of the circuit-controller,

a simple hand-reverser is usctl for sucli i)ur-

l^ose, which will be mounted upon a common 65
spindle, and will be worked simultaneouslj'-

by the employe of the lighting comijany who
makes note of the condition of the meter. To
maintain electrical connection with the work-
ing-beam, such beam is provided with a rod 70
at one eud dipi)ing iu a cup of mercury,which
keeps the parts in good electrical contact with-

out i^rodncing friction. The circuit-controller

worked by the beam makes and breaks the

circuits of the cells by means of mercury-cups 75
and points which are dix)ped into and raised

out of the mercury, the movement thus re-

quiring very little i:)ower. The workiug-beam
has its movement retarded by means of a re-

ciprocating dasli - pot, so as to assure regu- 80

larity and prevent the meter from being affect-

ed by jars. A compensating-rcsistauce is

placed in the circuit of the cells, so as to com-
pensate for changes in resistance caused bj'

variations in temi^erature, and a lamp or 85
other heating resistance the circuit of which
is closed by a thermostatic de\'ice is used
with each meter to prevent the freezing of the

solution of the cells. In connection with each
automatic meter a simple electrolytic cell- 90
meter may be used to keep the record intact

if the automatic meter should become iuoi)-

erative. For this extra cell, as well as the

cells of the automatic meter, there are pref-

erably used amalgamated - zinc electrodes 95
placed in a solution of sulphate of zinc.

The foregoing will be better understood by
/efereuce to the drawings, in Avhich Figure 1
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is an elevation, partly diagi'ammatic, of the
meter; Fig. 2, a perspective xicv,; partly dia-

grammatic, Avitli modified connections for the
registering electro-magnets; Fig. 3, a view of

5 detached parts, showing means for operating
the register mechanically from the working-
beam; and Figs. 4 and 5, views similar to Fig.

3 of other modifications.

A and B are two electrolytic cells, each com-
lo posed, preferably, oftwo cylindrical electrodes

of amalgamated zinc placed in a solution of

sulphate of zinc. One electrode of each cell

is snsijcnded from the end of a beam, C, which
is pivoted centrally. At one end this beam

15 is connected with the reciprocating j)lnnger

of a dash-pot, «, while at its other end it has
a rod projecting into a mercury-cup, b, and
kept constantly immersed in the mercury of
the cup. The beam C has an arm or finger,

20 c, projecting therefrom, which plays in the
U-shaped yoke d of a pivoted circuit-control-

ler, D, the parts being insulated to prevent
short-circuiting the cells. This circuit-con-

troller has three arms—a vertical arm, which
25 has the yoke d at its end, and two horizontal

arms, e c', provided with i)oints dipping in
mercury-cups //'. The circuit-controller is

pivoted at the junction of the arms, and its

vertical arm has an adjustable weight, (/, to

30 throw the circuit-controller when it is carried
over the center by the arm c of the beam C.
E E' are two electro-magnets acting ui^ou

an intermediate armature-lever, h, the mo^e-
ment of which works the register F.

35 G G' are simple hand-operated current-re-
versers, w^hich are shown separated for clear-

ness of illustration, but which, in practice,
are mounted on a common spindle and moved
simultaneously.

40 12 are the main conductors of a house-cir-
cuit, haA-ing placed therein a resistance, E,
around which is the shunt-circuit through the
meter. This shunt has wires 3 4 running from
oi)posite sides of the resistance to the current-

45 reverser G. Frt)m one spring of the current-
reverser a wire, 5, extends to the circuit-con-
troller D. From the other spring of the cur-
rent-reverser a wire, G, extends to the mer-
cury-cup b, and from the stationary electrodes

50 of the cells A B wires 7 8 extend to the coils

of the electro-magnets E ¥/, Fig. 1, and from
thence to the current-reverserG' and the mer-
cury-cups,//'. A resistance, ]v', is placed in
the shunt-circuit at any particular jioint com-

55 mon to both cells, to compensate for varia-
tions in the resistance of the cells in circuit,

caused by changes in the temperature of the
solution.

TJie operation is as follows, reference being
60 liad more especially to Fig. ]: If the revers-

ers are in tlie position shown in Fig. 1 and
the beam (' is depressed at cell A and elevated
at r>, tluMi the arm e' of the circuit-contr»)llcr

J) will ]h) depressed, making contact with the
65 mercury in cup /'.whilearmr' will bcelevated,

breaking contact Milli mereniy in /'. The

current in the shunt will then be from 2 on
one side of E, by wire 4 through G, by wire 5
through D, cn^j/', reverser G', electro-magnet
E', wire 8, from stationary to suspended elec-

trode of cell B, arm C, cup b, wire G, resist-

ance E'. reverser G, and wire 3. to 2 on the
other side of the resistance E. E' will attract

Ji, causing it to work the register with one im-
pulse, and there will be a deposit uijon the
elevated suspended electrode of B until its

weight overcomes the weight of the depressed
suspended electrode of A, when the beam C
will be tipped, the movement being regulated

by dash-pot a and the electrical connection
with C being maintained by the mercury-cup
b. Xow. the point of c will be in the mercury
of cup /, while the point of e' will be raised

out of the mercury of cup /'. The current

will now flow from 2 by 4 G 5 D / G', elec-

tro-magnet E 7, from stationarv to suspended
electrode of cells A C & G E' G 3, back to 2.

The electro-magnet E will now attract Ji, giv-

ing another movement to the register, while
the deposit will be upon the elevated sus-

pended electrode of A, which will finally over-

balance the depressed suspended electrode of

B, causing the beam C to tip again, and re-

peat the operation. In this oi^eration the sus-

pended electrodes act as the cathodes of the

cells, and the meter works by depositing

metal first upon one electrode and then upon
the other. At the end of a month, or after

any other lapse of time, the reversei'S G G'

will be turned. The stationary electrodes will

then become the cathodes of the cells, and
metal will be strijiped from each suspended
electrode when in a depressed position, until

it becomes lighter than the elevated electrode,

when the beam will be tipped. The course of

the current in that case will be explained iu

connection witli Fig. 2, which shows the re-

versers shifted.

In Fig. 2 there is especially shown a modifi-

cation of the connections of the electro-magnets

E E', which operate the register. Instead of

having those electro-magnets directly in the

circuit of the meter, ^ley may be in a multiple-

arc circuit, 910 from 1 2. with addititmal resist-

ance E-,if ifQ"ii*^^l- Iu that case the circuit-con-

troller I) will operate an additional iniir of

arms, / /', which will be insulateil from the rest

of the circuit-controller, and will carry points

dii)ping iu cupsA/.'. The wire !» will run to the

arms i /', and from the mercury-cups k k' the

circuit will divide to the two electro-magnets,

E E', from which the wire 10 will extend to

the other main conductor. "With this con-

struction the wires 7 8 i>ass from tlie station-

ary electrodes of the cells directly to the cur-

rent-reverser G'. and do not connect with the

coils of the electri>-magnets K E'. Each time
the current -controller J> is moved by the

movement of the beam ('. tlie circuit of one of

the cliHtro-magnels K K' will be broken, and
that of the other electro-magnet coniploted.

thus working the n\i;ister.
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When the reversers are shifted to make the
suspended electrodes the anodes of the cells,

Fig. 2, the current will take (he following
course: Supposing the beam (Mo be depressed
at cell A and tlic point carried by arm e' to

be immersed in the mercury of eui)/', from
2 on one side of R by wire 4 to (}, from thence
by wire 6, resistance E', to cup h, then by
beam C to the suspended electrode of cell A,
and from there to Ihe stationary electrode of

A, and by wire 7 to rcverser G', cui) /', con-

troller I), wire 5, reverser (!, and wire 3, back
to wire 2 on the other side of 11. Metal will

be strii^ped from the suspended electrode of
A, when it will be overbalanced by the sus-

pended electrode of B, causing the beam ('

to tip and the arm c to make contact in/.

'Row, the current will be from 2 on one side

of E, via -i G C E' h V, through cell B, from
the siispended to the stationary electrode 8

(J'/D 5 G 3, to 2 on the other side of E.
The suspended electrode of B will now be
stripi^ed until lighter than that of A, when
the beam (' will again be tipped and the op-

eration repeated. The electro-magnets E E'

will work the register at each movement of

C, as before explained. This register will be
worked by complete movements of the beam,
but will not be affected by a partial move-
ment, which it may be desirable to take ac-

counti of. For this purpose a scale, S, is

placed back of the arm or linger c, or is other-

wise arranged in connection with the beam C,

so that it will show partial movements of such
beam.

Instead of using electro-inagnets to operate
tlie register,an arrangement operated mechan-
ically by the movement of the beam C may be
employed. A construction for the puri^ose
is shown in Fig. 3, wherein an arm, H, pro-

jects downwardly from the i>ivoted circuit-

controller ]), and by its movement works the
register; or the electromagnets E E' may be
employed to operate the register, and be
worked by a local battery, the circuit of

which will be nmde and broken by the move-
ment of the beam; or a thermostatic device
worked by the expansion of a rod or cham-
ber may be used to operate the register, the
circuit through this device being made and
broken by tlie movement of the beam.
A local battery is shown in Fig. 4 as used

in connection with a thermostatic device, al-

though the theimostatic device may be con-

nected with the light-circuit. The use of a
local battery with tlie electro - magnets E E'

will 1)0 readily understood. To effect the
change from the arrangement shown in Fig. 2

it would be oidy necessai-y to disconnect the
wire 9 10 from 1 2 and to connect 9 10 with
the binding-posts of a galvanic battery, the
extra resistance E- being omitted.

In Fig. 4, K is an exjiausiblc chamber in-

closing a heating-resistance, L,which is shown
as an incandescent electric lamp, F is the
register connected with the chamber K, and

operated by it. L B is a local battery in cir-

cuit with the resistance L, the circuit-con-

troller D, and the mercuiy-cup /. When 1)

is tipi)ed in one direction, tlie circuit of the 70
local battery is closed and the resistance heat-

ed, expanding the chamber and moving the
register-arm in one direction. The tipping of
1) in the other direction bi-caksihe circuit, al-

lowing the resistance to cool and tlie chamber
to contract, moving the register-arm in the
other direction. A spring or weight operated
mechanism could be used to work tlie reg-

ister, it being released and locked by the
movement of the beam. This isillusti-atcd in

Fig. 5, wherein a pivoted tii»i)ing device, ])',

worked by the arm c from the beam, acts to

lock and iclease a scape-wheel of a weight
or spring operated train, M, forming part of
the register. An incandescing electric lamp
or other form of heating-resistance the circuit

of which is closed by a thermostatic device
is used in connection with the meter to pre-
vent the solution of tlic cells from freezing, as
shown in my Patent No. 251,558.

In connection with each automatic meter
there is preferably used a simple electrolytic

meter, I, i^laced with compensating-resistance
r in a shunt-circuit, 11 12, around a resistance,
>•', in one of the main conductors of the house
circuit. This extra cell furnishes an accurate
and reliable means of calculating the consump-
tion, and its plates may be weighed if the au-
tomatic meter gets out of order, or as a check
upon its accuracy. The automatic meter here-
inbefore described differs essentially from that
set forth in my Patent No. 240,078, in that in
the meter of said patent the movement is j^ro-

duced by taking metal from one and adding
metal to the other of two counterbalancing
electrodes simultaneously, the current being
]-eversed at each movement, while in the me-
ter hereinbefore described the movement is

l^roduced by first adding metal to one and
then adding it to the other of two counterbal-
ancing electrodes, or first taking metal from
one and then from the other of two counter-
balancing electrodes, the current being re-

versed periodically by hand-reversers. The
counterbalancing electrodes are thus both of 115
the same nature, being both cathodes or an-
odes, and ]iever one an anode and the other a
catliode. The use of a comi)licated automatic
cnrrent-i'everser is thei'cby avoided, and the
meter made more simple, efficient, and less

liable to get out of order.

What 1 claim is

—

1. An electrical meter having in combina-
tion two electro-depositing cells, and means
for passing current through the cells alter-

nately, substantially as set forth.

2. In an electrical meter, the combination
of two electro-depositing cells, a invoted beam
from which one electrode of each cell is sus-

liended, means for completing the cii'cuit

through the cells alternately, and a register-

ing mechanism, substantially as set forth.
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3. lu an electrical meter, the combiuation
of two electro-depositing cells, a pivoted beam
from wliicli one electrode of each cell is sus-

pended, means for completing the circuit

5 through the cells alternately, and reversers

for periodically changing the relation of the
electrodes of the cells, substantially as set

forth.

4. In an electrical meter, the combination,
lo with a i^ivoted beam, jneans operated by the

current for oscillating said beam, and a regis-

tering apparatus moved by such oscillations,

of a dash-pot for retarding the movement of

the beam, substantially as set forth.

t5 5. In an electrical meter, the combiuation,
with two electro-depositing cells, of a pivoted
beam from wliicli one electrode of each cell

is suspended, means for comiDleting circuit

through the cells alternately, a registering

20 mechanism, and a movement-retarding de-

vice, substantially as set forth.

6. In an electrical meter, the combination,
with the oscillating beam, ofmeans operated by
the current for oscillating such beam, a dash-

25 pot for retarding the movement of the beam,
and a mercury-cup for maintaining electrical

connection with such beam, substantially as

set forth.

7. In an electrical meter, the combiuation,
with two electro-depositing cells, of a pivoted 30
beam carrying an electrode of each cell, a piv-
oted circuit-controller worked by the move-
ment of the beam and making and breaking
circuits at mercurj* contacts, and having con-
nections for completing circuit through the 35
cells alternately, and a registering mechanism,
substantially as set forth.

8. In an electrical meter, the combination,
with two electro-depositing cells, of a working-
beam from which one electrode of each cell is 40
suspended, a circuit -controlling device for

completing circuit through the cells alter-

nately, and two current-reversers, one for re-

versing the connections of the meter with the
main circuit and the other for reversing the 45
connections within the meter between the
circuit-controller and the cells, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of June, 1SS2.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
RicHD. X. Dyer,
Edw'Ard H. Pyatt.
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To all xuliovh it ma.y concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Ei)isoisr, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a now and

5 usefnl Improvement in I)ynamo-]^jlec'tric Ma-
chines, (Case Xo. 5SG, ) of which tlic following
is a specification.

This invention relates, mainly, to the iield-

magnets of dynamo-electric machines, my ob-

lo ject being to so construct such magnets that

any core maybe removed from its i^lace with-
out affecting the other cores.

Another part of the invention relates to the
protection of the armature of au upright ma-

15 chine from dust and other substances which
might fall upon it from above. The first ob-

ject is attained by attaching each core remov-
ably to its polar extension in tlie manner to

be presently set forth, or to the polar exteh-
20 sion common to it and other cores, and to the

yoke or back piece of the magnet of which
such core forms a i^art; and the second object
I accomplish bj' placing a cover of wire-gaiize

or other material, which, while it prevents the

25 passage of dust, (&c. , will allow the circulation
of air through it, across the space between the
polar extensions over the armature. The cores
are removably connected to the yokes or back
pieces by bolts (or equivalent removable con-

30 necting devices) passing through such yokes
into the toi)S of the coi'cs and held by nuts,

which can be unscrewed and the bolts with-
drawn, and to connect a core removably to the
polar extensions such core is attached to a

35 plate by bolts passing through the bottom of
said plate into the end of the core. Such plate
is then removably secured to the iiolar exten-
sions. The plate is preferably provided with
an ornamental and protective flange extend-

40 ing ui> around the bottom of the magnet-core,
except on the side toward the armature. The
cores being made solid, of wrought-iron, are
for cheapness and convenience made of cylin-

drical form from end to end. The pole-pieces

45 are solid and rest upon a base, and hence the
bolts for securing the cores to the pole-pieces

could not well be passed entirely through them.
The intermediate plates, which are preferably
of cast-iron, are therefore used for securing

50 the cores and i")ole - pieces together. These
plates, however, do more than simply attach

these parts. They form good magnetic joints

between tliem. Before using these plates I e^i-

perienced some difficulty in fitting the surfaces

of the heavy cores and pole-i)ieces directly to- 55
gether so that there would be large suriace-

contact and good magnetic conductivity; but

the compaiatively light plates can be well fit-

ted to the surfaces so as to make a good mag-
netic joint between them, and this can be done 60
at less exi^ense than the direct fitting of the
cores and pole-pieces. The wire-gauze cover
which extends across the space between the
extensions may be secured to these plates.

In the accom];»anying drawings. Figure 1 is 65
a side elevation of a dynamo-electric machine
with the two ends of one of the magnet-cores
in section; Fig. 2, an end view of the machine
with the details of the armature omitted; Fig.

3, a iilan view of one of the plates which are 70
secui'ed to the polar extensions; Fig. 4, a sec-

tion of the lower part of a nragnet-core, taken
on the dotted line x x of Fig. 3, looking from
the direction indicated by the arrow; Fig. 5,

an elevation of one of the flanged plates, and 75
Fig. 6 a view of the wire-gauze cover of the
armature.
A is the bed-iDlate on which the machine is

mounted. B B are the polar extensions of the
machine, from each of which rise two magnet- 80
cores, C and C, which are wound with w'ire

coils a and form the field electro-magnets. The
yokes or back pieces, DD, connect the two mag-
net-cores C together and the two cores C to-

gether, respectively. The yoke D is secured 85
to the magnet-core C by a bolt, &, passing

through the yoke into the end of the core and
secured by tlie nut c. All the other cores

and 0' are attached to the yoke in the same
manner. The lower end of each core is se- 90
cured by bolts (Z H to a plate, E, such plate be-

ing of greater area than the core, and having
a flange, <?, which extends up arouud the lower

liart of the core, except on the side toward the

armature F. Each plate E is secured to the 95
liolar extension by bolts//. A screen, G,

l)referably of wire-gauze, is iflaced over the

space (J between the polar extensions and fast-

ened at both sides. This prevents dust, &c.,

fronr falling upon the armature, while it does 100

not hinder tlie passage of air through the space.

It is evident that by removing the necessary
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nuts and bolts any core may be removed from
its place without affecting the othof cores when
it is desired to rewind a core on account of a

cross in the wire, or for any other purx)ose, it

5 being of course much more convenient to work
on the core when it is detached from the rest

of the machine.
What I claim is

—

1. In a dynamo-electric machine, the com-
lo bination, with the iiole-pieces, of the magnet-

cores and intermediate plates, secured l)oth

to said i)ole-pieces and such cores for remov-
ably attaching them together and forming good
magnetic joints between them, substantially

15 as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine having a vertically-placed field mag-

net or magnets, of a screen covering the sx)ace
above the armature between the polar exten-
sions of said magnet or magnets, substantiallj- 20
as set forth.

3. The combination, with a dynamo-electric
machine having averticallj'-placedfield mag-
net or magnets, of a wire-gauze screen cover-
ing the si)ace above the armature between the 25
polar extensions of said magnet or magnets,
substantially as set forth.

This siiecification signed and witnessed this
27th day of July, 1SS3.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edwaed H. Pvatt.
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To all luhoni it Dvmj concern:
Be it known lliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the connty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Imin-ovement in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. ,590,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

The object of this invention is to i^roteet

electrical generators and the translating de-

lo vices connected therewith from being injui-ed

by lightning conveyed to them by the metallic

conductors which extend from them.
In my application No. 589 (Serial No.

108,559) is shown an arrangement for this

15 i^urpose, consisting of connections of high re-

sistance extending fronf the two or more me-
tallic conductors leading from the generator
or generators to the eartli, which connections
do not materially detract from the current

20 pa.ssing to the translating devices of the sys-

tem, but act to convey the discharges to the

earth ifeither of the metallic conductors should
be struck by lightning. The especial object I

now have in view is to allow the closed ground-
25 circuits to be of very high resistance without

impairing the degree of protection afforded.

To accomplish this, I lu'ovide ground-conduct-
ors of very liigh resistance and devices in-

cluded in such conductors, which, on the pas-

30 sage of an abnormal current, such as a light-

ning-discharge, cause the closing of low-re-

sistance conductors, which convey the light-

ning to the earth. As in the application above
referred to, one set of ground-connections is

35 made from each of the tw^o or more metallic

conductors which extend from the source of
energy.
My invention is illustrated in the annexed

drawings, in which Figure 1 is a diagram illus-

40 trating the api^lication of my invention to an
ordinary multi])le-arc system of electrical dis-

tribution, and Fig. 2 a diagram showing it in

cojuiection with a compensating or three-wire
sy.stem.

45 Eefcrring to Fig. 1, A is a dynamo-electric
machine, and 1 2 are main conductors extend-
ing therefrom and su])])lying lamps, motors,
or other translating devices a «, connected in

multiple arc. From each main conductor a
50 ground-wire, 3, extends to earth E, containing

a high resistance, li, preferably of a metal

having a low fusing-point. Each conductor 3

is closed by means of a plug, />, and these

plugs arc inserted upon the approach of a

thunder-storm. Each conductor 3 also in- 55
eludes the coils of an electro-magnet, B. Each
inagnet is l)ro^ided with a pivoted spring-re-

tracted armature, C, which is attracted by
the nragnet away from a contact - point, c.

Each armature C forms part of the low-resist- 6ci

ance ground-connection 4. Wlien the circuits

are closed at &, the magnets B attract their ar-

matures, breaking circuits at c c. Being of

high resistance the ground-circuit 3 3 takes

very little current from the system. Such 65
circuit may, however, be arranged to convey
small quantities of lightning to the earth. If,

however, an abnormal current due to an ex-

cessive lightning-discharge rrpou either of the

main conductors 1 2 reaches a conductor 3, 70
such conductor is fused by it, the armature C
is retracted by its spring, connection is made
at c, and the lightning passes to the earth

through the low-resistance conductor 4. It is

necessary, as explained in the application re- 75
ferred to, to have the ground-connection from
both main condiictors, in order that whichever
conductor may be struck the lightning may
pass to earth without crossing through the

lamp-circuits or armature-circuit. 80

In Fig. 2, in addition to the main conduct-

ors 1 and 2, the compeusating-conductor 5 ex-

tends from between the generators A A, the

translating devices a a being connected be-

tween said compeusating-conductor and the 85
main conductors. Each of the three metallic

conductors 1, 2, and 5 is therefore provided
with the ground-connections 3 4, and the ac-

comi^anying circuit - controlling devices, as

described with reference to Fig. 1. While it gc

is preferred to place these devices at the cen-

tral station or source of supply, it is evident
that they might be arranged at any part of the

system.
What I claim is

—

'

95
1. The combination, with an electrical gen-

erator and the external circuit therefrom, of

two conductors extending from each side of

said circuit to the eai'th, and means controlled

by the current in one of the earth -circuits 100

thus formed for controlling the other earth-cir-

cuit, substantially as set forth.
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2. The combination, with an electrical gen-

erator and the external circuit therefrom, of

a high-resistance conductor and a low -resist-

ance conductor extending from each side of

5 the circuit to the earth, whereby two earth-

circuits aie formed, and means controlled by
the current in the high-resistance earth-circuit

for controlling the low-resistance eai'th-circuit,

substantially as set forth.

lo 3. The combination, with an electrical gen-

erator and the external circuit therefrom, of

a high-resistance and a low-resistance ground-
connection from each side of said circuit to

the earth, whereby two earth - circuits are

15 formed, and means actuated by an excess of

current in the high-resistance earth-circuit for

closing the low-resistance one, substantially as
set forth.

4. The combination, with the fusible high-
resistance conductor connected avS described, 20
of an electro-magnet therein, and a cii-euit-

closer controlled by said magnet, and acting,

upon a cessation of current in the magnet-cir-
cuit, to close circuit through a similarly-con-

nected low-resistance conductor, substantially 25
as set forth.

This sjoecification signed and witnessed this

27th day of July, 1SS3.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edvaed H. Pyatt.
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To all ivJiom it viajj concern-
Be it known that T. Thomas A. Eoisoisr, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xe"\\' Jersey, have invented a new and
usefnl Improvement in Systems of Electri-

cal Distribution, (Case Xo. 591,) of Avhich tlie

following is a speciQcation.

My invention relates to compensating sys-

tems of electrical distribution, such as the one
described in \\\j Patent Xo. 274,290; and the
principal object I have in view is such an ar-

rangement of the conductors and translating

devices that all the translating devices will

be equidistant from the source of electrical

euergJ^ and hence will be affected alike with-
out the necessity of running feeding-circuits

to various parts of the system, in order to equal-

ize the electro-motive force at the translating

devices. This I accomplish in the following
manner: The conductors and translating de-

vices of each division of the compound com-
pensating-circuit are arranged so that for each
translating device a greater length of con-

ductor on one side of the circuit will be op-
posed by a correspondingly shorter length on
the other side of the circuit. This feature of

arrangement is carried out in the connection
of the several divisions of the compound com-
pensating - circuit, the connected conductors
extending in opposite directions and forming-

opposite sides of the divisions connected

—

that is to say, the negative side of one divis-

ion of the circuit is connected to the positive

side of the next division, and so on. The
main conductors frona the source of electrical

energy at the central station are connected to

opposite sides of the fir.st and last divisions of

the circuit, while the compensating-conductors
are run out from points between the sections

of the source of energy to the conductors con-

necting the divisions of the circuit. By this ar-

rangement only one set ofma!ns and comi^ensat-
ing-conductors is required, while the translat-

ing devices are all equidistant from the source
of electrical energy. This relation is always
preserved and is not affected by differences in

the niimber of translating devices in the sev-

eral divisions of the circuit, or by the total

stoppage or neutralization of the current in
one or more divisions, since the translating de-

vices are equidistant from the source of elec-

55

60

65

trical energy by way of the compensating-
conductors as well as by waj- of the main con-
ductors. In practice the district to belighted
from one source of electrical energy will be
divided into as many i)artsas there are divis-

ions of the compound compensating-circuit.
JOach division of the district may be one or
more blocks of a town or city, or, if the plant
is a small one, one or more buildings, or one
or more floors or other iDarts of the build-

ing, or other object or i^lace to be lighted.

Throughout each division will be run a i)air

of main conductors, one being the positive

and the other the negative main conductor,
with relation to the translating devices of the
l^articular division. If the distiict is com-
posed of the blocks of a town or city, the pairs

of main conductors of each division will be
run around tiie blocks or through them, or 70
both. Each conductor will be made prefera-

bly endless, and the positive conductors of

the division will be connected together, and
likewise the negative conductors, so far as it

is practicable, in order to reduce the resist- 75
ance and to make the conductors of each di-

vision to overlap throughout their length.

The lamps or other translating devices will be
arranged in multiple arc in circuits derived
from this pair of main conductors, circuits 80
being run, in the case of town or city blocks,

from the main conductors in the streets into

the houses. Each division of the circuit, it

will be seen, is comi^osed of a pair of main
conductors, the conductors of like kind being 85
all connected together', and the lamps are ar-

ranged in multiple arc in circuits derived from
these main conductors. At the central station

the source of electrical energy is comi^osed,

preferably, of dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chines in series or multiple series, there being
one or more machines for each division of the
circuit. The main conductors from .the posi-

tive side of the source of electrical energy or

"battery" of generators extend to the posi-

tive main conductor of the first division of

the circuit. Then, by electrical test or mathe-
matical computation, the opposite extremity
of the other side of that division of the cir-

cuit is deterniincd, and a conductor is con-

nected to it, and runs to the positive side of

the next division. In this way the two or more

90

95

IOC
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divisious of the circuit are connected together,

and the negative side of the last division is

connected Avith the negative side of the source
of electrical energy. The compensating-con-

5 ductors extend from points between the sec-

tions of the battery of generators to the con-
ductors connecting the two or more divisions

of the compound comiiensating-circuit. By
this arrangement but one set of main andcom-

lo pensating conductors running from the cen-

tral station is I'cquired, and, except where
such conductors from the station are run, the
circuit will be composed of two conductors in-

stead of three, as in the arrangements hereto-

15 fore of my comj)ensating system. It is not
essential that the district lighted or the divis-

ion thereof should be symmetrical. In prac-
tice I propose to have the first and last divis-

ions of the circuit close to or adjoining the
20 central station, while the other divisions will

be at a greater distance therefrom. In this

way a saving will be effected in the main con-
ductors leading from the central station.

A further object of my invention is to pre-

25 vent to a large extent the bad effects of leaks
to ground on a compensating system wherein
a high electro-motive force is employed. To
accomplish this I divide or diminish by half
the electro-motive force of the leaks, and this

30 I do by making a connectfion with earth at the
center of the [system. This connection may
be made at the central station. The differ-

ence in i)otential between this central i^erma-
neut ground and an accidental ground on

35 either of the main conductors, it will be un-
derstood, is only one-half the entire electro-

motive lorce of the generators; and a leak
on a compensating-conductor (where more
than one compensating - conductor is used)

40 would have a current of proportionatelj^ less

tension than the tension of the main cur-

rent. By having this permanent ground at

the center of the system a leak on either side
of the system "will appear and can be located

1.5 and repaired before a corresponding leak on
the other side occurs. Hence the leaks will

always have currents of lower tension than if

no central permanent ground were employed.
In the accomi:)anying drawings, forming a

50 part hereof, Figure 1 is a diagrammatic illus-

tration ot an arrangement embodying my
present invention, and Fig. 2 a similar view
of the same i^rinciple apiilied to a district com-
posed of city or town blocks.

55 With reference moreespccially'to Fig. 1, A'
A'-, i*tc., represent dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines, of which there are as many con-
nected together in series as there are divis-

ions of the compound compcnsating-circuils.

60 Six of such machines are shown in the draw-
ings. From opposite poles of this battery ot

generators run the i)Ositive and negative main
conductors 1 2, wliiie from points between the
machines extend the conipensating-couducl-

65 ors .'{.

IV IV, ike, represent the divisions of Ihe

compound compensating - circuit, each com-
posed of laijping main conductors 4 5, in cir-

cuits derived from which are the lamps or

other translating devices, a. The positive

conductor -4 of B' is connected with the posi-

tive conductor 1 from the central station.

The negative conductor 5 of B' is connected
with the positive conductor 4 of B", and so on,

the negative conductor 5 of the last division

B" being connected with the negative con-

ductor 2 from the central station. The com-
pensating-conductors3 are connected with the

main conductors at points between the divis-

ions of the circuit. The conductors 4 5 are

lapping-conductors—that is. the extreme end
of 5 is located opposite the beginning of 4,

and where 4 ends there 5 begins. By this ar-

rangement all the translating devices are made
ecxuidistaut from the source of electrical en-

ergy both by way of the main conductors and
the comi)ensating-conductors.

With reference more especially to Fig. 2,

this figure represents the same principle ap-

plied to the lighting of a district in a citj" or

town. A three-part system is shown, there

being three dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chines, A', A', and A', and main and com-
pensating conductors 12 3, leading therefrom.

These machines will he located together at a

central station. The district to be lighted (rep-

resented by six blocks) is divided into three

divisions, B' B' B', each division being com-
posed of two blocks, h' b'-. A positive con-

ductor, 4, is run entirely around each block,

completely encircling the same, the ends of

the conductor being joined to make an endless

conductor. A negative conductor, 5, is run
in a like manner around each block. For each

division the conductors of like kind of the two
or more blocks composing the division are

connected together by conductors G 7. Con-

nections 6 7 are made between the conduct oi-s

of blocks h' ¥, at opposite extremes of each
division of the circuit. Intermediate connec-

tions may also be made. Positive main con-

ductor 1 is connected with the nearest central

cross-connection, G, of the positive main con-

ductor 4 of division B'. From the most dis-

tant central cross-connection, 7, of the nega-

tive conductors 5 of division B' runs a con-

ductor, S, to the nearest positive central cross-

connection, G, of B'. Divisions B' and B' ai-c

connected in a like manner by another con-

ductor, 8, while with the negative side of B'

is connected the negative main conductor 2

from the central station. The compensating-

conductors .'? run (o the division-connecting

comluctors S. House - circuits J) 10 extend

from the main conductoi's4 5, and in them aiv

arranged in multiple arc the lamps or other

translating devices a. These translating de-

vices are all equidistant from the source of

electrical energy, the arrangement of endless

conductors anil central connections producing

a trfle lapping of the couductoi-s, the same as

described in couucction with Fig. 1.
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Eeferriiigagaiu to Fig. 1, to divide the elec-

tromotive force of the leaks to ground a ground-
connection is made by conductor 11 at the cen-

ter of the systeni.

5 "\Miat I claim is

—

1. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, with the di-

vided source of electrical energy, and the main
conductors and compensating conductor or

lo conductors leading therefrom, of translating

devices arranged in multiple arc in each di-

vision of the compound compensating-circuit
equidistant from the source of electrical en-

ergy, substantially as set forth.

15 2. In a compensating sj'Stem of electrical

distribution, the combination, -with the divid-

ed source of electrical energy, and the main
conductors and compensating conductor or
conductors leading therefrom, of main con-

20 ductors for each division of the compound
compensating-circuit arranged to overlap each
other, as described, and translating devices
located in circuits from such }nain conductors
equidistant from the source of electrical en-

25 ergy, substantially as set forth.

3. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination of the main and
compensating conductors, of a i^air of main
conductors for each division of the circuit, and

30 ti'anslatiug devices located in circuits from
such main conductors, substantially as set

forth.

4. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, wherein-a district is divided into

35 as many sections as there are divisions of the
compound compensating-circuit, the combina-
tion of a pair of main conductors for each sec-

tion, translating devices in circuit from such
pair of main condut^tors, connecting-conduct-

40 ors between the conductors of the sections, the
positive and negative conductors from the cen-

tral station connected with the first and last

sections, and one or more corai)ensating-con-

ductors running from the divided source of

45 electrical energy to the connection or connec-

tions between the sections, substantially as

set forth.

5. In a com])ensating system of electrical

distribution, wherein a district is divided into

as many sections as there are divisions of the 50
comi^ound comiiensating-circuit, the combina-
tion, with the divided source of electrical en-

ergy, of one set of main and compensating
conductors, a i^air of main conductors for each
section of the district, translating devices lo- 55
cated in circuit from such ])air of main con-

ductors, connections between the conductors
of the sections, and with the conductors from
the central station, the conductors being ar-

ranged to overlap, whereby the ti'anslating 60
devices are all equidistant from the source of

electrical energy, substantially as set forth.

G. In a compensating system of electrical

distribution, the combination, with the divid-

ed source of electrical energy, and the main 65
conductors, and comiiensating conductor or
conductors running therefrom, of the pairs of

endless conductors for each division of the
circuit, translating devices located in circuits

from each jjair of endless conductors, central 70
connections between the positive and nega-

tive conductors of the two or more pairs, cen-

tral connections between opposite conductors
of the first and last pairs, and the main con-

ductors from the central station, and a con- 75
nection or connections between the comi)en-
sating conductor or conductors and the con-

ductor or conductors connecting the pairs to-

gether, substantially as set forth.

7. In a compensating system of electrical 80
distribution, such as described, a central

ground- connection for dividing the electro-mo-
tive force of leaks to ground, substantially as
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 85
15th day of November, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.
"Witnesses:

H. W. Skely,
Edwaed H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhom it viaij concern:
Be it kuowii that I, Tiiojias A. Edison, of

Menlo Pai'k, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, liave iuAented a uew and
useful Improvement in Incandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case ISTo. G09,) of which the following

is a specification.

The object of this invention is to provide
good electrical contact between the bottom
I)late of a socket or receptacle and the tip or

button on the ba.se of an electric lamp or on a
safety-catch plug or a drop-light plug, which
is inserted in such socket or receptacle; and
also in the case of an incandescing electric

lam}} to allow the lamp to be turned in the
socket to bring the filament into any desired

position without breaking connection. I ac-

complish this by i^roviding the lamp base or

l)lug with a .spring tending to force the two
20 i)lates ai^art, through which spring the electri-

cal connection is maintained. The two plates

are thus held closely together, and a better

contact is obtained than where the plates are

simply placed together as heretofore. In the

25 sockets heretofore used, when the lamp is

screwed down so that the base-plates are in con-

tact, it cannot be moved any farther. There-
fore the lamj) canuot be adjusted so as to bring
the filament into a different position. This

30 may i)roduce an undesirable effect, for it is of

course iireferable that several lamps in the

same fixture should have their filaments turned
so as to produce a symmetrical appearance.
When my invention is employed, thelamp may

35 be turned in the socket while the spring con-

tinues to maintain contact until the desired

adjustment is reached.
In the accompanying drawings, Figure 1 is

a view in elevation of an electric lamj) em-
40 ploying one form of my invention; Fig. 2, a

bottom view of the same or of a similarly-con-

structed safety -catch or other pUig. Figs. 3
and 4 are elevations of plugs having other
forms of springs, and Fig. 5 a bottom view of
the plug shown in Fig. 4.

It is evident that each form of sjiring can
be applied either to a lamp or to a plug.

A is the glass inclosing-globe of an incan-
descing electric lamj). The lamp is provided
with a base, upon which are fixed a screw-
threaded metal band or ring, B, and a metal
cap, C. Upon the cap is attached a flat

spring, a, soldered to the cap throughout a
portion of its length, while a portion of it rises

from the cap, so as to form a spring.

In Fig. 3 a spiral spring, &, is soldered to

the side of the cap and its other end to the
bottom of a jilate, c.

In Figs. 4 and 5, the bent spring d is attached
to the bottom of the cap.

In Figs. 3, 4, and 5, D is a safety-catch, drop-
light, or other plug, which is the equivalent of
a lamp, so far as this invention is concerned.
What I claim is

—

1. An electric-lami) base or plug of insulat-

ing matei'ial provided with a metallic screw-
ring upon the exterior of its body and a me-
tallic spring-tip forming the terminals of the
base or plug, substantially as set forth.

2. An electric-lamp base or plug of insulat-

ing material i^rovided M'ith a metallic screw-
ring upon the exterior of its body, a metallic

tip, and a spring secured to such tip and form-
ing a yielding extension thereof, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

1.5th day of December^ 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

AVituesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhoiiv it incnj concerv,'
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of INIiddlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Imi)rovemeut in Electrical Conductors,
(Case No. ()13,) of which the following is a
specification.

"When the couducting-wires of an electric-

lighting -system are placed overhead ujion

lo poles, it is necessary to provide some means
for completely isolating such wires, thereby
preventing telegraph, telephone, or other wires
from coming in contact with them, Avhereby
the powerful currents of the lighting- wire

15 would be transmitted to the instruments in

coiniection with the other wires, and also pre-
venting the lighting-wires themselves from
falling from the poles, should they become de-

tached from the insulators, and coming in cou-

20 tact with other wires, or with any object con-
tact with which would be undesirable. The
first of these objects I accomj)lish by the use
of girard-wires placed upon the poles above
thelighting-wires,and which i:)revent the otlier

25 wires fi'om falling across or into contact with
the lighting-wires. I extend the cross-pieces

to which the guai'd-wires are attached out far-

ther on either side than those which carry the
lighting-wires, and so bring the guard-wires

30 well outside of the vertical plane of the light-

ing-wires, so that it is impossible for any
crossing wires coming from above to reach
the latter. To prevent the lighting- wires
themselves from leaving the poles, and thus

35 from falling ui^on other wires, or upon any
object below them, I place supports upon the
cross-pieces on tside the insulators. These sup-
ports are preferably pins inserted in the wood
of the cross-piece, and of such height that

40 should the insulator be broken, or the wire
in any way become detached from it, tlie i)iu

will keep said wire from reaching the end of

the cross-piece. The guard-wires may be of

small size, and may be used, if desired, as test-

ing-wires for determining the electi'ical con- 45
dition of the different parts of the system.

Beyond the ends of the feeding-conductors,

howevei", they are not so used.

My invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawing, which represents the ui^- 50
per portion of one of the poles in a line of an
electric-lighting system.
A is the pole, and B B are cross-pieces which

carry the electric-lighting conductors C C,

which are attached to suitable insulators, a a. 55
Above them is placed a larger cross-piece, D,
which carries the guard-wires E E, these be-

ing placed outside the lighting-wires for the
purpose mentioned. Pins or supports h h are

placed, outside the insulators on the cross- 60

pieces B B, which prevent the wires from ever
leaving the cross-pieces.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with electrical conduct-

ors placed ui)on poles, of guard-wires placed 65

above them, substantiallj'- as set forth.

2. Thecombinatiou, with electrical conduct-

ors i^laced upon i^oles, of guard-wires placed

above them and outside their vertical i)lane,

substantially as set forth. 70
3. Thecombinatiou, with electrical conduct-

ors placed ui)on cross-pieces upon poles, of a
longer ci-oss-piece above them carrying guard-
wires placed outside their vertical plane, sub-

stantially as set forth. 75
This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of January, 1884.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all wlioni it vuaj concern:
Be it known tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
Slate of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Imi)iovenient iu Electric Lamps and
the Manufacture thereof, (Case No. 489,) of

which the following is a si^ecification.

The object I have in view is to j^rovide a
simple and economical i^rocess of forming

lo the carbon incandescing filaments of electric

lamps, which process shall produce flexible

filament of even density and resistance, whose
shape shall conform approximately to that of

the glass globes which I use with my lamps.

15 Such process consists iu first cutting from a
fibrous vegetable substance, preferably bam-
boo, a filament of somewhat more than the de-

sired size (to allow for contraction during car-

bonization) and having enlarged ends, then
2c carbonizing said, filament in a closed cham-

ber, preferably under pressure or strain, or
both, and finallj- bending the flexible carbon
filament thus j)roduced into any desired
shape, preferably one api^roachiugthat ofthe

25 lamp-globe, its ends being secured, either be-
fore or after bending, to metallic wires. By
taking hold of both ends of the carbonized
filament and bending it in the middle it natu-
rallj' assumes a shape ajjproxi mating to that

30 of alongitudinal section of the "pear-shaped"
globe commonly employed by me, and this is

the shape I prefer; but it is evident that the
carbon may be bent into any other desired
shape. The use of filaments of such shape of

35 course adds to the symmetrical appearance of

the lamp, and, in addition, the filament being
equally near to the glass in every part through-
out its length, the^lass is more equally heated,
and there is less danger of breakage than with

the form of filament hitherto in general use. 40
The carbonizing-flasks used are ofsimpler con-

struction, as, instead of curved grooves for

holding the previously-bent filament, or blocks
for holding it both at its ends and in the mid-
dle, a single straight groove only is necessarj'^, 45
or means for holding its ends alone. The \>xo-

cess adds to the economy of manufacture of

the lamp, for a larger number of straight fila-

ments can be carbonized at the same time than
of filaments previously bent. The carbonized 50
filament is sufficiently flexible to be readily

bent into the proper shape.
In the drawings. Figure lis an elevation of

a completed lamp containing a filament made
according to my process, and Fig. 2 a view of 55
the filament before bending.
The filament A is cut into the form illus-

trated in Fig. 2, and then carbonized, after

which it is bent as in Fig. 1, its ends secured
to metallic wires a a, preferably by the elec- 60

trodeijosition of metal upon the joi-nts, and
the whole placed within the inclosingglobe
B, which is afterward exhausted of air and
sealed off" at b.

What I claim is

—

55
The process of forming the flexible incan-

descing filaments of electric lamj)s, consisting

in first forming a straight filament of carbon-
izable substance, then carbonizing the same,
and finally bending the flexible filament thus 70
formed into the desired shax)e, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

Gth day of October, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
E. H. Pyatt.
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To all whotiv it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Tiio:\rAS A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of IMiddlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new

5 and useful Improvement in Electrical Meters,

(Case No. 588".) of which the following)- is a
specification.

The object I have in view is to produce sim-
ple and elTficient ai)paratus for measuring or

lo determining the electrical energj^ consumed in

a circuit wherein translating devices are ar-

ranged in multiple arc, and especially to ijro-

duce a meter suitable for ixse in my multiple-

arc system of electrical distribution. This I

15 accomplish by arranging in the main line of

the circuit a galvanometer the movement of

whose needle controls circuits to electrically-

operated ai)paratns, which apparatus controls

an indicating or registering device. Prefera-

20 bly the apiDaratus controlled by thegalvanome-
ter is used to adjust the lateral position of a
stylus bearinguponatraveling strip of jiaper,

and marking thereon an irregular line, which
willindicateatall times the flow of the current.

25 From an inspection of the marked strip it can
easily be determined what energy has been
consumed in the circuit. The apparatus con-

trolled by the galvanometer may be of any
suitable character; but I x>refer to iise an ap-

30 paratus similar to that described in my ap-

plication No. 99,559, the motion being pro-

duced by the effect of the current upon a gal-

vanometer needle or bar-, which carries an
arm closing circuit at moving contacts to op-

erating magnets moving another arm carry-

ing the stylus and following the movements of

the galvanometer-arm. Theueedleof the gal-

vanometer is arranged in a magnetic field,

and is moved out of that field more or less by
40 variations in the current. These variations

and the movement of the galvanometer-needle
are directly proportional to the energy con-

sumed in the circuit, and hence the line marked
upon the moving strij) will form an accurate
record of the energy consumed. The strip

maybe moved by any suitable device, aclock-
work or an electric motor being employed for

that i)ur]pose.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a

50 part hereof, Figure 1 isatoj) view, partly dia-

grammatic, of apparatus embodying the iu-

35

45

vention; and Fig. 2, a vertical section through
the galvanometer.
With reference to Figs. 1 and 2, 1 2 are the

street conductors or mains, and 3 4 are the 55
conductors of a house-circuit liaviug lamps,
motors, or other translating devices arranged
in multiple-arc or derived circuits therefrom.
B is a galvanometer located in the main line

of the circuit 3 4; or, as will be well under- 60
stood, it may be arranged in a shunt around a
definite resistance in said circuit. The gal-

vanometer shown has its needle a located in

the field of a magnet, /;. The electrical con-

ductor of the galvanometer is a straight strip, 65
c, of low resistance,located directly in thecir-

cuit 3 4; but one or more coils could be used
if tlie galvanometer were arranged in a shunt
around resistance. The needle a is pivoted
directly uiion theconducting-strii> c, andcar- 70
ries an arm, d. This arm plays freely at its

outer end between contacts e/, carried by an
arm, C, which follows closely the movements
of the galvanometer-arm. This arm C is se-

cured to a shaft, /7, which is preferably inline 75
with the pivot of the needle a, but, for con-

venience of illustration, is shown as located
back of the pivot of a.

Upon the shaft y are mounted two ratchet-

wheels, D E, with teeth turned in opposite di- 80

rections, and with these ratchet-wheels en-

gage pawls h i, carried by the armature-levers
/.; I of electro-magnets F G. The electro-mag-
nets F G are m divisions of a multiple-arc cir-

cuit, 5 0, from 3 4. This circuit commences 85
at 5 on the striii c, forming part of conductor
3,and terminates at G on the conductor 4. The
circuit divides at the jDoint 7, and extends to

the contacts ef, the electro-magnets being lo-

cated in the divisions of the circuit. There- 90
sistance R is preferably included in the circuit.

The circuit 5 (5 is comjileted by the touching
of either contact c or/ by the arms d, and one
division or the other of this circuit is com-
l^leted, according to whetlier the arm touches 95
one or the other contact. The closing of either

branch of circuit 5 G causes the electro-mag-

net to move the arm C sothatthe contact will

luove away from the needle-arm and br(?ak the
circuit. The needle-arm will follow up the 100

contact until the entire deflection due to the

variation in the current is accomplished. The
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arm C at any suitable point carries a stylus, m.

This stylus bears on a strip of paper on a roller,

H, Avliicli is revolved in any suitable manner
l)y clock-Mork or an electro-magnet. The arm

5 C, itwill be scen,isgivenapositivemovement
by the electro-magnets, and follows closely the

movement of the galvanometer-arm, such gal-

vanometer not being rendered less sensitive

by undue friction. The electrical energy con-

lo sumed by the translating devices A will be ac-

curately recorded ou the traveling strip of pa-

per.

I do not claim herein, broadly, the means
for jjroducing motion electrically described in

15 connection with Fig. 1, since the same is

claimed in my api^lication K'o. 99,559.

I am aware of German Patent Iso. 22,991,

dated May 11, 1882; but in this the controlling-

galvanometer is not in the main line, as is the
20 case in my inventiou.

What I claim is—
1. The combination, with an electrical cir-

cuit and translating devices arranged in mul-
tiple-arc therein, of a galvanometer in the

25 main line, a circuit controlled by said gal-

vanometer, electrically-operated apparatus in

such circuit, and indicating or registering de-

vices operated or controlled by such appara-
tus, substantially as set forth.

30 2. In an electrical meter, the combination,
"with a galvanometer arranged to be affected

by the current of the circuit in which the con-
sumption of electrical energy is desired to be
measured, of moving contacts at which circuits

35 are made and broken by the galvanometer-
arm, and a registering or indicating apparatus
controlled thereby, substautially as set forth.

3. In an electrical meter, the combination.

with a galvanometer-arm included in an elec-

trical circuit, of another arm following the 40
movement of such galvanometer -arm, elec-

trically-operated devices moving such second
arm, the circuit of which is controlled by the
galvanometer-arm, and a registering or nidi-

cating apparatus operated by said second arm, 45
snbstantialh' as set forth.

4. In an electrical meter, the combination,
with a galvanometer-arm, of another pivoted
arm carrying on its free end insulated contacts,
between which the galvanometer-arm plays, 50
two electro-magnets located in circuit with
such contacts and operating pawl-levers, o\)-

positelj'-arranged ratchet-wheels worked by
such pawl-levers and movingsaidpivotedarm,
and aregisteringorindicatingapparatus, sub- 55J
stantially as set forth.

5. In an electrical meter, the combination,
with a galvanometer, of a pivoted arm carry-

ing a stylus, and electrically-operated means
controlled by the galvanometer and moving
said pivoted arm, substantially as set forth.

6. In an electrical jneter, a galvanometer
provided with a constant field, in which its

needle is located, and a single low-resistance
current-conductor located directly in the cir- 6:;

cuit the consumption of energy in which is to

be measured, in combination with an electri-

cally-operated registering or indicating ap-
paratus coutrolled by the galvanometer, sub-
stantiallj'- as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

8th day of August, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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I

To all lolioDh it may concern:
Be it known that I, Tiio:mas A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in the conntj' of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new

5 and iTsefal Improvement in Electrical Indica-
tors, (Case Xo. G03,) of which the following
is a si^ecification.

The object of my invention is to produce
an efficient apparatusfor indicating variations

lo of electro-motive force in an electric circuit,

preferably for use in connection with systems
of electrical distribution to show the changes
in pressure in the A'arious parts of the district.

The apparatus is also capable of use in auto-

15 matically regulating the electro motive force

to correspond with such variations. I have
discovered that if a conducting substance is

interposed anywhere in the vacuous space
Avithiu the globe of an incandescent electric

20 lamp, and said conducting substance is con-
nected outside of the lamp with one terminal,
pi'eferabl}^ the positive one, ofthe incandescent
conductor, a portion of the current will,when
the lamj) is in operation, pass through the

25 shunt-circuit thus formed, which shunt in-

cludes a portion of the vacuous space within
the lamp. This current I have found to be
proiiortional to the degree of incandescence of
the conductor or candle-power of the lamp.

30 My invention consists in the utilization of
this discovery for indicating or regulating
variations in electro-motive force, or for affect-

ing electrical apj^aratus in any desired man-
ner. By connecting a device for indicating
current clianges in the shunt-circuit, changes
in the candle-power of the lamp, and conse-
quently in the electro-motive force of the
source of supidj-, are made api")arent; or if, in-

stead of an indicating device, the variations in

40 electro-motive force aremadetoatfect circuit-

controlling ajiparatus, automatic regulators
or other electrical apparatus may be controlled
thereby.

In applying my invention toasj'Stem of in-

45 candescent electric lighting I jilace a .standard
lamp having witliin its globe a piece of pla-

tinum, jireferably a thin plate, tliough pla-

tinum wire may be used, placed preferably
between the limbs of its carbon conductor,

50 such platinum i)iece being in connection with
the circuit whose electrical condition is to be

35

I

ol)sorved, connecting said terminals similarly

to those of the other lamps of the system, and
making an additional connection from the
positive terminal, preferably of the lamp-cir- 55
cuit, to one terminal of a galvanometer or

other indicator, and from the platinum piece

through a wire sealed in the glass to the other
terminal of the galvanometer or indicator.

The galvanometer, if one is used, is provided 60
with a torsional device for holding its needle
at zero under a normal current, so that varia-

tions above or below the normal deflect the nee-

dle in one direction or the other. If the elec-

tro-motive force in the system, and consequent- 65
ly the candle-power of the lamj^s, increases,

the indicating-lamp varies with the rest, and
the current from it to the galvanometer is in-

creased, causing the deflection of the galva-

nometer-needle; and, conversely, a decrease in 70
electro-motive force in the system produces an
opposite deflection. The galvanometer-needle
may be made to close circuit to electrically-op-

erated devices for accomidishing the automatic
regulation of the generator supplying current 75
to the system, or for any other purpose.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings.
Figure lis a diagrainof the system and con-

nections, with a view in persj)ective of the gal- 80
vanometer; Fig. 2, a diagram of a modified ar-

rangement; Fig. 3, a view showing the use of

the galvanometer to close regulating or other

circuits, and Fig. 4 a view of the indicating-

lamp. 85
1 2 are main conductors of a system of elec-

tric lighting, and a a electric lamps connected
across them in multiple-arc circuits .'> 4. A is

a lamp similarly connected, and similar in

every way to the other lamps, except that it 90
has a piece of platinum, &, placed between the

limbs of its incandescent conductor," Avhilc a
wire, 5, attached to said platinum, is sealed

in the glass of the globe with the wires 3 4.

The wire 5 leads to the binding-post r, while a 95
wire, G, connected with the positive wire 3 of

the lamp, leads to thebinding-iiost c'. These
binding-posts are the terminals of agalvanome-
ter which consists of coils d d and a needle,

c, carried by a torsion-wire, /. The parts are 100

held in a fraine, B. The upper cross-bar of

the frame is split at .17, tlie split being held to-
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getber by screws /( //, and tlic torsion-wire is

attacliccl to the sniootli stud i, whicli is held

by friction in the split, its torsion beinp; ad-

justed by turning the thumb-nuti- Aspring,

5 /.-, is attached to the other end of the torsion-

wire, serving to keep said wire stiff, and the

tension of the spring is adjusted by means
of nut L A pointer, m, extends from the

needle to indicate its variations upon a scale,

lo n. The torsion of the wire/ is so adjusted as

to hold the needle and the pointer centrally

with a normal current—that is, when the lamps
of the sj'stem are at their normal candle-i>ow-
er—and, as previously exjilained, anj- varia-

15 tions in the electro-motive force of the system
causing changes in the candle-power ^f the
lamps will produce deflections of the gal-

vanometer-needle, which deflections will be
indicated on the scale.

20 Instead of simply causing the variations to

be indicated on the scale, a circuit-controlling

arm, 0, Fig. 3, may be can-ied by the needle,

which may close circuit at contacts j;, or inanj'

other snitable manner,to electrical devices for

25 automatically regulating the electro-motive
force of the system, to electrically-operated in-

dicating devices, or to any electricallj'-oper-

ated apparatus.
For regnlating a dynamo-electric machine,

30 a mechanism such as shown in my Patent Xo.
287,524 may be used, the lamj) A and gal-

vanometer of the present apparatus being-

used in])lace of the ijressure-magnet B of said

l^atent, the working-magnets C C' of said pat-

35 ent being located in the two circuits, closed
by arm of the present apparatus, which
takes the place of the armature-lever of said

pressure-magnet I?. An adjustable resistance,

. C, may be placed in circuit with the lamx> A,
40 to maintain said circnit at the standai'd-lamp

resistance.

In Fig. 2 a lamp. A.', is shown placed in a

shunt around the lamp A. The lamp A be-

ing constantly in use, lamp A' is occasionally

45 placed in circnit instead, so by observing its

candle-power it may be determined whether
or not the resislanc? of the lamp A has
changed.
What I claim is

—

50 1. Thecombinatiouof an incandescent elec-

tric^ lam]), a circuit including the vacuous
space within tlu^ globe of said lamp, and elec-

trical ap])aiatus controlled by the current in

such circuit, sul)stantially as set fbi-th.

2. The combination, with a system of elec- 55
trical distribution, of an indicating or regu-
lating ai)paratus therefor, coni]orising a stand-
ard lamp, a circuit including the vacuous space
within the globe of said lamp, and electrical

apparatus controlled by the current in such ' o

circuit, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with an incandescent
electric lami), of a circuit having one termi-
nal in the vacuous space within the globe of
said lami^, and the other in connection without 65
the lamp with one side of the lamp-circuit,
substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with an incandescent
electric lamp, of a circuit having one terminal
in the vacuous space within the globe of said 70
lamp, and the other in connection without the

lami) with the positive side of the lamp-cir-
cuit, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with an incandescent
electric lamp, of a circuithavingoneterminal 75
in the vacuous space within the globe of said

lamj), and the other connected with one side

of the lamp-circuit, and electrically controlled

or operated apparatus in said circuit, substan-
tially' as set forth. 80

6. The combination, with an incandescent
electric lamp, of a piece of conducting ma-
terial placed in the vacuous space within its

globe, and a conductor connected therewith
and j)assing through and sealed in the glass 85
of the lamp, substantially as set forth.

7. In a system of electrical distribution, the
coml)ination, with incandescent electric lamps
connected in multiple arc, of a similar lamp
similarly connected, a circuit having one 90
terminal in the vacuous space within the

globe of said lamp, and the other connected
wdth one side of the lamp-circuit, and elec-

trically-operated apparatus in said circuit,

substantially as set forth. 95
8. The combination, with an incandescent

electric lamp, of a piece of conducting ma-
terial placed between the sides of the incan-

descent loop, aiul a conductor leading there-

from to the exterior of the lamp, substantially i<

as set forth.

This speciiicatiou signed and witnessed this

2d day of Xovember, 1883.

Tiros. A. KDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. AV. Sekly,
EinvAK'o ir. rv Ai r.
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To all ivhoni it ma,]/ concern:
Beit known that we,FJBANKL.PoPE,of Eliza-

beth, in the county of Union, and TiiOi\rAS A.
Edison, now of Mcnlo Park, in the county of

5 Midcllcse.v, both in tlie State of New Jersej^,

liave in vented certain new and useful Iiuprove-

mcuts in Printing-Telegraphs, which improve-
ments are fully set forth in the following speci-

fication, reference being had to the acconipa-

lo nying drawings.
Our invention relates to that class of print-

ing-telegraph instruments in which the type-

wheel IS caused to rotate by means of a step-by-

step escapement actuated or controlled by the

15 armature of an electromagnet in the main cir-

cuit, and when any desired character upon
the type-wheel lias been brought round to a
given i)oint an impression of such character

may be printed by bringing into action asec-

20 ond armature controlled by the same circuit.

Our improvements consist, first, of a po-

larized electro-magnet for imparting to the
type-wheel of a printing-telegraph an inter-

mittent rotary motion by the action of suc-

25 cessive alternate iiositive and negative cur-'

rents of short duration, and of locking the
type-wheel at any point, and at the same time
jirinting a letter or character by prolonging
the duration of the final current, whether the

30 same is positive or iiegative, through a neutral

electro-magnet in the same circuit; second, in

the combination of a type-wheel actuated or

controlled by a polarized armature under the

influence of alternate reverse currents of short

35 and uniform duration with a device for giving

the impression, which is actuated or controlled

by a non-polarized or neutral armature, said

polarized and neutral arinaturesbeingoi)erated

by electro-magnets placed in the same line,

40 the arrangement being such that the type-

wheel may be locked, and the neutral arma-
ture broughtinlo action to effect the printing,

when the type-wheel has been brougiit to the

required point, by prolonging the duration of

45 the final current without reierence to its po-

larity; third, in certain improved combinations
of the mechanism of the several parts of the

apparatus, whereby the efiiciency and relia-

bility of its action are materially increa.sed.

In the accompanying drawings, Figure lis 50
a side elevation of the receiving apparatus.
Fig. 2 is an end elevation of the same, the
type-wheel being removed. Fig. 3 is a plan
view of a portion of said apparatus. Fig. 4
is a detached view, showing the details of the 55
escai^ement in said apparatus. Fig. 5 is a
plan view of the slotted presser; and Fig. G is

a skeleton diagram, showing the arrangement
of a number of instruments located at differ-

ent stations and placed in the same electric 60
circuit, oi)erated simultaneously in unison by
a battery placed at one point in the circuit.

Similar letters refer to like i^arts in the dif-

ferent figures.

E, Figs. 1, 2, and 3, designates a perpen- 65
dicular electro-magnet, comi)osed oftwo cores
of soft iron united belowiu the ordinary man-
ner by a cross-bar, e, also of soft iron. The
north pole of an angular-bent xiermauent mag-
net, N S, is screwed to the cross-bar e, to wliicli 70
it communicates north polarity beyond the

Ijoint of contact, and also to both cores and
poles of the electro-magnet E. The soft-iron

armature C is supported upon a pivot, o, in

a slot, h, in the south end, S, of the permanent 75
magnet N S, from which it receives south po-

larity, being secured in that position by a
screw or otherwise. The said slot is situated

at a short distance from the end of the mag-
net, exactly at the point of greatest magnetic So
intensitjf, so that the pivot end of the arma-
ture is completely surrounded by the mag-
netic mass, and becomes subject to the great-

est possible amount of inductive influence.

The armature C is so iilaced that it-is free to 85
vibrate to and fro in a lateral direction be-

tween the poles N' and N" of the electro-mag-

net E. When this is arranged, it is obvious
that the north iiolarized ends, N' and N", will

each exert an equal attraction upon the south 9c
polarized armature, C, when the same is equi-

distant from each, but that it will be attracted

and iirmly held by either N' or N" Avhen
placed in clo.se proximity or contact with one
or the other. An arm, I), ])rojects from the 95
end of tlie armature C, passing i)etween screw-

stops (I and </', by means of which its lateral

vibration is controlled and limilcd. 'i'his arm
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is constructctl of brass or other non-magnetic
metal iu order to xireveut the inductive mag-
netic action from extending beyond the poles

K' N" of the electro-magnet E.

5 The screw-stops d and d' are supported by
a brass standard, A. Upon this standard is

secured a shaft, /, Fig. 4, ujiou which is a
sleeve, ff, carrying a ratchet-wheel, H, and a
type-wheel, T, upon the circumference of

lo which type-wheel are engraved such letters,

numerals, or other characters as may be re-

quired. The characters on the type-wheel are

sui^plied with ink by means of a fountain ink-

roller, I, secured to a movable arm attached

15 to the standard A. The vibrating arm D car-

ries a curved bar, F, to the extremities of

which are pivoted j)awls h and h', which act,

respective] J'', at opposite i^oints upon the cir-

cumference of the ratchet-wheel H, as shown
20 in Figs. 2 and 4.

The to-aud-fro movement of the pawls, as

well as each successive step in the forward
movement of the wheel H, which is driven by
them, is limited by the adjustable screw-stops

25 i and i'. The pawls are pressed against the
teeth of the wheel bj^ springs j j', and when the
arm D vibrates to and fro the pawls alter-

nately fall into the interdental spaces of the
wheel H and push it forward until the move-

30 ment of the pawl, and consequently that of
the Avhecl, also, is adjusted by the stops i and
i', which may be adjusted so as to allow of any
desired amount of movement of the pawls h
and //; but we will here remark that the pawls

35 h and h' may be made of spring-steel, and so ar-

ranged as to automatically bear in the inter-

dental si)aces of the wheel H, in which case

the springs j f may of course be disiiensed

with.

40 By means of the above-described arrange-
ment the to-and-fro vibrations of the arm D
may be caused to communicate, througli the
pawls, a rapid intermittent rotaiy motion to

the ratchet-wheel H, sleeve c/, and type-wheel

45 Tin the direction shown bj" the arrow marked
thereon. The screw -stops d d' are so ad j usted

in reference to the stops i i' that when the ar-

mature C is acted upon by a powerful cur-

rent, tending to bend or otherwise to disar-

50 range the pawls h h', ratchet-wheel 11, and
their appurtenances, the slightest. deflection

of the arm I) after the pawls h or /(' liave come
in contact witli the stoi)S / or i' will bring said
arm D against one of the stops d or d', therc-

55 by relieving the mechanism from undue strain

or ])rcssure.

The manner in which tiie vibration of (ho
armature and arjn 1) is made (o revolve the
ratchet-wheel H will be understood more

60 clearly by reference (o l-'ig. 4. Sui)i)ose the
arinlXo he moved from its i)0si( ion. as shown,
toward the left, carrying with it the bar 1-"' and
t he ])awls /;. /;'. The i)awl //,' will engage with a

(ootli of the wheel JI, and carry it forward in

'.5 the direction of the arrow until its movement
is arrest e»l by the pawl coming in contact with

the stop i'. At the same time the pawl h will

slip over one tooth of the wheel without ob-
struction. When the arm D, bar F, and jiawls

h h' are moved from left to right, the operation 70
of the respective pawls is reversed, although
the wheel H continues to be moved in the same
direction as before. Each vibration of the
arm D, either to the left or to the right, there-
fore advances the ratchet-wlieel H the dis- ^5
tance of one tooth.

The apparatus for taking the impression
after the type-wheel has been brought to the
desired position may be described as follows:

M, Figs. 1 and 3, is an electro-magnet of the So
usual form, its poles being united by the cross-

bar 111, whicli is secured bj' a lug, K, to the
south end, S, of the permanent magnet X S.

This lug is made of brass or any other non-
magnetic metal, for the purpose of cutting off 85
the magnetic induction which would other-
wise take place between the pennanent mag-
net N S and the soft-iron cores of the electro-

magnet M. The armature / of this electro-

magnet is of soft iron, and attached to a lever, 9 d

L, one end of which is pivoted at O, and whicli
passes through a slot in the standard A. The
lever is capable of a vertical movement upon
O as its fulcrum, the extent of such move-
ment being limited in one direction by the 95
face of the type- wheel T, and in the other by
the adjustable screw-stop ii.

To the extremity of the lever L is attached
a slotted adjustable standard, j), carrying a
wheel, q, with a sharp serrated edge. Upon 100
the same shaft with said wheel q is a ratchet-

wheel, r, actuated bj- a hook-shaped pawl, ,s.

attached to the extremity of the type-wheel
shaft/. A roller, /, of hard rubber or other
suitable material, is mounted upon a spring- 105
axle, u, in such a manner as to be pressed
firmly against the serrated edge of the wheel 7.

A ribbon of i>aper (not shown in the draw-
ings) maybe made to pass horizontally across

the lever L and beneath the slotted pressor Q. 1 10

(shown in plan in Fig. 5,) the edge of said

paper passing between the serrated wheel q and
the roller t in such a manner that the rotation

of the wheel q will cause the ribbon to he
drawn forward from right t o left. The slotted 1

1

5

pressor Q serves to keep the paper from com-
ing in contact with any portion of the type-

wheel, except the letter of Avhich the im-
pression is desired. The two electro-magnets

E and ]\[ are placed in the same electrical cir- 120

cuit, the connections being arranged as shown
in Fig. ;>.

The manner in which tlu' above-described
ai)paratus is actuated by nveans of oleetric

currents is as follows: If a momentary cur- 125

rent of electricity be sent iVom the jiositive

Itolo of a batttMv through the oUhM ro-magnets
\] and 'SI. its tendeiu'v w<nild be to magnetize
the pole N' of (he elect ro-inagne( V. "north''
and (he pole >>" ".south;'' but as both polos 130
were previously north by the inductive inlln-

enoe of (he permanent nmgnot N S, the etTect
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of this current is to streugtheu the iiortli luag-

uetism of X' and to -weaken or eirtirely de-

str03^ that of K". The armature O is tliere-

fore attracted to N' with double force, and re-

5 mains ou that side after the cessation of the
current, being still attracted by the polo X',

whose distance froni is now much less than
that of Is". If, now, a momentary negative
current is sent, this eliect is i-eversed. The

lo pole X" in turn attracts the armature, and it

moves to that side, remaining until the po-

larity of llie exciting-current isagain changed.
Thus by transmitting through the helices of

the electro-magnet E a rai^idly- alternating

15 series of short positive and negative currents,

it will readily be understood that the arma-
ture C and its attachments may be caused to

vibrate to and fro with great rapidity, caus-

ing a correspondingly-rapid revohition of the
20 ratchet-wheel II and the type-wheel T, and

that the latter may readily be brought to any
required iiositiou simply by transmitting in

succession the requisite number of alternate

positive and negative currents through the

25 electro-magnet E. These alternate currents

of short duration necessarily traverse the coils

of the electro-magnet jM, which is included in

the same circuit, but the armature of the lat-

ter is not affected by them. The reason of

30 this is that a polarized or permanently mag-
netic armature responds much more promptly
to the attraction of an electro-magnet than a
non-polarized or neutral armature, other con-

ditions being the same, and therefore the po-

35 larized armature C of the magnet E responds
perfectly to the short alternate currents, while
the more sluggish non-polarized or neutral

armature / of the magnet M remains at rest.

In order, therefore, to print an impression of
40 any desired character upon the type-wheel, a

succession of alternate positive and negative
currents is sent through the wire 12 3, Figs.

1 and 3, of such short duration as not to affect

in any manner the ueutral armature I of the

45 electro-magnet 31, while, by the action of the
polarized armature C of tlie electro-magnet E,
the type-wheel T may be revolved until the
desired character upon its circumference is

brought opposite the impression-lever L. The
50 duration of the llnal current is then prolonged,

the etfect of which prolongation is to cause
the type-wheel to be firmly locked in its posi-

tion, (the pawl h or h' being -wedged between
the point of the stop i or i' and a tooth of the

55 -wheel II,) and to allow sufficient time for the
neutral armature I of the electro-magnet I\[to

act, which raises the lever L, and brings the
pajjer ribbon in contact with the type upon
the wheel T, the same having been previously

60 inked by tlie fountain- roller I. The arma-
ture I being of soft iron and neutral, it is im-
material, so far as the result is concerned,
whether the ])rolonged terminal curi'ent is

positive or negative, as it responds with equal
65 certainty in either case. When the attraction

of the electro niagnetMeeases, the lever Lfalls

back to its original position. At the same
time the hooked pawl .v catches a tooth of the
ratchet-wheel r, and causes it, together with
the wlieel q, to revolve a short distance, thus
drawing the paper ribbon forward and leav-

ing a clear space in readiness for the next ini-

l)ression. A click, x, iirevenls the ratchet-

wheel r, and conseciuently the wheel f/, from
revolving in the oi)posite direction. The
downward movement of the lever L may be
assisted by a retracting-spring, if necessai-y.

It will be understood from the above descrip-
tion that this apparatus is actuated entirely
by electro-magnetic power derived from the
battery at the transmitting - station without
the assistance of local or secondary batteries,

or of mechanical power derived from any
source other than the said battery at the said

transmitting-station, and that any required
number of such apparatus may be placed at

various points included in the same electric

circuit, and operated simultaneously in unison
by the action of a single battery placed at the
transmitting-station. This will be more clearly

understood by reference to Fig. 0, wJiere we
have given a skeleton diagram illustrating an
arrangementof instruments in connection with
a main battery and circuit-breaker, whereby
an operator can at one point form a connec-
tion with a main battery, so as to complete
an electric circuit in such manner that the
current of said battery shall pass through as
many instruments on a main line unprovided
with local batteries as desired, and record si-

multaneously in printed characters at each
instrument the same message. For instance,

at a point lettered X, there may be located a
circuit-breaker of any suitable construction,
and at the point lettered Y amain batteiy of
sufficient power, or in lieu thereof a number
of small main batteries, located at such point
or elsewhere in the main circirit that a cur-

rent may be caused to pass from the main bat-

tery or batteries through the electro-magnets
of instruments III III, &c. ; hence it Avill be
understood without further explanation that
a communication may be printed sinudtane-
ously at as many different stations as may be
desired without the use of local batteries or
of mechanism—such, for instance, as Aveights

or springs—for operating each instrument.
In such cases the action of such local batter-

ies or mechanism is simply controlled by the
action of the main electrical circuit.

_

It is obvious that another electro-magnet
can be placed in the same circuit for effecting

other useful purposes—such as striking a bell

to call attention, &c.—which may be actuated
by increasing the strength of the electric cur-

rent which operates the printing mechanism.
We do not confine ourselves to the particu-

lar form and arrangement of parts shown in

the drawings. There are munerous and well-

known means of producing the vibratory
movement of a lever by the use of alternate
positive and negative currents, in combina-

75
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tioii with a permanent and an electro magnet
acting upon each other, and of applying the

same to the movement ofa type-wheel. Neith-

er do we wish to confine ourselves to any iiar-

5 ticular method of producing or transmitting
alternate positive and negative currents for

the purpose specified, as there are many well-

known appliances for these purposes, which
have heretofoi'c been used in connection with

ic other printing-instruments, and may be em-
jjloyed in like manner with advantage in con-

nection with our improved apparatus.
AVe are aware that others have heretofore

emj)loyed a polarized electro-magnet and a

15 neutral electro-magnet in the same circuit,

one to control the rotation of the type-wheel
by short impulses and the other the oj^eration

of the press mechanism liy strengthening the
short imxmlses. Our invention, howevei\ is

20 different from the foregoing, in that the press

mechanism is operated by prolonging rather
than by strengthening an impulse, thus en-

abling the disijeusing of extra battery to ef-

fect printing.

We claim as our invention

—

1. The combination of a polarized electro-

magnet whose armature is operated by alter-

nate positive and negative currents of short
duration with a neutral electro-magnet placed
in the same circuit whose armature communi-
cates its power directly to the printing-lever
and is actuated by prolongedimpulses of either
polarity, and a type-wheel actuated or con-

trolled by said polarized electro-magnet, sub-

35 stantiallyas and for the purpose described.

2. The combination of a polarized electro-

magnet wJiose armature is operated by alter-

natepositiveand negative currents with a neu-
ti*al electro-magnet placed in the same circuit

40 whose armature is actuated by prolonged im-

25

30

pulses of either polarity, a type-wheel actu-

ated or controlled by said polarized electro-

magnet, and a press mechanism actuated or
controlled by said neutral electro-magnet, the
whole being arranged for operating a printing- 45
telegraph by first moving the type-wheel into

any requii-ed position by the action of the al-

ternate positive and negative currents of short
and uniform duration, and then locking the
type-wheel in such position, and at the same 50
time causing the printing to be effected by
l>rolonging the duration of the current last

sent irrespective of its polaritj', substantially

as described.

3. A type-wheel actuated or controlled by 55
the toand-fro movements of a polarized arma-
ture under the influence of alternate positive

and negative currents of short duration, in

combination with an imi^ression device actu-

ated or controlled bj- a neutral armature which 60
is under the direct magnetic influence of the

same alternate positive and negative currents
of short duration, but which is not actuated
thereby, when the arrangement is such that

the type-wheel is locked at any required char- 63
acter, and the neutral armature brought into

action to effect the printing of such character

by one of the said alternate currents when
sufliciently prolonged, whether positive or neg-

ative. 70
4. The combination of the safety-stops <7 (V,

with the stops i i'. escapement-pallets /* /<', and
the armature-lever D, substantially as and for

the i^urpose specified.

FRANK L. POPE.
TlIO:\[AS A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
Wm. AKXorx,
C. L. BucKiX(;iiA:\r.
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To all ichom it may concern:
Be it known that we, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, and Pateick Kenny,

c of New York, in the county and State of New
Y''ork, have invented a certain new and use-

ful Improvement in Automatic Telegraphs,

I (Case No. 620,) of which the following is a
specification.

lo The object we have in view is to produce a

system of automatic telegraphy, and suitable

instruments and connections therefor, de-

signed to supplant the present stock-printing

telegraphs, which system will oi)erate correct-

15 ly and accurately, with much greater rapidity

than the stock-printing telegraphs now in use,

and will have advantages of greater simplic-

ity, durability, ease of repair, and a complete
independence of the receivers. This we ac-

20 complish by utilizing for this purpose the
principle of the chemical telegrajDh, and by
such changes in construction and arrangement

K- of instruments and connections and in manner
' of operation as we have found necessary and

25 desirable to meet the different conditions of

the new end sought.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Pigure 1 is a top view of the trans-

mitter; Fig. 2, a side elevation of the same;

30 Fig. 3, a vertical cross-section through one
of the transmitting-rollers; Fig. 4, a section

r- through the support of a transmitting-stylus,
' showing circuit-connection; Fig. 4", atop view

of one of the fusible-wire safety-catches; Fig.

35 5, a top view of the receiver; Fig. 6, a bottom
view of the same and the circuit-springs; Fig.

7, a partial vertical section and elevation of

the receiver; Fig. 8, an elevation from the rear
of the receiving-j)ens, the supporting-block

40 being in section; Fig. 9, a side elevation of

one of the pens, its insulating pivot-block be-

ing in section; Fig. 10, a view on a larger

^ scale of the end of said pen from its under sitle;

^ Fig. 11, an enlarged view of the front ends of

45 one set of receiving-pens; Fig. 12, a diagram-
matic view showing the connections within a
receiver; Fig. 13, a diagrammatic view show-
ing the connections of the system between the
transmitter and the receiver.

50 With reference more especially to Figs. 1

to 4, inclusive, the transmitter, by the pre-
ferred method, is operated by means of strips

of paper perforated witli Roman letters and
Arabic numerals. These are perforated by
means of an Edison perforator, such as has 55
been used for Roman-letter telegraphs. The
transmitter has two sets of transmitting de-

vices for each line, so that the transmission
can be made continuous, one set being in op-
eration while a perforated strip is being ad- 60
j usted to the other set. The transmitter is also

constructed for transmitting from the same
strip over two or more lines simultaneously,
the transmitting devices of the two or more
lines being arranged in the same trough or 65
paper-way, and the strip being drawn under
all the transmitting styluses by a single feed-

ing device. The perforated strip is left with
an imperforate end of sufficient length to ex-

tend under all the styluses to the feeding de- 70
vice.

A is a horizontal shaft, which operates the
feeding-wheels of the one or more transmit-

ters. It is shown in Fig. 1 as working the
feeding-wheels B B' of one transmitter. This 75
shaft is rotated by any suitable power, elec-

trical or mechanical. A continuously-wound
electro-dynamicmotor,C, is preferably used for

the purpose, its armature-shaft having a worm,
a, engaging with a Avorm-wheel on the shaft 80
A. This motor may be operated from any
source of electrical energy. It is provided
with aball-governor, C, located upon its shaft,

which governor acts upon a spring-lever, h,

tending to separate it from an adjustable con- 85
tact, v. The motor-circuit passes through h

and h', and by the separation of these parts

such circuit is broken. A resistance, Ir, may
be located in a shunt around the brea'k to re-

duce the spark. By means of the governor 90
controlling the motor-circuit the speed of the

motor aiul of the feeding-wheels rotated by it

will be kept uniform. The speed at which
the governor will break the circuit can be va-

ried by adjusting the contact Z»'. It is evident 95
that the regulation of the motor speed and its

adjastmcnt can be performed in any other

known way. By this adjustment and a simi-

lar adjustment at the receivers, to be herein-

after described, the speed of the transmitter 100
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and the receivers cau be given the proper re-

lation, so that theletteis and figures prodnced
by the recciveis will be of the desired size.

With a definite speed at the I'eceivers tlie size

5 lengthwise of the stiipof tiie letters produeed
by them will be inversely pi-oportioiial to the
speed of tlie transmitter. The size of siieh

letters can be increased by rediieiug the speed
at the transmitter, and reduced by increasing

lo the transmitter's speed.
From the feeding-wheels B B' extend two

horizontal troughs or paper-ways, D D', the
sides of which form guides for properly di-

recting the perforated sti'ips of paper. The
15 troughs are supported by foiked standards c,

and they have movable bottom plates, d, which
rest when lowered upon such standards. Each
trough-bottom is raised by a wiper, d', worked
by a handle, d'\ and is guided by pins ff, work-

20 iug in slots in the sides of the trough.
Mounted upon each bottom c7, but insulated

therefrom, are two or more transmitting-i'oll-

ers, e e'. These are held by straps e', secured
to insulation e^, holding the rollers out of con-

25 tact with other metal parts. Such straps are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Spiings e* connect
the straps with circuit-terminal i^lates e^ and
serve also to draw the bottom plate down-
wardly. Between each plate e^ and the cir-

30 cuit-wire is a fusible-wire safety -catch, e^

held by springs e' to protect the small stylus

and pen-wires, as will be explained further on.

Two or more sets of transmitting styluses,

E E', are mounted in each of the troughs D D'.

35 Each set is carried by an insulating-block, E\
which is secured to the sides of the trough, and
is inclined so that the styluses project down
into the trough with their forward ends di-

rectly over the center of atransmitting-rollei-.

40 Each stylus is a spi-ing with a stiff shank, and
has on the under side of its shank two i)ins, /,

which enter holes in the block E- and serve
to hold the stylus in place. A pin,/', on the
upper side of each stylus shank permits the

45 stylus to be readily removed oi- secui'ed in po-
sition by meansof pliei'S. It will thus be Sfcn
that the styluses can be readily removed for

cleaningor sharpeningand otheispnt in their

places without delay. The number ol' styluses

50 in each set depends upon the nund)er of lines

of })ei'forati()ns in the strip of paper. Fi\'e of

such lines of peil'oralions have been found
most desirable lor tlu> pui'pose, and hence
live styluses to each sel arc; shown. The set

55 of styluses E in trough 1) is dirt'ctly opjjosite

the set E in tiough J)', aiul the sets E' E' arc
similarly situated.

Bars F F' extend across both troughs just

back of (he two sets of styluses. Tiiese bars
60 carry circuit-springs/', which i)roject down-

wardly and bear against the shanks of tlie

styluses, each bar carrying t he cireuil springs
of two sets ol si \ luses— llic similar sets in ijie

two troughs. These springs form rt-movalih'

65 circuit -conned ions for the stybiscvs, ilir act of

l)la('ing a stylus in jxjsilion l>rini;ing il into

coutacL with a spring. 'JMie s])rings on the

bars are connected to the five conductors of a
cable, such conductors being indicated bvthe
numbers 12 3 4 5 and T 2=^ 3" 4" 5\ Each 7c
cable is connected withor forms aline to which
is connected the pens of a number of receiv-

in<i-instruments.

The transmitting-styluses of each set rest

above the center of a transmitting-roller; but 75
wiien thetrough-bottom is depressed the roller

drops clear of the stylus-points. In the ele-

vated position of the trough-bottom the trans-

mitting-roller forces the strip of paper up
against the points of the styluses. A spring- 80
pressing wheel, r/, above each transmitting-

roller, presses the paper down upon the roller,

causing the roller to be rotated by the move-
ment of the paper, so as to present a clear con-

tact-surface to the stylus points when they 85
drop through the pertbrations. A spring-

pressing plate, g\ directs the paper strip from
each trough upon the feeding wheel. Aspring-
roller, f/', presses the strip upon each feeding-

wheel above its center, causing the wheel, 90
which has serrated jiortions, to draw the strip

without slipping, wliile a stripping-plate. gr',

prevents the paper from sticking to the wheel
and following around to the under side of the

same. A strij) of perforated paper with a long 95
imperfoiated end is drawn under the stylus-

Ijoints of one trough, while its bottom is de-

pressed and is passed over the feeding-roller.

The trough-bottom is then raised, and the
pressing-roller </'- thiown into the position 100
shown in dotted lines. The feeding-wheel
draws the stiip of paper, and the matter de-

noted by the perfoiations is sent out upon the

two or more lines connected with the trans-

mitter. \\'hile a strip is passing through one 105
trough one is being placedintheothertrough,
and the trough bottom is raised. When the

strip of the first trough is exhausted, the roller

ff-
ol the secontl tioujih is thrown down, start-

ing that strip. In this way little or no time no
will be lost by intei\als in ti-ansmissjon.

It is evident that more than two liuescould

be connected with each transmitter. Itisalso

evident that the shaft A can be used to work
the feeding-wheels of more than one trans- 115

mitter.

While we prefer the construction of trans-

mitter shown, it is evident that for the pur-

l)ose ofcairying out the more general objects

of our system the tiausmitter may be varied 120

in many respects.

Instead of having the styluses close circuit

directly by dropiung through t he perforations

upon a contact surlaee. it is evident thattliis

movement can be utilized to close and open IJ5

the circi'it at other points, as lie.scrihed in our
application (No. 47,21(5) upon fac simile tele-

graphs, and that with this last form of eir-

cnit controller. inst»'ad of using luMlorations

in the iKiper, depr«ssions maybe employed, 130

as dcsi-ribed in saiti npplical ion. and instead

of using a nonconducting material like paper
with ])erlora(ions 10 periuil the points lotirop

through to metal, a metal surface may be em-
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ployed witli tbe letters marked thereon iu in-

snlatino;-ink; or onr transmitter may be based
upon tiie well known principle of using type,
with the surface of which the stylns-i^oiuts

5 make contact.

With reference more especially to Figs. 5

to 12, inclusive, the receiver has a base, G,
carrying the pai ts and covered, as usual in

stock-printers, by a glass case. (Not shown.)
lo This base rests on a suitable stand, G'.

Beneath the stand isa circular box, G'\ con-
taining a coil. /(, of chemically-prepared pa-
per. The solution used to prepare the paper
is preferably ferrid-cyanide of potassium, the

15 receiving-pens having points of iron. This
box has a side door for closing it tight, and
an npwardlj'- extending throat, /t', through
which the paper strip passes to the receiving-
roller of the instrument, the strip being re-

20 strained therein by asi)ring, /r, located upon a
pivoted flap, h\
Upon the base G is mounted an electro-dy-

namic motor, H. This machine has a continu-
ously-wound armature-bobbin and a Pacinotti

25 commutator, so that it will start from anypo-
sition when its circuit is closed.

The armature-shaft of the motor is provid-
ed with a worm, /, which engages a worm-
wheel on a shaft at right angles thereto, car-

30 rying the receiving-roller I.

Tl)e motor-shaft carries a centrifugal gov-
ernor, J, which acts to separate a spring-lever
contact, ^', from an adjustable contact, i'\ The
speed at which thegovernor will separate the

35 contacts i' i' depends upon the adjustment of
the contact ^^, and the contacts being in the
motor-circuit thespeed of the motor,and hence
of the receiving roller I,will be made regular
by thegovernor,andthisspeed can be changed

40 by adjusting the screw i'.

As lias a! ready been explained, the size of the
letters and figures (lengthwise of thestrip) pro-
duced by the receiver is inversely proportional
to the speed of the transmitter. The reverse

4.5 is true of the speed of the receiver, the size of
the letters and figures being directly propor-
tional to speed of the receiving-roller; hence
the size of the letters and figures produced by
the receiver may be vai'ied by adjusting the

50 screw r. This adjustment will be utilized to

bring the receivers into proper relation with
the transmitter, so as to give the letters and
figures the most desirable size.

All the receivers can be given the same
55 speed independent of the difference in elec-

tro-motive force existing upon the line at the
receivers by reason of their location at dif-

ferent distances from the source of electrical

energy. This is done by adjusting the gov-
60 ernor-screws of all the receivers to such an

extent that the eleoti'o-motive force at the re-

ceiver fartiiest from the source of electrical

energy will be sufficient to drive the motor of
that receiver np to the governing point. This

65 insures the action of all the receiver-governors
and a nni form speed of the receiver-motors;
or the adjustment can be utilized, if desired, to i

produce letters of different sizes at the re-

ceivers. As described in connection with the
transmitter-motor, it is evident that the regu- 70
lation of the speed of the receiver-motors
and their adjustment can be effected in any
other known way.
A resistance, j, is located in a shunt around

the contacts i' r to reduce the spark. 75
K are the receiving-pens, five in number,

which are plates arranged on edge and piv-

oted in a U-shaped frame, /, by a pin, /, the
pens being thrown forward upon the receiv-

ing-roller by separate springs/, which form 80
removable circuit-connections for such pens.
Each pen has a forked shank, as shown iu Fig.

9, and this shank is set in a slot in the center
of a block, j', of rubber or other suitable insu-

lation. The pivot-pin / passes through the 85
solid portion of all five blocks,/', which are
mounted thereon side by side, but are free to

turn independently. Tiie frame/ is mounted
upon a block, /.;, rising from the base G, the
frame being held removably upon the block 90
by pijis //, which enter holes in said block.

The frame/ can be lifted from the block k,

and by doing so the pens can be readily re-

moved from the instrument. This feature of
removability is an important one, since it en- 95
ables the pens to be taken out for cleaning and
repair, which should be done frequently, while
another set can be as easily placed in the in-

strument, so that there need be no stoppage
of the instrument for repair. The simple act 100
of placing the frame j" upon the blo('k k com-
pletes the circuit -connections through the
springs J', and the pens have a separate piv-

otal spring action, so as to conform independ-
ently to any irregularity in the thickness of 105
the paper. The pens are brought close to-

gether at the forward ends, where, to prevent
a cross-connection between the pens, the sec-

ond and foui'th pens are provided with small
blocks Zi'' of insulation, projecting on each side, no
The pens also have removable iron wearing-
points k", which are inserted iu slots k*, one
side of each slot being made concave, as shown
in Fig. 10, or the parts being otherwise formed
to lock the points in place. This feature of 115

the removable pen-points is one which sim-

plifies and cheapens repairs.

The strip of paper h is pressed upon the
receiving roller, so as to be advanced thereby
by two pressing-wheels, I I', which are car- 120

ried by an arm, L, pivoted to a block rising

from the base. The pressing-wheel farthest

remo'ed from arm L is carried by an insulat-

ing-pin, P, which passes under the pens K.
The arm L also carries a finger, P, for guiding 125

the paper and preventing it froui curling up
in frontof the pen-points. Thearm Lisdrawn
downwardly by a spring, m, attached to base

G, while it may be raised by a finger-piece, m'.

A pivoted arm, «r, Fig. 7, projects down- 130
Avardly from the arm L through a slot in the

base, and has a shoulder on its lower end,

which catches on the edge of the slot and
holds the arm L up after it is once raised. A
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curved finger, vf, attached to arm L, projects

uuder the shaft of the receiving- roller and
strikes such shaft when the arm L is raised,

preventing the arm L from being elevated to

5 an unnecessarj^ extent. The effect of raising

the arm L is to raise the pens and also the
pressing-rollers from the paper strip, releas-

ing such strip from the drawing action of the
receiving-roller. If the i)ai:)er strip should

lo break or the roll of paj^er give ont, it is de-

sirable that the pens shonld be raised from the
receiving-roller to break the pen circuits and
the motor-circuit opened. This is done auto-
matically by means of an electro-magnet, M,

15 whose armature M'is not attracted with snffi-

cient force to overcome its retractor, except
when there is an abnormal flow of current,

which will occur when the resistance of the
paper is removed from the pen-circuits by the

20 dropping of the pens directly upon the receiv-

ing-roller.

The armature M' has a latch end, n, extend-
ing through the base, and this engages the
beveled end of a horizontal arm, ?i', pressed

25 downwardly by a spring, n'. This arm is con-

nected with the end of aspindle, n^, the other
end of which has attached to it an arm, 71% car-

rying a plate, ir", at its outer extremity, upon
which rests the lower end of arm 7n'. The

30 movement of armature M' by magnet M I'e-

leases arm «', which is pressed downwardly by
itsspringH^and raises arinw^elevating the arm
L and liftingthe pensand pressing-wheels from
the receiving-roller. A thumb-piece, 0, isused

35 to reset the parts. The arm n* in its upward
movement also separates contact-points on
spring-plates 0' o\ and snch contacts being in

the motor-circnit said circuit is thereby broken.
Instead of having special contacts for this pur-

40 pose, it is evident that the movement could be
utilized to separate the governor contacts i'

and i', opening the motor-circuit at these lat-

ter points.

Mounted upon a block of insulation on the

45 under side of the base G ai-e seven screws, }>,

Fig. 6, to which the connections of the receiver

ai'e made. Se\en springs, q, secured ui)on
the top of stand G', make contact with the
heads of screws ]) when the receiver is set in

50 position upon the stand. The springs q are
jjlate-springs arranged horizontally u])on the
stand (J'. The lecciverbase is given the cor-

rect position upon the stand by suitable studs,

(not shown,) so that the simi)le act of i)iaeing

55 the receiver upon the stand will bring the
screws 7> into contact with the i)roper springs

q and com])lete Ihe circuit-connections. This
feature is one of novelty in rt'ceivers ftjrslock-

t('legiai)hy, (he scries arriuigcnuMit of the in-

60 struments hcrelofore used reiulering it im-
pracl icable or undcsirabh'. The sev(>n screws
of tlie cable arc connected with springs </, (he
wires 1. 2, ;5, 4, and 5 being (li(> i)ei\-wires, (I

the m()(or-wire, and 7 (he co.miiiou return lor

65 the pen anil nu)t()r circuits.

Tlie ciriMiils within a receiv(>r are shown
more particularly in Fig. IL'. The wires 1, 2,

80

9<

95

3, 4, and 5 run directlj' to the pens, and from
the receiving-roller a connection, 8, is made
with the return-wire 7 through magnet M. ji

Wire 6 runs to break-points 0' o", break-points
i' r. and through armature aud field of motor
to return-wire 7.

The general arrangement of the system is

shown in Fig. 13, to wliich reference is now yj
particularly made. The dotted lines represent
the troughs or i^aper-ways D D' of the trans-

mitter, in which are the transmitting-rollers e

e and styluses E E'. From the two opposite
sets of styluses E extend five wires, 12 3 4 5,

and with these are joined the receiver-motor
wire 6 and the common return 7. These seveu
wires are joined into a cable, X. From the
two opposite sets of styluses E' extend five

wires, V 2" 3" 4" 5", with whicli are joined 8

motor-wire G' aud return 7% all forming a ca-

ble, X'.

It is evident that the common-return wire
7 or 7° may be substituted h\ ground-connec-
tions.

The cables X and X' are supplied bj^ two
separate batteries, O O'. At one end each bat-

tery is connected to the motor-wire of the ca-

ble, while at its other end it is connected with
the contact-point of a switch, P. A double-
point switch, P', has its two contacts connect-

ed with the two transmitting-roUers of the ca-

ble, (through springs e\ plates e^ and safety-

catches e'^,) while the switch-levers of the two
switches are connected together and with the

return-wire. The motors of the receiverscon-

nected with either cable can be set iu motion
by closing switch P, alter which the circuits

to transmitting-roUers of either trough can be
closed by closing switch P' on one point or the

other.

The cables X and X' may form the main line

to which the receivers are connected; but since

the arrangement is a multiple-arc one it is pre-

ferred that such cables should be used as feed-

ers and extend to the centers of main line.s Q
cy, from which the receiver circuits R R' will

be taken. By the use of feeders the difference

in the drop of electro-motive force at the re-

ceivers of each line will be nmch less, and the

receivers can be readily made to run uniformly
by adjustnu'nt of the governor-points, as be-

fore explained. The feeders for the purpose
of saving iu expense of conductors are pref-

erably of higher resistance (han (he mains
iVom the point of connection of the (Voders

therewith to the ends, and hence the niain drop
in electromotive force will be upon the feed-

ers; but since (his chop does luH e(Vei't (he rela-

tive drop at (he receivers ((here being no re-

ceiving ins(ruuu'ntsconnee(ed with such feed-

ers) the drop ui)ou (he feeders ran be made as

great as desired, while that u|u>n the main
lines must be within the ])raetic:il limits of ad-

justment of all (he mottus (o a unKorm speed.

Isach receiver is localed at (he end of a ca-

ble, U or R', in its own nuiltiplearc circuit,

and hence is iiulependeut of all the other re-

ceivers, and can be i>roviiled with circuitopeu-

II

II

13

'3
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ing devices, which in their operation will not

affect any of the other receivers. This arrange-

ment of the receivers in multiple arc is a novel

feature in stock-telegraphy and one that is es-

5 pecially adapted for chemical-receivers. In

addition to other advantages, it reduces the

number of wires which it is necessary to carry

into a building, since if the instruments were
in a series it would be necessary to carry at

lo least twelve wires into a building. Tlie mul-

tiple-arc arrangement also permits of the ready

attachment of additional receivers within the

capacity of the line-wires.

As indicatediu the diagrammatic views,Figs.

15 12 and 13, the motor-wire and the return-wire

are of larger size than the peu-wii-es, for the

reason that a small current only is sufficient

for recording purposes, while a larger current

is used in running the motors. The motor
20 and return wires are intended to be made large

enough to carry the entii'e current of the bat-

tery without heating injuriously; but for econ-

omy in cost and size of cable the pen-wires

are so much smaller that if a short circuit

25 should occur with one of them the pen-wire
might be heated injuriously or fused. Hence
a fusible-wire safety- catch properly propor-

tioned to protect the pen-wires is located in

the single wire between the battery and each
30 transmitting-roller. This is shown in Figs. 2

and 4", and has been already described.

To prevent tailings and make the marks pro-

duced by the receiver clear and sharp, we ar-

range electro-magnets S in separate cross-cir-

35 cuits between the five pen-wires and the com-
mon return of each cable, as shown in Fig. 13.

These multiple-arc circuits are connected with
the wires of the cable at the transmitting-office

and between the transmitter and the receiv-

40 ers. The effect of the magnets is to discharge
when the pen-circuits are broken, sending re-

verse currents of high tension through such
circuits. These currents tend, with the solu-

tion of ferrid-cyanide of potassium, to produce
45 a white mark instead of a blue one upon the

paper, and hence the blue marks are made
clear and sharp.

We have found that when no current is flow-

ing through the pen-circuits there is an action

50 set up between the iron pen-points and the so-

lution of the paper strip, and it seems also

that by reason of the nearness together of the
pen-points in the receivers the current tends
lo iDass from the points of active pens along

55 the surface of the paper to the jioints of inact-

ive pens, causing all the pens to mark. To
overcome these difficulties we place in the same
cross-circuits in which the magnets are located
batteries T, which are constantly in connec-

60 tion with the pen-circuits, and are arranged
to send currents through such circuits in the
reverse direction to the currents of the main
battery. These batteries T are weaker than
the main battery, and hence do not interfere

65 with the transmission of the characters. The
current from T, however, flows over the pen-
wires when not active, and tends to make a

white mark on the paper, so that the tendency
to mark blue, which exists •when no current is

flowing, will be overcome. The tendency of 70
the main current to pass to inactive pen-points
is also counteracted.

It will be noticed that the chemical-receiv-
ers are under control from the transmitting-
oftice, and are worked by current received 75
therefrom, the receiver-motors upon any line

being operated by the line-battery and being
stopped and started by means of the switch P.

Since the pen and motor circuits are inde-
pendent circuits, it is evident that a separate 80
battery or other sourceof electrical energy lo-

cated at the transmitting-office could be used
to work the motor-circuit; but we prefer the
arrangement shown.
What we claim as our invention is

—

85
1. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-

tion, with a suitable transmitter and a chemi-
cal-receiver, of an electric motor operating the
receiver and worked directly and entirely by
current from the transmitting-office, substan- 90
tially as set forth.

2. In automatic telegrajDhs, the combina-
tion, with a suitable transmitter and a chemi-
cal-receiver, of an electric motor operating the
receiver, worked directly and entirely by cur- 95
rent from the transmitting-office, and a switch
at the transmitting-office for controlling the
circuit of the motor, substantially as set forth.

3. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a suitable transmitter, of a chemi- 100

cal-receiver, an electric motor operating the
receiver, separate pen and motor circuits from
the transmitter to the receiver, a common re-

turn for all the circuits, and switches at the
transmitting-office for controlling the pen and 105

motor circuits, substantially as set forth.

4. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a suitable transmitter, of a line ex-

tending therefrom and two or more automatic
receivers connected in multiple arc with the no
line, and opei'ated directly and entirely by
the line-curi-ent, substantially as set forth.

5. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a suitable transmitter, of a line ex-

tending therefrom, and two or more chemical- 1 15

receivers connected in multiple arc with the
line, and operated directly and entirely by
the line-current, substantially as set forth.

6. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a suitable transmitter, of a line ex- 120

tending therefrom and including pen-wires

and a separate motor-wire, and two or more
chemical-receivers operated by separate elec-

tric motors, such receivers being connected
in mutiple arc with the line, substantially as 125

set forth.

7. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a transmitter, a line, and two or
more receivers connected in multiple arc with
said line, of a feeder extending from the 130
transmitter to the center of the line, substan-
tially as set forth.

8. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a suitable transmitter, a line in-
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cUidinjr pen-wires and a separate motor- wire,

chcniicaliccpivers operated l)y sei)arate elec-

tric motors and connected in multiple arc with
the line, and a feeder e.Ntendinj^ from the

5 transmitter to the center of the line, substan-
tially asset forlh.

9. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a transmitter, a line therefrom to

receivers, including small pen -wires and a
ic larger motor-wire capable of carrying without

injniy the entire battery-current, of a safety-

catch for protecting the small jjen-wires, sub-
stantially as set forth.

10. In automatic; telegraphs, the combina-
15 tion. with a transmitter luiving several inde-

pendent transmitting styluses, from which I'un

separate pen-wires, and a Itatteiy connected
by asiuglc conductor with the transmitting-
roller, of asatety-cateh for protecting the peii-

20 wires located in the con<luctor common to all

the styluses, substantially as set forth.

11. In automatic chemical telegraphs, the
combination, with a number of independent
line ])en wires and instruments for transmit-

25 tingand receivingEon!anletters,ofmagnets lo-

cated in cross-circuits l>ft\veen such pen wires,
and a common return for preventing tailings,

substantially as set forth.

12. In automatic chemical telegrai^hs, the
30 combination, with a number of independent

line pen-wires and instruments for transmit-
ting and receiving Roman letters, of a number
of l)atteriesforsendingcurrentsupon the sepa-
rate pen-wires reverse in direction to the main

35 battery-current, such batteries being located
in cross circuits between the pen-wires and a
common return, and serving to prevent the
marking of inactive pens, substantially as set
forth,

40 13. In antomatic chemical telegraphs, the
combination, with a number of independent
line pen-wires and insti'uments for transmit-
ting and receiving Roman letters, of electro-
magnets and reverse cnrient batteries located

45 in cross circuits between the several pen-wires
and a common, return, substantially as set
forth.

14. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a suitable transmitter, of a chemi-

50 cal-ri'ceiver operated by an electric motor I'c-

ceiving current from the transuuttingollice,
and a goveinor for automatically governing
the speed of said receiver motor, "to'maintain
a uniform size of the characters, substantially

55 as .set forth.

15. In automatic telegraj)hs, the combina-
tion, with a suitalile transmitter, of a chemi-
cal-receiver ojjcrated by an electric motor re-
ceiving current from the transmitting ollice,

60 and an adjuslable governor for automatically
governing tlies])eed of the niDtor, substantiallV
as set forth,

l(i, Inaulomalic telegrai)hs. the combina-
tion, with a suilal)le transmitter operated by

65 an elect lie motor, of a chemical rec(>iver oper-
ated by an clccliie motor recei\ ing curi<'nt
from the transmitting ollice. and adjuslable

governors for adjustingand controlling the rel-

ative speeds of said transmitter and receiver
motors, whereby the desired size of characters
will be produced by the receiver, substantially
as set forth,

17. In automatic telegraplis, a chemical re-
ceiver operated by an electric motor, in com-
bination with a circuit-controller for auto-
matically opening the motor -circuit when
there is an abnormal flow of current, substan-
tially as .set forth.

18. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a chemical-recei\er, of an electro-
magnet located in the pen cii'cuit, and a cir-

cuit-controller operated or controlled by such
electro-magnet for opening the pen-circuit
when there is an al)nornnil flo\v of current
therethrough, substantially as set forth.

19. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a chemical-receiver, of a lifter for
automatically raising the pens from the re-

ceiving roller when there is an abnornral tiow
of current through the pen-circuit, substan-
tially as set forth.

20. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, with a chemical-receiver operated by an
electric motoi'. of an electromagnet in the pen-
circuit and a lifter operated or controlled by
such <4ectro-inagnet and acting, when there is

an abnornnil flow of current in the pen -circuit,

to raise the pens fiom the receiving roller and
to open the motor-circuit, substantiallv as set
Ibrth.

21. In automatic telegraphs, the combina-
tion, witii a chemicil-receiveroperated by an
electric motor, of an electio magnet located in

the pen-circuit and moving its armature only
when there is an abnormal flow of current, a
spring-lever released l)y the movement of the
armature, connections with such sri^)ringlever

for raising the pens from the receiving-roller
and opening the motor-circuit, and a thumb-
piece for resetting the parts, substantially as
set forth.

22. In chemical-receivers for automatic tele-

graphs, the combination, with the pivoted
pens, of an arm carrying the pressing roller,

having a linger passing under the pens for

raising the pens and pressing-rollers simulta-
neously, sul)stantially as set tbrth.

23. J n chemical-receivers for automatic tele-

graphs, the combination of a number of pens
insulated from eacli other and mounted to-

gether in a frame removable from a suitable
support, wherel)y the pens can be removed
l)odily from the instrument, substantially ii3

set forlh,

24. In chemical receivers for automatic tele-

graphs, the coiid)ination of a number of pens
insulated from eat-h other and mounted in a
frame held upon a support l)y engaging parts,
wheiel)y the pens can be renun I'd btxiily by
simply raising the frame from the support,
subsiantially asset Ibrth.

2."). In chemical-receivers lor automatic tele-

graphs, the combination of a number of pens
helii removably upon a suitable supj>ort, and
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separate springs pressing against the shanks
of said pens, but not secured thereto, for main-
taining circuit-connections with such pensand
permitting of their ready removal and re-

5 placement, substantially as set forth.

26. In chemical-receivers for automatictele-
11 graphs, the combination of a number of re-

ceiving-pens mounted at their shanks upon
separating insulation, said pens being brought

lo close together at their ends and carrying insu-

lating studs to insure their electrical separa-
tion, substantially as set fortli.

27. In chemical-receivers for automatic tele-

graphs, the receiving-pens having removable
15 points, held by friction in dovetail grooves,

substantially as set forth.

28. In automatic telegraphy, the combina-
tion, with a suitable support, to which the
line-wires run, carrying terminals of such line-

20 wires, of an automatic receiver having cir-

cuit-terminals engaging with the terminals of

the support and completing the circuits by the
act of setting the receiver upon the support,
substantially as set forth.

25 29. In automatic telegraphy, the combina-
tion of a number of automatic receivers ar-

ranged in multiple arc, each carrying circuit-

terminals, with su]iports for such receivers, to

which the line-wires run, carrying terminals

30 of such line-wires engaging the terminals of

the receivers, and completing the circuits by
the act Of setting the receivers in position upon
the supports, substantially as set foith.

30. In transmitters for automatic telegraphs,

35 the combination of two troughs or paper- ways,
each containing two or more sets of transmit-
tingstyluses connected to different lines, the
opposite styluses of the two troughs being con-

nected to the same line, substantially as set

40 forth.

31. In transmitters for automatic telegraphs,

the combination, with feeding devices, of a
loose transmitting-roller separate from the
feedijig devices, transmittingstyluscs resting

on the roller, and a spring-pressing wheel 45
for pressing the traveling strip on the roller to

turn said roller, substantially asset forth.

32. In transmitters for automatictelegraplis,

the combination, with a feeding-wheel, of a
trough or paper-way having a movable bot- 50
tom, carrying one or more transmitting-roU-
ers, and a lifter for raising said trough-bottom
to bring the transmitting-rollers into contact
with the transmittingstyluscs, substantially

as set forth. 55
33. In transmittersforautomatictelegraphs,

the independent transmittingstyluses remov-
ably held upon a support by frictionally-en-

gaging parts, whereby they can be lifted from
position, substantially as set forth, 60

34. In transmitters for automatic telegraphs,

the combination, wi-th the removable styluses,

of springs pressing upon the shanks of said

styluses, but uot secured thereto, said springs

permitting of the removal and replacement of 65
the styluses, and maintaining circuit-connec-

tion therewith when in position, substantially

as set forth.

35. In transmitters for automatic telegraphs,
the combination, with two or more feeding- 70
wheels and two or more troughs or paper-

ways, of independent spring-rollers for press-

ing the strijis of the troughs separately upon
the feeding-wheels, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 75
9th day of February, 1884.

THOS. A. EDISON.
PATEICK KENNY.

Witnesses:
A. W. Kiddle,
E. C. EOWLAND.
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To all ivhoin it may concern:
Be it kuowii that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the couuty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 nsefnl Improvement in Electric Lamps, (Case
No. 374,) of M'liieh the following is a specifi-

cation.

When it is intended that an incandescing
electric lamp shall be readilj^ removable from

lo or replaceable in its socket or snpport,and the
connection through the lamp from the socket
is automatically completed or broken by the
act of i^lacing iu or removing from position,

it is necessary that the lamp be provided with
15 abase, in or upon which are secured contact-

plates, forming terminals of the wires leading
into the lamp and to the incandescing conduct-
or. Sucli bases have hitherto been made of
several ijieces of metal or of wood, or of wood

20 and metal, secured to the lamp by a greater
or less quantity of wax or cement.
The object of this invention is to provide

the incandescing electric lamp with a base of
simpler and cheajier construction; to which

25 end it consists in a base formed upon the neck
of the lamp entirely of an insulating plastic

material, to which are secured, j)referably in
the process of manufacture, the necessary
contact-plates, such jjlates being joined to-

30 getherand held upon the neck of the lamp-
globe by the plastic material. These contact-

plates are preferably in different horizontal
planes, and one is a screw-ring, the location
of the plates in different horizontal planes per-

35 mitting the lamp to be revolved while the
base is entering a socket without short-cir-

cuiting the socket.

In the di'awingis shown a lamp and the con-
tact as rings in elevation, while the iiortion of

40 the base seen is in section.

A is the exhausted globe inclosing the car-

bon filament C,secured to the leading-in wires
a h, which pass thi'ough and are sealed into
the supporting-tube B, whose lower end pro-

45 jects beyond the globe A as a tube, x. The
contacts upon the base arehere shown as rings

f d, located iu different horizontal planes, the
latter being screw-threaded to fit a correspond-
ing screw-threaded seat in the socket; but it

50 is evident that these contacts may be of any
suitable size or form, and that the invention
herein is in no wise dependent upon any iiar-

ticular size or shape of the contacts.

>

I

h is the base proper, which is formed iu one
piece directly upon the neck and bottom of 55
the lamp by molding therein iu proper shape
a suitable quantity of insulating plastic mate-
rial. A convenient method of doing this is

shown iumy prior application,No. ;U, (551, filed

May 31, 1881, which is briefly as follows: To d 60
a wire, r/, is attached, and to/a wire, c. g is

twisted to the leading-in wire o, and c to 6.

The contacts ai^e then placed within a mold,
the neck of the lamp inserted and held in po-

sitiou, and the space between the contacts and 65
the wire filled with the plastic material. The
latter having hardened the lamp neck is with-

drawn from the mold.
The contact - plates, it will be seen, are

joined together and supported upon the neck 7c
of the lamp by the hardened plastic material.

The method is given as typical only, as it is

evident that the invention may be carried into

effect iu many other ways and without the use
of a mold at all. 75

I do not claim herein the method of mold-
ing the base directly upon the lamp, nor the
mold therefor, as such forms the subject-mat-

ter of the aijplicatiou hereinbefore noted; but
What I do claim is

—

80
1. In an incandescing electric lamp, the

combination, with the glass inclosing-globe

and the neck thereof, of contact-plates joined
together and held upon the neck of the lamp
by plastic material, substantially as set forth. 85

2. Iu an incandescing electric lamp, the

combination, with the glass inclosing-globe

and the neck thereof, of contact-plates located

in different horizontal planes, said plates be-

ing joined together and held upon the neck 9c

of the lamp by plastic material, substantially

as set forth.

3. In an incandescing electric lamp, the

combination, with the glass inclosing-globe

and the neck thereof, of contact-plates, one 95
of which is a screw-ring located iu different

horizontal planes, said plates being joined to-

gether and supported upon the neck of the

lamp by plastic material, substantially as set

forth.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Paul D. ItoER,
Wm. H. MEADOWCI^rT,

k
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Api)liciition liloil Xovcnibor !l, ll?.-'2. (Xd imiili 1.)

To all ichom it viay roiiccrii:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Euisox, of
MenloPark, in tlie county of jNIiddlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Incandescent Electric

Lamps, (CaseXo. 506,) of which the following
is a specification.

In the use of incandescing electric lamps it

may be sometimes desired after a carbon fila-

lo raent has become broken or worn out to sub-
stitute another therefor, using the glass and
metallic portions of the lamp over again with
the new filament.

The object of my invention is to render the

15 process of substitution as simple and conven-
ient as possible; and to this end the invention
eonsists,principally,in making removablecon-
nections between the carbon and the leading-
in wires of the lamp, such connections being

20 so formed that good electrical contact as well

as rigid and durable mechanical connections
will be maintained, and the operations of con- i

necting and disconnecting will be simple and '

convenient. Preferably, I make the connee- '

25 tion by forming the ends of the leading-in '

•wires into hooks and attaching small wires to
;

the ends of the carbon, the ends of which are -

formed into corresponding hooks; or eyes ;

may be used instead of hooks in one case or
'

30 the other. Springs should be used in connee- 1

tion with the wire-support and the filament
\

to keep the hooks or hooks and eyes in close

contact with each other. Instead of this I

may attach to the end of each leading-in wire

35 a split tube of metal, the ends of tbe short
wires attached to the carbon being pressed
down into the tubes, such ends being bent out
through the splits and the carbon held thus
securely, but so as to be readily withdrawn;

40 or a hook may be placed at the end of a spring-

projecting above the glass wire- support of the
lamp, and a corresponding hook be attached
to the bottom of an insulating piece, (preferably
of glass,) through which pass the short wires

45 attached to the carbon. The ends of the lead-

ing-in wires would be attached to metal tubes
projecting up from the wire-support, and the
ends of the wires attached to the carbon will

enter these tubes, fitting closely therein.

50 Instead of using hooks and springs T may

place oil the (opof Ihe wire .sui)[)orl a i)laliiuim

ring, and set in the center of said support,

within the ring, a screw-threaded platinum
thimble. Short wires are attached to the car-

bon, as above, and a glass disk extends across 55
supporting such Mires. A platinum ring and
a sciew-threaded platinum ping are attached
to the lower side of said glass disk, one of the

wires attached to the carbon being connected
with the ring and the other with the plug, fo

The plug is screwed into the thimble on tlie

wire-support, the glass disk being held by a

suitable tool for this pni-pose, wherel)y circuit

is completed through the filament. With all

these forms the projection at the top of the 65
globe must be of such diameter that when its

top is removed an opening will be left of suf-

ficient size to allow the withdrawal of the old

carboii and admission of a new one.

The above maj'- be better understood by 70
reference to the drawings, in which Figures 1,

2, 3, 4, and 5 repi'esent different forms of my
invention, and Pig. (i a top view of the glass

wire-support of Fig. .">.

Like letters refer to coirospoudiiig parts in 75
all these figures.

In Fig. 1, A is the inclosingglobe; B, the

inner tube or wire-support, through -which

pass the leading in Mires 1 2; and C the flex-

ible carbon filament. Short wirfs a a are con- 80

nected with the ends of the filament, and such
wires pass through a glass piece or disk, h,

their ends being formed into hooks c c.

In the solid end portion of the inner tube,

B, is formed a hole or socket, (7, and a spring, R5

e, is attached to the piece (Z immediately above
such hole or socket. The ends of the leading-

in wires 1 2 are formed into hooks//. Origi-

nally, of course, the filament is attached to the

inner stem, B, the hooks c c and// being con- 90
nected, and the springs c entering the hole <1,

and such stem is passed through the bottom
of the globe and fu.'^ed to said globe, the globe
then being exhausted from the top and sealed

off at f/. 95
The globe is constructed, as shown, with a

projection, /), of sufficient diameter to permit
the carbon filament to pass through it, and
terminating in a tip, //. If it is desired to

substitute a new filament for the old one, the 100
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lip </ is broken off and the air allowed to enter

the globe. The glass is then cut away from
the upper part of jDrojection /(, so that an aper-

ture is left,through which a suitable tool may
5 be passed to grasp the glass piece h. Such

])iece h being pressed down, the liooks can be
disengaged and the lihiment removed. The
new lilament, provided with the hooked wires
a a and glass piece b, is then placed in the globe

lo from above, the spring c entering the hole d,

and being compressed therein until the hooks
are connected, when the tool is removed, and
t he tension of the spring holds the hook in good
contact. A glass tube should then be fused
to the globe at r/, through which the air can
l)e exhausted, such tube then being sealed off

in the usual manner.
In the form illustrated in Fig. 2 the wires

n a themselves are formed into springs, and a
piu, 7(, extending downwardly from disk h, en-
ters the hole or socket rl. The operation is of
course the same.

In Fig. 3 a spring, /. is attached to the side
of the stem B, and a hook, _/, to the disk h.

IVIetal tubes Iclc extend up from stem B, and the
ends of the M'ires « a fit within such tubes,
the tension of the spring keeping the wires in
good contact with the tubes.

In Fig. 4 split metal tubes 1 1 are attached
30 to the leading-in wires, and the wires a a en-

tering such tubes are bent out through the
splits and held securely. By grasping the
piece h the filament may be lifted directly out.

In the form illustrated in Figs. 5 and 6 the

35 top of stem B is provided with a platinum
ring, ?H, and a screw-threaded iilatinum thim-
ble, 11. The glass disk b has a platinum ring,

0, and a screw-threaded j)latinum plug, p, at-

tached to its under side.

The short wires o « attached to the filament
are connected, respectively, with the ring and
plug j), and the leading in wires 1 2 are con-

15

20

25

40

nected, respectively, with ring m and thimble
n. The plug;) is screwed into thimble n, and
the rings m and are thus brought into con-

tact.

It will be observed that in all forms of the
removable connection the filament is held in a
definite position relatively to the other parts
of the lamp, no matter in what position said

lamp may be placed.
AVhat I claim is

—

1. In an incandescing electric lampj the
combi nation , with the incandescing conductor,
of an insulating piece attached to said con-

ductor and metallic terminals supported by
said insulating piece connected with saidfila-

ment,and removably connected with the lead-

ing-in wires of the lamp, substantially as set

forth.

2. The combination, with the incandescing
conductor of an electric lamp and metallic ter-

minals secured to said conductor andthelead-
iug-in wires of said lamp, of removable con-

nections between said conductor-terminals
and said wires within the lamp-globe, and a

spring or springs whose tension acts to main-
tain electrical contact at such connections,

substantially as set forth.

combination, with the leading-in wires hav-
ing their ends formed into hooks, of the in-

candescing conductor having corresponding
hooks attached to its ends, and a spring or

springs for maintaining electrical contact be-

tween the two pairs of hooks within the lamp-
globe, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

2Gth day of October, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
\A^M. H. Meadowcroft,
H. W. Seely.

In an incandescing electric lamp, the
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To all ivhom it may coiicem:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Incandescent Electric
Lamps, (Case No. 507,) of which the foliowing-

is a specification.

In my application No. 506 (Serial No. 76,378)
I have set forth various means by which the
flexible carbon filament of an incandescing-
electric lamp may bo removably attached to

the leading-in M'ires. The object I now have
in view is to provide, in connection with such
removable connt-ctions, means for compensat-
ing for the expansion and contraction caused
by the heating- and cooling of the filament, so
as to prevent any bending or breaking of such
filament. I prefer to accomplish this by at-

taching to the filament a spiral spring whose
20 tension is in the same direction as the expan-

sion and contraction of the filament, and such
spring being also firmly attached to the glass

of the lamp-globe, so that when the filament
expands the spring -will contract, and when

25 the fila"ment contracts the spring will lengthen.
My invention is illustrated in the annexed

drawing, in which the figure is an elevation of
• a lamp embodying- the invention.

The incandescing conductor consists of two
30 straight filaments of carbon, ««, connected by

a wire, 1), at their upper ends. To the other
end of each is attached a hook, c. The ends of
the leading-in wix-es 1 2 are formed into corre-

sponding hooks, (1(1. The filament is inclosed

35 in the glass vacuum-chamber A, at whose top
is the jDrojectiou B, of sufficient diameter to

allow the incandescing conductor to pass
through it when the glass is cut or otherwise
removed from the top of said piojection.

A glass tube,/', is sealed in the top of the 40
globe, and a platinum wire, ,(7, is scale liu said

tube. The wire ^f terminates in a spring, h.

which is attached to the wire^. Such spring
serves to keep the hooks in good electrical and
mechanical contact, to keep the carbon ui;- 45
right, and to compensate for the expansion
and contraction of the carbon.
What I claim is

—

1. In an incandescing electriclanip, the com-
bination, with the carbon filament, of remov- 50
able connections with the leading-in wiresand
a tension-spring drawing upon such filament,

to compensate for the expansion and contrac-

tion of the filament, substantially as set forth.

2. Inan incandescing electriclanip, the com- 55
bination, with the straight carbon filaments

connected by a wire, of the tension-spring at-

tached to said wire and sealed iu the glass of

the inclosing-globe, substantially as set forth.

3. Inanincandescingelectriclami), the com- 60
bination, with the straight carbon filaments

connected by a wire, of the tension-spring at-

tached to said wire and sealed in the glass of

the inclosing-globe,and removable connections
between said filaments and the leading-in 65
wires, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

26th day of October, 1882.

THOS. A, EDISON.
Witnesses:

Wm. H. MBADO"VyCEOFT,
H. AV. Seely.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menio Park, in the connty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey', have invented a new and

5 useful Ijnprovement in Dynunio-Electric Ma-
chines, (Ciise No. 580,) of which the following
is a specification.

The object of this invention is to provide
secure, good, and durable connections between

lo the coils upon the armature of a dynamo-elec-
tric machine and tlie conducting-strips upon
the commutator of the machine, which, while
durable, secure, and effective, both mechanic-
ally and electrically, shall be removable, so

15 that the commutator can be removed when
worn out without any melting of solder; and
my invention consists in the novel devices and
combinations of devices employed by me in

accomplishing this object, as hereinafter de-

20 scribed and claimed.
My invention is illustrated in the annexed

drawings, in which Figure 1 is a view in ele-

vation of the commutator and the end of the
armature of a dynamo-electric machine,show-

25 ing the connecting devices; Fig. 2, a sectional

view of the conuecting devices and a portion
of the commutator; Fig. 3, an enlarged per-
spective view of the connections to one commu-
tator-bar, and Fig. 4 an elevation of the insu-

30 lating-disk which supports and separates the
connections.

A is the armature-shaft of the machine, and
B is the commutator, consisting of an inner
cylinder, C, provided with grooves, in which

35 are placed the commutator-bars a a, separated
from each other and from the cylinder by
mica insulation, as set forth in another appli-
cation made by me. The inner ends of these
bars are beveled, as shown, and to these bev-

40 eled ends are brazed the metal strips h h.

A disk, D, of insulating material, prefer-
ably vulcanized fiber, is placed upon the in-

ner end of cylinder C, and serves to support
all the connecting devices. Said disk is pro-

45 vided with grooves c in its face and grooves d
in its periphery. In the face-grooves c are
placed the strips h, which are thus held se-

curely and insulated from each other. Their
ends also are well secured, being turned ob-

Sc liquely and brazed between the beveled ends
of the commutator-bars a and the beveled ends

of the grooves upon the cylinder C. The ends
of the strips b are turned at right angles, and
tlie bent portions e are inserted in the grooves
d in the periphery of the disk 1). 55
The intermediate connecting -pieces each

consist of aflatportion,/, which isplacedupon
the part e in the groove d, and a box or cup,

g, or other device capable of holding sokh-r,

into which terminal of tlie armature-coils are 60
brought and soldered. The contacting sur-

faces of 6' an 1 / are gold-plated, to make good
electrical connection, and the two pieces are
secured together bj screws /t, which enter the
fiber disk D. These screws are preferably of 65
irou or steel, and are also plated with the
same metal as the other contact-surfaces.

The wire coils i i are M'ound longitudinally
upon the armature. Each coil is coniijosedof
a number of wires. Tlie end of a coil is 7c
brought to a box, g, from one side of tlie ar-

mature, and the opposite end of the coil next
in position is brought from the other side to the .

same box. The first end of said next coil is

brought to the next box, and the opposite end 75
of the coil next to this is brought to the same
box, and so on. Thus all the coils are con-
nected longitudinally together, forming a sin-

gle continuous coil, connected at intervals to

the commutator - strii^s a. The two ends 80
brought into a box are securely soldered there-

in, a good electrical and mechanical connec-
tion being thus provided.
To remove the commutator -cylinder, the

screws h are withdrawn, when the cylinder 85
and connecting-strips can be withdrawn from
the shaft without disturbing the armature-
connections. A new cylinder can then be
placed on the shaft and the connecting-strips

screwed together. go
It will be seen that all the connections made

from the coils to the commutator-strips are
good and secure, and that all the parts are
rigidly held in position.

What I claim is

—

95
1. The combination, with the conducting-

strips rising from the commutator-bars and
turned at right angles, of the connecting-
pieces removably secured thereto and perma-
nently secured to the armature coils, substan- 100
tially as set forth.

2. The intermediate connecting-xiieces,i)ro-
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vided with boxes or cnps, in which theanna-
tn re-conductors are secured, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination, Avith the commutator-

5 bars placed in grooves in a cylinder, of the

eonductinfr-strips secured between said bars

and tiie ends of said grooves, substantially as

set fortli.

4. The combination, with the commutator-

lo bars having beveled ends, and the beveled

ends of the grooves, of the oblique ends of the

con(hie.ting-sti'ips secured between them, sub-

stantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with the strips rising

15 from the commutator-bars, of the insulating-

disk having grooves in its face, in which said

strips are held, substantially as set forth.

G. The combination, with the devices con-

necting the armature coils with the strips I'is-

20 iiig from the commutator-bars, of tlie insulat-

ing-disk having grooves in its periphery, in

which sucli devices are held, substantially as

set forth.

7. The combination, with devices, substan-
tially such as described, connecting the arma- 25
ture-coils with the commutator-bars, of the
insulating-disk having face grooves and edge
grooves, in which such devices are held, sub-
stantially as set forth.

8. The combination, with the conducting- 30
strips rising from the commutator-bars and
turned at right angles,of the intermediate con-

necting-jiieces attached to said rising strips,

said intermediate pieces being provided with
boxes or cups, in which the armature-coils are 35
secured, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

25th day of June, 188:}.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all whom it viaTj concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the comity of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

new and useful Improvement in Systems of
Electric Lighting, (Case No. 630,) of which
the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to utilize in-

candescing electric lamps upon high-tension
circuits for street-lighting, or for other pur-
poses where great economy in conductors is

desirable and a high-tension current is not
objectionable.

My invention relates, first, to the arrange-
ment of the incandescing electric lamps in se-

ries in a high-tension circuit, with peculiar
automatic cut-out mechanisms for the lamps,
which maintain the continuity of the circuit

when the carbon conductor of a lamp breaks;
and, second, to the arrangement for a system
of several circuits, all the circuits being taken
from a common source of supply, and means
being provided for maintaining constant the
relative resistances of the several circuits.

With regard to the first part of my inven-
tion, I eraploj' at each lamp of the series ia the
circuit an electro-magnetic cut-out with a lo-

calizing shunt-circuit around the lamp, which
is constantly closed to prevent the action of

all the cut-outs when one acts. I may use
a differential cut-out, tlie localizing shunt
forming the high-resistance coils of the mag-
net. The differential cut-out is a diflfereu-

tially-wound electromagnet or solenoid, one
set of coils being directly in the line in series

with the lamps and the other set of coils be-

ing in a constantly-closed shunt (the localiz-

ing circuit) around the particular lamp the
mechanism is designed to cut out. This mag-
net or solenoid acts upon an armature or core,

closing, when the lamp-carbon breaks, ashunt
around the broken lamp. The shunt ismain-
tained in any of the known ways by a me-
chanical lock—such as a spring-catch or trig-

ger—or by an electrical lock, throwing into

circuit coarse-wire coils, which maintain the
magnetism and hold the shunt closed. In
these genei'al respects the differential auto-

matic cut-out for an incandescing electric

lamp does not differ, excei^t in its application,

from similar mechanisms used in connection
with arc-lamps; but an automatic cut-out for

60

65

70

75

incandescing electric lamps depending for its

proper operation upon other conditions than
the similar mechanism for arc-lamps, the con- 55
struction and adjustment of the devices are

necessarily different. In an arc-light cut-out

the cut-out may oi)erate when the arc becomes
abnormally long, and while there is still cur-

rent in both sets of coils of the differential

magnet or solenoid; but in my cut-out for in-

candescing electric lamps the operation is de-

signed to take i^lace only when the lamp-car-

bon is broken and there is a total cessation

of current in one set of the differential coils.

The incandescing carbon conductor of the

lamp changes its resistance rapidly under
changes in temperature, the lowering of the

temperature producing an increase in its re-

sistance. This may occur at any time by the

flickering of the lamps from any cause—such

as the cutting out of a lamp—or the temper-

ature of each lamp may be decreased and the

resistance increased when the load is too great

for the dynamo or dynamos supplying the cur-

rent. It is evident, also, that this peculiar

property of the incandescing carbon conduct-

ors might cause all the cut-outs to act when
the dynamo is first started up. To overcome
these difficulties I make theretracting-spriug 80

of sufficient strength and strain it tothe prop-

er point, so that the armature or core will not

be moved, except upon a complete cessation

of the current through that set of coils of the

differential magnet or solenoid which is in the 85

line. The shunt-circuit which is closed by
this cut-out mechanism may include another'

lamp, or a resistance in other form equal to

the broken lamp, or where the current is regu-

lated at the source of supply this shunt will 90
have practically no resistance at all.

The localizing shunt-circuit, which is con-

stantly closed around each lamp, instead of

including one set of coils of the differential

magnet, may be a simple resistance. The cut-

out will then be a magnet whose armature-

lever closes the cut-out shuutat its back point.

The parts will be constructed and adjusted so

that the magnet will attract the armature and
keep the shunt open when there is any cur-

rent in the magnet, and will not permit the

shunt to close or remain closed except upon a

total cessation of current in the magnet-coils.

In carrying out the second part of my in-

95

100
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vention I provide a source of electrical siip-

l)ly composed of one or nioi-edynauio-electric

inacbincs, the inachiiies (if more than one)

being connected to common or omnibns con-

5 dnctors in the station. Tlie machine (or each

machine, if more than one is employed) is pro-

vided ^\ ith means, either manual or automatic,

for varying the current generated by it. This

is preferably an adjustable resistance in the

lo field-magnet circuit of the machine, which is

a derived circuit taken from the armature of

the machine. From this common source of

supply is run two or more lighting-circuits,

each containing a number of incandescing

15 electric lamps having cut-out mechanisms. In

a system of this character it is essential that

the relative resistances of the several circuits

taken from the common source of supplj"

should be maintained, so that the current will

20 be properly distributed between the two or

more circuits, and each will receive the right

number of amperes of current to maintain
the lamps at normal incandescence. This may
be done in several ways, all of which come
within the scojie of the broad invention here-

inafter claimed. The cut-out for each lamp
may be arranged to throw in an equivalent
resistance, whether another lamp or not; or the

regulation can be performed by throwing re-

sistances into the circuits at the central station.

The last way is covered specifically by an ap-
plication for patent of even date herewith,
Serial No. 144,545, and hence is not claimed
herein, except as it conies within the scope
of the broad invention hereinafter claimed.

Thecircuits,instead ofbeing simple circuits,

may becompensating circuits—a construction
which is also covered specifically by an ap-
plication of even date herewith, Serial "No.

40 144,546.

In the accomjDanyiug drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a view, principally
in diagram and jiartially developed, illustrat-

ing a system embodying my invention; Fig. 2,

45 a similar view of a dynamo-electric machine
and a single circuit supplied thereby; Fig. 3,

a view of a modified form of cut-out, and Fig.

4 a view of the cut-out showing electrical

lock.

5 j A is a dynamo-electric machine, having its

field-circuit derived from its armature and
including an adjustable resistance, Iv. This
machine supplies incandescing electric lamps
L I), arranged in series.

55 J) is a difienMitially-wound electro-magnet,
forming the operating element of the cutout
at each lamp. This magnet has one set of

coils, a, located in (he line in series with all

tlie lamps, while its other set of coils, b, is iu

Tio ashunt constantly closed around the lamp and
I'orming a localizing circuil for the cut-out.

Tlie armatui-e-lever C closes a shunt-cir-
cuit around the lamj), and this circuit is held
closed by a sjM'ing lock, f, J-'igs. 1 and 2, or

65 by an eleclrical lock formed by magnet-coils
(•' ill llieshu 111 -circuil, l-'ig. I. The relracliiig-

ispring (/ of the armature lever is adjusted io

25

30

35

j)roduce the effect described. Theshunt closed

by lever C may have practically no resistance,

as in Fig. 2, or it may include a resistance, r, 70
equal to a lamp or an extra lamp, L', Fig. 1.

The circles D are intended to represent
lamps and cut-outs, one being developed for

each circuit.

In Fig. 3 the cut-out is composed of a mag- 75
net, E, in series with all the lamps, and a con-

stantly-closed shunt-circuit around the lamp
and magnet containing a resistance, /. The
magnet E keeps the cut-out shunt open while
L is burning, no change in resistance of L, due 80
to changes in temperature, serving to weaken
E enough to close the cut-out shunt.

In starting up the plant the cut-out shunts
will be opened, provided the resistance r or

lamp L' of Fig. 1 is used, otherwise a small 85
resistance, ?', in the cut-out shunt is employed
to give magnet E sufficient force to open said

cut-out shunt.
In Fig. 1 two circuits, 1 2 and 3 4, are taken

from the same machine, and the relative resist- 90
auces of the circuits are maintained by the op-

eration which takes place at the cut-outs, resist-

ances equal to the lamps cut out or other
lamps being thrown into circuit as the lamps
break. 95
"What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with incandescing elec-

tric lam^is arranged in series, of automatic cut-

out mechanisms for the several separate lamps,
(including a localizing constantly-closed shunt icc

around each lami),) maintainiugthe continuity

of the circuit as the incandescing conductors
of the lamps break, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with incandescing elec-

tric lamjis arranged in series, of differentially- ro;

wound magnets or solenoids closing shunt-
circuits around the lamps as they are broken,
one set of coils of each diflerential magnet or

solenoid being in the main circuit and the

other set of coils being in a constan<^ly-closed i ic

shunt around the lamp, and mechanical or

electrical locks for holding the shunts closed,

substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with an incandescing
electric lamp, of a magnet in series therewith n;
controlling a cut-out shunt, and constructed
and adj usted, substant ially as described, to per-

mit the same to be closed only after a total ces-

sation of current in thecoils of said magnet. and
not being afl'ected by changes in resistance of i^c

the incandescing conductor, and a constantly-

closed shunt-circuit around said lamp, and
magnet for localizing the cut out, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. The combination, with an incandescing
electric lamp, of a ditierentially-wound mag-
net or solenoid having one set of coils in se-

ricstherewith and the otherset in aconstantly-
closed shunt around said lamp and the tii'st

set, an armature or core and retractor acting

to close a shunt around (he lamp, said parts
being const ruc(ed and adjns(t'd (o ae( only
U]ion a coiii])le(e cessa(i<>ii of curren( in (he set

of coils in series wi(h (he lamp, and not to be
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affected by changes in resistance of the incan-

descing conductor, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with an incandescing
electric lamp, of a dilferentially-wound mag-

5 net or solenoid having one set of coils in se-

ries therewith and the other set in a constantly-

closed shunt around said lamp and the first

set, an armature or core and retractor acting

to close a shunt around the lamp, and a me-
/o chanical or electrical lock for keeping said

shunt closed, the parts being constructed and

adjusted to act only upon a complete cessa-

tion of current in the setof coils in scries with
the lamp, and not to be affected by changes in

resistance of the incandescing conductor, sub- 15

stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of September, 1884.

TllOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

Wm. H. Meadowcroft,
Paul D. Dyer.
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To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in tlie conuty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Systems of
Electric Lighting, (OaseNo. 631,) of which the
following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to utilize in-

candescing electric lamps upon high-tension

lo circuits for street-lighting, or for other pur-
poses where great economy in conductors is

desirable and a high-tension current is not ob-

jectionable.

My present invention relates to a simple
15 and efficient arrangement for accomplishing

that end.

In carrying out my invention I take from a
common source of electrical supply two or
more circuits, each containing a number of

20 incandescing electric lamps arranged in series.

Each lamp is provided with an automatic cut-

out mechanism which closes a shunt of prac-
tically no resistance around the lamp when
the incandescing conductor of the lamp breaks.

25 The cut-out mechanism is not affected by
changes in resistance of the incandescing con-
ductor, due to changes in temperature, and if

a differential cut-out, it has a mechanical or
electrical lock for holding the shunt closed.

30 The two or more lamp-circuits must have
their relative resistances maintained constant,
in order that the lamps may all have the same
incandescence. This I accomplish by throwing
resistance into the separate circuits in the

35 station. Each circuit at the source of supj)ly

is provided with an ampere indicator and a
manually-operated adjustable resistance; or
these parts may be supiilanted by an automatic
apparatus throwing resistance into the circuit

40 to maintain a constant flow of current. This
automatic apparatus may be such as is shown in

my Patent No. 287,524, the pressure-magnet B
of that patent being wound of low resistance
and located directly in the line, while the ad-

45 justable resistance will be arranged to bethrown
intoandoutof theline. The source of supply
is composed of one or moi-e dynamo-electric
machines, the machines (if more than one) be-

ing connected together to common or omnibus
50 conductors in the station. The machine (or

each machine, if more than one is employed)
has its field-magnet located in a circuit de-

rived from its armature, and in this circuit is

located a manually or automatically operated
adjustable resistance for controlling the gen- 55
erative capacity of the supply common to the
two or more lamp-circuits.

The circuits, instead of being simple cir-

cuits, may be compensating circuits, such as

are described in an application of even date 60
herewith. Serial No. 144,546.

In the accompanying drawing, forming a
part hereof, the figure is an illustration, prin-

cipally in diagram, of a system embodying my
invention. 65
A is a dynamo-electric machine, having its

field-magnet in a circuit derived from its arma-
ture, and including an adjustable resistance,

r. From this machine are taken circuits 1 2

and 3 4, each including within the station an 70
adjustable resistance, R, which maybe in the

form of lamps, or be a wire resistance, and an
ampere indicator, B. Each circuit has in-

candescing electric lamps L E arranged in

series therein. Each lamp has a cut-out, 75
which may be composed of a differentially-

wound magnet, 0, having coils a in se-

ries with the lamp and coils 6 in a shunt
around the lamp. The armature-lever D
closes a shunt of practically no resistance 80

around the lamp, and this shunt, when closed,

is locked by a spring-lock, c.

The retracting-spring d is given such a con-

struction and adjustment that the armature is

not moved until there is a total cessation of 85

current in the coils a, and hence the cut-out

is not affected by changes in the re.sistance of

the incandescing lamj) conductor, due to

changes of temperature in such conductor;

or the cut-out may be a simple magnet in the 90
line, and a constantly-closed shunt of high re-

sistance around the lamp and magnet for lo-

calizing the cut out, as described in my appli-

cation No. 630, Serial No. 144,544, of even
date herewith. With this form of cut-out the 95
cut-out shunt would have a small resistance,

sufficient to enable the magnet to open the

cut-out shunt in starting up; but its resistance

would still be low.

The circles E are intended to represent 100

lamps and cut-outs, one set of these parts be-

ing developed in each circuit.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a common source
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of supply, of two or more circuits therefrom,

incandescing electric lamps in series in each
circuit, automatic cut-out mechanisms closing

shuut-circuits of low or practically no resist-

S ance around the lamps as they break, and an
adjustable resistance in each circuit at or near
the source of supply for maintaining constant
the relative resistances of the two or more
lamp-circuits, substantially as set forth.

lo 2. The combination, with a common source
of supply, of two or more circuits therefrom,
incandescing electric lamps in series in each
circuit, automatic cut-out mechanisms closing

shunt circuits of low or practically no i-esist-

15 ance around the lamps as they break, an ad-

justable resistance in each circuit at or near
the source of supply, and an amjjere indica-

tor in each circuit at that point, substantially

as set forth.

20 3. The combination, with one or more dy-
namo-electric machines forming a common
source of supply, of adjustable resistances for

regulating the generative capacity of the ma-
chine or machines, two or more circuits from

25 such source of supply, incandescing electric

lamps in series in each circuit, automatic cut-

out mechanisms closing shunt-circuits of low
or practically no resistance around the lamps
as they break, and an adjustable resistance in

each circuit at or near the source of sujiijlj*, 30
substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with one or more dy-
namo electric machines forming a common
sourcsofsupi)ly,of thefield-magnet coilsof the
machine (or of each machine) located in a 35
circuit derived from its armature, adjustable
resistances for regulating the generative ca-

pacity of the machine or machines, two or
more circuits from such source of supply, in-

candescing electric lamps in series in each 40
circuit, automatic cut-out mechanisms closing
shunt-circuits of low or practically no resist-

ance around the lamps as they break, and an
adjustable resistance in each circuit at or near
the source of supply, substantially as set forth. 45

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of September. 1884.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

"Witnesses:

\Vm. H. Meado\\xeoft,
Paul D. Dyer.
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5

To all whom it may concern:
Be it knowu that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of JMiddlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

new and useful Improvemeut in Systems of

Electrical Lighting, (Case No. G32,) of which
the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to combine in

a series system of electric lighting by incan-

descence the advantage of small conductors
resulting from the use of high-tension currents

with an independence of circuits taken from
a common source of supply. This I accom-
plish by using a divided source of electrical

supply, such as two dynamo-electric machines
having their armatures connected together in

series. From this source of supply are taken
three conductors, two conductors—the positive

and negative—being taken from the outer ter-

minals of the two machines, and the thixxl con-

ductor—the neutral or compensating conduct-
or—from a point between the two machines.
These three conductors are run out the desired

distance, and are connected together at their

outermost ends. The i^ositive and negative
conductors include each a number of incan-

descing electric lamps located in series with
one another. These lamps are i^rovided with
cut-out mechanisms, which are not affected by
changes iu resistance of the incandescing con-

ductor due to changes iu temiierature, but only
act when the lamps break.

The two dynamo - electric machines are
adapted to be regulated independently, each
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machine having its field-magnet coils located

in a derived circuit from its armature, and in

each field-circuit is located a manually or au-

tomatically adjusted resistance.

The three conductors form two circuits,

which, while taken from a common source of

electrical energy, are independent, in that the

cutting out of atran.slating device on one side

of the neutral or compensating conductor does
not affect the translating devices on the other
side, the central compensating-conductor be-

coming a positive or negative conductor if the
current on one side or the other predominates,
or becoming neutral if the two sides balance.

When two or more of such compound circuits

(each composed of two independent circuits)

are taken from the same source of electrical

supply, as I design to do, the relative resist-

ances of the several compound circuits may be
maintained constant by adjustable resistances,

or otherwise, as explained in two applications 55
ofeven date herewith, Nos. 144, 544 and 144,545.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a view, principally di-

agrammatic, illustrating a system having one
com]30uud circuit; and Fig. 2, a similar view 60
showing two compound circuits taken from a
common source of sujiply.

A A' are dynamo-electric machines having
their armatures connected in series. Each
machine has its field-magnet coils in a circuit 65
derived from its armature, and adjustable re-

sistance R is located in each field-circuit to
regulate the machines independently.

1 and 2 are positive and negative conduct-
ors, and 3 the neutral or compensating con- 70
ductor. These three conductors form a com-
pound circuit, in each side of which are ar-

ranged in series a number of incandescing elec-

tric lamps, L B.
Each lamp has an automatic cut-out raech- 75

anisra for closing a shunt around the lamp
when its carbon conductor is broken, and not
until then. As described fully in the apj^lica-

tions referred to, this cut-out acts only when
the lamp-carbon breaks, and is not affected 80
by changes in resistance of the incandescing
conductor due to changes in its temperature.
The circles B represent lamps with cut-outs,

one lamp only being developed in each circuit.

In Fig. 2 two of such comj^ound circuits are 85
shown as taken from the same source of sup-
ply-

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a divided source
of electrical energj% of a compound or three- 90
wire circuit extending therefrom, incandes-
cing electric lamps located in series in each side
of the circuit, and cut-out mechanisms for the
separate lamps, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a divided source 95
of electrical energy, the parts of which are in-

dependently regulatable, of a compound or
three-wire circuit extending therefrom, incan-
descing electric lamps located in series in each
side of the circuit, and cutout mechanisms icx'

for the separate lamps, substantially as set
forth.
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3. The combination, with a divided source
of electrical energy, of two or more compound
or three-wire circuits taken therefrom, incan-

descing electric lumps located in series in each
side of said compound circuits, and cut-out

mechanisms for the separate lamps, substan-

tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of September, 1884.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
AV.AI. H. Meadowcroft,
Paul D. Dyer.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Telephones, (Case No.
636,) of which the following is a specification.

In the use of loose granulated carbon or

other divided conducting material in tele-

phones such material is liable to shift its po-
sition and become packed, and the instrument
be thereby made to fail in its oi)eration. This
renders it necessary to fix the position of such
instruments, which is not desirable, and even
when their position is fixed the difficulty is

not wholly overcome, since external vibra-

tions serve to produce the same result. I have
found, however, that by coating to the mini-
mum extent the carbon or other granules with
an adhesive substance—such as an oil or other
viscous material—the effectiveness of the in-

strument is not injured, and the granules will

retain their relative positions without pack-
ing. This discovery is applicable to any form
of telephone in which granulated carbon or
other material is used, and hence I wish it un-
derstood that my invention is not limited to

any particular construction of instrument.
In the accompanying drawing, to which ref-

erence is now made, there is shown, for illus-

tration, a sectional view of a conventional
form of telephone.
Ais a metal diajihragm, between which and

a metal back plate, B, is located a body, 0, of

loose granules of carbon or other conducting
material. These granules are coated with an
adhesive substance, as already explained. The
circuit-connections 1 2 are made with the dia-

phragm and back plate, the body of granu-
lated carbon or other material being interpo-

lated in the circuit between those parts.

What I claim is

—

1. A telephone having in circuit a body of

granulated material, the granules being coated
with an adhesive substance, substantially as

set forth.

2. A telephone having in circuit a body of

granulated carbon, the carbon granules being
coated with an adhesive substance, substan-
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 50
3d day of December, 1884.

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Thos. G. Greene, Jr.,

Edw. C. Rowland.
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To all wlvom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Telegraphy, (Case No.
648,) of which the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to increase the

capacity of telegraph-lines in a simiile and
practical manner by the production of instru-

lo meets and connections permitting the trans-

mission of two sets of Morse signals back and
forth over the line at the same time without
interfering one with the other, and not only
between terminal offices, but between a termi-

15 nal office and any intermediate office, or be-

tween intermediate offices alone.

The invention is especially applicable tolocal
lines or to lines having several offices upon
them, to which it can be applied at small ex-

20 pense, each office upon the line being provided
with instruments for transmitting and receiv-

ing a second set of signals, and with devices
for making the two sets of signals independ-
ent, and for insuring against their interference.

25 Not only is the capacity of the telegraph-lines

doubled, but the delays occasioned on lines

with several offices by the interfering of two
or more operators in their attemi^ts to gain
possession of the line are diminished.

30 In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a view in diagram of

a line with three offices embodying my inven-
tion; Fig. 2, a view on a larger scale of the
apparatus for one office; Fig. 3, a view of the

35 apparatus for one office, with a modified ar-

rangement of parts; and Fig. 4, a view of a fur-

ther modification.

Like letters denote corresponding parts in

all the figures.

40 The line L L is grounded at its ends, and
has the usual main battery, M B. The three
offices ABC have each the ordinary set of
Morse instruments, of which are shown in

Fig. 1 the relay a and key h. In Figs. 2 and
45 3 the Morse sounders c and local batteries L

B are shown. With these ordinary Morse in-

struments telegraphing is carried on by Morse
signals in the usual way.
At each office is a device working independ-

50 ent of the main battery and acting to induce
in the line impulses of high tension. This de-

vice is composed of an induction-coil, D, the
secondary circuit of which may be located di-

rectly in line, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
IDrimary circuit of this coil includes a battery, 55
d, and a back-point key, F; or, in place of key
F, a back point sounder, F', worked by a key
and local battery, may be used, as shown in

Fig. 4.

The ordinary Morse key, &, is shunted by a 60
condenser, G, so that the line will be always
closed for the induced currents. This con-
denser, also, preferably shunts the relay, for

a purpose that will be presently set forth. To
receive these induced currents there is pro- 65
vided at each office a diaphragm-sounder, H',

which is preferably, as shown in Figs. 2 and
3, constructed upon the i^rinciplc of the elec-

tro-motograph, a diaphragm, e, being kept un-

der tension by a spring,/, held by friction up- 70
on a revolving chalk cylinder, g. The chalk
cylinder is rotated continually by a motor,
electric or mechanical, and the circuit is closed

through the spring and cylinder. This con-

struction of instrument is a well-known tele- 75
phone receiver of my invention, and hence
does not require further description here.

For my diaphragm • sounder a magneto-
electric telephone or other form of telephone-

receiver may be used. The diaphragm-sound- 80
er at each office is preferably located in circuit

with a condenser, I, and this circuit is pref-

erably a shunt around a resistance located in

the line, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, which re-

sistance is preferably an electro-magnet, K. 85
The circuit at each office,includiiig diaphragm-
sounder H and condenser I, instead of being
a shunt around a magnet in line, may be a
grounded earth-connection or "leak to earth."

as shown in Fig. 3, and the secondary circuit 90
of the induction-coil D, instead of being di-

rectlj' in line, may be in a condenser-circuit,

whether that circuit is a shunt around a mag-
net in line or a leak to earth. By the manip-
ulation of keys F (or the working of sound- 95
crs F') signals are thrown upon the line in

the form of momentary and sharply-defined

waves, which are resj)onded to only by the
diaphragm-sounders, the regular Morse relays

not acting quick enough to respond to these 100
waves. The regular Morse keys being shunted
by condensers, the line is always closed to the
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hijjli-tension induced currents, and since snch
condensers have what is equivalent to a low
resistant-e on the instant of closing circuit, it

will be seen that a free path is always pro-

5 vided for the momentary impulses of induc-

tion. By extending these condenser-shunts
to include the relays as well as the keys a

desirable result is ol)tained, in that the coun-
ter electro motive force set up by the relay-

in maguef effectively stops the passage of the in-

duced im^julses by way of the key and relay,

and makes the condenser-circuit practically

the only one closed to these impulses. The
elfeet of this action is to make the induction-

15 circuit of practically the same resistance,

whether the regular Morse keys are open or
closed. An additional advantage flows from
the fact that the induced impulses are not ab-

sorbed by the relays, and the induction-sig-

nals are made more distinct for that reason.

The condenser - shunts are, however, practi-

cally open circuits for the quantity- currents
used to ojierate the relays for the regular
Morse signals, the condensers becoming fully

charged and of very high resistance in less

time than is required for the relays to act.

By locating the diaphragm sounders in the
circuit of condensers 1 such sounders are noi

affected to the extent of a disturbance of sig-

30 uals by the regular linequantity-currents. To
obtain this result, however, even with the
diaphragm-sounders in condenser-circuits, I

have found that the capacity of the condens-
ers must be definitely fixed. It has been as-

35 certained by me that the loudness of sound in

the diaphragm-sounder is within certain lim-
its qiiite independent of the capacity of the
condenser I, while the disturbing effect of the
regular Moi'se signals in thediaphragm-sound-

40 er increases with the capacity of such con-
denser I; hence I reduce the capacity of that
condenser below the point of disturbance by
the regular Morse signals. On the other hand,
I find that the disturbing effect of the regular

45 Morse signals on the diaphragm-sounders is

diminished as the capacity of the condenser G
around the keys and relays is increased; hence I

make these condensers G of large capacity—say
several mici-ofarads each—while condensers I

50 have a small capacity—say a fractional j)art of
a microl'arad each.

When each diaphiagmsounder and its con-
denser are located in a shunt around a resist-

ance in the form of a magnet, K. in line, the

55 reverse action of the condenser and magnet
will mak(! the condenser-shunt the only path
])ractically closed to the induced currentsand
the line tiie oidy ])ath closed to the regular
(luaiiliiy-linc currents, as before explained,

"io with resix'cl to the relation of condensers G
and the iMoisc irhiys.

The induced impulses thrown by the induc-
tion coil 1) upon lh(^ line are i)roduceii by a
source of energy (tlie batteay d) independent

'55 of the main batteries, Tliesc impulses are prac-
tically the same whether the regular Moi-se

keys are open or closed. By arranging the
key F so that the downstroke will open the
primary circuit and the upstroke will close

that circ it the signal for the downstroke of 70
the key will be louder than for the upstroke,
since when the primary circuit is closed it

absorbs to a certain ex' nt the induction, and
the impulse in secondary is weaker than when
theprimary is opened. The back-point sound- 75
er, worked by key and local batterj-, operates
the same way. This ditference in the down
and up strokes of key is an important one,

since if the two signals required to mark the
interval of time denoting a dot or dash were 80
the same the receiving-operator might be fre-

quently confused by mistaking the last signal

of a dot or dash for the first signal of the next
succeeding dot or dash, and get what is called

in telegrapher's i^arlance the " back -stroke." 85
The instrument and devices described make

a con)plete sj'Stem of Morse telegraphy, where-
by over one line may be transmitted back and
forth two sets of Morse signals produced bj'

different sources ofenergy independent of each go
other as to loudness, and also as to interference

in the receiving-instruments.

What I claim is

—

1. In telegraphs, the combination, with two
or more sets of Morse telegraph-instruments, 95
consisting each of an ordinary relay and a sig-

naling-key, a source of electrical energy for

operating the same, andshuntcircuits to keep
theline constantly closed at thesigualingkeys,
of two or more other sets of telegraph instru- lor
ments, each composed of a ]\[orsesignal-trans-

mitter having a separate source of electrical

energy and throwing momentary and sharply-
defined impulses upon the line, and a dia-

phragm-sounder responding to such momen- 105

tary impulses, whereby two sets of Morse sig-

nals can be transmitted and received simulta-

neously without interference, substantially as

set forth.

2. In telegraphs, the combination, with two no
or more sets of Morse telegraph-instruments,

consisting each of an ordinary rela^- and a sig-

naling-key, a source of electrical energy for

operating the same, andshuntcircuits tokeep
theline constantly closed at the signaling-keys, 1 15
of two or more other sets of telegraph-instru-

ments, each composed of a Moree signal-trans-

mitter having a separate source of electrical

energy and throwing momeutarvand sharply-

defined impulses upon the line, and a dia- i;o
phragmsounder resiionding to such momen-
tary impulses and located in a shunt from the
line, whereby two sets of ^^lorse signals can be
transmitted and received simultaneously with-

out interference, substantially as set forth. 125

;5. In telegrajdis, the combination, with a
telegraph line, Morse telegraph- instruments,
consisting of relays and signaling-keys, ucd a
source of electrical energy I'or operating the
same, of an induction-coil having its second- 130
ary circuit in connection with line, a separate

source of electrical energy, and a Moi-se sig-
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ual-transmitting device in the primary circuit

of such coil, and a diapbragm-sounder respond-
ing to the induction inii^ulses, substanf illy as

set forth.

4. In asystem of Morse telegraphy, the com-
bination, with a telegra- '\-Iine and Morse in-

struments, of a diaphragm-sounder and a sig-

nal-transmitter transmitting momentary and
sharply-defined waves producing alternately

varying signals at the diaphragm sonnder,sub-
stantially as set forth,

5. In asystem of Morse telegraphy, the com-
bination, for the transmission and reception of

Morse signals, of a telegraph-line, an induc-
tion-coil having secondary connected with the
line, a IMorse signal-transmitter in priraarj^

producing alternately-varying signals in sec-

ondary, and a diaphragm-sounder receiving
the induced impulses, substantially as set

forth.

G. The combination, with a telegraph-line,

Morse telegraph-instruments, and a source of
electrical energy for operating the same, of an
induction - coil having secondary connected
with tlie line, a Morse signal-transmitter in

primary producing alternately- varying signals

in secondary, and a diaphragm-sounder re-

ceiving the induced imiiulses, substantially as

set forth.

7. The combination, with a telegraph-line,
of a diaphragm - sounder responding to in-

duced impulses, a transmitting induction coil

having secondary connected with line, a bat-

tery in primary circuit, and a key controlling
said primary circuit, said key being arranged
to open the primary circuit on the down-
stroke, substantially as set forth.

8. In telegraphs, the combination, with two
or more sets of Morse telegraph-instruments,
consisting each of an ordinary relay and a
signaling-key, a source of electrical energy
for operating the same, and shunt-circuits to

keep the line constantly closed at the signal-

ing-keys, of two or more other sets of tele-

graph-instruments, each composed of a Morse
signal-transmitter having a separate source of
electrical energy, and throwing momentary
and sharply-defined impulses upon the line,

and a diaphragm-sounder responding to such

momentary impulses, and located in a con- 50
denser - circuit connected with such liue,

whereby two sets of ]\[orse signals can be
transmitted and received simultaneously with-

out interference, substantially as set forth.

9. The combination, with a telegraph-line 55
and Morse telegraph-instruments, of condens-
ers located in shunts around tlie Morse keys,

and diaphragm - sounders connected in con-

denser-circuits with said line, the key-con-
densers being of greater capacity than the 5o
sounder-condensers, and the relative capacity
of the condensers being such that the disturb-

ance of the diaphragm-sounders by the regu-

lar Morse signals is prevented, substantially

as set forth. 65
10. The combination, with a telegraph-line,

of a diaphragm-sounder receiving Morse sig-

nals produced by momentary and sharply-
defined waves, resistance in line around which
said diaphragm-sounder is shunted, and a con- 70
denser in said shunt-circuit, substantially as

set forth.

11. The combination, with a telegraph-line,

of a diaphragm-sounder receiving Morse sig-

nals produced by momentary and sharply-de- 75
fined waves, an electro-magnet resistance in

line around which said diaphragm-sounder is

shunted, and a condenser in said shunt-cir-

cuit, substantially as set forth.

12. The combination, with a telegraph-line, 8c
of a number of sets of instruments directly in

the line-circuit, each set consisting of an or-

dinary relay and signaling-key,and a condens-
er shunting both the relay and^ey, and sev-

eral sets of other and indei:)endent instruments 85
connected with or in said line, consisting of a
transmitting device for sending momentary
and sharply - defined waves, a diaphragm-
sounder shunted around a resistance or mag-
net in the liue, and a condenser in said shunt- 90
circuit, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

27th day of April, 1885.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
A. W. Kiddle,
E. C. EOWLAND.
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To all xcJioiii it viaij concern:
Be it known that I, Thom.\s A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Telegraphy, (Case No.
G49,) of which the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to increase the
capacity of telegraph-lines in a simple and
practical manner by the production of instru-

ments and connections permitting the trans-

mission of two sets of Morse signals back and
forth over the line at the same time without
interfering one Mith the other, and not only
between terminal offices, but between a ter-

minal office and any intermediate office, or
between intermediate offices alone.

The invention is especially applicable to
local lines, or to lines having several offices

upon them, to which it can be applied at

small expense, each office upon the line being
provided with instruments for transmitting
and receiving a second set of signals, and with
devices for making the two sets of signals in-

dependent and for insuring against their in-

terference. Not only is the capacity of the
telegraph-lines doubled, but the delays occa-
sioned on lines with several offices by the in-

terfering of two or more operators in their at-

tempts to gain possession of the line are di-

minished.
The general objects before stated are fully

accomplished by apparatus described and
claimed in my application No. 648.

The present invention is an imiirovement
upon that apparatus, and relates more par-
ticularly to a x^eculiar trausu:itter for pro-
ducing the momentary and sharply-defined
waves to which the diaphragm-sounder re-

sponds, and also to the manner of connecting
the diaphragm-sounder to the line.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof. Figure 1 is a view in diagram of
a line with four offices; Fig. 2, a separate
view in diagram of the arrangement for one
office; Figs. 3, 4, and 5, views similar to
Fig. 2 of modified arrangements; Fig. 6, a
view of a further modification, of the trans-
mitter; Fig. 7, a sectional view of a dash-pot
for varying alternate signals, and Fig. 8 a
view of another device for the same purpose.
Like letters denote corresponding parts in

all the figures.

The line L L is grounded at its ends, and
has the usual main battery, M B. The four

offices A B C D have each the ordinary set 55
of Morse instruments, composed of a relay, a,

and key h in line, the former working a
sounder (not shown) in the circuit of a local

battery. With these ordinary IMorse instru-

ments telegraphing is carried on by Morse 60
signals in the usual way. At eacli office the

set of Morse instruments (the relay and key)
or the key alone is shunted by a condenser,
E, which keeps the line closed constantly to

signals produced by momentary and sharply- 65
defined waves, which are received on dia-

phragm-sounders F, located one at each office,

at which there is also located a transmitter
for producing such waves. This transmitter

is an instrument constructed to make and 70
break circuit with great rai^idity, so as to

send for each signal a large number of such
momentary and sharply-defined waves. It

may be consti'ucted in a variety of ways. The
form I prefer is a rapidly-revolving circuit- 75
controller, G, kept in motion by a suitable

electrical or mechanical motor. This circuit-

controller may be placed directly in line, as

shown in Fig. 5; but I prefer to place it in

the primary circuit of an induction-coil, H, 80
the secondary circuit of which is directly in

the line, as shown in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 or is

in a condenser-circuit connected with the line,

as shown in Fig. 1. This condenser-circuit

may be a ground- connection from line or a 85
shunt around a resistance or magnet in line.

In the primary circuit of H is a battery, c,

and in a shunt around the revolving circuit-

controller G is a sounder, I, with both its front

and back points connected in circuit and op- 90
erated by a key and local battery, as shown in

Figs. 1 and 2.

In place of a sounder, a key, I', Figs. 3, 4,

and 5, may be employed, connected to close

circuit at front and back points. Normally, 95
the sounder or key closes this shunt at its

back contact, and the revolution of the cir-

cuit-controller does not affect the induction-

coil. The movement of the sounder-lever (or

the key) first breaks this shunt at its back 100
point and then closes it at its front point.

During this interval, while the shunt-circuit

is open the circuit-controller produces a series

of waves iu the primary of the induction-coil,
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and tlie secondary of such coil throws upon
the line a larjje number of momentary and
shai'ply-defined waves. The return movement
of the sounder lever or the key first opens and

5 then closes the shunt-circuit, producing the

same result as in the forward uioveuient. The
momentary and sharply-defined waves do not

work tiie relays, but are responded to by the

diaphragm - sounders, and are translated by
lo them into sound, the intervals between the sig-

nals representing dots and dashes. The num-
ler of waves transmitted for each signal is

sufficiently great to make a corresponding
nunit)er of air-waves audible, and hence the

15 sound is transmitted electrically instead of

being produced by a mechanical blow, which
is the result of a single electrical impulse, as

at an ordinary Morse sounder.

To make the signal different for the down
20 and up stroke of key, I connect the lever of

sounder I with a dash pot, J, the plunger of

which has a valve, d, opening in one direc-

tion. Fig. 7, so that the sounder-lever will

have a quicker movement in one direction

25 than the other. This movement is preferably
made quicker on the upstroke of key, caus-

ing the second signal marking the interval de-

noting a dot or dash to be weaker or shorter
or of different tone from the firstsignal. This

30 prevents confusion in receiving.

Instead of a dash-pot with valved flanges

for varying altei'nate signals,the device shown
in Fig. 8 can be used. This consists of a le-

tarding-lan, e, secured to aspiudle with ratch-

35 etwheel, /. Tlie cog-wheel g, loose on the
same spindle, has a pawl, //, which engages
with latchet-wheel/. The sounder-lever has
on its end a toothed sector, i, engaging with
wheel (/. The movement of the sounder-lever

40 in one dii'ectiou will turn the fan. In the oth-
er direction, the wheel ^ turns free of the ratch-
et wheel/.
My transmitter may be constructed as shown

in Fig. G. A magnet, K, worked by a key
45 and local battery, operates a lever, k, which

is extended the required distance to get the
necessary movement. At its end it carries a
finger, I, playing over the surface of a contact
block, L. Tl'is contact-block has its face com-

50 posed of a ]arg(! numbei' (preferably fifty or
more) of thin plates sei)arate(l by insulation.
This block Land the lever /.• are connected in

(•ir(!uit, jjrcfi-rably in the pi-imary of induc-
tion-coil If, and tiie movement of />• causes the

55 circuit to bemadeand bioken rapidly, throw-
ing upon the line momentary and sharply-de-
fined waves. A dash-pot or the fan-regulator
is attached to lever /•• to vary alternatesignals.
The (liai)hiagn» sounders !<' may bi'any form

60 of teleplionereceivcr.

I prefer to us(^ my electro nu)lograph re-

ceiver, allhouiih a magneto electric or other
Iclcplione receiver can b»> enii)loyed.

'J'lie diajihragm soiiudeis may i)e located di-

rectly in line, Figs. 4 and 5, or in condenser- 65
circuits connected with line, Figs. 1 and .3; but
I prefer the arrangement shown in Fig. 2,

wherein the diaphragm-sounder is located in

the tertiary circuit of induction-coil H. and
is operated by induction from the line. 70
AYhat I claim is

—

1. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the com-
bination, with ordinary Morse telegraph-in-

struments shunted to keep the line constant-

ly closed to momentary and sharply-defined 75
waves, of diaphragm sounders and transmit-

teis transmitting Morse signals electrically bj'

throwing upon tihe line for each signal a large

number of momentary and sharply -defined
waves, which do not work the Morse relays, 80
but are resi^onded to by the diaphragm sound-
ers, substantially as set forth.

2. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the com-
bination, with a diaphragm sounder.ofatrans-
mitter consisting of a circuit-breaker and a S5

controlling key, the formei- being constructed
to makeand break circuit rapidly a large num-
ber of times for each movenu-nt of the control-

ling key, substantially as set foi'th.

3. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the com- 90
bination.with a diaphragm sounder, of a trans-

mitter consisting of a circuit-breaker and a

controlling-key, the former being constructed
to makeand bi'eak circuit rapidly a large num-
ber of times for each movement of the control- 95
ling-key, and means for retarding the move-
ment of the transmitter in one direction, so

as to vary alternate signals, substautially as

set forth.

4. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the com- 100

bination,with adiaphragm sounder, of a trans-

mitter composed of a revolving circuit-con-

troller, and a shunt around thesamecoutroUed
bj' a key, substautially as set forth.

5. In a system of Moi-se telegraphy, the com- 105

binatiou, with a diaphragm sounder, of an in-

duction coil with secondary in line,and a trans-

mitter in the primary of such coil, consisting

of a circuit-breaker and a controlling-key. the
former being constructed to nuike and break 1:0

such primary circuit rapidly a large number
of times for each movement of the coutrolliug-

key, substantially as set forth.

G. In a system of Morse telegraphy, thecom-
biiuition, with ordinary Morse telegraph-in- 115

struments shunted to keep the line constant-

ly closed to momentary and shaply -defined

waves, of a transmitter of such waves, and a

diai>liragm sounder responding to such waves
and connected inductively with the line, sub- t:o

stautially as set Ibrtii.

Thisspecilication signed aiul witnessed this

30th day of April. 18Sr».

THOMAS A. EDISON.

^\'itnesses:

IxKiin. N. Dyeu,
A. W. KiDDhE.
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^ It is hereby certified that in Letters Patent No. 333,291, granted December 29, 18S5,

upon the application of Thomas A. Edison, of Menlo Park, Now Jersey, the title of

tlie invention was erroneously written and printed "Way Station Quadruplex

Telegraph," wheieas the said title slioald have been written and printed Telegraphy

;

^ I and tiiat the said Letters Patent should be read with tliis correction therein to make

^ the same conform to the record of the case in the Patent Office.

2 Signed, countersigned, and sealed this 2Gth day of January, A. D. 1S8G.

[SEAL.] H. L. MULDROW,
Acting Secretary of the Interior.

Countersigned:

o M. V. jMontgomert,

^ Commissioner of Patents.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it knon-n that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the couiitj' of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 nseful Improvement in Telegraphy, (Case No.
G50,) of which the following is a specification.

Tlie object I have in view is to increase the
capacity of local telegraph-lines, or those lines

having one or more way-stations in addition

to to the teruiinal stations, by the i)roduction of

apparatns by means of which two sets of in-

dependent and non-interfering Morse signals

can be sent back and forth over the line be-

tween terminal stations, or terminal and way-
15 stations, or way-stations alone.

In carrying out my invention I employ for

receiving-instruments at each terminal and
way-station an ordinary non-polarized relay,

which acts by changes in the strength of cur-

20 rent without regard to its polarity, and a po-
larized relay acting by changes in the polarity

of current without regard to its strength. The
line is provided with a constant current from
a main battery of, say, sixteen cells, which is

25 decreased by the manipulation of a Morse
key at each station, such keys normally short-

circuiting a large resistance (say five thousand
ohms) and throwing such resistance into line

when depressed. The uon - polarized relays

30 close sounder-circuits at their back points. To
reverse the polarity of the constant line-cur-

rent, I provide at each terminal and way-sta-
tion a battery which has twice the number of
cells as the main battery, and which is thrown

35 into circuit reverse to and opposing the main
battery. This local battery is normally out
of circuit, and when thrown in neutralizes the
current of main battery and produces a cur-

rent of opposite polarity equal to the normal
40 current of the main battery. By these means

it will be seen the line-current can be reversed
at any station, whether way or terminal, thus
operating the polarized relays.

In the accompanying drawing, forming a

45 part hereof, the figure represents two termi-
nal stations and a way-station having appara-
tus embodying my invention.
L L is a line grounded at its ends, as usual,

and A, B, and C are terminal and way stations
;o upon said line.

MB is the main battery, composed, for illus-

tration, of sixteen cells. These are shown lo-

cated at the terminal office C with zinc to line,

in which case the terminal station A at the

other end of the line would have no main bat- 55
tery; but this battery may be divided between
the terminal stations or located anywhere in

the line.

R is a standard resistance box (say of five

thousand ohms) which is located in line at 6c

each station. This is shunted normally by a

back-point key, D, by depressing which the

resistance is thrown into circuit.

At each station there is a local battery, L
B, having twice the number of cells as the 65
main battery. The line passes through a cir-

cuit-preserving lever, E, and spring a, carried

thereby on a block of insulation, which spring

closes circuit normally, as usual, by making
contact with the hook end of lever; and the 70
local battery is located between the line con-

nection of lever E and the contact &. The
lever E is worked by a magnet, F, controlled

by a key, G, and local battery c. Normally,
the battery L B at each station is out of cir- 75

cuit, as shown in the drawing. By closing

key G magnet F moves lever E forward until

spring a strikes contact &, and is forced away
from the hook end of the lever. This throws
the battery L B into circuit with carbon to 80

line, overcoming main battery M B and pro-

ducing a current on line equal to the normal
current of M B, but of oi)posite polarity.

H is a non-polarized relay at each station,

its armature-lever being normally on the front 85

contact, and controlling at its back contact

the circuit of sounder I. At each station is

also a polarized relay, K, controlling circuit

of sounder M at its front contact. When cur-

rent of M B is on line, the armatures of the 90

polarized relays are not moved. The reversal

of the current, by throwing in and out a bat-

tery, L B, works the polarized relays without
changing strength of currents, and hence with-

out affecting the non -polarized relays and in- 95
dependently of any decrease or increase of

current produced by throwing a resistance, R,

into and out of circuit, to which decrease and
increase of current the non-polarized relays

alone will respond. 100

What I claim is

—

1. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the com-
bination, with a telegraph-line, of terminal
and way stations, each of such stations hav-
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ing a Moi-se signal-transmitter changing the

strengUi of the line current, and a Morse sig-

nal transmitter reversing the line-current with-

out changing its strength, and receiving-iu-

5 striinients at each station responding sepa-

rately to such transmitters, substantially as set

lorth".

2. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the

combination, with a telegraph-line, of termi-

lo nai and way stations, each of such stations

having as receiving-instruments a polarized

relay and a nonpolarized relay, and two Morse
signal-transmitting instruments at each ter-

minal and way station, acting one to change
15 the strength of the line-current and the other

to reverse such line current, substantially as

set forth.

3. In a system of Morse telegrapliy, the
combination, with a telegraph-line, of termi-

20 nal and way stations, a main-line battery con-

stantly in circuit, a local battery at each ter-

minal and way station, having double the power
of the main battery, said local battery being
normally out of circuit, and a key for each of

25 such local batteries throwing the local bat-

tery into circuit reverse to the main batterj',

whereby the line current can be reversed at a
terminal or way station without changing its

strength, substantially as set forth.

30 4. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the
combination, with a telegraph-line, of a main-

line battery constantly in circuit, terminal and
way stations, each provided with a local bat-

tery of double the power of the main battery,
normally out of circuit, a key at each station 35
throwing the local battery into and out of cir-

cuit reverse to the main battery, thus revers-
ing the line -current without changing its

strength, a key at each station varying the
strength of the line-current without regard to 40
its polarity, and polarized and nonpolarized
relays, substantially as set forth.

5. In a system of Morse telegraphy, the
combination, with a telegraph-line, of a main-
line battery constantly in circuit, two or more 45
stations, each provided with a local battery
of double the power of the main batterj', nor-
mally out of circuit, a key at each station

throwing the local battery into and out of cir-

cuit reverse to the main battery, thus revers- 50
ing the line -current without changing its

strength, a key at each station varying the
strength of the line-current without regard to

its polarity by throwing resistance into and
out of the line, and polarized and non-polar- 5s
ized relays, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

6th day of May, 1885.

THOS. A EDISOX.
Witnesses:

Alfred W. Kiddi,k,
e. c. eowlaxd.
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To all whom it maij concern:
Be it knowu that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the conuty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement iu Molds forCarbonizinji';

and I do hereby dechire that the following- is

a full and exact description of tlie same, ref-

erence being" had to the accompanying draw-
ings, and to the letters of reference marked
thereon.
The object of the present invention is to

produce molds for carbonizing filaments for

incandescing conductors for electric lamps,
having weii^hts to hold the filaments under
strain and permitting contraction, which will

be cheaper in construction than the nickel
molds heretofore emjiloyed, will not be liable

to be destroyed by the excessive heat to which
the molds are occasionally subjected in car-

bonizing, and will be efiBcient iu operation, in

that they will not absorb gases to a detrimental
extent or change in any respect the nature of
the carbou filaments.

The object is accomplished by forming the
mold of hard carbon—such as gas-retort car-

bon—which is powdered and mixed with tar

or other cementing or binding carbonaceous
or carbonizable material. The molds are then
formed from this mixture by means of heavy
pressure, and are then baked in a suitable

oven or retort. Lai'ge quantities ofthe shaped
molds are then put into a chamber and heated,
and the vapor of a decomposable carbon com-
pjDund is passed over them, forming a deposit
of hard steel-like carbon. This coating of de-

posited carbon is exceedingly hard and com-
pact, and does not readily absorb gases. It

prevents the body of the mold from so doing
to any detrimental extent, and reduces and
makes even the friction on the surface of the
mold, permitting the weights which hold the
filament under strain to draw up evenly. The
weights used within the mold to hold the fila-

ment under strain are preferably constructed
with a core of nickel or other heavy element or
comjiound fusible at high temperature only,

which core is covered with the mixture of
hard carbon and a binding carbonaceous or
carbonizable material and baked, after which
a coating of hard steel-like carbon may be de-

posited upon it or not, as desired.

The foregoiug will be better understood by

reference to the drawings, in which Figure 1

is a top view of the mold; Fig. 2, a cross-sec-

tion of the same, the weights being shown in 55
elevation; and Fig. 3, a sectional view of one
of the weights.

A is the mold, which is shaped like the molds
heretofore nsed by me for holding filaments

while being carbonized, it being recessed on 60
one side to receive the filament.

B C D E are the weights for retaining the
filamentin position andholding it under strain

while carbonizing, which weights are also

preferably of the sliape heretofore employed 65
by me.
The mold is made of a mixture, a, composed

of powdered hard carbon—such as gas- retort

carbon—-and a cementing or binding carbon-
aceous or carbonizable material, for which 70
purpose tar may be used. The mold is formed
from this mixture under heavy pressnre and
then baked, after which it is provided with a
coating, ft, of hard steel-like cai'bon, which is

produced by heating the mold in a suitable 75
chamber and passing over it the vapor of a
decomposable compound of carbon.
The weights are constructed with cores, c, of

nickel or other heavy element or compound
fusible only at high temperatures, the cores 80
being covered with a coating, rZ, composed of

a mixture of powdered hard carbon and a
binding carbonaceous or carbonizable mate-
rial, after which hard steel-like carbon maybe
deposited upon the coating fZ; or the weights 85
may be used without sueli extra coating.

What I claim is

—

1. A carbon mold for carbonizing, provided
with a deposited coating of hard steel - like

carbon, substantially as set fortii. go
2. The weigiitsfor acarbonizing-mold, eacli

constrncted with an external carbon covering
and a core of heavier material, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination, with a carbonizing- 95
mold constructed of carbon, ofcarbon covered
weights, snbstautially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

7th day of July, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
RiCHD. N. Dyer,
Edwakd H. Pyatt,
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To (ill rviioTii it ninij concern:
Be it known that we, Thomas A. Edison,

of Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
StateofNew Jersey, and Sigmund Bergmann,
of New York, in the county and State of New
York, have invented a certain new and useful

Improvement in Telephones, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

The object ofour invention is to produce a tel-

lo ephone-transmitter in which metallic contact-

points are effectively employed in the trans-

mission of articulate speech. Weaceoniplish

I
this by the use of a diaphragm, metallic elec-

trodes affected by the movements thereof, and
15 a body of liquid limiting the movement of said

diaphragm, and thereby limiting and control-
ling the separation of the electrodes. The
liquid body, by preventing an excessive move-
ment of the diaphragm, prevents the electrodes

20 from moving too far, so that they quickly re-

turn to their normal position, and all the sound-
vibrations are responded to from the normal
position of the electrodes. The liquid body is

preferably of oil, but may be of any other liq-

uid—mercury, for instance. We prefer to

placethe body of liquid behind the diaphragm,
between it and the rigid inclosing-case of the
instrument, and the electrodes on the side of

the diapliragm opposite the liquid that is be-

30 tween the diaphragm and the mouthpiece.
One of said electrodes is preferably carried
directly by said diaphragm and the other sup-
ported rigidly from the case of the instrument.
An outer protecting-diaphragm may be em-

35 ployed at the mouth-piece, if desired.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Fignre 1 is a vertical section of a
telephone-transmitter embodying our inven-
tion; Fig. 2, a front elevation of the instru-

40 ment with the mouthpiece removed, and Fig.
3 a vertical section of a modified form of trans-

mitter.

A A' are the two parts of a suitable case,

preferably of metal, within which is held the

45 diaphragm B. This diaphragm is clamped
between packing-rings «, by which it is insu-

lated from the case, and by which a closed
chamber, C, is formed back of the diaphragm.
The chamber C is filled with a liquid through

50 the tube h, which is closed so as to seal the

liquid within the instrument, preventing es-

cape or evaporation. The contact-points are

located, preferably, outside of the liquid, as

shown in Fig. 1. A platinum contact-point,

c, is carried by the front of the diaphragm, and 55
against it bears a contact-point, d, of platinum,
carried by a screw, D. This screw is supported
rigidly in the bridge e within the front A of

the case, and is adjusted by spindle E. To
close up the telephone and jirevent the saliva 60
from reaching the contact-points, a second dia-

phragm, F, may be employed, held in place by
the mouth-piece G. In the transmitter shown
in Fig. 3, the contact-points being within the

chamber O and protected thereby, there is no 65
need of the second diaphragm. The electrical

connections, it will be seen, are made so as to

bring the contacts into the circuit, one with
the case and the other with the diaphragm;
but it will be understood that if a diaphragm 70
of insulating material such as mica is used,

instead of one of metal, as shown, one connec-

tion will run directly to the contact-point car-

ried by the diaphragm.
"NYe are aware that it has been proposed to 75

provide a telephone-transmitter having carbon
electrodes with a hydrostatic column pressing
the electrodes together and toward the dia-

phragm; but the movement of the diai)hragm
in a direction to separate the contacts would 80

not be limited by such a construction.

We are also- aware that battery-telephones
have been proposed wherein the diaphragm
would form one plate of a galvanic battery and
would be separated from the other battery- 85
plate by the exciting-liquid, the distance be-

tween the battery-plates being varied by the
movements of the diaphragm.
What we claim is

—

1. In a telephone-transmitter, the combina- 90
tion, with a diaphragm and electrodes con-

trolled thereby, of a body of liquid connected
with and limiting the movement of said dia-

phragm, substantially as set forth.

2. In a telephone-transmitter, the combina- 95
tion, withadiai^hragm and metallic electrodes

controlled thereby, of a body of liquid con-

nected with and limiting the movement of said

diaphragm, substantially as set forth.

3. In a telephone-transmitter, the combina- 100
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tioD, with a diaphragm and electrodes iu direct

contact controlled thereby, of a body of liquid

behind said diaphragm and covering the active

surface thereof, substantially as set forth.

5 4. In a telephone-transmitter, tlie combina-
tion of a diaphragm, a body of liquid behind
said diaphragm, and two electrodes, one of

which is carried by said diaphragm on the side

opposite the liquid, substantially as set forth.

lo 5. In a telephone-transmitter, the combina-
tion of a diaphragm, a body of liquid behind
said diaphragm, and two electrodes on tlie op-
posite side of the diaphragm from the liquid,

one carried by said diaphragm, the other in-

15 dependent thereof, substantially as set forth.

6. In a telephone-transmitter, the combina-
tion of a diaphragm, a body of liquid behind

it, electrodes atiected bj' said diaphragm situ-

ated between the diaphragm and mouth -piece,

and an outer diaphragm protecting the elec-

trodes, substantially as set forth.

7. In a telephone-transmitter, the combina-
tion, with a diapliragm and electrodesiu direct
contact controlled thereby, of a body of liquid
held between said diai^hragm and a closed
rigid case, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

lOtb day of Xovember, A. D. 1883.

THOMAS A. EDISOX.
SIGMUXD BEEGMAXy.

Witnesses:
P. H. Kleix, Jr.,

EicHD. N. Dyer.
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To all ivhoDi it inaij concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in tlie county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in EiectricRailways, (Case
No. 468:) and I do hereby declare that the fol-

lowing is a full and exact description of the

same, reference being had to the accompany-
ing drawings, and to the lettei'S of i-eference

lO marked thereon.

Tlie object of the present invention is to

prodnce simple and efficient means for operat-

ing street-railroads by electricity, wherein it is

essential that there should be no obstruction

15 projecting above the surface of the pavement,
and that there should be two continuous metal-

lic conductors for carrying the current to and
from the motors of tlie various cars, having
good electrical joints, and forming practically

20 'A continuous and integral metallic circuit, and
wherein, further, it is desirable that such con-

ductors should be concealed from sight and
whollj' protected from accidental external con-

tact, and should, farther, be independeutofthe

25 rails, so that such rails can be taken up and
replaced orthe track otherwise repaired with-

out breaking the circuit or becoming liable to

form a short circuit.

The object is accomplished by providing

30 each track of a street-railroad with a suitable

tube or way, constructed preferably of metal,

and located centrally between the rails. This
tube rises only to the surface of the pavement,
or slightly above the same, and has a continu-

35 ous longitudinal slot in its top at the center
thereof. Within the sunken tube are two con-

r tinuous parallel conductors insulated from each
^ other and forming rails, upon which travels

a truck or small wheeled carriage having an
40 arm projecting upwardly through the slot of

the tube and attached to the car. Each car is

provided with such a contact-truck. The two
continuous conductors are connected with the
dynamo or magneto electric machine or ma-

45 chines -n'hich suj^ply the electrical energy lor

operating the motors mounted upon the cars.

The wheels of each contact -truck have their

rims insulated from their hubs, or they are
otherwise insulated from each other. They

50 conduct current fiom and to the conductiug-
rails upon which they travel, and have contact

brushes or springs bearing upon them and
supported by the body of the truck, which
brushes are connected with two conductors
leading up through the arm attached to the 55
car. From this arm the conductors run to the
field and armature circuits of the electro-dy-

namic motor, such circuits being preferably
independent multiple-arc circuits, and ^vo-

vided with suitable circuit - controllers for 60
making and breaking the circuits at will. In
the armature - circuit is located a current - re-

versing device, as described in my application
No. 01,955, by the manipulation of which the
direction of the current through the coils of 65
the armature can be reversed and the car made
to travel forward or back ward at will without
disturbing the commutator-brushes of the mo-
tor. An adjustable resistance may also be
located in the field-circuit, or any other device 70
be provided in the field or armature circuit or
in the circuit common to both the field and
armature coils, for changing the rate of speed
as desired without disturbing the commutator-
brushes of the motor, as described in my ap- 71;

plication No. 08,045. The revolving armature
of the motor is connected with one or more
axles of the car by speed-reducing connections,
so that the motor can run at high speed, and
an endless belt, rope, chain, or other flexible 80
connection (one or more) is used as j)art of the
connections in order to permit the car to move
on its springs without affecting the running of
the motor, as described in my ai^plication No.
08,649. A friction - clutch is also preferably 85
used to throw the armature into and out of
connection with the axle or axles, so that the
car can be stopi)ed without stopping the motor,
as described in my application No. 68,649.
The foregoing will be better understood.by 90

reference to the drawings, in which Figure 1

is a view, partly diagrammatic, of a street-rail-

road, and connections for working the same
by means of electrical energy, the parts of the
car illustrated being shown, for clearness, 95
somewhat separated, and the slotted tube be-

ing in horizontal section; Fig. 2, a vertical sec-

tion through the road-bed, with the car in end
elevation, and Fig. .">, a vertical section, on a
somewhat larger scale, of the continuous con- 100
coaled conductors and supj^ort.

A A are the rails of one track of a street-
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railroad, and E rei^resents the iiavement of

the street. lu tlie center of the track is the
continous sunken tube C, constructed prefer-

ably of metal, and Laving the continuous nar-

5 row slot a, extending along the center of its

top. This tube rises to the surface onlj' of

the pavement, or slightly above, the lips of

the slot projecting preferably above the body
of the tube. The tube C may have pipes a', at

lo intervals connected with the sewer, for carry-

ing off the water.

D E are two continuous metallic conductors,
"which are sujjported within the tube C, par-

allel with each other, by brackets b of insulat-

15 ing material, secured to a longitudinal sup-
port, F, rising from the bottom of the tube C.

This support may be a line of T-beams, as

shown.
The conductors D E are connected with the

20 conductors 1 2, leading from the dynamo or
magneto electric machine or machines G,
which supply the current.

II is a truck having wheels c d, which travel

upon the conductors D E, and carry the cur-

25 rent from and to such conductors. These
wheels c d have their rims insulated from their

hubs; or the wheel or wheels on one side of
the truck are insulated in any other way from
those on the other side, as described in my

30 ajiplication No. 61,955. The truck is provided
with an arm, I, projecting upwardly through
the slot a of the tube C, and attached to the
frame K of the car by a pivoted joint, e, or
other loose joint, ijermitting of independent

35 vertical movement of the car-frame and con-
tact-truck.

Contact brushes or springs / ff are carried

by the truck H, and bear uj)on the wheels c

d. These brushes / r/ are connected with in-

40 sulated conductors 3 4, running through the
ai-m I, and protected thereby from contact
witli the tube C at the sides of the slot a.

L is the electro-dynamic motor, mounted

ui)on the car and connected with an axle or i

axles of the car through a flexible connection 45 i

and a friction-clutch, as described in my ap- |

plications before referred to. The armature '

and field coils of the motor are i)referably in

multiple-arc circuits from 3 4, a suitable cur-
rent-reverser, such as shown at M, being lo- 50
cated in the armature-circuit, and a device for

varying the speed being also used, if desired,

as described in ray applications before re-

ferred to.

What I claim is

—

55
1. In an electrical railroad, the combina-

tion, with the parallel conductors inclosed
within and concealed by a sunken slotted tube,

of a car, a contact-truck attached to the car
and having wheels traveling upon such par- 60
allel conductors, and connections fi-om the
wheels of the contact-truck to the motor on
the car, substantially as set forth.

2. In an electrical railroad, the combina-
tion, with the parallel conductors inclosed 65
within and concealed by a sunken slotted tube,

of a contact-truck, an arm extending from such
contact-truck to the car, and insulated con-

ductors inclosed within such arm and pro-
tected thereby from contact with the sides of 70
the slot, substantial! J' as set forth.

3. In an electrical railroad, the combina-
tion, witli the parallel conductors inclosed
within and concealed by a sunken slotted tube,

of a contact-truck riding upon such conduct- 75
ors, and an arm from such truck attached to

the car by a j)ivoted or loose joint and per-

mitting of an independent movement of the

car and contact- truck, substantially as set

forth. 80
This specification signed and witnessed this

7th day of July, 1S82.

THOMAS A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

RiCHD. X. Dyer,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all luliovi it may concern:
Be it knowu tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of IMiddlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Inipvovenient iu Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (Case No. 61S,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

This invention relates to the regulation of

the current supplied to the translating devices
lo in a system of electrical distribution, iu which

such devices are connected with a system of
intersecting and connected main conductors,
which are joined to the source of supply by
feeding -circuits, and is intended as an im-

15 provement upon the method of regulation set
forth in tlie i^atent granted to C. S. Bradley,
No. 291,141, dated January 1, 1881. In that
patent the several dynamo -electric machines
or series of such machines at the central sta-

20 tion or source of supply are connected inde-
pendently with the feeding - circuits, aud so
arranged that any machine may be thrown
into connection with any feeder, or a number
of feeders may be supplied from any required

25 number of dynamo - electric machines, each
machine or series being also provided with
means for regulating its electro -motive force
independently of the others, whereby current
may be supplied to each jjart of the district

30 according to the number of translating devices
therein circuit, and the "pressure" is main-
tained the same at all parts of the district, all

the translating devices receiving the same cur-
rent. Thus, if the number of translating de-

35 vices in any part of the system is increased,
the electro -motive force of the generator or
generators connected to the feeder which ter-

minates nearest to such point is increased; or,

if the increase is very great, one or more ad-

40 ditional generators areattached tosuch feeder.

My improvement upon this system consists
in providing means whereby all the generators
in circuit can be regulated simultaneously, in
addition to their independent regulation, so

45 that the current in all the feeders, and there-
fore that supplied to all the translating devices
in the district, can be raised and lowered at

the same time. I prefer to use for this i:>ur-

pose the apparatus set forth in my Patent No.
50 281,319, dated July 17, 1883, with an addi-

tional device which allows the regulator-arms
to be readily adjusted indepeudeutly.

]\[y invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings, in which Figure 1 is a diagram il-

lustrating its application to an ordinary mul- 55
tiple-arc system, while Fig. 2 shows it in con-

nection with my three-wire or compensating
system.

Referring first to Fig. 1, A A' are dynamo-
electric machines, and 1 2 are the common con- 60
ductors at the central station, from wliich ex-

tend the feeding-circuits 3 4 and 5 G. These, it

is understood, are connected at different points
to the system of intersecting and propeiiy con-
nected positive aud negative main conductors, 65
on which the lamps, motors, or other trans-

lating devices are arranged in multiple arc.

The generators are connected iu multiple arc

to the conductors through the switch-boards
B B, which are so connected that each gen- re
erator may, by the insertion of the proper
plugs connecting intersecting bars, be con-

nected with either feeding - circuit or either

generator to both feeders, or both feeders to a
single generator. 75
In the field-circuit of each machine is a re-

sistance, R, adjustable by means of the arm
C, in contact with plates a and metal ring ?>, so

that by turning the arm more or less of the
resistance-coils are thrown into circuit. From 80
each arm C a spindle, D, (which for conven-
ience of illustration is shown partly in dotted
lines,) extends to a bevel - wheel, E. These
bevel-wheels engage with corresponding bevel-

wheels, F, on the shaft G, which is i^rovided 85
with a hand - wheel, H, for turning it. By
turning the shaft all the resistances are ad-

justed simultaneously and to the same extent.

Each resistance is also provided with means
for moving the adjusting-arm indejiendently 90
of the common shaft. Such means consist of

the arm G', which is locked at the position to

which it is adjusted by the catch c and ratch-

et d.

The generators are respectively connected 95
to the feeders, and their electro-motive fox'ce

adjusted by separately regulating their field-

resistances until each feeder receives tlie right

proportion of current. Then, in order to

regulate the current to all the feeders and all ico
the translating devices iu the disti'ict, the re-

sistances are all adjusted simultaneously.
In Fig. 2 an additional compensating-con-

dnctor, 1^, is employed in each circuit.
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The generators are connected in series of

two each, A A and A' A'. A system of this

character is set forth in my Patent Xo.

274,290, dated March 20, ISSG." The switch-

5 board connections are made for each series the

same as for the single machines of Fig. ], one
or more series being connected to eacli feeder,

as desired.

To regulate the electro-motive force of one
ro series, the resistance in the field-circuit of one

machine or those of both machines of that

series are adjusted, while by adjusting both

resistances of one of the connected sets of re-

sistances, or, if necessary, of both such con-

15 nected sets, (he regulation of both series is

effected.

It is evident that eacli series of generators
in Fig. 2 is tlie equivalent of a single genera-
tor of Fig. 1.

2o What I claim is

—

1. The combination, in a system of electrical

distribution, of two or more feeding-circuits

for supplying current to the translating de-

vices, two or more independent generators,

25 means for connecting said generators sepa-

rately with said feeders, means for sej^aratelj'^

regulating each generator, and means for si-

multaneously regulating all said generators,

substantially as set forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of the two or more feeding-cir-

cuits supplying current to different parts of
the district, two or more independent genera-
tors, means for connecting each generator sep-
arately with the feeders, an adjustable resist-

ance in the field - circuit of each generator,
means for adjusting each resistance sepa ratel}',
and means for adjusting all said resistances

simultaneously, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination of two or more dynamo-
electric machines, an adjustable resistance in

the field-circuit of each machine, means for

adjusting all said resistances simultaneously,
and means for adjusting each resistance sep-

arately, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

Sth day of February, 1884.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
A. W. Kiddle,
E. C. EOWLAND.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Thomas A. Edisox, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented anew and
useful Improvement in Telephone-Repeaters,
(Case Xo. 639,) of which the following is a

si)ecification.

The object I have in view is to produce a
telephone-rej)eater for relaying telephone un-

dulations from either of two lines to the other,

which will operate withoutthe useof switches
for changing the line and local circuits in the
relay apparatus, and will at the same time
produce clear articulation free from the con-

fusion produced by the reciprocal action of

the repeatiug-instruments.

A further object is to produce an arrange-
ment whereby a single combined receiver and
transmitter can be used to relay in either di-

rection without the use ofswitching ajiparatus,

and also to provide means whereby my de-

vices for relaying in either direction without
switches can be used effectively with connect-

ed lines of widely-different resistances.

The invention will be better understood by
reference to the accompanying drawings, in

which Figure 1 is a view principally in dia-

gram of a telephone-repeater embodying my
invention, and Fig. 2 a view in detail of the
receiving induction-coil.

A and B are two telephone-lines, which are
connected with different circuits 1 2 of the in-

duction-coil C. The induction-circuits 1 and
2 are formed of wire wound together upon the
core, the lines A B being connected at oppo-
site ends of the core to the two circuits,so asto
oppose each other in their inductive action.

The other ends of the induction-circuits 1 2 are
connected together and through the secondary
of induction-coil D to earth. The induction-
coil C has a third circuit, 3, in which is located

the receiver E. This is an electro motograph
receiver, the chalk-cylinder of which is kept
rotating constantly by any suitable means.
F is a telephone-transmitter of any suitable

construction. Its case is connected with the
receiver-case by a channel, a, with closed walls.

The transmitter is in circuit with primary of
D and with a battery, G.

In speaking over either line the current-un-
dulations will pass through 1 or 2 of C, and to

55

earth through secondary of D, the greater re-

sistance of the other line preventing any action
in the other circuit (2 or 1) of 0. The elec-

tro-motograph receiver will be operated by in-

duction, and will throw sound-waves through
channel « onto the transmitter-diaphragm.
The transmitter acting through primary of D
the induced undulations in secondary of D
will pass out through both 1 and 2 of C upon 6d
both lines. The induction in C will be neu-
tralized, and the reaction upon the receiver
l^revented.

For working connected lines of widely-dif-

ferent resistances adjustable resistances Rand 65
R' are used for balancing the lines, which re-

sistances are located in shunts around coils 1

and 2 of induction coil C. By adjusting these
resistances the action of the induction in the
coils 1 and 2 can be made equal, so that the
inductive action from repeatiug-coil D will be
neutralized in receiving-coil C.

What I claim is

—

1. In a telephone-repeater, the combination,
with two telephone-lines, of a receiving in-

duction coil having two opposing primary cir-

cuits and a repeating induction-coil whose
secondary circuit is connected with both the
IDrimary circuits of the receiving induction-

coil, substantially as set forth.

2. In a telephone-repeater, the combination,
with two telephone-lines, of a receiving induc-
tion-coil having two opposing primary cir-

cuits, a repeating induction-coil whose second-
ary is in circuit with both said i)rimary cir-

cuits,and a repeating telephone-receiver oper-

ated by induction from the receiving induc-
tion-coil, substantially as set forth.

3. In a telephone-repeater, the combination,
with two telephone-lines, of a receiving indue- 90
tion-coil having two opposing primary circuits

connected with said lines, a repeating tele-

phone-receiver in thesecondarycircuitof such
receiving-coil, a transmitting induction-coil

having its secondary in circuit with the oppos-
ing circuits of the receiving induction-coil,

and a repeating telephone-transmitter worked
by the receiver and located in the jirimary
circuit of the repeating induction coil, sub-
stantially as set forth.

4. In a telephone-repeater, thecoinbination,

with two telephone-lines, of a receiving induc-

70
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tion coil Laving two opposing primary cir-

cuits, a repeating indnctiou-coil whose second-
ary circuit is connected with both said pri-
mary circuits, and resistances for balancing

5 the lines, substantially asset forth.

5. In a telephone-repeater, the combination,
with two telephone-lines, of areceiving induc-
tion-coil having two opposing primary cir-

cuits, a repeatingiuductioncoil whose second-
lo ary circuit is connected with both said pri-

mary circuits, and resistances located in shunts
around such opposing primary circuits for bal-
ancing the lines, substantially as set forth.
This specification signed and witnessed this

9th day of December, 1884.

THOS. A EDISOX.
"Witnesses:

W-M. H. Meadowceoft,
Thos. G. Gkeene, Jr.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it kuown that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the couuty of Middlesex aud
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Electrical Signaling

Apparatus, (Case No. 641,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My invention relates to electrical signaling

apparatus by means of which signals of any
character may be communicated from a cen-

tral office or other place to any one of a num-
ber of receiving or indicating instruments on
the same line without affecting any of the other

instruments, and particularly my invention
relates to that form of apparatus set forth in

ray application No. 640, (Serial No. 152,621,)
in which several main-line instruments are

employed, each controlling a local circuit and
each consisting of two parts separately con-

trolled by the current from the signaling-sta-

tion, one of which brings the local-circuit con-

tacts into position for closing circuit, after

which the other acts to close the circuit.

In my present invention the means for first

bringing the local contacts into position are
mechanical means, set in operation by the
main-line current, giving all the local-circuit

controllers the same movement, while the sec-

ond part of the apparatus acts to stop the
movement of all said circuit-controllers and
close the right local signaling-circuit at the
proper determined point of such movement.
My invention is illustrated in the accom-

panying drawings, in which Figure 1 is a dia-

gram of a signaling system embodying said

invention; Fig. 2, an elevation of one of the
main-line instruments; Fig. 3, a top view of

the same, and Fig. 4 a view of the local-cir-

cuit contacts.

A is the line-battery at the signaling-sta-

tion. L is the line, and B is a circuit breaker
and reverser therein.

C C C^ are the main-line signaling-instru-

ments. Instrument C is at the signaling-sta-

tion, and by means of it the operator can de-

termine the condition Of the other instruments.
Each of these instruments is mounted upon a
suitable base, D, and consists of an electro-

magnet, E, whose armature F carries an arm,
G, pivoted at H, and balanced by a weight, I.

J is a stop for said arm, aud K is a dash-pot,

and M a plunger for retarding the movement
of the arm.
N is a polarized relay, between whose poles

plays the pivoted arm O, whose upper partis 55
a toothed bar, P. Q is a back stop for said

arm.
At the end of arm G is a tooth, o, which eur

gages with the teeth of P when arm O is at-

tracted in that direction. An interposed in- 60
sulating - section,, rt', removes the end of the
arm G from the circuit.

A standard, E, supports an insulating strip

or block, S, which carries a series of contacts,

12 3, &c., there being as many of these num- 65
bered contacts as there are instruments on the
line. These contacts pass through the strip S.

Metal post W carries a contact, Z», situated
opposite the contact-surface c of arm O.
Arm G carries a contact-spring, <?, which 70

moves up and down the series of contacts 1

2, &c.
The local circuit, which includes local bat-

tery U and electric bell V, or other suitable
audible or visual indicator, is as follows when 75
closed: from contact 1 (or in another instru-

ment from that contact of the series with which
the circuit is connected, as already explained)
by wire T to post W, contacts h c, arm O,
wire T', through the bell and battery to stand- 8c
ard H, arm G, and spring fZ, bearing on the
contacts. Normally, however, this circuit is

open at 1 (? and at & c, the weight I bringing
the spring d above all the numbered contacts.

The operation of these devices is as follows: 85
When the arms of the switch B are on the
points//, the line is open and the signaling-
instruments in the line are in the normal con-
dition just described. Moving the switch in-

to the position illustrated closes the line and 90
energizes all the magnets E, which attract their
armatures and cause them to move dowu, car-

rying the arms G to their lowest point. The
polarized relays N are so arrranged that with
the current in this direction the arms P are 95
held back against the stops Q. The line is

then opened by bringing the reverser-arms to

their middle contacts. The magnets E are de-
magnetized and the weights I move the arms
G slowly back, the movement being retarded ico
by the dash-i)ots. The instrument C at the sig-

naling-station performs the same movement
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as tbe others, and being provided with a scale,

g, and i)ointer/, the movements are shown en-

larged upon such scale, and thus the position

of all the armatuie-levers G is constantly in-'

dicated to the oijerator. When the armature-
levers reach such a j)oint that each contact-

spring is on the contact corresponding in num-
ber to the signaling-instrument which it is de-

sired to affect, the operator throws over his

reversing-switch to the othei- side and reverses

the line-current, thus reversing the attraction

of the polarized relaj', which throws the arm
O. over and closes circuit at h c, and the tooth

a engages with the teeth of bar B, and holds
the local circuit closed at 1 d and h c iintil

the signal is completed by the bell Y, or sirch

other signaling or indicating device as may be
substituted therefor. Then, by again i-evers-

ing the switch, the polarized relay draws the

20 bar P away from the arm and unlocks it, and
by breaking the line the arms are all restored

to. their original positions.

To affect any other instrument, the moving
contact-arms are stopped at the proper point
to close its local circuit.

Another way in which the instruments may
be operated is to close the line through the

magnets, and as the arms move down operate
the polarized relay, and so stop and lock them
at the proper predetermined i^oiut to operate
the signal, after which, the circuit being bro-

ken, tihe arms are brought back again above
the series of contacts.

What I claim is

—

1. In electrical signaling apparatus, two or

more line-instruments, each comprising a mov-
ing contact and a stationary contact of a local

signaling circuit, all said stationary contacts

being situated differentlj^ relative to the mov-
40 ing contacts, and mechanical means controlled

from the signaling-station for setting said mov-
ing contacts in motion, in combination with

25

3c

35

means at the signaling-station for stopping
the movement of said contacts at any deter-
mined point to close the desired local circuit, 4.5

substantially as set forth.

2. In electrical signaling apptaratus, two or
more instruments, each controlling a local cir-

cuit and each comiirising an electro-magnet
in the main line, a contact-arm moved by said 50
magnet and connected with the local circuit,

means for retarding the movement of said
arms, a stationary local-circuit contact, all

said stationary contacts being situated differ-

ently relative to said moving contact-arms, 35
and a polarized relay in the line for stopping
the movement of said contact-arms at any de-
termined point to close the desired local cir-

cuit, in combination with a line-circuit breaker
and reverser at the signaling-station, substan- 60
tially as set forth.

3. In an electrical signaling apparatus, two
or more signaling-instruments, each compris-
ing a local-circuit contact having, when set

in motion, a continuous retarded movement, 65
electro-magnetically controlled means affected ,

by the line-current for setting the same in

m6tion, a stationary local circuit contact, all

said stationary contacts being situated differ-

ently relative to said moving contacts, and an 70
electro-magnetic device in the line for stop-

X)ing the movement of said moving contact and
closing the local circuit when the desired sta-

tionary contact is reached, in combination with
means at the signaling-station for affecting 75
first the devices setting the contacts in mo-
tion and then the devices stopping the same,
substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

19th day of December, 1SS4.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
AVitnesses:

W^r. II. Meadowcrokt,
T. G. Gkkene, Jr.
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To ail luhovh it may concern:
Be it knowu that we, Thomas A. Edison,

of Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex
and State of New Jersey, and EzraT. Gilli-
LAND, of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and
State of Massachusetts, have invented a certain

new and useful Improvement in Telej)hone-
Circuits, of which the following is a specifica-

tion.

Heretofore iu the use of telephone-receiv-
ers, difficulty has been experienced from the
secondary of the induction-coil of the trans-

mitter of the same instrument being in cir-

cuit with the receiver. The extra currents
induced in the wire of the coil have been
found to reduced the volume ofsound received
very materially.

The object of our invention is to overcome
this difficulty, and to this end we provide
means whereby the induction-coil may be cut
out of circuit when the receiver is in use and
restored to the circuit when the transmitter is

to be used. Such means consist of a low-re-

sistance shunt from the line around the in-

duction-coil and a circuit-controller in said
sluint, said circuit-controller being mounted
ux)on the receiver.

In the preferred form of our invention the
circuit-controller is operated by pressure up-
on the ear-jiiece of the receiver. Such ear-

piece is supported loosely, and is provided
with a contact-piece, to which a wire of the
shunt is connected; and within the case of the
instrument is placed an opposing contact-

piece, to which the other shuut-wire is con-
nected. If the ear-piece is pressed against the
ear of the user, these contacts are pressed
together against the force of a counteracting
spring with which the ear-piece is provided.
Circuit is thus clcsed froiuthe line around the
jnductiou-coil. When the user wishes to use
this transmitter, he removes the pressure from
the ear-piece and the spring forces the con-
tacts apart, so that the circuit to the line is

again through the induction-coil. The re-

ceiver may be so arranged that the ear-piece
pushes into the aftse, or so that a portion of
the case pushes into the ear-piece to close the
shunt.

Instead of using the loose car-piece to actu- 50
ate the circuit-controller, we may in some cases

employ a simple push-button, mounted on the

receiver, so it can be readily operated when the

instrument is held in the hand.
Our invention is illustrated in the acconi- 55

panyiug drawings, in which Figure lis a dia-

gram of a telephone and its connections em-
bodying the preferred form of our invention.

Fig. 2 is a section of the ear-i)iece of the re-

ceiver thereof. 60
T is any suitable transmitter, and B is the

battery in the primary circuit of induction-

coil I.

L is the line including the secondary of the
induction-coil. 65
R is any suitable receiver, of which a is the

inclosing-case; &, the ear-piece, and c the dia-

phragm. The neck of the ear-piece h passes

through an opening in the case, and is free to

move back and forth therein. At its inner 70
end within the case the ear-piece carries a
metal ring, d. Inside the case, attached to

the front wall thereof, is the metal contact e,

to which is connected a wire of the shunt S S
from the line around the induction-coil I. A 75
corresponding metal piece, e', is also attached

to the case, to keep the ear-piece straight when
it is pressed in. The other wire of shunt S S
is connected with ring d. Outside the case,

around the neck of the ear-piece, is placed a 80

coiled spring, /, between the shoulder g and
the case.

In using the receiver, if the sound is not
loud enough, the user simply presses the re-

ceiver more closely against his ear, whicli 85
brings the ring d against e e', and clcses S S
around the induction-coil. When he is

through listening, he removes the pressureand
the spring /throws the ear-piece back to its

normal position, breaking the shunt and mak- 90
ing the lineready for the use of the transmitter.

Preferably the wires S S and the line-wires

are all run together to the receiver in a four-

ply cord.

What we claim is

—

95
1. The combination, with a telephone trans-

mitter and receiver and an induction-coil iu

the line, of a shunt around the induction-coil
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and a ciicuitcontroller in said shunt carried
by the receiver, substantially asset forth.

2. The combination, with a telephone-trans-
mitter aiid its induction-coil, of the receiver

5 having a loose ear-piece and a shunt-circuit
around the induction-coil controlled by the
movement of said ear^piece, substantially as
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this
2d day of January, 1885.

THO^IAS A. EDSOX.
EZEA T. GILLILAXD.

Witnesses:
johx c. tomlixson,
Feaxk E. Doxohoe.
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To all whom it itiay concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Electric Lamps; and
I do hereby declare that the following is a full

and exact description of the same, reference

being had to the accompanying drawings, and
to the letters of reference marked thereon.

The object I have in view is to produce a

sirai^le method and means for sealing incan-

descent electric lamps, so that when the car-

bons are destroyed the lamps can be taken
apart, supplied with new carbons, and again
exhausted and sealed at a less cost than the

first expense of manufacture. This I accom-
plish by providing the glass-support for the

filament of each lamp with a sufficiently

large ground surface with which hts closely

a ground surface of similar size on the' globe
or bulb, one or both of the surfaces being, if

necessary, first covered with a viscous sub-

stance, which fills the interstices and makes an
air-tight joint. The lamp is exhausted, as

usual, and the pressure of the atmosphere
holds the surfaces together, the viscid sub-

stance requiring no i^acking to hold it in place.

As just stated, the lam^j is made in two
glass parts secured together by a ground
glass joint aided by atmospheric pressure.

The wires leading to the incandescing con-

ductor are sealed into one of the glass parts

of the lamp by the fusion of the glass around
and upon such wires. For the incandescing
conductor there is employed a carbon fila-

ment—viz., a conductor of carbon of filament-

ary size and having consequently a high re-

sistance, which permits of the use of small
leading-in wires, which can be successfully

sealed into the glass without danger of break-
ing the seal at such points.

. The lamp-globe, it will be understood, is

exhausted by connection with suitable vacu-
um apparatus, and is "sealed off' from con-

nection with the vacuum' apparatus by the fu-

sion of a glass tube extending from one glass

part of the lamp.
The lamp produced is separate from the

vacuum apparatus, and has each of its two
glass parts formed of a continuous glass piece

by the fusion of the glass, the only point in

the glass globe where the glass is not fused
into one piece being at the ground surfaces
where the two parts meet.
In the drawings. Figure 1 is an elevation of 55

one form of the lamp embodying my inven-
tion, and Figs. 2 and 3 elevations of other
forms.
A is the glass globe or bulb. B is the glass-

support for the filament; a b, the leading-in 5o
wires, and C the incandescing carbon fila-

ment.
In Fig. 1 the glass - support B is shown as

provided with a solid horizontal flange, D,
which is ground on its upper surface, while 65
the bulb A, at its lower end, is turned out-

wardly to form a horizontal flange, E, which
is ground on its under surface and fits closely

the upper surface of the flange D. Before the
bulb A is exhausted the carbon is inserted

into the same and the ground surfaces of

flanges D E brought together, one or both of
such surfaces being first rubbed with a viscid
substance—such as bird-lime, parafflne, or
liquid rubber or grease. The bulb is then
exhausted, as usual, and sealed off at c by the
fusion of the glass.

In Fig. 2 theglass support has an upturned
cup flange, F, and the lower end, G, of the
bulb is fitted inside of the same, the meeting
surfaces being ground. A viscid substance is

used in the joint, as before explained. The
end, G, of the bulb may be fitted over the cup
F, if desired.

In Fig. 3 the lower end, G, of the bulb is fit- 85
ted over the tapering body Hofthe glass sup-
port. When the carbon is broken the globe
may be used over again. It is opened by break-
ing off the sealingteat c, allowing the air to

rush into the vacuum. The globe can then be 90
separated at the joint. A new exhausting-tube
is sealed on where c is broken off", a new car-

bon filament is connected with the wires, and
the globe is exhausted and again sealed.

^Vhat I claim is

—

95
1. A separate incandescent electric lamp

consisting of an exhausted glass inclosing-

chamber made in two parts, each of which is

formed of a continuous glass piece by the fu-

sion of the glass, the two parts being i^rovided 100
with ground meeting or junction surfaces aid-

ed in their adhesion by atmospheric pressure,

70

75

8a
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and an incandescing carbon filament secured
toleading-in wires passing through one of the

parts and sealed by fusion intotlieglass there-

of, substantially as set forth,

2. A separate incandescent electric lamj)

consisting of an exhausted glass inclosing-

chaniber made in two parts, each of which is

formed of a continuous glass piece by the fu-

sion of the glass, the two parts being iirovid-

ed with ground meeting or junction surfaces

covered with a viscid substance and aided in

their adiiesion by atmospheric i)ressure, and
an incandescing carbon filament secured to

leading-in wires passing through one of the

parts and sealed by fusion into the glass there-

of, substantially as set forth.

3. A separate incandescent electric lamp

consisting of an exhausted glass inclosing-

chamber made in two parts, each of which is

formed of a continuous glass piece by the fu- 20

sion of the glass, the two parts being provided
with ground meeting or junction surfaces aid-

ed in their adhesion by atmospheric pressure,
and one of such parts having the sealing-

teatc, and an incandescing carbon filament se- 25
cured to leading-iu wires passing through one
of the parts and sealed bj' fusion into the glass
thereof, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

20th day of 3Iay, 1881.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

ElCHt). X. DvEK,
II. W. Seely.
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To (ill irhoni it mny concern,:

Be it known that 1, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of Xew Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Incandescing Electric

Lamjxs, ((Jase No. 50.'^,) of which tlie following
is a specification.

The object of this invention istoincreasethe
durability in useof incandescing electric lamps

lo by allowing the llexible carbon incandescing
conductor to expand freely, and by providing
a clamp for joining the carbon to the leading-

in wires which shall not readily be injuriously

affected by the heat of the electrical carrying
of the filament. Such electrical carrying or
transferring of carbon takes place from the
negative side of the carbon to the positive

clamp, and such clamp, therefore, becomes in-

tensely heated.

I accomplish the first-named object by bend-
ing the ends of the filament in a horizontal di-

rection—that is, i)erxiendicu]arly to the sides

of the filament, either inwardly or outwardly

—

and employing expansible leading-ill wires at-

25 tached thereto, which j^ermit an expansion and
contraction ofthestraightsides of the filament;

and the second - named object is attained by
making the positive clamp, or both clamps, of
such form that a ma.ss of metal greater than is

30 necessary for clamping is at the point nearest

the heated portion of the conductor, so that

the greatest heat is applied to such a mass of

metal asisnotlikely to be fused thereby. The
clamp which I prefer to use is niade by llatten-

35 ing the larger end of a tapered wire, which
may be the platinum leading-in wireorashort
copper or other wire attached thereto, and
l)ending it into a cylinder around an end of the
filament. A washer or wedge is used to clamp

40 the cylinder tightly upon the carbon. While
it is necessary only that the positive clamp be
formed in this way, I prefer to make both
clamps alike, because in use changes may oc-

cur in the direction in which the current is

45 passed through the lamji. The expansibility

of the leading-in wires is secured by making
them of spiral form. It is evident that this

form of clamp can be used in connection with
the filament having bentcnds and spiral wiios,

50 or without them, and also that the filament

with bent ends could be employed without the

spiral wires, or the S])iral wires without the

bent filament.

My invention is illurstraled in the annexed
drawings, in which Figure 1 isa view of a lamp 55
showing the filament bent outwardly and with-

out the spiral leading-in wires, and Eig. 2 a
view of a lamp with the ends of the filament

bent inwardl}' and provided witli spiial lead-

ing-in wires. 60
A is the inclosing-globe, and P> the inner

stem or wire support, of an incandescing elec-

tric lamp. C is the llexible carbon filament.

In Fig. 1 the filament O is bent outwardly
near its ends, and in Fig. 2 the ends arc bent 65
inwardly. The leading-in wires 1 2 arc llat-

tened and taper outwardly near their ends,

and are bent into a cylindrical form around
the filament, as shown in my application No.
91,955. A ring or washer, a, is placed around 70
the cylinder, and clamps it closely against the

filament.

In Fig. 2 the leading-in wires within the

globe are formed into spirals /> J). The bent
form of thefilamentand the spirals of thclead- 75
ing-in wires readily permit the longitudinal

expansion and contraction of the carbon under
the various temperatures to which it is sub-

jected in use. The bent wires of Fig. 1, being
flattened as described, are also llexible, and 80
permit the filament to expand without injury.

A mass of metal is employed in the clamps
larger than that uecessaiy merely for clamp-
ing, and so large as not to be readily affected

by the heat of the incandescent particles which 85
are continually transferred to it.

What I claim is

—

1. The (lexible carbon filament of an incan-

descing electric lamp, formed as an arch oiloop
with straight or approximately straight sides, 90
and having a single bend near each end in a

direction perpendicular to its sides, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. Inan incandesci ng elect I'ic lamp, the com-
bination, with the filament IxmU. horizontally 95
near its ends, of the continuous expansible

leading-in wires attached thereto, substantially

as and for the purpose set forth.

;j. InanineaiulescingeleclrielamiKthegiad-
ually-enlarged leading in wires, substantially i^o

as set forth.

4. In an incandescing electric ]am]),t he lead-
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ing-inwiresbavingtheirgreatest mass of metal

at their ends, such ends being flattened and

formed into chimps for the incandescing con-

ductor, substantially as set forth.

5. In an incandescing electric lamp,thecom

bination, with the filament having horizon-

tally-bent ends, of the spiral gradually - en-

larged leading -in wires formed into clamps

for holding said filament, substantially as set

forth.

'

lo

This specification signed and witnessed this

Sth day of May, 1SS3.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

W^r. H. Meadowcroft,
H. W. Seelv.
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To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it knowu tbat 1, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Systems of

Electrical Distribution, (Case 029,) of which
the following is a specification.

The invention relates to compensating sys-

tems of electrical distribution wherein a di-

lo vided source of electrical energy is employed,
from which extend two main conductors and
one or more intermediate comjiensating-con-
duclors, as set forth in my Patent No. 274,290.
The object I have in view is to reduce the

15 mimber of dynamos nece^ary for sucli a sys-

tem, and this I do by dividing the electro-

motive force and current of a dynamo exter-

nal to the same by means of resistances or
their equivalents for this purjiose—small nio-

20 tors or dynamos.
The invention is especially apiilicable to

small and extended installations where it is

desirable to use currents of high tension and
four or more divisions of the system, although

25 it is also useful in a compensating system of

two divisions.

The invention consists in the method and
aiiparatns employed for carrying this sys-

tem into effect, broadly, and in some details

30 hereinafter pointed out, and also in a special

arrangement of the conductors of a compen-
sating system having four or more divisions.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a view, principally in

35 diagram, showing the division of the electro-

motive force and current of a dynamo by
means of resistances; Fig. 2, a similar view
showing a different arrangement of the resist-

ances; Fig. 3, a similar view illustrating the

40 accomplishment of the division by means of

small motors; Fig. 4, a similar view with'

small dynamos substituted for the motors;
Fig. 5, a view, principally in diagi-am, of a sys-

tem of four divisions; Fig. G, a similar view
45 showing a somewhat different arrangement of

the conductors; and Fig. 7 a view, principally
in diagram, illustrating the application of the
system to a town.
With reference to Figs. 1 to 4, inclusive, A

50 is a dynamo-electric machine having means
for varying its generative capacity, which is

preferably an adjustable resistance, a, in its

lield -circuit. From the commutator-brushes
Z* c of A extend main conductors 1 2, between
which and a conii)ensating-conductor, 3, are 55
arranged in multiple-urc incandescing electric

lamps or other translating devices, B. Tlie

brushes h c are connected externally to the
machine by a bridge or shunt circuit, 4 .'"), to

the central portion of which is connected the fio

compensating-conductor 3. The bridge-cir-

cuit 4 5 contains resistances II R', Figs. 1 and
2, located one on each side of the connection
of the compensating-conductor therewith.

These are preferably adjustable independently 65
by contact-arms d e, as shown in Fig. 1, al-

though the compensating-conductor 3 may be
connected to a single contact-arm, /, Fig. 2,

which increases one I'csistance as it decreases

the other. This adjustment or variation of 70
the forces of the two sides of the bridge-cir-

cuit with relation to each other is used to

bringthe twodivisions of the system into bal-

ance. The total electro-motive force is varied

by adjusting the strength of the field-magnet 75
of dynamo A.

In my patent referred to is shown and de-

scribed means for taking the three conductors
of a compensating system from one dynamo,
such means being a third conimnlatorbrush; 80
but practical considerations make that method
undesirable, it having objections which are

overcome by the external bridge-circuit.

Instead of the adjustable resistances R R',

small electi'O-dynamic motors C D, Fig. 3, or 85
small auxiliary dynamo-electric machines
E F, Fig. 4, may be used in the two sides of

the bridge-circuit 4 5. The counter or direct

forces of the motors or generators can be va-

ried independently in any suitable Avay. Ad- 9c
justable resistances (j in the field-magnet cir-

cuits are shown for this purj)ose. This sys-

tem of dividing the electro-motive force and
current of a dynamo by an external bridge-cir-

cuit has especial advantages in a compensat- 95
ing system of four or more divisions.

A system with four divisions is shown in

Figs. 5, G, and 7. Two dynamos, A A', are

connected in series by conductor G, and have
main conductors 7 8 extending from their iod
outside brushes, and a compensating- con-

ductoi', 9, extending from conductor G be-
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tweeu llie tlj-nainos. These arc feeders run-

jiiiig to the centers or ends of main conductors

10 11 12. Eacli machine A A' has an inde-

pendent field-circuit with an adjustable re-

5 sistance, a, for varying the generative capacity

of the machine. Each machine also has a

bridge-circuit, 4 5, and conductors 13 14 ex-

tend from the centers of these bridge-circuits

to mains 15 IG. Conductors l.'J 14 are also

ic feeders, and eacli of these, as well as each of

the feeders 7, S, and 9, may be in one part
running to a suitable point upon the mains,

or in two or more parts connected at different

jjoints to the mains to equalize the distribu-

15 tiou of current.

As shown in Figs. 5, G, and 7, the system
is comi)osed of two compensating systems or

sections each of two divisions, the two sec-

tions being connected in series by condnct-

2C or 12.

I prefer to divide a town or locality to be
supplied with current into two sections, and
in each to run three mains, from whicii the
house-circuits will be taken. The conductors
of the two sections are connected in series,

and proper feeders run from the station

thereto.

In Fig. 7 tlie squares G H represent two
sections of a town or locality with conductors
arranged in this manner.
AVhat I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a dynamo electric

machine, of a bridge- circuit connecting its

commutator -brushes externally to the ma-

35 chine, conductors extending from llie ends
and center of such bridge-circuit, and trans-

lating devices arranged in multiple arc in the

circuits tlius formed, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo-electric

40 mach ine, of a bridge-circuit connecting its coin-

mntator- brushes externally to the machine,
conductors extending from the ends and cen-

ter of tlie bridge-circuit, such bridge-circuit

being arranged for varying the relative forces

45 existing on opi)osite sides of such central con-
nection, and ti'anslating devices arranged in

multiple arc in (he circuits thus formed, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a dynan^oelectric

50 machine, of a bridge -circuit connecting its

commutator- brushes externally to the uia-

25

3C

chine, conductors extending from the ends
and center of the bridge-circuit, such bridge-
circuit being arranged for an indei^eiident and
sejiarate adjustment of the forces existing ou
opposite sides of such central connection, and
translating devices arranged in multiple arc
in the circuits thus formed, substantially as
set forth.

4. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination Avith two or more dj'namo-elec-
tric machines connected in series, a bridge-
circuit across the brushes of each machine,
and conductors extending from the ends and
centers of such bridge-circuits to translating

de\iccs, substantially as set forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with two or more dynamo-elec-
tric machines connected in series, each being
adajjted for independent regulation or adjust-

ment of its generative capacity, a bridge-cir-

cuit across the brushes of each machine, and
conductors extending from the ends and cen-

ters of such bridge-circuits to translating de-

vices, each bridge-circuit being arranged for

varying the relative forces existing on ojipo-

site sides of the central connection therewith,
substantiall}' as set forth.

G, A comi)ensating system of electrical dis-

tribution of four or more divisions, having 8c

one dynamo-eleclyic machine for every two
divisions, the current and electro-motive force

of each machine being divided between the
two divisions, substantially as set forth.

7. A compensating system of electrical dis-

tribution of four or more divisions, divided
into sections of two divisions each, such sec-

tions being connected in series, substautiall}'

as set forth.

8. In a compensaiing system of electrical

distribution of four or more divisions, a town
or localitj' divided into two or more sections,

each containing conductors for two divisions,

such sections being connected in scries, sub-

stantially as set forth. 95
TMiis specificalion signed and witnessed (his

27th day of June, 1SS4.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
Alfked W. Kiddlk,
Benjamin F. Card.
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To all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, TIro:^rAR A. Edison, of

]\renlo Park, in the county of IMidcllesex and
State of Xew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 nsefnl Improvement in Electrical Signaling
Apparatns, (Case No. 010,) of whicli the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My invention relates to apparatns by means
of which signals of anj^ character may be com-

lo municated from a central office or other place
to any one of a nnmber of receiving or indi-

cating instruments on the same line without
affecting any of the other instruments.

In carrying ont mj' invention I provide at

T5 each point to which the signals are to be com-
municated a circuit-closing device in the main
line, which controls a local circuit in which a
local battery and a suitable audible or visual
indicator is placed. All the circuit-control-

2o lers ill the line are affected by a current from
the signaling station to the same extent; but
the local circuits are all differently arranged
relatively to said circuit-closers, so that one
current is required to cause the closing of one

25 local circuit and a different amount of current
to cause the closing of each of the others.

The ajjparatus which I jirefer to use for con-
trolling a local circuit consists of a galvanom-
eter whose needle plays in front of a series of

30 contacts and whose coils are in the line. The
local circuit, including tlie signal-indicator,

extends from one of the contacts of the series

and includes also the pivoted armature of an
electro-magnet whose coils are in the line,and

35 this armature carries a contact arc or bladeso
situated and of such length that it is always
in position to come in contact with the gal-

vanometer-needle if it is attracted by its mag-
net. Normally, however, it is held back from

40 such contact by a strong sirring. At the sig-

naling station ajiparatus, preferably an ad-
justable resistance is provided for sending a
variable current ui^on the line. A certain
current being sent, all the galvanometer-nee-

45 dies of the system are moved opposite the
same contact of each of the series of local-cir-

cuit contacts—namely, opposite that contact
to which the local circuit of the particular sta-

tion to which the signal is to be communicat-
50 ed is connected. A stronger current is then

sent over the line by short-ci rcu iti ng the whole
resistance, or iu any other suitable manner,

sufficient to cause all the main-line magnets
to attract their armatures, which then sti'ike

all the galvanometer-needles and bring them 55
all against the opposite contacts, thus closing

through the armature-lever and the end of the

galvanometer-needle the desired local circuit,

and no other. This mode of closing a circuit

through a galvanometer -needle by making 60
contact at the end of it, instead of having a

permanent connection to its pivot, is an im-

portant feature of my invention, because it

does not interfere with the adjustment and
delicate oi^eration of the instrument, as such 65
connections have done as have heretofore been
used, and because it allows of the transmission
of a heavier current than such former connec-

tions. Any suitable answer-back device may
be provided by which the local operators or 70
subscribers may communicate Avith the sig-

naling station.

My invention may be more readily under-
stood by reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, iu which Figure 1 is a diagram of asig- 75
naling system embodying my invention; Fig.

2, an elevation of one of the main-line-circuit

controllers; Fig. 3, a vertical section of the

same, and Fig. 4 a diagram of the arrange-

ments at the signaling station for a modifica- 80
tion of the invention.

A is the line-battery at the signaling station.

L is the main line.

C is a series of resistance-coils, haying a xnv-
oted arm, D, for tlii'owing more or less of them 85
into circuit. A shunt, L', is made around the

resistance 0, i^rovided with a circuit-control-

ling key, E.
F F' are the line-instruments which control

the local circuits. At F, however, no local go
circuit is shown, this being intended as an in-

strument by which the signaling operator at

the station may determine the condition of the
other instruments. As many instruments F'

may be i)laced on the line as desired. 95
Each of said instruments is constructed and

arranged as follows: i\ is the permanent mag-
net of a galvanometer, and 11 IL are the coils

thereof included in the main circuit L. The
l)ivoted needle a carries the pointer or index 100
arm h. Arm h plays in front of a series of

contacts, 1 2 3, etc., arianged upon an insulat-

ing-ijiece, T, carried by magnet (J. Asshown,
these contacts pass through piece I, and the
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couneetions to them arc made at the other side.

At each instrument a local circuit, K, extends
from one of the contacts 1 2, &c. At instru-

ment Xo. 1, for instance, this local circuit ex-

5 tends from contact 1, and at instrument Xo. 2

from contact 2, and so on, there being as many
contacts prcferabl}' at each instrument as there
are instruments in the line. Instead of this,

each instrument may have only one contact,

ro all the contacts being placed in different po-
sitions relative to the arm b. It is preferred,
however, to make all the instruments alike,

and in installing tlie system to connect the
local circuit of each to the proper contact.

15 Each arm /> carries at its lower end a fan-

blade, c,- moving in a vessel, 'M, containing a
liquid, for retarding the movement of the arm,
or any other suitable retarding de\ice maybe
employed instead.

20 N is an electro- magnet whose coils are in

theline. It has an armature-lever, O, pivoted
at d d and normally held away from the mag-
net against a stop, c, by an adjustable retract-
ing-spring, /. At its irec end lever () carries

25 a curved metal bar, cf, which hangs outside
and away from the index-arm h. Lever O is

preferably of the bent form shown, so that its

free end is brought near the index-arm. The
other terminal of the local circuit K is brought

30 to the lever O.
The operation of these devices is as follows,

referring to Fig. 1 especially: The operator at
the signaling station desires to signal tlie sub-
scriber Xo. i, whose instrument is at ¥'. He

35 moves lever D away from the stop //—the cir-

cuit having pi'cviously been open—and closes
tlie circuit, as shown, through the whole re-
sistance C. The galvanometer -needles and
index-arms are so arranged that when nocur-

40 rent is passing in the coils the index-arm is

thrown off to one side of the series of num-
bered contacts. The current which passes
when the whole resistance C is in circuit issuf-
iicient to move the needle so as to bring each

45 of the index-arms of the system opposite con-
tact 1 of its instrument, and they will all re-
main in that ])Osition so long as that current
is passing. The operator, however, now im-
mediately closes the key E, which shortcir-

50 cuits the whole resistance C, and throws such
a current upon the line as to cause the mag-
nets X to move their armatui-es, the retract-
ing-springs /of the armatures being of sucli
sti-cngth as to hold the armatures against the

55 attraction due to any current which can tlow
wlien any part of I'esistance (' is in circuit.
TIjc contactbais//, carried by the armature-
levers, are all thus Itronglit against the index-
arms h, and these being long and ll('\ibl(> are

60 pressed down against contacts I. 'fliis ovi-
• iently has no elleet except at the ])roi)er in-

strument in which (he local circuit is connect-
ed to contact 1. ]Iere sudi local circuit is

closed, and Ntcai battery rings I lie bell \\ or
65 anyotlier ind leal ing or signal ing (lev ice i)laced

in such local cir(;uil, is alfrcted. The fan cor
otiici- retarding device jtrevents tli(> needle

/ 3

85

95

from moving quickly away from the contact
when the resistance C is short-circuited, re-

taining it in front of the contact until the
armature-lever forces it against the same. To
atfect any other instrument, the arm I) is

moved to another division of the resistance C,

so that current enough will How to move the
index-arms opposite the right contacts. By
means of the instrument F, placed at the sta-

tion, which is affected simultaneously with
the other instruments, the operator can see

when the index-arms have reached the right

l^ositions. Such instrument may, however, 80
be dispensed Milh, the resistance contacts be-

ing graduated to correspond with the local-

circuit contacts, so that the operator can tell

where the index-arms are by the position of

the resistance-arms. The galvanometei-smay
be arranged so that their arms will stand nor-

mally at the middle of the scale, and will move
one waj' for a current of one polarity and the
other waj' for an opjiosile current. The ar-

rangement at the signaling station in Ihiscase 9c

is that shown in Fig. 4. A circnit-reverser,

E, is connected with the battery, and tlie whole
of the resistance (

' is normallj' in the line, the
current then given to the line being such as to

maintain all the galvanometer-armsat the mid-
dle i>osition on the series of contacts. The cur-

rent being ill one direction, the galvanometer-
arms move over the contacts on one side of it

a distance determined bj'^ the amount of resist-

ance C in circuit, as before. On reversing
the current at li the arms will move in the

other direction from the center over the con-

tacts on that side according to the amount of

resistance as before. The operation of the
magnet X is the same as above described.

It is evident that any number of lines each
having a suitable number of signaling devices

may extend from the same signaling station.

What I claim is—
1. In a circuit-controller, the combination no

of two contacts, a galvanometer-arm adapted
to enter between said contacts, and means for

forcing the contacts together upon said arm.
substantially as set fortli.

2. In a circuit-controller, the combiuation 115

of a series of coutacts, a galvanometer-arm
playing in front of said contacts, and a nuna-
ble contact adai^ted to force said galvanome-
ter-arm against such contact of the series as it

may stand opposite, substantially as set forth.

;>. In an electrically -con trolled circuit closer,

the combination ofa series of con tacts, a gal van
ometer in the ci)ntri>lling-cii'cuit whose arm
plays in front of said contacts, an electro-mag-
iu>t ill the controlling circuit, and a movable
armature therefor, carrying a contact adajited
when the magnet is energized to force tlie gal

vanometer -arm against such contact of the
series as it may stand ojiposito, said magnet
being adajited to move its armature only with ij^

a stronger current than tliat which alVects the
galvanometer, substantially asset forih.

1. In electrical signaling ajtparatus, the
combination of a galvanometer in the main

10:

1 -
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line whose arm plaj's before a contact of tbe
local signaling-circuit, the signaling -circuit

inclnding a pivoted arniatnre-lever carrying
the other local-circuit contact situated before
said galvanometer-arm, anelectro-magnet con-

trolling said armature-lever, means at the sig-

naling station for affecting said galvanometer-
arm, and means also at the signaling station

for energizing said electro-magnet, substan-
lo tially as set forth.

5. In an electrical signaling apjjaratus, the
combination of two or more mainline instru-

ments, each comprising a galvanometer whose
arm moves before a local-circuit contact, all

15 said contacts being situated differently rela-

tive to said arms, and an electro-magnet also

in the main line,having an armatare-lever car-

rying a local circuit contact situated before
said galvanometer - arm, said magnet being
adapted to move its armature only on a stronger 20
current than that which affects the galvanome-
ter with an adjustable resistance at the signal-

ing station, and a shunt around said resisljance

provided with a circuit-controller, substan-
tially as set forth. 25

Tiiis specification signed and witnessed this

IDtli day of December, 1S84.

TITOS. A. EDISOJf.

Witnesses:
Wm. H. Meadowcroft,
T. G. Greene, Jr.
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Application filed (.)clolii r H, 18^5. Serial No. 179,809. (No nioilol.)

To all whom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

3Ieiilo Park, in the comity of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and usefnl Improvement in Electrodes

for Telephone-Transmitters, of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

This invention relates to the carbon elec-

trodes or buttons for telephone-transmitters;

lo and its object is to increase the effectiveness

in use of such electrodes.

The carbon button of my invention consists

of a base of textile or woven fabric (or of a

certain equivalent material, hereinafter de-

15 scribed) whose meshes are filled or impreg-
nated and whose surfaces are covered Avith

lampblack, plumbago, or carbon in any other
suitable form. The fabric may be fine wire-

gauze, or any material woven from animal or

io vegetable fiber. I prefer to use veiling or

other cloth of a similar texture. A flat piece

of the material chosen, of the proper size for

the carbon button, and usually of circular

form, is laid upon a quantity of the powdered
25 carbon, and more of the carbon is then placed

upon the flat piece. Pressure is then applied
in any suitable manner to the carbon and fab-

ric, and the carbon is thus forced into the
meshes or interstices of the fabric and fills tlie

30 same, so that the fabric is thoroughly impreg-
nated with the carbon and is covered on each
side with a layer of carbon. For some forms
of carbon a suitable glutinous or sticky mate-
rial is employed to unite the carbon i^articles.

35 With lampblack, however, no such thing is

required. I have found that carbon buttons
of this character are more efiective in use than
those composed wholly of carbon, and I think
the reason for this is that at those j^arts of the

40 button where the carbon liesupon the threads
or wires of the fabric the surface is higher
than at those parts where it is forced into the
meshes between the threads, and therefore the
surface of the button is provided with a great

45 number of minute raised contact parts, where-
by better contact is attained with the oppos-
ing surface than where the button has a per-
fectly-flat surface.

I prefer the iiibric of animal or vegetable

50 fiber to the metal gauze, because the wires of

the latter are smooth and slippery and do not

retain the carbon upon their surfaces under
X^ressure, like the threads of the former.

Instead of the textile fabric I may emi^loy
a disk of thin paper i^crforated with a large 51;

number of small holes so tliickly that its

structure is similar to that of a woven fabric.

This evidently may be considered the equiva-
lent of the textile fabric. The carbon is x>ressed

into the apertures and remains uj^on the sur- f,o

face of the intermediate i^apcr in the same
manner as above described.

The base of textile fabric, or its equivalent,
holds the carbon together, so that the whole
forms an integral structure. 65
My invention is illustrated in the accom-

liauying drawings, in which Figure 1 rejire-

sents a piece of animal or vegetable fabric for

the base of a carbon button; Fig. 2, a piece of
wire-gauze for the same purxjose; Fig. 3, a 70
X)iece of perforated pax)er for the same x^ur-

X)Ose; Pig. 4, a corax)lete carbon button, and
Fig. 5 is an exaggerated sectional view ofsuch
carbon button.

A is a circular disk cut from ax^ieceof veil- 75
ing or similar fabric; B, a disk of wire-gauze;
C, a disk of paper closely perforated with a
large number of minute ax^ertures, a. The
X^iece of one or another material is placed be-

tween layers of carbon, and the whole is pressed 80
into an integral structure, as above set forth.

The carbon &, covering the fabric and filling

its interstices, is shown in an exaggerated
manner in Fig. 5, and the comx^lete carbon
button D is seen in Fig. 4. 85

In my Patent No. 203,015, of April 30, 1878,
is set forth a carbon electrode comx:>osed of a
number of fibers, each sex^arately covered
with carbon and all rolled into a wad or tuft.

My x^resent invention, however, provides a 90
better construction, inasmuch as it x^roducesa
flatj .button, which is moi-e convenient in use
and can be substituted in any ordinary tele-

phone for the usual carbon button, and does
not require a binding to hold it together. 95
The x^reseut method of manufacture also is

much more simx^le and economical than that
required to produce the article set forth in
the patent referred to.

What I claim is

—

100
1. An electrode for a telephone-transmitter,

consisting of a flat piece of textile fabric, or
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its equivalent, inipreguated and covered with

carbon, substantially as set forth.

2. An electrode for a telephone-transmitter,

consisting of a flat piece of animal or vege-

table fabric, or its equivalent, impregnated
and covered with carbon, substantially as set

forth.

3. An electrode for a telej^hone-transmitter,

consisting of a flat piece of veiling impreg-
nated and covered with carbon, substantially

as set forth.

4. An electrode for a telephone-transmitter,

consisting of a flat piece of textile fabric,or its

equivalent, impregnated and covered with
lamp-black, substantially as set forth.

5. The method herein described of forming
an electrode for a telephone-transmitter, con-
sisting in i)lacing a piece of textile fabric be-
tween layers of carbon and pressing the whole
together.

This specification signed and witnessed this

12tli day of January, 1SS5.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

A. W. Kiddle,
E. C. ROAVLAND.
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SYSTEM OF RAILWAY SIGNALING.
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To all ivhoDi it may concern:
Be it know n lliat we, Tiro.ArAS A. EnisoN,

of ]\reiilo Park, in the county of Middlesex
and Slate of New ,T(Msej\ and Ezr^A T. CJir,-

5 LILAXJ), of Boston, in the county of Suffolk

and State of IMassacluisetts, Lave invent<'d a

certain new and useful Inii)rovement in Sys-

tems of Railway Signaling;-, (^Case ]>,) of which
the following is a specification.

lo The object we liave in view is to utilize the
ordinary telegrapb-Avires extending along' a
railroad for the line of an inductive signaling

a])i)aiatus for recij^rocal signaling between sta-

tions and trains and between trains without
15 interference^ between the two classes of sig-

nals. The numerous wires running along
tiuuk railway lines avouUI give a large induc-
tive surface, which is a point of great advan-
tage in inductive apparatus operating by eon-

20 dcnsei- action upon the piinciplc of static in-

duction.

In carrying out our invention we connect at

each signaling station each of the i")assing tel-

egraph-AviiX'S (or each of as large a number as

25 desireil) with a condenser in the station. The
condensers on their other sides are all con-

nected together and with a circuit extending
to ground. In this circuit ai'e arranged our
signal tiansmitting and receiving devices,

30 which are preferably for the receiving device,

a tele])hone,aud for the transmitting device, a

musical vibiator and an induction-coil. The
^f^orse keys ui)ou the telegraph-wires are all

siiunted by condensers to increase the clear-

35 uess of the telegraph-signals. Instead of con-

necting the wires to condensers in each station,

the transmitting and receiving devices in sta-

tion may be connected with a wire or wires
rui for a greater or less distance upon the tel-

40 egraph-poles in proximity with the telegraph-
wires, but not connected therewith. Each
train has its cars e(|uipped with inductive
strips cou])led together and connected with re-

ceiving and transmitting devices similar to

45 those used in the station.^, such devices being
included in a circuit between the inductive
strips and the ground.

la the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a view, principally in

diagram, of a signaling system endjodyingoui' 50
invention, thesignaling-instrumentsnot being

a view of a

55

7^

developed; and Fig. 2, a view of a station,

showing a nnxlified condenser arrangennent,

the signaling instruments being shown.
A and Bare cars of two tiains, and Cis a sta-

tion.

1 23 4 are telegraph-wires I'unning along the

line of t he road. AVire 4 is looped into station

and has the regular instruments for ]\rorse

telegraphy. There are shown a Morse key, «, 60
and switch Z/, and a relay, <?, controlling local

sounder-circuit. The key r^ isshunted by aeon-
denser, (/. Running a short distance with the
telegraph-wires 12 3 4 is a condenser-wire, 5,

Fig. 1. This is connected with wire G, run- 65
ning thi'ongh the station to ground. "Within

the station this wire has connected with it

signal ti'ansmitting and ]'ec<>iving devices,

whicli are particularly described and claimed
in our application (Case A) of even date
herewith. They consist of an induction coil,

D, the secondary of which is of high resist-

ance—say one thousand ohms—and is lo-

cated in line of wire G, in which is also the
high - resistance receiving-telephone M The 75
primary of D includes a local battery, e, vi-

brating nnisieal reed F, opening and closing

circuit, a magnet, G, acting on the reed, and
a simple switch, /". The contact - points at

which themusical reed opens and closes circuit So

areshuidedby acondensei', II. Thesecondary
of induction coil is short circuited by the nor-

mal position of a ke.y, I, by depiessing which
the short circuit is bioken. These jiarts are

shown in Fig. 2, and their operation is fully

explained in the application referred to.

The cars K Bhave cxtei'ual iiuluctive strips

r/, insulated from car, and connected with
ground by a wire, 7, extending through the
car to a truck. This wire has connected with
it the signal transmitting and receiving de-

vices described, and shown in Fig. 2.

Instead of using a conden.ser wire or strip,

5, external to station, the telegraph-wires 1 2

3 4 may be conned ed with condensers K in

station. Fig. 2, which, on their other sides, ai'e

coupled togetlier and form the upper termi-

nal of wire 0.

8s.^

90

95
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The telegraph-wires are, as usual, groiiiulcd

lines.

The trains and stations, as will be under-
stood by the foretioing, arc connected with this

5 line l)y condensers arranged in multiple arc.

The system of signaling is by dots and dashes,

as exi>laiued in tiic application referred to;

but thehigh-i'esistance telephone-receiversare
capable of receiving thiougli the condensers

ro static impulses, which are not sufficient to

work the Morse instruments.
The condensers, which shunt the Morse keys,

form for the high-tension impulses of induc-
tion a constantly-closed circuit, so that the rail-

15 way signaling is not interfered with by the
working of the jNForse keys in telegraphing.

The broad invention of utilizing a number
of telegraph-wires collectively as the line for

the inductive railway-signals is not claimed
20 herein, but will be embodied in another ai>pli-

cation for patent.

What we claim is

—

1. In railway inductive signaling apparatus,
the combination, with one or more telegiaph-

25 wires and their instruments, of a train liaving

railway signaling, transmitting, and receiving
instruments operating to transmit and receive
.signals produced by induction imi^ulses, and
acting inductively upon and from the tele-

30 graph wire or wires, a station having trans-

mitting and receiving instruments for such in-

duction railwaj'- signals, and shunts around
the lelegi'aph-keys to maintain a closed line-

circuit for the induction railway-signals, sub-

35 stantially as set forth.

2. In railway inductive signaling appara-
tus, the combination, with one or more tele-

graph-wires and tiieir instruments, of a train

having railway signaling, transmitting, and
40 receiving instruments operating to transmit

and receive signals produced by induction im-

pulses, and acting inductively upon and from
the telegiaph wire or wires, a station having
transmitting and receiving instiumenls for

4 t", such induction rail\vay-signals,and condenser
shunts around the telegraph- keys to maintain
aclosed line circuit lor ihe induction railway-

signals, substantially as set forth.

3. In railway inductive signaling appaia-
.^o tus, the combination, with several telegrapli-

wires and their instruments, of a train having
railway signaling, transmitting, and I'cceiving

instrunn'uts operating to transmit and reeei\ c

signals produced by induction imi)ulses and
55 acting indiictivelx upon and from the tele-

graph-wires collectively, a station having
transmitting and receiving instruments for

such induction railway- signals, and shunts
around thetelegraph-keystd maintain aclosed
line-circuit for the induction railwa%"-signals. 6-1

substantially as set forth.

4. In railway inductive signaling appara-
tus, the combination, with several telegrapli-

wires and their instruments, of a train having
railway signaling, transmitting, and receiv- 65
ing instruments operating to transmit and re-

ceive signals produced by induction imjmlses,
and acting inductivelj- ui^on and from the tele-

graph-wires coUectivelj^, a station having
transmitting and receiving instruments for 70
snch induction rail way-signals, and condenser-
shunts around the telegiaph-keys to maintain
a closed line-circuit for the induction i-ail way-
signals, substantially as set forth.

.5. In railway inductive signaling appara- 75
tus, the combination, with several telegraph-
wires and their instruments, of trains and sta-

tions having rail waj' signaling-instruments op-

erating inductively upon and from sucli tele-

graph - wires collectively, and condensers in S^
shunts around the telegraph - keys, substan-
tially as set forth.

6. In railway inductive signaling appara-
tus, the combination, with several telegraph-
wires and their instruments, of trains and sta S5

tions having railway signaling - instruments
connect«'d in niultiplearc with such telegrapli-

wires by condensing surfaces, and condensers
in shunts around the telegraph -keys, substan-
tially as set forth. 90

7. The combination, with the series of tele-

graph wires or circuits used for ordinary i)ur

poses, of a series of condensers connected indi

vidnallj'^ with one set of i)oles tosaid wires.and
having theii- other or opposite poles joined to- g:^

gether and connected to the apparatus at the

fixed station of a railway-teh^graph. substan
tially as set tbrth.

This si)ecification signed and witnessi-d b\

the said Eni.soN on the 27th day ol>rarch.l5;>.'». 1.

anil bv the said <iir,l,ii.A\i> on the l2Sili dav of

:\rarcii. issr..

THOMAS A. KDISO.N.
KZRAT. (JlLLILANl).

Witnesses as to signature of T. .\. lOdison:

A. W. IviDni.i;,

E. C. 1\0\VI,AN1).

^^' it nes.ses as to signature of K. T. (iillihuid:

(JKO. AVIIJ.IS PlKlUK.
Tnos. D. Lock WOOD.
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To all ivJiom it may concern:
Be ifc known tliab we, THo.^r.vs A. Edison,

of ?k[enlo Bai'lc, in tlie county of Middlesex
and State of New Jersey, and E/ra T. Gilli-
LAXD, of Boston, in the county of Suffolk and
State of I\Iassacluisetts, have invented a cer-

tain new and useful Improvement in Systems
of Tvailway-Signaling, of which the following
is a S])ecification.

Our invention relates to systems for signal-

ing with moving railway-trains by induction
between the trains and a line-wire—such as

described in patent of William "Wiley Smith.
Xo. 247,127.

The principal object we have in view is to

utilize the ordinary telegraph-wires extending
along a railway collectively as the line for the
inductive railway signaling apparatus with-
out interfering with the use of such lines for

20 general telegraphing i)urposes, so as to avoid
the expense of constructing a special line for

the railway-signals and to take advantage of
the large inductive surface afforded by the
numerous telegraph-wires, which is a point of

25 great practical importance.
A furtl)er object is to provide means for

I

keeping the telegraph-lines constantly closed
for the railway signals without the necessity of

shunting the signaling keys in tlie terminal

30 or main telegraph- oflice.

Another feature of invention is an improved
combination and arrangement of parts form-
ing more eflicient transmitting and receiving
apparatus for the railway-signals.

35 In the accompanying di-awings, Jbrming a
part heieof, Figure 1 is aview, principally in

diagram, of a signaling system endjodying our
invention; and Fig. 2 is a similar view of a
modified station arrangement.

40 L' 17 L' represent telegraph-wires running
along the railway, of whichA is a station, and
r> a moving car forming part of a train. The
ordinary telegraph-instruments at the termi-
nal oflice ai-e alone shown, the wires being

45 througli or trunk wires. These instruments
are signaling-keys a and relays ?>. The usual
main battery M B for each line is also shown.
At the railway-station A the several tele-

graph-wires are connected with separate con-

50 densers, c, which are connected together on
their other sides. A switch, '/, at one point

65

70

75

connects this latter side of the condenser with
a wire, 1, I'unning to earth through an electro-

magnet, c. This magnet is shunted by a bat-

tery, /, a revolving circuit-breaker, //, and a 55
signaling-key, A, the revolving circuit-breaker

g being shunted by a condenser, /. Oircuit-

brealvcr //, whose surface is broken at inter-

vals by insulation, is kept revohing by a suit-

able motor, electrical or mechanical, while 60
signals are being transmitted. By closing key
h cii'cuit-breaker g will cause the I'apid charg-

ing and discharging of magnet c, throwing
sharp induction imi^ulses upon wire 1 and
through condenser c to line-wires. These im-
pulses produce a sound in all the diaphragm
sounders or receivers, whether in stations or

dn trains, Avhich sound is continued as long as

key // is closed, and ceases when key li is

opened. The railway-signals formed by these

sounds may be composed of Morse signals, or

of a code of numerical or other signals. Con-
denser i serves to sharpen the impulses and to

absorb the sparks which might otherwise be
produced at breaker//. A Avire, 2, runs from
another point of switch d to ground, includ-

ing a diaphragm sounder or receiver, /., which
may be similar in construction to any ordi-

nary telephone-receiver. Switch d is thrown
to the right for transmitting, and to the left So
for receiving, the receiving or transmitting

wire being kept open when the other is in use.

Upon the car B, and preferably upon a car

of every train upon the road, is similar trans-

mitting and receiving apparatus connected be- 85
tween the insulated metal roof i of the car, form-

ing a condensing-siirface and an axle thereof,

forming a ground co.imection through the

wheels of car'and the rails upon which thoy
travel.

Instead of condensers r in station, the metal-

tic roof HI of station, should it have one, may be
utilized as condensing -surface, as shown in

Fig. 2.

Signaling can be carried on between station

and moving train ])y the ai^paiatus described,

the telegraph-wires being used collectively as

the signaling-line and being connected induct-

ively i)oth with the train and .station. Two
ti'ains can also communicate, as will be well 100

understood. The rail way-signals being i'ormed

of short shai'p induct ion-iinpulses of high ten-

90
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sioii, the t('l<'grui)h-rclays are to(» sluggish to

respond to them, while the comparatively-low
tension, gradual, and prolonged waves \no-

duced by the ordinary Morse signaling-keys

5 do not distnrb the diaphragm-sounders when
• arranged as .shown and described.

To keep the telegrapii lines constantly closed

for the railway signals, the ordinary Morse
keys at lerminai and way ofliees may beshunted

lo by condensers or high resistances, as described

in our ap])licalion Serial Xo. 1G1,4.'}8; but we
liave Ibund that with a number of telegraph-

Avires oneormore lines will always 1)6 closed to

carry railway-signals, although they may be all

15 in operation for telegraphing, and hence it is

not necessary to shunt the telegraph -key.s, al-

though it is desirable to do so in order to se-

cure the full beuefit of the inductive snrface af-

fordeil by all the wires collectively. A way of

20 doing this for the keys of the terminal ofiice

outside the telegraph-oihee itself is shown in

Fig. 1. A ground-connection, 3, is made from
all the wires through condensers h, such con-

nectioji being located ]>et ween the connection

25 of railway-station .signaling apparatus with the

lines and the teiniiual telegraph-ofiice.

What we claim is

—

1. In railway inductive signaling apparatus,

the combination, with a nnm])erof telegraph-

30 wires and their instruments, of a train having
raihvay signaling, transmitting, and leceiving

instruments operating to transmit and receive

signals piodueed by induction impulses, and
acting indneti\'ely upon and from the tele-

35 graph-wires collectively, and a station having
transmitting and receiving instruments for

such induction railway-signals, substantially

as set forth.

2. In railway iudnctivesignaling apparatus,
.}o the combination, with a number of telegraph-

wires and their in.struments, of a train having
railway signaling, transmitting, and receiving
instruments operating toti-ansmit and receive

signals xirodnced by induction impulses, and

acting inductively upon and from the tele- 45
grai)h-wires collectively, and a station having
transmitting and receiving instruments for

such induction lailwaj'-signals, also acting in-

ductively upon and from the telegraph-wires
collectively, sul)stantiallj'- as set forth. 50

3. In railwayinductivesignalingap]taratus,
the combination, with the line therefor com-
posed of one or more telegraph-wires having
oidinary Morse instruments at a terminal of-

fice Iteyoud the railway signaling ofiice, of a 5;

ground-connection from such telegraph wire
or wires between the terminal telegraph-in-

struments and the railway-station signaling
apparatus, such ground-connection acting to

shunt fortherailway-si.unals the lireaks formed Co
by the IVforse keys at the terminal tclcgiaph
office, substantially as .set forth.

4. In lailwayinductivesignalingapparatus,
the combination, with the line therefor com
posed of one oi- more telegraph-wires having 65
ordinary ]\[orse instrnments at a termiual of

fice beyond the railway signaling office, of a

condenser, gronnd-conuection from such tele-

graph wire or wires between the terminal tele-

graph-instrnmentsand the railway station sig- 70
ualing apparatus, such ground-connection act

ing to shunt for the railwaj'-siguals the breaks
formed by the I\Iorse keys at the termiual tele-

graph-ofiice, substantially as set f'orth.

5. In railwayiuductivesignalingai)]iaratiis, 75
the combination, for transmitting signals, of a
magnet, a shunt around such magnet, includ

ing a battery, a revolving circuit breaker and
a key. and a condenser shunting such circuit-

breaker, sub.slantially as set forth. f:'o

This specification signed and witnessed this

28th day of December, 188.").

THOMAS A. EDISOX.
EZRA T. GILLILAND.

Witdiesses:

A. "\V. Kiddle,
E. C. EOWLAND.
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IS

To all ivlioin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thobias A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

new and ireeful Improvement in Incandescent
Electric Lamps, (Case No. 244,) of which the
following- is a specification.

The object of my invention is to provide a
simiile and cheap form of incandescent elec-

tric lamp. Such lamps have usually been
made by me in two glass parts, an outer globe
and an inner tube or stem which .supports the
wires to which the carbon is attached, such
wires being sealed in the tube or stem and
such tube or stem being sealed in an opening
at the lower end of the globe.

In the construction which constitutes the
present invention I dispense with the inner
stem or wire support, and seal the glass of the

20 inclosing-globe directly ujoon the wires them-
selves, such wires being made strong enough
to supiiort the carbon without any other suii-

i port.

Ip The carbon is a loop with its ends brought
25 together, so that the leading-in wires attached

thereto will be quite close together and par-

allel with each other. The carbon may thus
be introduced through an opening in one side
of the globe, and this single opening can then

30 be clo.sed by the fusion of the glass upon both
of the leading-in wires.

My invention is illustrated in the accompa-
nying drawing.
A is the glass inclosing-globe. ] 2 are the

35 parallel leading-in wires, and B is the loop-
shaped carbon filament clamped or otherwise
secured to said wires at & &. The globe is

originally formed with an opening at its lower
side. To introduce the carbon and wires into

40 this opening I prefer to employ the handle or

THOS. A. EDISON.

45

50

support C, to which the wires are temiiorarily
attached at the proper distance apart, and the
handle being held by the operator the carbon
and wires are passed into the globe, after

which the opening in the globe is closed
around and upon the wires by the application

of heat to the glass, whereby theglass is melted
and sealed. The globe A is exhausted from
the top and sealed off in the usual manner.
After the wires are secured in the globe,they
are detached from the handle C, and they may
be connected with thesupplying-circnitiu any
suitable manner.
What I claim is

—

1. In an incandescent electric lamp, the com- 55
bination of an exhausted glass inclosing-globe
and a carbon filament within the same secured
to metallic wires, said globe being sealed di-

rectly upon said wires, substantially as set

forth.

2. Inanineandescentelectric lamp, thecom-
bination of an exhausted glass inclosing-globe

and a loop shai^ed carbon filament within the
same, having its ends secured to parallel me-
tallic wires, said globe being sealed on one
side thereof directly upon such wires, snb.stan-

tially as set forth.

3. The method of manufacturing an incan-

descent electric lamp, consisting in attaching
the carbon filament to the leadingin wires,

inserting the same in a glass globe and sealing

said globe directly upon said wires, substan-
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

11th day of August, 1880.

60
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Witnesses:
Wm. Carman,
Otto A, Moses.
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To all ivhovi it maxj concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the conuty of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Incandescent
Electric Lanip.s, (Case No. 679,) of which the
following is a specification.

The electric lami) which I generally prefer to

use is one in which the carbon filament is in-

lo closed in a hermetically-sealed exhausted glass

globe, made in two parts of glass hermetically
joined together, the lower part of the globe be-

ing fashioned into a neck, so that it may be
readily placed in a suitable holder or socket, as

15 more fully described in Letters Patent of the
United States No. 230,255, granted to me. In
some locations, however, may be desired a
simple lamp capable of being suspended or

swung, divested of all jiarts not necessary, in

20 order that it may be cheaply made.
The object of this invention is to furni.sh snch

a lamp; and to that end it consists in the fea-

tures more particularly set forth and claimed.
The accompanying drawing represents such

?5 a lamp.
A is the glass inclosing - globe, preferably

made round, but with an aperture left at the
point a.

B is the carbon filament, attached to clamps
30 h b, on the terminals of the metallic conductors

- 1 2.

c is a glass disk, in which are sealed the con-

ductors 1 2. It may or may not be provided
with a handle of glass, c'.

The wires 1 2 being sealed in the disk and 35
the carbon properly attached, the disk is passed
into the globe through the aperture, the edges
of which are then hermetically sealed upon the
disk. The globe is exhausted and sealed off

in the usual manner, or as described in my Pat- 40
ent No. 230,255, before referred to, and the re-

sult is an exhausted hermetically-sealed lamp,
with the inclosing-chamber made in two glass

l^arts hermetically joined together without the
tubular inside stem or- part of said patent, and 45
ofsimpler construction than thelamp described
in said patent.

What I claim is

—

The incandescent electric lamp having, in

combination, aglassinclosing-globe composed 50
of the glass chamber and disk hermetically
joined together, the incandescing conductor
inclosed within such globe, and the metallic

conductors leading to such incandescing con-

ductor and iiassing through and sealed into 55
the glass disk, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

30th day of September, 1886.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

RiCHD. N. Dyeij,
Wm. Pei.zkr.
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To all whom it may concent:
Be it kuown that I, Thojias A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvenaent in Incandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 512,) of which the following
is a specification.

In the manufacture of incandescing electric

lamps it may be sometimes desired to construct
lo a lamp of exceedingly high resistance. A con-

venient way of doing this is to take a consid-
erable length of very fine fiber—such as flax,

ramie, or similar vegetable material—and coil

or loop it into a compact shape and then car-

bonize it, the material formingupon carboniza-
tion an exceedingly fine flexible filament of
carbon. The coils or looj)S are of course at

some distance apart. In a lamp of this kind
it is desirable that intermediate supports

20 should be provided for the coils or loops be-
tween the leading-iu wires, as otherwise sucli

coils or loops would bend and get out of shape
and perhaps touch each other.

My invention therefore consists in provid-
25 ing intermediate supports for the coils or

loops of the fine flexible carbon filament made
as described.

My invention is preferably carried out by
attaching to the lower portion of each coil or

30 loop, preferably by the electro-deposition of
copper, a wire the other end of which is sealed
in the glass of the inner stem or wire support
of the lamp.
My invention is illustrated in theaccompa-

35 nying drawing, wherein A is the inclosiug-
globe of an incandescing electric lamp, and B
the inner stem or wire support.
C C is the incandescing conductor, consist-

ing of a fine filament of flexible carbon bent
into a number of loops, as shown; or the fila- 40
ment might be coiled into compact shape, if

desired. The radiating surface and resistance

of the filament are so proportioned that the
entire filament will give the candle-power de-

sired. Each loop has electroplated to it a 45
wire, a, the other end of which is sealed in

the glass of stem B, whereby all the loops are
supported. The ends h h of the filament are
electroplated or otherwise attached to the lead-

ing-in wires 1 2. 50
Instead of the arrangement shown a number

of loops or coils of flexible carbon may be
electroplated or otherwise attached together in

series, intermediate supports being provided,
as before. 55
What I claim is—

•

1. The coiled or looped carbon filament of
an incandescent electric lamp provided with
intermediate supports for the coils or loops,

substantially as set forth. 60
2. In an incandescent electric lamp, the com-

bination, with the coiled or looped carbon fila-

ment, of a number of wires attached to the
coils or loops and all sealed in the glass stem
of the lamp, substantially as set forth.

3. In an incandescing electric lamp, the long
and fine flexible carbon filament made in one
piece, in combination with leading-in wires
connected to the ends of the same, and inter-

mediate supports, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

3d day of November, 1882.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all ivJlodi it in ay concern:

Be it kuown tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meiilo Park, in the count j" of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in the Manufacture of

Carbon Conductors, (Case No. 55G,) of whicli

the following is a siiccification.

The object of this invention is to produce
flexible filaments for incandescing conductors
for electric lamps of pure and den.se carbon
by an artificial process and without the car-

bonizing of fibrous or other material. By the

use of such conductors lamps of high candle-

power can be jiroduced. I accomplish this

by establishing a voltaic arc between two elec-'

trodes immersed in a liquid or gaseous com-
pound of carbon decomposable by heat. One
of the electrodes must consist of a piece of

carbon,while the other should be a rod or wire
of metal, carbon, or any conducting mate-
rial of small area. Carbon from the liquid

or gas will be deposited upon the end of the
latter electrode, and said electrode is gradu-
ally drawn awaj' as this gradual deposit pro-
ceeds, the normal length of the arc being thus
maintained.
The negative electrode is preferably of such

area that a fine filament is formed. This may
be made of any length, and isof such flexibility

that it may, if desired, be bent into loops or

horseshoe form.
Enlarged ends for clamping may be formed

upon this stick by depositing carbon in any
suitable manner.
My invention may be carried into effect by

the ai^paratus illustrated in the annexeddraw-
ing.

A is a tank or vessel containing a hydrocar-
bon oilorother liquid carbon comiiound capa-
ble of being decomposed by heat.

A standard, B, supports the arm C, which
holds the carbon electrode a immersed in the
liquid. A screw-threaded rod, D, issui^ported
by the stiaudards B and E, and carries an arm,
F, .which supports the electrode h, which is

preferably a small platinum rod, but may be
of any metal or conducting material. A han-
dle, G, is provided for turning the screw. A
guide-rod, II, exteudsfroin one standard to the

other, and a guide fork, I, passes along said

rod to keep the electrode in position. The
wires 1 2 extend to tlu; electrodes froni the
l^oles of adj'namo-electric machine, K; or any
other suitable electric generator may be em-
ployed.

^

55
L is a section of insulating material for pre-

venting a short circuit. An adjustable resist-

ance, M, may be i^rovided for regulating the
current supplied to the electrodes.

When the current is set up and the arc 6o
established, the heat thereof decomposes the
liquid in the vessel, and carbon is deposited
U2>on the electrode h.

The screw is turned and the electrode h is

gradually withdrawn. A thiu stick or fila- 65
meut of carbon is thus formed, which, when it

has attained the desired length, is broken off

from the platinum electrode. Enlarged clamp-
ing ends may then be formed upon it in any
suitablemanner. Thecarbon thusproduced is 70
of a very pure, dense, and homogeneous strnct-

ure, and is flexible and verysnitable for the
purpose mentioned.

Instead of thetrough containinga hydrocar-
bon liquid, a vessel may be nsed through which 75
a decomposable gas is passed, the mechanism
for moving the electrode being actuated by a
rod passing into the vessel through a stuffing-

box.
Instead of the screw motion shown, anj^suit- 80

able automatic mechanism—such as is em-
ployed in voltaic-arc lamps—may be employed
to maintain a constant arc.

It is evident that by using suitable mechan-
ism for moving the electrode spirals or other 85
shapes of deposited carbon can be formed, and
by using electrodes of different areas sticks of

different sizes may be produced.
I do not claim herein the product resulting

from the process described, this aiiplication 90
being limited to the process alone. The pro-
duct thereof is reserved for a sejiarate apjili-

cation. Neither do I claim herein the above-
described apparatus for carrying out my pro-

cess; but I reserve this also for separate appli- 95
cation.

What I claim is

—

1. The i)rocess of forming incandescing con- '

ductors for electric lamps, consisting in de-

composing a carbon compound by heat and 100
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causing the caibou set free to dei)Osit iu tlie

required form without any axial cone or sup-

port.

2. Tlie process of producing carbon sticks

or fihinieuts, consisting in establishing a vol-

taic arc between two electrodes immersed iu

a liquid or gaseous carl)on compound decom-
posable by heat and maintaining a constant

length of the arc, substantially as set forth.

3. The process of producing carbon sticks

or filaments, consisting in establishing an arc

between a carbon electrode and another elec-

trode immersed in a liquid or gaseous carbon
comx)Ound decomijosable by heat, and gradu-
ally removing one electrode away from the
other as the stick or filament increases iu length
by the deposited carbon, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

6th day of April, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seeley,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all whom it may conaern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison,

of Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex
and Slate of New Jersey, have invented a new
and useful Improvement in Incandescing Elec-

tric Lamps, (Case No. 363;) and I do hereby
declare that the following is a full and exact

description of the same, reference being had
to the accompanying drawing and to the let-

ters of reference marked thereon.

The object I have in view is to produce a
simple and efficient means for joining the two
glass parts of an incandescing electric lamp,
so that when the carbon breaks said parts can

be readily separated and used again.

In carrying out my invention I support the

bulb or globe and unite the same with the

tubular wire-support before the globe is ex-

hausted, by means of a cement or other mate-
rial or substance which is sufficiently plastic

to permit of its beiug molded or formed upon
the parts at the joint oris capable of being made
plastic by heat or otherwise, and which har-

dens or can be hardened when in position, so

astohold the parts firmly together, and which,
further, is of such nature that it will adhere to

the glass surfaces of the two parts of the lamp
and will form an air-tight joint. For this

purpose I prefer to use celluloid or rubber,

either of which can be applied in a plastic

condition and molded over the joint around
the bottom of the globe and then hardened,
the celluloid being hardened by exposure and
the rubber by vulcanization. .

The drawing represents in vertical section

a lamp constructed in this manner.
A is the glass inclosing bulb or globe.

B is the tubular glass wire and carbon sup-

port.

C is the incandescing conductor, (i)refera- 4*

bly a filament of carbon,) and a h are the lead-

ing-iu wires.

D represents thejoint between the globe and
wire-support, which is molded or formed of

celluloid or rubber applied in a soft or plastic 45
condition, and, if rubber it will, then be vul-

canized.

This material is not only applied to form an
air-tight joint between the globe and the wire-

support, but is made to inclose the bottom 50
edge of the globe, as shown, and forms the
only means for uniting the two parts and sup-
porting the globe upon the glass wire-sup-
port.

As before stated, other suitable substances 55
or materials could be used instead of celluloid

or rubber, such as any resinous cement which
will adhere to the surface of the glass parts.

After this joint is formed, the globe is ex-

hausted and sealed off at c.
,

60
What I claim is

—

In an incandescent electric lamp, the com-
bination, with the open-mouthed glass globe
and the glass wire-support entering centrally

the mouth of said globe, of a hardened plastic 65
material applied to the outside both of the
wire-support and of the globe, forming an air-

tight joint between them, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 70
29th day of October, 1881.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
RiCHD. N. Dyer,
H. W. Seely.
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To all whom It way concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Incandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 386;) and I do hereby declare

that the following is a full and exact descrip-

tion of the same, i-eference being had to the

accompanying drawing, and to the letters of

lo reference marked thereon.

The object I have in view is to produce an-

other way of constructing carbon tilanients of

high resistance for incandescing electric lamps.
This 1 accomplish by securing together by

15 electroplated joints a number of carbon fila-

ments, the end filaments being elect rojilated

to the leading in wires of the lamp.
In carrying out my invention I preferably

take a natural fiber—such as a wood fil)er—^and

20 cut into straight pieces or filaments with en-

larged ends. These straight filaments are then

carbonized without being bent. A number of

the straight carbon filaments are then placed
parallel with each other, and are secured to-

25 gether, end to end, by mechanical unions—as,

for instance, by wrapping with fine wire or
with metal foil. These unions are then elec-

troplated, the carbon filaments being kept
separated by tissue-paper or other suitable

30 material. After electroplating, the connected
carbon filaments are sprung apart, so that they
assume a zigzag form, and the end filaments

are first mechanically .secured to the leading in

wires and then electroplated thereto.

35 The drawing shows the glass wire-support
of the incandescing electric lamp, the leading-

in wires, and the carbon in elevation.

THOS. A. EDISON.

40

A represents the glass wire-support, in the
upper part of which the leuding-in wires 1 2
are sealed.

C is the incandescing carbon conductor of
the lamp, composed of straight carbon fila-

ments c' to c^ inclusive. These filaments have
enlarged ends d, which are secured together
by electroplated unions, the lower ends of the 45
outer filaments, c c", being electroplated to

the leading-in wires.

It is evident that any number of straight
carbon filaments (four or more) can be se-

cured together in this way to secure the de- 50
sired high resistance aud form the zigzag car-

bon.

What I claim i.s

—

1. An incandescing conductor for an elec-

tric lamp, composed of two or more carbon 55
filaments joined together by electroplating,
substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, in an electric lamjD, of
two or more carbon filaments joined together
by electroplating, and leading-in wires con-
nected with such carbon filaments by electro-

I)lated joints, substantially as set forth.

3. The zigzag incandescing conductor for an
electric lamp, comijosed of a number of sepa-
rate straight carbon filaments joined together 65
at their ends by electroi>lating, substantially
as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

13th day of December, 1881.

6c

Witnesses:
RiCHD. N. Dyek,
H. W. Seely.
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To all ivliom, it may concern:
lie it known that I, Thoafas A. Edison, of

IMenlo Park, in the county of jMitldlescx and
State of New Jersey, liavc iuventetl a new and

5 useful Iinproveinent in Valve-Gear for Elec-

trical-Generator Engines, (Case No. 4SS,) of

Mhieli the following is a specification.

In my system of electrical distribution the

dynamo-electric machines which supply cur-

io rent to the translating devices of a district

are placed in multiple-arc relation to each
other at a central station, each machine being
run preferablj' by a separate steam-engine and
the armatures being revolved directly by the

15 engine-shafts, without the interposition of

belts or other gearing, when high-speed engines

are used; but with slow-speed engines suitable

belts or gearing, or both, are nsed to multiply

the speed.
20 la operating a number of dynamo or mag-

neto electric machines arranged in multiple-

arc relation to each other it is necessary that

the machines should all iiroduce the same
electro-motive force; and in order that they

25 should do this it is necessary that their arma-
tures should all be revolved at the same or

practically the same speed. In a multiple-arc

arrangement of electrical generators operated

by separate steam-engines, the governors of

30 the independent engines having independent
movements, or vibrating or jumping to, a

greater or less extent, tlie generators must
necessarily vary in speed and electro-motive

force. This variation in speed and electro-

35 motive force results in an action peculiar to

the multiple-arc arrangement of the gener-

ators, generators having lower speed and elec-

tro-motive force being driven as motors by the

current from other generators, and this rela-

40 tion being reversed at intervals by the racing

of the engines; hence it is generally impos-

sible to operate generators in multiple arc by
means of separate independent steam-engines.

The object of this invention is to do away
45 with any difficulty of this kind. I prefer to

accomplish this by so connecting the throttle-

valve or cutoff incchanisn)Sof all the engines

thatany variations in the action of such mech-
anism, produced either by the governor or by

50 hand on one engine, arc communicated to all

the others, so that if the admission of steam
to the chest or cylinder of one engine is varied
the same variation is produced in all the other
engines of the system. The engines which it

is preferred to use are those in which the steam 55
is cut off from the cylinder during a portion
of each stroke of the piston, and the time of
so cutting off the steam is regulated by a cen-
trifugal or other form of governor; but the in-

vention is equally applicable to engines in Go
which the admission of steam is con'i-olied en-
tirely at the throttle- valve.

In carrying out my invention one or more
lines of connected shafting are provided, to
which a number of arms are attached, each 65
running to one of the engines and there ad-
justably and removably connected with the
throttle-valve or cut-off mechanism in such
manner that a variation in the position of such
mechanism on one engine is communicated 70
through said arm to the shaft and thence to the
throttle- valve or cut off mechanism of all the
other engines connected with said shaft.

The variation of the valve or cut off mech-
anism may be accomplished solely and auto- 75
matically by the governors of the engines, or
means may be employed at each engine oper-
ated by hand for varying the cut-off. Such
means may be emijloyed in connection with the
governor, or the governor may be used simply 8d
as an indicator of speed and the regulation ef-

fected solely by hand, a suitable indicating
device being employed in connection with the
governor, if desired, or the govei'uor may be
dispensed with altogether and the regulation 85
accomplished only by hand.
When the speed is regulated by hand, the

connecting shafting may be moved directly
by a hand-lever, and all the throttle or cut-

off mechanisms adjusted simultaneously, or
the connection with such shafting at any en-
gine may be moved, moving the shafting and
the connection of all the other engines.

Suitable friction devices, with or without
counterbalancing-weightsor any positive lock-
ing device, with or without friction devices
or counterbalancing-woights, aroused to hold
\\\^ shafting in any position to which it is

moved.
The connection of each engine with the 100

90

95
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shafting is made removable, so that any en-

gine can be (lisconnectecl therefroni or con-

nected tlierewith at will. This connection is

also made adjustalile, in order that each en-

5 gine can be adjnsted to work in unison with
the otliers. Instead of the arrangement de-

scribed, the regulation may be accomplished
automatically by tlie use of suitable electro-

magnetic devices operated by the current gen-

lo erated; butthis will form the subject of a sepa-

rate application.

In the accomi^anying drawings, Figure 1 is

a view in elevation of parts of three engines
embodying my invention; and Fig. 2, a plan

13 view and partial diagram representing j)arts

of the engines, the generators driven thereby,

and the electrical connections.

A A represent the bed-plates, B B the fly-

wheels, and C C the centrifugal governors, of

20 the engines.

D D are the eccentrics which operate the

inlet- valves of the cylinder through rods E E',

and the exhaust- valves through rods F. (Such
valves not being shown.) The rods E E' are

25 connected to the slide-block a in the curved
slot h, and the rod F directly to the eccentric,

the eccentric being guided in its movement by
the vibrating lever G.
As is well understood, the movement of the

30 governor-balls c c, acting through arm e and
links d d', varies the position of the slide-block

a in the slot />, and thus causes the slide-valves

to cut off the steam more or less quickly, ac-

cording to the rapidity of the revolution of

35 said governor-balls.
As seen in Fig. 2, each engine-shaft O car-

ries the rotating armature P of a dynamo-elec-
tric machine having field magnets Q. These
dynamo electric machines are in multiple arc

;o relation to each other, each armature P being
in a derived circuit, 3 4, from the main cir-

cuit 1 2, and the field-magnets Q of each ma-
chine being in a derived circuit, 5 G, from said
main circuit. Each of the field-circuits 5 G

^5 contains a resistance, E, made adjustable by
means of arm S. The object of these adjusta-

ble resistances is to regulate the generation of
current by the niachin(^ ibr changes in the
number of translating devices in circuit in

50 the district supplied by the machines.
To the link d of each (nigine is pivoted a

lever, H, terminating in a handle, /. From
such lever extends upwardly a rod, I. The
upper end of rod I is attached to arm J, which

5.!; extends downwardly and outwardly from the
shaft K. It will be seen that the position of

the slide-blo(!k a of an engine is changed by
moviiigthelever II, whileatthesanietimesuch
movi^ment of the lexer J I jtroduces, through

60 rod I and arm ,1, a turning of the shall K,
wiiich moves all the other arms J, rods I, ami
levers II, thus changing the ])osi(ions of the
slide bUx'ks a of all the engines.

I'^om the siiaft K extend the arms Iid(twn
fi.S war<lly and in an out ward direction opposite

to that ollhc arms ,1. Ivieh arm 1/ cairies a
weight, M, and such weighlsassisi in the (urn

iug of the shaft when an arm J is raised. A
weight, X, is placed on each of the levers H
to assist in l)ringing the lever down, and the
weights 1\I and X act together to assist in hold-

ing the shaft K in any position in which it

may be placed; bat, as stated, frictioual or

other suitable devices may be used for so hold-

ing the shaft.

A removable and adjustable connection is

made, as stated, between each lever H and its

rod I. A small rod, (/, attached to arm H,
fits in the end of rod I, and is clamped
therein by screw /(, so that by loosening said

screw the connection between the arm H and
rod I is severed, and the engine may either

remain disconnected or the lever H may be
adjusted and the connection again made,
whereby each engine is made independently
adjustable. This could of course be accom-
plished in many other ways.
A pointer, i, attached to the arm f, indicates

on a scale, 7, the extent to which the governor-

balls are thrown out, and the lever H is moved
in accordance with these indications.

A convenient mode of adjusting all the en-

gines to the same speed is to fix, when all the

engines are disconnected from the shafting, by
marking the rod I, or by setting a suitable

gage or indicator attached to said rod, the

point to which the lever II is to be adjusted.

When the first engine is connected and ad-

justed to this point and its cut-olV also ad-

justed to the proper point, the shaft is turned

to the proper position, and in connecting the

other engines it is necessary only to adjust

their rods g to the same points on the rods I,

when it will be seen that all the cut-ot!s will

be placed similarly to the first one, and all the

engines will run at practically the same speed.

In the form of my invention shown in the

drawings it will be seen that the cut ofTuiech-

anism is operated both by the movement of

the governor and by that of the lever H; but

it is evident that the arm r need not be con-

nected with the link d, but only with the

pointer ?, so that the regulation will be ac-

complished only by the arm IT; or the gov-

ernor might be dispensed with altogether.and

a speed-indicator provided elsewhere on the

engine; or the governor could be used with-

out the indicator and the speed of the engine

noted merely by the eye.

It is also evident that the lever II could be

used to alter the position of a throttle-valve,

either in connection with a governor or witli-

out such governor, all the levers being con-

nected with the shaft K, as before described;

or my invention can be empUtyeil with any of

(he cut-off or valve mechanisms now in use.

\\'hile, as slated, my invention is esptvially

intended to be applied (o multiple - arc ar-

rangements of elei'trical generatoi-s, yet it is

e(iually applicable when such generators ai"e

placed in series, all feeding into (he s;une

main conducloi-s, for Iumc the same ditVi

cuKy exis(s; as, should one macliine give a
hiirher eleclro nm(ive force (han another (he

75
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latter will be coiiveitod into a niotoi-, and the
same iiTegiilaritieswill occur as ill the mnlti pie-

arc arrangement.
I may, it desired, place the armatures of

several machines on the shaft of each engine,
or by belts or other gearing connect several

machines witli each engine, all the machines
leeding into the same main conductors, and
the engines being regulated as just set forth.

It isevidcnt that my invention is applicable
to motors other than steam-engines—such as

water-wheels, gas engines, compressed-air en-

gines, &c.—where two or more such motors
arc used, each operating one or more electrical

15 generators, and all such generators feeding
into the same main conductors.
What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with two or more en-

gines having centrifugal governors, of con-

20 nections between such governors causing them
to act in unison, substantially as set forth.

2. The cond)iiiation, with two or more steam-
engines, each oi^erating one or more dynamo
or magneto electric machines, all of such ma-
chines being connected with the same con-

ductors or system of conductors, of a line or

lines of connected shafting, and connections
from said shafting to the throttle valve or cut-

otf mechanism of each engine, whereby vari-

25

5. The combination of two or more steam-

3"

35

alions in such mechanism in one engine are

transmitted to the corresponding mechanism
of both or all the other engines, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination, with the throttle- valve
or cut-otr mechanisms of two or more engines
and the line or lines of connected shafting, of

removable and adjustable connections between
them, substantially as set forth.

I. The combination of the valve or cutoff
mechanisms of two or more engines, the line 40
or lines of connected shafting, connections be-

tween such mechanisms and such shafting,

and means for holding such shafting in any
position to which it is moved, substantially as
set forth. 45

engines, one or more dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines driven by each of said engines,

all such machines being connected in multiple
arc, and means for regulating the speed of 50
both or all said engines simultaneously, sub-
stantially as set forth.

This sijecification signed and witnessed this

5th day of October, 1882.

THOS. A. EDISON.
'Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
B. H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhovi it inay concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the countj' of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Incandescing Condnct-
ors for Electric Lamps, (Case No. 440;) and I

do hereby declare that the following is a full

and exact description of the same.
The object I have in view is to prodnce a

method and material for forming flexible car-

bon filaments for use as the incandescing oon-

ductorsofelectriclamps which will be suitable

for many purpo.ses. This I accomiilish by
carbonizing an oxidized drying-oil.

The drying-oil is formed into a tough flexi-

ble sheet or membrane by drying or baking.
The filaments are punched or cut from this

slieet and then carbonized by heatunderstrain
and pressure; or the sheet may be first car-

bonized and tlie filaments punched or cut from
it after carbonization. Instead of first form-
ingthedrying-oil into .sheets itmaj' be molded
directly into filaments, or run out into a long-

filament and cut into i>roper lengths before

carl)onization.

Anj^ drying oil maj^ be u.sed^such as lin-

seed, cotton-seed, poppy-seed, or nut oil.

To form the drying-oil into sheets, thin i)ol-

ished metallic plates maybe coated with it in

the form of a liquid as free as possible from
gritty and other foreign substances. . The plates

are tlien dried or baked until the coating forms
a tougli flexible sheet or membrane. The
metallic i^lates are then eaten away l)y an acid,

leaving the sheets of oxidized drying-oil free

and intact. The filaments are punched or cut
from the sheets and are carbonized by heat
under strain and pressure; or the sheets may
be first carbonized and the filaments punched
from them after carbonization.

Plates of other material than metal which
is capable of being dissolved by a substance
not attacking the oxidized drying-oil may be
used to receive the drying-oil. Glass or mica
plates could be used for the purpose and be 45
dissolved by hydrofluoric acid, or plates of

gelatine may be used and be dissolved by
water.
The drying-oil in a solid or semi solid state

may be forced out through dies under heatand 50
pressure, or pressui'e alone, in the form of a
long filament or a thin sheet, which is dried

or baked.
The long filament may be cut into proper

lengths and provided with eulaiged endh be- 55
fore carbonization, while the filaments of

proper shape and size may be punched or cut

from the sheet before or after carbonization.

Carbon filaments formed of carbonized oxi-

dized drying-oil are suitable for use as the in- '\o

caudescing conductors of electric lamps, and
are flexible and have a high resistance.

What I claim is

—

1. A flexible carbon filament for the incan-

descing conductor of an electric lamp, formed 65
of carbonized oxidized drying-oil, substan-
tially as .set forth.

2. The method of forming flexible carbon
filaments for the incandescing conductors of

electric lamps, consisting in drying or baking 70
drying-oil and carbonizing the same by heat,

the material being reduced to the desired size

and shape before or after carbonization, sub-

stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 75
3d day of June, 1SS2.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

RiCHD. N. DVETi,
Ej)\vakd H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhom it iikij/ coneeni:
Be it known that I, TiioiMAs A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the conuty of Essex and
Stale ol" New Jeisej^, have invented a certain

5 new and usefnl Inii>rovcnient in Systems of
Electrical Distribntion, (Case No. 700,) of
which the following is a specification.

The object of my invention is to pi'oduce a
system for the distribution of electricity for

lo lighting and similar puri^oses, in which cur-
rents of high tension may be used, aud conse-
quent economy in the metal required for con-
ductors will be attained, which system shall
be of a simple and efficient character and read-

15 ily and conveniently regulable. In accom-
plishing this object I provide a divided source
of electricity of high tension, consisting of two
or more dynamo-electric machines connected
in scries placed at asuitablebiiildingat ai^lace

2o where power may be procured conveniently
and economically. A circuit extends from
this source of power to two or more sub-sta-
tions, at each of which a feeding circuit or cir-

cuits are taken off, which extend to a district

25 to be supplied with current. All these sub-
stations are in series, and from the main cir-

cuit-conductor between the stations compen-
sating conductors extend, which are connected
with the points of division of the source of

30 supply. At each sub-station suitable indicat-
i ng and regulati ng devices are provided , where-
l)y the electrical condition of the circuits ex-
tending therefrom is indicated and regulated,
and from each sub-station a circuit extends to

35 the main station orsource of sui)ply,witli which
circuits are connected indicating devices, in

accordance with whose indications the gener-
ators are regulated according to the require-
ments of the district supplied from each sub-

40 station. I prefer to connect the districts from
the sub-stations on the three-wire or compen-
sating system, but I may arrange them as two-
wire systems.
My invention is illustrated in the ac(;ompa-

45 nying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a diagram of the preferred form,
in which the districts arc arranged on the three-

wire system; and Fig. 2 adiagram of the modi-
fied form with each district arranged asatwo-

50 wire system.
The invention is particularly applicable to

cases where there is a very large area to be

lighted or supplied with current from a single

source.

Eeferring, fust, more especially to Fig. 1, A, 5,5

A', A^, and A' are dynamo-electric machines,
all connected in series and situated at a suit-

able point where the necessary i)0wer to oi>-

crate them can be conveniently and cheaply
procured, and which may be for that purpose 60
situated, if necessary, at a considerable dis-

tance from the places to be supplied, since the
current generated by the series of machines
has a high tension and can thci'cfore be eco-

nomically conveyed by conductors of small 6s
massi Each generator is separately regulable,

preferably by means of the adjustable resist-

ances B B, iilaced in the shunted field-circuit

of each machine.
From the terminals of the series of machines 70

a circuit, 12 3, extends. D and D' represent
sub-stations to which this circuit extends.

The dotted rectangles indicate suitable rooms
or x^laces into which the conductors are run,

and in which the connections are made and 75
the indicating and regulating devices are

l^laced. In the station D the conductor 1 is

brought to a suitable terminal point, P, and
from a similar terminal point, N, the con-

ductor 2 extends to the next suj> - station. So
There is also a third terminal point, ( '. From
the sub-station extend two feeding-circuits, p
V c. There are provided any desired number
of such feeding-circuits, according to the ex-

tent of and nunaber of translating devices in V5

the district supi)lied. The conductors j/ ex-
tend from terminal P, conductors n from ter-

minal N, and conductors e from terminal C;
and these conductors arc all connected, re-

spectively, with positive, negative, and com- 90
pensatiug lighting or translation circuit-con-

ductors j/ n' c', with which the electric lamjis

or other translating devices a a are connected
In multiple series, as is now common in the
three-wire system of electrical distribution. 55
Each of the feeding-conductors jd n is provided
with an adjustable resistance, h, whereby the
two sides of the sub-system are regulated to

keep the same constant pressure at all points
on the lighting -circuits, thereby regulating 100
for unequal distribution or changes in the
number of translating devices in circuit in the
different parts of the district. This regula-

tion is effected in accordance with the show-
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1.5

25

ing of indicators d d, connected across the

conductors of three-wire indicating -circuits

j/ n' c', one of which extends back from the

terminals of each feeding-circuit into the sub-

station, and wliich continually show the press-

ure at the i^oints where the feeders are con-

nected. The sub-station D' is similarly ar-

ranged and equijipcd, the conductor 2 being

carried to the terminal point P' and the con-

ductor 3 from the main source to the terminal

N', and the feeders extending from terminals

P', N', and C, and supplying translating devii;es

a' a', and being provided with indicating and
regulating apparatus precisely as exjilained

with reference to the other station. It will

be seen that the conductor 2 connects the two
districts supplied from the two sub stations in

series with each other and with the generators

at the main station. From any point on the

2o conductor 2 between the sub stations a con-

ductor, T, extends to the middle point of the

series of generators, whereby a divided source
of electricity is i^roduced, at whose point of

division the compensating conductor T is con-

nected. I have shown the conductor T as ex-

tending from the terminal i)oint P' in sub-sta-

tion D'. The effect is evidently the same as

though it were connected anywhere along the
line 2 between the sub-stations. It will be

30 usually more convenient to make the connec-
tion in the substation, as shown.
From the terminal point C in station D a

conductor, T', extends, which is connected be-

tween the generators A- and A'—that is, at

35 the middle point of one of the divisions of the
source—and from C'in station D' a similar con-

ductor, T\ extends and is connected between
generators A and A', the two divisions of the
source being thus themselves divided, or, in

40 other words, the source being thus subdivided
into four subdivisions. Thus the two districts

form a comi^ensating or three -wire system
having a divided source and a compensating
conductor, while each district is itself a three-

45 wire system having a divided source and a
compensating conductor. The translating de-

vices of the two districts are in multiple series

with each other—that is, any two devices a a
in series in district D are in series with two

50 translating devices «' «'in district D'. There
are therefore four translating devices in sc-

ries, and hence liigh - tension currents and
small conductors are employed. At the same
tinveall the translating devices are indepcnd-

55 ent. In each sub-system,when the number of
devices on the two sides becomes unequal, cur-
rent Hows in one direction or theother on con-

•ductors c and 'l^orT'to maintain the balance,
and if the number of devices in onesub system

60 dingers from that in tin" other [he balance is

siinilaily ])r<'served by the compensating con-
ductor T. As slated, tiie adjuslabh" resisl-

anc(!S at I he sub stations aieem]>h\ved to keej)

a conslaul prossui-eat all the I'eiMler terminals,
Gc^ liiuH regulating for une(jnal dislribulion or

cliangcs in the iinnii)er ol Iranslating devices

in circuit in different parts of the district.

Indicating circuits also extend from the sub-

stations to the main station, each of which
consists of three conductors, j>^ if' c', including 70
suitable indicatoi-s, c e, bj' means of which the

condition of each side of each sub system is

continually shown, and in accordance with
which the generators are regulated together

or separately to regulate the whole current 75
sujiplied to the entire system, or that supplied
to each subsystem, or that supplied to each
side of each sub system. It is evident that

there may be any desired number of substa-
tious and districts supplied therefrom, the So
number of generators at the station being cor-

respondinglj^ increased, so that there will be
one or more generators for each side of each
sub-system, and conductors beiug run from be-

tween the sub-stations to the points of division, 85
and from the middle terminals of the substa-
tions to the points of subdivision of the source.

The generators comprising the high-tension

source are not necessarily all placed in the
same building or at the same place: but they 9c
maybe placed at two or more ditfereut points,

they being, however, always connected in se-

ries by conductors extending between the
different i)oints.

In the above-described system economy is 95
attained not only in conductors, but in other

ways also. In the matter of renting or pur-
chasing property for stations, for instance, for

the main station may be placed at a distance
from the thickly-settled areas to be illnmi- loc

nated, at a point where rents are low or prop-
erty cheaji, while for each of the sub stations

only a sn)all room is necessary, which can be
cheaj>ly obtained, it being necessary only to

have room enough for the indicatoi-s and ad- iri

instable resistances. A single attendant is

kept at each sub-station, whose only duty is to

observe the indicatoi-s and adjust the resist-

ances accordingly.

In the modified arrangement shown in Fig. : i<

2 each sub district is arranged as an ordinary
two-wire multiple-arc system, although the
general system is a compensating systenj.

Three sub-r>tatious, D-, D', and IV, are shown
supplied with high-tension current from a iij

series of three generators, (or three connected
sets of generators,) A, A', and A'. Conduct-
ors 2 and 2" connect the sub stations in series.

At each sub-station the circuit is broken, as

before described, at terminal points P X, and i >(

from these terminals the conductoi'sj) n of any
desired number of feeding circuits extend to

lighting or translating circuits ;>'«', with which
the Iranslating devices <Mf are connect<Hl in

multiple arc. The translating devices of the n'
three districts are in series with eacii oilier

through the conductors 2 and 2'. tlicre Ix^iug.

as shown, three Iranslating devices in series,

or as many as there are sul> stations. ICach

ftHHling circuit /» 11 is ]>rovidod with an adjust ly,

al>le resistance. />. for regulating the cnriiMit

conducted liy il, and indic^Uing circuits />* h',
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iiicludiug indicators d, exteiitl to the sub sta-

tions, as before. Indicating-circaits j>' «' ex-

tend from the substations to the main station

and are connected with indicators r, by whose
5 indications the generators are regulated to af-

fect the entire current supplied to eacli sub-

district or that supplied to the entire system.

The conductors T extend back from between
sub-stations to the points of division of tiie

[o source to balance the districts, as already ex-

l)lained.

What I claim is

—

1. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of a main station or source of snp-

'5 ply? ^ main circuit extending therefrom, sub-

stations at M'hicli the main circuit is broken,
two or more feeding circuits extending from
the nuxin circuit terminals at each sub-station,

and a system of connected translatiou-eircuits

2o for each sub station, to which both or all the

feeding-circuits from that sub-station are con-

nected at dillerent points, substantially as set

forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the

25 combination of a main station or source of sup-
ply, a main circuit extending therefrom, sub-
stations, circuits extending from the main cir-

cuit at such sub stations, translating devices
supplied with cm-rent by such sub-station cir-

30 cuits, indicating-circuits extending from the
main circuit at such sub stations to indicating

devices at the main station, and means at the
main station for regulating the main circuit,

substantially as set forth.

35 3. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a main station or source of

supply, a main circuit extending therefrom,
sub-stations at which said main circuit is

broken, feeding-circuits extending from the

40 main-circuit terminals at the sub-stations to

translation-circuits, through which the main-
circuit connections are completed, means for

regulating the pressure on each feeding cir-

cuit, and means at the main station or source

45 of supply for regulating the main circuit, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. In a systeui of electrical distribution, the

combination of a main station or source of sup-
ply, a main circuit extending therefrom, sub-

50 stations at which said main cii-cuit is broken,
feeding-circuits extending from the main cir-

cuit terminals at each sub-station to transla-

tion-circuits, through which the main circuit

connections are completed, indicating-circuits

55 extending from the outer terminals of each
feeder to its sub-station, indicating devices
connected therewith, means for regulating the

pressure at each of said feeding circuits, indi-

cating-circuits extending from the main cir-

60 cuit at the sub-stations to the main station or

source of sui^ply, indicating devices connected
therewith, and means at the main station for

regulating the main circuit, substantially as

set forth.

65 .5. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a divided source of electricity.

a main circuit extending from one terminal to

the other of saiil source, sub-slationsat which
said main circuit is broken, circuits extending
from the main-circuit terminals at said sub 70
stations, translating devices supplied by said

circuits, through which the main circuit is com-
pleted, and conductors extending from the
main circuit between the sub stations to the
points of division of the source of supply, sub- 75
stantially as set forth.

G. In a system ol electrical distribution, the
combination of a divided source of electricity,

a main circuit extending therefrom, sub-sta-

tions at which said main circuit is broken, cir- So
cuits extending from the main-circuit termi-
nals at said sub stations, translating devices
supplied by said circuits, through which the
main circuit is completed, conductors extend-
ing from the main circuit between the sub- 85
stations to the points of division of the source
of supply, and means for separately regulat-

ing each division of the sou rde of supply, sub-
stantially as set forth.

7. In a system of electrical distribution, the 90
combination of two or more electrical gener-
ators connected in series, a main-circuit ex-

tending from the terminals of the series, sub-
stations at which said main circuit is broken,
circuits extending from the main-circuit ter- 95
minals at said sub-stations, translating devices
supplied by said circuits, through which the
main circuit is completed, conductors extend-
ing from the main circuit between the sub-sta-

tions to between the generators, and means for 100
regulating each of said generators, substan-
tially as set forth.

8. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combiuation of a divided source of electricity,

a main circuit extending therefrom, sub sta- 105
tious at which the main circuit is broken, feed-

ing-circuits extending from the main-circuit
terminals at the sub stations, translation-cir-

cuits connected with said feeding - circuits,

through which the main circuit is completed, 1 10
indicating and regulating devices at the sub-
stations for said feeding-circuits, conductors
extending from the main circuit between the
substations to the points of division of the
source of supply, and indicating and regulat- 115
ing devices at the main station for each divis-

ion of the source of supply, substantially as

set forth.

9. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a main station or sourccof suji- 1 2c

ply, a main circuit exteuding therefrom, sub-
stations at whicli the juain circuit is broken
and connected to suitable terminals, an addi-

tional terminal at each sub-station, a circuit*

composed of positive, negative, and compeu- 125

sating conductors exteuding, respectively, from
the main-circuit terminals audsaid additional
terminal at each sub-station, translating de-

vices in multiple series supplied from said

circuits, through which the main circuit is 130
completed, and a conductor exteuding from
each of said additional terminals to a i)oint of
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division of the source of supply, substantially

JUS set foilh.

10. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of supply, a main
5 circnit extendinj^- tlierefrom, substations at

which said inain circuit is broken and con-

nected to suitable lerniinals, an additional ter-

minal atcachsubstalion, a circuit composed oi

positive, negative, and comiiensating conduct-

lo orsextendiiig,respectively, from said main-cir-

cuit terminals and said additional terminal at

each sub-station, ti'anslating devices in multi-

ple series supplied from said circuits, through
which the main circuit is completed, conduct-

15 ors extending from between the sub-stations to

points of division of the source of supply, and
a conductor extending from each of said addi-

tional terminals to a point of subdivision of

the source, substantially as set forth.

20 11. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of supply, a main
circuit extending therefrom, substations at

which said main circuit is broken and con-

nected to suitable terminals, an additional ter-

minal at each sub station, a circuit composed 25
of positive, negative, and compensating con-
ductors extending, respectively, from said

main-circuit terminals and said additional
terminal at each sub-station, translating de-

vices in multiple series sui>iilied from said cir- 30
euits, through which tlie main circuit is com-
pleted, conductors extending from l)etween
the sub-stations to points of division of the
source of supply, and a conductor extending
from each of said additional terminals to a 35
point of subdivision of the source, each sub-
division of the source being independently
i-egulable, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

22d day of November, ISSfi.

TIIOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

Wm. Pklzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all wJioDh it Duty concerv,:

Be it known lliat I, TnoMAS A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the State of New Jersey,

United States of America, have made certain

new and useful Improvements in Furnishing
Light and PoMer from Electricity, of which
the following is a sj)ecification.

The object of this invention is to arrange a
system for the generation, supply, and con-

sumption, for either light or power, or both,

of electricity, that all the operations connected
therewith requiring special care, attention, or
knowledge of the art shall be performed for

many consumers at central stations, leaving
the consumers only the work of turning off or

on the supply, as may be desired—in other
words, to so contrive means and methods that

electricity may be supj^lied for consumption
in a manner analogous to the systems for the
supply of gas and water without requiring any
greater care or technical knowledge on the
part of the consumer than does the use of gas
or water, in order that economy, reliability,

and safety may be insured.

In cairying the invention into effect, a city,

town, village, or locality may form one dis-

trict, or, if the extent of territory makes it

de.sirable,may be divided into several districts.

In each district I provide a central station, at

which are grouped a suitable prime motor or
several motors, dependent upon the amount
to be supplied, generators or means for con-

verting tlie prime motive force into elec-

tricity, and means for determining and regulat-

ing the amount of electricity generated and
supplied, in order that a constant pressure of
electricity (so to speak) may be kept up. The
prime motors are any suitable engines, steam
or water, and one or a series of two or more is

l^rovided, as may be necessary, each of which
is provided with its own system of shafting
and belting, driving a number of magneto-
electric machines, the number actuated by one
prime motor being hereinafter termed a "bat-
tery."

It is to be noted, as is also shown in pre-
vious applications for i-)atents made by me,
that I make mv field-of-force magnets exceed-

55

60

iugly long and of an extremely large mass of
metal in proportion to the mass of metal in 50
the revolving armature carrying the generat-
ing-coils. The effect of this is to give to the
generators field-magnets of great strength,

so that currents of the desired high electro-

motive force can be generated in armatures
of low resistance, and the waste of energy
in the form of heat in such armatures will be
reduced to the minimum. I desire to avoid
also the use of generators having the coils of
their field-magnets in series with their gener-
ating-coils, since this, besides being a defect-

ive arrangement with respect to regulation,

also increases the internal resistance of the
machines, and results in an objectionable waste
of energy ; hence I prefer to keep the coils 65
of the field-of-force magnets and the generat-
ing-coils separate, and that one machine in
each battery (which machine may be termed
the "battery field-of-force generator") boused
to supply the requisite energy to the field-of- 70
force magnets of the other machines in such
battery, (which may be termed the "suj^ply-
generators.") The coils of the fieldof-force

magnets are connected as a series or iu a mul-
tiple arc in one circuit, while the generating-
coils of the supply-generators of each battery
are all connected in a multiple arc to the main
conductors. Thisarrangement, itisseen, gives
great economy, as the per cent, of the entire

current generated in each battery absorbed in 80
keeping up the magnetic maximum in the field-

of-force magnets when it is furnished by one
special machine of the battery, the number
given it to feed being properly calculated,

being less than when a portion of the current 85
generated in each machine is absorbed in its

own field-of-force magnets.
Where a single battery of machines is used,

it is 11 referable, in view of what has been here-
inbefore stated, that the current for the coils 90
of the ficld-of-force magnets of the field-of-

force generator of the battery be supplied by
a small galvanic battery; but if more tlian

one battery of machines be used the field-of-

force generators of all the batteries arc fed 95
from one or more prime field-of-force genera-

75
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tors connected in a multiple arc or in a series,

the field-of-force magnets of tbe prime fieldof-

force generator or generators used being kept
magnetically saturated by a weak galvanic-

5 battery current, as before set forth. For in-

stance, a weak galvanic current supplies the
field-current necessary for one prime field-of-

force generator, which in turn feeds the field-

of-force magnets of the field-of-force genera-

10 tors of the batteries of twenty or thirty ma-
chines, the ultimate effect in the generation
of current depending upon (as one imiDortant

factor) the tension of the galvanic current
sent through" the field-of-force coils of the

15 prime field-of-force generator. This prime
field-of-force generator may, however, be a
dynamo-electric machine instead of a magneto-
machine, its field of force being kept up by
the current generated in the machine instead

20 of by a galvanic current.

At the central station all the supply-gen-
erating coils or batteries thereof are connected
to conductors on the multiple-arc system, and
from these conductors at the station main con-

25 ductors (which for convenience may be called

simply the "mains") connected thereto, also on
the multiple-arc system, lead in any and all

desired directions for conveying the enei'gy

to the points where work, either by transla-

30 tion into light or motive power, is to be done.
AH of such conductors from the generators at

the station to the lamps are made in pairs—one
for the outgoing current and the other for the
returning current of electricity, the circuits

35 throughoutthesystembeingcompleteor round
metallic circuits, the conductors of which are
well insulated from each other and from the
earth. The use of the earth for one-half of

the circuit would largely increase the difficul-

40 ties arising from the grounding of the con-

ductors or the crossing of the conductors
among themselves or with the conductors of
other circuits to such an extent that a system
so constructed would be impracticable.

45 In order to give a better understanding of
the method of regulating what, for conven-
ience, may be called the "pressure" of the
current through the entire system, I will here
state that all the devices for translation of elec-

50 tricity into Avork are arranged on the multi-

ple-arc system, each device being in its own
derived circuit, the effect being, in substance,

to give each a circuit from the generating
source independent of the circuit of all the

55 other devices. As a resultant, it follows that

the greater the number of translating devices

brought into circuit the less the total resist-

ance of the circuit. For instance, I prefer

that my lamps should each be of about one
60 hundred olims resistance. Then, if one lamp

only be in circuit, there is a resistance of one
hundred olims. Jf anotlier lanq) be i)ut in

circuit, two circuits, each of one luindred

ohms, ai'c i)iovid<'d for the current, making
65 the net total resistance to the current tifty

olima, although the resistance in each derived

circuit remains unchanged. TLis clTect is or-

dinarily opposite to the effect produced by the
addition of lamias when thej'' are connected in

an ordinary straight circuit, each one then 7 c

adding to the resistance of the circuit.

The bringing into operation successively of

numbers of the devices, and thereby making
more paths or circuits for the currents, does
not appreciably lessen the pressure ordimin- 75
ish the effect ui:)on the devices in use, the act-

ive forces at the central station—viz., prime
field-of-force generators and motive power

—

remaining unchanged until the net resistance

of the devices in circuit exterior to the bat- So
tery of machines is so diminished as to ap-

proach in a degree the resistance of the bat-

tery and main conductors, it bei ug remembered
that as the machines of a battery are con-

nected in multiple arc the net internal resist- 85
ance of a battei-yis as many times less than
one machine as there are machines in the bat-

tery.

To avoid any appreciable variations and
insure uniformity, it is essential that any less- 90
ening of pressure be immediately indicated,

in order thatjust sufficient energy be generated
and sent out to keep uj) an equal flow through
the circuit of each translating device—that is,

that the i^ressure be kept up uniform, whether 95
more or less translating devices be in circuit.

This is attained by providing at the central

station means for constantly indicating tlie

pressure and for regulating the production if

aiDpreciable variation be indicated. At each io->

central station test-lights arearrangod, so that
an approximate visual test oftheetfect of press- 1

ure upon the circuit of any translating de- |

vices in use may be shown. From what has
been said, it is evident that as more or Icvss 105
translating devices are brought into circuit

the total resistance of the circuit, or all the
circuits thereof, to the flow of all the current
generated varies. To indicate this electro- ;

dynamometers, galvanometers, or electrome- iioi
ters are jjlaccd across the main conductor at

the central station, or bj' return-wire at any
point in the circuit, with a zero-mark i>laced

to corresi^ond with the deflection consequent
upon the maintenance of the proper amount 115
of pressure. It may be advisable i^and I liave

so done) to i)lace at the central station a se-

ries of standard Daniell batteries, connected
by a switch-circuit to the galvanom«>ters or
electro - dynamometers, in order that (hey 120
maj"^ be frequently tested for any inaccu-
racy occurring from any cause wliatever. IJy

these means any error whatever therein is

readily detected.

To correct variations in the i>ressure va- 125
rious nu\ins may be employed. VaxcIx supply-
generator may be connected into the circuit

through a switcli, and each series may belike-
wise so connected, so that the current of one
or more of a series, or one or mon* entire se- 130
ries, may be cut out or thrown into titc cir-

cuit, or each machine may be arranged so as

to be disconnected from the prinie motor; or,

when needed, the prinu> motor of au entire
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series may be disconnected. The plan I pre-
fer, however, is to arrange iu connection witli

the circuit of the battery feeding tlie field-of-

forcc magnets of the prime field-of- force gen-
erator before referred to a series of resist-

ances, so that the energy of the battery-cur-
rent may be varied, this variation causing in

turn a variation iu the curi'ent induced in tlie

prime field-of-force generator and in all the
generators directly or indirectly controlled
thereby. Where a dynamo-machine is used
these resistances are to be used in the same
manner in connection with the circuit, includ-
ing the coils around the fleld-magnets. For
distributing the current thus generated and
regulated at the central stations I prefer to use
conductors within insulated pipes or tubing,
made water-tight and buried beneath the earth,
provision being made at suitable intervals for

house or side connections, as shown in a prior
ai3j)lication of mine. While this plan is pref-

erable for many reasons, it is evident that con-

ductors may be carried in the air or over
' house-tops.

25 While only one pair of conductors may be
laid on each street, I prefer, esj^ecially where
streets are wide, to lay a jjair of conductors
along each side of the street, near the curb.

At i^roi^er intervals street-lamj)s may be con-

30 uected thereto by derived circuits. From
main conductors on principal streets sub-

sidiary main conductors are laid through side

streets. From the street conductors, wherever
desired, derived circuits are led into houses,

35 one of the conduct^ors passing through a suit-

able meter, j)referably one which measures the
amount of electricity passing through, as

shown in a prior application of mine for a
patent.

40 In the house each translating device is placed
in a derived circuit, the entire system of means
for generation, conduction, and translation

being one great multiple-arc system with com-
plete or round metallic circuits. The trans-

45 lating devices in each house may be either for

light or power, or both. For light, the electric

lamp consisting of an incandescing material

hermetically sealed in glass (shown in other
applications filed by me) is i^referred. This

50 lamp is made of a high resistance in compari-
son with that of any electric lamj^s which, to

my knowledge, have been proposed.
In lights heretofore prox)Osed the endeavor

seems to have been to lessen the resistance of

55 the carbon, none having been suggested of

higher resistance than, say, ten ohms; but I

have discovered that a very much higher re-

sistance—say one hundred ohms—must be
used, in order that a number maybe economi-

6n cally and successfully used in a system.

The motors used should be so constructed

that each, with a constant flow or pressure of

current, will give the exact jjower required.

This requires that each motor should be wound
65 with finer or coarser wire and into more or less

convolutions, which determine the maxinuim
effect of the motor. In addition, as the mo-

tors may be run with variable loads or amounts
of work to perform, and as irregularity of

speed would be a consequent thereof, it would 7c

be preferable to provide each motor with a
governor which an excessive speed would
operate to break the circuit of the motor or to

otherwise control it. A i>referable form of gov-
ernor therefore will form the snbject-matter 75
of an application for a patent to be tiled by me.
A system arranged as thus described pro-

vides for all the conditions precedent to an
economical and reliable utilization of elec-

tricity as a lighting or motive-power agent. 80
As within certain ascertainable limits, the

greater the horse-power of an engine the less

the proportionate cost per horse-power. By
consolidating at one station the prime motive
force necessary to the generation of a sui)ply 85
for many consumers a great economy as to i^ro-

duction occurs.

As ordinarily 15reposed, each electric light

requires its own regulator, which usually is

either thermostatic or magnetic, breaking the 90
circuit or bringing in resistance— in any case
making a cumbrous lamp, requiring delicate
management and constant attention. By regu-
lating at the central station entirely, I am en-

abled to use a small separate lamp, which may 95
be used with the exercise of no more than or-

dinary care or attention. The distribution is

so provided for that tampering therewith is

guarded against and that connections from the
mains to localities of translation are readily 100
made.
The means for measuring insure accurate-

nessin furnishing a basis for equitable charges
for the amount used by any i)articular con-
sumer. 105

In the drawings accompanying and forming
part of this specification an arrangement of
means is shown for carrying my invention i nto
effect, although it is to be particularly noted
that the invention is not dependent upon the no
specific means and their ari'angement noted
and shown, but that they may be varied
without departing from the spirit of my inven-
tion. The drawings illustrate, however, what
I now consider the more preferable means and 1 1 c,

arrangements.
In these drawings, Figure 1 is a plan view

of a central station. Fig. 2 is a modification
of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a plan view illustrating

the street mains and house-connections with 120
translating devices properly introduced. Fig.
4 is a plan showing a locality divided into four
districts.

In Fig. 1 three batteries of generation, C
C^, are shown, which number nuiy be increased 1 25
or diminished, as circumstances may demand.
One generator, c, of each l)attcry is used to

generate the current feeding the field-of-force

magnets of the other machines in its battery,
the circuit from such field-generator through 130
the field of-force coils in each battery being
shown by the broken lines 2 2 2. For actuat-
ing the rotating i")arts an engine, D, is used
with each battery, connected by belttZ to lino
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of shafting E, from which bolts e pass to the

generator. The coils of each battery in which
currents are generated are connected, as in C
and C', in multiple arc to conductors 3 3 3 3,

5 which in turn are connected in multiple arc to

the main conductors G 0, from which lead in

multiple arc the street conductors or mains
7 7, or, as shown in part of battery C, each ma-
chine may be directly connected in multiple

lo arc to the station-conductors 6 6. F is the

prime field-of-force generator, supplying the

batter\' field-of-force generators c g c, its cir-

cuit being shown in broken lines 1 1. The
field-of-force magnets of F aie magnetized by

15 acurrentfrom the galvanic battery G,in whose
circuit is arranged the scries of conductors IT,

provided with the cut-out K, by which more
or less of the resistances are put in or out of

the circuit feeding the field of F. This ar-

20 rangement forms a very effective and simple
method of regulating the production of cur-

rent or the pressure at the central station, for

the current generated by F being dependent
upon the intensity of the magnetization of its

25 field-of-force magnets, which in turn depends
upon the current transmitted around the mag-
nets by the battery G, as the resistance va-

ries such current, it follows that by varying
the resistance in the circuit of G the cui'reufc

30 generated by F varies, which in turn varies
the current generated in c c c, which in turn
variesthe current generated in the supply-ma-
chines of the batteries, proi^ortionate increase
of current and rise of i)ressure in the latter

35 following increase of current around the mag-
nets of F, and vice versa. One or more test-

lamps,!"' L,are placed at the central station in

derived circuits to serve as a photometric test

of the pressure in the lines. For more ac-

40 curately indicating variations in the pressure,
• one or more electrometers, galvanometers, or
electro-dynamometers, E D, are placed in de-
rived circuits, with ascale-mark indicating the
l>ressuro determined on as tlie standard press-

45 ure to be maintained. By the proper use of
these indicating devices and the regulating de-
vices described, a uniform jiressure may be
readily and easily maintained through all the
juains. It is preferable to connect all circuits

50 from thegenerating-machines to the main con-
ductors G (! through switches I I I, so that an
entire batf ei-y or any portion thereof may be
thrown in or out of circuit, as the dralt upon
the station juay indicate. It is to be noted,

55 also, that the belt and pulleys of each machine
arc to be arranged by any of the well-known
plans, that it may be disconnected from the
motor when desired. These means may be used,
wlien desired, as meansof regulation, tlu' num-

60 ber of machines in oi)eration being controlled
thereby, while the elfeelive force of each ma-
chine while in operation is controlled by tlu'

resist a lu-es. The engines may be of any de-
sired pattern or power, the numl)er of ma-

65 chinesin any one l)attery being lin\ited by the
jjower of the engin(>.

lu Fig. 2,c ( ccare the lieldof force genera-

' tors of batteries not shown, while c' is the
Held of-force generator of a battery, of which
three supplj'-generators are shown, connected 70
to station-conductors G G, as before explained.
The prime field-of-force generator F' is in this

case a dynamo -electric machine instead of a
magneto electric machine, as shown in Fig. 1,

all its coils being included in one circuit, 8 8, 75
which i^asses around the field-of-force magnets
of the battery-generators c c c c c'. The same
principle of regulation is used, however, the
resistances H and cut- out K therefor being
arranged in connection with the circuit through 8c

F', so as to cause variation in the tension of

the current therein, as and with the result be-

fore explained. In this figure there is shown
what may be used also in connection with the
plan shown in Fig. 1—means of testing the 85
electro-dynamometers E D or other indicating
instrument used. From a standard Dauiell
battery, D B, a circuit, f c, may be formed
around E D by means of the switch L,solhat,
when desired, the correctiress of E D may be 90
ascertained and anj- inaccuracies which might
arise be guarded against.

In Fig. 3 the mains 7 7 are shown, leading
from corresponding wires at central station

(see Fig. 1) down each side of the street. At 95
side streets conductors 12 12 branch off. The
small circles in this figure indicate electric

lamps. For street-lighting they are placed,

as shown, in deiived circuits from the street-

mains. From the mains derived circuits 9 9 100

lead into houses, in Mhich are placed at some
suitable spot the meters M, through which one
of the house-conductors passes, and by whicli

the amount of electricity supplied to the house
is accurately determined. Upon these house- 105

circuits are arranged lamps on the multiple-arc
system in such number, position, and group-
ing as nmy be desired. In these circuits I also

l^ropose to introduce electromotors E 31, for

furnishinglight motive power. From the mo up'
tor a belt, i, leads to a line of shafting, h, and
pulleys a a, for any needed distribution of the

power; or the belt / may pass directly to a sew-
ing or other machine, a separate motor being
used for each power-driven machine. AVhere '«:;

motors are desired, each, preferably, sluiuld he
made of a jiower proportional to the maximum
work to be done. While the electrical tension
in each machine is regulated at the central

station, yet if the maximum load or work be 120

diminished at any particular motor its speed
would necessarily be increased. It also might
be desired at times to diminish the normal
speed of the nu>lor. In order, therefore, that

some determinate speed may be maintained, li.s

irrespective of load or work, each moforshouhl
be furnished with a governor. For this pur
l)ose 1 preler a governor invented by me, and
to l)e the subject of a sopai-ate ai>plieation,

which acts to break tlie circuit when a certain 130
determinate speed is exceeded.

In Fig. l is shown a locality divided into

four supply-districts. Each is provided with
its own central station, marked (\ S. 1, (\ S. 2,
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C. S. 3, and C. S. 4. From each i-)roper mains,
7 7,lead out, as before described. At conven-
ient i^oints, however—say P T—connections
between the mains of the systems may be made,

5 the effect then being to merge the entire lo-

cality into one large district with four supply-
stations, the pressure through all being uni-
Ibrm and each station doing its own quota to-
ward maintaining the pressure uniform. The

lo use of four stations and districts in this dia-
gram is arbitrary and for illustration only, as
the number actually to be made in any one lo-

cality depends upon the needs of the locality.
It is to be noted that all the circuits from the

IS generators to the lamps or other translating
devices are complete or round metallic cir-

cuits, as before stated.

What I claim is

—

1. In a system of electrical distribution, the
2o combination, with a complete or round metal-

lic circuit, of a number of generators connected
in multiple arc with such circuit, and consist-
ing each of an armature revolving in a raag-
ueticfield,anda number of translating devices,

25 also connected in multiple arc with said cir-

cuit, substantially as set forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with a comj^lete or round me-
tallic circuit, of a number of generators con-

30 nected iu multiple arc with such circuit, and
consisting each of an armature of low resist-

ance revolving in a magnetic field of great
strength,and a number of translating devices,
also connected in multiple arc with said cir-

35 cuit, substantially as set forth.

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with a complete or round me-
tallic circuit, of a number of generators con-
nected in multiple arc vvith such circuit, and

40 consisting each of an armature revolving in a
magnetic field and having the coils of its fleld-

of-force magnet and its gencrating-coils sepa-
rate, {i. e., not connected iu series,) and a
number of translating devices, also connected

45 in multiple arc with said circuit, substan-
tially as set forth.

4. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with a complete or round me-
tallic circuit, of a number of generators con-

50 nected iu multiple arc with such circuit, and
consisting each of an armature revolving in a
magnetic field, a number of translating de-

vices, also connected in multiple arc with
said circuit, and a regulator for regulating

55 the supiily of current to such circuit, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with a complete or round me-

tallic circuit, of means for generating elec-

tricity connected with such circuit, and con- 60
sisting of one or more dynamo or magneto
electric machines, translating devices con-

nected iu multiple arc with said circuit, an
indicator of the electric pressure upon such
circuit, and a regulator under control of the 65
operator for regulating the supply of current

to such circuit, substantially as set forth.

G. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with a comi^lete or round me-
tallic circuit, of a number of generators con- 70
nected in multiple arc with such circuit, and
consisting each of an armature revolving in a
magnetic field, translating devices connected
in multiple arc with said circuit, an indicator

of the electric pressure upon such circuit, and 75
a regulator under control of the oi^crator for

regulating the supj)ly of current to such cir-

cuit, substantially as set forth.

7. In a system for the generation and dis-

tribution of electricity for light or power 80
through cities or towns or districts thereof, a

central station whereat are combined a num-
ber of generators of electricity connected iu

multiple arc, and consisting each of an arma-
ture revolving in a magnetic field, an indi- 85
cator of the electric pressure, and a regulator

of the current generated, conductors forming
complete or round metallic circuits leading
from such station to distribute the current
throughout the system, and translating de- 90
vices connected in multiple arc with such con-

ductors, substantially as set forth.

8. In a system for the generation and dis-

tribution of electricity for light or power
through cities or towns or districts thereof, a 95
central station whereat are combined a num-
ber of generators of electricity connected iu

multiple arc, and consisting each of an arma-
ture revolving in a magnetic field, an indica-

tor of the electric pressure, and a regulator of icc

the current generated, conductors forming
comi)lete or round metallic circuits leading
from such station to distribute the current
throughout the system, translating devices con-

nected in multiple arc with such conductors, 105
and meters at the houses for measuring the
current supplied to such translating devices,

substantially as set forth.

In testimony whereofi havehereunto affixed

my signature this 28th day of January, A. D. no
1880.

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
C. P. MOTT,
S. D. MOTT.
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To all ivhom it may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Systems of

Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 694,) of

which the following- is a specification.

My invention relates to that class of sys-

tems for the distribution of electricity in which
ID a source of current of high tension is em-

ployed, situated at a distance from the place
or district to be supplied, and converters or
tension-reducing devices are used to reduce
the tension of the current to that at which it is

15 to be nsed for lighting or other domestic or

business purposes, whereby economy is ob-
tained in the amount of metal required for

conductors, since the conductors leading from
the source have to convey only the current of

20 very high tension.

Said invention relates, mainly, to a novel
arrangement of the generators at the source of
supply, whereby current of equal and con-

stant potential is given to all i^arts of the dis-

25 trict supplied, and the indication and regula-

tion of such current for the purpose of main-
taining such constant and equal potentials is

readily and conveniently performed.
la carrying my invention into effect I em-

30 ploy as a source of supply tw^o or more alter-

nating-current dynamo-electric machines hav-
ing their armatures all mounted ni^on the

same shaft or all mechanically connected to-

gether, and preferably having all their field-

35 magnets energized from the same source and
arranged to be regnlated either independently
or simultaneou.sly. From each of these gen-

erators a circuit extends to the district suji-

plied, -where preferably is a system of inter-

4c secting and connected positive and negative
main or lighting conductors, with which the

electric lamps, electric motors, or other trans-

lating devices are connected, the connection
between the circnits from the source and said

45 main or lighting circuits being through con-

verters or tension-reducing devices, which,
since alternating generators are employed,
may be simple induction-coils, and which con-

vert the generated current of high tension to

50 currents of low tension adax^ted for use in the

translating devices. Each generator-circuit

is provided with suitable indicating devices.

;
according to whose indications the generators
are regulated. I prefer to have the generator-
armatures connected by suitable clutches, 55
whereby one or more of them may be thrown
out of use when desired.

My invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawing, which is a diagram of a
system of electrical distribution embodying 60
said invention.

A, A', and A^ represent alternating-current
dynamo - electric machines i^roducing high-
tension currents, and of which any suitable

number may be provided. 65
B is a continuous-current dynamo-electric

machine, from which a circuit, 1 2, extends,
and the field-magnets of each alternating ma-
chine are connected in derived circuit across
the circuit 1 2, each derived circuit including- 70
an adjustable resistance, E, whereby the
strength of each field-magnet is regulated in-

dependently.
Theenergizing-generator B has a resistance,

E', in its field-circuit, wherebj^ the field- mag- 75
nets of all the alternating machines are regu-
lated simultaneously.
The rotating armatures of the machines A,

A', and A'' are placed upon shafts a a, which
are provided with suitable locking-clutches, h so
h, for coupling them together, whereby all the
machines are run from the same source of
power at the same sjiced. Eiom the commu-
tator-brushes of each machine extend, re-

spectively, the circuits P N, P' N', and P- N'^, 85
which are composed of small conductors adapt-
ed to convey the high-tension currents. Each
of these circuits includes the j^rimary circuit

of a tension-reducing induction-coil, C, C, or
C'^, or other tension-reducing converter. 50
The system of intersecting and connected

main or lighting conductors is shown hy p n.

These conductors, as will be understood, usu-
ally extend in pairs along thestreetsof the dis-

trict, and are connected like to like wherever 95
they meet at the street intersections.

From the secondary circuit of each induc-
tion-coil conductors j/ v! extend, which are
connected with the system of lighting-con-
ductors, usually at centers of consumption at ica
or near which the converters arc placed.
Each ofthehigh-tension circuits is i^rovided

with an indicator, c, connected across its con-
ductors, and with a resistance, d, in circuit
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with it, wliereby the diiference in potential

of the contlnctors or the volts of electro-mo-

tive force in the circuit is indicated. These
indicators are of a character to be used wj^h

5 the alternating current, consisting of two coils

in the same circuit, one of which is movable,

as is fully shown and described in my appli-

cation No. G91, Serial No. 220,792. Each cir-

cuit also has a similar indicator, e, shunted

lo around a resistance,/, in one side of the cir-

cuit, whereby the amperes of current on said

conductor are shown. In accordance with

the indications of these devices the regulation

of th(^ genei'ators is performed. Each gener-

15 ator is regulated by itself by adjusting the re-

sistance li in its field-circuit, whereby the cur-

rent on each high-tension circuit is regulated,

and the same constant potential is maintained
on all the circuits as changes occur in the

20 number of translating devices in circuit in

the different jiarts of the district, while to

vary the entire current supplied the resist-

ance li' in the field circuit of continuous-cur-

rent generator B is ad j usted, whereby the field-

25 magnet strength of all the alternating ma-
chines is varied simultaneously.

For greater changes in the whole current

supplied, one or more machines may be con-

nected or disconnected from the driving-power

30 by means of the clutches h.

What I claim is

—

1. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of two or more dynamo-electric
]nachinesgenerating high-tension currents, and

35 having their armatures mechanically joined
together, a circuit from each of said machines,

a connected system of main or lighting con-

ductors, and tension-reducing converters con-

nected between the high-tension circuits and
4c the lighting- conductors, reducing the tension

of the current, substantially as set forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of two or more dynamo-electric
machines generating currents of high tension,

45 liavingl^hcir armature-shafts detachably locked
together, a circuit from each of said machines,
a connected system of main or lighting con-

ductors, and tension-reducing converters con-
nected between the high-tension circuits and

50 said main or lighting circuits for reducing the
tension of the current, subtantially as set forth.

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of two or more alternatiug-cnr-

/ 3

rent dynamo - electric machines generating
currents of high tension, and having their ar- 55
matures mechanically joined together, a con-

tinuous-current dynamo-electric machine en-

ergizing the field-magnets of all said alternat-

ing machines, a circuit extending from each
of said alternating machines, a system of con- 60
nected main or lighting conductors, and ten-

sion-reducing convertei-s connected between
the high-tension circuits and the lighting-cir-

cuits for reducing the tension of the current,

substantially as set forth. 65
4. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of two or more alternating-cur-

rent dynamo -electric machines generating
currents of high tension and having their ar-

matures mechanically connected together, a 70
circuit extending from each of said machines,
a sj'stem of connected lighting -conductors,
tension - reducing couvertei-s connected be-

tween the high-tension circuits and the light-

ing-conductors, and means for regulating the

electro-motive force of each of said generators,

substantially as set forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of two or more alternating-cur-
rent dynamo - electric machines genei-ating So
currents of high tension, and having their ar-

matures mechanically connected together, a
circuit extending from each of said machines,
a system of connected lighting -conductors,
tension - reducing converters connected be- S5
tween said high-tension circuits and said light-

ing-circuits, means for regulating the electro-

motive force of each of said generators sepa-
rately, and means for regulating them all si-

multaneously, substantially as set forth. 90
6. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of two or more dynamo-electric
machiuesgenerating high-tension curreut^.and
having their armatures mechanically joined
together, a circuit from each of said machines, 95
translating devices supplied from all said cir-

cuits in common, and tension-reducing con-
verters connected between tlie higli-tension

circuits and the translating devices, substan-
tially as set forth. loc

This specification signed and witnessed this

22d day of November, 1S8(>.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

Wm. Pkzi:k,
E. O. Ro-\VL.\ND.
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Tn all lohmn it may concern:
Be it known that J, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, liave invented a certain
new and useful Improvement in Systems of
Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 70S,) of
which the following is a sjiecification.

My invention relates to systems of electrical

distribution of that character in which high-
tension currents are employed, generated at a
station situated at a distance from the district

to be supplied, and transmitted to a sub-sta-
tion b}- small conductors, and from which sub-
station currents of lower tension, adapted for

use in electric lighting or for other domestic
or business purposes, aresupiilied to such dis-

trict.

The object of my invention is to provide a
simple and efficient system of this general
character, which may be readily and conven-
iently regulated, and which shall employ
continuous currents, thereby doing away with
the danger to life which arises when high-ten-
sion alternating currents are used.

My invention may be employed either with
a two-wire or multiple-arc system or with the
three-wire or compensating multiple-series
system.
My invention is illustrated in the annexed

drawings, in which Figure 1 is a diagram of
a system embodying said invention arranged
as a simple two-wire multiple-arc system ; Fig.

2, a diagram showing a simple arrangement
for supplying a multiple-series system; Fig.

3, a diagram showing the supplying of a thrpe-

wire system in a somewhat different manner,
and Fig. 4 a diagram of the complete connec-
tions of the three-wire distributing system.

Eeferring, first, more especially to Fig. 1, A
represents a dynarao-electric machiuaadapted
to generate a current of high tension, and
which is situated at a place where power is eco-

nomically available, and which may be termed
the " main station." It is evident that any
desired number of generators A may be placed
at the main station an'd connected in series,

multiple arc, or multiple series, as may be de-

sired. The generator A has an adjustable re-

sistance, A',in its field-circuit for regulating it.

From the terminals of generatorA a circuit, 50
1 2, extends, which may be composed of small

conductors,since it is required to convey only
the high-tension current. This circuit ex-

tends to a sub-station situated within or near
the district to be sui^plied with current, and 55
at this sub station is placed an electro-dy-

namic motor, B, having its armature-coils in

the high-tension circuit 1 2. The armature-
shaft a of this motor is directly connected me-
chanically with the armature-shaft Z» of a dy- 60

namo-electric machine, 0, which is wound so

as to generate a continuous current of much
lower tension than that supi^lied to motor B

—

that is, a current ada^jted for incandescent

electric lighting and similar purposes. The 65
same j)iece of shafting may extend through
both armatures; but I prefer to introduce be-

tween them an insulating-joint, c. From the

commutator of generator O a circuit, 3 4, ex-

tends,with which are connected in any suita- 7c

ble manner incandescent electric lamjis, elec-

tric motors, or other translating devices, cZ(Z,

the same being thus supplied with current.

I prefer to energize the fleld-magnels of the

motor B and generator C both from the low- 75
tension circuit 3 4. To this end a multiple-

arc circuit, 5 6, is brought from circuit 3 4,

which includes the coils of the field-magnet of

the motor, and also a circuit, 7 S, which in-

cludes the field-coils of the generator. Each 80

of these field-circuits is provided with an ad-

justable resistance, D or D',wherel)y thespeod
of the motor and the generation of current by
the generator are regulated.

Any suitablenuml)er. of sub stations may be 85
supplied from the main circuit 1 2, each being-

provided with thedevices just described. This
is indicated by the circuit 9 10, extending in

multiple arc from 1 2, and which may extend
to one of such other substations. 90
By means of the insulating-joint c the high-

tension circuits are completely cut off from
those of low tension, so that if an accidental

ground-connectiou should occur through the
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base of one machine no cnrrent therefrom can
iu any way reach the circuits of the other ma-
chine.

In the arrangement shown in Fig. 2 the

5 generator A is arranged at the main station,

as before, and supplies current to motor B at

tlie sub-station. This motor drives by direct

connection two low-tension generators, E aud
E', and those generators are connected iu se-

lo ries in a circuit, 11 12, while a conductor, 13,

extends from the joining conductor 14, where-
by tlie tMO generators "are made to form the

divided source of sup])ly of a comjiensating or

three-wire system. The field of the motor is

15 energized, as before, by a circuit, 5 6, off the

low-tension circuit, while the fields of the
generators are energized each by a circuit, 15

16, off one side of the said low-tension circuit.

Adjustable resistances are placed in the field-

20 circuits, as before explained. The electric

lami)s or other translating devices, d d, are iu

multiple series across the circuit 11 13 12, as

will be well understood. By adjusting the
resistance iu the field of the motor the speed

25 of both generators is changed and the whole
current supplied to the circuit 11 13 12 is regu-
lated, while each side of the circuit is sepa-
rately regulated by the separate adjustment of
the generator field-circuit resistances. Insn-

30 lating-jointsc c are interpolated in the arma-
ture-shafts, as l)efore.

Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of several sets

of motors and generators at a sub-station, all

supplying the same throe-wire circuit, 11 13

35 12. Two motors, B'and B", are connected iu

multiple arc with the high-tension circuit 1 2
from generator A. There may be any desired
number of such motors so counected. Each
of those motors runs a jjair of generators, and

^o each pair of generators is connected in series

across the low-tension circuit, the groui) of
generators being thus in multiple series, there
being two iu series in each multiple-arc cir-

cuit. The comi)ensating-conductor 13 is con-

45 nected between each i)air of generators, and
the translating devices d d are connected
across the three-wire circuit, as already ex-
plained. The regulation is performed as in

Fig. 2.

50 In all the preceding figures I have shown,
for illustration, translating devices i)lacod di-

rectly upon the low-tension circuit. The pre-
ferred arrangement for a distributing system
is, however, shown in Fig. 4, the arrangement

55 at main and sub stations being the same as is

shown in Fig. 2.

The three-wire circuit 11 13 12 extends to
suitable terminal ])()ints or omnibus conduct-
ors, V() N, wit 111 n the station, from whicii ex-

Go t(;n(l two ormoro fooding-circuils, j)cii. Tiiesc
extend to dil'l'orenl points of a system of inter-

siicting and eonnocMod positive, negative, and
comixMisaling main or lighting conductors,
7/ <•' n', from wliicli tlie liouse circuits, (not

63 shown,) including translating devices in nitd-

ti]>ie serios, extend. J''rom the ternunala of
each feeder an indienling-eiretiit, p' <•' ;/', ex-

tends to the sub-station, where each is con-
nected to suitable electrical indicators, ff, by
which the pressure on each side of the system 73
at all the different parts of the district is shown.
Each feeding-circuit is provided with an ad-

justable resistance, (/, in each side thereof,

whereby the current supplied by each feeder
to its particular part of the district is varied 75
and regulated as changes occur in the distri-

bution of the translating devices in circuit.

Preferably one of the indicating-circuits—or a
separate circuit—is couti nued back to the main
station, and is there connected with indicators 80
/( h, so that the tension in the system of con-

ductors is shown at the main station. In ac-

cordance with these indications the main-sta-
tion generator may be regulated to keep the
proper constant pressure at the terminals of 85
this particular feeder,which thus serves as a
standard feeder, the one or more other feeders

being regulated separately at the substation
to keep tliem at the same pressure as the stand-
ard. The two sides of the system may also be 90
separatel}^ regulated to nmintain their balance
by the adjustment of the field-circuit resist-

ances of the generators.

It is evident that the arrangement shown in

Fig. 1 may be and is iu practice employed to 95
supply a two-wire multiple-arc system of feed-

ers and connected mains, as will be well un-
derstood, and also that the two or more mul-
tiple scries of generators shown in Fig. 3 and
driven by multiple -arc motors maybe em- loc

ploj-ed with the system of feeders and mains,
as well as the arrangement shown in connec-
tion with such system.
What I claim is

—

1. In a sj'stem of electrical distribution, the ro5

combination of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extending therefrom, an elec-

trodj-namic motor connected with said cir-

cuit, a dj'uanio electric machine generating a
current of lower tension, a direct mechauical no
connection between the armature of said mo-
tor and that of said generator, and translating

devices supplied by said generator, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the 115

combination of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extending therefrom, an elec-

tro-dynamic motor connected with said cir-

cuit, a dynamo electric machine generating a
current of lower tension, translating devices 120

supplied by said generator, a direct mechani-
cal connection between the armature of said

motor and that of said generator, and means
for regulating the speed of said motor, sul»stan-

tially as set ibrth. • lij

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a source of electricity of higli

tension, a circuit i>xteuding therefrom, an elec-

tro dynamic motor connei'ted with said cir-

cuit, a dynamo electric machine generating a
current of lower tension, translating devices
supplied !)}• said generator, adirjjct mechani-
cal coniu'ction between the armature of said

g(Mieralor and thai ofsaid motor, and nu\uis
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for regulatiug tlicgeneratiouof current by said

generator, substantially as set forth.

4. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of a source of electricity of high

5 tension, a circuit extending therefrom, an elec-

tro-dynamic motor connected with said cir-

cuit, a dynamo-electric machine generating a

current of lower tension, a direct electrically-

insulating mechanical connection between the

lo armature of said motor and that of said gen-
erator, and translating devices supplied bysaid
generator, substantially as set forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a source of electricity of high

15 tension, a circuit extending therefrom, an elec-

tro-dynamic motor connected with said cir-

cuit, a dynamo-electric machine generating a
current of lower tension, an insulating-coup-
ling between the armature shaft of said motor

20 and that of said generator, and translating de-

vices sui^plied by said generator, substantially

as set forth.

6. In a sj'stera of electrical distribution, the
combination of a source of electricitj^ of high

25 tension, a circuit extending therefrom, an elec-

tro-dynamic motor having its armature con-
nected with said circuit, a dynamo-electric ma-
chine driven by said motor and generating a
current of lower tension, a circuit extending

30 from said generator and supi)lying translating

devices, and a circuit extending from said low-
tension circuit for energizing the field-magnet
of said motor, substantially as set forth.

7. In a system of electrical distribution, the

35 combination of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extending therefrom, an elec-

tro-dynamic motor connected with said cir-

cuit, a dynamo-electric machine, driven by
said motor, generating a current of lower ten-

40 siou, a circuit extending from said generator
supplying translating devices, and a circuit

from said low-tension circuit for energizing the
field-magnet of said generator, substantially
as set forth.

45 8. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extending therefrom, an elec-

tro-dynamic motor having its armature con-
nected with said circuit, a dynamo-electric ma-

50 chine,driven by said motor, generating a cur-

rent of lower tension, a circuit extending
therefrom and sui")plying translating devices,

and multiple-arc circuits from said low-tension
circuit, one for energizing the field-magnet of

55 said motor, the other for energizing that of
said generator, substantially as set forth.

9. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of
high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,

60 an electro-dynamic motor connected with said
circuit, a dynamo-electric machine, generating
a current of lower tension, driven by said mo-
tor and supplying translating devices, means
for regulatiug the current on such Ingh-ten-

65 siou circuit, and means for regulating said
low - tension generator, substantially as set

forth.

10. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of

higii tension, a circuit extending therefrom, 70

two or more electro-dynamic motors connected

with said circuit in multiple are, and dynamo-
electric machines, driven bysaid motorSj gen-

erating currents of lower tension and supply-

ing translating devices, substantially as set 75
forth.

11. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of

high tension, two or more electro-dynamic

motors connected in multiple arc with said 80

circuit, and dynamo electric machines gener-

ating currents of lower tension and supplying

translating devices, and each having itsttrma-

ture directly connected mechanically with the

armature of one of said motors, substantially 85

as set forth.

12. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of

high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,

an electro-dynamicmotorconnected with said 9c

circuit, and two dynamo - electric machines,

each having its armature directly connected

mechanically with the armature of said mo-
tor and supplying currents of lower tension to

translating devices, substantially as set forth. 95

13. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of

high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,

an electro-dynamic motor connected with said

circuit, and two dynamo - electric machines, 100

generating currents of lower tension, driven

by said motor, said generators being con-

nected in series and arranged to form the di-

vided source of a three-wire or compensating
system of electrical distribution, substantially 105

as set forth.

14. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of

high tension, a circuit extending therefroni,

an electro-dynamic motor connected with said : 10

circuit, a dynamo-electric machine driven by
said motor and generating a current of lower

tension, two or more feeding-circuits extend-

ing from said generator, and a connected sys-

tem of main or lighting conductors,with which 115

said feeding-circuits are connected, substan-

tially as set forth.

15. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of

high tension, a circuit extending therefrom 120

to a sub-station, an electro-dynamic motor at

said sub-station, connected with said circuit, a

dynamo-electric machine, driven by said mo-
tor, generating current of lower tension, feed-

ing-circuits extending from said generator, a r25

connected system of main or lighting con-

ductors, with which said feeding-circuits are

connected, indicating-circuits extending from
the terminals of said feeding-circuits to indi-

cators at the sub-station, and means for regu- 130
lating the current of each feeding-circuit, sub-

stantially as set forth.

IG. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a source of electricity of
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high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,
an electro-dynamic motor connected with said
circuit, two dynamo electric machines, driven
by said motor, generating currents of lower
tension and connected in series, two or more
three -wire feeding- circuits extending from
said generators, and a three-wire system of
main or lighting conductors, with which said

feeding-circuits are connected, substantially
as set forth. lo
This specification signed and witnessed this

10th day of December, ISSG.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

W.tr. Pezer,
E, C. Rowland.
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To all whom ib mai) concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellj'n Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

new and useful Improvement in Systen)S of

Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 709,) of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to that chiss of sys-

tems of electrical distribution in which a
source of electricity of high tension is em-
ployed, from which the high-tension current is

conveyed by small conductors toasub-statiou,
where by means of suitable induction appara-
tus or devices the high-tension current is con-
verted into a low-tension current suitable for

use in electric lighting or for other domestic
or business purposes, such current being dis-

tributed from the substation to the electric

lamps, electric motors, or other translating de-

vices in the district supplied.

The object of my invention is to regulate at

the sub station the electro-motive force on the
high-tension line, a constant electro-motive
force being maintained at the main station. I

accomplish this by placing in the high-tension
circuit at the substation a suitable current-

varying device, the regulation or adjustment
of which varies the condition of the high-ten-

sion circuit.

The accompanying drawing is a diagram of

a three-wire system embodying the preferred

form of my invention.

A A represent dynamo-electric machines
generatingcurrentsof high tension, situated at

the main station at a place where power is

economically available. They are shown as

arranged to form the divided source of elec-

tricity of a three-wire or comi>ensating sys-

tem. From the terminals of the generators a
three-wire circuit, 13 2, extends, conveying
the high-tension current to the sub-station,

which is situated within or near the district

to be supplied with current.

At the substation are i)laced double-wound
rotating converters B B, which receive the
high-tension current at one commutator and
discharge at another current of the desired
comparatively low tension. The two con-

verters, as shown, are placed in series as a
divided source, and the three-wire low-tension

circuit 4 G 5 extends from such'source, supply-
ing translating devices a a in multiple series.

In each side of the high-tension line at the
sub-station is connected an electro-dynamic
motor, C. These motors are so wound that at a 55
normal speed—say at one -half their full

speed—they throw a low or minimum counter
electro-motive force into the high-tension cir-

cuit. The fields of these motors may be ener-

gized in any suitable manner. Asshowu,they 60
are energized from the high-tension circuit.

D D are motors run from the low-tension cir-

cuit 4 6 5 by circuits 7 8, and having adjusta-

ble resistances E E in their field-circuits,

whereby their speed is regulated. Each of 65
these motors has its armature-shaft connected,
either directly, as shown, or through suitable

belts or gearing, with the armature-shaft of

one of the motoi'S C 0.

The operation is as follows: Suppose the 70
main source to have a constant pressure of

two thousand five hundred volts and the mo-
tors C to give each a back-pressure of five

hundred volts. The effective pressure will

then be two thousand volts; but if an increased 75
load on the converters causes a decrease in this

pressure, and it is desired to bring the press-

ure up again, the fields of the motors D are
strengthened by throwingout more resistance,

and the speed of such motors, and conse- 80
quently of motors 0, is decreased, whereby the
counter electro motive force of motors C is re-

duced and the pressure on the high-tension

circuit is brought up to the desired two thou-

sand volts again. If the load on the convert- 85
ers decreases so that the pressure must be re-

duced to bring it to the constant, the fields of

motors D are weakened and the counter elec-

tro-motive force of motors C is reduced again.

Either side of the three-wire circuit maybe 90
regulated separately, as will be readily seen,

as the relative number of translating devices
on the two sides varies. My invention, how-
ever, is not confined to the three-wire system;
but may be as readily used with a two- wire 95
system of distribution.

What I claim is—
1. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extending therefrom to a sub- ico
station, a tension-reducing converter at said
sub-station, a circuit extending therefrom to

translating devices, an electi'O-dynamic motor
in the high-tension circuit at the sub-station,
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and means for varying the counter electro-mo-

tive force of said motor, substantially as set

fortli.

2. In a system of (ilectrical distribution, the

5 combination of a source of electricity of bigli

tension, a circuit extending therefrom to a sub-

station, a tension-reducing converter at said

sub-station, a circuit extending therefrom to

translating devices, au electro-dynamic motor
lo in the high-tension circuit, a motor connected

mechanically therewith, and means for vary-

ing the speed of the second motor, substan-

tially as set forth.

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the

15 combination of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extending therefrom to a sub-

station, a tension-reducing converter at said

sub-station, a circuit extending therefrom to

translating devices, au electro-dynamic motor
20 in the high-tension circuit and another in the

low-tension circuit at the substation, having a
mechanical connection between their arma-
tures, and means for regulating the strength
of the field-magnet of the low-tension current-

25 motor, substantially as set forth.

4. lu a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a divided source of electricity

of high tension, a three-wire circuit extend-
ing therefrom to a sub-station, tension-reduc-
ing converters in series at the sub-station, a 30
three-wire circuit extending therefrom, and a
current-vai'ying device in each side of the high-
tension circuit at thesub station, substantially
as set forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the 35
combination of a divided source of electricity

of high tension, a three-wire circuit extending
therefrom to a sub-station, tension reducing
converters at the sub-station in series, a three-

wire circuit extending therefrom to trauslat- 40
iug devices, an electro-dynamic motor in each
side of the three-wire circuit at the sub-sta-

tion, and means for regulating the speed of
said motors, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 45
IGth day of December, 1886.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

Wm, Pezer,
E. C. EOWLAND.
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2h all ivliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

new and useful Improvement in Systems of

Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 710,) of

which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to a modification of or

improvement upon the system of electrical

distribution set forth in my api^lication, No.
703,-Serial No. 220,799. In that application

is shown and described a source of electric-

ity of higli tension, from which a circuit ex-

tends to a sub-station, where are placed de-

vices receiving such high-tension current and
discharging a current of low tension, whichi is

thence conveyed by feeding-circuits to a con-

nected system of translation - circuits, with
which electric lamps or other translating de-

vices are connected.
My present invention consists in providing

two or more systems of this general character
and conductors, including switches, by means
of which such systems may be joined together,

so that one source may be made to suj^ply two
or more distributing systems, or two or more
sources may be thrown onto one distributing

system, as such cbaugos are made desirable by
reason of variations in the current required
by the districts.

My invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawing, which is a diagram of a system em-
bodying said invention.

A, A', and A^ represent three groups of

generators, B B, which may be all situated at

the same place or station, or may be divided
between three places or stations. There may
be any desired number of such groups of gen-

erators, according to the area to be supplied.

The generators of each group are shown as ar-

ranged to form the divided source in a three-

wire or compensating system, although, as

will be evident, the invention is as readily ap-

plicable to a two-wire system. From each
group of generators a three-vpire circuit, P C
N, extends to a sub-station, D, D', or D'^, such
sub-stations being each situated within or near
the district to be supplied by it.

Thegeneratorsshownarecontiuuous-current
generators, and I therefore provide double-

."wound rotating tension-reducing converters

E E at eacli sub-station, receiving the high-

tension current by connections a a in one set

of armature coils and discharging a current
of low tension by commutators h b from an- 55
other set of armature-coils. The converters
E E at each station are shown as joined in se-

ries, and a three-wire circuit, P' C N', extends
from the terminal points or omnibus wires
within the station, from which two or more 60
feeding-circuits, j> c «, extend to different

points of the district supplied, where they
are joined to the system of connected mains
or lighting circuits j>' c' n', from which the
house-circuits extend, (not shown,) including 65
translating devices, which may be electric

lamps, electric motors, or other electrical ap-
paratus adapted to be operated by the current
of low tension, such translating devices being
connected in multiple series, as is now well 70
understood.
The feeding-circuits are provided with ad-

justable resistances b & for regulating the cur-

rent conveyed by them, whereby either side
of each feeding- circuit may be regulated as 75
the relative number of lamps on the two sides

varies, or each feeding-circuit may be regu-
lated relative to the others for unequal dis-

tribution or changes in the number of lamps
in different parts of the district. 80
The field - magnets of the converters are

shown as energized from the high tension cir-

cuit, (though the field-circuits may extend from
the low-tension circuit,) and eacli is provided
with an adjustable resistance, (7, for regulating 85
the speed of the converter.

The generators Bat the main station are
provided with regulating resistance e in their
field-circuits. The high tension circuits are
preferably provided with line-switches h in 9-,

each conductor, and each dynamo also may
have a switch, i, in its armature-circuit.
Between the three main stations or three

groups of generators, A A' A'^, may extend
positive, negative, and comiiensating conduct- 95
ors P^ N^ C^, joining the conductors of the
high - tension circuits together—positive to

positive, negative to negative, and neutral to

neutral. Each of these conductors is pro-
vided with a circuit making and breaking 100
switch,/. Instead of this, fehere may extend
between the sub-stations positive, negative,
and compensating conductors P'N'^C", joining
like conductors of the high-tension circuits
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together, and at the sub stations circuit mak-
ingand breaking SM'itches .^are placed in these

joining-conductors, or both these sets of con-

necting-conductors maj' be i>rovided, as ilb.is-

5 trated.

Normally each of the three systems is run
by itself, and is regulated by the adjustment
of the field-niagnets of generators B for the
general regulation of the district and by tJie

10 I'eeder-resistances for the changes in distribu-

tion and balance; but when so many translat-

ing devices are disconnected in the several or

in any one or more of the distiicts that it be-

comes unnecessary to run so many djMiamos

15 to supply those remaining all three of the dis-

tricts may be thrown upon the generators of

one group. In some cases it may be desired

to do this at the sub station. In this case it

is done by closing the proper set of switches,

20 g, in the conductors P' N' C, so that all three

of the districts are thrown upon either one of

the genei'ator groups or upon any two of them;
or two districts may be throwii upon a single

group and the third district still run sepa-

25 rately from its own group; or such combina-
tions may be made as the exigencies of the

case may require. These operations may be
performed at the main station, if desired, the
circuits P'^ C^ N" being provided for this pur-

30 pose.
Indicating-circuits jr « c", extending from

the translation-circuits, preferably from termi-

nals of feeders, are connected to electrical in-

dicators A: /i; at the snb-stations, or similar in-

35 dicators, I I, at the main station or stations, or,

preferably, as shown, to both. In accordance
with the showing of these indicators the regu-

lation of the system is accomplished either by
the adjustable rasistances, which have been

40 described, or by the closing or opening of con-

necting-circuits.

What I claim is

—

1. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of two or more subsystems, each

45 composed of a source of supply and a system
of translation cii'cuits supplied therefrom, with
circuits provided with switches for connect-
ing said subsystiMus together, substantially as
set forth.

50 2. In a system of electrical distribution, the
cond)ination of two or more subsystems,each
consisting of a source of supply, a circuit ex-
tending therefrom to a sub-st at ion, and feeding-

circuits extending from sucii substation to

55 translation-circuits, witii conductoi-s]irovided
with switclu^s for connecting said sub-systems
togetlu'r, substantially asset forth.

.'}. In a system of eicctrical distribution, the

combination of two or more sub-systems, each
composed of a source of supply and a system 60
of translation - circuits supplied therefrom,
means for regulating the supply of current in

each sub-system, and conductors iirovided with
switchas for connecting such sub-sj'stems to-

gether, substantially asset forth. 65
4. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of two or more sub-systems, each
composed of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extendiug therefrom to a teu-

siou-reducing converter, and translationcir- 70
cuits supplied from said converter, with con-
ductors provided with switches for connecting
said sub systems together, substantially asset
forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the 75
combination of two or more sub systems, each
composed of a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extendiug therefrom to a sub-
station, a tension-reducing converter at .said

sub-station, translation-circuits supplied from So
said converter, and means at the sub-station
for regulating the current supplied, with con-
ductors provided with switches for connect-
ing said subsystems together, substantially
asset forth.

'

85
6. In a sj'Stem of electrical distribution, the

combination, with two or more sub-systems,
eachcomposedof a source of electricity of high
tension, a circuit extending therefrom toaten-
sion-reducing converter, and translationcir- 93
cuits supplied from said converters, of con-
ductors joining like conductoi-s of tlie high-
tension circuits and provided with switches
whereby the sub-systems may be joined to-

gether, substantially as set forth. 95
7. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination, with two or more sub-systems,
each composed of a source of electricity of
high tension, a circuit extending therefrom to

a substation, a tension-reducing converter at iro
said sub-station, two or more feeding-circuits
extending from said converter to a system of
translation -circuits, indicating devices con-
nected with said translation circuits.and means
for regulating the current in said feeding-cir- 105
cuits, of conductors connecting like conduct-
ors of the high-tension circuit and provided
with switches whereby the sub systems may
be joined together,substantially as set forth.

This specilication signed and witnessed this iro

IGth day of L^ecembcr, ISSC).

TIIOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
WAr. Pkz/.kr,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all whom it may concern:

Be it kuown that 1, Thomas A. Edison, of

j\[enlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Electrical Meters,

(Case No. 559,) of which the following is a
specification.

The object I have in view is to produce a
cheap and reliable meter for lueasuring auto-

lo maticalh' the electric current or energy con-

sumed in a .system for the general distribution

of electricity for light, heat, and power, and
this I accomplish by the use, in connection with
the translation-circuit of which the current is

15 to be measured, of a peculiarly - constructed
electro-dynamic motor, andprovidingaproper
indicating, registering, or countiug mechanism
controlled or operated by such motor, and also

providing such ijeculiar motor with devices

2D for causing the motor to perform a defiuite

amount of work in order to reduce to the mini-

mum the importance of the indefinite or vari-

able friction as a factor in the work of the
motor.

25 In my Patent No. 242,901 there is described

a meter composed of an electro-dynamic mo-
tor arranged in the translation-circuitand hav-
ing a definite loading and operating, indicat-

ing, or registering apparatus; but such motor
30 is shown as a machine provided with a com-

mutator, which machines, when used as the
operative or controlling elements of electrical

meters, are subject to the objection that the
multiple contacts of the commutator cannot

35 be made without considerable indefinite or

variable friction,which increases the liability

to error in registering, the wear upon the parts

is great, and there is difficulty experienced in

attaining sufficiently -low resistance. These
40 objections and difficulties I overcome by the

use of the peculiar electro-dynamic motor,
which is a non-commutator or unipolar ma-
chine of such character that I apply to it the
term "mono-electrodynamic motor," its in-

45 ductive or rotating part being a straight or

one-part conductor, the current passingthrough
it in one direction only.

The peculiar constructiou of this motor and
the connections and accomi)anying parts used

50 with, it to form a meter will be fully lierein-

after explained.

By the use of tlie mono - electro- dynamic

motor I am enabled to convey powerful cur-
rents through the apparatus without loss by
the resistance at solid metallicor multiple con- 55
tacts, and also to obtain slow movement or ro-

tations with powerful currents, and at the same
time to attain these results with exceedingly
small, indefinite, or variable friction.

In the accompanying drawings, formiug a 60
part hereof, Figure 1 is a sectional elevation
of the mono-eleclrodynaraic motor used as a
meter with an elevation of au indicating or
registering mechanism and a diagram of con-
nections; Fig. 2, a separate sectional view of 65
the revolving cylinder formiug the single or
straight non- magnetic inductive portion of
the machine, and of the magnetic core upon
which said cylinder revolves; Fig. 3, a toj)

view of the revolving cylinder, showing means 70
for completing the circuit of the registering

mechanism; Fig. 4, an elevation of a modifica-
tion showing the registering mechanism oper-
ated directly by the revolving cylinder; Fig.

5, an elevation of the cylinder, showing means 75
for varying the loading of the motor to com-
pensate for variations in proi^ortionate fric-

tion; Fig. 6, a vertical section of a modifica-
tion wherein the magnetic core revolves and
the non-magnetic cylinder remains stationary, 80
and Fig. 7 a vertical section of a modified form
of the motor wherein no magnetic parts are,

used.

The monoelectro-dynamic jnotor is com-
posed of an iron base. A, which forms the back 85
of the field electro-magnet of the machine, one
pole of which is the upper end, S, of the cen-

tral core, B, while the other pole is formed by
the ring or a number of separate pole-pieces,

N, supported on cores 0, rising from A and 9 i

surrounding the pole S. The cores B C are
provided with wire bobbins B' C. In the
magnetic field, between S and N, is located
the revolving one-i>art or straight inductive
portion of the machine. This is preferably a 93
cylinder, D, which may beof coiipor,and which
is supported upon S by a central pivoting
spindle, «, resting in a depression, i, in the
top of S. This spindle passes through a guid-
ing-yoke, rt', and through the center of the 100
closed upper end of the cylinder, and is se-

cured rigidly thereto. It is pointed, and is

constructed of platinum or platinum-iridium
alloy, so as not to amalgamate with the mer-
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cury, CjWith which the depression & is partly

filled. The revolving pivot or spindle is lo-

cated in the circuit, as will be presently ex-

plained, and the mercnry is used to make good
5 and sufficient contact in order to carry a pow-

erful current without heating.

The lower end of the cylinder D is provided
with means for maintaining contact with the

mercury,cZ, in a circular trough, E, This means
lo is preferably in the form of fans or paddles e,

which dip into the mercury, and, while main-
taining the circuit complete, act to retard the

movement of the motor, giving it a definite

loading or a definite amount of work to per-

15 form. The mercury-trough E may be pro-

vided with stationary blades/, to prevent the
rotation of the mercury in a body. Current
being passed through the bobbins B' C and
through the cylinder D, such cylinder will re-

20 volve, the speed being directly proportionate
to the current, and this motion may be us<id

to advantage to operate or control suitable in-

dicating or registering mechanism, F,for meas-
uring the electrical current or energy con-

25 suraed in a circuit.

In Fig. 1 the connections are shown for the
use of the peculiar motor as a meter in my
multiple-arc system of electrical distribution.

1 2 are the street-mains, and 3 4a house-

30 circuit therefrom, having connected therewith
in multiple arc, lamps or other translating de-

vices L. In the house-circuit, between the
street-mains and the translating devices, the
line 3 is broken and is carried to the mercury-

35 trough E, from whence the current passes
through the mercury, d, to paddles e and up
the one-jjart or sti'aight inductive portions of

the machine formed by cylinder D to spindle
a, and then through this spindle and the mer-

40 cury, c, to coi-e B. The current passes down
core B to base A, with which the other side of

line 3 is connected. The motor is thus brought
directly into the translation -circuit and all

the current supplied to the translating devices

45 passes through it; but it is evident that the
same result would be produced if the motor
were located in a shunt around a definite re-

sistance in line 3. The translating devices
being in multiple arc, variations in the num-

50 ber of such devices produce direct variations
in the current or energy consumed in the cir-

cuit and in the sjieed of the motor.

The field-coils of the motor arc in a multiple-

arc circuit, 5 G, from 3 4, all the bobbins B' C
55 being located in such circuit, and an addi-

tional resistance, It, being also preferably em-
ployed. The location of the field-magnet in a
separate multiple-arc circuit makes the field

a constant one, while all the variation.s arc

Co produced in the revolving one-i)art or straight
inductive ])orlion of the machine.
A permanent steel magnet can be used (o

l>roduce the constant liehi; but I j)refer to use

the electro- magnet, as alreaily described.

65 To pn-veut loss of energy by a (low of cur-

rent tlirough the field-circuit 5 () when there

is no translating device in circuit, 1 i)rovide

means for opening the circuit 6 when there

is no translating device in circuit and for

closing such circuit when a single translating yc
device is placed in circuit. For this purpose
an electro-magnet, G, is located in line 3, or in

a shunt therefrom, between the translating

devices and the street-mains, and controls a
lever, g, in circuit 5 6, and closing circuit 0675
at its front contact when a single translating

device is in circuit, and opening such circuit

at its back contact when the last translating
device is removed from circuit.

The indicating or registering mechanism F 80
may be goperated by an electromagnet, H,
which is placed in circuit 7 S between the
wire 5 on one side of resistance E to a spring,

h, mounted on an insulating-block on X and
springing toward the spindle a of the revolv- 85
ing cylinder. This spring is prevented from
striking the spindle by an insulated pin, i, on
yoke a'; but once in every revolution of the
cylinder it is struck by a metal pin, /.-, on the
spindle a, closing circuit through the magnet 9c
H and giving one impulse to the indicating or
registering ai^paratus. In this way the indi-

cating or registering apparatus will indicate

or register the revolutions of the cylinder.

The indicating or registering apparatus may, 95
however, be operated directly' by the cylinder
through suital)le gearing, as shown in Fig. 4,

the spindle a being i^rovided with a worm, 1,

meshing with a worm-wheel, m, forming i>art

of the indicator or register. 100
In order that the rotating shell may so per-

form its work that the speed of rotation will

be directly proportionate to the current, the
paddles upon the cylinder must be correctly"

proportioned and arranged in a proper manner. 105
Since the meter may i)e made of quite large

size, and when so made will have a large ini-

tial friction, it is preferred for large-sized me-
ters to make the cylinder-paddles loose and
provide means for varying their dip in the 1 10

mercury in proportion to the speed, in order
to make the speed of rotation of the cylinder
directly x>roportionate to the current. Such
a construction is shown in Fig. 5, wherein the
paddles c are mounted on a ring, n, connected 1 15
with a centrifugal governor, I, mounted on
the spindle a.

It is not essential that (he shell D should
revolve, since it may be held stationary and
the magnetic core be arranged for revolution, 120
as shown in Fig. 0. In that figure the shell D
is held stationary in a suitable frame, (not
shown,) while the core K revolves. This core
may be a permanent magnetor be made of iron

magnetized by bobbin K', which may be sta- 125
tionary or be carried by the core. The mer-
cury-trough ]•' is carrieil by and revolves with
the core, although it can be stationary and the
core be provided with paddles dipping iuto
the mercury. The core K is mouuttHl on a 130
sjiindle, ;», turning in mercury, and may op-
erate tlic indicator or register directly, sis

shown, or by dosing at intervals a local cir-

cuit. The cylinder 1) and core K will be lo-
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eated in the line 3 of the translation-circuit,

while the bobbin K' will be in a multiple-arc
circuit from the translation-circuit. It is also

not essential to have a field-magnet, since the

5 cylinder will rotate if a helix, M, alone be used,

as shown in Fig. 7; but by the use of iron less

current is required to i^erform the woi'k.

In Fig. 7 the cylinder D revolves upon a
uon- magnetic support, O, such support and

lo thecylinder being located directly in the trans-

lation-circuit, while the helix M is in a mul-
tiple-arc circuit therefrom.
What I claim is

—

1. In an electrical meter, the combination,
with indicating or registering apparatus, of an
electro-dynamic motor operating such indicat-

ing or registering aj^paratus and having its

inductive portion in the translation-circuit,

the electrical energy consumed in which is to

20 be measured, and a multiple-arc circuit in-

cluding the field-coils of such motor, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. A mouo-electro-dynamic motor, iu com-
bination with means for giving such motor a
definite loading, and means for varying such
load, to compensate for variations in propor-
tionate friction, substantially as set forth.

3. In an electrical meter, the combination,
with indicating or registering apparatus, of an

30 electro-dynamic motor located in the transla-

tion-circuit, a multiple-arc circuit including
the field - of - force coils of such motor, and

25

means located in the translation-circuit for

opening and closing such field-circuit when the
last translating device is removed from circuit 35
and the first one placed in circuit, substan-
tially as set forth.

4:. In an electrical meter, a non-commutator
electro dynamic motor provided with a single

or straight inductive portion, and having the 40
opposite poles of its iield-magnet brought to-

gether on opposite sides of such inductive por-
tion, in combination with a register operated
or controlled by the motor, substantially as set

forth. /
5. In a mono electro-dynamic motor form-

ing the operative part of an electrical meter,
the revolving cylinder forming the inductive
portion of the motor, in combination with a
register operated or controlled by the motor,
substantially as set forth.

6. In a mono-electrodynamic motor form-
ing the operative part of an electrical meter, the
combination, with a centrally-located pole and
a surrounding pole, of a revolving cylinder
mounted upon the centrally-located pole, and
a register operated or controlled by the motor,
substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

6th cay of April, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Edwaed H. Pyatt.
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To all whom it may co)icerrh:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menio Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in the Manufacture of In-

candescing Conductors for Electric Lamps,
(Case No. 5G1,) of wliich the following is a
specification.

The object of this invention is to produce
to efficient and durable incandescing conductors

for electric lamps, said invention consisting

in a i)rocess of manufacturing carbon filaments

to be used for this purpose.
This process may be generally descritjed as

15 follows: The filament of suitable material is

first carbonized, then placed in a tempoi^ary
vacuum-chamber and heated to high incan-
descence. It is then dipped in a solution of

carbonizable material, dried and recarbonized,
20 and is then ready for use. I prefer to employ fil-

(ameuts of natural vegetable fibrous material

—

such as bamboo—though I may employ paper
or thread, and any of these materials may be
parchmentized before carbonization, if de-

25 sired. The filament is carbonized by heat in

a closed flask or chamber, and under strain

or pressure, or both. It is then placed in a

receiver and connected in aa electric circuit.

The receiver is exhausted of air, the current

30 is applied, and the filament is heated to a de-

gree of incandescence higher than thatat which
it is intended to be permanently used. This
sets the filament in its bent shape and renders
it flexible and elastic. It is removed from this

35 temporary receiver and dipped in a solution

of sugar or other carbonizable material, with

which it becomes impregnated, and any de-

fective spots are tilled with this carbonizable
material. The filament is then recarbonized,
preferably in a furnace, as before, the whole \o

becoming a homogeneous structure. This is

attached to wires and placedin the lamp globe,

which is exhausted and sealed off" in the usual
manner. Instead of recarbonizing in a fur-

nace, liowever, the filament may be placed in 4.5

the lamp, said lamp exhausted, and the re-

carbonization accomplished by an electric cur-

rent in vacuo.

What I claim is

—

1. The process of making an incandescent 50
conductor for electric lamps, consisting in first

carbonizing a filament of suitable material,

then heating said filament to incandescence in

a vacuum, then dipping said filament into a
solution of carbonizable material, and then 55
carbonizing the whole, substantially as set

forth.

2. The jDrocess of making an incandescent
conductor for electric lamps, consisting in first

carbonizing a filament of suitable material, 6d
then heating said filament to incandescence in

a vacuum, then dipping said filament into a
solution of carbonizable material, and then re-

carbonizing by electrical heating in a vacuum,
substantially as set forth. 65
This specification signed and witnessed this

12th day of April, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all ivlionv it may concern:
Be it known thafc I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Jlenlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of ISTew Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Electrical Transmis-
sion of Power, (Case No. 567,) of which the
following is a specification.

My invention relates to systems in which
dynamo - electric generators and electro-dy-

lo namic motors are run in series, vny object be-
ing to so arrange such machines that the
generators and motors can be regulated inde-
pendently each machine of each other ma-
chine, and so that any one machine may be

15 cut out of circuit without affecting the others.
In accomplishing this I place the two or more
generators in series as to their armatures, but
with their field-magnets each in a separate
shunt-circuit provided with an adjustable re-

20 sistance; and I also provide shunts around in-

dividual geueratoi's, provided with switches
or circuit-controllers for cutting them out of
circuit. The two or more motors I arrange
and connect in the same way. The generators

25 arranged in this way are independently con-
trollable, as likewise are the motors.

If one or more of the motors be cut out of
circuit, so that the remainder can be supplied
by a less number of generators than those pre-

3c viously in use, one or more generators can be
cut out, so that only enough current will be
generated for the motors in use; or if the
decrease in the number of motors is not suffi-

cient to make it desirable to decrease the

03 number of generators, the resistances in the
field circuits of the generators already in cir-

cuit would be increased to diminish the cur-

rent generated. This arrangement is shown
diagrammatically in the accompanying draw-
ing.

A A' represent dynamo-electric machines,
and B B' electro-dynamic motors. The gen-
erators A A' are placed in series connected
by a wire, 3, and 12 are the conductors of the
main circuit extending from them. Their
armatures are revolve«l by belts C, connecting
them with a suitable source of power. The
field-magnet of each machine is in a shunt-
circuit, 4 5, and each field-circuit contains an

50 adjustable resistance, li. Around the gen-

40

45

erator A' a shunt, 4 0, is formed, provided
with a circuit-controller, D, by closing which
the generator is removed from circuit. The
electro-dynamic motors B B' are arranged in

a similar manner, their fields being in shunts 55
7 8, and such shunts being each provided with
an adjustable resistance, E'. The shunt 8 9

around the motor B' contains a circuit-con-

troller, D', for cutting the motor out of cir-

cuit. 60
It is evident that as many generators as de-

sired can be employed in connection with any
desired number of motors. Any or all of them
can be provided with shunts for throwing them "

out of circuit. It is also evident that this ar- 65
rangement of generators cau be emj^loyed in

connection with a single motor or with any
number of motors arranged in any convenient
manner other than that described; or, vice

versa, a single generator or a number arranged 70
in any convenient way can be used in connec-

tion with a series of motors arranged and con-

nected as described.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with two or more dy- 75
namo or magneto electric machines connected
in series and independently controllable, of

two or more electro-dynamic motors also con-

nected in series and independentlj^ control-

lable, substantially as set forth. 80
2. The combination of dynamo or magneto

electric machines and electro-dynamic motors
arranged in series, and means for regulating

the current in the field-circuit of each gen-

erator and each motor independent of all the 85
other generators and motors, substantially as

set forth.

3. The combination, with dynamo or mag-
neto electric machines and electro-dynamic

motors arranged in series in a main circuit, of 90
shunt-circuits, one including the field-coils of

each generator or motor, and means for regu-

lating the current in each shunt-circuit, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with dynamo or mag- 95
neto electric machines and electro-dynamic

motors arranged in series in a main circuit,

of shunts around individual generators or mo-
tors, and a circuit-controller in each shunt,

substantially as set forth. 100

I
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5. The combination, with two or more dy-
namo or magneto electric machines arranged
in series and connected with two or more in-

dependent electro - dynamic motors also ar-

5 ranged in series, of means for independently
regulating each of said generators, and means
for removing individual generators from cir-

cuit without affecting the other generators,
substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this :o
1st day of June, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Ed"^ard H. Pyatx.
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To all ivJiom it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Electrical Transmission
of Power, (Case No. 568,) of which the follow-

ing is a specification.

This invention relates to the rnnning of in-

dependent electro - dynamic motors—that is,

separate motors not connected with the same
driving -shaft—by current produced by two
or more electrical generators, and has for its

object to regulate simultaneously the gener-
ation of current by such generators according
to the number of motors in circuit from them
or the speed at which such motor or motors are
run. While such simultaneous regulation of

the generators is applicable to the running of

a single motor, or of a number of motors ar-

ranged in any suitable manner, yet I i^refer

to use it in connection with a number of in-

dependently-controllable electro-dynamic mo-
tors provided with means for removing indi-
vidual motors from operation without affect-

ing the remainder of the motors. The motors,
therefore, are preferably arranged in series,

with their field-coils in independent shunts,
each shunt being provided with a regulating-
resistance, and shunts are formed around the
motors for cutting them out of circuit. There
are, however, very many other ways in which
the motors could be arranged. For instance,
in multiple arc across main conductors, with
their fields either in series or in separate mul-
tiple-arc circuits; or the fields may be ener-
gized from a separate local source and regu-
lated simultaneously, the armatures being
either in series or multiple arc.

In carrying out my invention the manner
of arranging the generators so that. they may
be simultaneously regulated is as follows:
The armatures of the two or more dynamo-
electric machines which are employed as gen-
erators are placed in series, and the field-coils

of all the machines are included in a single
shunt-circuit. This circuit is provided with
an adjustable resistance, by adjusting which
the current in the shunt is regulated, and
therefore the generation of current by all the
machines is regulated simultaneously. This
arrangement is illu.strateddiagrammatically in

the accompanying drawing.

A A' are dynamo-electric machines, and B
B' electro-dynamic motors. The motors B B'

are connected in series in the main circuit 1 2. 55
The field-coils of each motor are in a shunt-

circuit, 3 4, and each shunt-circuit is provided
with an adjustable resistance, R. Around the

motor B' is formed a shunt, 5 6, provided
with a circuit-controller, 0, for cutting the mo- 60
tor out of circuit. The generators A A' are
also connected inseries,andthe main conduct-
ors 1 2 extend from them.
A shunt-circuit, 7 8, from the main conduct-

ors includes the coils of the field-magnets of 65
both generators, and an adjustable resistance,

E', is placed in this shunt for regulating the
generators simultaneously.

It is evident that any desired number of gen-
erators could be employed in connection with 70
any number of indei^eudent electro dynamic
motors.

As motors are placed in or cut out of circuit,

the resistances' is adjusted to regulate the gen-
eration of current according to these changes, 75
so that current enough is always suj)plied for

the motors in use.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with mechanically-in-
dependent electro-dynamic motors, of two or 80
more dynamo or magneto electric machines
arianged in series connected with said motors,
said machines having all their field-coils con-
nected in one circuit, and said circuit being
provided with an adjustable resistance, sub- 85
stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of two or more mechani-
cally-independent electro - dynamic motors,
with their armatures connected in series, a
shunt around the armature of each motor, in- 9c
eluding its field- magnet coils, and an adjustable
resistance in each shunt, witli two or more dy-
namo-electric machines arranged in series con-
nected with said motors, said machines hav-
ing all their field coils connected in one cir- 95
cuit, and said circuit being provided with an
adjustable resistance, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

1st day of June, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
ED\yARD H. Pyatt.
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I

To (ill ivhoiiv lb may concern:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of
Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Electrical Transmis-
sion of Power, (Case No. 569,) of which the
following is a specification.

]\Iy invention relates to the running of two
or more electro-dynamic motors mechanically

lo independent of one another and connected
clectricallj' in series from a source of supply
consisting of dynamo electric machines also

connected in series, and has for its object to

enable all such motors to be regulated simul-

15 taneously and from a common point, to regu-

late all the generator's simultaneously, so as

to keep the generation of current propor-
tioned to the amount utilized by the motors,
and to enable the field-magnets of the motors

20 and of the generators to be charged by cur-

rents of low electromotive force, whereby
coarse wire may be employed for the field-

windings, and the danger of injury to such
coils, which occurs with high-tension cur-

25 rents, is avoided. I accomplish this by plac-

ing the motors in series in the main circuit

from the generators, and their fields in series

in a shunt around one of the motors. Such
shunt is provided with means for regulating

30 the current flowing in it, and so regulating
simultaneously the current supplied to the
iields of all the motors. The generators are

arranged in a similar manner with an adjusta-

ble resistance or other means for regulating

35 their fields simultaneously. Thus, when the
motors are regulated by reducing the current
in their fields, so that less current is required
to operate them, the generators, also, are cor-

respondingly regulated, so that they supply
40 only the proper amount of current, and when

one or more motors are removed from opera-

tion the generators are regulated so as to sup-
ply only enough current to those remaining
in use. By shunting all the fields of the gen-

45 erators and all the fields of the motors around
a single generator or motor, respectively, such
tields are supplied with currents of low elec-

I

tro-motive force or tension. Of course with a
very large number of generators or motors the
fields may be shunted around two or any other 50
small part of the whole series of the machines,
which arrangement is evidently equivalent for

the purpose mentioned. This arrangement is

illustrated diagrammatically in the accomi)a-
nying drawing. 55
A A' are dynamo-electric machines con-

nected in series, and 1 2 are the main-circuit
conductors extending from the series of gener-

ators. The feeders of both generators are in

a shunt-circuit, 3 4, around the generator A, 60
such shunt containing an adjustable resist-

ance, E.
B B' are electro-dynamic motors connected

in series. Their fields are in a shunt-circuit,

5 6, around the motor B'. The motors, while 65
independent in opei-ation, may thus be regu-

lated simultaneously by means of the adjusta-

ble resistance R' in the shunt-circuit 5 6,which
resistance controls the fields of all the motors.

What I claim is

—

70
1. The combination, with two or more dy-

namo-electric machines arranged in series, of

a shunt around one of said machines, includ-

ing the field-magnet coils of all vSaid machines,
and means for regulating the current in said 75
shunt, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with two or more dy-
namo electric generators arranged in series

and having their field-magnet coils in series in

a shunt around one of them, and means for 80
regulating the current in said shunt, of two or
more electro-dynamic .motors arranged in se-

ries connected with said generators, having
their field-magnet coils in series in a shunt
around one of them, and means for regulating 85
the current in said shunt, substantially as set

forth.

This si"»ecification signed and witnes.sed this

1st day of June, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edwakd H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhoDi it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Ebison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Electrical Transmis-
sion of Power, (Case No. 570,) of which the
following is a specification.

The object of this invention is to so arrange
a number of independent electro-dynamic mo-
tors supplied from the same source of energy
(that is, separate motors not attached to the
same driving -shaft, as in my Patent No.
248,435,) that they maybe controlled or regu-
lated simultaneously, while they can be put in
or removed from operation without affecting
one another.
A further object is to cause the field-mag-

nets of the motors when their armatures are on
a high-tension line to be energized by a cur-
rent of low tension.

In carrying out the invention, the source of
energy may consist of any desired number of
generators—preferably dynamo -electric ma-
chines. Such machines may be arranged in
any suitable manner. Preferably they are
placed in series, with their field-coils in shunts
from the main line; or the field-coils could all

be included in a single shunt around one or
more or all of the machines. An adjustable
resistance is placed in the field-circuit of each
machine, or in the shunt including all the
fields, whereby the generation of current is

regulated according to the requirements of the
motors supplied by the generators. The main
conductors extend from the series of genera-
tors to the locality in which the electro dy-
namic motors are situated. Such motors are
placed in multiple arc or multiple series across
the main conductors—that is, cross -circuits

are provided, each of which may contain one,

two, or any desired number of motors. The
fields of all the motors are jDlaced in series in

a multiple-arc circuit across the main con-
ductors or in a shunt-circuit from one of them.
An adjustable resistance or other means for

regulating the current in the circuit which in-

cludes the fields is provided. By thus con-
necting all the fields in series, instead of con-
necting them separately across the line, the
fields receive a lower tension-current, and they

may therefore be wound with coarse wire, and
the danger to the coils which arises with high-

tension currents is avoided.

Each multiple-arc circuit, containing one or

more motors, may, it is evident, be connected 55
with or disconnected from the main conductors,

so as to throw in or out of operation the motor
or motors contained in such circuit, without
affecting the motors in the other multii)le-arc

circuits of the system. 60
The generators which supply current to the

system of motors are regulated as motors are

thrown into or removed from operation, so

that the proper current may always be sup-

plied. The adjustable resistance in the field- 65
circuit of all the motors is regulated to vary
the speed of such motors.

My invention is illustrated diagrammatically
in the annexed drawing.
A A' are dynamo-electric machines arranged 70

in series, so as to produce a current of high
tension or electro-motive force. The main
conductors 1 2 extend from the series of gen-

eratoi'S, of which there may be any desired

number, two only being shown for illustra- 75
tion. Multiple arc or derived circuits 3 4 ex-

tend across the main conductors. Each of

such circuits includes the armatuies of one or

more of the electro dynamic motors B. The
field-coils of all these motors are in the mul- 80
tiplearc circuit 5 6, which contains also the

adjustable resistance R, by adjusting which
the current in the fields.aud consequently the

speed of all the motors, is regulated. The field-

coils of each generator are in a shunt-circuit, 85
7 8, and each shunt-circuit contains an ad-

justable resistance, R'.

The uses of the resistances R and R' have
been i^reviously exi>lained.

What I claim is-- 90
1. The combination, with one or more dy-

namo or magneto electric machines, of main
conductors extending therefrom, multiple-arc

circuits extending across said main conduct-
ors, each containing one or more electro-dy- 95
namic motors, all such motors being mechani-
cally independent of each other, a circuit in-

cluding the field-magnets of all said motors,

and means for regulating the current in said

field-magnet circuit, substantially as set forth. 100
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2. The combiuatioii, with two or more dj'-

namo or magneto electric machines, means for

regulating the generation of current thereby,
and main conductors extending therefrom, of

5 two or more mechanically-independent eloc-

fcrodynainic motors connected in multiple arc
or multiple series across said main conduct-
ors, a circuit including the field-magnets of
all said motors, and means for regulating the

current in said circuit, substantially as set lo

forth.

This specification sigued and witnessed this

1st day of June, 1883.

THOS. A, EDISOX,

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhoi)h it may concern:
Be it known tluvt I, TnoiMAS A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in tlie county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersej% have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Electrical Transmis-
sion of Power, (Case No. 571,) of M'bich the
following is a specification.

This invention relates to operating inde-
pendent clectio-motors (that is, motors sepa-
rate from each other and not placed on the
same shaft, as is the case with those shown in

luy Patent No. 248,435 (by means of dynamo
or magneto electric machines placed at a dis-

tant point, and uiy object is to make the
regulation of the speed and jiower of such
motors independent of the current on the sup-
plying-circuit; and the invention consists in

the use, in connection with two or more inde-

pendent electrodyuamic motors operated by
dynamo or magneto electric machines placed
at a distance, of one or more dyuamo or mag-
neto electric machines ojjerated by a local

source of power for energizing the fields of
said motors. Such local source of power may
be either mechanical or electrical. The latter

arrangement, however, will be the subject of a
separate application for Letters Patent. By
thus separately energizing the field-magnets,

instead of ])lacing them in connection with
the line, the regulation is performed without
affecting the line current, and the fields are
not affected by variations on the line.

In carrying out my invention I prefer to

employ, as a soiirce of electrical energy, two
or more dynamo-electric machines connected
in series for generating high-tension currents;

but one generator alone might be used, if de-

sired. Each machine preferably has its field-

coils in a shunt from the main circuit, such
shunts being each provided with an adjustable
resistance for regulating the generation of cur-

rent by the machine. The armatures of the
two or more independent electro-dynamic mo-
tors are also preferably connected in series,

and means may, if desired, be provided for

cutting individual motors out of circuit with-
out affecting the others of the series. The
fields of these motors are connected, in series

or otherwise, in a circuit leading from one or

more dynamo or magneto electric machines

operated by a suitable local source of mechani-
cal energy. Such exciting machine or ma-
chines may be regulated in any suitable man-
ner, so that the speed of the motors is corre-

spondingly regulated. Such regulation is 55
preferably accomplished by an adjustable re-

sistance in the field circuit of the exciter or
exciters. This arrangement of generators,

motors, and exciter is illustrated diagram-
matically in the accompanying drawings. 60
A A' are dynamo-electric machines.of which

any desired number may of course be used.
They are connected in series, and main con-

ductors 1 2 extend from them. The field-coils

of each generator are included in a shuutcir- 65
cuit, 3 4, around its armature, and each of such
shunts is provided with an adjustable I'esist-

ance, R, for regulating the generation of cur-

rent according to the requirements of the mo-
tors supplied. 70
B B represent any desired number of elec-

tro-dynamic motors placed in series in the
main circuit 1 2.

is a dynamo-electric machine, connected
by a belt, D, with a local source of mechanical 75
power. A circuit, 5 b, leads from the commu-
tator-brushes of the generator C, and includes
the field-magnet coils of both or all the elec-

tro-dynamic motors B B. A shunt circuit, 7

8, includes the field-magnet coils of the gen- 80

erator C. and in said shunt is i^laced an adjust-

able resistance, R', for regulating the genera-

tion of current by the exciter, and in conse-

quence the speed of the motors B; but the

exciter may be regulated in any other suitable 85
manner. By thus energizing the fields of the
motors from a local source less current is re-

quired to traverse the circuit 1 2, and the

motors may be regulated or controlled at or

near the locality where they are placed. 90
The main current being sui)plied from a wa-

ter-power at a distance, a small steamengine
can be employed to energize the fields.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with dynamo or mag- 9;

neto electric machines and electro- dynamic
motors connected therewith, of a local source

of electricity for energizing tlic fields of said

motors, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with dynamo or mag- 100
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neto electric machines and electro-dj'namic

motors connected therewith, ofa mechanically-

operated local source of electricity for energiz-

ing the fields of said motors, substantially as

5 set forth.

3. The combination, with dynamo or mag-
neto electric machines and electro-dynamic
motors connected therewith, of a local source
of electricity for energizing the fields of said

lo motors and means for regulating the produc-
tion of current by said source, substantially

as set forth.

4. The combination, with one or more dy-

namo or magneto electric machines and two or

15 more independent electro-dynamic motors ar-

ranged in series and connected therewith, of a
local source of electricity for energizing the
fields of said motors, substantially as setforth.

5. The combination of one or more dynamo
20 or magneto electric machines, two or more in-

dependent electro - dynamic motors having
their armatures connected therewith, and one
or more dynamo or magneto electric machines
for energizing the fields of said motors, sub-
stantially a.s set forth. 25

G. The combination, with two or more inde-

pendent electro-dynamic motors, of one or
more dynamo or magneto electric machines
and a circuit therefrom, including the arma-
tures of said motors arranged in series, and 30
one or more other dynamo or magneto electric

machines and a circuit therefrom, including,

in series, the fields of said motors, substan-
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 35
1st day of June, 1883.

THOS. A. EDISO^f,
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
ED^VAED H. Pyatt.
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To all wlioin it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvemeut iu Electrical Transmis-
sion of Power, (Case No. 572,) of which thefol-

lowing is a specification.

This invention relates to the operation of

independent electro-dynamic motors, (that is,

lo a number of separate motors not mounted
upon the same driving-shaft, as in my Patent
No. 248,435.)

My object is to enable all the motors of a
series to be regulated simultaneously from a

15 common point and in a simi^le and effective

manner. In my application Serial No. 97,329
a series of motors is shown with the field-mag-

nets thereof energized from a local mechani-
cal source of power. In the present inven-

20 tion I desire to do away with this additional
power, while at the same time I provide a
separate regulable supply of current to the
fields.

The invention consists in the employment
25 of a local electrically-operated source of elec-

tricity for energizing the fields of the inde-

pendent electro-dynamic motors, whose arma-
tures are placed, preferably iu series, in a
circuit leading from one or more dynamo or

30 magneto electric machines placed at a distance.

In carrying out the invention I connect one
of the motors of the series by a belt or other-
wise with a dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chine, and in the circuit of this machine I in-

35 elude the field-coils of all the other motors of
the series. The motor used to operate the
exciting-machine j^referably has its field-coils

in a shunt-circuit from the main line, and an
adjustable resistance is placed iu said shunt

40 to regulate the speed of the motor, and con-
sequently that of the exciting-machine and
the current supplied to the fields of the other
motors. The generators employed to ojierate

the series of motors, if more than one are used,

45 are preferably i:)laced in series to generate a
current of high tension. Their fields are en-

ergized, preferably, by shunt-circuits from the
main line, and an adjustable resistance is

placed in each shunt; or other means are pro-

50 vided for regulating the generation of current

by the^machines, either separately or simul-

taneously.

The invention is illustrated diagrammati-
cally in the annexed drawing.
A A represent any desired number of dy- 55

namo-electric machines connected in series,

from which main conductors 1 2 extend. The
field-coils of each machine are in a shunt-cir-

cuit, 3 4, and each shunt contains an adjust-

able resistance, R, for regulating the genera- 60
tion of current by the machine.
Independent electro-dynamic motors B B'

B' are connected in series in the main cir-

cuit 1 2. From the armature-shaft of motor
B a belt, C, extends to dynamo-electric ma- 65
chine D. From the generator D a circuit, 5

6, extends, including the field-coils of the mo-
tors B' B^

It is evident that any desired number of
motors may be placed in series; that, if de- 70
sired, more than one of them may be employed
for driving exciters, and that more than one
exciter may be employed for the fields of the
working motors.
The field of the motor B is in a shunt-cir- 75

cuit, 7 8, which contains an adjustable re-

sistance, R', by means of which the speed of

the motor and of the exciter driven thereby is

regulated, and the speed and power of all the
motors of the series are thus regulated simul- 80
taneously by a single operator.
The field-circuit of the exciter D is a shunt

from its own main circuit 5 6. This does not
require a regulating-resistance, as the resist-

ance R' answers the purpose. 85
What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with one or more dy-
namo or magneto electric machines and two
or more mechanically-independent electro-dy-
namic motors connected therewith, of a local 90
electrically-operated source of electricity for

energizing the fields of said motors, substan-
tially as set forth.

2. The combination, with one or more dy-
namo or magneto electric machines and two 95
or more mechanically-independent electro-dy-

namic motors arranged in series connected
therewith, of a local electrically - operated
source of electricity for energizing the fields

of said motors, substantially as set forth. 100
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3. The coiiibi nation, with one or more dy-

namo or magneto electric machines, of two or

more meclianicallj'- independent electro -dy-

namic motors connected therewith, and one or

5 more other dynamo or magneto electric ma-
chines operated by one or more of said motors
for energizing the fleld of the other motor or

motors, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination, with one or juore dy-
lo namo or magneto electric machines, of two or

more mechanically -independent electro -dy-

namic motors connected therewith, one or

more of said motors having their fields in a
shnnt or shunts from the main line and oper-
ating one or more dynamo or magneto electric

maci)ines for energizing the flelds of the other
motors, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

1st day of June, 1883.

TUOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,
Edwaed H. Pyatt.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, of

IMenlo Park, in tlie connty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 ust'fnl Improvement in Electrical Trausmission
of Power, (Case No. 573,) of which the follow-
ino- is a specification.

The object of my invention is to effectively

operate a number of independent electro-dy-

lo namic motors from dynamo or magneto elec-

tric machines placed at a distant source of
power and to regulate all said motors simul-
taneously from a common point. By "inde-
pendent" motors I mean mechanically sepa-

15 rate from each other and not placed on the
same driving-shaft, as is the case with those
described in my Patent No. 248,435. In my
application No. 97,330 is shown for this pur-
pose a local electrically-operated source of

20 electricity for energizing the fields of the mo-
tors, consisting of a generator run by a belt

from one of tlie motors, whose circuit includes
the fields of the motors, and the current gen-
erated by which is regulated to regulate the

25 motors. By my present invention I do away
with this separate generator; and to energize
the fields of the motors I provide one or more
combined motors and generators, each con-
sisting of a field-magnet and a double-wound

30 armature core. One set of coils on said core
is connected in the circuit of the generators
and acts as a motor to revolve the other set

of coils between the poles of the field-magnet,

so that the latter set generate current, being

35 connected with a circuit including the field-

coils of the series of indeijendent electro-dy-

namic motors. As a source of supply for the
motors, I prefer to employ a series of dynamo-
electric generators, and I ijrefer to energize

40 their fields by a single sei^arate exciter, which
is the best arrangenient with generators in

series. It is evident, however, that any other
arrangement of generators n)ay be employed
in connection with the independent motors

45 having the combined generator and motor for

energizing their fields.

My invention is illustrated diagrammati-
cally in the accompanying drawing.
A A rei^resent any desired number of raag-

50 neto-electric machines connected in series,

from which main conductors 1 2 extend.
A' is a dynamo-electric machine, having its

field-coils in a shunt-circuit, 3 4, from the cir-

cuit 5 6, which includes the field-coils of the

magneto-electric machines A A. An adjust- 55
able resistance, R, is placed in the shunt-cir-

cuit 3 4 for regulating the generation of cur-

rent by the generator A', and consequentlj'

that by the series of generators A A. The
circuit 1 2 includes the motor-coils of a com- 60

bined generator and motor, B, and the arma-
tures of the electro-dynamic motors B' B'.

The commutator of the combined generator
and motor B, on which the brushes a a bear,

is connected with its generator-coils, and from 65
these brushes a circuit, 7 8, extends, which
includes the field coils of the motors B' B'.

The field -magnet of the combined generator
and motor B is energized by a shunt, 9 10,

from the main circuit 1 2, and this shunt con- 70
tains an adjustable resistance, R', by varying
which the production of current is regulated

and the speed of the motors B' B' is controlled.

The resistance Ris adjusted to regulate the

supply of current by the generators A A in 75
accordance with the requirements of the series

of motors.
I do not claim, herein the series of genera-

tors with an exciter for all their fields, since

this will form the subject of another applica- 80
tion.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with one or more dy-
namo or magneto electric machines, of two or

more independent electro - dynamic motors 85
connected therewith and a combined generator
and motor having its motor-coils in the circuit

of said generators and its generator-coils con-

nected with the fields of said motors, substan-
tially asset forth. 90

2. The combination of one or more mag-
neto-electric machines, an exciting-machine
for its or their field-magnets, two or more in-

dependent electro-dynamic motors connected
with said magneto machines, and a combined 95
generator and motor having its motor-coils in

the circuit of said magneto-electric machines,
and its generator-coils connected with the field-

magnet coils of said electro-dynamic motors,
substantially as set forth.

'

loo
This specification signed and witnessed this

1st day of June, 18S3.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
AVitnesses:

n. W. Seely,
Edward H. Pyatt.
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To all ivhoDi it may concern:
Be it kuowii tliat I, TfioMAS A. Edison, of

Mculo Park, in the couuty of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have iuveuted a uewand
useful Improvement in Telegraphy, (Case No.
()G4,) of which the following is a specification.
The object I have iu view is to increase the

capacity of telegraph-wires for way as well as
terminal stations.

In my Patent No. 333,289 I double the ca-

pacity of such wires by the use, in addition to

the ordinary Morse instruments, of induction
apparatus which operates to transmit and re-

ceive Morse signals formed by induction im-
pulses independently of and without iuterfer-

euce from or with the ordinary Morse signal-
ing-keys and relays. By my present inven-
tion I treble the capacity of the ordinary Morse
way-line by the use of apparatus in many re-

spects similar to the induction apparatus de-
scribed in my said patent.

In carrying out my invention I use ujion the
same wire the ordinary Morse instruments,
consisting of a line -battery, signaling- keys
and relays, and also simple induction appa-
ratus similar to that described in the patent
referred to, the Morse keys being shunted by
condensers to keej) the line constantly closed
for the induction impulses. In addition to
the ordinary Morse and the simple induction
apparatus I provide the line with a third class

ofsignal transmitting and receiving apparatiis.
This, like the simple induction apparatus, also
utilizes induction impulses; but instead of

transmitting and receiving Morse signals by
simple induction impulses of considerable

'

strength, as does the simple induction appa-
ratus, this third apparatus employs rapidly-
occurring induction waves or vibrations which
form a musical note, such note being divided
at the transmitter into dots and dashes for jjro-

ducing MorvSe harmonic signals. The arrange-
ment is such, as will be presently described,
that the three classes of signals are independ-
ent.

The invention relates, further, to certain de-
tails of construction in the transmitting and
receiving instruments.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a view, principally in

diagram, illustrating the invention; Fig. 2, an

enlarged sectional view of one of the dia-

phragm-sounders, and Figs. 3 and 4: views
showing the diaphragm-weights and their ad-

justment for the simple induction and har- 55
monic sounders.

In Fig. 1 is illustrated the arrangement of

apparatus at one station—a terminal station.

This would be the same for all stations, except,

of course, that at way stations there would be 60

no line-battery. The line L L is the usual

Morse line, with main battery M B, Morse re-

lays A, and ordinary signaling-keys, B, the

latter being shunted, preferably, by condensers

C to keep the line closed for the induction im- 65
pulses. With these ordinary Morse instru-

ments telegraphing between all stations pro-

vided with them—both terminal and way

—

will be carried on in the usual manner by open-
ing and closing the Hue-circuit of the battery 70
M B. At each office there is also a set of sim-

ple induction instruments, comprising an in-

duction-transmitter and a diaphragm sounder
or receiver. The simi:)le induction-transmit-

ter is preferably composed of magnet-coils D, 75
located directly in the line and shunted by cir-

cuit 1 2, including a battery, P B, and signal-

ing-key E, the latter being shunted by a con-

denser, F, to sharpen the waves and absorb
the spark. The simple induction-receiver is a 80
diaphragm-sounder, G, which is preferably an
instrument similar to au ordinary magneto-
electric telephone-receiver,but differing there-

from in respects which will be pointed out.

By opening and closing the simple indue- 85
tion-transmitter shunt at key E the magnet-
coils D will be charged and discharged, and
simple induction impulses will be thrown upon
the line, Avhich will be responded to by the

receiver G. The harmonic transmitter has 90
magnet-coils II in the liue,audshnnt34 around
these coils includes a battery, II B, a signal-

ing-key, I, and a vibrating <;ircuit-controll(!r,

K. This last instrument has a diaphragm-
armature, «, and a magnet, h, similar to a mag- 95
neto - electric telephone- receiver. The dia-

phragm controls contact-points c, at which the

shunt 3 4 is opened and closed,-such points

and the coils of 6 being directly in circuit 3 4.

This form of circuit - controlling vibrator is 100

highly efficient for giving rapid vibrations.

Th%harmonic receiver is a diaphragm-sounder,
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M, located directly in the line. Upon the dia-

phragms d of G and M are mounted bopping
weights ef. These are held loosely by pins^^,

rising from the center of the diaphragms and

5 passing through such weights. Limiting-nuts
// are screwed on the upper ends of the pins^.

As will be seen by Figs. 3 and 4, the weight/
of the harmonic sounder is much lighter than
weight e of the simple induction-sounder, and

lo while weight e is permitted a considerable
movement, on its pin, the limiting - nuts for

weight/ are adjusted so that this weight has
an exceedingly small movement, which may
not be more than one-thousandth of an inch.

15 Thediaphragm of M, carrying this light weight

/, responds to the rapid or harmonic vibrations,

which are not strong enough to sensibly dis-

turb the heavier weight, e,which, however, re-

sponds to the strong simple induction-waves,
20 and, in addition, the sounder G is shunted by

a small condenser, N, which quite completely
absorbs the rapidly-occurring but weak har-
monic vibrations, so far as their effect upon
this sounder is concerned. Tbus the simple

25 induction and harmonic instruments will be
independent in their action of each other and
of the ordinary Morse instruments, which are
too sluggish to respond to the induced im-
X)ulses.

30 The harmonic and simi^le induction receiv-

ers are both diaphragm - sounders of similar
construction. These, as shown, have each an
upright tubular body, i, resting on a hollow
base, Ic. At the upper end of the tubular body

35 i is a larger circular case, I, holding the hori-

zontal metallic diaphragm. Through an open-
ing in the center of the top of case I the dia-

phragm - weight projects, as shown. Above
this is a horizontal plate, m, supported by

40 posts n from diaphragm-case, the function of
which is to protect the weight from accidental
injury.

The magnet is preferably an elongated
horseshoe permanent magnet with its poles

45 presented to the under side of the metal dia-
phragm and carrying coils p, the wires 5 6
from which run down through the tubular
body and hollow base to binding-posts for cir-

cuit-counections. The sides of the elongated
50 horseshoe-magnet are connected by blocks g

to give stiffness, and this magnet is supported
in tlie tubular body by a vertical screw, r,

which turns in its yoke and is adjusted by
means of a worm, *•, and a horizonal worm-

55 spindle, /, a spring, /', being used to hold the
parts in adjustment. A pin, u, on Morks in

slot V in tubuhir body to guide the magnet in
its vertical movement.
Another peculiar feature is the construction

60 of the diai)hragm • weights. These are de-
signed lo increase the sound emitted by strik-
ing on tliediapluagni. I ])refer for this pur-
pose a metal weight const ruclod lo bei-esonaiit
and made as a ring standing on (Hlge,an(i jiref-

65 erably open at on(> side, as shown in tlie draw-
ings, to increase the sound.

What I claim is

—

1. In telegraphs, the combination, with a
line-wire, of (a) sets of Morse telegraph-in-

struments consisting each of an ordinary re- 70
lay and a signaling-key and shunt-circuits to

keep the line constantly closed for induction
impulses at the signaling-keys, (h) sets of
Morse telegraph-instruments consisting each
of an induction-transmitter producing Morse 75
signals composed of simple induction im-
pulses and a diaphragm-sounder responding
to such sim.pleinduction impulses.aud (c)sets

of Morse telegraph -instruments consisting

each of an induction-transmitter producing 80
Morse signals composed of liarmouie or rapidly-

occurring induction vibrations and a dia-

phragm-sounder responding to such harmonic
induction vibratious,substantially as set forth.

2. In telegraphs, the combination, with a 85
line- wire, of («) sets of 3Iorse telegraph-in-

struments consisting each of an induction-

transmitter producing Morse signals com posed
of simple induction impulses and a diaphragm-
sounder responding to such simple induction 90
impulses.aud (h) other sets of Morse telegraph-

instruments consisting each of an induction-

transmitter producing Morse signals com-
posed of harmonic or rapidly-occurring induc-

tion vibrations and a diapbragm sounder re- 95
sponding to such harmonic induction vibra-

tions, substantially as set forth.

3. In telegraphs, the combination, with a

line-wire, of (a) sets of Morse telegraph in-

struments consisting each of an iuduction- 10c

transmitter producing Morse signals com-
Ijosed of simple induction impulses, a separate
source of electrical energy, and a diaphragm-
sounder responding to such simple induction
impulses, and (6) othersctsof Morse telegraph- 105

instruments consisting each of an induction-

transmitter producing 3Iorse signals com posed
of harmonic or rapidlj -occurring induction vi-

brations, a separate source of electrical energy,
and a diaphragm sounder responding to such no
harmonic induction vibrations, substautially

as set forth,

4. In telegraphs, the combination, with a
line-wire, of sets of Morse telegraph-instru-

ments, each consisting of au induction-trans- 115

mitter producing Morse signals composed of
simple induction impulses and a diaphragm-
sounder, and other sets of Morse telegraph-

instruments consisting each of an induction-

transmitter producing !Morse signals com- 120

posed of harmonic or rapidly-occurring in-

duction vibiations, and a diaphragm-sounder,
the sounders of the two classes having dia-

phragm-weights of dilTerent weight and ad-

just ment, substantially as sot forth. 1^5
r>. In telegraphs, the combination, with a

line-wire, of sets of Morse telegrajih instru-

ments, each consisting of an inducliontrans
milter producing ;\Iorso signals coinimsed of

sinii)le inchiction impulses and a diaphragm- 130
sounder, and other sets of ^lorse telegrapliin-

struinonts consisting each ('>( an iuiluctiou-
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trausmitter produciug Morse signals composetl
of harmonic or rapidly-occurring induction
vibrations and a diaphragm-sounder, the dia-

phragm-sounders of tlie first class of instru-.

5 ments being shunted by condensers, substan-
tially as set forth.

G. In telegraphs, the combination, witli a
line-wire, of sets of jMorse telegraph-instru-
ments, each consisting of an induction-trans-

lo mitter producing Morse signals composed of

^
simple inductiou impulses and a diaphragm-
sounder, and other sets of Morse telegraph-in-

struments consisting each of an induction-
transmitter i^roducinglMorse signals composed

15 of harmonic or rapidlj'-occurring induction
vibrations, and a diaphragm-sounder, the
sounders of the two classes having diaphragm-
weights of different weight and adjustment,
and the diaphragm-sounders of the first class

20 of instruments being shunted by condensers,
substantially as set forth.

7. In telegraphs, the combination, with a
signaling- key, an induction device, and a
source of electrical energy, of a transmitting

25 self making and breaking vibrator, consisting

of a magnet, a diaphragm-armature, and con-

tact-points directly in circuit with said mag-
net and controlled by the movement of such
diaphragm-armature,substantially as set forth.

30 8. In telegraphs, a harmonic Morse signal-

transmitter having in combination magnet-

coils in the line and a shunt connected with
the line around such magnet-coils, said shunt
including a battery, a circuit making and
breaking vibrator, and a signaling-key, sub- 35
stantially asset forth.

9. In telegraphs, a diaphragm-sounder hav-

ing in combination a vertical magnet, a hori-

zontal diaphragm, a hopping weight on such
diaphragm, and a horizontally-located adjust- 40
ing spindle for changing the vertical position

of the magnet, substantially as set forth.

10. In telegraphs, the combination, in a dia-

phragm-sounder, of a horizontal diaphragm,
a supporting-case for the same, a hopping 45
weight and holding-pin mounted on said dia-

l)hragm and projecting upwardly from the
same above the case, and a horizontal protect-

ing-plate supported from said case and ex-

tending across the same above the hopping 50
weight, substantially as set forth.

11. In telegraphs, the combination, with a
diaphragm-sounder, of a diaphragm hopping
weight consisting of a split ring standing on
its edge on the diaphragm, substantially as 55
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

11th day of May, 1886.

THOS. A. EDISOK
Witnesses:

A. W. Kiddle,
M. F. Kelly.
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To all wJbom it -may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 uew and useful Improvement in Dynamo-Elec-
tric Machines, (Case No. 714,) of which the
following is a specification.

The object of my invention is to avoid the
spaik which occurs at the commutator of a

ic dynamo electric machine, due to the breaking
of the short circuit through an armature-coil,
arising when two blocks of a commutator are
bridged by a brush. I accomi^lish this bj^ mak-
ing each connection from the armature-coils to

15 the commutator through an extra coil revolving
in an extra field of force, such extra coils be-

ing so arranged that at the moment of bridg-
ing two commutator-blocks one of said extra
coils is in a condition to generate an electro-

20 motive force contrary to that in the short-cir-

cuited armature-coil, whereby whcu the short
circuit is broken the discharge and spark due
to such breaking are prevented. I prefer to

place upon the armature-shaft, between the

25 armature and commutator, a ring -armature
wound with or otherwise carrying several
^separated coils of wire, each of which coils is

included directly in one of the connections
which extend at intervals from the continu-

30 ously- wound armature- coil to the different

metal blocks of the commutator. A small
magnet is placed with its poles on oi^posite

sides of this ring, such poles being very nar-
row and adjusted close to the ring, and the

35 coils on the ring being so far sei^arated that
only two coils directly opi^osite each other on
the ring are ever in such position relative to

the poles at any one time as to generate any
appreciable electromotive force. The direc-

40 tion of winding of the coils on the ring is such
that the electro-motive force generated in them
is opposed to that generated by the short-cir-

cuiting of an armature-coil. The small extra
field-magnet preferably has its coils directly

45 in the armature-circuit of the machine, so that
the electro - motive force in the extra coils

k varies with that in the armature-coils.
r Instead of winding a number of separate

coils on a ring, I may have an equal number
50 of small electro -magnets projecting radially

from a ring on the shaft, the coils of each mag-

net being connected like the ring-coils already
described, and the effect being the same.

]\Iy invention is illustrated in the annexed
drawings, in which

—

55
Figure 1 is a side view of a dynamo electric

machine embodying my invention, witli the
ring form of extra armature; Fig. 2, a front

view of the same; Fig. 3, a diagram illustrat-

ing the armature-connections; Fig. 4, a front 60
view of a dynamo with the modified form
mentioned for the extra coils, and Fig. 5 a top
view of one of the poles of the extra field-mag-

net.

A is the field -magnet, B the armature, C 65
the armature- shaft, and D the commutator-
cylinder, of a dynamo-electric machine.

a a are the commutator-brushes.
I have shown in Fig. 3 the ordinary Edison

winding, though my invention is api^licable to 70
any continuously- wound armature. Thearma-
tu re- coils h h are wound as shown, each coil

being brought around the armature and con-
nected at its ends by connections c c', &c., to

two consecutive commutator- blocks, (Z d' or 75
d' d\ &c.

It will be seen that when any two commu-
tator-blocks are bridged by a brush the coil

connected therewith will be short-circuited,

and when the brush moves on and breaks the 80
bridge the short circuit will be broken and a
discharge-spark will occur on the commuta-
tor-cylinder. To obviate this I make u.se of

the following devices:

Referring to Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 5, an iron 85
ring, E, is mounted on the shaft between arma-
ture Band commutator D. The wires c 6*', &c.,

extending from armature-coils to commutator-
blocks,are each wound in a small coil, ce', &c.,

around the ring E, the coils being separated 90
upon the ring, as shown. The direction of

winding of these coils is such, as already ex-

plained, as to generate counter electro- motive
force opposed to that in the short-circuited

armature-coils. 95
F is the extra field-m;iguet, i")l;iccd on the

base-plate of the machine, and having narrow
pole-pieces // extending close to the ring G.
These pole-pieces are preferably made adjust-

able by means of slots g and bolts and nuts h. 100
The coils of the magnet F are directly in the
main circuitl 2, extendingfrom thebrushesce.
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In tlie construction shown in Fig. 4 the

magnet F is constructed and arranged as above
described. Upon a ring, G, on the shaft are

a number of radially-projecting electroinag-

5 nets, k A-, whose coils are wound and connected
in the same way relative to the armature-coils
and comnuUator-bars as the coils e on ring E
in the other form. It is evident therefore

that the coils of these magnets will have the
lo same eflcct as the said coils e.

The operation is as follows: Suppose the
brush on one side to bridge the commutator-
bars d and d', and so sliort-circuit the arma-
ture coil connected between said blocks. Then

15 with the parts arranged as shown and de-

scribed the extra coil c' will be opposite the
poles of magnet F, and will therefore generate
a certain counter electro-motive force opposed
to that in theshort-circuitedcoilZ>, whereby the

20 spark due to the breaking of the short circuit

is obviated. A.t the same time bars on the op-

posite side of the commutator- cylinder are

shoit circuited—for instance, d" and cC'—and
then coil c' will be in the position to generate

25 the opposingelectro-raotive force. As the com-
mutator revolves and other coils are short-cir-

cuited, tlie extra coil for each armature-coil is

brought in front of the extra magnet-poles and
generates the necessary opposing electro mo-
tive force. Since the coils of the extra field-

magnet are in the armature-circuit, the strength
of the extra field varies with the armature-
current, and therefore the opposing electro-

motive force always varies with the electro-

35 motive force in the ai'mature-coils. The ad-

justability of the pole-pieces permits them to

be adjusted to such jiosition as to generate the
])roper electro- motive force at the starting of

the machine, after which the magnet takes care

40 of itself.

By the use of my invention the necessity for

changing the position of the commutator-
brushes with variations in the load upon the
machine is obviated, and the brushes may al-

45 ways be kept at the points of greatest genera-
tion, as they are shown in the drawings.

It is evident that my invention is equally
applicable to dynamo electric machines used
either as generators or as motor's,

50 What 1 claim is

—

1. In a dynamo electric machine, the com-
bination, with the field magnet, the armature,
and the (commutator, of an extra field of force

and extra inducingcoils therein, such coils

55 producing a counter electro-motive force in the.

30

armature-coils short circuited by the comuiu-
tator-brnshes, substantially as set forth.

2. In a dynanjo-electric machine, the com-
bination, with the field-magnet, the armature,
and the commutator, of an extra magnet in the 6o
armature circuit and extra inducingcoils pro-

ducing a counter electro-motive force in the
armature coils sliort-circuited bj- the commu-
tator brushes, substantially as set forth.

.3. In a dynamo-electric machine, the com 65
binatiou, with the Geld-magnet, the armature,
and the commutator, of extra iuducing-coils

so arranged and situated that as each arma-
ture-coil is short circuited one of said extra
coils will produce a counter electro-motive 70
force therein, substantially asset forth,

4. In a dynamo electric machine, the com-
bination, with the field magnet, the armature,
and the commutator, of extia inducingcoils,
each interposed in a connection between the 75
armature-coils and the commutator bars, and
an extra field of force for said coils, substan-
tially as set forth.

5. In a dynamo electric machine, the com-
bination, with the field-magnet, the armature. So
and the commutator, of an extra field-magnet,

extra coils carried by the armature-shaft and
revolving between the poles of said magnet,
and wound so as to produce a counter electro-

motive force in the armature coils short-cir- 85
cuited b}' the commutator brushes, substan-

tiallj'^ as set forth.

6. In a dynamo electric machine, the com-
bination, with the field-magnet, the armature,
and the commutator, of an extra magnet, a 90
ring on the armature-shaft revolving between
the poles of said extra magnet, and a number
of separated coils on said ring, each iueluded
in a connection between the armature-coils
and the commutator bars, and said coils being 95
so wound astoproduce an electro-motive force

opposed to that of the armature-coils short-

circuited by thecommutaior brushes, substan-
tially as set forth.

7. In a dynamo electric machine, the com- 100
binatiou, with the field-magnet, the armature,
and the commutator, of the extra inducing-
coils and the extra field-magnet having adjust-

able pole-pieces, substantially a-; set fortli.

This specification signetl and witnessed this 105

21st day of December. ISSG.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

W'si. Fki.zi:r,

E. C. Rowland.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it kPiOwn that I, Thomas A. Edisox, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersej', liave invented an Im-
provement in Acoustic Telegraplis, of which
the following is a specitication.

This invention relates to the combination,
in a telegraph system, with the line- wire and
a battery, of a circuit preserving and revers-

ing key, a vibrating circuit-breaker and a
short-circuiting key at the transmitting sta-

tion, and a polarized relay and a reed or vibrat-

ing receiver and sounder at the other station,

whereby one set of signals can be operated
upon the line by the vibrations of the current
and the key to short-circuit the same, and the
other set of signals can be operated by the re-

versal of the current.

In the diagram annexed, R is a reed, fork,

20 or equivalent vibrator kept in motion by the
magnets «, local circuit h, and circuit-closer

c. In the circuit between the earth G and
battery jM P> is the circuit - closer J, that is

opened and closed by the action of the reed R;
and A; is a key in the shunt-wire that passes
around the circuit closer ^7, so that when this

key & is open the main battery will be pul-

sated over the line by the reed Rand contact-

point (Z; but when the key k is closed the pul-

30 sations will stop in consequence of the me-
tallic connection being uninterrupted. At
the receiving-station the reed R' will be vi-

brated by the line pul.'<ations by the magnet
?u in the bridge-wire, but it will cease when /.:

is closed. The signal will be given either by
opening or closing tlie key k, according to the

arrangement of the local circuit and sounder
S, oiDerated by the reed R'.

The reversing key R K is of ordinary con-

40 struction, operated either by hand or, prefer-

ably, by the key A' and local circuit and mag-
net m'; and at the receiving-station the i)o]ar-

ized relay P R responds to the reversals of

current and gives the signals in the local cir-

cuit and sounder or other receiver, h' . The
switch I serves to connect the line and artifi-

cial line directly to the earth to facilitate the
adjustment of the di.stant receiving - instru-

ments. The rheostats R' R^ R* .serve to pro-

50 portion the resistance of the line and artificial

line to G', and the condenser C neutralizes the

static charge and discharge iu the bridge, and

35

45

the condenser c' acts similarly in relation to

the ground and artificial line currents, the
rheostats R' Reserving to proportion the re- 55
sistance that diverts the currents to the con-
densers.

It will be evident that two reeds of different
tone may be used for transmitting and corre-

sponding reeds for receiving, so as to oper- 60
ate as a multiplex telegrai)h.

In Letters Patent No. 217,781, granted to

me July 22, 1879, an instrument is shown
that acts by electro -harmonic pulsations in

the san)e circuit with instruments that re- 65
spend to rise and fall of tension and change
of electric polarity. In this application I

have contined myself to the relay-instrument
and the reed or reeds, so as to .show the sim-
pler forms of connections and to illustrate the 70
manner in which the Morse system can be
used with a harmonic or acoustic instrument
without one interfering with thii other.

I claim as my invention

—

1. In a telegraphic sy.stem, the combina- 7-

tion, with a line-wire and battery, of a cir-

cuit preserving and reversing key, a vibrat-

ing circuit-breaker and a short-circuiting key
at the transmitting-statiou, a polarized relay,

and a reed or vibrating receiver and sounder 80
at the other station, substantially as set forth.

2. In a telegraphic system, the combina-
tion, with the main line, of a battery, a cir-

cuit preserving and reversing key, a vibrator,

a magnet and local circuit for operating the 85
same, yielding contacts c d, and a short-cir-

cuiting key and connections at the transmit-

ting-statiou, and a jDolarized relay and sounder
and a vibrating receiver and sounder at the
receiving station, substantially as set forth. 90

3. The combination, in a telegraphic sys-

tem, of a reed or vibrating receiver, one trans-

mitter composed of a vibrating circuit-breaker
and short-circuiting-key, the other transmit-
ter consisting of a circuit preserving and re- 95
versing key, and a x>olarized receiving-mag-
net to resi)ond to the same, substantially as

set forth.

Signed bv me this Sth day of Maj-^, A. D.
1877.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

Geo. T. Pincknky,
Harold Serkell.
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To all whom it may coixcej'n:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. EpisoN, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Magnetic
Separators, (Ca.se No. 725,) of which the fol-

lowing is a specification.

My invention relates to magnetic separators
in which the separation of magnetic from non-

[o magnetic particles is accomplished by per-

mitting them to fall together past the poles of

a magnet, which alters the trajectory of the
magnetic particles, so that they fall separately
from the non-magneticones.

15 The object of my invention is to cause the
material to fall in a straight and even stream
past the magnet-poles and to prevent the par-
ticles from being affected by drafts of air.

To this end my invention consists partly in

20 the use of a closed air-chamber, through which
the material is caused to fall, whereby it is

protected from air-currents, and also in the
use of such closed air-chamber when it has its

atmosphere rarefied or a portion of its air re-

25 moved, which, is advantageous in the case of

very light or finely-divided material, as the
rarefied atmosi^here will not affect the direc-

tion of falling of the particles.

In addition to these features of invention,

30 my invention consists in the various novel
devices employed by me in accomplishing the
above-named object, as hereinafter set forth

and claimed.
My invention is illustrated in the accom-

35 panying drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a view in elevation of apparatus
embodying my inventiou, with the chamber in

section; and Fig. 2, a perspective view of the

feeding device.

4.0 A is a box, chamber, or shaft, preferably
made of wood. B is a powerful electro-mag-
net placed outside of said chamber, but pref-

erably with its poles extending through into

the chamber. The top of the chamber is

45 closed by a hinged cover, C. Within the
chamber, near its top, is supported a hopper,
D, which is a box with inclined sides and with
a straight-sided narrow feeding-passage, a, at

its bottom. Within the hopper, or immedi-
50 ately above it, is placed a cylindrical sieve, E,

on a shaft, h, which turns in bearings in the

walls of the chamber and may be revolved in

any suitable way. At the lower end of the
chamber are two inclined troughs,c and fZ,with

openbottomp, openiug,respectively, into closed rr

bins or receptacles F and G. The dividing-
point e between the troughs is to one side of
the feed-passage a, so that material falling-

straight from said passage enters the bin F.
The magnet B has a support, H, or is other- 60
wise supported with its poles a little below
the feeding-passage a.

The mixture of fiuely-divided magnetic and
non-magnetic material, which may be of gold
mixed with iron particles, or of iron and sand, 65
is placed in the sieve E, and on the same be-
ing revolved the tine particles are fed from the
sieve, those which are too coarse to be effect-

ively operated upon being retained thereby.
The narrow straight -sided feeding -passage 70
causes the material to assume a straight course
in falling from the hopper. It thus falls in
the closed air-chamber straight past the poles
of the magnet and the attraction of the mag-
net alters the trajectory of the magnetic por- 75
tion of the stream, so that this falls separately
from the rest and enters the trough d and bin
Gr. Being in a closed space, there can be no
drafts of air which would alter the direction
of either of the falling streams and prevent 80
the particles from reaching their respective
receptacles. If the pai tides are very fine or
light, as where the material must be ground
very fine to liberate the gold, I prefer to ex-
haust or rarefy the air in the chamber,sothat 85
the resistance of the air will not affect its fall.

When it is desired to do this, suitable rubber
packing is provided for the cover C and around
the poles of the maguet, and stuffing-boxes for

the shaft of the feeding-sieve,so that the cham- 90
ber is made sufficiently air-tight. A pipe, I,

extends from the chamber, which is connected
to an ordinary steam vacuum appai'utus by
which the air is exhausted, say to a twenty-
nine-inch column of mercury, which is sutti- 95
cient for the purpose.

Since it is necessary or desirable that the
poles of the magnet should be near the end of
the feeding-passage a, the attraction might
draw the magnetic particles to one side of the 100
passage and cause the clogging of the opening.
To obviate this I place upon the wall of the
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chamber, opposite the end of the feediug-pas-

sage, a heavy piece of iron, K, whose counter
attraction holds tlie particles straight in the

jiassage, so (hat they have the proper vertical

5 direction when they leave the same.
What I claim is

—

1. In a magnetic separator, the combina-
tion of a closed air-chamber, feeding devices
at the top of the chamber and receptacles at

ro the bottom, and a magnet for altering the ti\a-

jectory of falling magnetic particles in said

chamber, substantially as set forth.

2. The method of separating magnetic from
non-magnetic materials, consisting in causing
the mingled materials to fall i^ast the poles of

a magnet in a closed chamber from which a
portion of the air has been removed, whereby
the trajectory of the magnetic material is al-

tered, substantially as set forth.

3. In a magnetic separator, the combination
of a closed chaniber from which a iiortion of

the air isexhausted, feeding devices at the toi>

15

20

of the chamber and receptacles at the bottom,
and a magnet for altering the trajectory of
falling magnetic particles in said chamber, 25
substantially as set forth.

4. In a magnetic separator, tliecombination,
with the horizontally-placed magnet, of the
narrow straight-sided feeding-passage above
said magnet, whereby the material isdelivered 3c
past the poles of said magnet in a thin stream,
substiintially as set forth.

5. In a magnetic separator, the combination,
with the feeding-passage, of the magnet below
the same on one side, and an opposing magnetic 35
device on the other side of said passage, sub-
stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

30th day of June, 1887.

TilOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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I

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thojias A. Edison, of

Henlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersej% have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Telephone-Transmit-
ters, (Case No. 64G,) of which the following is

a specification.

My invention relates to electric telephone-
transmitters, preferably of the class employing

10 carbon buttons; and my object is to produce a
si mi)le and efficient multiple instrument of this

character and an arrangement for working
multiple instruments in circuit which will be
more effective than those heretofore proposed.

15 In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof. Figure 1 is a vertical section of the
transmitter; Fig. 2, a top view of the electrode-
carrier; Fig. 3, a view, principally in diagram,
showing the preferred arrangement of the in-

2C strument iu circuit; and Fig. 4, a similar view
of an arrangement that may be employed.
The case of the instrument is preferably of

metal, made in two parts, A B, between which
is clamped the diaj)hragm C, of metal or mica.

25 The part B of the case comes to mouthpiece
D. Centrally iu part A of the case is a metal
adjusting- screw, E, which carries a metal plate,

F. This plate is the carbon-button carrier.

It is shown as carrying two carbon buttons;

30 but a greater number may be used. This plate

F has on its face two circular receptacles with
metal i^lates a a' in tlieir bottom. These re-

ceptacles have rings b b' of insulating mate-
rial—such as hard rubber—which rings insu-

35 late the carbon buttons and superimposed
plates from the carrier. Upon plates a a' are
carbon buttons cc', and above these are metal
plates d d', upon which bear the arms of a
yoke, G. Points e on the yoke-arms enter
sockets /, of insulating material, carried by
plates d d'. The yoke G has on its back a cen-

ti'al stud, y, which enters a central opening in

the diaphragm and is adapted to turn freely

therein.

The periphery of plate F is faced with insu-

lation, h—such as hard rubber—and upon this

insulating-face are secured metal rings i i, one
for each carbon l)utton. These rings are con-

nected with the plates d d', as shown, ring i

^50 being connected electrically by a fine wire with
jjlate d and ring i' with plate d'. Insulated

binding-posts H H' have springs k k', which
bear on rings i i'.

If three or more carbon buttons are em-
Ijloyed, the plate F will have a corresponding 55
number of receptacles, and tiie arms of the
yoke, the rings on the periphery of the button-
carrier, and the insulated binding-posts and
springs will be increased correspondingly iu

number. The instrument has a binding-post, 60
L, which is not insulated from the metal case.

To adjust the instrument, the screw E is

turned, the springs k k' having a broad enough
bearing on rings i %' to permit this to be done
and the yoke G turning on the diaphragm. 65

In use I prefer to arrange tlie carbon buttons
in circuit with different primary induction-

circuits, the induction-coil having two i)ri-

mary circuits and one secondary circuit, as

shown in Fig. 3. ;o
K is the induction-coil, having two prima-

ries, I 111, and a secondary, n. The primaries
are preferably the same in resistance, size of

wire, and number of turns, the wires for the
two primaries being wound together, although 75
for clearness in illustration they are shown as

separated in Fig. 3. The wires 1 2 to the in-

sulated binding-posts are connected with one
end of the two primary coils I m, while at the

other end the primary coils are connected to 80
a common wire, 3, connected with the base-

post. The line L passes through secondary to

the receiver M and the ground.
I prefer to employ two separate batteries,

NO, one in the circuit of each wire land 2; but 85
these batteries may be combined in one, P,

and located in circuit of wire 3, as shown iu

dotted lines. The transmitter-circuit, assum-
ing the two separate batteries N O are used,

will be from N O by wires 1 2 through prima- qc

ries I in, by wire 3 to base, and by screw E to

plate F, through plates a a', carbon buttons c c',

plates d d' to rings i i', spi'iugs k k', insulateil

posts, and wires 1 2 back to batteries.

By the arrangement shown in Fig. 4 a sim- 95
pie induction-coil, Q, is employed. The line

passes through the secondary aud Veceiver to

ground. The simple primary circuit is con-

nected with the- two insulated binding-posts

by wires 1 2, and a single transmitting-battery, ico

B, is eujployed. This throws the carbon but-

tons into series, the circuit being down through
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one carbon button, across plate F, and up
llirougli the oilier carbon button. For these
connections the base-post L is not connected
with the circuit.

5 What I claim is

—

1. In a multiple electric tek'iihonet ransmit-
ter, the combination of two or more sets of
electrodes supj^orted by a common carrier

mounted on a central adjusting-screw and turn-

lo iug therewitli, substantially as set forth.

2. In a multiple electric telephone-transmit-
ter, the combination of two or more sets of

electrodes supported by a common carrier

mounted on and turning with a central adjust-
I s ing-screw, with a turning-yoke bearing on such

electrodes and connected centrally with the
diaphragm, substantially as set forth.

3. In a multiple electric telephone-transmit-
ter, the combination of two or more sets of

2o electrodes mounted upon a common metallic

support andhaviug separate insulated bearing
or contact plates connected with insulated cir-

cuit-connections, substantially as set forth.

4. In a nmltiple telephone-transmitter, the
combination of the central adjusting - screw 25
supporting a metallic electrode-carrying plate

turning therewith, two or more sets of elec-

trodes carried by said plate and connected to-

gether on one side electrically by such plate,

separate insulated bearing or contact plates 30
for such electrodes connected mechanically
with the diaphragm, insulated rings on the
carrier -plate with which said separate con-

tacts are electrically connected, springs bear-

ing on such insulated rings, and insulated 35
binding-posts for such springs, substantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

9th day of January. 1885.

j

THOMAS A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
H. W. Seely,

j

T. G. Greexe, Jr.
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To all ivhoDh it way concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Menlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
useful Improvement in Incaudeseing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 379;) audi do hereby declare
that the following is a full and exact descrip-
tion of the same, reference being had to the
accompanying drawings, and to the letters of
reference marked thereon.
The object I have in view is to produce a

lamp which shall have a high resistance with a
small radiating-suri'ace. This I do by employ-
ing a great length of carbon coiled and ar-

ranged ill such a way that a small radiatiug-

surface only will be exposed.
The accompanying drawings show two forms

of my inventiop.

In the drawings the coils are drawn apart i

20 and enlarged in order that their arrangement
j

will be apparent; butin practice they are com- 1

pactly-coiled carbon lilaments.
|

In Figure 1 three separate spiral carbon.s, a !

b c, are used. The carbons a h are connected I

to the "leading-in wires" d d, and at theif
|

other ends to the ends of the carbon c, so that i

the current pa.sses through all three carbons.
The large coils of a b are so wound and coiled

around the smaller ones of c as to hide the
latter and obscure its light.

All the connections are preferably made by
electroplating. The best mode of .so doing is

to Mrst wrap a thin jjiece of metal abont the

25

30

two ends to be joined, and then electroplate

the whole. 35
In the form shown in Fig. 2 only two car-

bons, e /, are used, connected together at //,

and each having its other end attached to one
of the leading-in wires a a, h being simply a
support. The coils of /"are placed above those 40
of e, so as to obscure them.

It is evident that many other forms of coiled

and spiral carbons could be used without de-

parting from the principle of my invention.

The excessive length of carbon gives the 45
properarnountof resistance, while the manner
in which the carbons are coiled decreases the
radiating-surface.

What I claim is

—

1. In an incandescing electric lamp, the com- 50
binatiou of two carbons, placed one within the
other, for reducing their effective radiating-

surface and increasing the electrical resistance,

substantially as set forth.

2. In au incandescing electric lamp, the com- 55
binatiou of two or more spiral carbon con-

ductors, connected in series, the coils of one
covering and partially hiding those of the
others, substantially as and for the jiurpose

set forth. 60
This specification signed and witnessed this

5th day of December, ISSl.

THOMAS A. EDISON.
Witnesses;

H. W. Seely,
Wm. H. Meadowcroft.

\
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and
usefnl Improvement in Dynamo-Electric Ma-
chines, (for which I iiave obtained Letters Pat-
ent in Great Britain, No. 3,576, Angnst 5,

1882; Italy, No. 14,82.5, November 29, 18§2;
Belgium, No. 59,593, November 30, 1882;

lo France, No. 151,725. January 18, 1883; Spain,
No. 3,736, April 4, 1883, and in Germany, No.
25,000, December 21, 1883;) and I do hereby
declare that the following is a full and exact
description of the same, reference being had

15 to the accompanying drawings, and to the let-

ters of reference marked thereon.
The object I have in view is to produce a

method and means for deriving from a dynamo-
electric machine two or more independent cir-

20 cuits in which there will be a different elec-

tro-motive force or pressui'e, such circuits be-

ing adapted for independent regulation. The
extra circuit (or circuits) will have a lower
electro-motive force than the main circuit, and

25 is designed more especially for use in energiz-

ing the field-offorce magnetof the machine or
for operating translating devices, of which in-

candescing electric lamps form the best exam-
ple, placed iu multiple-arc circuits and re-

30 quiring a current of lower tension than the
j

lamps or other translating devices in the main
circuit; or this extra circuit may have both
the magnet-coils and the lamps connected
therewith in mnltiple arc.

35 This object I accomplish by arranging to

bear upon the commutator-cylinder on each
side of one of the main commutator-brushes a
secondary brush, which is mounted so as to be
capable of adjustment toward or away from

40 the main brush independent of or together
with its fellow on the other side of tiie main
brush. These two secondary brushes are con-

nected together electrically, and from them is

led one part of the secondary circuit, the other

45 part being connected with the main brush on
that side of the commutator-cylinder. The
farther apart the secondary bruslies are i)laced

on opposite sides of the main brush the grc^ater

will be the tension of the current in the extra

I

I

circuit, and hence the tension can be readily 50
regulated by varying the position of such
brushes with reference to the main bru.sh. The
tension of the current in the main circuit can
be independently regulated by shifting the
main brushes, or in any other suitablenian- 55
ner. The connection of tiie secondary brushas
together electrically does not short-circuit any
of the coils of the armature, since currents are
generated in the same circumferential direc-

tion on both sides of the armature. It is evi- 60
dent that in this manner two extra circuits

could be derived from the same machine in-

stead of one, a set of secondary brushes being-

arranged to form a circuit with each main com-
mutator-brush. In that case it will be seen 65
that the extra circuits themselves may be reg-

ulated independently of each other or to-

gether, and may have currents of the same or
dififerent tension. It will also be understood
that one secondary brush instead of two could 70
be used in connection with a main brush to

form each extra circuit, which secondary
brush would be mouuted for adjustment to and
from the main brush forming the other pole of
the extra circuit, and in this manner almost ;5
any desired number of extra circuits could be
derived from one machine, the tension of the
current in each depending upon the distance
of the secondary brush from the main brush
with which it is connected. It is also evident 80
that an extra circuit could be formed by plac-

ing two secondary brushes on opposite sides

of the commutator-cylinder at points between
the main brushes, the secondary brushes form-
ing the poles for the extra circuit, and the ten- 85
sion of the current in the extra circuit being
dependent upon the position of these brushes
with relation to the line of neutralized genera-
tion.

It will be understood that the armature of the
machine is of the Pacinotti or Siehiens type,

being provided with a continuously -wound
bobbin connected at intervals with the paral-

lel bars of a commutator, and also tiiat the
currents of different tension are derived from
this continuous bobbin, all the bnisluis resting

upon the single coifimutator-cylinder.

The foregoing will be better understood by

90

95
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reference to the drawings, in which Figure 1

is a view, partly diagrammatic, illustrating

my present invention and showing the form
first described, with the secondary brushes

5 mounted for simultaneous adjustment; Fig. 2,

a view of the same arrangement when the sec-

ondary brushes are independently adjustable,

and Figs. 3 and 4 views of other arrangements
for accomplishing the same object.

lo A is the armature, B the commutator-cylin-
der, and C the field of-force uiaguet, of the ma-
chine.

D D' are the main commutator-brushes,
which are mounted so as to be adjustable

15 upon the commntator-eylinder. From these

brushes run the main conductors 1 2 in mul-
tiple arc or derived circuits 3 4, from which
are the lamps or other translating devices, a.

The secondary commutator-brushes E E', Figs.

20 1 and 2, bear on the commutator-cylinder on
ojjposite sides of the main brush D'. From
the secondary brushes E E' and the main brush
D' runs the extra circuit 5 6. The coils of

magnet C and lamps or other translating de

2s vices, h, are in multiple arc or derived cir-

cuits 7 8 from the conductors 5 6. These trans-

lating devices do not require a current of as

high a tension as that required by the trans-

lating devices a.

30 In Fig. 1 the secondary brushes E E' are
shown as carried by a pivoted arm, c, so that
they can be adjusted simultaneously in oppo-
site directions toward and away from the
main brush D'. In Fig. 2 they are carried by

3=; separate and independently-adjustable arms
del'.

In Fig. 3 a single secondary brush, F, is

shown as used to form one pole for the extra
circuit 5 6, the other pole being formed by one

40 of the main brushes.

In Fig. 4 the secondary brushes G G' are
mounted to bear on ojiposite sides of the com-
mutator-cylinder at points betweeh the main
brushes, and the conductors of the extra cir-

cuit are connected only with the secondary 45
brushes.

I do not claim herein the arrangement of in-

candescing electric lamps or other translating

devices in multiple ma on separate circuits

derived from main and auxiliary commutator- 50
brushes bearing on the same commutator, for

this will form the subject of a separate ajipli-

cation for Letters Patent.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, with a dynamo-electric 55
machine having a continuously-wound bobbin
and a single commutaA)r, of two or more cir-

cuits having currents of different tension de-

rived from said commutator, and means for in-

dependently regulating the teusipn of the cnr- 60
rentsin said circuits, substantially as set forth.

2. The combination, with a dynamo electric

machine having a continuously-wound bobbin
and a single commutator, of main commutator-
brushes and one or more auxiliary- brushes 65
bearing on said commutator, two or more cir-

cuits connected with said brushes, and tiie field-

of force magnet of the machine, having its

coils in one of said circuits, substantially as set

forth. 70
3. The combination, with a dynamo electric

machine having a continuonsly-wound bobbin
andasingle commutator, of main commutator-
brushes and one or more auxiliary' brushes
bearing on said commutator, two circuits con- 75
nected with said brnshes, the field-of-force

magnet of the machine, having its coils iu the
circuit of the auxiliary brush or brnshes, and
means for adjusting said auxiliary brush or
brnshes independent of the main brushes for 80
regulating the machine, snbstantiallv as set

forth.

This specification -signed and witnes.sed this

2Sth dav of February, 1SS2.

THOMAS A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

H. W. Seely,
Tho:mas Johnston.
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To all whom it may co}icern:

Be it known that I, Thobias A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the coouty of Middlesex aud
State of New Jersey, liave invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in Systems of Electrical

Distribution, (for which I have obtained Let-

ters Patent in Great Britain, No. 3,752, Au-
gust 5„ 1882; Ital}', No. 14,758, November 14,

1882; Belgium, No. 59,457, November 15, 1882;

lo France, No. 151,279, December 13, 1882; Spain,
No. 3,737, April 4, 1883, and Germany, No.
23,270, July 26, 1883;) and I do hereby declare
that the following is a full and exact descrip-

tion of the same, reference being had to the ac-

15 company ing drawing, and to the letters of
reference marked thereon.

The object I have in view is to produce effi-

cient and economical means for dividing an
electric current of high electro-motive force or

20 tension into anumber of currents of lower elec-

tro-motive force or tension, and for making all

the translating dfevices operated by the cur-

rents of lower tension independent of each
other. Such an arrangement makes a great

25 saving in conductors, since a high-tension cur-

rent can be used from the point of generation
to near the point of consumption, and the trans-

lating devices can be made independent by a
multiple-arc arrangement. It is the especial

30 design of the peculiar means employed by me
to accomplish this subdivision of an electric

current, to reduce to the minimum the loss of
power Qfcasioned thereby.
The main object is accomplished by throw-

35 ing into the main circuit,at a number of points,
a counter electro- motive force, which causes be-

tween certain points a definite di-op in the ten-

sion of the main circuit. From these points
are run pairs of conductors, and the translat-

40 ing devices—such as lamps or motors—are lo-

cated in multiple-arc circuits from these auxil-

iary conductors. Each pair of auxiliary con-
ductors, with its translating devices, forms a
shunt-circuit from the main circuit. Electric

45 motors may be used for producing the counter
electro-motive force; but economy is best se-

cured by means of secondary batteries, which
can be used to supply the translating devices
for a time after being fully charged.

55

6=;

70

Intheaccorapanyingdrawing,forming apart 50
hereof, an arrangement embodying the inven-
tion is shown diagrammaticiilly.

A is a dynamo or magneto electric machine,
from the commutator-brushes abof which run
the conductors of the main circuit 1 2. The
field-circuit 3 4 of the machine A is a multiple-
arc circuit from 1 2, and the machine is regu-
lated in any of the known ways, preferably by
shifting the commutator-brushes or by vary-
ing primarily the curn-nt flowing through the 60
field-circuit. This machine has a high electro-

motive force. For purposes of illustration,

this may be considered as three hundred volts.

A number of these machines may be arranged
in multiple arc, or machines having a lower
electro-motive force may be arranged in series

or multiple series to produce a current of high
tension.

BCD represent the means for throwing
counter electi'o- motive force into the circuit 1

2, which means may be secondary batteries,

electric motors, or other devices. To the main
circuit,on oppositesidesofBCD,are connected
the conductors 5 and 6, 7 and 8, and 9 and 10
of shunt-circuits, in multiple-arc circuits from 75
which conductors are located the lamps, mo-
tors, or other translating devices E. The coun-
ter electro motive force of each device BCD
is approximately one hundred volts, and there
is apjjroximately a drop of one hundred volts 80
between the points where 5 and 6 are connected
with 1 2, as well as between the connections
of 7 and 8 and 9 and 10- with 1 and 2. This
causes a current to flow through each shunt-
circuit having a tension approximately of one 85
hundred volts. The making or breaking of
the circuit of any translating device does not
affect other translating devices in the same
shunt-circuit or those in the other shunt-cir-

cuits. To secure the greatest economy, sec- 90
oudary batteries are used to give the necessary
counter electromotive force. BCD represent
such secondary batteries. After the secondary
batteries are fully charged, the main circuit

between the same and the machine A may be 95
broken, when the secondary batteries will dis-

charge through the shunt-circuits supplying
the translating devices.
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By arranging the devices BCD, whether
secondary batteries or not, to give counter
electro-motive force of different degrees of in-

tensity, or of different volts, cnrrents vai-ying

in tension can be i^rodnced in the shuntcir-
cnits, and circuits can be provided for half as

well as whole lights, or this can be done by di-

viding the current in one or more of the shunts
on the same principle that is employed to di-

vide the current in the main circuit. A sim-

ple shunt -circuit of low resistance (shown at

the device B) may be arranged around each of

the devices BOD, by closing which and break-

ing the circuit of the secondarj' battery the

translating devices in the shunt around the
secondary battery will be cut off from the source

of supply. In that case it is necessary to re-

duce the electromotive force at the source of

supply, which can be readily done by adjusting

20 the machine or machines.
What I claim is

—

1. The method of dividing an electric cur-

rent, consisting in throwing counter electro-

motive force into a main circuit at two or more
25 points, and providing shunt-circuits around

the sources of such counter electro- motive force,

through which shunt-circuits currents of lower
tension flow, substautiallj'' as set forth.

2. The combination of one or more dynamo
30 or magneto electric machines supijlying a cur-

io

15

rent of high tension iu a main circuit, with
means forth rowingcounterelectromotive force

into such main circuit at two or more points,

slmnt-ciicuits around the sources of such coun-
ter electro-motive force, and translating devices 55
connected in multiple arc in such shunt-cir-

cuits, substantially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a main circuit hav-
ing a current of high tension, of two or more
secondary batteries arranged in series in such 40
main circuit and shunts around such secondary
batteries containing translating devices, such
as electric lamps or motors, whereby a divis-

ion of the current in the main circuit is se-

cured, substautiallj' as set forth. |>

4. The combination, with one or more dj--

uamo or magneto electric machines supplying
a current of high tension in a main circuit, of

two or more secondary batteries arranged in se-

riesinsuch main circuit, shunt-circuits around 50
such secondary batteries, and translating de-

vices connected in multiple arc in such shunt-
circuits, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

22d day of jMay, 1SS2.

THOMAS A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
Edw. C. Rowland.
C. P. MOTT.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it kuowu that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, iu the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain
new and useful Improvenientin Dynamo Elec-

tric Machines, (Case No. 702,) of which the
following is a speciticatiou.

My invention relates, mainly, to a dynamo-
electric machine designed to produce both
alternating and continuous currents, such ma-
chine being especially adapted for use as a
source of higlftension current to be conveyed
to a distance and converted by tension-reduc-

ers into a current of low tension adapted for

lighting and similar purposes. The alternat-

ing current from the machine may be used for

this purpose, while the continuous current is

employed to energize the field-magnet of the
machine, it being desirable to nse a continu-
ous current for this purpose. Translating de-

vices may, however, be connected with the
continuous current circuit.

My invention is illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings, in which Figure 1 is a per-

spective view of a dynamo electric machine
embodying my invention with the circuits

therefrom iu diagram, and Fig. 2 a diagram
of the commutator-connections.
A is the field-magnet, and B the armature,

of a dynamo-electric machine, the latter being
wound with a coutinuons coil connected at

intervals with the conducting-bars of a com-
mutator, C, whereby continuous currents are

taken off by the commutator- brushes a a,

bearing on opposite bars of the commutator.
Placed upon the armature-shaft, between the
commutator C and the shaft -bearing, is an-

other commutator consisting of two continuous
metal rings, h b', placed upon a collar, c, of

insulating material, whereby they are insu-

lated from the shaft and from each other.

Upon each of these rings a brush, d, bears.

Ring & is connected, in any suitable manner,
as shown in Fig. 2, with a commutator-bar, e,

and I'ing b' is similarly connected with a dia-

metrically-opposite bar, e. A circuit, 1 2,

extends from the brushes d d, and a circuit, 3

4, from the brushes a a. It will be seen that

while a continuous current is given to circuit

3 4 there will be at each revolution a reversal

of the current in circuit 1 2, whereby a rap-

idly-alternating current will be produced in

said circuit. The circuit 1 2 is connected
with the field-magnet coils of the machine,
and therefore serves to energize the magnet by 55
a continuous current.

I have shown the circuit 1 2 as extending to

the multiple - arced i^rimaries of induction-
coils D D, from whose secondary circuits a
three-wire multiple-series circuit, including 60
electric lamps or other translating devices,//,

extends. The converters may, however, be
otherwise constructed or arranged, or the cir-

cuit 1 2 may evidently be connected with elec-

tric lights or other translating devices. 65

75

80

I have shown a circuit, 5 6, shunted from
the field-circuit 3 4, across which translating
devices are placed in multiple arc, as shown,
though they may be in series or multiple se-

ries. Such a circuit may be emjiloyed, if de- 70
sired. The field • magnets should be wound
with fine wire, so as to interpose a high re-

sistance in the high-tension circuit. An ad-
justable resistance, E, may be provided to

regulate the strength of the field-magnet.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination, in a dynamo-electric
machine, of an armature having a continu-
ously-wound coil with two commutators on
the shaft of said armature, each of which is

directly connected with said coil, from one of
which is derived a continuous current and
from the other an alternating current, cur-

rent collectors bearing on each of said com-
mutators, and independent circuits extending 85
therefrom, substantially as set forth,

2. The combination, in a dynamo-electric
machine, of an armature having a continu-
ously-wound coil connected at intervals to

blocks of a commutator, two insulated rings

on the armature-shaft, and connections from
the armature-coil to said rings, substantially

as set forth.

3. The combination, in a dynamo-electric
machine, of an armature having a contiuu-
ously-wound coil, a commutator composed of
blocks, to all of which blocks said coil is con-
nected at intervals, two insulated rings on the
armature-shaft, and connections from the ar-

mature-coil to said rings, substantially as set

forth.

4. The combination, in a dynamo-electric

90

95

ICO
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machine, of an armature having a contiuu-
ously-woiind coil, a commutator composed of

blocks connected at intervals with said coil,

two insulated rings on the armature-shaft, and
connections from opposite blocks of the com-
mutator to said rings, respectively, substan
tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this
26th day of Xovember, 1886.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
\\*i. Pelzer,
E. C. EOWLAND.
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I

To all ivJiom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain
new and useful Engine or Prime Motor, (Case
No. 720,) of which the following is a specifica-

tion.

My invention relates to engines or in-inie

motors, and is based upon the principle that
lo the capacity of iron for magnetism diminishes

as its temperature is raised, and that at a
bright-red heat it becomes practically diamag-
netic. Advantage is taken of this fact to con-
struct an apparatus in which motion is pro-

15 duced by the combined action of heat and
magnetism, and to this machine I have applied
the term "thermo- magnetic engine." The
heat is utilized to destroy the magnetic bal-

ance of iron parts moving in the field of one
20 or more magnets, or to successively make mag-

netic parts diamagnetic as they reach centers
of attraction. I am aware that it has been
suggested that this principle might be utilized

to produce motion; but no practical means ca-

25 pable of developing a useful amount of power
has been proposed for that purj)ose, so far as
I know.
In carrying out my invention I employ an

interstitial armature constructed of thin sheet-

30 iron, so that it will be capable of rapid changes
in temperature. This armature is one having
interstices extending through it, and it may
be made up of or provided with iron tubes ex-

tending longitudinally of the armature, the

35 armature being mounted on a vertical shaft,

so that the tubes will act as flues; or a corru-
gated iron sheet could be rolled up to form an
equivalent construction, or the interstitial ar-

mature could be made in many other ways
40 that would suggest themselves to skilled per-

sons. Beneath the interstitial armature may
be located a suitable furnace, with flues for

the exitof the products of combustion extend-
ing to and covering at their ends opposite por-

45 tions of the armature. The ends of the arma-
ture-tubes will move in close relation with the
open ends of the furnace exit-flues, so that the
products of combustion will be directed into

the tubes as they successively come over the

50 flues. The intermediate tubes are protected
from the furnace, and since the i^ower of the

machine depends largely upon the rapidity
Mith which the iron tubes can be heated and
cooled these intermediate tubes may be cov-
ered by a stationary box connected by a flue 55
with the furnace beneath its grate, so that the
fresh air for supporting combustion will be
drawn down through the tubes that are beiug
cooled.

To increase the power of the machine, a fixed 60
coil of wire for magnetizing or jjolarizing the
armature may be wound in recesses formed in

the pole-pieces of the field-magnet.

The field-magnet may be a permanent mag-
net; but for large machines I prefer to employ 65
an electro-magnet, which may be charged by
a battery or by a small dynamo run by the
machine, and which can be turned by hand
for starting the machine, unless, indeed, the
residual magnetism is sufficient for that pur- 70
pose.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof. Figure 1 is an elevation and par-

tial section of an apjiaratus embodying my in-

vention; Fig. 2, a plan view taken from the 73
lower end of the armature, looking ujiwardly;
Fig. 3, a perspective view of one end of the
armature, showing also the cold-air box over
the central tubes; Fig. 4, a perspective view
of the armature with the relative position of 80
the fixed magnetizing-coil shown, and Fig. 5

a view similar to Fig. 2 of a machine without
tliecoil for magnetizing orpolarizing the arma-
ture.

A is a cylindrical armature mounted upon 85
a shaft, o, and composed of thin iron tubes
suitably held to the shaft, or otherwise con-

structed as an interstitial body. These tubes
may be nickel plates or thinly covered with
enamel or otherwise jirotected to prevent ox- 90
idation. This armature is mounted between
the poles N S of a magnet, which may be a
permanent magnet, but is preferably an elec-

tro-magnet. The parts are suitably supported
so that the armature has a vertical position, 95
the tubes extending longitudinally thereof.

Beneath the armature is a furnace, B, having
two exit-flues, h c, extending upwardly and
covering the open lower ends of a number of

the armature-tubes on opposite sides of the 100
armature. The open ui^per endsof these fur-

nace exit-flues fit as closely as possible against
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the ends of tbe armature tubes while permit-
ting the armature to turn. Between the flues

b c the lowerend of the armature is preferably
covered with a cold-air box, d, which is sta-

5 tionary, and is connected bj' a pipe, e, with the

furnace beneath the grate- bars. Above the

armature are flues/17, forming continuations
of the furnace exit-flues h c through the arma-
ture-tubes. The tubes between the flues f g

10 at the upper end of the armature may be left

uncovered.
^yhenthe coldair box d is arranged to cover

an oblique section of the tubes, as shown in

Fig. 5, and the flues b c cover the spaces left

[ 5 uncovered bj'^ that box, the tubes will be heated
on the diametrically-opposite sides of the ar-

mature that come opposite the lower corner of

the pole jST and the upper corner of the pole
S. Theseheated portions of the armature being

20 diamagnetic or less magnetic than the remain-
ing portion of the armature, it will be seen
that the armature will occupy an unbalanced
position in the field, and consequently it will

be turned in the direction of the arrow in "Fig.

25 5. The unbalanced position of the armature
is maintained by the fact that the heat is

always applied to those portions of the arma-
ture at obliquely-opposite points in the mag-
netic field. Hence the rotation of the armature

30 will be continuous, its rapidity of movement
being largely dependent upon the rapidity
with which the armature tubes can be heated
and cooled.

To increase the power of the engine, I em-

35 P^oy ^ fixed coil of wire, C, which is located in

recesses /i in the pole-pieces N S. The coil C
may be connected in series with the coils of
the field-magnat. Its function is to magnetize
or polarize the armature. Its tendency is to

40 produce poles in the armature at right angles
to the poles of the field-magnet and to cause
a repulsion as well as an attraction between
the field-magnet and the armature, or, at least,

to reduce the retarding attraction between
45 each pole of the field-magnet and that portion

of the armature which is moving away from it.

When the coil C is employed, the sides of the
armature directly opposite the centers of the
poles N S will be heated iustead of the ob-

50 liquely-opi)osite portions, as in Fig. 5.

The wire-winding of thefield-magnet,as well
as the wire of the coil C,will be covered by an
insulation capable of withstanding heat. I
preferably use a very few turns of large-size

55 copper wire both in the field-winding and in
the fixed coil, and energize the same by a cur-
rent of a sufficiently large quantity to give
the desired magnetizing effects. With the
large wire insulating-wasiiers of some infusi-

60 ble material—such as porcelain^may be used
to separate the wires.

A small dynamo, 1), may be employed to
supply the current for energizing the fic'hland
fixed coil through the circuit 1 2. Tiiia dy-

65 namo will be operated by the engine through
a speed-increasing gearing, as shown, and it

may have a hand-crank for giving the field-

magnet energy in starting the engine.

A machine driven by the engine will be con-

nected with the armature by speed-increasing 70
gearing unless the machine is one having a
low rate of speed.

The form of apparatus shown in the draw-
ings is given as a simple illustration of an em-
bodiment of the invention. 75

It will be understood that many modifica-

tions and changes can be made in the form,

construction, and arrangement of the parts of

the engine without departing from the spirit

of my invention. 80
What I claim is

—

1. A prime motor having, in combination, an
interstitial magnetic body, a magnetic field in

which said body is located, and means for

heating said body to produce an unbalanced 85
magnetic condition of the same, substantially

as set forth.

2. Aprime motor having,in combination,an
interstitial magnetic body, a magnetic field in

which said body is located, means for heating 90
said body to produce an unbalanced magnetic
condition of the same, and means for cooling

the other parts of said body, substantially as

set forth.

3. A j)rime motor having, in combination, a 95
revolving interstitial magnetic body, a mag-
netic field in which said body is located, and
means for heating said body to produce an un-

balanced magnetic condition of the same, sub-

stantially as set forth. loo

4. A prime motor having, in combination, a

revolving interstitial magnetic body, a mag-
netic field in which said body is located, and
means for heating opposite parts of said re-

volving magnetic body to produce an unbal- 105

anced condition of the same, substautially as

set forth.

5. A prime motor having, in combination, a

revolving interstitial magnetic body, a mag-
netic field in which said body is located, means no
for heating opi)osite parts of said revolving

magnetic body to i^roduce an unbalanced con-

dition of the same, and means for cooling the

intermediate parts of said body, substautially

as set forth. "5
G. A prime motor having, in combination, a

magnetic interstitial body, a magnetic field in

which said body is located, and means for

passing a heating medium through the inter-

stices of such body to produce an unbalanced 120

condition of the bodv, substautially as set

forth.

7. A prime motor having, in combination, a

magnetic intei*stitial body, a magnetic field in

which said body is located, and a furnace with 1 25
exit-flues communicating with a part of the
interstices of said body, substautially as set

forth.

8. A prime motor having, in combination, a
magnetic interstitial body, a magnetic field in 130
which said body is local od, a furnace withexit-
fiuos communicating with a part of the inter-
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stices of said body, and a fresb-air supply for

said furnace, drawing fresb air througb otber
interstices, substantially as set fortb.

9. A prime motor baving, in combination, a
magnetic body, a magnetic field in wiiicb said
body is located, means for beating said body
to produce an unbalanced condition tbereof,

and a coil for magnetizing or polarizing said
body, substantially as set fortb.

10. A prime motor baving, in combination,
a revolving magnetic body, a magnetic field in

wbicb said body is located, means for heating
said body to produce an unbalanced condi-

tion thereof, and a fixed coil for magnetizing
or polarizing said body, substantially as set

forth.

11. A prime motor having, in combination,
a magnetic body, a magnetic field produced by
an electro-magnet, means for beating said body
to produce an unbalanced condition tbereof, 20

and a dynamo-electric machine driven by the

movement of said magnetic body and supply-
ing current for energizing said field-magnet,

substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 25
24tb day of May, 1887.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
e. c. kowland.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 380,101, dated March 27, 1C88.

Application filed September 23, 1887. Serial No. 250. 47G. fXo mndd.)

To all ivhom it may concern:
Be it known that T, Tno^MAS A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain
new and useful Improvement in Systems of
Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 730,) of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to systems of high-ten-
sion electrical distribution, and may be con-
sidered an improvement upon my patent. No.
305,978, dated July 5, 1887.
The object I have in view is to produce an

arrangement of conductors which will make
unnecessary the sub-stations and the regulat-
ing and indicating devices thereat described
in said patent. This I accomplish by the em-
ployment of sub-feeders so arranged and con-
structed that the drop in potential upon them
at full load will be very small—say, for ex-
ample, only two per cent.—and hence no regu-
lators for these sub feeders will be required.
For this purpose the sub feeders are prefer-
ably constructed as a net-work of conductors.
They have no lamps connected with them, but
run to the net-work of mains at various points.
A main feeder extends from the center of the
net-work comprising the sub-feeders back to
the station. This is calculated for a larger drop
in potential—say ten or fifteen percent.—and
has pressure-wires carried back with it for in-

dicators. The main feeders, sub-feeders, and
mains are arranged on the three-wire system.
I preferably divide the area to be lighted into
two or more sections, each arranged, as de-
scribed, on the three- wire plan, with mains,
sub-feeders, and a main feeder, and I connect
the two or more sections together in series,

forming, in the case of two sections, a five-wire
system. All except the two outside conduct-
ors of the main feeders are balancing-wires,
preferably of smaller size than such outside
conductors. The dynamos used have separate
regulators and have a surplus capacity for in-

creased electrical pressure, so that if any side
of either section is thrown greatly out of bal-

ance the pressure can be kept constant at all

points notwithstanding a great drop on the
smaller balancing-conductors. The sections
into which the entire area to be lighted is di-

vided being small, the sub-feeders will be
short, so that to secure the small drop in po-

I tential great mass of copper is not required,

especially when they are arranged to intersect.

The drop upon the sub feeder network being
inconsiderable, no feeder-equalizers will be 55
required for them, the differences in distribu-

tion in each section being taken up by flow of

current upon the sub-feeder net-work instead
of upon the mains.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a 60
part hereof. Figure 1 is a diagram of a two-
section system, illustrating the invention; Fig.

2, a diagram of one section, showing a slightly-

different arrangement of the sub- feeders; Fig.

3, a diagram of a modified arrangement of the 55
sub feeders for a section, .showing the connec-
tion of the main feeder and pressure- wires

therewith. Fig. 1 illustrates the preferred ar-

rangement, the area to be lighted being di-

vided into two sections, A B, and the whole 70
forming a five-wire system.
12 3 are the three conductors of the mains

C of each section, from which are taken house-

circuits 4 5. • For simplicity of illustration the

75mains of each section are shown as describing

a rectangle; but in practice the mains will of

course follow the streets and will preferablj'^

intersect and form a net- work, as will be well

understood. The sub feeders D of each sec-

tion are composed of the three conductors G 7 80
8, branching in several directions and inter-

secting and forming a net-work, as shown,
which is connected at a number of points

(shown in the drawings as at six points) to the

mains. To the center of this not- work of sub- 85
feeders of the two sections A B are connected
the conductors 9, 10, and 11 of the main feed-

ers E F, the sub-feeders from these points of

connection to their outer ends being calcu-

lated for a small drop in potential—say two
per cent.—while the main feeders are calcu-

lated for a larger drop—say ten or fifteen per
cent. A bridge-conductor, 12, connects the in-

ner conductors, 11, of the main feeders of the

two sections together and to a common bal-

ancing-conductor, 13, extending back to the

station. The other conductors, 9. and 10, of

the two main feeders run directly back to the

station. Three pressure- wires, G, are carried

back with each feeder and have the usual
pressure-indicators, «, one for each of the four

divisions of the five-wire sj'stem, which show
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the pressure for each division of the system.
Four dynamo electric machines, H, are em-
ploj'ed—one for each division of the system

—

and each of these machines is separately reg-

5 ulable by means of an adjustable resistance, ^,

in its field circuit.

The lamps in section A are in series with the
lamps of section B, the same as the lamps of
one division of each section A or B are in se-

lo ries with those of the other section, compen-
sating conductors extendingback between the
divisions of each section, as well as between the
sections. The pressure on the mains of each
section will be equalized through the lowre-

15 sistancesub-feeder net-work, Avhile inequalities
in balance between the divisions of the system
will be equalized at the dynamos.
ThesyvStem possesses advantages forlighting

one section from a distance. This is shown in

20 Fig. 2, which also illustrates a modified ar-

rangement of sub -feeders and main feeders
which is applicable to a system of two or more
sections. The sub-feeders in Fig. 2 are the
same as in Fig. 1, with the exception that the

25 main feeder is divided at its end and by
branches I K connects with the sub feeder net-

work at two points.

In Fig. 3 no mains are shown, the sub-feeder
net-work being shown in a somewhat modified

30 arrangement, branching immediately in four
directions from the point of connection of the
main feeder, and having all these branches
bridged together.

What I claim is

—

35 1. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of main conductors and con-
sumption-circuits therefrom with sub-feeding
conductors having no translating devices con-
nected therewith and constructed to liave a

40 low resistance or small drop in potential, so
as to equalize the pressure between various
points on the mains without adjustable resist-

ances or equivalent devices, and a main feeder
connected with the sub feeders and extending

45 to the point of electrical supply, the drd^ in

potential upon such main feeder being greater
than upon the sub-feeders, substantially as set
forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the
50 combination of main conductorsand consump-

tion-circuits therefrom with a connected net-
work of conductors connected with said mains
and forming sub-feeders having a low resist-

ance or small drop in potential, and amain

feeder extendingfrom the sub-feeder net- work 55
back to the point of electrical supply, sub-

stantially as set forth.

3. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of two or more sections of main
conductors, sub-feeders of low resistance for 60
each section, a main feeder from each set of

sub-feeders back to the station, and a con-

ductor connecting such sections in series, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. In a system of electrical distribution, the 65
combination of two or more sections of main
conductors, sub-feeders of low resistance for

each section, a main feeder from each set of

sub-feeders back to the station, a conductor
connecting such sections in series, and a com- 70
pensating conductor extending from a point
electrically between the sections back to the
station, substantially as set forth.

5. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of two or more sections of mains, 75
each formed of three conductors, a set of three-

wire sub-feeders for each section of low re-

sistance, a three-wire main feeder from the
sub-feeders of each section, and a connection
between the adjoining conductors of the feed- 80
ers, substantially as set forth.

6. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination, with mains and consumption

-

circuits, of a set of low-resistance sub-feeders,

a main feeder from the sub feeders to the sta- 85
jfcion, and pressure-indicators at the station

showing the pressure at the outer end of the

main feeder, substantially as set forth.

7. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of two or more sections of main 90
conductors, each of one or more divisions, sub-

feeders of low resistance for each section, a
main feeder for each section extending from
the sub-feeders back to the station, a con-

ductor connecting the sections in series, com- 95
pensating conductoi-s for the divisions of the

system, pressure-indicators showing the press-

ure at the outer end of each main feeder, and
a dynamo-electric machine for each division

of the system provided with means for its in- 100

dependent regulation, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

13th day of September, 1SS7.

TIIOS A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all wliom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Systems of

Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 731,) of

which the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to accomplish
the indication of pressures for a system of elec-

lo trical distribution by means which will be ac-

curate and not liable to get out of order. This
I accomplish by opposing at an electrical in-

dicating-instrument for each set of pressure-

wires the energy upon such, wires and the en-

15 ergy of a standard battery, so that the indica-

tor will stand at zero when the pressure is nor-

mal,and will move in one direction or the other,

according to whether the pressure varies above
or below the normal. In carrying out my in-

20 vention I may put one coil of a differentially-

wound galvanometer in the circuit of each set

of pressure-wires, while the reverse coils of

the several galvanometers will be in the circuit

of a standard battery; or I may use a small

25 standard battery for each set of pressure- wires,

it being located in a shunt around a fraction of

a resistance in the circuit of such pressure-

wires, the shunt including, also, a simple gal-

vanometer, and the parts being so proportioned

30 that the standard battery in the shunt will pro-

duce a balance in such shunt when the press-

ure at the ends of the particular feeder is nor-

mal.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a

35 part hereof, Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating

the preferred arrangement, and Fig. 2 a dia-

gram of a modified arrangement.

I

A represents the mains of a system of elec-

I trical distribution composed of three conduct-

40 ors, 12 3. A three-wire or compensating sys-

tem is shown; but it is evident that the inven-

tion is applicable to any multiple-arc system.

The consumption-circuits are represented at 4

j
5. Two three-wire feeders, B 0, are shown ex-

|45 tending back to the station, each composed of

three conductors, 6, 7, and 8, having connected
therewith two dynamo-electric machines, D E.

The outside conductors of each feeder are pro-

I

vided with adjustable resistances E, Two sets

50 of pressure-wires, F G, extend back from the

outer ends of the feeders to the station, each

set of such wires being composed of three
wires, 9, 10, and 11.

By the preferred arrangement. Fig. 1, differ-

entially - wound galvanometers H are em- 55
ployed, two for each set of pressure- wires, and
having each two separate windings or coils.

One coil of a galvanometer is in circuit with
two pressure-wires, as shown, while the other
coils of the two or more galvanometers are in 60
circuit with a standard battery, I, the current
of which serves to oppose at the galvanometers
the current flowing on the pressure - wires,

bringing the needles to zero when the press-

ures at the ends of the feeders are normal. 65
By the modified arrangement. Fig. 2, a fixed

resistance, 7', is located in circuit with each
pair of pressure-wires, and a shunt, 12 13, is

taken around a portion of the resistance, the
shunt including a standard battery, ^, and a 70
simple galvanometer, li. The parts are pro-
portioned so that the standard battery in each
shunt will balance the electro-motive force at

the shunt-terminals under normal conditions.

In the case of either arrangement,whenoneof 75
the galvanometer-needles moves, it is an indi-

cation that the pressure at the end of the par-
ticular feeder and on the particular side of the
system is above or below the normal. By ad-

j usting the proper resistance E the normal con- 80
ditions will be restored. By this means of in-

dication the accuracy of the result is not de-

pendent upon the delicacy of the indicating
apparatus, which may have a deflection of sev-

eral inches for one volt; hence friction and 85
other defects which render ordinary indicating
apparatus liable to give incorrect readings, ow-
ing, principally, to the necessity for great
delicacy, are obviated. As all indicating appa-
ratus is originally standardized by a battery, 90
it follows that a proijerly-constructed battery
is the best possible means for securing con-

stant pressures in a station for a long j^eriod

of time.

The battery I j)refer to use is the ordinary 95
gravity battery with moderately-pure zinc and
sulphate of copper; but of course I do not de-

sire to limit my invention to the use of any
particular battery.

What I claim is

—

100
1. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination, with a set of pressure-wires, of
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an eleetrically-moved indicator connected with
such i^ressnre-wires, and a standard batterj%

also connected with such indicator and oppos-
ing the eflect of the s^'stem pressure at such

5 indicator, substantially as set forth.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with two or more sets of press-

ure-wires, of a double - wound electrically-

moved indicator for each set of pressure- wires

lo and connected by one winding with such press-

ure-wires, and a standard battery connected
with the other windings of the two or more
indicators and opposing at such indicators the

energy of thesystem, snbstantiallyasset forth.

15 3. in a system of electrical distribution, the
combination, with a feeder having means for

varying the i^ressure at its outer end, and a
set of pressure-wires extending from the outer
end of the feeder back to the station, of an

2C electrically-moved indicator connected with
such pressure-wires, and a standard battery,

also connected with such indicator and oppos-
ing the effect of the system pressure at such
indicator, substantially as set forth.

4, In a system of electrical distribution, the 25
combination, with two or more feeders having 1

means for varying the pressure at their outer
ends, and a set of pressure-wires extending
from the outer end of each feeder back to the
station, of a double-wound electrically-moved 30
indicator for each set of pressure-wires and
connected by one winding with such pressure-
wires, and a standard battery connected with
the other windings of the two or more indica-

tors and opposing at such indicators the energy 35
of the sj^stem, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

14th day of September, 1887.

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

WiLLIAil PeLZER,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all ivhoi)i it may concern:
Be it knowu that I, Tiio.aias A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersej', have invented a certain
new and useful Improvement in Phonographs,
(.Case No. 742,) of Mhich tlie following is a
specification.

The object I have in view is to improve the
articulation of the phonograph. This I find
can be accomplished by burnishing witb a
heated burnishing-tool the wax or wax-like
surface of the phonogram-blank. The effect

is to smooth out the tool-marks produced in

turning the surface to a true cylinder, and to

reduce greatly the scratching noise heard in

the recorder, and consequently made a part
of the record which is reproduced by the re-

producer.
I provide the phonograph itself with the

heated burnishing tool as well as with the cut-

ting-tool, tlie former acting after the latter

upon the surface. Both tools are adjustably
carried by the holding arm or guide-sleeve of
the phonogra^ih, so that they can be brought
into proper relation with the surface and made
to work at the same time upon it. The bur-
nishing-tool may be apiece of platinum wire
heated by the electric current, or it may be a
piece of wire whicb is heated by a small al-

cohol-lamp and conducts the heat to the bur-
nishing-point of the tool.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof. Figure 1 is an end elevation of the
phonogram-cylinder and phonogram - blank
with the holding-arm and the cutting and bur-
nishing tools carried thereby; Fig. 2, a top
view with the holding-arm broken away; Fig.

3, a view similar to Fig. 1, showing a modified
form of the heated burnishiug-tool; and Fig.

4, a view similar to Fig. 2, showing the modi-
fied form of burni.shing-tool.

A is the revolving phonogram cylinder.

B is the traveling holding-arm mounted on
the guide-sleeve B' and carrying the recorder
and reproducer, the arm and .sleeve being fed

laterally by a lead-screw on the shaft of the
phonogram-cylinder, as will be well under-
stood. The frame C, carried by the arm B,

rests upon the guide-rest D, it being adjustably
supported thereon by a set-screw, a.

Through the arm B passes the shauk of the

cutting-tool E, adjustable by means of the nut
l). There is also carried by an extension on the

arm Bthe heated burnishing-tool F. This is

adjustable by means of the screw c, and acts 55
upon the phouogramblank surface after the

cutting-tool.

In Figs. 1 and 2 the burnishing tool is com-
posed of a platinum striiD or wire, d, to which
heavier wires or rods c lead. The rods e are 60
connected by a flexible cord,/, with a battery
for supplying current lor heating the strip or

wire d. The strip or wire d is heated to a dull

red, and is made to bear lightly on the wax or

wax-like surface of the phonogram-blank. 65
In Figs. 3 and 4 the heat is produced by a

small alcohol lamp, G, which is carried by the
guide-sleeve B' and travels with the holding-

arm. The burnishing-tool in this latter ar-

rangement may be a silver or aluminium wire, 70

g—say one eighth of an inch in diameter and
reduced to one thirty-second of an inch at its

burnishingend, such end being heated by con-

duction from the lamp. The end of the wire

5' above the flame, of the lamp may carry a 75
plate, g', so that the tool can be adjusted with-

out disturbing the influence of the lamp. The
wire, except at the flame and tlie burnishing
end, may be covered by a poor conductor of

heat, such as asbestus. 80

The phonogram-blank II is a cylinder slip-

ping over the phonogram-cylinder A. It has a

surface of wax or a wax-like material on a base
of harder material—such as plaster-of-paris.

The phonogram-blank may be turned and bur- 85
nished before being j)laced on the phonogram-
cylinder of the phonograph; but it is pre-

ferred to have the cutting and burnishing
tools upon the phonograph itself, since the

phonogram-blank can then be turned true to 90
the cylinder of the machine, and can have the

record removed from its surface, so that the

phonogram blank can be used over again re-

peatedly. .

I do not claim in this application the process 93
of preparing the wax surface of a phonogram-
blank by burnishing the same, or first cutting

audthenburnishingthe samc,sincelproposeto
file a separate application for patent upon such
process. Nor do I claim herein a phonogram- ico

blank having a recording-surface of wax or a
wax-like material, or having such a surface
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and a backing of tougher material, since this

is covered by mj^ application for Patent Xo.
734, Serial Xo. 252,9Gi; neither do I claim
herein such a phonogram blank when the base

5 is of a molded material—snch as plaster-of-

paris—since this is covered by my application

No. 740; Serial No. 25G,18S; neither do I claim
herein aj^honogram-blank havinga burnished
wax or wax-like surface, since this will be

lo made the subject of a separate application for

patent.

What I claim is —
1. In a phonograph, the combinatiou, with

the phonogram blank carrier adapted to carry

15 a wax-surfaced blank, of a burnishing - tool

mounted upon the machine in position to act

on the wax surface of the blank, substantially

as set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination, with
20 the phonogram-blank carrier adapted to carry

a wax-surfaced blank, of a heated burnishiug-
tool mounted upon the machine in x)osition to

act on the wax surface of the blank, substan-
tially as set forth.

25 3. In a phonograph, the combinatiou, with

thephonograinblank carrier adapted to cany
a wax surfaced blank, of a cuttiug-tool and a

burnishing-tool mounted upon the machine in

position to act in succession on the wax surface

of the blank, substautialh' as set forth. 30
4. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the revolving jihonogram-cylinder and the
traveling holding-arm, of the cutting tool and
the heated burnishing-tool moving with such
traveling holding - arm, substantially as set 35
forth.

5. In a phonograph, the combiuation, with
the phonogram-blank carrier adapted to carry
a wax surfaced blank, of a burnishing-tool
mounted upon the machine in position to act 40
on the wax surface, and electric-circuit con-

nections for heating the tool by an electric cur-

rent, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

22a day of November 1887.

THOS. A. EDISON.

AVitnesses:

William Pelzeb,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all ivhoiih it Tiunj coiiccrii:

Be it known that 1, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Systems of

Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 746.) of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates to systems for the dis-

tributioti of electricity of that character in

lo which a source of current of high tension is

employed, and such current is conveyed by
conductors of small size to or near to the place

where the current is to be used, where the cnr-

rent is transformed by means of tension-reduc-

15 ing converters into a cnrrent of low tension

suitable forlightingby electrical incandescence,

or for other domestic or business jjurposes.

In such systems the source of current is usu-

ally a dynamo electric machine generating an
20 alternating current, and the converters are

induction-coils receiving the high-tension car-

B rent in their primary circuits of fine wire, and
P discharging the low-tension current from their

secondary circuits of coarser wire.

25 In systems wherein a number of converters

are used, all receiving current from a common
^rinrce and all discharging into a common
lighting circuit or system of circuits, the diffi-

culty arises that, although the whole or the

30 greater number of the lamps supplied are in

circuit and using current only during about
four hours out of the twenty-four, the convert-

ers themselves are using current during the

whole day. There is a lo.ss of from seven to

35 twelve per cent., according to the construction

in each converter, and this loss goes on all the

time, -whether all the lamps are in circuit or

only a very few of them, so that the removal
of lamps does not cause a corresponding re-

40 ductiou in the amount of current required in

the system. It will be seen that this detracts

m enormously from the economy of the system,

K since though only a few lanqis may be in use

it is necessary to always keep the generation

45 of current at a suflficient amount to supply the

loss in all the converters. In some cases the

current used in the converters—which ofcourse

is adeadlosstothoseoperating the plant—will

be equal in amount to that sold to the cou-

50 sumers. Evidently this results in a great

diminution of the profits of the business.

75

The object of my invention is to remedy this

by so arranging the sj'stem that only so
many converters will be in circuit at any time
as are required to supply the lamps or trans- 55
lating devices actually in use. I do this by
providing the converters, or certain of them,
witli switches whereby their i^rimary and sec-

ondary circuits may be opened or closed, as
desired, and thus any desired number of the 6

converters may be removed from or main-
tained in connection with the system, accord-
ing to the amount of cnrrent required to be
used at anytime. I may provide simple hand-
switches for this purpose; but I prefer to em- 65
ploy switches controlled from the central sta-

tion. For the latter purpose I may employ
electro- magnetic switches—such as are set forth

in my application, Serial No. 257,369, filed

December 9, 1887— whereby any particular 70
switch may be operated without affecting the
others, though they are all controlled by the
same circuit; or I may have a separate con-
trolling-circuit extending from the station to a
controlling-magnet for each switch; or I may
place the switching-magnets for two or more
converters in one controlling-circuit, so as to

throw them on or off at once; or I may control

the circuits by time mechanism, which at a
certain hour—according to the requirements 80
of the particular system—will cause the con-
verter to be disconnected; or various other
modifications may evidently be made.
My invention is illustrated in the accom-

panying drawings. 03
Figure 1 is a diagram of a system in which

switches are employed, controlled from the
station by the same circuit; Fig. 2, aside view
and partial section of one of these switches;

Fig. 3, a front view of the switch; Fig. 4, a 90
diagram of a system in which the converters
are controlled by separate circuits. Fig. 5
illustrates one in which two or more convert-

ers are controlled by each circuit, and Fig. 6

illustrates the use of hand switches for the 95
converters.

In each of the figures, A represents a dy-
namo electric machine, generating an alter-

nating current of high tension, and 1 2 is the
circuit extending therefrom to the locality to 100

be supplied.

B B', &c., are tension reducing induction
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coils or converters, having their primary coils

all connected in multiple arc across the high-

tension circuit. 1 2, and their secondary coils

all feeding in multiple arc into the low-tension

5 or secondary circuit, 3 4, with which electric

lamps or otlier translating devices a a are

joined in multiple arc, each lamp or group of

lamps having a switch, h, for connecting and
disconnecting it. Certain of these converters

lo are provided with switches for connecting and
disconnecting them from the circuit. It is not

usually necessary to provide all the converters

with such switches, since there will probably
always l)e use for some of them; but they

15 may all be so provided, if desired. Converters

B' and B' are shown as unprovided with

switches.

The switching mechanism for each con-

verter is preferably, placed in a suitable box,

20 C, which may be attached to a pole or placed

in any other convenient situation. One of the

switches is shown at the left of the drawings,

and the switches are all alike. Two circuits,

5 G and 5 7, extend from the central station

25 through all the boxes, the circuit 5 6 includ-

ing all the luiignets c of the sw-itehes, and
circuit 5 7 all the magnets d in series. Both
these circuits are supplied by a battery, E,

and each has a key, D or D', at the station.

;o The switching mechanism, it will be seen,

is substantially such as is shown and described
in my application above referred to. The
switch itself is different, however. It consists

of a shaft, e, Figs. 2 and 3, which has at its

35 middle part an insulating-section,/. Loose
on the shaft are two metal disks, g and </', the
faces of which have insulating -segments /(,

and upon the face of each disk bears an arm,
i or i, carried hy the shaft. The primary- cir-

40 cuit 8 9 of the converter is connected to the
arm / and metal disk (j, and the secondary cir-

cuit 10 11 is connected to arm i' and disk g'.

Therefore, when the shaft is turned so that the
arms rest on the insulating-segments, both cir-

45 cuits of the converters are broken; but when
the arms are on the metal spaces both circuits

are closed.

The switching mechanism consists of a stop-

disk, A-, havingtwo notches, / and /', the notclies

50 I being all in different positions on the disks
in tlu; different switches, and the notches V

all situated alike; a magnet, c, in the circuit 5

(), for revolving the disk by means of its vibrat-

ing armature /;(, engaging with the 1 at diet nj

55 a unison stop-arm, <>, for stopping the disks
when they are all at unison; a magnet, <?, in

cii'cuit 5 7, turning the switch -shaft c and
arms / i' by its armature-lever p engaging the
latchet

(I
on said sliafl; a unison stop arm, r,

60 for stopping all the switches atunison; anarm,
«, extending from leverj), for releasing the stop-

disk A when the disks are at unison, and an
aim, /, extending from armature lever m, for

releasing the switches when they are at unison.

65 'I'hesl.opdisksai-e first ail brought to unison
by working the key D in circuit T) (J until all

the disk.S are hi'id iVom revolution bv tin- uni-

son-arms 0. Then all the notches V come op-

posite the fingers u on levers «?, and all the
notches Z are at different places on the disks. 7c

Then a movement of key D' in circuit 5 7

throws the unison-arm up and releases the

disks. Next the switches are all brought to

unison by key D', and they are finally all

stopped by unison arms ?. Then a move- 75
ment of key D throws this arm out of engage-
ment and releases the switches. The parts are

now ready for operation.

The operator at the station by observing
the volt indicator v in the indicating-circuit 80

extending back from the secondary system, or
the ampere indicator u- in the high-tension

circuit, can see when the number of lamps in

circuit is so reduced as to make it desirable to

remove a converter from circuit. It will be S>

understood, of couise, that with the convertei-s

all in circuit thearms/ and ("of all the switches
are bearing on the metal parts thereof. To
remove a converter the key D is worked until

the stop disk of the switch to be operated is 90
turned so as to bring its notch I opposite the

finger u of that switch. Then by means of key
D' the arms i i' of that.switch are turned so as

to bear upon insulating sections and both the

circuits of th.e converter will be broken. No
other conveiter will be affected, because the

other switches will be held from motion by
the fingers u encountering the peripheries of

the disks. The operator is provided with elec-

trically operated dials V in the circuits 5 6
and 5 7, by observing which he knows how
far he has moved the stop disks and switches.

It is evident that any desired number of

converters may thus be removed from action,

and they may also be readily rei^laced, the

stop disk of the properswitch being turned lo

release the arnis of that switch, and such arms
being then turned so as to bear on the metal
portions of the switch disks. It will be seen
that by this means any converter niay be 110

readilj" removed from or placed in circuit, and
thus the number of converters in useisalways
kept proportional to the amount of the load

as the load varies, so that there is no greater

loss in the converters than is absolutely necos 1

1

sary at any time.

Fig. 4 shows another way of accomplishing
the same result. Here each converter is pro-

vided with a switch consisting of two station-

ary disks?, g and g', having alternate metal and 1 jo

insulating spaces, and arms / /', carried by the

shaft and working on said disks, respectively,

the shaft being turned by a pawl, .r, engaging
with ratchet q and carried by armature lever

//of magnet F. Such a switch is provided u^
with each converter which it is desired to ever
remove from circuit, though I have shown only
the oiHM-atingmagnets exeejU in one instance.

These magnets are all jilaced in separate cir-

cuits, having a common return through bat- 130
tery (i, and each of these circuits is provided
with a cirt'uit breaker, which may be a simple
key, 11, by the niovement of any one of which
keys the magnet in that circuit is made lo turn

9=^

lO^

'05
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the arms i t'of that switch, so as to disconnect
or connect the circnits of the converter desired
to be affected. Instead of this I may use a
clock-work or time mechanism, as shown at I,

5 which at a certain point in its operation closes

the switcli K by means of a cam, z, or other-

wise, and so causes the converter to be con-

nected or disconnected. It can be readily de-

terniiued in practice at what time of the day
ic it will be desirable to throw offer throw on a

converter, and the time-movement will then
be set to act at that time. Any number of the

converters may thus be provided with separate
time operated switches, each of which will be

15 set to operate at the desired moment.
Fig. 5 shows an arrangement iu which

switches like those of Fig. 4 are used; but two
or more such switches are placed iu the same
circuit, so that both or all of them may be con-

20 nected or disconnected at once. Thus the con-

verters B and B" in different parts of the dis-

trict are both affected by the same circuit.

Converters B- and B^ are both affected by an-

other circuit, while converters B' and B* are

25 arranged to always remain in circuit.

Fig. G shows an arrangement of hand-
switches for the converters. Such switches

—

m' for the primary circuits, and n for thB sec-

ondaries—are placed, ijreferablj', in suitable

30 boxes near the converters. In this case it will

be necessary for the operator to go from one
couverter to another to connect or disconnect
them at certain hours, or as the load varies.

What I claim is

—

35 1. The combination of a source of current of
high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,
two or more tension-reducing converters hav-
ing their primary circuits connected with said

high-tension circuit, a translation-circuit sup-

40 plying a variable number of translating de-

vices, to which the secondary circuits of all

said converters are connected, and switches
for making and breaking the primary and sec-

ondary connections of individual converters,

45 substantially as set forth.

2. The coiubiuatiou of asource of current of
high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,
two or more tensionreducing converters hav-
ing their prinmry circuits connected in multi-

ple arc with said high-tension circuit, a trans- 50
latioucircuit supplying a variable number of
translating devices, with which the secondary
circuits of all said converters are connected in

multiple arc, and switches for making and
breaking the primary and secondary circuits 55
of individual converters, substantially as set

forth.

3. The combination of a source of current of
high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,
two or more tensionreducing converters hav- 60
iug their primary circuits connected with said

high-tension circuit, a translation-circuit sup-
plying a variable number of translating de?

vices, to which the secondary circuits of all

said converters are connected, and switches 65
controlled from the central station or source
of supply for making and breaking the pri-

mary and secondary connections of individual
converters, substantially as set forth.

4. The combination of a source of current of 70
high tension, a circuit extending therefrom,
two or more tension-reducing converters hav-
ing their primary circuits connected with said

high-tension circuit, a translation-circuit sup-
plying a variable number of translating de- 75
vices, to which the secondary circuits of all

said converters are connected, one or more
separate circuits extending from the central

station, electro-magnets energized thereby,and
switches controlled by said electro-magnets for 80
making and breaking the primary and second-

ary circnits of individual converters, substan-

tially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

4th day of December, 1887.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Wm. Pelzer,
e. c. eowland.
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To all ivliom ib may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edtson, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
^tate of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and usefnl Iniprovenieutin Phonographs,
(Case No. 745,) of which the following is a
specification.

The object I have in view is to produce a
simple and efficient mechanism for setting back

ic automatically on the depression of a key or
treadle the reproducer of a phonograph for

reproducing the whole or a portion of tlie rec-

ord. This I desire to do without reversing the
motion of the lead-screw and by a movement

15 which lifts the reproducer from the surface of
the phonogram. I accomplish this end by
meansof a screw-shaft revolving with the lead-
screw and engaging wlien the reproducer is

lifted from the phonogram-surface an arm on
20 the guide - sleeve and moving such guide-

sleeve back with a rapid motion.
To give rapidity to the movement, the re-

tracting-screw is composed of a number of par-
allel threads which are as fine as the threads

25 of the lead screw, so that the arm will engage
at any point, but, by reason of having a number
of parallel threads, can be given a much greater
pitch than the threads of the lead-screw. The
rocking holding-arm carrying the reproducer

30 is connected through a cord preferably having
an elastic section with a lever, which may be a
key or treadle, so that by striking the key or
treadle the parts will be set back, or an elec-

tro-magnet can be used to lift the rocking

35 holding-arm. The arm that engages with the
retracting-screw is held by a set screw and
can be set uj:) out of action, or can be adjusted
and held so as to engage the retracting-screw
the moment the guide arm is released from

40 the lead-screw.

In the accomimuying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a top view of parts of
a phonograph, illustrating my invention; Fig.

2, a cross vSection through the leading and re-

45 tracting screws on the line 2 2, looking at the
engaging arms; Fig. 3, an elevation from the
outer end of the phonogram-cylinder, and Fig.

4 a separate enlarged view of a portion of the
retracting-screw.

50 A is the i^honograra-cylinder, mounted on a
shaft, B, held by bearings « ft. Between these

bearings the shaft is cat with a fine screw-
thread, forming the lead-screw c. In rear of

the cylinder A and shaft B is the guide-rod C,

upon which is mounted the guide sleeve D. 55
This guide sleeve D slides on the guide-rod C,

as will be understood. At one end of the

sleeve D the rocking holding-arm E rises there-

from, carrying the swinging spectacles F, in

the eyes of wliich are the recorder and repro- 60
ducer. The spectacles have fingers A and set-

screws (?, which bear upon the guide-rest G.
The guide-sleeve D has at its other end a
guide-arm, H, with a screw-threaded end,

which engages the lead-screw c. The cylinder 65
A and shaft B being revolved from a motor by
means of a soft bevel-wheel bearing on the

bevel-flange/ of the cylinder,the guide sleeve

D and the rocking holding arm E, with the re-

corder and reproducer, are advanced from the 70

left to the right, as seen in Fig. 1.

In rear of the guide-rod 0,and parallel there-

with and with the cylinder-shaft B, is a shaft,

I, mounted in suitable bearings on the frame
and revolved by a small round belt passing 75
over wheels g h on the ends of this shaft and
the cylinder-shaft. The shaft I is a screw cut

with three parallel threads, which are as fine

as the single thread of the screw c, but have a

greater pitch. An arm, K, projects rearwardly 80

from the guide sleeve D and has a correspond-
ing screw cut on its end to engage with the

screw-shaft I. The arm K is secured to the

sleeve D by a set-screw, i, so that it can be
turned upon such sleeve and held at any point 85
of adjustment. This permits the arm K to be
thrown up out of the way and held by the set-

screw, so that the rocking holding-arm E can
be thrown over onto the back rest, L, without •

engaging the arm K with the screw-shaft I, or 90
the arm K can be fixed at such a i)oint that it

will engage the screw-shaft I as soon as the
guide arm H is released from the lead-screw

c. The arm K will engage the multii^le thread
of the shaft I at any point that. the guide-arm 95
H is released from the single thread of the

screw c, because the threads are of equal fine-

ness-; bnt the screw-shaft I will retract the

l^arts with much greater speed than the screw^

c feeds them forward by reason of its greater 100

pitch, permitted by the use of a number of

threads.
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For lifting the reproducer from tbe phono-
gram and causing tbe arm K to engage tlie

screw-sbaft I, I counect tbe finger d of tbe ej'e

of the spectacles carrying the reproducer with

5 a cord, Jc, passing up over a wheel, I, and down
to a lever, //), which may be a baud-key or

foot -treadle. Tliis cord preferably has an
elastic section, //, wliich will yield to permit
the retracting movement of the reproducer.

lo An electromagnet, M, acting on an armature
on the lever Hi. and controlled bj' a circuit con-
troller, n, on tbe listening-tube 5sr, may be used
for lifting the rocking holding arm to set it

back.

15 What I claim is

—

1. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the rocking holding-arm carrying the rejiro-

ducer, of a revolving screw-shaft and an arm
connected with the rocking holding-arm and

2 J engaging this screw shaft when tbe rocking
holding arm is rocked to lift the reproducer
from the phonogram, whereby the reproducer
is retracted or set back, substantially as set

forth.

25 2. In a phonograph, tbe combination, with
the phonogram - cylinder, tbe lead-screw, and
holding and guide arms, of a revolving screw-
shaft having a screw of greater pitch than the
lead screw, and an arm engaging this screw-

30 shaft when the guide arm is raised from the
lead-screw, substantially as set forth.

3. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the phonogram-cylinder, the lead-screw, and
holding and guide arms, of a revolvingscrew-

35 shaft having a screw comjiosed of a number of
threads of greater pitch than tbe lead screw,
and an arm engaging this screw shaft when
the guide arm is raised from the lead-screw,
substantially as set forth.

40 4. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the phonogram cylinder, the lead-screw, the
guide-sleeve, and theholdingand guide arms,

of the retracting-screw shaft and the arm en-

gaging therewith fixed adjustably upon the

guide-sleeve, substantiallj- as set forth. 45
5. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the i)honogram-cylinder, the lead-screw, the
guide-sleeve, and the holding and guide arms,
of the retracting-screw shaft driven by a belt

from the cylinder-shaft, and the arm engaging 50
therewith fixed adjustably upon tbe guide-

sleeve, substantially as set forth.

6. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the rocking holding- arm, the lead and re-

tracting screws, and the arms engaging such 55
screws alternately, of a lever connected by an
elastic lifting-cord with such rocking holding-

arm to rock and set back tbe holding- arm,
substantially as set forth.

7. In a phonograph, tbe combination, with 60
the rocking holding arm carrying the repro-

ducer or recorder, of an electromagnet and
armature acting tolift such arm and disengage
the reproducer or recorder from the phono-
gram-surface, substantially as set forth. 65

8. In a j)honograph, the combination, with
the rocking holding arm carrying the repro-

ducer or recorder and tbe lead-screw, of an
electro-magnet and armature acting to liftsucb

arm, disengaging it from tbe phonogram and 70^
from the lead screw, substantially as set forth.

9. In a i^bonograpb, the combination, with
the rocking holding-arm carrying the repro-

ducer or recorder and tbe lead and retracting

screws, of an electro-magnet andarmatureact- 75
ing to lift such arm, disengaging it from the

lead-screw and connecting it with the retract-

ing-screw, substantially asset forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

29th day of November, 18S7.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 382,417. dated May 8, 1888.

'
Appluation filed February 1, leSS. Serial No. 2fi3,0J7. (Xo specimens )

To all ivhovh it viaij concern:
Be it kuowu that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizeu of theUuited States, residing at Llewel-
lyu Park, in the county of Essex and State of
New Jersey, Lave invented a certain new and
useful Improvement in Processes of Making
Phonogram-Blanks, (Case No. 758,) of which
the following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to produce a
method or process of making wax phonogram-
blanks which will result in a more accurate
blank and one having a better surface for re-

ceiving the phonograph record.

The blank which I prefer to use is a hollow
tapering cylinder; but the process is applica-

ble to blanks of other forms. It is hereinafter

described as applied to the tapering cylin-

drical blanks.

I first mold the wax blank by j)ouring

melted wax into a mold having the necessary
shape for producing a hollow tapering cylin-

der. The molded cylinder is tlien pressed iu

a die of highly - polished metal, (preferably
speculum metal,) and it is thereby given the

exact shape and size desired, both externally

and internally, and its surfaces are given a
high polish, so that upon the removal of a
blank from this die it will be ready for use
without any cutting. The blank is removed
from the mold and placed in the die while it

is still partially plastic—say after its temper-
ature has fallen to about 100° Fahrenheit.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof. Figure 1 is a top view of the mold.
Fig. 2 is a cross-section of the mold on the line

2 2, when the mold is swung to the right; and
Fig. 3 is a view, partially in section and par-

tially in elevation, showing the pressing of the

blank in the fiuishiugdie.

The mold for molding the cylinder isshown,
for convenience, as of the particular construc-

tion described in a prior application for jiat-

ent, (Serial No. 200,923,) although it may be
of any other suitable construction. It is com-
posed of a base. A, upon which the mold is

pivoted, such mold being composed of two
parts, B C, adapted to be separated for open-
ing the mold, and also adapted to-be swung
bodily ui)on the base, so as to bring the mold
over the opening D in the base or over the

solid portion of the base.

E is the tapering core of the mold. The
mold is swung to the left over the solid part
of the base, and the core being placed in it

and tlie mold closed, hot wax is poured into 55
the juold, Ibrming a cylinder around the core
E. When the wax is partially cool, sufliciently

so to retain its shape, the mold is swung to the

right over the opening D and the core E is

pushed down into the opening D, as shown in So

Fig. 2, thus permitting the wax to contract
without breaking. After the cylindrical blank
has cooled down to a temperature where it is

still slightly plastic—say 100° Fahrenheit—it is

removed from the mold and is placed in the die 65
F. This die may be a divided die or one that

is solid. It has a cylindrical oi^ening with a
shoulder, «, at its lower end. A tapering

l)lunger, G, pressed forward by a screw, H, is

forced into the bore of the phonogram-blank, 70
pressing the blank against the walls of the sur-

rounding die, and giving it the exact shape
and size both externally and internally that it

is desired the blank should have. The die

and its plunger are made of highlj'-polished 73
metal. Speculum metal is preferably used for

this purpose. The plunger is then removed
from the blank and the blank removed from
the die, when it will be ready for use on a pho-
nograph. The blank formed in this way is 80

accurate in its size and has a highly-i>olished

recording surface, which improves the articu-

lation of the phonograph, and also has its bore
accurately tapered, so as to fit the cylindrical

l^honogram carrier of the phonograph. S5

What I claim is

—

1. The process of making wax phonogram-
blanks, consisting in first molding tlie Y)lank

from melted wax and then pressing the blank
in a ])olished die, substantially as set forth. 90

2. The process of making cylindrical wax
phonogram-blanks, consisting in first molding
the cylindrical blank from melted wax and
then i)ressing the blank both externally and
internally in a i^olished die, substantially as 95
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

30th day of January, 1888.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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Oii^iual applicatiou filed Xoveiuber 2C, 18S7, Serial Xo. 25G,U9. Divided and tLia applicatiou filed Mar L 2, lri?8. Serial Xo.
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To all luhom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llew-
ellj'n Park, in the county of Essex and State
of New .Tersej', have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in PhonogratnBlauks
and Phonograms, (Case No. 702, division of

Case No. 741,) of whicli the following is a

specification.

The object I have in view is to produce a
cylindrical phonogram -blank or phonogram
which can be readily placed upon the phono-
gram cylinder of a phonograph, and will center

itself, and will also be adapted to retain its

place upon thcphouogram-cylinderby friction

alone. This 1 accomplisii by providing the
cylindrical phonogram blank or phonogram
with a tapering bore adapted to fit over a
similarly-tapered phonogram-cylinder. The

2o phonogram-blank or phonogram is provided
with a cylindrical recording surface. Blanks
or phonograms of the full length of the taper-

ing phonogram cylinder of the phonograph
can be used as well as those of shorter length,

25 the tai^ering bore centering the blank or pho-
nogram, and adai^ting itto be pushed onto the

phonogram cylinder until it binds thereon
with sufficient friction to hold it in place.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
3c part hereof. Figure 1 is a sectional view of a

phonogram blank or libouogram, showing by
dotted lines its division into sections; and Fig.

2 an elevation, showing four different sizes of

the phonogram-blank or phonogram.
P represents phonogram-blanks or phono-

grams. They have a cylindrical recording-

surface, s, made of wax, or a wax-like sub-

stance, which may be mounted upon a back-
ing, r, which is also a cylinder, but has a ta-

\o pering bore adapted to fit upon a similarly-ta-

pered phonogram-cylinder of a phonograph.

I propose to make these phonogram-blanks
the entire length of the phonogram cylinder,
audalso to divide such fnll length phonogram-
blanks into parts,so that sectional phonogram-' 4.5;

blanks will be produced, which will be, for

illustration, one fourth, one half, and three-
fourths the length of the full-size lihonogram-
blauks. All of these sectional phonogram-
blanks, as well as the full-sized phonogram- 50
blank, will have the tapering bore, so that
they can be pushe'l upon the tapering phono-
gram-cylinder until they bind, and the instru-

ment can then be adjusted to them for record-

ing and reproducing. 55
I do not claim herein a phonogram - blank

having a recording surface of wax, or a wax-
like material, nor such asurface mounted upon
backing of tougher material, such matters be-

ing covered by my application forpatent, (Case 6c
No. 734, Serial No. 252.9G4,) filed October 21,

1887.

What I claim is

—

1. A phonogram-blank or phonogram hav-
ing a bore tapered throughout its length, sub- 65
stantially as set forth.

2. A phonogram blank or phonogram hav-
ing a cylindrical recording - surface and a ta-

pering bore, substantially as set forth.

3. A ])honogram blank or i:)honograiu hav-
ing a cylindrical recording-suif.ice of wax or
wax-like material and provided with a taper-

ing bore, substantially as sot forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

20th day of February, 1888.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzkh,
E. C. Rowland,
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To all ivhovh lb viay concern:
Beit known tliat I, Thomas A. Edison', ;i

citizen of the United States, residing at Llewel-
lyn Park, in tlie connty of Essex and State
of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Processes for l)n-

plicatingPhonograms. (Case No. 7G5,) of which
the following is a specitication.

The object of my invention is to produce, a
simple and efucienb process for duplicating
phonograpliicrecords. In applicationsalready
tiled by me I describe a process for duplicat-
ing phonograms, wherein a metallic matrix is

formed by dejsositing metals over the surface
of cyliuilrical wax phonograms and then dis-

solving out the wax, leaving a hollow matrix
or mold with the record in relief \\\)o\\ its in-

ner surface. By my present invention I pro-
pose to apply the process of knurling to the
dui^lication of phonograms as distinguished
from molding. In my English Patent No.
1,644 of 1S7S I proposed to construct a kunrl
by depositing metal over the record; but it is

obvious that if this deposit were made of auy
thickness at all the record would be largely

obliterated.

By my present invention I deposit metals
over the record of the recording surface of a
cylindrical wax phonogram, and after melting
out the original wax I divide the rcmaiiiing

cylinder by splitting it longitudinally with a
thin saw on one side. I then open the cylin-

der out flat or further bend it into the form of
a cylinder, with the record upon its exterior.

To give tlie necessai'y strength I jjrovide a
suitable backing. The result is a flat or cylin-

drical knurling surface having the record in

relief, so that by rolling a wax phonogram-
blank upon it the 0)-igiiial record will Ije re-

produced.
For making the first deposit upon the origi-

nal wax phonogram I prefer to employ silver,

which is deposited upon the Avax phonogram
by the vacuum process or by electroplating.

A thin coating is produced in this way, whicli

is backed up by a coating of lead or tin, which
is also quite thin. For example, it maj' be
one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness. The
silver gives an inoxidizable surface, which is

cheaper than gold or platinum. After the wax
is dissolved out and tiiis cylinder split on one
side it will be found to have sufficient (lexi-

bility bj' reason of the materials employed and
the thinness ©f the cylinder to permit of its

being bent without injury to the record into 55
the form of a fiat sheet or a reversed cylinder.

If bent around a cylinder ic Mill be secured to

the same by cement, and if bent into a flat

sheet it will likewise be secured to asuitable
bed plate, the cylinder or bed-plate giving the 60
necessary strength to the record. The dupli-

cate phonogram-blanks upon which I inij)ress

the original record by means of the knurl are

preferably of a Avax composition, which is too

hard to be practically indented directly in the 63
phonogiaph, although softer compositions maj'

be enii>loyed, or materials other than wax.
In the accomi)anying drawings, forming a

part hereof. Figure 1 isasectional view show-
ing the original phonogram with the deposit 70
thereon; Fig. 2, a similar view with the origi-

nal phonogram melted out or removed from
the encircling metal deposit. Fig. 3 is a sec-

tional view illustrating 'the flat knurling sur-

face, and Fig. 4 a similar view illustrating the 75
cylindiical knurling-surface.

A is the original wax phonogram, upon the

surface of which is the phonographic record,

upon which is formed a thin deposit of silver,

rt, and over this a thicker deposit of lead or Sc

tin, &, the entire metallic deposit being, for

illustration, one-sixteenth of an inch thick.

After this deposit is made the wax cylinder A
is melted out of the metal coating, leaving the

metallic cylinder B (shown in Fig. 2) with the

record in relief upon its inner surface. This
cylinder B is split longitudinally on one side

at the point c, and it is then bent out fiat and
mounted uponasuitablebase plate, C, to which
it is secured by cement, forming a flat knurl-

ing-surface, D; or the cylinder B may be bent

reversely over a solid cylinder, E, and secured

thereto by cement, forming acylindrical knurl,

F. (Shown in Fig. 4.) Tlie wax duplicate

phonogram -blank G is imi)ressed with the 95

oiiginal record by rolling it against the fiat

or the cylindrical knurling surface, as will be

readily understood.

I do not claim herein the method of dupli-

cating phonograms by depositing metals upon 10c

a cylindrical wax phonogram and then melt-

ing or dissolving out the original wax phono-
gram, leaving a matrix with the record in re-

lief upon its inner surface; neither do I claim

8:
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herein the use of a vacuum dei^osit for pro-
ducing a coating upon the wax phonogram;
neither do I claim herein a duplicate phono-
gram constructed of a hard material not ca-

5 pable of being satisfactorily indented by a
phonograph, since these features are covered
in my applications Kos. 743, 744, and 751, al-

ready filed by me. Such applications have
respectively the Serial Xos. 259,895, 259,896,

ID and 262,428.

What I claim as my invention is

—

1. The process of duplicating phonograms,
consisting in formiuga knurl having the origi-

nal record in relief by depositing metal upon
15 the original record, removing the original

phonogram and opening the metallic coating,

and then impressing duplicate phonogram

-

blanks with the original record by means of
such knurl, substantially as set forth.

2. The process of duplicating phonograms, 20
consisting in depositing a flexible metallic

coating upon an original cylindrical i^hono-

gram, removing the original phonogram from
the inclosing-coating, splitting the inclosing

coating longitudinally, bending the same to 25
form a knurl, and then impressing the dupli-

cate phonogram-blanks with the original rec-

ord by means of this knurl, substantially as

set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 30
3d day of March, 1888.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
Wm. Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all u'honi it may concern:
Be it luiowu that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Park, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Phonogram-
Blanks and Phonograms, (Case No. 747,) of
which the following is a specification,

I have found in practice that the most avail-

able surface for jihonogram-blanksand phono-
lo grams is one composed of wax, gum, or other

plastic hydrocarbon. Such compounds, how-
ever, I find contract and expand under varia-

tions of temperature to a much greater extent
than paper, wood, metals, and other similar

15 harder substances. ^V*hile under ordinary con-

ditions the wax or w^ax-like surface may not be
injured by this difference in the coefficient of

expansion, yet when subjected to extreme cold

the contraction of the wax is so much greater

20 than the harder backing that the wax will

crack and destroy thecontiuuity of thesurface.

For instance, a phonogram-blank or ijbono-

gram may be subjected to a temperature of

nearly 100° Fahrenheit at one time and at an-

25 other time the temperature may fall below
zero. If the waxy substance is sufficiently

hard at the high temperature to hold its shajje

under the pressure of one on the other in a
packing-box, it will at the low temperature

30 harden and contract so greatly in excess of

the backing of harder material that the wax
will crack and render the surface useless.

The object I have in view is to produce a

phonogram-blank or phonogram wliich will

35 have the wax or wax-like surface and will not

be subject to the objection that has been stated.

This I accomplish by constructing the phono-
gram-blank or phonogram wholly of the wax
or wax-like material. I prefer to mold the en-

40 tire phonogram -blank of the one wax like

compound; but I may construct the base or

backing of the surface of a somewhat differ-

ent mixture of wax or wax-like materials than
that of which the surface is made, so long as

the wholehaa substantially the same coefficient \$
of expansion.
My i^honogram-blank I prefer to mold as a

hollow cylinder with a tapering bore for slip-

ping over the tapering phonogram-cylinder of

my i)honograph. 50
In the accompanying drawings, forming a

part hereof. Figure 1 is an elevation of the
phonogram-blank; Fig. 2, a longitudinal sec-

tion thereof, and Fig. 3 an end view.
A is the cylindrical iihonograin- blank, 55

molded of the plastic wax or wax-like mate-
rial, as described, and having a tapering bore.

The invention is also applicable todui^licate

phonograms having the phonographic record

thereon. 6c

What I claim is

—

1. A phonogram blank or phonogram con-

structed wholly of wax or wax-like materials

and having the same coefficient of expansion
throughout its mass, substantially as set forth. 6f

2. A phonogram-blank or phonogram con-

structed as a hollow cylinder wholly of wax or

wax-like materials and having the same co-

efficient of expansion throughout its mass, sub-

stantially as set forth. 70

3. A phonogram-blank or phonogram con-

structed as a hollow cylinder, with a tapering

bore wholly of wax or wax-like materials, and
having the same coefficient of expansion
throughout its mass, substantially as set forth. 7 j

This specification signed and witnessed this

5th day of December, 18S7.

TITOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all whom it- Diaij concern:
Be it Iniown tliat we, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Paik, in the conntj' of Essex and
State of New Jer-sej^, and Ezra T. Gillilaxd,
of the city, county, and State of New Yoik,
have invented a certain new and nsefnl Im-
provement in Systems of Railway Signaling,
(Case No. 684,) of which the foflowing is a
specification,

Onr invention relates to signaling systems
for communicating between stations and mov-
ing trains by induction from tiie telegraph-
wires to the roofs of the cars. In snch a sys-

tem we prefer to employ as transmitters vi-

brators operated by keys, by which signals are
sent upon the line, and as receivers telephone-
receivers connected to ground. In the opera-
tion of such a system it is desirable to make
the transmitted vibrations as short and dis-

tinct as po.ssible in order that they may be
clearly reproduced at the receiver.

The object of our invention is to increase
the quickness, rapidity, and clearness of the
vibrations, and we accomplish this by means
of novel devices and combinations of devices
which con.stitnte our invention and are here-

inafter described and claimed.
In the accompanying drawings. Figures 1

illustrates a railway signaling sj'stem embody-
ing our invention, the circuits and instruments
in the car and station being shown diagram
matically. Fig.2 is alarger diagram of the pre-

ferred arrangement of circuits for either a car
or station; P^ig. 3, a similar diagram of a modi-
fied arrangement of circuits, and Fig. 4 a view
of the vibrator which we prefer to use.

One feature of our invention is the dividing
of the transmitting induction coil—that is,

using two or more small coils instead of one
large one. Heretofore we have placed in each
station or car a single induction-coil having
in its primary circuit a key and a vibrator,

while its secondary circuit was connected in

one direction with the earth, and in the other,

at the station, through condensers to the tele-

graph-wires, and on the car with the metal
roof thereof. By our present invention we
employ two or more induction coils, prefer-

ably having their primary coils in series and
their secondary coils in multiple arc, though

55

60

65

they may be otherwise connected, as will be
presently explained.

Referring to the drawing.'*, A represents a
station, ancl B a car, each i)rovided with sig-

nal transmitting and receiving apparatus em-
bodying our invention. In tlie station such
apparatus is connected by wires a a, through
condensers h b, with the oidinary telegraph-
wires, c c, which extend along the track. In

the car the apparatus is connected by wire d
with the metal roof of the ear or with metal
strips placed thereon. Each signaling appa-
ratus is provided with a switch, e, by wliich

either the receiving or transmitting apparatus
is connected in circuit.

As is now well understood, the vibrations

communicated to the telegraph-wires by the

transmitter at the station are transmitted by
induction to the roof of the car and to the re-

ceiving-apparatus therein, while the vibrations

transmitted from the car induce vibrations

upon the telegraph-wires which are received

at the station.

The apparatus in Fig. 2 is that either of a

car or a station. C is the transmitting- bat-

tery. D D' are induction-coils, having their

primary coils connected in series with each
other and in circuit with the battery C. The
same circuit includes a circuit making and
breaking key, E, and also a vibrator.

The use of the form of vibrator shown con-

stitutes another feature of our invention in

pursuance of the general object of increasing

the rapidity and distinctness of the vibrations.

It consists of a diaphragm, F, like a telephone-

diaphi-agm, and preferably of metal, secured

rigidly at its edges, and having at its center,

which is immediately in front of the core of

the induction coil D, a contact-piece,/,which

makes and breaks circuit as the diaphragm is

moved by the attraction of said core with a
stationary contact-point, f/. The secondaries

of the induction coils are connected in multi-

ple arc, as shown, between switch c and the

earth, the ground connection Ix'ing made in

thecar by a connection with the wheels thereof.

The receiving apparatus is a telephone-re-

ceiver, G, in circuit between switch e aud
ground.
When the key Eisdepressed,thediaphragm- 100
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vibrator i* is at once set in operation, and by
rapidly opening and closing the primary cir-

cuits of tlie two induction-coils induces corre-

sponding vibrations in tlie two secondaries,

5 which are transmitted to the receivers in cir-

cuit, as already explained.
The movements of the key break the vibra-

tions into Morse signals, as now well under-
stood,

lo Diaphragms used as vibrators give more
rapid, clear, and distinct vibrations than have
heretofore been produced by the use of reeds
or iiivoted or other vibrators. The division

of the induction-coils has a similar effect,since

f5 the smaller induction coils act with much
greater rapidity than large ones.

In Fig. 3 a different arrangement of cir-

cuits is shown. Here the battery is divided
into two parts in multiple arc to each other,

20 and each in series with the primary of one of

the inductions, which also are in multiple arc
to each other. The vibrator is common to

both jjrimary circuits, and a double kej', IT,

is employed, which affects the two primary cir-

25 cuits alike and simultaneously.
Each induction-coil primary is shunted by

a condenser, I, which we find also serves to in-

crease the clearness of the vibrations.

What we claim is

—

30 1. In transmitting apparatus for induction
railway signaling, the combination, with two
or more induction-coils having their second-
ary circuits connected to line, of a battery, a
key, and a vibrator, all located in the primary

circuits of the two or more induction coils, 35
substantially as set forth.

2. In transmitting apparatus for induction
railway signaling, the combination, with an in-

duction-coil having its secondarj'^ circuit con-

nected to line, of a battery, a key in the pri- 40
mary circuit of such induction coil, and a dia-

phragm-vibrator also located in sucli primary
circuit, the diai^hragm being located near the
end of the core of the induction-coil and be-

ing attracted thereby, substantially as set 45
forth.

3. In transmitting apparatus for induction
railway signaling, the combination, with two
or more induction coils having their second-
ary circuits connected to line, of a battery,and 50
a key in the i^rimary circuits of such induc-

tion-coils, and a diaiihragm-vibrator also lo-

cated in the jirimary circuits of both coils,the

diaphragm being located opposite the core of

one coil and being attracted thereby, substan- 5c

tiallj^as set forth.

4. In transmitting apparatus for induction
railway signaling, the combination, with the
transmitting battery and key, of a diaphragm-
vibrator in circuit therewith, substantially as 60
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of jS^ovember, 1S8G.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
EZRA T. GILLIL.VND.

Witnesses:
Wm. Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known (hat I, Tiiojr.vs .\. ]<]Dr80X, of

Llewellyn Park, in tiie county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invcntetl a certain

5 new and useful Improvement in Systems of
Electrical Distribution, (Case No. 737,) of
which the following is a specification.

My invention relates in part to compensat-
ing systems of electric lighting in which more

[o than three wires are used, and more especially

to the providing of apparatus in such systems
controlled from the central station for shifting

translating devices from one division of the
system to another, so as to maintain the bal-

15 ance of the system. In my patent. No.
283,983, dated August 28, 1SS3, is set forth ap-
paratus for this purpose for a simple three-

wire system; but this apparatus cannot be em-
ployed in a more extended system excejit by

20 multiplying the controlling circuits and ai>pa-

ratus.

One object, therefore, of my present inven-
tion is to provide simple and efficient devices
for accomplishing the result above set forth

25 in a system employing more than three main
wires, whereby very small wires may be used
for the compensating conductors, since they
will never have to carry much current. I ac-

complish this, generally sijoaking, by connect-

30 ing a suitable number of the liouse-circuits

throughout the system to the main conduct-
ors through suitable circuit - controlling or

switching devices, worked by electro- magnets
placed in circuits from the station and of such

35 character as when operated from the station

to shift the connections—each of its particular

house-circuit—progressively across from one
division of the system to another division. I

have devised* a switching apparatus for this

40 purpose, the use of which, however, is not
confined to this purpose alone, but it may be
used in any case where it is desired to control

separately two or more of the circuitsof a sys-

tem from the centfal station. This switching

45 apparatus forms a portion of my invention.

Generally speaking, the apparatus consists

of an electrically-operated switch for each cir-

cuit to be controlled, and simultaneously elec-

trically - controlled stops for these switches,

50 such stops being situated or arranged dilfer-

ently with respect to tlie several switches, so

55

that when such stops are moved simuKane
ously any jiarticular swilcli can be released
for action, while the other switches are kept
from action by their stoi)s.

]My invention is illus(ratr(l in the accompa-
nying drawings.
Figure 1 is a diagram of the system with

the switching devices shown on a small scale;
Fig. 2, a view of the switching apparatus at 6g
one point. Fig. 3 repres(Mits some of the si-

multaneously-operated stopdisks. Fig. 4 is a
view of the switch with a diagram of the cir-

cuits; Fig. 5, aperspective viewof theunison-
stop device. Fig. G represents the preferred 65
way of locating the circuits and switching ap-
paratus, and Fig. 7 is a diagram of an arrange-
ment which may be employed at the central
station.

T have shown my invention in a five-wire

system having four generators, A A, from
which extend iiositive and negative conduct-
ors 1 5, and compensating conductors 2 3 4.

Such a system will emjjloy four lamps in se-

ries across these conductors.
G and 7 are extra circuitsof small wire, both

extending from an outside conductor, 1, at
some point in the district to the adjacent con-
ductor, 2, at the station, whereby sufiicient

current is obtained for working the switching
devices. At the station in each of these cir-

cuits is placed a key, a or «', and an indicat-

ing dial, h or h\ worked by a magnet. Am-
pere-indicators care provided, as usual, in the
conductors 1 to 5 at the station. Each switch- 85
ing apparatus includes two magnets, I> and
B'. All the magnets B are in series in circuit

G and all the niagnets B' in series in circuit 7.

All the switching mechanisms are alike, and
I will describe one of them. Each is placed 90
in a box, 0, supported on a pole, or in any
other convenient situation.

D is an armature lever Morked by magnet
B, having a limiting stop, ^7, retracted l)y a
si)ring, (', and terminating in a pawl,/, for 9-,

working a ratchet-wheel,//, on a shaft, //• The
ratchet I/ has a greater numbei- of teeth than
there are switching-boxes in the wholesystem.
I provide a stop, i, for the pawl /', and a stop-

pawl, A;, for preventing backward movcMuent
of the ratchet. On the shaft h is a disk, E,

having two notches, IV ^ in its periphery. The
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notches?' are all at the same points on the pe-

riphery of all the disks ill the system when the

disks are at unison; but the notches I are then

all at different points. The shaft h has a

5 spiral groove or coarse screw-thread, wi, at one
end of wliich is tlu; unison-pin n. The pivoted

unison arm F terminates in a pin, o, which
rests in groove in, and a spring, G, tends to

draw arm F away from pin n.

lo TheniagnetB'hasa pivoted spring-retracted

armature lever, If, terminating in a pawl, I,

which works ratchet jj on shaft q, and a simi-

lar unison mechanism to that above described

is employed, K being the pivoted unison arm,

15 and r the unison stop-pin. Tiie armatui-e-le-

ver 11 has an upwardly-projecting linger, s.

close to the disk E, so that the arm is stopped
from movement unless a notch, I or l\ is pre-

sented to the linger s. A releasing-arra, D',

20 extends down from lever D close to unison-

arm K, and a releasing-arm, H', extends from
lever H close to unison arm F. Also upon the

shaft q are two spring-arms, t /', which move
across the eight stationary contact-plates u u

25 ?r, &c., secured in a circle upon the insulat-

ing-base L.

The connections from the five-wire circuit

to the switch shown in Fig. 4 are as follows:

The outside wires, 1 and 5, are respectively

30 connected to the terminal plates u and u' of

the series. The wires 2, 3, and 4 are each con-

nected to two plates—wire 2 to u' and u\ 3 to

u^ and v(", and 4 to n^ and it". There are also

on the shaft two metal rings, r and 10, on

35 which bear, respectively, two springs, M N.
From these springs extends the house-circuit

8 9, including lamps or other translating de-

vices y J/,
which the particula-r switching-box

controls. The rings r and w are connected,

40 respectively, with the arms t and i'.

It will be seen that in the situation shown
in Fig. 4 the house - circuit 8 9 is connected
across the division 4 5 of the five wire system,
but that its connection can be progressively

45 shifted across from one division to another by
the movement of the arms / /'.

In Fig. G is shown a box, C, containing the
switching mechanism above described, placed
on a pole, (), of the pole-line of conductors.

50 The box is looped in around insulators .r in

wires 6 and 7 in the usual manner, so that all

the boxes are in series.

10 11 are the ordinary indicating or press-

ure wires of the system.

55 As above stated, I place those boxes at suit-

able intervals throughout tlie system. In or-

dinary inaeti(u^ one box for about every fifteen

house- circuits will l)e suiVicient. Ten lights

controllable will maintain the balance for one'

60 liundred and fitly not controllable.

'I'Ik^ operation of these devices is as follows:

It is first usually recpiired to bring all the
swilching boxes into unison. To do (his the
operator worksthe key <f, controlling the mag-

C5 net I'., so that the i)awl /" wtuks the latehet //

around until (he \n\\ o, working in (he spiral

groove III, reaches (he pin //, wiiich prevents

any further movement. He should continue
working the key long enough to be sure that

in all the boxes at least one complete revolu-

tion is given to the ratchets, so that he may
know that the unison - arm has leached the
unison-pin in every box. Then all the notches
I' of all the disks E will be opposite the fin-

gers .s of levels II, but all the notches / will be
in different positions relative to sueli fingers.

He then taps the key a' and moves levers H
and arms H', which throws up arms F, and
sijriugs G pull arms F back to the other ends
of grooves III, so that all the disks E are left

at unison and free to be inoved. To bring the
switches into unison the key «' is now worked,
so that magnets B', armature - levers If, and
pawls I work ratchets j) around until all the
arms K reach pins r. The fingers s enter the
notches I' at each movement, such notches be-

ing provided for that purpose. Xow by a
single tap on key rtarm D' moves K, and K is

thrown away fromjj, leaving the switches free

to move, and also notches V are all moved
away from fingers s. The parts are now in po-

sition for switching. The operator at the sta-

tion observes by the amperemeters c c what
is the condition of the difterent divisions of
the system. If he observes a considerable
change in any meter, he knows tliat certain

customers have taken from or added to the

number of lights in circuit to such an extent
as to destroy the balance of the system. He
therefore must change the connections of one
or more circuits so as to restore the equality.

Suppose the circuit of box Xo. 1 is connected
to conductors 4 5 (as in Fig. 4) and it is de-

sired to shift it over to 1 2. Key a is first

worked—the operator noting the movements
of dial b—until the notch / of step disk E of
box No. 1 is brought opposite the finger .v of
that box; but in all the other boxes no notches
will be presented to the fingers s. Xow by
working key a'only box Xo. 1 will be allected,

since in the other boxes the motion of arms
H will 1)0 stopped by disks E. In box Xo. 1

the first movement of th.e key will cause
ratchet p to turn and move arms / and t' to

plates «
' and «", which will put the house cir-

cuit across conductors 3 and 4. The next im-
pulse moves the arms to «' and ir\ which puts
the circuit across 2 and 3, and the next impulse
moves the arms to h and 11* and connects the
house-circuit between 1 and 2. The appara-
tus thus progressively shifts the*coimeetions
of the house-circuit across the system to any
one of the divisions to which it is desired (o

eonuec( it. Another tap of the key will bring
the arms to »' and ir again and connect (he
house-circuit once more to 4 ">, but widi the
circuit reversed. There is noohjeetiou (othis
in systems where no house meters, or meters
other than electrolytic meters, are employed;
l)ul where elei'trolytic nuMers are in circuit it

will not do to r«*verse the connections perma
nently, and the operator therefore, in order to

shift back to 4 .'"», must work his key rapidly,
and work (Ii(> aims (Mitircly around (he disk
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back to the original i^oint witliout allowing
the arms to lest on the plate. There will thus
be only a nioincntary reversal of the ciiiTent,

which will make no practical dillerence.

3 lu Fig. 1 box No. 1 is shown in position to

have its circuit shifted, and box No. 2 is not.

If No. 2 is to be changed, the opeiator— still

vratching his indicating-dial /;—works the key
a until he brings the notch I of disk K of that

to box around opposite the finger s, when the
switch may be worked by (he key «' to change
the connection made from this box to any de-

sired division of the system.
It fs evident that each set of magnets may be

15 placed in multiple arc across aciicnit, instead

of in series; or f may place both sets of mag-
nets in multiple arc 01' in series in the same
circuit and providedifterontlypolarized arma-
tures for said magnets, so as to work one set by

20 a current of one polarity and the other by cur-

rent of opposite polarity, a reverser being
provided at the station.

Instead of the keys at the station, I may use
a revolving circuit makingand breakingtrans

25 mitter, in which case the indicating dials might
be dispensed witli.

Since l)y my invention I am enabled to so

maintain tiie balance of the system that little

or no current will tlow on the intermediate or

30 compensating wires at any time, it is not al-

ways essential to have as many generators as

there are divisions of the syst(!m; but a single

generator or other undivided source of supply
may be employed, as in Fig. 7, with a connee-

35 tion, 15, across the circuit near its terminals,

to wliich connection all the compensating wi res

are brought, such connections being through
electrical indicators—one for each division.

Thesystem is thus divided, and the indicators

40 show when it is slightly out of balance, and
such irregularities are corrected by the switch-

ing mechanisms in the manner already ex-

plained. In this figure, A may represent a
single generator, or two or more generators,

15 arranged in series and giving the required
electro-motive force.

What I claim is

—

1. In a system of electrical distiibution, the

conjbination of two or more electrically oper-

50 ated switches, two or more simultaneously
electrically - controlled stops—one for each
switch—such stops being situated or arranged
differeutly relative to their respective switch(;s,

whereby any particular switcli can be released

55 for action while the others are held from ac-

tion by the stops, and a circuit controlled by
each switch, suljstanlially as set foi'th.

2. In a system of electrical distribution, the

combination of a main circuit extending from
60 a central station, two or more branch circuits

• supplied theiefrom, a switch for each of said

branch circuits, a magnet for operating each
switch, a circuit from the station including all

said magnets, a circuit-breaker in said circuit

65 at the station, a movable stop for each swilcli,

such stops being situated or arranged difTer-

ently relative to their respective switches, a

magnet controlling the position of each stop, a
circuit from the station includingall said stop
magnets, and a circuit-breaker in said ^'iicuit 70
at tlie station, substantially as set forth.

0. ]n a system of electrical distribution, tlie

combination of a main circuit composed of
four or more conductors, house-circuits, each
connected in multiple arc with a pair of said 75
conductors, and switches for certain of said
house cii'cnifs, controlled from the central sta-

tion, for shifting the conne(;lions thereof pro-
gressively from one pair of conductors to the
other pairs, substantially asset forth. 8c

4. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a main circuit composed of

four or more conductors, a switcli having a
suitable number of contact plates, connections
IVom pairs of s;ii<l plates to tlie main conduct- 85
ors, two arms bearing on said plates and mov-
able relative thereto, and a house circuit con-
nected with said arms, whereby tlie movement
of said arms shifts the connections of said
house circuit from one pair of main conductors 90
to anotlKM', siilistantially as set forth.

f). In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a main circuit composed of
four or more conductors, house-circuits, each
connected in multiple arc with a pair of said 95
conductors, switches for certain of said house-
circuits, for shifting the connections thereof
progressively from one pair of conductors to

the other pairs, and magnets controlled from
the central station for operating said switches, 100

substantially as set forth.

G. In a system of electrical distribution, the
combination of a main circuit composed of four
or more conductors, a switch having a suitable
number of contact - plates, connections from 1C5

pairs of said plates to tlie main conductors,
two arms bearing on said plates and movable
relative thereto,a house-circuit connected with
said arms, whereby the movement of said arms
shifts the coniicctions of said house - circuit no
from one pair of main conductors to another,
and a magnet controlled from the central sta-

tion for operating said switcli, substantially
as set forth.

7. In a system of electrical distribution, the ^S
combination of a main circuit extending from
a central station, two or more branch circuits

supplied therefrom, a switch for eacli of said
branch circuits, a magnet and an armature-
lever for operating each switch, a circuit from 120

the station including all said magnets, a cir-

cuit-breaker in said circuit at the station, a
rotating stopdisk for limiting the movement
of each of said armature - levers, said disks
each having a notch and such notches being 125
all located at diHereiit points on the disks'
peripheries, a magnet and suitable gearing
controlled thereby lor revolving each disk, a
circuit from the station including all said mag-
nets, and a circuit-breaker in said circuit at 130

the station, substantially as set forth.

5. In a compensating system of electrical

distriI)utioii, the combination, with the main
and compen.sating conductors forming the
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iiinin circuit, of branch circuits coiiiicctecl

therewith and unisoncd switching nicclianism

ooiitiolicd from tlic central station, for inde-

pendently eoni rolling;- said l)rancli circuits,

5 isubstantialiy asset fortii.

y. In asysteni of electrical distribution, the

combination of the switches revolved by elec-

tromagnets controlled fi.om tlie station, the

stop-disks for said switches revolved !)y other

o magnets controlled from the station, unison-

stops for the switches, unison-stops for tiie

disUs, releasing devices for tiie stop disk uni-

sons operated by tlie switch-magnets, and re-

leasing devices for the switch unisons oper-

15 ated by the stop-disk magnets, substantially

as set forth.

10. In a system of electrical distribution,

the combination of a main circuit composed
of four or more conductors, switches, each hav-

20 ing a suitable number of contact-plates, con-

uections from pairs of contact-plates in esK-h

switch to the main conductors, two arms bear-

ing on the plates of each switch and movable
relative thereto, a liouse circuit connected
with the arms of each switch, a magnet for 25
operating-each switch, a circuit from the station

including all said magnets, a circuit-breaker

in said circuit at the station, a movable stop
for each switch, such stops being situated or
arranged differently relative to their respective 30
switches, a magnet controlling the position of

each stop, a circuit from the station including
all said stop magnets, and a circuit-breaker in

said circuit at the station, substantially :isset

forth.

This speciUcatiou signed and witnessed this

5th day of November, 1SS7.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzlii,
e. c. eoavland.
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To all ivliovv it may concern:
Be it known that I, Tiioaias A. Edison, of

Llewellyn Parle, in the county of Essex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain

5 new and n.sefni Improvement in Phonographs,
(Case No. 741,) of which the following is a
specification.

The object I have in view is, oenerally, to so
improve the phonograph that it will be well

lo adapted for use by the public and will be a
convenient aud efficient machine for various
uses.

In the acponipanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a top view of the ma-

15 chiue; Fig. 2, a horizontal section on the line

2 2 in Fig. 3, with a diagram of the motor con-
nections; Fig. 3, a vertical section on the line

3 3 in Fig. 1, with the swinging holder and
guide-arm tlirown back; Fig. 4, an elevation

20 of the machine looking at the end of the pho-
nogram-cylinder; Fig. 5, top view of the
swinging holder carrying the recorder and re-

producer; Fig. G, aside elevation of the guide-
arm; Fig. 7, a sectional view, on an enlarged

25 scale, showing the engagement of the spring
guide-block with thelead-screw; Figs. 8 and 0,

a bottom view and central section, respect-

ively, of the recorder; Figs. 10 and 11, a bot-

tom view and central section, respectively, of

30 the reproducer; Fig. 12, an elevation of the
guide rest; Fig. 13, a sectional view ol a i^ho-

nogram blank showing by dotted lines its di-

vision into sections, and Fig. 14 an elevation
showing the four different sizes of the phono-

35 gram-blank.
Like lettei's denote corresponding parts in

all the figures.

The frame of the machine is constructed,

for convenience, of a top and a bottom plate,

40 A B, each constructed as a spider compo.sed of

four arms, the ends of the arms of the two
frames being joined by vertical posts a. To
these posts are connected tlie yokes of four
magnets, C C'C" C, each projecting from the

45 post to which it is attached toward the ad-

joining post, to which its pole-pieces are con-

nected by braces/* of l)rass or other non-mag-
netic metal. The poles of the lour magnets I

project inwardly, as shown, and are cut with

50 concave faces, tiie poles of all four magnets
being in the line of a circle. Within this

circle and mounted upon a vertical shaft, D,

.S5

60

t^5

is a (ly- wheel, I)', constructed of bra.ss and
having a heavy rimso as to increase its weight.
Upon the periphery of the rim of the lly- wheel
are secured anumber of armaiures, 1)-, of iron,

which are placed vertically, equal distances
apart,and travel in their movementclo.se to the
pole - pieces of the magnets O, ('', (J', and C'.

Upon the shaft D, above the wh(>el 1)', is mount
ed a sleeve, d, of insuhiting material, upon
which is secured a metal collar, c, and above
this collar a commutator, /, the commutator
being comiiosed of a ring of metal having its

surface broken by blocks of insulating mate-
rial, so that it presents alternate spaces of in-

sulation and metal in a manner well under-
stood. From the collar c projects an arm,(r, in

a radial direction, and upon the end of this arm
is i^ivoted a swinging weight arm, d\ which, 70
by its outward movement, moves a lever, rf',

^hich is held against its movement by an ad-

justable spring, (Z*. The lever (Z' bears nor-

mally upon the insulated contact - screw tZ^,

which is connected by a wire with the base of 75
the commutator/.
The magnets C C C' C have one end of

their windings connected together by a wire,

2. The other end of the windings of the two
opjiosite magnets C and C- are connected to- 8c
gether by a wire, 3, while the other eiid,s of the
windings of the ojiposite magnets C and C
are connected together by a wire, 4. The wires
3 and 4 are connected with twospring.s, /' and

P, which bear upon the face of the commu-
tator/. A spring, /^, bears directly upon the

collar e. These three springs are supported
by a circular piece of insulation, (7, which is

supported above the wheel D' and below the

top plate by means of posts extending down 90
from the top plate.

One pole of the battery E which drives the

motor is connected with the wire 2, which
joins one end of the windings of all the »iiig-

nets, while the other pole of the battery is

connected with the spring/', bearing upon
the collar e. The parts are arranged so that

the wheel D' will be turned by tiu^ magnets
always in the direction shown by the arrow in

the drawings.
The magnets C and ()- first receive the cur-

rent and attract two armatures upon the

wheel, and then the magnets O'and ("receive

the current and attract two armatures upon

85

95

100
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the wheel, the current being transferred from
one pair of magnets to another in succession,

so tliat the wheel is given a continuous rotary

movement. An excess of battery-power is

5 i:>reforably used, and the si)eed of the wheel
controlled by the governor, formed by the

spring-retracted arms d' and d\ Tliis gov-

einor opens the circuit when the si^eed exceeds
the normal, so that within limits of variation

JO which aie so small as to be practically of no
effect in llie operation of the machine the

speed will be kept uniform. By the adjust-

ment of the spi-ing d' the governor can be
made to work at any desired point. By the

15 iise of an electromagnetic motor of this de-

scription—namely, one composed of a heavy
Hy-wheel carrying armatures on its periphery,
which are attracted by magnets arranged in a
circle around the fly-wheel—a slow and uni-

20 form motion can be obtained, which is a mat-
ter of the highest imi^ortance in the opera-

tion of the phonograph, and tends to simplify
the construction, since the complication intro-

duced by the employment of a number of

25 speed reducing w'heels is avoided. Project-

ing from the collar e on the opposite side to

the governor is an arm, (/', carrying a weight
at its end for counterbalancing the weight of

the governor, so that the wheel may be a bal-

30 auced one. Theshaft Disstepped on a jewel,

ff', at the center of the bottom plate, A, giving
freedom of movement to the wheel and reduc-
ing the noise of friction to the minimum, so as

to not affect materially the operation of the

35 phonograph.
Upon the top plate, A, is journaled tlie hori-

zontal shaft F, this shaft being carried by a
journal-box, /;, in the top of an arched stand-
ard, /;', at the center of the top plate, and at

40 one end by a journal-box, U\ at the end of one
of the arms of tlie top plate. Between the
bearings /( and Jr the shaft F is larger than it

is outside of such bearings, so that it bears
against the inn<M" faces of the bearings by

45 slioulders which prevent any longitudinal
movement of the shaft. The shaft F projects
beyond the bearing h to the opjiosite side of
the machine from the bearing h', but is not
supported at its end, it being free to receive

50 the phonogram-cylinder G, which is slipped
upon this shaft, i)i'eferably removably, and
lield by a spring pin, /(', taking into a iiole in

the end of the shaft. This ])honogram-cylin-
der is madi; hollow, of brass or other suitable

55 Mjctal, its lieads bearing upon the shaft, so as
to center t he cylindciiiroijcrly. The cylinder
is made slightly tapering, for a i)uri)ose which
will be presently explained, its inner end—that
\\v.\l to the bearing A— being somewhat larger

f)0 than its outer end. The inner end of the pho-
nogram cylinder is const incted as a beveled
Irictioii wheel, /, upon which beai's a beveled
pinion, /', (>f sonu' sui(abU> soft m;iterial. This
pinion i' is mounted upon the ni)])er end of the

(15 siiaft I), which projects through the lo]) plate
into the space i)et ween the legs of the arched
standard /('. The pinion /' may be provided

with an operative face, of leather or other simi-
lar material, mounted upon a metal hub. This
metal hub is preferably constructed to slide 70
vertically upon the shaft D, it being prevented
from turning thereon by a suitable key, and
beneath the pinion is a S])iral spring. r,which
forces the pinion upwardlyand keepsitsolidly
against thebeveledwheelontheinnerend ofthe 75
phonogram cylinder, sothat thewearof thesur-
faces is taken up and the pinion is kept in firm

contact. By the use of this l)eveled friction-

tion-gearing, of which the soft surfaced pinion
is a part, I am enabled to change the motion 80
from the vertical shaft of the motor to tlie

horizontal shaft of the i>honogram cylinder
without the production of noise, which would
be detrimental to the opeiation of the instru-

ment. 85
The horizontal arrangement of the motor

permits a large fly-wheel to be used, while the
compactness of the instrument is maintained.
Between the bearings /t and //' the shaft F is cut
with an exceedingly fine screw-thread, /, of 90
the peculiar construction which will be ex-

plained farther on, while outside of the bear-

ing Ji' the shaft is provided with a hand wheel.

/, by which it can be held when it is desired

to remove the i^honograra-cylinder from the 95
shaft or remove the phonogram blank or pho-
nogram from the phonogram cylinder without
taking the latter off of the shaft.

Parallel with the shaft F, and located in the
rear of the same, is a guide rod, H, mounted 100

in suitable supports at its ends and extending
entirelyacross the machine. Upon this guide-

rod is an accurately fitting tube, /•-, which is

of such length that it can be moved upon the

rod between the supports at the end of the 105

rod a distance equal to the length of the pho-
nogram cylinder. Upon the end of this tube
next to the phonogram cylinder is secured the
holding arm, which carries the recorder and
rejiroducer, while at the oi)posite end of this iio

tube is the guide-arm, which engages with the
lead-screw J. Tlie guide arm is a rigid arm,
I, liaving a hub which slips on the tube/.-, and
is secured theieto Ity a set-screw. This guide-

arm projects toward the sliaft F, terminating
at its free end above the screw-thread /. The
end of the arm / is slotted, so as to tbrm two
guide-cheeks, between which plays a verti-

cally-sliding block, /'. This block /' bwvrs
upon the screw thread /, and is cut with a sec-

tion of tlic corresponding thread. A spring,

r, extends along the toj) of [ho arm /, and is

secured to the block /', forcing such block
downwardly upon the screw thread, so that 11

rocking movenuuit of the tube k can be made ir;

within certain limits without disengaging the
block I' I'rom the screw-thread /". 'I'he screw-
thread / and the thread upon the block /'are

cut as fine as it is possil)le to make a screw-
thread having the desired wearing capacity. 1 ;>

I make this screw thread, preferably, with
about one liundred threads to the inch, and in

order to make sucli a fine thread do (he work
required of it without danger of the guide arm

"5

I-
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being forced back, T construct these threads
as a ratchet, as shown in Fig. 7, the engaging
sides of tlie threads being straigiit and tlie

otlier sides beveled, so that the danger of slip-

5 ping l)ack\vard is entirely obviated. Upon
the otluu- end of tlie tube k is secured the arm
1 by means of a set-screw, such arm project-

ing forward over thecejiter of (he phonogram-
cylinder. Upon tlie u])per end of this arm I

ro is pivoted the holding-frame 1', placed nearly
at right angles to the arm I, and made, simi-

lar to the frame of spectacles, with two eyes,

VI m'. The pivoting-screw vr for this frame
passes through the frame at one side and cen-

15 trally between the eyes ;;( tii', the nut for se-

curing the frame bearing upon the spring-

washer l)eneath it, so that the frame will hold
itself at either limit of its throw and will not
be jarred from position.

20 The arm I has two horns, m\ through which
the set screws m* pass for limiting the move-
ment of the frame I and for adjusting the
])oint at which the frame will be stopped when
swung in either direction, so as to bring its

25 holding eyes in the correct relation to the pho-
nogram-cylinder. These holding-eyes carry
the recorder and reproducer, the construction
of which will be jiresently explained, and the
olyectof the swinging frame is to permit either

30 the recoider or reproducer to be brought into

operative relation with the phouogram-cylin-
der.

The screws m\ bearing ujion the swinging
frame r, form a means for adjusting such frame

35 and the recorder or reproducer carried by it

laterally with respect to the spiral line of rec-

ord upon the surface of the phonogram-blank.
This adjust ment is a matter of especial impor-
tance so far as the reproducer is concerned.

40 Tlie recorder produces the record, and hence
makes its own track; but the reproducer must
follow that tiack. It has been proposed to

mount the reproducing-point in such a flexi-

ble manner that it will follow the track made
45 by the recorder without adjustment; but I

have found (hat the lateral adjustment of the
reproducer enables me to bring its point read-

ily into the track of the record, and to give it

the proper lehition to the record for produc-

50 ing the maximum effects. The adjustment is

made while the operator has his ear to the

listening tube, thechaiacterof the reproduced
sounds determining when the proper adjust-

ment is reaclud.

55 The eyes m m' have fingeis n »', which pro-

ject forward and have passing through them
;i(ijus(ing screws n\ whi(;h rest as each eye is

Wrought into position for operation upon a
guide rest, K, which extends jiarallel to the

60 sbalt F in front of the phonogram cylinder and
suppoits the holding-frame at the required
elevation to bring (he recorder or reproducer
into accurate a(ljustment. The fingers n n'

have small handles attached to them,asshown
65 in Fig.4, by which theswinging holding frame

can be more conveniently manipulated. Back
of the guide rod H there is another rest, H',

to receive (he arm T when it is thrown back.
This rest isi)rcterably more or less springy in

its character, so as not to jar (he jiarls injuri- 70
onsly when the arm is thrown back upon it.

Passing through (he arm I near the tube /.• is

the shank of a cutting tool, rj,which is thrown
forward byaspring, <>, on tin' inner side of the
arm and is re(rac(ed by a tlunnb-nnt, <>', on 75
the screw threaded end of the shank outside
of (li(!arm. ThiscuKer Lis designed to turn
o(f the surface of (he phonogram or phono-
gram blank, so as to make it true for rt^cord-

ing,or toturnoffone record and leave thesur- So
face ready for another recoid. This enables
OPiC phonogram blank (o be used over and over
again for recording and reproducing, the re-

corder and reproducer being brought into op-

erative relation with the clear surface, as the 85
diameter of the phonogram-blank is decreased,
by the adjustment of the screws «-, theyield-
iug guide block I' permitting this to be done.
Upon the arm I, above theswinging hold

ing-frame for the recorder and reproducer, is 90
seemed a carrying-plate, M, to which is con-

nected a tube, W. This tube serves as the
mouth and ear piece of the instrument, or it

may have month and ear pieces removably at-

tached to it. The plate M is stationary, and 95
the holding-eyes are swung under it aUt^r-

nately, so that one tube answers both for re-

cording and reproducing, thus adding to the
simplicity of the instrument.
The recorder N is a circular plate, which 100

fits either eye, m or vi,', of the carrying- frame,
it being provided with a rib engaging with a
groove in the eye, so that it will always have
the same position intheeye. Itisshownasheld
by the eye m'. A set screw, j), is used for 105
holding the plate in the eye. This plate N
has an opening, j/, through it, which is brought
into line with the tube I\I' when the eye m' is

swung into position for the opera(ion of the

recorder. The back of the plate N is recessed no
to form a circular chamber, on a shoulder in

which is placed the diaphiagin N', which is

l^referably made of celluloid or some other
light material, and is placed in the recess at

the back of the plate N, but is left free at its 115

edges. The recording-point j>'' is secured to

the center of the diaiiliragm by wax or in any
other suitable way. This point is constructed

of a thin plate of steel, which is cut or ground
to a point on one edge and is beveled back- 120

wardly away from that edge, so as to give a
support for the indenting point and prevent
vibration of that point in o])eration. This
point passes through tht^ end of the lever //',

and is secured therein by a. set sci'cw, j/, the 125
l)oint being surrounded between the lever and
the diaphragm by a small tube, ;/', of rubl)ei-

or other suitable material. The lever ji' is

rigid in its construction, and is mounted upon
a cross pin, 2A of considinahle h'ligth, which 130
isjournaled at its ends at the sides of the

l)late N. The lever 7/' extends beyond the

pivoting i)in ;/ and rests at its out(!r end
against a block, (^, which is faced with a piece
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of pure i 11 (lia rubber, q. This block is set in

a recess in the e(l,G;e of the plate X. aud is ad-

jiislod forward by a screw, r/. Tlie adjnst-

al)l(^ block q and its elastic race*^' form ayield-

5 iiig liniitiii<,'-stop for the luovenient of the in-

denting point. The other end of the levery
extends beyond tlie indenlingpoint ?r and re-

ceives inward pressure from aspring, </", which
is secured to the rim of the plate N, opposite

fo lo the block ^, and presses the lever j/ and the
indenting point inwardly, so as to give the
center of the diaphragm a slight inward bend,
producing an initinl strain upon the dia-

l)hragm. Between the end of the spring (/'

11^ and the lever ^Z a piece of india-rubber, f^', is

])laced. The lever jr, being rigid in its con-

struction and in its support by the long bear-

ing, pievents any vibration of the indenting-

point, while the adjustable limit-stop formed

2o by the block q and rubber ([ limit the move-
ment of the diaphragm to a small compass.
This construction of lecordcr I have found ex-
ceedingly effective in use. The diaphragm is

highly sensitive and responds accurately to

25 speech vibrations. The movement of the in-

denting-point is (piite free within exceedingly
small limits; but the resistance to its move-
ment increases enormously as the extent of
the movement is increased; hence the impor-

30 tance of the fnndiimental tones in the opera-
tion of the instrnnient is reduced, while the
hissing tones which produce movements of a
small extent are given an undue importance
in the record. This makes the reproduced

35 sound clear and intelligible, since the hissing
sounds are brought ont clearly and can be dis-

tinguished from the scrai)ing noises of the in-

strnnient.

It will be observed that the diaphragm is

40 under constant tension and can have no move-
ment at all except that which is permitted by
tiu^ elasticity of the yielding limit stop q.
lleretolbre I Ik- diaphragm of the phonograph-
recorderand the indenting point have not been

45 limited in their forward movement, except by
tiie cai)acity of the diaphragm for vibration.
This has permitted strong waves, owing to
great momentum and the small ainonntof en-

ergy stored up as a retracting- force, to give

50 altnoiinal and untrnliifnl vibrations fo the dia-

]ihragm. With my present recoider the dia-

j)hiagm does not force the lever forward into

space, but coinpress(>s matter always in con
tact— viz., the rnliber q' ; iienee nearly all the

55 work is stored up in tlie eoinpression of </' to

effect. Ilie return movement, and monuMitiim
liecoming a small factctreonipared to the power
stot(<l up, the diaphragm is not given un-
tintiifnl vil)rations. This princii)le of eon

60 si ruction of the recorder I have termed a
"closed" or "c'onstrained " systtMii of move-
ineni as (hsiingnished from the open or free

s\stem of movement lieretofore emj)Ioyed.
1 do not claim hi'rein the peculiar rt-eorder

65 yjcr .vr', since if is made thesultjeet of aseparal(>
ap]»lication for patent tiled .March 2. b'^SS,

.Serial No. litMjS^s;.

The reproducer which I employ is also an
improved instrument of great effect ivene.ss.

It has a plate, O, similar to the plate X, which
is held removably in the eye m' in the same
way that the plate X is held in the eye m'.

This plate O has an opening, », through it,

which is brought into line with the tube M,
for bringing the reproducer into operative re-

lation with the phonogram cylinder. Theplate
O is recessed at its back and has stretched
across it a diaphragm, O', which is preferably
a thin animal membrane. This diaphragm is

secured in place by a ring, ?<', which is secured
to the back of theplate 0,while thediaphragm
is stretched by another ring, n\ which lias a
neck screwing into the ojjening u of the plate,

and is capable of being turned by a tool, so as

to stretch the diai)hragni O' more or less. To
one Q,i\<^Q: of the ring n' is secured a fine spring-

wire, ?«', which is long enough to reach from
the point where it is vSecured to the center of

the diaphragm, and has its inner end turned
downwaidly, as shown, to follow the sjiiral

line of indentations njion the phonogram. The
inner end of this spring wire \C is attached to

the center of the diaphragm by a strip, ;/*, of

rubber. Tlie tendency of the spring-wire is to

bend awaj' from the diajdiragm, so that it

strains the small rubber strip »'and ])lacesthe

diaphragm underan initial tension. Tlie move-
ment of the point of the wire \C' in reproduc-
ing is so s'ight that the strain is never wholly
removed from the rubber strip »', and hence
the diaphragm is always under tension, whicii

tends to draw it outwardly at the center. This
makes the instrninent exceedingly sensitive

and capable of reproducing sounds accurately.

The end of the wire »' being rounded and bur-

nished, it will not obliterate the phonogram-
record, even though that record is made in

quite soft material.

I have found that by connecting the repro-

ducing point with thediaphragm by a strip of

elastic material—sucli as rubber held under
tension—the proper wave motion is trans-

mitted to the diaphragm, but the scratching
noises, which seem to require molecular trans-

mission, are largely obliterated.

I do not claim lierein the peculiar repro
ducer j>rr sr, since this is nnule the suoject of
a separate application for patent filed Maich
2, ISSS, Serial Xo. L'Co.SSS.

The indenting jioint of the recorder has an
appreciable width, while the reproducing-
jioint of tiie reproducer is much finer; hence
the track of indentations on the phonogram
will be much wider than the reprodueing-
point and the adjuslinent of the repri>dncing-
poinl laterally with respect to (lie indented
track need not be extremely accurate. Should
tiie reproducing jioint be found (o rest only on
the edge of the indented track—which will he
indicated by imperfect reproduction—the ad-
justment of one of the screws xi' while the list •

ening tube is hehl tt> th(> »>ar will cause the
si)ectacles to be adjusted so as to bring llio

ivproilncing point sulViciently into the iu-
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dented track to give the required clearness of
reproduction.

It will be observed that both the recorder
and reproducer are complete iiistrninonts,

5 each in itself, held by a plate readily remov-
able from the machine. This enables those
instruments, which are delicate parts of tlie

apparatus, to be readily removed from the ma-
chine for repairs, adjustment, or replacement

lo by other similar parts. As has been previ-
ously stated, the phonogram-cylinderisslightly
tapering. This is also true of the bore of the
phouogram-bianks P, which are constructed of
a cylinder, r, of some hard material and cov-

15 ered with a recording-surface, s, of wax or a
wax-like substance. The recording-surface s

is a true cylinder, while, as before stated, the
internal bore of the cylinder r is tapering to
fit the phonogram-cylinder, sothatthephono-

20 gram-blank can be pushed upon the cylinder
and will be held thereon by friction. I pro-
pose to make these phonogram-blanks the en-
tire length of the phonogram-cylinder and also
to divide such full-length phonogram-blanks

25 into parts, so that sectional phonogram-blanks
will beproduced, which will be,for illustration,

one-fourth, one-half, and three- fourths the
length of the full-sized phonogram-blank. All
of these sectional phonogram blanks as well as

30 the full-sized phonogram-blank will have the
tapering bore, so that they can be pushed upon
the taj)ering phonogram-cylinder .until they
bind and the instrument can then be adjusted
to them for recording and reproducing.

35 I do not claim herein a i^honogram-blaidc or
phonogram having a recording-surface of wax
or a wax-like material, nor such a device when
the wax surface is mounted on a backing of
tougher material, such features being claimed

40 in my application No. 734, Serial No. 252,964.
Neither do I claim herein a phonogram-blank
or phonogram having a tapering bore, or such
a bore and a cylindrical recording -surface,

since these latter features are set forth and
45 claimed in my Patent No. 382,418, dated May

8, 1888.

By having the phonogram-cylinder mount-
ed upon the shaft F outside of the bearing h
the j)honogram-blauks can be slipped onto and

50 off of the cylinder without disturbing any part
of the machine. Ui)on the guide-rest K, I

•mark a graduated scale, t, by which I can set

the rei^roduciug-instrument for reproducing
from any part of the phonogram.

55 A phonogram may have upon its surface the
record of two or more letters or other papers
or memoranda, and a note may be filed with the
phonogram stating between what numbers on
the scale t each letter or memorandum is re-

60 corded on the phonogram. This will enable
the instrument to be set for reproducing the
exact letter or memorandum by adjustment
with reference to the scale /.. As shown in

Fig. 4, a pan, Ti, may be slipped under the

65 phonogram-cylinder G upon the frame A, for

receiving the shavings from the i)honogram or

phonogram blank when tlic cutter L is being
used.

For the control of the instrument it is only
necessary thata propercircnit-breakershould 70
be plac(Hl in the circuit between the battery
and the motor, sothattiie motor can be stopped
and started at will. It will be observed that
by raising the recorder or reproducer olV of
tiie phonograMi-cylindcr the yielding guide- 75
block I', winch takes into the lead-screw./.will
also be raised out of engagement with the lead-

screw, and, although the phonogram-cylinder
continues to turn, the recorder or reproducer
is not advanced. This enables an oi)eratorof So
the instrument to set the instrument back any
distance he may desire to repioduce over again
any portion of the matter which he has mis-
understood or desires to have repeated.

"What I claim as my invention is

—

85
1. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the revolving phonogram carrying shaft and
phonogram-cylinder adapted to carrj^a remov-
able phonogram-blank, of an electric motor
having a heavy fl 3'-wheel, armatures carried go
by such fly-wheel, electro-magnets attracting

such armatures, and a commutator, substan-

tially as set forth.

2. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the horizontal shaft carrying the phonogram,
of a vertical shaft, an electro-magnetic motor
mounted upon such vertical shalt, and a bev-

eled friction-gearing transmitting the motion
from the vertical shaft to the horizontal shaft,

substantially as set forth.

3. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the vertical shaft carrying the balance-wheel,

electro-magnetic motor,and stepped in a jewel-

bearing,of thehorizontal phonogram-carrying
shaft, and the beveled friction -gearing having
one wheel of soft material, substantially asset

forth.

4. In a phonograph, the combination of the

electro-magnetic motor, consisting of a heavy
fly-wheel carrying armatures on its periphery, 1 10

magnets attracting such armatures, and a com-
mutator with a centrifugal governor control-

ling the electric circuit of the motor and main-

taining a uniform speed of such motor, and a

phonogram-carrying shaft connected with the 115

motor by friction-gearing, substantially asset

forth.

5. Thecombination,with the vertical motor-

shaft, of the horizontal phonogi'am-shaft car-

rying a beveled friction-wheel, and a beveled
friction-pinion of soft material mounted on the

motor-shaft and pressed against the wheel on
the phonogram shaft by aspring, substantially

as set forth.

6. In a phonograph, the combination, with
a phonogram-cylinder and advancing screw-
thread, of a swinging frame carrying together

theseparaterecorderand reproducer and adapt-

ed to bring either into i)osition for operation

by the swinging of the frame, substantially as

S(^t forth.

7. In a phonograph, the combination, with

95

100

lo';

120

125

30
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the revolviug recording-surface, of a swinging
si)eetaclc frame carrying the recorder and re-

producer and adapted to be swung so as to

bring eitlior into opeiative relation with the

5 surface, substantially as set forth.

8. In a jjlionograpli, the combination, witli

a revolving lecording - surface, of a swinging
frame carrying the recorder and reproducer,

and a stationary plate carrying the single

TO speaking or listening tube, theswingingof the

frame bringing either tiie recorder or repro-

ducer into opeiative relation witli the surface

and Avith the speaking or listening tube, sub-

stantially as set forth.

15 9. Inaphouograph, the combination, with a

revolving phonogram-cylinder, an arm hav-
ing a movement parallel with the axis of said

cylinder, and the reproducer carried by a
frame mounted on such arm and adjustable

20 laterally thereon, -whereby the reproducer can
be readily adjusted to the record, substantially

as set forth.

10. In a phonograph, the reproducer car-

ried by a pivoted frame swinging across the

25 lines of record, and an adjusting-screw for de-

termining the lateral position of the repro-

ducer, substantially as set forth.

11. In a phonograph, the combination,with
therevolvingphonogram-cylinder,of the hold-

30 iug-arm mounted to swing toward and away
from the surface of said cylinder, and the re-

producer mounted on such arm and laterally

adjustable thereon, substantially as set forth.

12. In a phonograph, the combination, with

35 therevolvingphonogram-cylinder,of thehold-
ing arm mounted to swing toward and away
from the surface of such cylinder, the rej)ro-

ducer mounted on such arm and laterally ad-
justable thereon, an adjusting-screw for de-

40 termining the position of the holding-arm rela-

tive to the phonogram-cylijider, and an ad-
justing-screw for determining the lateral po-
sition of the reproducer, substantially as set
forth.

45 13. In a phonograph, the combination,with
the revolving phonogram-cylinder, of the ad-
vancing holding-arm carrying the recorder or
reproducer, and a stationary guide - rest for

supporting the holding-arm in proper relation

50 with the phonogram-cylinder, substantially as
set forth.

14. In a phonograj)!!, the combination, with
the revolving phonogram-cylinder, of the ad-
vancing holding arm carrying the recorder or

55 reproducer, a stationary guide - rest for sup-
porting the holding -arm in proper relation
witli the phonogram cylinder, and an adjust-
ing screw lor adjusting the lieight of the hold-
ing-arm above the guide rest, substantially as

60 set fortli.

15. In a phonograph, the combination, with
tile phonogram cylinder and the lead-screw,
an arm carrying the recorder or reproducer,
a guide-arm connected with the carrying-arm,

65 ayiclding guide-block engaging with the lead-

screw, a guide rest, and an adjusting-screw for

adjusting theheight of the carrying-arm upon
the gnide-rest, substantially as set forth.

16. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the swinging arm and the recorder or repro- 70
ducer carried thereby,of the springy back-rest

upon which such carrying arm is thrown, sub-

stantially as set forth.

17. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the revolving phonogram cylinder, of the ad- 75
vancing recorder or reproducer, and the scale

for determining the position of the recording

or reproducing point upon the phonogram or

blank, substantially as set forth.

18. In a phonograph, the combination, with 80

the revolving piionogram -cylinder, and re-

corder and reproducer mounted upon an ad-

vancing holding-arm and adjustable toward
and away from the phonogram-cylinder, of a

cntting-tool movable with such holding-arm 85

and independentl^adjustable toward and away
from the phonogram-cylinder, whereby the re-

corder and reproducer can be adjusted out of

operative engagement with the phonogram-
blank, and the cntting-tool can be adjusted for- 90
ward into engagement with such blank, sub-

stantially as set forth.

19. In a phonograph, the combination, with

therevolving phonogram-cylinderand thelead-

screw, of the arm carrying the recorder or re- 95
producer, a cutting-tool on such arm for re-

ducing the surface of the phonogram or blank,

and a guide arm engaging the lead-screw and
advancing the carrying-arm, substantially as

set forth. 100

20. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the revolving i^honogram - cylinder, of the

swinging arm carrying the recorder or repro-

ducer, a cutting-tool also carried by said arm,

a guide-rest, a screw for adjusting the position 105

of the recorder or reproducer and said cutting-

tool with relation to the phonogram or blank
surface, and a yielding guide-block engaging
with the lead-screw and advancing said car-

rying-arm, substantially as set forth. 1 10

21. In a phonograph, the combination, with

the cylinder-shaft having a line screw-thread,

the phonogram -cylinder mounted on such
shaft, a stationary guide-rod, a sleeve mounted
on such guide rod and capable of sliding and 115

turning movements thereon, a guide-arm se-

cured to said sleeve and having a screw-

threaded guide -block engaging the screw-

thread, and tiie holding-arm for the recoixier

or reproducer, also seen red to said sleeve, sub- i r

stantially as set forth.

22. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the cylinder shati having a line screw thread,

the phonogram -cylinder mounted on such
shaft, a stationary gnide-rotl, a sleeve mounted 1 2^
on such guide rod and capable of sliding and
turning movements thereon, a guide-arm se-

cured to said sleeve and having a screw-

threaded guide - block engaging the screw-
thread, t lie holding-arm for the recoitler or re 130
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producer, also secured to said sleeve, and a
guide-rest for determining the rotary position

of the gnide-sleeve, substantially as set forth.

23. In a phonograph, the combination, with
the cylinder shaft having a fine screw-thread,
the phonogram - cylinder mounted on such
shaft, a guide rod and" sleeve, a guide-arm se

cured to said sleeveand havingascrew thread-
ed yielding guide-block engaging the screw-

fio thre-.id, the holding-arm for the recorder or
reproducer, also secured to said sleeve, and a
guide- rest for deternuning the rotary position

of the guide-sleeve, substantially as set forth.

24. In a phonograj)h, the phonogram-cylin-
15 der tapering througliout its lengtli, substan-

tially as set forth.

25. In a i)honogrnph, the combination, with
the cylinder-shaft mounted in bearings and
l)rojecting atoneend beyond such bearings, of

20 a smooth surface phonogram cjlinder taper-

ing throughout its length and carried by the

shaft outside of its bearings, substantially as

set forth.

2G. Tu a phonograph, the combination, with
a tapering phonogram-cylinder, of twooi- more 25
phonogram-blanks of dilVerent lengths having
tapering boresadaj^tfd to fit said ])li()nogram-

cylinderand provided with cylindrical record-

ing surfaces, substantially as si^l forth.

27. In a phonograiih, liie combination, witli 3c
a tapering phonogram cylinder, of a phono-
gram having a tapering bore and a cylindri-

cal outer surface held upon said cylinder by
friction, substantially as set forth.

28. In a phonograph, the eomI)ination, with 35
a holding-frame, of the recording aiul repro
ducing devices constructed each as a comi)let(!

self-contained body removably attached losaid

holding frame, substantially as set forth.

This specilication signed and witnessed this \o

22d day of November, 1SS7.

THOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.

'
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To all whom it inaTj concern:
Be it known I, TnoM.^s A. Edison, a citizen

of the United States, residing at Llewellyn
Park, in the county of Essex and State of New

5 Jersey, have invented a certain new and use-

ful Improvement in Incandescing Electric

Lamps, (Case No. 7r)9,) of wliich the following

is a specification.

In an application for a patent filed by ine

lo February 5, 18S0, (Serial No. 202,180,) is de-

scribed an incandescing electric lamp having
two or more carbon filaments connected in se-

ries, whereby a lamp of exceedingly-high resist-

ance is obtained, necessitating the eniploy-

15 ment of a high electro-motive Ibrce, and con-

sequently enabling a great saving to be made
in the co.st of conductors for carrying the cur-

rent in a nmltiplearc system of electric light-

ing. As described in the application referred

20 to, I am able by the use of two or more fila-

ments of proportionately smaller cross-section

to maintain the same radiating-snrface as in

lamps having but one filament, and yet to in-

crease largely the resistance, while the normal
25 candle-power of the laraxJ remains tlie same.

To do this requires that the filament should
be exceedingly fine or small in cross section.

Such fine filaments have great flexibility and
are more readily deflected or distoi ted than

30 filaments of greater cross-section.

It is now well-known that there is a very
considerable attraction between the electrified

surfaces of the gla.ss globe and the filament,

such parts being, of course, charged statically

35 in the opi')osite waj-. On the other hand,when
twofilaments are i^laced in the same globe, the

mutual repulsion and attraction of the cur-

rents traversing the filaments tends also to dis-

place the filaments. The result of these dis-

40 turbing influences upon exceedingly-fine fila-

ments may cause them to touch the walls of

the globe or each other, and thus to destroy

the lamp.
The object 1 have in view is to i^roduee a

45 multiple-carbon lamp such as is described in

my application referred to which will have
the advantage of an exceedingly-high resist-

ance at the same time that the filaments will

be maintained in their proper relation to each

50 other and to the walls of the inclosing-globe.

In carrying out my invention I connect tlie

fine carbon filaments at one or more points be-

tween their ends by a sustaining-bridge of in-

sulating material. This bridge, in order that
it may cast the minimum shadow, I prefer to 55
make of a thread or filament of a proper in-

sulating material. For this purpose I may
use a filament of pure silica melted by the
oxyhydrogen blowpipe, or I may use the most
infusible Bohemian glass. The filament of in- 60
sulating material is connected at its ends with
the carbon filaments by means of a carbon
paste, which, by enlai'ging the radiating-sur-

taces at the points of connection, reduces the
temperature of the carbon filaments at those 65
points and prevents the fusion of the bridge.

This glass filamentary bridge I prefer to place
midway between the ends of the carbon fila-

ments. In order that the filaments may be
free to contact and expand, the bridge of in- 70
sulating material is also made elastic, M'hich

may be accomplished by bending the insulat-

ing-filament into a small loop, or b}^ coiling, or

by otherwise forming it so that it can yield

lengthwise. 75
The carbon filaments I prefer to make of an

arched or looped form and straight, as distin-

guished from being coiled. I prefer to emj^loy

two carbon filaments in each lamp, and in or-

der to neutralize as far as possil)le the attrac- 80
tion and repulsion between the currents I pre-

fer to arrange such carbon filaments at right

angles, although they may be placed side by
side, or oue over the other and in the same
plane. In i)lacing the filaments at right an- 85
gles one filament is made somewhat longer

than the other, so that the loop formed by it

will be longer. Where oue filament is placed

over the other in the same plane, the outside

filament will necessarily, also, be longer than 90
theinsidcone. Itiscssentialof course, whether
the carbon filaments are of the same or of dif-

ferent lengths, that they should have the same
resistance per unitof radiatingsurface, sothat
with a definite current the same degree of in- 95
candescence will be produced at every point

throughout the length of both filaments. This
is accomplished by making the filaments of

the same material, having a uniform density

throughout, and by making them of the same 100
shape and of the same cro.ss sectional area, so

that the filaments will have tlie same resist-

ance per unit of length, although the total re-

sistance of the longer filament (if one filament

is longer than the other) will be greater tlian 105
the total resistance of the shorter filament.
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The use of straight or simiile filaments as

distinguished from coiled filaments has an ad-

vantage, since when the filament is coiled it is

uneqnally heated by radiation from one spiral

5 to another, and, in addition, the straight fila-

ments can be more readily and more perfectly

carbonized than the coiled filaments.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a

part hereof, Figure 1 is a perspective vi%w of

lo a lamp having the preferred arrangement and
embodying my invention, and Fig. 2 is an ele-

vation of a lamp with a modified arrangement
of the carbons.

A is the glass globe of the lamp, and B is

15 the glass support or inside part. As will be
well understood, the glass support B, after

having the carbons mounted thereon, is in-

serted in the globe A and is fused thereto, and
the globe is then exhausted and sealed, form-

20 ing a vacuum-chamber entirely of glass.

C D are the carbon filaments, the filament

C being slightly longer than the filament D.
These filaments are straightorsimple filaments,

as distinguished from coiled filaments, and are

25 made in the form of loops. The leading-iu

wires 1 2 of the lamp pass through and are

sealed into the glass support B. One end of

the filament D is connected to the wire 1, and
one end of the carbon filament C is connected

30 to the wire 2. The other ends of the carbon
filaments are connected by a short bridge- wire,

3, from which a supporting-wire, a, runs down
to the part B of the lamp, and is stuck to it by
softening the glass. The course of the current

35 through the lamp is then hy wire 1 to the car-

bon D, through this carbon to the bridge-wire

3, to carbon 0, through carbon C to the wire 2,

and out of the lamp. Thus the carbons are con-

nected in serie.s, and the advantage is obtained

4.0 of the high resistance due to the bringing of

the total length of the two carbons into series.

At the center of the carbon loops C D is a
bridge, h, of insulating material. This is pref-

erably a filament or thread of glass or other

45 form of silica, which is connected to the car-

bon filaments at its ends by small quantities

of carbon paste, c, the effect of which is to re-

duce the temperature at these points and pre-

vent the fusion of the filamentarj' bridge of

50 insulating material. The filamentary bridge
h is bent into a loop, d, at its centei-, so as to

be capable of yielding lengthwise.

By the preferred arrangement shown in Fig.

1 the carbon loops are placed at right angles

^5 to each other, although othei- arrangements
may be emjiloyed—such, for instance, as tlnit

shown in I'ig. 2, in \vhi(!h the carbon filaments

are located in the same plane, one being out-

side the other.

5o A\'hat. 1 claim as my invention is -

1. in an incandescing electric lamp, the com-
bination of two carbon (ilanients located, wilh-

ii\ the same lamp-globe and having circuit-

connections at their ends, with a bri(lg(> of in-

65 Rulatiiig material connecting such lilanientsat

a i)oinl between tlieir ends, substantially as set

forth.

2. In an incandescing electric lamp, the com-
bination of two carbon filaments connected in

series and located within thesame globe, with a
bridge of insulating material connecting such
carbon filaments at a point between their ends,

substantially as set forth.

3. In an incandescing electric lamp, the com-
bination of two uncoiled or straight carbon
filaments located within the same globe and
having circuit connections at their ends, with
a bridgeof insulating material conneetingsuch
filaments at a point between their ends, sub-

stantially as set forth.

4. In an incandescing electric lamp, the com-
bination of two loop shaped carbon filaments

arranged at right angles to each other and
having circuit-connections at their ends, with
a bridge of insulating material conneetingsuch
carbon filaments at a point between their ends,

substantially as set forth.

5. In an incandescing electric lamji, the com-
bination of two carbon filaments, each con-

nected at one end with a leading in wire of

thelami), a condueting-connection between the

other ends of the carbon filaments, a support
from this condueting-connection to the ghiss-

work of the lamp, and a bridge of insulating

material connecting such filaments at a point

between their ends, substantially as set forth.

(i. In an incandescing electric lamp, the com-
bination, with two carbon filaments, of a lila-

mentarj' bridgeof insulating material connect
ing such filaments at a point between their

ends, substantially as set forth.

7. In an incandescing electric lamp, the com-
bination, with two carbon filaments, of a yield-

ing bridge of insulating material connecting
such filaments at a point between their euds,

substantially as set forth.

8. In an incandescing electric lamp, the com-
bination, with twocarbon filaments, of a bridge

of insulating material connecting such fila-

ments at a point between their ends, the ma^ss

of carbon being enlarged at the ends of such
bridge to reduce the temperature of the fila-

ments at those points, substantially as set

forth.

9. In an ineandescingelectric lamp, thecom-
bination,with twocarbon (ilamenis, of a bridge

of insulating material connecting such fila

ments at a point between their ends and se-

cured to the filaments by carbon paste, sub-
stantially as .set forth.

10. In an incandescing electric lamp, tlie

combination, with two carbon (ilanients, of a
filamentary bridgeof glass secured to such fila-

ments at a point between their ends by n\eans

of carbon paste and bent so a«s to l>e capable
of yielding to permit the expansion and eon-

traction of the carlton lilameuts, sulwlantially

as set forth.

This specification signed and witnos.sod this

2d (lav of February, ISSS.

Tiios. A. i:nisox.
A\'itne.sses:

Willi AM ri:r,/EK,

K. (\ l^nyI.A^'n.
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To all whom ib i)uiy concern,:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, a
citizen of the United States, residing at Lle-

wellyn Park, in the conutj^ of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Improvement in Processes for Mak-
ing Carbon Filaments, (Case No. 764, division

of Case No. 510,) of which the following is a
specification.

ID In my application for patent, Case No. 202,

(Serial No. 2,1S0,) I describe an incandescing
electric lamp having as the incandescing con-

ductor two or more carbon filaments connected
in series, the advantage ofsuch a lam p bei ng the

15 exceedingly high resistance which is obtained
by the use of two or more filaments in series

and the consequent saving in conductors by
reason of the higher electro- motive force that

may be employed with such a lamp. It is es-

20 seutial in such a lamp that the two or more
carbon filaments should have the same resist-

ance per unit of radiating-surface in order
that the filaments at every point in their length
will be raised to the same degree of incandes-

25 cence by the flow of the current therethrough.
I have found that if it is attemjited to produce
this uniformity of resistance perunit of radiat-

ing-surface by "flashing" the filaments—that

is, by raising them to incandescence when
30 surrounded by hydrocarbon—the resistance of

the filaments is enormouslj' decreased and the
advantage of using two filaments in series is

sub.stantially lost, since the increase in resist-

ance which can be obtained by the use of two

35 flashed carbon filaments is not sufficiently

greater than the resistance of one unflashed
filament to warrant the change to a more ex-

t pensive form of lamp.

P The object of my invention is to iirodnce a

40 method or process by which the two or more
carbon filaments designed for use in series in

one lamp-globe can be made of unflashed car-

bons and will have the same resistance per
unit of radiating surface.

45 My carbon filaments are made by carboniz-

ing natural fibrous vegetable material, such as

various woods, but preferably bamboo. In

order to insure precise similarity in the two
or more filaments intended for use in the same

50 lamp, such filaments are made from a strip

to the leading-in

such filaments

wires
a strip.

at h h.

Fitrs. 2
To ijroduce
or 3, is cut

55

6:^

cut lengthwise of the fibers and of the total

length of the two or more filaments, which
strip is first reduced to the proper filamentary
size and is then cut into lengths before or after
carbonization. The twoor more filaments are
given the same cross-sectional area, and by
being obtained from a continuous length of the
same fibers they will have the same structural
characteristics, or, in other words, will be of
the same density, which might not be the case
if the filaments were taken from laterally dif-

ferent i^arts of the material. The filaments
should then be carbonized together and under
precisely the same conditions of heat, strain,

and pressure. This is accomplished by car- 65
bonizing them together in the .same mold.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof. Figure 1 is a view of a lamp con-
taining two similar unflashed carbon filaments

connected in series, and Figs. 2 and 3 are views 70
of strips from each of which two filaments are
made.

In Fig. 1, A is the inclosingglobe, and B
the inner stem of an incandescing electric

lamp, and 1 2 are the leading-in wires sealed

in the glass of the stem B. Two similar un-
flashed carbon filaments, C and C, are shown
connected together in series at a and attached

75

80
lengthwise from the bamboo or other fibrous

material employed, so that the same fibers of

the bamboo shall run throughout the length

of the two filaments. This strip is reduced
to the projier size for the filaments, so that 85
they will have a uniform cross-section through-
out their incandescing portions, and then the

strip is cut in two at the middle at the point c.

The two filamentary blanks are then carbon-
ized under the same conditions by placing 90
them together in the same mold, or the fila-

ment may be divided by breaking it in two at

the center after carbonization.

I do not claim in this application the com
bination, with the inclosing glolje and the 95
leading-in wires of an incandescent electric

lamp, of two or more unflashed carbonized
filaments having the same resistance per unit

of radiating-surface inclosed within such globe

and connected in series with said leading-in 100
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wires, since sucb a construction is covered by
ray application for patent, Case No. 51(i, Serial

No. 70,382, of which this case is a division.

What I claim as my invention is

—

5 The process herein described of producing
similar unttashed carbon filaments for use in

series as the incandescing conductor of an
electric lamp, consisting in forming two or

more filamentary blanks for carbonization by
10 cutting from a natural fibrous vegetable ma-

terial,lengthwise of the fibers thereof, a strip

of the length of two or more of such blanks.

reducing such strip to the proper lUamentary
size, carbonizing such blanks together under
the same conditions, and dividing the blank
transversely into two or more blanks before
or after carbonization, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

20th day of February, 1888,

THOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, Thomas A. Edisox, of

Menio Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a certain
new and useful Improvement in Systems of
Electric Lighting, (Case No. G2S,) of which the
following is a specification.

The object I have in view is to produce a
system of electric lighting wherein high-ten-
sion currents can be used upon the main con-
ductors or feeders and incandescing electric
lamps located in independent multiple-arc cir-

cuits and requiring a continuous current of
lower tension can be supplied, enabling the
use of smaller conductors and making it jdos-

sible to economically supply lamps at greater
distances from the source of electrical energy
than when a simple multiple-arc arrangement
is employed.
The invention is based upon the discovery

that the electrical energy consumed by an in-

candescing electric lamp may be controlled in-

dependent of the tension of the current and
the resistance of the lamp (provided the ten-

sion of the current is greater than the lamp
requires when constantly in circuit) by in-

terrupting the flow of current to the lamp, and
the light can be made to appear constant to

the eye by making such iuterrnptions of the
current with sufficient rapidity. Thus an in-

candescing lamp requiring when constantly
in circuit a current of definite tension to main-
tain it at normal incandescence may be sup-
plied from a circuit having a current of two
or more times that tension, provided the cir-

cuit through the lamp is interrupted, so that
current will flow for only a fraction of the
time through the lamp, that fraction being in-

versely the number of times the tension used
is a multiple of that required when the lamp
is constantly in circuit, or approximately that

proportion.
In carrying out my invention for a general

system I propose to run the circuit of high
tension to one or more points within the dis-

trict intended to be supplied, and there divide
the current between two or more circuits con-

taining incandescing electric lamps or other
translating devices by means of a rapidly-act-

ing circuit-controller, which will throw the

current first through one lamp-circuit and then
through another, keeping each lamp-circuit

60

65

70

75

complete for a fraction of the time only. This
circuit -controller is preferably a revolving
shaft carrying circuit-controlling wheels upon 55
which rest suitable springs or brushes, and
this shaft is preferably operated by an electro-

dynamic motor located in the high-tension cir-

cuit. Each lamp-circuit will be broken at a
number of points to reduce the spark. The
high-tension circuit may be a sinqjle circuit

or a compound circuit—such as is used in my
compensating system—and in the latter case

each part of the compound circuit will be
treated the same as a simple circuit. The
points at which the high-tension current will

be divided may be centers of consumption,
from which main conductors will run to house-

circuits in the vicinity, the locality being di-

vided between two or more circuits of main
conductors, according to the tension used; or

the lamjis of each building may be divided be-

tween two or more circuits and a motor work-
ing a commutator and placed in the high-ten-

sion circuit be located in the building itself.

Instead of dividing the lamps of a house
between two or more circuits, they may be

placed in one circuit, and a local circuit-con-

trolling motor maybe used in the house, which
will interrupt the flow of current to the de- 80

sired extent. The economy ot this last ar-

rangement would be dependent upon the fact

that the numerous local circuit - controlling

motors would not work synchronously. All

of these arrangements are adapted for use 85

with a compound or compensating high-ten-

sion circuit as well as with a simple high-

tension circuit, and the different arrangements

may be used together in the same system, if

desired. 90
Each circuit-controlling motor is preferably

provided with a speed-governor controlling

the lamp circuit or circuits controlled by such

motor, and closing such lamp circuit or cir-

cuits only after the motor has attained normal 95
speed, and breaking such circuit or circuits

when the speed drops below the normal limit.

This will prevent the breaking of the lamps,

and is especially applicable to local motor
circuit-controllers in houses, but may also be 100

used to advantage on motors at stations to

prevent damage when the lamp-switches are

closed before the motors attain normal speed.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
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part hereof, Figure 1 is a view, principally in

diagram, of a system with a simple high-ten-
sion circuit embodying the invention; Fig. 2, a
similar view, the high-tension circuit being a

5 compound circuit; Fig. 3, asimilar view show-
ing local circuit-controlling motor controlling

a single lamp-circuit; Fig. 4, a similar view
with local circuit-controlling motor control-

ling two circuits; and Figs. 5 and G, views
ro showing the arrangements of Figs. 3 and 4 ap-

jjlied to a compensating system.
With reference more particularly to Fig. 1,

A is a dynamo or magneto-electric machine
operated by a water-wheel, steam-engine, or

15 other prime motor and having a high electro-

motive force—for instance, three hundred
volts. From this machine extends the high-
tension circuit 1 2, and included in this cir-

cuit is the distant electro- dynamic motor B.
20 The shaft of this motor carries three circuit-

controlling wheels, C C C^ the periphery of
each of which is one-third metal and two
thirds insulation. Upon these wheels rest

brushes or springs a a' a\ The wheels C C
25 C' are so arranged upon the motor shaft or the

brushes a a' a' are so arranged to bear upon
the wheels that when one brush is on metal
the other two brushes are on insulation. The
motor-shaft is connected by conductors 3 with

30 one side of the high-tension circuit 1 2, while
between the brushes a a' a^ and the other side

. of circuit 1 2 extend lamp-circuits 4 5, 6 7,

and 8 9, in which are included incandescing
electric lamps D. The circuits 4 5, 6 7, and

35 8 9 form a locality at a central point in which
the motor B is located. The lamps D require,
when constantly in circuit, an electro-motive
force of one hundred volts to maintain nor-
mal incandescence. The energy of circuit 1 2

40 is divided between the three lamp-circuits by
the circuit-controller, each lamp-circuit be-
ing completed for one-third of the entire time,
and the motor has a sufficiently high speed
to make the incandescence of tlie lamps con-

45 stant to the eye. Other motors may be ar-

ranged in circuit 1 2, controlling lamp-circuits
the same as motor B.

In Fig. 2isshowutheinvcutiou applied to a
system wherein thehigh tension circuitisacom-

50 pound circuit composed of main conductors 1 2
and a compensating conductor, 3, supplied by
two machines,A A', each having, for illustra-

tion, an electro-motive force of three hundred
volts. The motors B B' are on opposite sides

55 of the compound circuit and control each throe
lamp-circuits, as shown.

In Fig. 3 the high-tension circuit 1 2 ex-
tends to the houses, and house-circuits 3 4 arc
taken directly therefrom. The motor B con-

60 trols the house-circuit, keeping it complete
for a fraction of the time, tluit fraction de-
l)ending upon the tension of the current in 1

2. A speed -goveinor, JC, also -controls the
lamp circuitjclosing the lamp-circuit when tiic

f)5 motor attains normal sjhhhI antl oj)(>iiing it

when lhesp(>cd drops JK-lowthe normal limit.

This feature is applicable to all locations of

the circuit-controlling motors. A hand-switch,
b, is used to stop and start the motor when
desired. yo

In Fig. 4 the motor B is a local house-motor
and the lamps are divided between two cir-

cuits, while in Figs. 5 and G the arrangements
of Figs. 3 and 4 are shown applied to a com-
l^ound high-tension circuit. 75
What I claim is

—

1. The combination of two or more branch
circuits, each containing a translating device
or devices requiring current of a certain ten-

sion when constantly in circuit, and a main 80
circuit on which is maintained a current of

higher tension than that so required by the
translating devices, each of said branch cir-

cuits being connected with the main circuit

through, a circuit- controller, which rapidly 8j
opens and closes the circuit alternately, sub-

stantially as set forth.

2. The combination of two or more branch
circuits, each containing a translating device
or devices requiring current of a certain ten- go
sion when constantly in circuit, and a main
circuit in which is maintained a current whose
tension is as many times that so required for

the translating devices as there are branch
circuits, each of said branch circuits being 95
connected with the main circuit through a cir-

cuit-controller, which rapidly opens and closes

the circuit alternatelj^ substantially as set

forth.

3. The combiuation of two or more branch ico
circuits, each containing a translating device
or devices requiring current of a certain ten-

sion when constantly in circuit, a main circuit

having a current of higher tensiou than that

so required by the translating devices, and a 105
circuit-controller for each of said branch cir-

cuits by which it is rapidly closed and opened
alternately, said circuit-controllers being ar-

ranged to keep each circuit closed during such
a fraction of the entire time as one is of the no
number of the branch circuits, substantially

as set forth.

4. The combination, with a high-tension sup-
ply-circuit, of a translation-circuit containing
incandescing electric lamps or other translat- 1 15
ing devices, and connected with said supply-
circuit and a circuit-controller operated by tlie

current and acting to rapidly interrupt the
How of current in the translation-circuit, sub-
stantially as set forth, i ;;o

f). The combination, with a high-tension sup-
ply-circuit, of a translation-circuit connected
therewith, and a circuit-controller operated by
an electro-dynamic motor and acting to rap-

idly interrupt the How of current in the trans- (25
lation-circuit, substantially as set forth.

.0. The combination, with a high-tension sup-
ply-circuit, of a translating-circuit couneote«l
therewith through a continuously-acting cir-

cuit-controIl(>r whidi keeps the translation- 130
circuit complete fora portion of the timeonly.
and another circuit controller lor the trans-
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lation circuit closing such circuit only after

the circuit - controller has attained normal
speed, substantially as set forth.

7. Thecombination,with ahigh-tcnsion sup-

5 ply-circuit, of a translation-circuit connected
therewith, a circuit-controller operated by an
electro-dynamic motor and keeping the trans-

lation-circuit complete for a portion of the
time only, and another circuit-controller for

lo the translation-circuit operated by the speed

of the motor and acting to close the transla-

tion-circuit only after the motor has attained

normal speed, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

IGth day of July, 18S1,

TIIOS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
Alfred "W. Kiddle,
Edward C. Rowland.
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To all whonv it inajj concern:
Be it kno\yn that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

Meulo Park, in the county of Middlesex aud
State of New Jersey, have invented a new and

5 useful Improvement in the Manufacture of

Incandescing Electric Lamps, (Case No. G33,)

of which the following is a specification.

In the process of driving the occluded gases
from the incandescing conductor and clamps,

to which consists in heating the same bj'^passing

an electric current therethrough while the

lamp is being exhausted, an electric arc fre-

quently springs across between the metallic

terminals of the incandescing conductor within

15 the lamp, resulting in the destruction of the

lamp. In the manufacture of incandescing
electric lamps the arcing of the lamps on the

pumps occurs frequently, and since this oc-

curs when such lamps are nearly completed
20 the loss from this source is considerable.

The object of my present invention is to pre-

vent this action. I find it can be accom-
plished by enlarging the area of that metallic

terminal within the lamp which is positive

25 with relation to the current the lami^ receives

while upon the pump, and upon which the

blue halo api^ears while driving out the oc-

cluded gases. I prefer to do this in such a

manner that the enlarging part can be remov-

30 ably attached to the terminal, and after it has
performed its office detached and removed
from the lamp without destroying the vacu-

um; but the enlarging part may be arranged

to be left within the lamp, connected with the

35 lamp-terminal or not, as will be better under-

stood by reference to the accompanying draw-
ings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a view of a lamp prior to final

sealing, with a removable enlarging-piece at-

40 tached to one terminal. Fig. 2 shows the en-

larging-piece permanently attached to one ter-

minal; and Fig. 3 shows an enlarging i)iece

located permanently within the lamp, but

adapted to be disconnected from the terminal.

45 The lamp-globe A is shown as having the

tubular carbon aud wire support B, which is

usual in my lamps. The leading-in wires 1 2

terminate in metallic clamps a b, to which are

connected the ends of the loop-shaped carbon

50 filament C, these clamps and the wires within

the lamp forming the metallic terminals of the

carbon filament within the lamx). The wires
1 2 (or one of them) may be bent laterally, as
shown at c in Fig. 1, or they may be otlier-

wise formed to receive the hook end of the ter- 55
minal-enlargiug piece D,wliich is preferably a
wire of platinum or carbon. This is intro-

duced through the exhaust-tube E by a suit-

able tool and hung upon one of the wires 1 2
at the bend c. The lamp is mounted upon 6c
the pump, the wire uijon which D is hung be-

ing connected to the positive post of the heat-
ing-current circuit. After the f)rocess of ex-
hausting the lamp and driving out the oc-

cluded gases is comi)leted the tube E is sealed 65
off at d. This is the condition in which the
lamp is shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings. By
manij)ulation of the lamp the wire D is shaken
from its position and drops into tube E, when
the lamp can be given a final sealing at e, leav- 70
ing wire D in the tube E, which is detached
from the lamp.
An enlarging-piece, D, may be hung upon

each terminal; but since the enlarging of the
negative terminal has no useful effect I pre- 75
fer to enlarge the positive terminal only.

In Fig. 2 the enlarging-piece D is attached
permanently to one terminal. This is made
the positive terminal when the lamp is mount-
ed on the pump for exhaustion; but afterward, 80
in the use of the lami^, this enlarged terminal
must be made the negative terminal, in order
to prevent the destructive electrical carrying
which I have found will occur if the lamp is

used with the enlarged terminal as the positive 85
one. Both terminals may be enlarged to the
required degree to prevent arcing while upon
the pump; but the enlarging of the negative
terminal having no effect it is not desirable
to do so.

In Fig. 3 the enlarging-piece D is not con-
nected within the lamp to either terminal, but
is mounted upon a separate wire, 3, sealed
into the tubular support B. The wire 3 is

connected outside the lamp with the positive 95
wire when the lamp is mounted upon the
pump, aud the effect is the same as if con-
nected to the terminal within the lamp. It

forms an enlargement of the positive termi-
nal within the lamp and prevents the spring- 100
ing of an electric arc, as before explained.
After exhaustion of the lamp the enlarging

90
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area D is removed, so far as its electrical ef-

fect is coucerned, from the vacuum-chamber
by disconnecting wire 3 from the other wire,

such Avire i-emaining disconnected from any
5 wire during the use of the lamp, it not being-

connected to either i^lateupon the lami^-base.

What I claim is

—

1. The combination of the inclosing globe,

the filament, the leading-in wires, and an en-

lo lai'ged. terminal for one end of the filament,

substantially as set forth.

2. The combination of the inclosing globe,
the filament, the leading-in wires, and a con-
ducting-pieee connected with one terminal of
the filament, so as to enlarge the area of such
terminal, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

24th day of September, 1884.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

Wm. H. Meadowchoft,
Paul D. Dyer.
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To all whom it vkuj concern:
Be it known that 1, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of theUuited States, residing at Llewel-
lyn Park, in the conuty of Esse.^ and State of

5 New Jersey, have invented a certain new and
useful Improvement in Processes of Making
Phonogram-Blanks, (Case No. 7()S,) of which
the following is a specification.

As has been made known by my prior ap-
lo plications for patents, the phouogram-blank

which I prefer to employ is one made entirely
of wax or a wax composition in the form of a
cylinder having a cylindrical outer surface and
a tapering bore. These blanks I mold from

15 the wax composition, as described in prior ap-
plications; but the excessive contraction of
the wax in cooling makes it impossible to give
such blanks by molding the precise size ex-
ternally and internally that they should have

20 for use upon my phonogiaph. I have at-

tempted to reduce these molded blanks to the
exact size for use both by pressing them in a
finishing-die and also by cutting them both
externally and internally with proper tools.

25 These methods of finishing the blanks have,
however, objections, which it is the object of
my present invention to overcome.
By my present invention I first mold the

blank from the wax conqiosition, making it

30 slightly larger than the finished blank, and I

then finish the blank by cutting it both exter-

nally and internally with heated knives or
cutters. These knives or cutters are suit-

ably heated to a temperature slightly below the

35 melting-point of the wax composition
; but

the rapidity of the cutting operation is such
that the wax body of the blank does not melt.

For the heated cutting-tools I employ, first,

a tapering reamer, which is heated by the in-

40 troductiou of steam into its hollow body and
is revolved rapidly. The molded blank is

pushed onto this reamer and withdrawn from
it by a continuous motion of the hand, so

that the reamer by the combined cutting and

45 heating action turns out the bore of the blank
to the precise size desired. The second tool

is a revolving tapering mandrel having the

exact taper of the finished bore of the blank
and a heated cutting-knife, which is mounted

50 to be readily moved toward and away from

the mandrel. The blank is placed upon the
mandrel and the heated cutting knife ad-
vanced and withdrawn, it being held suffi-

ciently long in its most advanced position to

permit the mandrel, which revolves rapidly, 55
to make at least one revolution. This tool

by the combined heating and cutting action

reduces the external surface of the blaidc to

a true cylinder. The blank is then removed
from the mandrel and is ready for use upon 60
the phonograph.
By the use of the heated cutting-tools I find

that the wax blanks can be cut rapidly and ac-

curately, and that the surface of the blanks is

left perfectly smooth and in good condition 65
for receiving the sound- record and reproduc-
ing the sound therefrom. I also preferably

heat the wax blanks before cutting by a hot
table, oven, or chamber approximately to the

temperature of the cutting-tools, so that the 70
blanks will not crack by uneven expansion
during the cutting. This is particularly nec-

essary in the case of the reamer, since the

blank comes into contact with the tool over
a considerable surface. With the heated turn- 75
ing-off tool, however, since only the edge ol

the knife comes into contact with the wax,
the previous heating of the blanks may be dis-

pensed with, although it can be employed.
Any suitable forms of heated cutting-tools 80

can be employed for the purpose, altliough

the cutting-tools shown and described in my
applications of even date herewith (Cases Nos,

769 and 770, Serial Nos. 273,039 and 273,040)

are preferred by jne. 85
My phonogram -blank being made entirely

of the wax composition I employ the heated

cutting-tools both upon the bore of the blank
and upon its external surface; but it is evi-

dent that the invention herein is also appli- 90
cable to the finishing of the external record-

ing-surfaces of phonogram-blanks, which are

composed of a wax coating upon a backing of

paper or other suitable material.

What I claim as my invention is

—

95
1. The process of finishing the wax record-

ing-surfaces of phonogram-blanks, consisting

in cutting such surfaces with heated cutting-

tools, substantially as set forth.

2. The processoffinishingcyliudrical phono- too
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gram-blauks luadc entirely of wax, consisling
in cutting such blanks both externally and in-

ternally with boated cutting tools, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The process of making cylindrical phono-
gram -blanks entirely of wax, consisting in

first molding the hollow blanks and then cut-

ting the blanks both externallyand internally

by heated cutliiig tools, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

28th day of April, 18SS.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

William Pelzkr,
A. W. Kiddle.
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To all luhom it luaij cmicern:
Be it kuown tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing at Llewel-
lyn Park, in the county of Essex and State of

5 New Jersey, have invented a certain new and
useful Improvement in jMachiues for Making
Phonograra-P>lanks, (Case No. 769,) of which

J the following is a specification.

% As has been made known by my prior ap-
*io plications for patents, the phonogram-blank

which I prefer to emiiloy is one made entirely
of wax or a wax composition in the form of a
cylinder having a cylindrical outer surface and
a tapering bore. These blanks I first mold

15 from the wax or wax composition; but owing
to the excessive contraction of the wax in cool-

ing the blanks are somewhat distorted and do
not have the accurate shape and size rcfxuired.

Hence it becomes necessary to mold the blanks
20 slightly larger than the size for the finished

I)lanks and then to reduce them by cutting to

the proper .size and shape, both externally and
internally. I have found that the use of the
ordinary cntting-tools at ordinary tempera-

25 tures for this purpose is objectionable. In my
application of even date herewith, (Case No.
768, Serial No. 27"., 038,) T have described a
method of finishing these blanks consisting in

cutting them externally and internally with
30 heated knives or cutters.

The object of my present invention is to

provide a proper tool for reaming out the wax
phonogram blank, so as to make its bore ac-

curately of the size and shape desired.

35 In the accompanying drawings, forming a.

part hereof, Figure 1 is a side elevation of the
improved reamer. Fig. 2 is a cross section
<tn the line x x. Fig. .'} is a longitudinal sec-

tion through the reamer and its shaft on the

40 line y y; and Fig. \ is an elevation of the cx-

hanst-ontlet for the heating medium.
A is a suitable base or table, from which rise

pedestals a h, in which is journaled the shaft

B, carrying the tapering reamer C. Upon the

4,5 .shaft between the pedestals is the iiulley 1), by
means of which power is applied to the reamer
lor revolving it rapidly. The reamer Cis made
tapering, it having the exact size and shape
it is desired to give the bore of the wax pho-

50 nogram-blank. It is ijrovided with cutting-

knives c. The shaft T> and reamer C are made

hollow, the passage or channel (Z extending
entirely through the reamer, but being closed

at the small end of the reamer. I nto tlie chan-

nel d is introduced centrally a stationary pipe, 55
E, which is rigidly held by a bracket, c, ri,sing

iVom the base A, out of contact with the sides

of the channel d, so that the reamer C and
shaft B can be revolved while the pipe E is

held at rest. The shaft B terminates between 6c

the pedestal h and bracket e, and is pro-

vided with a stuffing-box, /, which closes the

opening d around the pipe E at this point.

Securr'd to the outer face of the pedestal b is

a box or chamber, F, which fits closely around 65

the shaft B, such shaft being provided with a

number of perforations, f/,
where it is covered

by this box. The pipe E and the box F are

connected with leading- pipes /; I, provided
with stop cocks.y /.-. A heating medium, which 70
is preferably steam, but may be hot water or

hot air, is supplied to the pipe h and passes

into the pipe E at its other end within the

reamer C, and then passes out of such pipe E
through its open end and through the perfo-

rations / in such pipe E into the channel d

around the pipe E, and thence returns through
such channel d to the perforations g, and out

of such perforations into the box F, and thence

out by the pipe l, the flow of the heating me-
dium being controlled by the stop-cocks j A-.

Thus the reamer can be maintained at the pre-

cise temperature desired.

To determine the extent to which the wax
])honogram-blank will be pushed upon the 85

reamer, T providea gage-arm, G, which passes

over the reamer and is screwed to an arm, m,

held by a set-screw, /(, to the side of the ped
estal a. By means of the set screw n the gage
arm C, can be set to any point desired. The arm
111, may have a scale marked upon it to indicate

the position to which the gage arm is set. This

enables me to ream out phonogram- blanks of

different lengths.

The hollow cylindrical wax phonogram-
blanks are taken in the hand and are pushed
onto the reamer and withdrawn from it by a

continuous motion, the reamer being brought

up to the desired temperature and the com-

bined action of heat i ng and cutting rapidly and 100

smoothly reaming out the bore of the blank.

The wax blanks are preferably healed l)y a

75

80

90

95
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hot table, oven, or chamber approximately to

the temijerature of the reamer before being cut

by the reamer, in order to prevent cracking by
unequal expansion.

5 What I claim as my invention is

—

1. Arevolvingreamerhavingcutting knives
or edges, and jjrovided with means for heat-

ing it, substantially as set forth.

2. Arevolvingreamerhavingcutting knives
ro or edges, and made hollow, in combination

with i^ipe-counections for introducing a heat-

ing medium into the hollow reamer, substan-
tially as set forth.

3. The combination, with a revolving shaft,

B, and reamer C, made hollow, of a stationarj^

pipe, E, and the b(is F, substantially as set

forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

2Sth day of April, 1888.

THOS. A. EDISOX.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
A. W. Kiddle.
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To all ivhmii it may concern:
Be it kuown that I, TnoMAS A. Edison, a

I

citizen of the United States, residing at Llewel-
lyn Park, in the county of Essex and State of

5 New Jersey, have invented a certain new and
useful Improvement in Machines for Making
Phonogram Blanks, (Case No. 770,) of which
the following is a specification.

I

As has been made known by my jjrior ap
lo plications for patents the phonogram-blank

which I prefer to employ is one made entirely
of wax or a wax composition in the form of a
cylinder having a cylindrical outersurfaee and
a tapering boie. In finishing the outer sur-

15 faces of these blanks I have found tliat the cut-

ting of the wax with ordinary tools at ordinary
temperatures is objectionable.

In an application for patent of even date
lierewith (Case No. 708, Serial No. 273,078)

20 I have described a method of finishing the wax
surfaces of phonogram-blanks, consisting in

cutting such surfaces with heated knives or
cutters.

The object of my present invention is to pro-

25 vide a suitable machine for this purpose.
In the accompanying drawings, forming a

part hereof. Figure 1 is an end view of the
machine. Fig. 2 is aside elevation looking in

the direction of arrow 1 in Fig. 1, and Fig.

30 3 is a section of the heating box on line x x,

looking in the direction of arrow 2 in Fig. 1.

A is a suitable base or table carrying bear-
ings on which the shaft B is mounted. Out-
side of tiie bearings is the mandrel C, and be-

35 tween the bearings the pulley «, bj' which the
mandrel is rotated. This mandrel Cisadai^t-
ed to receive the cylindrical phonogram blank
made of wax or having a wax coated external
surface. Parallel with the mandrel is ar-

40 ranged a box, D, having trunnions h c, which
are mounted in bearings in suitable supports
rising from the base A, and is adapted to be
swung on such trunnions. Upon the upper
forward edge of the box D is secured a cutting-

45 knife, E, which, by the swinging of the boxD
on its trunnions, is moved toward and away
from the mandrel C The box D is provided
with inlet and outlet pipe connections F G,
made flexible to permit of the movement of the

50 box D,andhaviugstoi)COcks,as shown. The.se

pipes sui)ply a heating medium—such as
steam, hot water, or hot air—to the box D,
such medium being caused to have a circui-

tous route through the box D by means of the
partitions d, as shown in Fig. 3. To the truu- 55
nion c of the box D is secured a rearwardly-
projectiug arm, II, which is pressed upwardly
by a spring, I, and is limited in its downward
movement by an adjustable stop, J, which may
be a screw passing upwardly through the base 60
A. Bearing on the ujiper side of the arm II,

at its outer end, is a cam, K, carried by the
end of a hand lever, L, which is pivoted to a
bracket, e, rising from the base A. The cam
K limits the upward movement of the arm II, 65
and hence limits the extent of withdrawal of

the knife E from the mandrel C, which with-
drawal is efTected by the upward pressure of
the spring I, while the adjustable stop J, by
limiting the downward movement of the arm 70
II, also limits the forward movement of the
knife E. It will thus be seen that by adjust-

ing the stop J the precise position to which the
knife E will be advanced by turning the cam
K by means of the handle L will be fixed. 75
The heating medium beingsupplied to the box
D and regulated by the stop-cocks, such box
will be brought to the desired temperature,
which is slightly below the melting-point of
thewaxor waxcompositiou. The phouogram- 80
blank will be pushed upon the mandrel C,and
such mandrel will be started revolving, when
by a quick movement of the handle L the
heated knife E will be thrown forward against
the wax surface of the phonogram-blank, and 85
the blank will be turned true by the combined
action of heating and cutting, when the blank
will be removed from themaudrcland another
substituted in its place.

The machine may be provided with a swing- 90
ing knife, M, for cutting the phonogram-blanks
into two or more lengths; but such a knife is

not an essential feature of the machine.
What I claim as my invention i.s

—

1. The combination, with a revolving man- 95
drel, of a heated cutting-tool for turning off

the external surface of a wax phonogram-blank
mounted on such mandrel, substantially asset
forth.

2. The combination, with a turning man- icx)
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clrel,of a moving box baviug pipe connections
for supplying it with alieatingmediam-,a knife

mounted upon sucli box, and a handle for mov-
ing the box toward and away fi'om the man-

5 drel, substantially as set forth.

3. The coinbiuiitiou, with a turuing man-
drel, of a pivoted box, pipeconucctions for

supplying a heating medium to said box, a cut-

ting-knife mounted upon the box, and a handle
13 for turning said box so as to move the knife

toward and away from the mandrel, substan
tially as set forth.

L The combination, with a revolving man-
drel, of a pivoted box, pipe-connections for

'5 ^"Pply'^to aheating medium to the box, a knife

mounted on the box, a handle swinging said

box so as to move the knife toward the man-
drel, and a spring turning the bos in the oppo-
site direction to move the knife away from the

2o mandrel, substantially as set forth.

5. The combination, with a turning man-
drel, of a pivoted box carrying a knife and
having pipe-connections for supplying it with
a heating medium, a handle swinging the box,
so as to move the knife toward the mandrel, 25
and an adjustable stop limiting the forward
movement of the knife, substantiallv as set

forth.

G. The combination, with a turning man-
drel, C, of a swinging box, D, carrying a knife, 30
E, and having pipe-connections F G, the arm
H, the cam K, turned by handle L, the spring
T, and the adjustable stop J, substantially as
set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this 35
2Sth day of April, 1S8S.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

William Telzer,
A. W. Ktddle,
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To all whom it inaij concern:
Be it kuown that 1, Thomas A. Edison, of

Llewellyu Park, in the county of Esses and
State of New Jersey, liave invented a certain
new and useful Iiuprovcnieut in the Method of
Preparing Phonograph Pecordiug- Surfaces,

. (Case No. 785,) of which the following is a
' specification.

In my phonograph I employ a removable
lo phonogram blank having a recording-surface

of a yielding material, I prefer to use a wax
or a wax composition for the purpose, and I

also prefer to make the entire blank of the wax
or wax composition. These blanks after be-

15 ing mounted in the machine liave their record-
ing-surface turned true by a knife which is

carried by the rocking holding-arm and the
point of which is preferably in close proximity
to the recordingijoint. The blanks used witla

20 my machine are also preferably adapted to

have tlieir surfaces turned off by this same
cutting tool for the jiurpose of using them a
number of times, an old record being removed
to make place for a new one. I have hereto-

25 fore employed as the cutting-tool a knife with
its cutting-edge parallel with the axis of the
phonogram-cylinder and |>ractically at right
:ingles to the track of record. I have discov-

ered that wax and similar yielding materials,

-•.o I.)y reason of their elasticity and the cohesion
of the particles, are not turned off smoothly
by the tool, but that microscopic cracks or
breaks in the surface are formed which are
parallel with the edge of the cutting-tool. To

35 these cracks or breaks I attribute, in a meas-
ure, the production of foreign sounds by the
record. These cracks or breaks are not as
deep as the track juadc by the recording-point,

but since the recording-i:>oint meets at tlie one
.|.^ '"'me the resistance due to material of the full

depth of its incision and at another time (when
crossing a crack or break in the surface) a
lesser body of material I have found tliat the
record produced is correspondingly alfected,

15 having irregularities causing false vil)rations

in the reproducer. I have found that the ef-

fect of these cracks or breaks is greatly modi-
fied and the trouble arising from them largely

overcome by so cutting or turning off the sur-

50 face of the blank that the cracks will be ob-

:5

60

lifpie to the track of record or the direction of
relative movement of tlie surface and the re-

cording-point. The improved elfoct, I think,
is due to the fact that when the cracks are ob-
lique the recording point does not meet the
crack across the full width of its advancing
edge at one time, but only across a portion of
such edge, and the disturbance is more grad-
ual and is extended over a greater time.

lu the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a vertical transverse
section of a phonograph provided with a turn-
ing-ol'f tool; Fig. 2, a view showing the pho-
uogram-blank being cut by the tool and illus-

trating the relative positions of the cutting- 65
tool and the recording-point; and Figs. 3 and
1 are views on an exaggerated scale showing
the relation between the recording-point of the
phonograph and the cracks in the recording-
surface.

Ais the revolvingj)honog ram-cylinder, hav-
ing the wax phonogram - blank P> carried

thereby.

C is the rocking holding-arm carrying the

recorder D and the cutting-tool E. This tool

is a knife mounted on the end of a lever, F,
pivoted to the arm C. The end of the lever

F in rear of the pivot passes over the head of

an adjusting screw, a^ while a spring, /;, draws
it downwardly against said screw. The point 80
of the knife E is oblique, as shown in Fig. 2,

the cracks jiroduced in the Max recording-sur-

face by it being oblique to the track of record
made by the point c of the recorder.

In Figs. 3 and 4 is shown in horizontal sec-

tion the recording point c, while d represents

the cracks in the recording-surface. If those

cracks an; ijaralft'l with the advancing edge of

the recording-point, as shown in Fig. 3, the

recording point will meet the cracks at the

same time; across the full width of its advanc-
ing edge, while if the cracks are oblique, as in

Fig. t, only a portion of the advancing edge
of the recording ]ioint will be in the crack at

any one time, and the disturbing effect of the 95
crack will be distributed over a greater S])ace

of time, and hence will be more gradual.

It will be understood that the cutting-tool

is to be used either alt<'rnately with the re-

corder or simultaneously therewith. In the 100

70

75

85

90
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latter case the cutting-tool is placed somewhat
in advance of the recording-point in the direc-

tion of longitudinal movement of said point,

as is ilUistrated in Fig. 2.

5 I do uot claim in this application the record-

ing-point and cutting-tool adai)ted to be op-

erated sin)ultaneously, this being claimed in

my application filed May 29, 1888, Serial Xo. 1

275,441.
lo In my api)lication Xo. 784, Serial I^o.

279,322, filed July 7, 1888, 1 have claimed the

phonograph provided with a turniug-off tool

having-a cutting-edge oblique to the track of

record. This application relates to the method
15 of preparing phonograph recording-surfaces

by means of an oblique cutting-edge. It is

obvious that the method might be carried into

efifect without mounting the cutting-tool upon
the phonograph itself, since such tool might

be employed in any suitable machine, such as 20
a lathe or anj^ modification of a lathe.

What I claim is

—

1. The method of preparing phonograph re-

cording-surfaces, consisting in turning offsuch
surfaces by a tool having a cutting-edge acting 25
obliquely to the track of record, substantially

as set forth.

2. The method of preparing phonograph re-

cording surfaces of wax or a was composition,
consisting in turning off such surfaces by a tool 30
having a cutting-edge acting obliquely to the
track of record, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witne&sed this

30th day of June, 1888.

THOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

William Pelzi:r,
A. W. Kiddle.
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To all iL'lionh it -may concern:
Be it known tlitit I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of tlie United States, residing at Lle-
wellyn Park, in the county of Essex, in the

5 State of New Jersey, have invented a certain
new and useful Improvement in IMionograph-
Kecorders,(Case No. 78!),) of wliioh the follow-
ing is a specification.

In experimenting with my phonograph I

lo have discovered that imperfections are pro-
duced in the record made by the machine by
reason of the momentum of the recorder-dia-
phragm and attached parts; also by reason of
lost motion when the recording-i>oint is mount-

15 ed on a pivoted lever, as I prefer to mount it,

and also by reason of the straining of the dia-
phragm, due to the attachment of the record-
ing-point to sncli diaphragm, and due to the
differences in the directions of movement of

23 the recording-point and the diaphragm. These
imijerfections in the record becoiiH! audible, as
scratching and other foreign noises, when the
sounds are reproduced.
The object I have in view is to overcome

25 these defects iu phonograph-recorders, with
the result of making the reproduced sounds
more clear, and also permitting the employ-
ment of a more sensitive reproducer.

In constructing my iihonograiih-recorder I

30 make a positive connection between the dia-

phragm and the recording-point,so that there
will be no loss of movement in communicat-
ing the vibrations of the diaphragm to the re-

cording-point. The recording-point is raount-

35 ed upon a rigid lever or arm which takes the
lateral thrust of the recording-point and re-

lieves the diaphragm from the strain due to

said thrust. This rigid carrying-lever is also

preferably a short lever, and is mounted to

40 turn in bearings, so that the movement of the
recording-point will be oblique to the record-

ing-surface for the puri)0.seof making the re-

cording-waves more abrupt at one end than at

the other.

45 In the preferred construction of my phono-
graph-recorder the lever carrying the record-

ing-point is pivoted,as just stated, one or more
of the iiivotal bearings being friction bear-

ings having a con.siderable pressure exerted

50 upon them, so that the movements of the le-

ver, the I'ecording jjoint, and the diaphragm
will be retarded by the friction bearings, thus

overcoming the momentum of the parts. The
lever is also made extremely light by making
it from a thin plate, it having sullicient width 55
to give the desired rigidity which is required
to take the lateral thrust of the recording-
point. The friction at the bearings of the piv-

otal lever is preferably obtained by means of

a spring jilaced under tension, and this spring- 60
tension is also jireferably adjustable, so that
the requisite amount of pressure can be ob-

tained. The pressure of the spring on the
bearings of the lever also serves to take uj)

any lost motion. To prevent the jiositive at- 65
tachmeut of the iudenting-point with the dia-

phragm from straining the diaphragm, I make
the connection one which is capable of yield-

ing in the direction of the length of the carry-

ing-lever. This connection is i^referably a 70
link pivoted to the lever, as well as to a block,

cemented or otherwise secured to the dia-

l^hragra. Where the i-ecording-i)oint is sup-

jiorted directly from the diaphragm, no sup-

porting lever or arm being employed, the re- 75
tardation necessary to overcome the momen-
tum may be produced by means of friction-

springs which embrace the recording-point

bearing against its opposite sides. This way
of applying the friction may also be used 80
when the recording-point is mounted upon an
arm or lever. Instead of employing friction-

springs for producing the retardation a dash-

pot may be employed for the purpose. It will

be seen that all these retarding devices are 85
non-resilient and constant in their action and
do not change the character of the vibrations

of the diaphragm, which are given it by the

sound-waves, but only serve to retard the

movement and thus to overcome the momen- 90
tum. The elastic or resilient dampening de-

vices that have heretofore been used with dia-

phragms of phonographic ai)paratus produce
quite a different effect from the non-resilient

retarding devices, since by reason of their re- 95
siliency they change the character of the dia-

phragm vibrations and produce false move-
ments which serve lo injure rather tiian im-

prove the character of the record.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a 100

part hereof, Figure 1 is a vertical section of

the preferred form of my recorder. Fig. 2 is

a bottom view of the same. Fig. 3 is a verti-

cal section of the recorder, showing a modifl-
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cation of llio coiiticclioii between Ihecari'viiij;-

lever aiul tlie diai)liragii). Fig. 4 is a bottom
view of the recorder of Fig. 3. Fig. 5 is a
section tlirongb the center of the diaphragm of

5 llio recorder of Figs. 3 and 1, showing in ele-

\alion the connection tietwcen the carrying-

lever and I lie diaphragm. Fig. (> is a verti-

cal section of a recorder sliowing a modified
May of producing the retarding-friction. Fig.

lo 7 is a bottom view of the recorder of Fig. 6.

I'^ig. S is a vertical section of a recorder hav-
ing llie lecording ])oint supported from the
diai)liragm. Fig. !) is a bottom view of the
lecordei' of Fig. 8. Fig. 10 is a bottom view

15 of a recorder having the recording-paint sup-
ported l)y a lever and having the friction-

springs bearing directly on the i>oi lit; and Fig.
II is a side vicM- of a recorder showing the
(Mnployment of a retarding dash pot.

20 With reference to Figs. 1 and 2, which show
the preferred form of my phonograph-recorder,
the diaphragm A of my recorder is i^referably
a thin jilate of microscope-glass which is

clamped between i>lates B C bj^ means of the
25 adjusting- ring D, the edges of the glass dia-

phragm l)eing protected by rubber rings.

The recording-point a is preferably mounted
npon or forms part of a lever, E, which is

made from thin jilate metal in order to give it

30 lightness. This lever E is niouuted npon a
long bearing-i:>in, h, which is pivoted in the
ends of a yoke, c, secured rigidly to the bot-
tom of the ring R. Between the back of yoke
c and the bearingj)in l> is a serai-ellij)tical

35 spring, d, which bears against the bearing-pin
h and is adjusted in its tension by means of a
screw, c, passing through the back of the yoke
and setting against the center of the spring.
The lever E is connected with the center of

40 the diaphragm by means of a link, /, which is

pivoted to the lever and is also pivoted to a
small metal block which is cemented to the
center of the diaj^hragm.
The tension of the spring (/ produces con-

15 siderablc friction al the bearings of the pin h,

and hence the inovements of the diaphragm,
the recording-point, and the carrying-lever
arc retarded by this friction, and the mo-
mentum of these parts is thereby overcome.

50 All lost motion at the bearings is also taken
11]) by means of th<" tension of this spring. Tlie
pivol,ed link /"forms a positive connection be-
tween the recording-point and thediaphragm,
so that the movements of the diaphragm are

55 c.ommnnicaled ])ositiveiy to the recording-
point. Al the same time (his link /' is yield-
ing in the direction of the length of the carry-
ing lever, so that the diaphragm will not be
strained by thedillerence in din^ction of movc-

fx) mentofth(Mecording-])ointaudthediaiihragm.
'i'liis positive (ioimeclioii, which is yielding at
rigid angles lo the direction of movement of
the iliai»iiiagm, also prevents the straining of
the diaphragiii, which would luMlue toeemeut-

65 iiig a rigid alliic.hmeiit to it. It will be seen
thai il'lih' link /' wei(> rigidlv connected Milli

Ihe lever H the effoel would be to strain the

diaphragm in cementing this rigid connection
to it, since the diaphragm would be pressed

in by the link in seciuiugthe cement, and when 70
it resumed its normal position there would be

a strain between the diaphragm and the con-

nection.

In Figs. 3, I, and 5 is shown the same in-

strument as that just described in connection 7,5

with Figs. 1 and 2, with the exception that

the link / is supplanted bj' an arch, //, of wire,

which is cemented at two points to the dia-

phragm and passes through the end of the le-

ver E. This arch is practically rigid in the 80
direction of the movement of the diaphragm,
thus forming a positive connection between
the diaphragm and the recording point, while
it is capable of yielding in the direction of the

length of the lever E, thus preventing the 85
strain of the diaphragm.

In Figs. G and 7 the friction is produced by
means of a spring, h, which is secured to one
side of the bottom of the ring B. It crosses

such ring and has a forked end which embraces 90
the long bearing pin /, and bears with consid-

erable pressure against a friction-disk, k, upon
such bearing-jjin. This iiressure of the spring

li on the disk /; forces the bearing-pin / longi-

tudinally against its bearing / at one end, 95
which may be provided with a friction washer
of leather or other suitable material. In this

recorder the recordiug-i>oint is shown as di-

rectly connected with the diaphragm by cem-
ent, which construction maybe employed, but 100

is not as efficient as the yielding positive cou-

uection before described.

In Figs. 8 and 9 is shown a recorder having
the recording-point //; supported directly by
the diaphragm, there being no lever or arm to 105

take the lateral thrust. The retardation is

produced by means of two frictiou-si^riugs, n
o, which are secured to a block, p, attached to

the ring B of the recorder, and embrace at

their inner end the rccording-iioint hj, upon no
the oi)posite sides of which they bear with con-

siderable pressure, so that the recording-point

in moving will be retarded by the friction of

the springs on its sides. Adjusting-screws*/
maybe used to adjust the pressure of these 115

friction-springs. The same way of iiroduciug

the friction may be employed with recording-

points mounted upon levers, as shown in Fig.

10. This form does not take up the lost mo-
lion at the pivots of the lever; but the friction J :?o

being applied directly to the recording-point

the retarding action is elVectiv(>ly produced.
In Fig. 11 a small dash-pot, r, connected

with the outer end of the lever carrying the
recording- point, is employed lo retard the mo- i ?5

mentum of Ihe parts.

As b(>lbie stated, it will be observed that all

the retarding devices are non-resilient in their

action and alVord a constant resistance to the
movement of the parts at every ]ioint, in this 130
respect dilVering widely from the dampening
d(>vioes thai have boon heretofore employed.
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What 1 ckiiui as uiy iuvcuLion is

—

1. In phouograpb- recorders, the coml)i na-

tion, with the diaphragm, of the recording-
point connected thei'ewith, and anon-resilient

5 retarding device for ect'ercouiing the nio-

nientnra of the diaphragm and attached jjarts

by constantly retarding the movement in both
directions, substantially as set forth.

2. In phonographrecord(U's, the conibina-

to tion, with the diaphragm, of the recording-
point attached thereto, alever orarmby whieli

said recording-point is carried, and a non- re-

silient retarding device for overcoming the mo-
mentum of the diaphragm and attached parts

15 by constantly retarding the movement in both
directions, substantially as set forth.

3. In phonograph-recorders, the combina-
tion, with the diaphragm, of the recording-
point connected thereto, and a pivoted lever

20 carrying such recording-point and having one
or more friction bearings, substantially as set

forth.

4. In phonograph-recorders, the combina
tion, with the diaphragm, of the recording-

25 point connected thereto, a pivoted lever car-

rying said recording-point, and a spring pro-

ducing friction at the bearings of the lever and

Laking up the lost motion, substantially asset
forth.

5. In phonograph-recorders, the combina- 30
tion, with the diaphragm, of the recoriling-

point connected thereto, a pivoted lever car-

rying the recording-point, and an adjustal)le

spring-friction exerted upon said lever, sub-

stantially as set forth. 35
(). In phonograph-recorders, the combina

tion, with the diaphragm, of the recording-

point, a lever or arm carrying such recording-

point, and a positive connection between the

recording-point and the diaphragm, such con- 40
nection being constructed to yield in the di-

rection of the length of thecarrying-lever,sub-
stantially;^s set forth.

7. In phonograph-recorders, the combina-
tion, with the diapliragm, of the pivoted lever 45
carrying the recording-i)oint,and thelink con-

nectingsuch lever with the diaphragm and piv-

oted at both ends, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

14th day of Jul v, 1SS8.

TIIOS. A. EDISON.
Witnesses:

William Pelzicr,
A. W. Kiddle.
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TTro:\rAs a. edison. of lt.f.welt.vx patjk, xkw .tfrsky.

METHOD OF RECORDING AND REPRODUCING SOUNDS.

SPECIFICATION forming part of Letters Patent No. 393.966, dated December 4, 1888.

Applicatiou filed July 17, 1888. Serial No, 280,204. (No nm\«\.

To (ill ifhdiii it Tii/r// cojiceiii

:

Be it known that I, Thomas A. Kdtsox, a
citizen of Ihc rnilcd States, residinnal Llew-
ellyn Park, in llie counly of Kssex and State

5 of New Jersey, i»a\c invented a certain new
and useful ini])rovenient intiieArtof Record-
ing' and Repi'oducing Sounds, (Case No. 78*;,)

of which tile foUowiiiii' is a specification.

As is well understood, the phonograph in-

lo vented by nie, and the various modifications
of my early instruments that ha\e been made
by others as well as In' myself, operate to re-

cord spcecli, music, and other sounds by im-
presslug a .solid or semi-solid material with

15 Avave- lines coi'resi)onding with the sound-
waves, the sounds being reproduced from
these recorded wave-lines by causing them to

vibrate an elastic solid, such as a diai)hragm.
To illustrate by reference to a usual form

20 of the apparatus, a diaphragm carrying an in-

dentiug-point is held so that the point will

form a grooA'e in the surface of a moving
body of suitable material, such as a cylinder
of wax. The vibrations of the dia])hragm

25 cause the indent iug-point also to vibi-ate and
to correspondingly vary the depth of tlie

groove, thus forming the wave-!ine,from which
the sound is reproduced by drawing the sur-

face again undei- the same or ;i ditt'ercnt point

30 attached to a diaphi-agm.
All ])honograplis heretofore made liaxc been

unsatisfactory in the respect that they lacked

clearness and loudiu'ssof articulation. This
I have found is due more particularly to the

35 fact that they failed to lu-ing out clearl.v the
hissing sounds, thus making woi-ds which de-

pend upon such .sounds for their clmracter-

istics generally unintclligil)le, exce])t by aid

of thecontext. An examination of such ])hono-

40 graph-records microscopically shows that the

recorded waves are symmetrical in shape,

each wave I'isingand falling on the same grad-

ual sinuous cur\c. The waves forthe hissing

sounds also ai)|)ear longei- and of less deptli,

45 and hence more gradual in their rise and fall,

than those foi- vowel sounds.

In my investigations and expeiiments with

telephonic ai)paratusof various kinds I have
observed that tiie loudness of the sound pro-

50 duced in a telephone-receiver by a current

impulse is (le])eiident upon tlie sluiri)ness of

the impulse rather than upon its strength.

The circuit from a hundred cells of battery
can be closed through a tcle]»hone-receiver

without ])roducing sound, ]ii-o\iding t he wave
is made one having a gradual and uniform
rise by placing a suitable nnignet in the cir-

cuit to taper tlie wave by its self-induction,

wliile a sharp im])ulse from a single cell will

produce a noise in the receiver which can be
heard for some distance. Hence T have con-
cluded that the im])eil'ection of phonogi-aiih-

recorils arises fi'om the symmetrical and grad-

ual rise and fall of the i-ecoi-ded waves, and
es])ecially of the I'ecorded waves representing
hissing sounds, which do not move the repro-

ducing-diaphragm with suflicient abi'U[)tness

to reproduce the sound-waxes with clearness.

To overcome this dinicuU\ I modify tlie form
of the recorded waves, solhat instead of beinga
simple sinusoidal symmetrical curve with the

greatest deptli at tlu' center of each recorded
wave, the recorded wa\'es will be more abru]>t

at one end than at the other. ThisTacconi])lish

by conti-oUing tlu' movement of the record-

ing-point with reference to the relative move-
ment of sucli point and the recording-surface.

Instead of acting pcr])endicular to the line of

advancing movement, the recording - point

moves ol)li([Ue to such line, so that in one di-

i-ection the recording-point moves to some ex-

tent with the i-ecording-surface and in the

other dii'ection such point moves to .some <'X-

tent against or opposite to the movenu'nt of

the recor<liiig-surface. Uy regulating th«>se

relative mo\ements I luive found that the re-

corded waves can be given the desired ab-

ruptness at one end— /. ^., the point of great-

est depth of the recorded wave can be trans-

feri-ed from the center of the wave to near
either end. I have found it ])referable to make
this abi'Uptness at tiie end ratherthhn at the

beginning of each wave, since in the former

case the reproducing-point passes down the

gradually-declining side of the wave to its ex-

treme (lei)tii, and then rises suddeidy at the

end of the wave without ])r()ducing audible

distui'bances of the recoi'ded soun(l, while in

the former case false sounds ai-e produced,

which I alli-ibute to the Jumping of the re-

producing-point olVof theal)rupt conierof the

recordcfl wave and its striking the bottom of

the wave with sutlicient force t«)rel)ound, mak-
ing false viljrations which are audible.
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This iiivciilioii of iiuMlii'yiii.u' tlie fonii of tlic

rccoi'dcd \t avcs, soaslo.iiivc;il)rii])tinovoiii('iits

of tlic I'cprodnciiiii-poiiit, is t'ai)able of bcinu'

carried out in pi'aclico in a iiroat vai'icty of

5 ways, a lew only of which arc shown l»y Ihc

di'awinefs for pui-poscs of iliiisti-ation, and
lliosc, for cicai-ncss, arc shown ])i-incipaiiy in

dia,iii-ani, the li-cnci'al fcaliu'cs of the ai)para-

lus hcinii' well nndcrstood.
Figures 1 and -2 represent on an ex a.uiicrated

scale, resi)ectively, tlic form of the i-ecoi'dcd

waves foi- vowels and hissini*' sounds in phoiio-

U'raph-rccords heretofoi'c produced. F\'j;s. ']

and 4 rejjreseut on an e.\a,i>,i>erated scale the

15 form of the recorded waves for vowels and
liissiiiii' sounds ])r()duced by tlie cmiiloyment
of this invention. I'Miis. 5 and G are views
illustrating' the dynanuc effects of the pure
and modi tied waves. Fi,i>'. 7 is a view, ])i'inci-

20 ])atly in diauram, illustratinj>- a suitable ai'-

rannement for the reccn-der indentin,£>-])oint,

witli dotted lines to show the effect of chang'-

in.ij;' the location of the pivot of theleverwhich
carries such indentiny-point. Fi<i'. S is a view

25 similar to Fii>'. 7, but showing' a flat instead of

a cylimlrical recording-surface. Fig. !) is a

view illustrating the accomplishment of the
same end by arranging the recorder oblique
to the recording-surface. Fig. 10 is a view

30 illustrating the use of a i-eproducer with rec-

ords such as would be pi'oduced by the ai'-

rangements of Figs. 7, S, and 9. Figs. 11 and
12 are a vertical section and top view, re-

spectively, of a recorder acting parallel with

35 the recoi'ding-surface and employing this in-

vention. Figs. 1.') to K), inclusive, are views
in vertical section of other forms of the re-

corder adapted to carry (Hit the invent ion, and
Fig. 17 is a A'ertical section of a slightly-dif-

40 Cerent i'ei)roduccr fi'om that shown in Fig. 10.

The sinuous liiu' A, Fig. ], represents the
i-ecorded wave-line heretofoi'c produced in

phonographs for vowel sounds. It will be
observed that the waves liave the greatest

45 deptli at the center of their length, and that
they risesynunetrically in each direction from
the central i)oiiit. Tlie sinuous line B, Fig.

2, is a similar representation of the Avave-line
for hissing sounds and on the same scale. Tt

50 will be seen that these waxes also have their
greatest de])th at their centers, but that they
are longer and have lessdepth than the waves
for vowel sounds, and hence are much more
gradual. Since the loudness of the sounds

55 pro(hiced by the plioii()giapli-rei)ro(lucer de-
pends upon the sharpness of (he impulses, it is

evident that these hissing sounds will be very
feeble. In fact, in many cases they are not
audible at all, and words depending on them
for their characteristics are not iH^prodiiced
witii clearness of articulation.

Now it will be seen that if the form of llu'

waves in recording is changed, so as to trans-
fer the point of greatest depth from tlie cen-
ter to near llm end of each wa\(', the impulse
producecl by the recorded waves in the pass-
ing of Die leprodiicing-poiiit over 1 hem w ill

60

6:;

be greatly sharpened. The lines C" and D,
Figs. and 4. represent recorded waves of

this modified cliaractei- and such as are pro-

dnccfl by the employment of this invention.
The difference in the action of the gradual

and abiuj)! waves I su])pose to l)e explained
by the apjilication of t!ie simple laws of dy-
namics. In Fig. .5.which shows a pure wave-
i-ecoi'd, the reproducing-point (i is lifted the
distance // z while the recording-sui-face is

ti-aveling the distance x z. In Fig. (!, Avliich

shows a modified or sharpened wave-i-ecord,

the reproducing-point is lifted the .same dis-

tance, // r, while the recoi-ding-surface is trav-

eling the shorter distance, .<•' z. Assuming
the same rate of travel for the recording-sur-

faces, the distance .1' z being one-half of .r z,

it will be seen that in the second case double
the energy will be exerted in lifting the re-

cord iiig-i)oint the same distance, and hence,
without increasing the depth of the waves,
the sound effects are increased.

To modify the recorded waves and make
them different in lorm from the sound-waves
l)roducing the record by makingthem abrupt
at one end, I control the rehitions between
the recording-point and the recording-sur-

face. I (iiid that by giving the parts such a
relation that the reciprocating movements of
the indent ing-poiiit are obliciue tt) the line of

movement of the recording-surface, rather
than substantially i)erpen<licular to it, the
proper effect is ))roduce(l, the greater tlie de-

gi'ce of obliquity the more abrupt being the
recorded waves, the greatest depth of each
wave being moved nearer to the end of tlie

wave. This may be done in a variety of

ways by fixing the location of thepivot of the
lever carrying the indenting-i)oint ami by
changing the angular position of the re-

corder.

In Fig. 7 the recording-surface K is rei)re-

sented as a i-evolving cylinder. The ivcorder-

diaphragm is shown at F. The recording-
point h is connected with the center of the
diai)hragm. and is mounted on a lever, r, piv-

oted at the jioint .''. This lever is short and
its pi\()t is located above the indeiiting-

l)oint, considering the recording-i)oint as act-

ing on the i()\) of the recording-surface. Tlie
direction of movement of the indent ing-iioint

is repr(>seiited by the line d. It will be .seen

that as the point moves foi-ward into the re-

cording-surface it will advance against the
movement of the surface and tlie effect will

be a ])rolonga(ion of the first part of the re-

eoi'ded wave, while when the point r«'fracts it

will move w ith the surface and the elTect will

be to short (Ml and make abrupt the second
part of the recortled wave. If the lever c were
jiivoled at f\the movement of the indenling-
])oint would be as repiesi'uted by line (/'. If

t Iu> pivot w ere at <-\ t he mo\cnu'iit of t lie point
would be representiul by line (/-'. F.ither of
these two latt«M' moveiiuMitsof the imU'iiting-

point would lie substantially perpendit'ular \o

the recortling-snrf.ice and the tlesiied uioilifi-
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25

cation of I lie wave-record would not be pro-

duced, llio point-carryinii' lever should be
short and have its ])ivot within the ediiv of
the diaphraiiin, and the pivots should ;dso be

5 above the point to secure the i)roper results,

or tlie equivalent of tliese conditions should
bo secured. The sliorter the lever and the
t'artlior the distance of tlie ])ivot above the
point the more oblique will be tlie movement
of the point. The proper conditions can be
obtained by advancing' in either of these di-

rections— /. e., if the pivot is ])nt a sullicient

di.stanc!' above the i)oint, the lever may be
lonsjerand may extend beyond the diai)hra,<>ni,

while if tlie lever is made exceedingly short

tlie distance of the ])i\()1 above tliei)oint may
be "i-eally lessened. The elT(M't of- bi-inyinij-

the pivot into the same plane as the point is

shown in I'^iy. 7 by the line (P and in Fig. S

by the line t'. In Fi,i>-. S the same arranoe-
ment is illustrated as in Fiji'. 7, witli the ex-

ception that a flat record in<>-siirface, G, is

shown instead of the cylinder. The line of
niovement of the record in,<>-point is shown at

e, while if the ])ivot of the lever should be lo-

cated at the record inii-surface at the point
marked by a cross the line of movement
of the recordiny-point would be, as at e', siib-

•stantially pei-iiendicular to the recordin.i>-sur-

30 face, and hence not effective for the purposes
of my invention. By chantiinn' the angular
position of thediaphra.oni with relation to the
recording-surface a long level' carrying the in-

denting-point can be employed, as shown in

35 Fig. !); but this is obviously equivalent to

placing the pivot farther above tlie point, as
.shown by the dotted lines in this figure.

The reiiroducer. Fig. 10, may lie a fine wire
point,/', connected with the diaphragm II by

40 a solid block of india-rublier, g. The repro-

ducing-])oint is bent dow nwardly into an in-

clined position, and is adapted to follow the
records pi-oduced by the recorders of Figs. 7,

S, and !i.

In Figs, n and li' is illustrated the use of

the invention willi i-ecorders having jioints

reciprocating in the plane of the recording-

surface, instead of in a plane perjiendicular

to such surface.

In Fig. 1.'} the recording-point // is jiivoted

to the center of the diaphragm. A rigid arm,

/, projecting from the ring or frame of the re-

corder, rests at its end against the beveled
side of tlie recoinling- point, which is held

against lliearm by a spring, /'. This arrange-

ment, it will be seen, will give the recoi'ding-

point a movement obli(|ue to the recor-ding-

surface. In Fig. 14 the same object is ac-

complished by connecting the i-igid arm with
the indenting-iioint by a \nn and oblicpie slot.

In Fig. If) the i-ecording-point A- is mounted
upon the carrying-lever A*', between the pivot

of the lever and its connection with the dia-

phragm.
In Fig. Itj the recording-point / is pivoted

45

50

03

60

on the diaphragm and has a tail-piece, /'.w hich

rests on a rigid arm, ///, against w hich it is

held by a spring, iii'.

In Fig. 17 tlie rej)roducer, insteail of having
for its point a siiring-wire, as in Fig. li\ has 70

such point formed on the end of a pivotetl

lever, 11, thrown forward !)>• a spring, o, which
keeps the diaphragm under tension. The
lever/; is connected with the c(>nter of the

diaphragm by a solid block, /^ of india-rub- 75

ber, cork, or other suitable material.

'JMie imi)rovenient in tlie art hereiiibcrnrc

exi)lained removes the element of uncertainly

which has heretofore existed in the construc-

tion of phonograitlis, and enai)les successful So

lihonographs to be made of an endless variety

in design and dilVering widely in detail.which

has not heretofore been possible, since t he cor-

rect princii)le of construction has iiol liefore

been known. ^5

What I claim is

—

1. Tiie imiirovement in the art of reconling

sounds for reiiroduction, consisting in ini-

])ressing a suitable recording- surface with

waves corr(^s])oii(ling with the sound-waves, 90

but made abrni)t at one end, subslant ially as

set forth.

2. The improvement in the art of recording

sounds for repro<luc1ion, consisting in im-

pressing a suitable recording- surface with 95

waves coi'responding with llie sound-waxes,

but made abrupt at the last end of the waves,

substantially as set for.th.

3. The improvement in the art of recording

sounds for reproduction, consisting in vibrat- 100

ing an indenting-point cori-espoiidingly with

the sound-waves, but oblique to the relative

line of movement of the recoi-ding-surface,

whereby the recorded waves will be more ab-

rui)t at one end than at the other, subslan- 105

tially as set forth.

4. The inii)rovemen1 in the art of recording

sounds for reproduction, consisting in \ibra1-

ing an indenting-])oint correspondingly with

the sound-waves, but obli([ue to tlie relative no
line of movement of the recording-surface,

the obliipie movement being such that the in-

denting-point moves forward against the

movement of the rec(n'ding-surface and back-

ward with such movement, wlu'rcby the re- 115

corded waves will l)e more abrupt at their

end than at their licginning, siibstaiil ially as

set forth.

/). 'i'he impro\('inent in the art of rciiroduc-

ing sounds, which consists in the employment 120

of actual ing-waves thai are more abrupt at

one end than at I In^ other, snl)s1ant ially as set

forth.

Th is si)ec ideal ion signed and w il ncssed I his

1 1th (lav of .lulv, ISSS.

TlfOS. A. KDISOX.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
A. W. Kiddle.
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To (III irJioin it iniiij con rrrii

:

lie it known that I, Thomas A. Kdisox, a
citizen of the I'nited State.s, re.si(liiii>nt Llew-
ellyn Park, in the connty of Essex and Stale

5 of New Jersey, have invented a certain new
and useful Ini])roveinent in IMioiiouraphs,

(Case No. 7iM,) of whicii Ihc followinii' is a

speeifieatioii.

For the reeoi'diiiy- surface of my plioiio-

lo ii'i-aph (/. f., the ])lion(),i>raiii-l»lank) I employ
a solid matei'ial, such as a wax composition
or a iriixtnre of metallic soai)s capable of be-

ing' indented )iy the recordin.i>-])oiiit. In re-

cording sounds a groove is foi-med in the ma-
15 terial by means of an indent ing-point con-

nected with the dia])hragni of the recoi-der,

and this groove varies in depth accordingly
as the indenting-point is advanctd or with-

drawn by the vibrations of the diaphragm,
20 thus forming the wave-recoi-d from which the

sounds are reproduced, as is well understood.
Heretofore the i'ecording-])oint used has

been con.structedsothat in forujing the groove
it removed the nnilei'ial l)y a .scraping action.

25 This was due I0 the fact that the advancing
edge of the recording-style used was perpen-
dicular to tlie recording-surface or receded
from the peri)endicular, the result being a
scraping rather than a ti'ue cutting of the

30 material. The scraping action I have found
to be pi-oductive of false vibrations, which
become a part of the record, and which are

audible as sci-atching and othei- foreign noises

when the sounds ai'e I'eproduced. I have

35 found thai this difficulty is overcome by em-
ploying a recording-point made as a true cut-

ting-tool with a cutting-edge in advance of

the stock of the tool. It might be supposed
that a cutting-tool would be unsuital)le for

40 the recording-point, and lliat the heel of the

tool would strike the l)o1tom of the groove

and prevent the formal ion of a i)erfect recoi-d,

or obliterate the I'ecord as made by smooth-
ing or pi-e.ssin.g out the indentations moi-e or

45 less; but I have found that the movement of

the recording-surface is siiihcient to keej) the

heel of the tool clear of the indentalions.

This adap1al)ili1yof the culling-tool foi-m for

the i-eco7'd ing-point I consider is also due in a

50 measure to the fact that the i-ecording-point

in my phonograph is arranged to acl more or

less ol)lii|Uciy to the recording-surface, so that

the recoided waxes will begin graduallx and
end abruptly, 'i'liis ol)li(|ue movement may
be accomi)lished in any of the ways desci'ibed
in my api)lic<it ion No. 7S(i, (Serial No. L>S(l,2(i4,

tiled July 17, ISSS,) in which this i)ai-ticular

matter is more fully explained. The recoi'd-

ing-])()in1 in itsforwai-d movenu'ut advancing
against the moxcment of the i-ecoi'ding-sui'-

face, the cutting-tool will clear itself Just to

the extent that its mo\'ement adxances from
tile perpendicular, and thus the speed of the
recording-suilace will be sui»])lcmented in the
respect of serving to kee]) the heel of the tool

cleai- by Die obli(|ue movenu'nt of the cutting-
tool. The waves, being abrupt, need not be
as deep, and hence thei'cis less dilTiculty in

cleaj'ing the tool.

In my ])honograph the culling-tool record-
ing-point is cari'ied by a lever which takes
the lateral thi'ust of the tool and relieves the
diaphragm of the sti'ain due to that thrust.

This carrying-lever is also pivoted so as to

produce the ol)li(|ue movement of the record-
ing-point befoi'c refei-red to. It also is made
light, is pi'ovi<le(l with fi'iction - bearings to

overcome the momentum of llie diaphragm
and attached parts and to take u|) lost jno-

tion, and it is al.so jjositively connecled with
the diaphragm by a pivoted link or ot her form
of connection which willyield in the direction

of the length of the levei-, so as to pi-event the
.straining of the diaphragm. "While I ])refer

to employ these several details, yet it is evi-

dent that the cutting-tool can be used with
phonograph - recordei's of vai-icnis construc-
tions, and hence I do not wish that featui'e of

my invention, except when specially indicated
by the claims, to 1m* limited to tlie details

stated. The cutting of the i-ecoi'd in the ma-
terial of the I'ecording- surface, instead of

sci'ajjing i1,mal<esa clean smooth recoi'd, free

from imperfections, pi'oducing sci'atching or
other foreign noises in the repi'oducer.

In the accompanying di'awings, forming a
part hei-eof, Figures 1 is a view, on an exag-
gerated scale, illustrating the formation of a
recoi'd by a scraping -style, as heretofore.

Fig. L' is a similar view illust rat ing the use of

this invention. Fig. ;! is a xcrtical section of

my phonograph-recordci' comiilctc, and l''ig. 1

is a bottom \ lew of tiie iccordcr.

A is the iceoi'ding-surface, w Inch iiia\' be
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considfivd as a wax ctjinijosit ion eapaljlo of

boiug iiulciited by the rec<)rdinj>- point or

style. It is gWvn a movemoiit in the direc-

tion of tlie aiTOWs, Figs. 1 and 2.

5 Heretofore tlie reeordin<>-style V> liasliad its

advaneing edge iJerpeJidieular to the reeord-

iiig-surface or receding from it, as sliowii in

Fig. 1. This produced tlie I'ccoi-d a by a scrap-

ing action. 15y my invention the i-eeording-

70 point (', l-'ig. 2, is a cutting-tool having a cut-

ting-edge, h, in advance of tiie stock of the

tool. This pi'oduces the record c l)y a true

cutting action. 'J'he style B is attached di-

rectly and only to the diaphragm J>', and
15 hence the wave-record a is composed of waves

having a symmetrical rise and fall with tlie

deepest part of each wave at its centei-. Tlie

lioint C is mounted on a pivoted lever, C,
connected with the diaphragm J) by a piv-

20 oted link, T)'. The direction of movement of

the cntting-edge of the recording-point C is

described by the dotted circle d : hence it

will be seen that the recording-point C acts

ol)]iquely to the record ing-su iface and y>yo-

25 tluces recorded waves, which begin gradually
and end abruptly. It will be seen that such
is the character of the wave-record c. By the
movement of the recording-surface and the
obliipie action of the I'ecording-point the heel

30 of tlie cutting -tool, forming the recording-

point, is kept clear in operation.

From the descripti(m that has already been
given and an insiiection of Figs. ;! and i it

will be readily understood liow my phono-

35 graph-recorder is constructed. The lever C
is carried by a bearing-pin, E, which is piv-

oted in a yoke, e, secured to the annular frame
F of the recorder. A spring,/', bears against
the pin K, and is adjusted in its tension by a

40 screw, _(/. 'JMiis produces a friction at the
bearings of the pin E, which overcomes tlie

momentum of the diaphragm and attached

parts by retarding their movement, and also

takes up all lost motion at the bearings. The
spring-friction produces a non-resilient and 45
constantly-acting retarding device. The piv-

oted link I)' prevents the diajihragm from
being strained by the differences in movement
of the diapliragm and the recor<ling-point by
reason of the fact that the link, (hie to its 50
pivots, yields in the direction of tlie length of

the carriei'-lever, while it forms a jiositive

connection between The recording-point and
the diaphragm.

I do not claim in this api)lication tlie ma- 55
chine or apparatus herein (lescribed, but only
the method of operation, I having been re-

quired by the Commissioner of Patents to

embody tlie apparatus in a separate a]»plica-

tion for Lettei-s Patent. Co
What I claim is

—

1. The method of recording sounds for re-

j)roduction, consisting in impressing sound-
vilirations upon a cutting record ing-iioint and
thereby cutting in tlie recording-surface the 65
record corresponding To tlie sound-waves in

contradistinction to the foi-malion of sucli

sound-records by a scraping action.

2. The method of recording sounds for re-

production, con.si.sting in impressing sound- 70
vibrationsupon a cutting recording-point, and
directing the vilirations of such recording-

point ol)li([Uely to tlie recording- surface and
tliereby cutting in tlie recording -surface a

souiid-wave record having waves more jibrupt 75
at one end than at the other in contradistiiie-

tioii to tlie formation of such sound - records
by a sci'aiiing action.

This specification siiiiied and witnessed tliis

14th dav of .lulv, isss.

'I'llOS. A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

\VlLLI.\M PELZER,
A. W. Ktddi.e.
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1

To all lohoDi it dkuj conccrii:
lie it known lliat I, Thomas A. Edisox, a

citizon of the United States, residin"- at Llew-
ellyn Pai-k, in the eonnty of Essex and State

5 of Xew Jersey, have invented a eeitain new
and useful Iniprovenient in Pluniofiraphs,
(Case No. 81."5,) of which the following- is a

specification.

In my ap])lication filed July 17, lS,s,s, Serial
lo Xo. 280,20'.!, of which Ihis application is a di-

vision, is set forth a method of recording-

sound-vibrations by cuttiny- the record in Ihe
recoi-ding-surface as (listin,<>uished from im-
pressiiiiisiich record by a scrapin<i- action, and

15 also an apparatus for carryino- such invention
into effect. In that application the method
only is claimed, the Commissioner of Patents
having- required me toeml)ody the apparatus
in a separate application.

20 For the recording-sui'face of my phonograph
(/. e., the ])honogram-blauk) I employ a solid

material—such as a wax comjjosition or a
mixture of nu'tallic soaps capable of being- in-

dented by the recording-point. In recording-

25 sounds a groove is formed in the material by
means of an indenting-point connected with
the diaphiagm of therecorder, and this groove
varies in depth accoi-diugly as the indenting-
point is ad\anced or withdrawn bythe vibra-

30 tionsof the diaphi-agm, thus forming the wave-
record from which the sounds are reproduced,
as is well understood.

Heretofore the recoi-ding-point used has
been con.structed so that in forminglhegroove

35 it removed tlie material by a scrai)ing action.

This was due to the fact that the advancing
edge of the recording-style used was perpen-
dicular to the recording-surface or receded
from the iierpendicular, the residt being a

40 scraping- rathei- than a true cutting of the ma-
terial. Tlie scraijing action I have found to

])e productive of false vibrations, which be-

come a part of the record, and which are
audible as scratching and other foreign noise.s

45 when the sounds are reproduced. I have
found that this difificidty is overcome by em-
])loying- a recording-point made as a true cut-

ting-tool with a cutting-edge in advance of the
stock of Ihe I00I. It might be suppo.sed that

50 a cutliiig-lool would be unsuitable foi' the re-

cording-point and that the heel of the tool

55

60

would strike the l)ottom ui the groove and
prevent the foi-mation of a ])erfect i-ecord, or

obliterate the record as nuule by smoothing
or pi-essing- out the indentations more or less;

but I have fouiul that the movement of the
i-ecordiug-sui-face issulticient to keep the heel

of the tool clcjir of tlie indentations. This
adai)tability of- the cutting-tool form for the
recoi'ding-point I consider is also due in a

measui'e to the fact that the recording-itoint

in my ])]ionogi-ai)h is arranged to act more or

less obli(|uely to t he i-ecoi-ding-surface, so t hat

the recorded waves w ill l)egin gradually and
end abruptly. This obli(jue movement may 65

be accomplished in any of the ways described
in my application No. 78(), (Serial Xo. 280,204,)

in which this particular matter is more fidly

explained. The recording-point in its forward
movement advancing against the movement 70

of the recording-surface, the cutting-tool will

clear itself just to the extent that its move-
ment advances from the ])erpendicular, and
thus the speed of the recording-surface will

be su])pleinente(l in the respect of serving to 75
keep the heel of the tool clear bythe obliiiue

movement of the cutting-tool. The waves, l»c-

ing- abi-upt, need not be as deep, and hence
there is less difficulty in clearing the tool.

In my i)honog-rai)h the cutting-tool i-ecord-

ing-point is cariied by a lever, which takes
the lateral thrust of the tool and relieves the

diaphragm of the sti-ain due to that thrust.

This cai-iying-lever is also pivoted so as to

produce the oblique nu)vementof the record-

ing-point, before i-eferred to. It also is made
light, is provided with friction-bearings to

overcome the momentum of the diaphragm
and attached parts and to take up lost mo-
tion, and it is also positively connected with

the diaphragm by a |)ivoled link or other

form of connection which will yield in the

direction of the length of the lever, so as to

prevent the .straining of the diaphragm.
While I prefei- to emi)loy these several de-

tails, yet it is evident that the cut ting-tool can
l)e used with i)honograph-recordersof various

constructions, and hence I do not wish that

feature of my invention, except when spe-

cially indicjited by tiie claims, to be limited

to the details stated. Thecutting of the rec-

ord in the material of the recording-surface
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instead of scraping it makes a elean sinootli

record free from imperfections i)roducin<?

sci'atcliiiiii- ())• other f()rei<>ii noises in tlie re-

[)r()dncei-.

5 In the accompanyinji' draw intis, forniinii- a

l)arl liereof, Fiunre 1 is a view, on an exaji-

gerated scale, illnstralinij- the formation of a

record by a scrapinii-style as heretofoi-e. Fig-.

2 is a similai' view illnstratinf>' the use of this

lo invention. Fi.y:. 3 is a vertical section of my
])hono,nrai)h-recorder complete, and i'"'ig-. 4 is

a l)ottom view of the recorder.

A is tlie recording-surface, wliicli may be
considered as a wax composition capable of

15 being indented by the i-ecording point or

style. It is a given a movement in the direc-

tion of tlie arrows. Figs. 1 and 2.

Heretofore the recording-style B has had its

advancing edge perpendicular to the record-

20 ing-snrface or receding from it, as shown in

Fig. ] . This produced the record a by a scrai)-

ing action. By my invention the recording-

point C, Fig. 2, is a cutting-tool having a cut-

ting-edge, h, in advance of the stock of the

25 tool. This produces the record c by a true

cutting action. Tlie style B is attached di-

rectly and only to the diaphragm B', and hence
the wave-record a is composed of waves Imp-
ing a symmetrical I'ise and fall witli the deep-

30 est i)art of each wave at its center. The point

V is mounted on a pivoted lever, C", connected
with the diaphragm D by a pivoted link, D'.

The direction of movement of the cutting-

edge of the recording-point C is described by
35 the dotted cii'cle d; hence it will be seen that

tlie recording-point C acts obliquely to the re-

cording-surface and i^roduces recorded waves
which begin gradually and endabniptly. It

will be seen that such is the cliaracter of the

40 wave-recoi'd c Jiy the movement of tlie re-

cording-sui-face and the oblique action of the
recording-point the lieel of the cutting-tool,

forming llie recording-point, is kept clear in

operation.

45 From the description that has already been
given and an inspection of Figs. '.\ and 4 it

will be readily understood how my phono-
graph-recorder is constructed. The lever C
is carried by a bearing-pin, E, which is piv-

oted in a yoke, f', secured to theannularfiame 50
V of the recorder. A spring,/, bears against
the pin K, and is adjusted in its tension by a
sci-ew,

(J.
This i)roduces a friction at the

bearings of the pin E, which overcomes the
momentum of the diaphragm and attached 55
parts by retarding their movement, and also

takes up all lost motion at the bearings. The
spring-friction produces a non-resilient and
constant ly-acting retarding device. The piv-

oted link D' prevents the diaphragm from be- 60
ing strained by the differences in movement
of the diaphragm and tlie recording-point by
rea.son of the fact tliat the link, ilue to its

pivots, yields in tlie direction of the length of

the carrier-lever, while it forms a positive con- 65
nection lietween the recording-point and the
diaphragm.
What I claim is

—

1. A phonograph-recorder having for its re-

cording-point a eutting-tool with a cutting- 70
edge in advance of the stock of the tool, sub-
stantially as set forth.

2. In a iihonograph-recorder, the combina-
tion, with the diaphragm, of a cutting-tool re-

cording-point connected with the diaphragm 75

and mounted to move obliquely to the record-

ing-surface, substantially as set forth.
.'). Ill a jihonograph-recorder, the combina-

tion, with the diaphrfigm, of a cutting-tool re-

cording-point connected with the diaphragm. So

and a non-resilient constantly-acting retard-

ing device for retarding the movement of such
point in lioth directions, sub.stantiallv as set

forth.

4. In a phonogi-aph-recorder, the eombina- 85
tion, with the diaphragm, of a cutting-tool re-

cording-point connected with the iliaphragm,

a level' carrying such point, and a positive

connection between the point and the dia-

phragm, which connection is constructed to 90
yield in the direction of the length «)f the le-

ver, substantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

;]lst (lav of October, 1888.

THOMAS A. EDISOX.
Witnesses:

WiLLIAAf PELZER.
E. C. Rowland.
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To all whoDh it may concern:
Be it known tliat I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of the United States, residing- at Llew-
ellyn Park, in the county of Essex and State

5 of New Jersey, have invented a cei-tain new
and useful Improvement in Phonograph-Re-
corders, (Case No. 700, division of Case No.
741,) of wliich the following' is a siiecilication.

The object I have in view is to i)r()duce an
lo efficient recording instrument for i)hono-

graphs; and my invention consists in the sev-

eral novel features and cond)inati()iis, as fully

hereiuaft(>i'exi)laiiied, and pointed out l)y tlie

claims.

15 In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a bottom or rear view
of the recordei- on an enlarged scale, aiul

Fig. 2 a sectional view of the same.
N is a metal plate forming the body of the

20 recorder. It has an opening, //, passing cen-

trally through it, to which the speaking-tube
of the phonograph is api)lied. The back of

the plate N is recessecl to form a circulai-

chamber, on a shoulder in which is placed the

25 diaphragm N', which is i)i-efei-ably made of

celluloid or some other light nuiterial, and is

Ijlaced in the reCess at the back of the jjlate

N, but is left free at its edges. The recoi-d-

ing-ijoint p^ is secured to the center of the

30 diaphiagm by wax or in any otliei- suitable
way. This point is constructed of a thin

plate of steel, which is cut oi- ground to a point
on one edge, and is beveled backwardly away
from that edge, so as to give a support for the

35 indenting-point and pi-eveut vibi'ation of that

l)oint in operation. This point passes througli

the end of thelever ;/, and is secured therein

by a set-screw, j/, the point ])eing sui'rouuded
between the lever and the diaphragm by a

40 small tube, ]/', of rubber or other suital)ie ma-
terial. The lever ir" is i-igid in its construc-

tion, aiul is mounted u])on a cross-pin, 7/', of

considei-able length, which is journaled at its

ends at the sides of the ])late N. The lever

45 p^ extends ])eyond the ])ivoting-pin y/, and
rests at its outer end against a block, 7, which
is faced with a piece of pure iiidia-rul)l)er, r/'.

This block is set in a i-ecess in the edge of the

plate N, and is adjusted forwai'd by a screw,

50 c^. The adjustable block (/ and its elastic face

q' form a yielding limiling-stoi) for tiie move-
ment of the indent ing-])()int. The othei- eiul

of the lever y/ e.vtends i)eyond the indenting-
point /r, an(l receives inward pressui-e from a
spring, (/', which is secured to the rim of the 55
l)late N, ()i)i)osite to the block 7, and j)i-esses

tiie lever y/' and the indenting-point inwardly,
so as to give tlu^ center of the dia])liragm a
slight inward bend, pi-oducingaii initial strain

upon the diaphragm. 15et \v(»eii the end of the 60
spi-ing ry ' and the lever //' a piece of india-

rubber, r/', is placed. The lever /r', being I'igid

in its construction and in its support by the
long bearing, prevents any vibration of tiie

iiulenting-i)oint, while the adjustable limit- 65
stop, foi-med by the block q and rubber q'

limits the movement of the diaphragm to a
snudl com])ass.

'JMiis construction of recordei' I have found
exceedingly effective in use. The tlia])liragm 70
is highly sensitive and responds accurately
to speech-vibrations. The movement of the
indenting-point is quite free within exceed-
ingly small limits, ])ut the resistance to its

movenient increases enormously as the extent 75
of the movement is iiicr<'ase(l; hence the im-
portance of the fundamental tones in the op-

eration of the instrument is I'educed, while
the hissing tones, which produce movements
of a small extent, are g'i\en an undue iniiior- 80

tance in tlie record. This makes the repro-

duced sound clear and intelligil)le, since the
hissing sounds are brought out clearly and
can be distinguished fi'om the scraping noises

of the instrument. 85

It will be observed that the dia])ln'agiii is

under constant tension, and can have no
moveiiu'iit at all except tliat which is permit-
ted by the elasticity of the yielding limit-

stop ({' . Heretofore the diaphragm of the 90
phonograph-recorder and the iiidenting-])oint

have not been limited in their forward move-
ment exce})t by the capacity of thediajihragm
for vibration. This has permitted strong
waves, owing to great momentum and tlie 95
small amount of energy stored uj) as a re-

tracting force, to give abnormal and untrutli-

ful vibrations to the diaphragm. \\'ith my
present recorder the diaphragm does not force

the lever forward into space, Init compresses 100
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matter always in contact—viz., the rubber q'

j

hence nearly all the work is stored up in the
compression of q' to effect the i-eturn move-
ment, and the momentum becomiufr a small

5 factor compared to tlie i)ower stored up, the
diaphragm is not given uiilrulliful vibi'ations.

This priiiciph'of coiislrucl ion oi' Uie recorder

I have termed a "closed" or "consti-ained
"

system of movemeiit as distinguished fi-om

lo the open or free system of movement hereto-

fore employed.
AVliat I claim is

—

1. A phonograph-recordei' having, in com-
bination, a diapliragm, an indenting-point se-

15 cured to the center of said diaphragm, a rigid

lever and spi-ing acting to force the point back
against tlie dia])hragm, and a yielding limit-

stop limiling the outward movement of the
diaphragm, substantially as set forth.

20 2. A i)honograph-i'ecorder having, in com-
bination, a diaphragm, an indenting-x^oint
moved by such dia])hragin,and a limiting-stop

limiting the outward movement of the dia-

phragm and indenting-point, substantially as

25 set forth.

3. A phonograph-recorder liaving, in com-
bination, a diaphragm, an indenting-point
moved by such diaphragm, and a yielding
limiting-stop limiting the outward movement

30 of the diaphragm and indenting-point, sub-
stantially as set forth.

i. A phonograph-recorder having, in com-
bination, a diaphragm, an indenting-point
moved by such diaphragm, and an adjustable
limiting-stop limiting the outward movement 35
of the diaphragm and indenting-point, sub-
stantially as set forth.

5. .\. ])honograph-recorder ha\ ing, in com-
bination, a diaphi'agm with fi-ee edges, an in-

denling-point secured to the center of the 40
diaphragm, a rigidly-constructed pivoted le-

ver connected with .'^aid indenting-point at
one end and resting against an adjustable
yielding limit-stop at the other end, and a
spi'ing pressing the lever inwardly, so as to 45
put the diapliragm undei- an initial strain,

substantially as set forth.

G. A ph(mogi-aph-recorder having, in com-
bination, a diaphragm, an indenting-point
moved by the diaphi'agm, a rigidly -con- 50
structed lever carrying such indenting-poijit,

and a long pivotal bearing for such lever, sub-
stantially as set forth.

This specification signed and witnessed this

20th day of February, 1SSS.

THUS. A. EDISON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all whom it marj concern:
Be it known tliui I, Thomas A. Edison, a

citizen of tlie United States, and a resident of

Llewellyn Pai-k, in the county of Essex and
State of XeAv Jersey, have invented a certain
new and useful Inipi'ovenient in Phonoi>Taph-
Reproducers, (Case Xo. 7(il, division of Case
Xo. 741,) of which the foUowini!,' is a specifi-

cation.

The ohject I have in view is to produce an
efficient rei)i'oducing-instrunient for phono-
graphs; and my invention consists in the
several novel features and comV)inations, as
fully hei-einafter explained, and pointed out
by the claims.

In the accompanying drawings, forming a
part hereof, Figure 1 is a bottom or rear view
of the reproducer on an enlarged scale, and
Fig. 2 a sectional view of the same.
O is a metal plate forming the body of the

reproducer. . It has an opening, u, passing
centrally through it, to which the listening-

tube of the phonograph is applied. The
plate O is recessed at its back, and has

25 stretched across it a diaphragm, O', which is

preferably a thin animal membi-ane. This
diaphragn\ is secured in place by a ring, ?;',

which is secured to the back of the plate O,
while the diaphragm is stretched by another
ring, u^ which has a neck screwing into the
opening u of the plate, and is capable of lieing

turned by a tool, so as to stretch the dia-
phragm O' more or less. To one edge of the
ring n' is secured a tine spi-ing-wii-e, a/^,which

35 is long enough to reach from the point where
it is secured to the center of the diaphragm,
and has its inner end turned doAvnwardly, as
shown, to f(jllow the spiral line of indenta-
tions upon the phonogram. The inner end

40 of this s])ring-wire iv' is attached to the cen-
ter of the diaphi-agm ])y a strip, u*, of rubber.
The tendency of the spring-wire is to bend
away from the diaphragm, so that it strains

the small rul)ber strip u* and places the

45 diaphragm under an initial tension. The
movement of the point of the wire 11^ in re-

producing is so slight that the strain is

30

never wholly removed from the laibber strip

M*, and hence the diaphragm is always un-
der tension, which tends to draw it out- 50
M ardly at the center. This makes the instru-

ment exceedingly sensitive and capable of

reproducing sounds accurately. The end of

the wire »'^ being rounded and burnished, it

will not obliterate the phonogram-record, even 5 5

though that record is made in quite soft ma-
terial.

I have found that by connecting the re-

producing -point with the diaphragm by a
strip of elastic material—such as rubber held 60

under tension—the proper wave motion is

transmitted to the diapliragm, l>ut the scratch-

ing noises which seem to require molecular
transmission are largely obliterated.

What I claim is

—

65
1. A phonograph - reproducer having, in

combination, a diaphragm and a reproduc-
ing-point connected with the diaphragm bj'

a strained elastic strip, substantially as set

forth. 70

2. A phonograph - reproducer having, in

combination, a diaphragm and reproducing-
point, a spi'ing tending to throw the repro-

ducing-point away from the diaphragm, and
an elastic strip connecting the point with the 75
diaphragm, whereby a spring-tension will al-

ways exist between the point and the dia-

phragm, substantially as set forth.

o. A phonograph - reproducer having, in

combination, a diaphragm and a spring-wire 80

secured at its outer end and projecting to-

ward the center of the diaplu-agm and turned
to form a reproducing-point, said spring-wire

tending to spring away from the diaphragm,
and a strip of india-rubber connecting the 85

end of the spring-wire to the center of the

diaphragm, sulistantially as set forth.

4. A phonograph - reproduce!" having, in

combination, a dia])hragm of animal mem-
brane, a reproducing-]i()inl, a si)ring tending 90
to throw the reproducing-point away from
the diaphragm, and an elastic strip connect-

ing said point with the center of the dia-

phragm, substantially as set foi'th.
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6. A phonogvaph - reproducer having, in

combination, a diaphragm of animal mem-
brane, a ring for stretcliing sxich dia])hi'agni,

a rei)ro(liU'ing - point, a si)ring tending to

throw tlie rei)r(Klucing-point away from the
diapliragm, and an elastic si rip connecting
said re])i'oducing-point Avith llie diapliranni,

suhslaiit iallv as set toitli.

'J'liis specifical ion signed and witnesseil this

•2(nh (lav of Feln'uary, LSSS.

TIIOS. A. EDTSON.

Witnesses:
William Pelzer,
E. C. Rowland.
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To all luhoDi it may concern:
I>e it known that I, Thomas A. Edison, of

^lonlo Park, in the county of Middlesex and
State of New Jersey, have invented a new

j and useful Improvement in Circuit -Con-
trollers, (Case No. 54.'),) of which the folloM'in.si-

is a specittcaticm.

The object of this invention is to pi'ovidea
simple and efUcient switch or circuit-breaker

lo especially adapted for connecting and discon-
necting the dynamo-electric machines em-
ployed for generating- current in m\dtiple-aic
systems of electrical distribution. Each of
such machines has its armature and its field-

15 magnet in separate multiple-arc circuits from
the same main conductors. When such a
generator is removed from circuit it is neces-
sary to break both its field and armature cir-

cuits and to break the latter before the former,
20 for if the arnuiture was left in circuit after

the field-magnet was cut out the current from
the other machines would x>ass through such
arnuiture aiul l)urn out its coils. And in con-
necting the inachine the field-circuit should

25 be ch)sed somewliat in ad\'ance of the arma-
ture-circuit so that the generation of current
may begin immediately upon the closing of

the latter. It is desirable also that the break-
ing or closing of both circuits sliould be ac-

30 complished by the same jnovenient.

]My invejition therefore consists mainly in

a circuit-breaker adajited to break two cir-

cuits b\' the same movement, and also to

break one of .such circuits before the other,

35 such circuit-breaker being also provided with
means for locking it when clo.sed and for in-

stantaneously i-eleasing it and breaking the
circuit when desired, means for preventing
spark and heating at the contacts, and means

40 for maintaining, if desii-ed, a constant field

of force in each generator, such means being
in addition to the closing of the field-cii-euit

before tlie armature-circuit by the ciiciut-

controller, the construction of the whole ap-

45 paratus being such as lo insure efficient ac-

tion in all r(!spects.

Said invention is illustrated in 1 he annexed
drawings, in which

—

Figure 1 is a diagram illustrating the eon-

50 nections; Fig. 2, an elevation of a circuit-

breaker; Fig. 3, a top view of tlie same; Fig.

•4, a sectional view illustrating the contacts

for making and bi-eaking the armature-cir-

cuit, and Fig. 5 a ^•iew of one of the contact-

plates.
'

55
A A are dynamo-electric machines and 1 2

ai-e main conductors. The arnuiture of each
uuichinci is in a multiple-arc ci re 11 ft7?!^«»7-rt'0ni

"

said iiuiin conductors and the flcld-magnets of

each are in a circuit, .5 0. ICacli of said field- 60

circuits contains an adjustable resi.stance, 1>,

for regulating the generation of current.

In Fig. 1, C C are switches foi' the armature-
circuits and D D for the field-circuits. While
in this figure the armature and field switches 65

are shown separatel}' for clearness, it is to be
understood that the)' are parts of the same
mechanism and are operated by the same
movement, as will be hereinafter set forth.

Around the switch in each circuit is formed 70
a shunt, T, which is opened and closed by the
withdrawal oi- insertion of a plug, h, between
contact-plates c c. These plugs are termed
"guard-plugs" and are inserted to prevent
heating at the cireuit-bi-eaking contacts. The 75
field guard-i)lug may in addition be used for

the purpose of maintaining a constant field.

Such ijlug would be inserted sometime be-

fore the ciiX'uit-controller is closed, so that

current ma)^ pass through the field and raise 80

it to its normal strength l)efore the armature-
circuit is closed. The plug may be kept in

circuit after the circuits are broken. The
armature guard-plug must, however, be with-

drawn before breaking the circuits. 85
The circuit-controlling meclianism for the

field and armature circuits of a generator is

mounted on a suitable insulating-base, E.

Near one end of said base are placed suitable

staiulards, d d, sujjporting a shaft, r, on which 90
is pivoted the f I'anu' F, which is pi'ovided with
a handle, G. A cross-piece, H, of insulating

material, is held by a rod, i, passing across

said frame and through said cross-piece. TIiq^

latter r-ai-ries the contacts for makiug and 95
breaking the armature-circuit. p]ach of said

coutacts is a metal plate, I, having its end
i-ounded or beveled ott and its upper portion
forked, forming the two parts g g, one pass-
ing on each side of the cro.ss-piece II. A i>in, 10^

^M
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li, passes lln'ongli the forked exti-emities and
the cross-piece II,foniiijig' a i>ivot, so that the
contact-phite has a sliglit swinging movement.
These eon tact -phites, when the frame F is

5 jiressed down, enter between contacts mo\int-

ed on tlie base E. These are metal plates /.; k,

set iipright on the base, so that the movement
of the contact-plates I opens and closes cir-

cuit at three points, thus, diminishing the
lo spark. The conductor 3 of the armature-cir-

cuit is brolvcn at this jjoint, its ends being at-

tached to the two end plates, />-, one part of

said conductor passing through the base E,
as shown. Each plate k is divided, as shown

15 at 1 1, into several parts, so that such plates
are elastic and will make good contact at everj^

' point with the plates I. The upper and inner
edges of the plates k are beveled, so that the
plates I can readilj" enter between them, such

20 plates I also being pivoted, as described, for

the same purpose. The Avire G of the field-

circvnl Is ;j,lso broken, and one terminal is con-
nected at the i3oint m, from whence a con-
ductor jDasses through base E to contact-plate

25 n. Only one of such eontact-i3lates is shown;
but it is understood that a similar one is

placed behind it. A contact-piece, o, carried
by the frame F, makes and breaks connection
between these contact-plates. A shunt, 7,

30 around the contacts k k runs to the plates cc,

. a,nd tlie guard-plug h is inserted between tliese

^^Tif^'yplates for the purpose above mentioned. A
'

* '^ siihllar guard-jjlug is provided for the tield-

eireuit. Tlie contact-piece o is, as shown,
35 somewliat longer than the plates I, so that the

field-circuit is closed somewhat before and
broken somewhat after the armature-circuit.
Attached to another cross-piece, K, of the
frame F are two rods, L L, which i)ass through

40 the base E and terminate in brackets M be-
neath said base. P^ach of siich rods is sur-
rounded by a spiral spring, N, whicli opposes
the downward nu)venu>nt of frame F.

A S[)riiig-catch, O, is provided for hcLliiig-

45 the frame F when the latter is pressed down,
the ])r()j(,*ction j) engaging Avitli llie projec-
tion c/ upon said frame, tlie s])ring /• pressing
against the arm P to throw llie projection })

into o])(M'ativo position, and the arm s acting
50 to limit the movement of said arm P. Some-

1 iine before tlie circuit-controller is closed the
(i(>ld guard -])hig maj- be inserted, so that
when il is (Uisired to connect the macliine the
Held will already Iiave reached its noi'mal in-

55 tensi1:y. iVfter the circuit is closed th(> lev(>r

(^ pivoted on base E, is thrown over, so that
tiie notch /on such lever engages with tlie

plate // on tlie arm P and prevents said arm
IVoni being i)iisli('d down, 'i'hcarm His then

60 swung around until the ringS comes ()p])o-

site I lie contact-plates c r, and the gnard-plug
/; is passed through such ring and between
said conlact-jilatc s. it is liiei'efore rendered
necessary to withdraw the guard-jilug be-

65 fore the ai'inat ure-cireuit is hrokcMi, this ar-
rangement being provided so that the circuit

through the armature cannot be maintained
after the field-circuit is l)roken, as otherwise
the main conductors miglit l)e shoit-circuited.
The breaking of the circuits is accom- 70

jilished after the armature guard - plug is

withdrawn by throwing the notch t olf from
plate u and tlien pressing down arm P, which
throws projections p and q out of engagement
when the springs N throw- the frame F up and 75
break first the armature and then the field

circuit.

The hooke<l Avire T, or other suitable de-
vice, is used to support the arm R Avhen the
circuit is broken. 80

It is eAident that this circuit-breaker may
be used in anj- situation Adhere it is desired
to control tAvo or more circuits by the same
movements.
AVhat I claim is

—

85
1. The combination, Avith two or more dy-

namo-electric machines, each haA'ing its lield-

coils and its armature-coils in sei^arate de-
ri\'ed circuits from the same main conduct-
ors, of a circuit-breaker for each machine, 90
controlling both its field and armature cir-

cuits by the same movement and breaking
the latter before the former, substantially as
set forth.

2. The combination, a\ ith a circuit-breaker 95
for the field-circuit of a dynamo-electric ma-
chine, of a guard-plug in a shunt around the
same, substantially as set forth.

3. In a circuit-controller, the combination,
Avith two or more stationary contact-plates, of 100
a i^ivoted arm carrying one or more pivoted
or swinging contact-plates for closing circuit

betAveen said stationary plates, substantially
as set forth.

4. In a circuit-conti-oUer i)rovided Avith a 105
guard-plug, the combinatitm, Avith the arm
carrying contact-plates, of a locking device
for keeping the circuit closed, means for re-

leasing said device, and means for prevent-
ing the ojieration of such releasing means be- 1 10

fore the Avithdrawal of the guard-plug:, sub-
stantially as set fcu'th.

5. In a circuit-controller pri»vided with a
guard-plug, the combination, with thespring:-
catch for locking the contact-carrying arm 115
Avlien the circuit is closed, of the arm for pre-
venting the movement of said catch, said arm
being lield in positicm by the guard-plug and
being operative only after the withdrawal of
such guard-plug, substantially as set forth. 120

r>. In a circuit-conlrolU'r, the ])ivoted frame
carrying swinging contact-plates, in combina-
tion with upright terminal plates between
whicli said swinging plates vn\vv lo clo.se eir-

cuit, substantially as s(>t forth. 1:5
'J'hisspe<M(icalion signed and w iinessevl this

\'Mh da.\' of l-'el)ruary, ISS;!.

•|'1U).MAS .\. EniSON.

Witnesses:
II. W. SR1.LY.

El)\\ AJU> II. FV.MT.
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